
Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-1 BG Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. Na

2. Organization/Affiliation fl/>}-

3. Address 

4. E-mail 

5. Please check here if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6. Please check here ~would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

Please print • Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 
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1.a. Thank You



Draft Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-18G Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by February 24, 2017 

1. 

Online at: http://www.whidbeyeis.com/Comment.aspx 
By mail at Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 

23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

Name - -----
2. Organization/ Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired military) 

~ {G()_/ 

3. V( II(} WA 
9J7;;B 9 

4. Email ---------------------------

lncreases in Outlying Field (DLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools and 
quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. This is a burden 

greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

Comments 
Please check all that concern you and include additional comments on the back. 

The environmental impacts of the following issues due to increased flight operations at the OLF are not 
adequately addressed in the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS): 

(P Health effects from noise and low-frequency sound. 

D Businesses, schools, hospital, and County and Town public government operations in the 
Coupeville area. 

r/ A decrease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville, hiking and birding at Ebey's 
~ Landing National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference Center, Fort Casey State Park, The 

Pacific Rim Institute. 

i, decrease in private property values due to noise. 

(over) 
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1.a. Thank You
10.a. Biological Resources Study Area
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.c. Wildlife Sensory Disturbance and Habituation
10.k. Aircraft-Wildlife Strike and Hazing/Lethal Control of Wildlife
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.d. Population Impacts
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
3.e. Field Carrier Landing Practice Patterns
3.f. Field Carrier Landing Practice Operation Totals
3.i. Runway Operating Hours and Flight Schedules
4.p. Sleep Disturbance
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



, ./ Outdoor recreation limits, as well as children's and family's health, at Rhododendron Park 
V ball fields. 

D Noise impacts on commercial properties including agriculture. 

Additional Concerns: 

~ if Risk of increased aquifer and well contamination. 

~ The addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones ( APZs) surrounding OLF will 
restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

~he Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere despite this being one of 

the top issues from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

¢ The impact on marine and •errest rial wildlife such as orcas and migratory birds. 

D The major terrorist risk for Whidbey Island by siting all Growlers here. 

~ishaps and crash risks due to problems such as the Growler onboard oxygen system. 

Please include any additional comments and concerns here: 

All comments will become a part of the public record and will be addressed in the final EIS. Personally identifiable information of 
individuals will be kept confidential and not released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by Jaw. 
City, state and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

For more information, go to Coupeville Community Allies, www.facebook.com/whidbeyeis 

Coupeville Community Allies is a group of community members committed to sharing accurate 
information to all Coupeville and Whidbey Island residents regarding the Growler EIS. We 
encourage everyone to get involved in the discussion of our future and to submit comments 
and concerns. 

Prepared and paid for by Coupeville Community Allies 
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Victoria, British Columbia V8P3C2

The rumbling from jets is disruptively loud, shakes our house and even sets off car
alarms. Please route the jets so they do not fly over Victoria BC.

LACTE0001

1.a. Thank You
3.a. Aircraft Operations
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations



, WA 98133

TO Whom It may concern: I strongly discourage the navy from adding 36 more growlers
to the Whidbey fleet. The noise pollution is damaging for animals and humans. I say NO
MORE!! -A Seattle Resident

LAFCA0001

1.a. Thank You
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife



Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-1 SG "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

1. First Name 

2. Last Name 

January, 2017 Comments 

Fill in and mail with comments to: 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
NAVFAC Atlantic Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

-- ---------------

------------------------

3. Organization/ Affiliation ___ ,_tl._A_--v_<._"t _ta_,...., __ l_o_rE_s __ ( _, t._. vt_r.1_0 ______ _ 

4. City, State, ZIP ___ L_of_f_Z. __ t _~·_L A_,.,_o_w_.1i-__ 't_~_·2_,_, ________ _ 

5. E-mail -- ------------

6. Please check here Dr1f you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

7. Please check here D if you would like your name/address kept private 

01 /08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 
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1.a. Thank You
12.a. Socioeconomic Study Area
12.h. Tourism
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument



Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-1 SG "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

January, 2017 Comments 

Note: For Draft EIS page citations and supporting references see www.QuietSkies.info 

1. The Growler is known for its intense low frequency engine rumble, but low frequency noise 
impacts are ignored in the Draft. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies using C-weighting (dBC) 
in addition to A-weighting (dBA). 

2. Analysis of noise impacts in the. Draft is based solely on computer simulation. To be valid 
for decision making, models must be verified. 

Action: Provide the data used for simulation. Provide Growler noise measurements 
with afterburners at 100 feet behind the jet in one-third octave bands from 6 Hz to 20 
kHz. Calibrate the computer model with actual noise measurements in locations 
throughout the region. 

3. NOISEMAP is the computer model used in the Draft to predict noise impacts. A Department 
of Defense report found that NOISEMAP is outdated and new software was needed to 
provide "scientifically and legally defensible noise assessments" of the modern, high-thrust 
jet engines used in the Growlers. 

Action: Redo the noise simulation using the more recent Advanced Acoustic Model. 

4. The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) metric used in the Draft was developed for 
commercial airports that operate 365 days a year. DNL is inappropriate for the intermittent 
but intensive military flight activity at NASWI. Averaging over the year assumes, without 
studies, that the quiet days mitigate the noisy days. 

Action: Noise levels should only be averaged over active flying days. 

5. The Draft dismisses long-term health impacts of jet noise because some studies are not 
conclusive. 

Action: Recognize the impacts of Growler noise on health as documented in the 
World Health Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise" and "Night Noise 
Guidelines for Europe." 

6. The Draft includes some independent noise measurements and ignores others. 

Action: Incorporate the San Juan County noise reports and the Coupeville noise 
measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS analysis. 

01 /08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 
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7. The Draft suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands (SJI) National 
Monument are exempt from National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) protection. 
Protection was granted prior to the establishment of the SJI National Monument. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and 
remove language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 

8. The three Alternatives considered in the Draft are very similar and are based on old 
technology - a piloted jet that requires constant pilot training for safe carrier landing. 

Action: Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets (drones) instead of 
more Growlers to significantly reduce the need for land-based carrier training. 

9. The Draft only examines socioeconomic impacts on Island and Skagit Counties. San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties are or will be impacted by Growler noise. They are very 
dependent on outdoor recreation that is being harmed by Growler flight activity and receive 
little, if any, economic benefit from employment associated with NASWI. 

Action: Examine socioeconomic impacts, including real estate values, on San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties. 

10. All Alternatives in the Draft are irrevocable decisions to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI. 
While some potential noise Mitigation Measures addressed, there is no commitment. 

Action: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their timelines in the Final EIS and 
Record of Decision. 

11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous areas. CEQ Regulation 1502.9 (a) states "If 
a draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude meaningful analysis, the agency shall 
prepare and circulate a revised draft of the appropriate portion." 

Action: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies identified in comments and offer 
further opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is prepared. 

12. Add your own comments here: 

01/08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 
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Oak Harbor, WA 98277

the Navy has not addressed these issue in the EIS. 1. Water contamination to the
aquifers around the base that are peoples sole sources of water. 2. Actual Noise
Measurements were not made. Noise modeling is outdated and noise averaging is
inappropriate. Individual measurements made by the National parks services shows
noise levels far in excess of that of the predicted by average modeling. 3. Alternatives to
using coupeville OLF were not adequately addressed. as their are much better suited
location for these fighter/high performance jets that have millions of acres. 4. Jet Noise
and Pollution reductions were not thoroughly addressed. 5. Crash frequency and impacts
to local emergency services were not addressed. 6.Impacts on our children is not
adequately addressed: Childhood learning disability's & hearing damage, impacts on
students at all schools and parks in the flight area of these EA-18G fighter /high
performance jet. 7. Economic impact on tourism and u-pick farm business, property value
loss, declines of the civilian population and loss of business is not addressed adequately.
8. Impact to natural resources is not addressed: bird migration and animal habitat;
impacts on Ebay's landing National Historic reserve & Deception Pass State Park and all
aspects of outdoor recreation . 9. Frequency and effects of fuel dumping is not
addressed.
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1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.d. Population Impacts
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.t. Noise Mitigation
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
6.f. Fuel Dumping
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve



Providence, RI 02906

I lived many years in the Pacific Northwest and have dear friends who live on Whidbey
Island. Their lives have been dramatically affected by the Growler jets present on the
island, and that is w/o the proposed build-up! The noise level of these jets makes it
impossible for residents on the island - many who have been there for generations - to be
able to live in a healthy and sustainable way. I would hope that the well-being of civilians
would be THE top priority of the Army/Navy of the U.S., resulting in the removal of
Growler operations from the island. I mean, why protect the country and destroy the
health and quality of life of U.S. civilians in the process! This includes children, who are
affected developmentally by the noise levels. The final EIS needs to address the potential
impact on Coupeville Middle and High School. Also, The EIS noise study needs to
include actual sound measurements with appropriate sound measurement equipment. A
DOD commissioned study found that the DEIS uses an outdated noise simulation model
that is not appropriate for Growler engines. Please include a 60 day comment period after
the final EIS is completed. This is an important opportunity for citizens to reply to the final
EIS!

LANDE0001

1.a. Thank You
2.a. Purpose and Need
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.f. Use of Public Comments
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference



Victoria, British Columbia V8T1S7

These jets area extremely disruptive and unsettling. My children and I have been
suffering from sever anxiety, paranoia, insomnia, persistent reoccurring migraines, and
depression ever since we've fallen subject to these horrible loud machines. The extreme
increase in activities this past month are becoming unbearable.

LANER0001

1.a. Thank You
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Coupeville, WA 98239

The two most dangerous aspects of flying are the approach, landing and takeoff -- in
other words most of the OLFC flight path. The risks are significant (a) because of
significant encroachment problems, (b) because OLFC is about 49,000 acres below and
the runway about 3000 feet short of standard for Growlers, (c) because the pilots are
mostly students flying the F-18 airframe which is 5.5 times more likely to crash than its
EA-6B (Prowler) predecessor, and (d) FCLP operations occur at low elevations that
increase likelihood of bird strikes with the significant shoreline bird population. These
risks cannot be mitigated other than by moving the FCLPs off a suitable 21st century
off-Whidbey site. With a large portion of the State of Nevada owned and used by the
United States Military forces, I believe it would be adventages for the FCLP's to relocate
to the State of Nevada for the safety of the citizens of Whidbey Island and the growing
population in the area. With the toxic polluting of ground waters in the area the citizens of
Whidbey Island have endured enough. Respectfully, 

LANMO0001

1.a. Thank You
10.a. Biological Resources Study Area
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.c. Wildlife Sensory Disturbance and Habituation
10.k. Aircraft-Wildlife Strike and Hazing/Lethal Control of Wildlife
11.a. Groundwater
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville



EA-18G Growler EIS Project Manager 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard 
Norfolk, VA 23508 
Attention: Code EV21/SS 

Dear Project Manager, 

I am writing to you regarding the Draft EIS for the EA-18G "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex, December 2016, 
to provide comments to be considered & addressed in preparing the Final EIS. 
My comments include; pwpose, routes, noise, chaff., electromagnetic radiation, 
groundwater, & a conclusion. The grave implications of the Navy's proposal 
warrants much greater "intellect & decent pwpose" for our security ·& liberty 
than the DEIS or these comments possess at this time. Thank you for 
welcoming public comments, with the extension to February 24, 2017. 

Sincerely, 
 

, Port Townsend, WA 98368 
 

I . PURPOSE 

*The Navy's NEPA process should have made absolutely clear that electronic 
wmfare training in potentially populated areas is their intent, and the public 
should have had the opportunity to be heard on the full scope of activity. The 
Izard work of civilians who have for decades strived to make and keep the 
Olympic Peninsula a great place with a robust tourism economy as well as 
special designations such as World Heritage Site, Biosphere Reserve, National 
Marine Sanctuary, and Wild Olympics, now fear seeing our forests irradiated, 
our species extilpated, our silence disrupted, our seas blown up, our main bridge 
to the mainland closed unpredictably disrupting access to healthfacilities, our 
swimming,fishing, boating, hiking, natural habitat & residential areas used for 
military training exercises, and our drinking water, soil and air polluted. 

LANPA0001

1.a. Thank You
1.b. Best Available Science and Data
1.c. Segmentation and Connected Actions
10.a. Biological Resources Study Area
10.f. Endangered Species Impact Analysis Adequacy
11.a. Groundwater
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.n. Quality of Life
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
19.d. Electronic Warfare
2.a. Purpose and Need
2.b. Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement and Analysis
Conducted
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
3.c. Military Training Routes
3.h. Runway Usage, Flight Tracks, and Altitudes
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.e. Day-Night Average Sound Level Contours and Noise
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.i. Other Noise Metrics Not Currently in Analysis
4.l. Points of Interest
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.p. Sleep Disturbance
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
6.g. Chaff
7.f. Impacts to Wilderness Areas
8.a. Cultural Resources Area of Potential Effect
8.b. Section 106 Process
8.c. Noise and Vibration Impacts to Cultural Resources
9.a. Consideration of Tribes



**Our neighborhood hears the rumble of touch & go's across the waterji·om 
both Whidbey Island abfields, Ault & OLF, and the roar of fight tracks 
transiting directly over us, burning 1304 gallons of ji,el per hour,· 21 gallons of 
ji,el per minute over our heads, into our ab; wate1; and land. What can be a 
quiet sanctumy of decibels in the 20's is now increasing to over 100 db, 
significantly impacting our health & all that live here. 

**How many people are affected .... over 120,000 living just on the peninsula ... 
over 4 million visitors per year. 
What is the navy's definition of "unpopulated" and does that make rt difference 
in where they fly? 
The map shows the part of Port Townsend where I live as being "unpopulated". 
(EIS Fig. 3 map) 

The Olympic Peninsula is home to over 120,000 people, full of natural 
wonders;many tourists and locals visit the Olympic National Park which attracts 
over 3 million visitors per year. The region's 200 miles of coastline have fostered 
the maritime and fishing industries. The labor market continues to develop, 
benefiting from the region's natural resources. The San Juan islands are 
spectacularly scenic and is a popular tourism destination. Today, tourism-related 
industries and retirement communities are a strong economic base on the Olympic 
Peninsula. In addition, Island County is home to 80,000 residents, with several 
state parks & protected areas. State of Washington, U.S. Census Bureau 

**What are the true consequences of adding more growlers? I object to the EIS 
stated purpose, as the nmy is already conducting training & testing activities,· 36 
more or 1 more or 100 more doesn't insure that the navy meets its mission. But 
"more" does mean that it will cost more 011 many different levels, ji·om monetmy 
to quality of life & life itself. How is the land, wate1; ab; wildlife, & humanity 
affected? The EIS does not consider the ji,ll impact of the cumulative 
consequences. 

Military-Industrial Complex Speech, Dwight D. Eisenhower: 

"This conjunction of an immense military establishment and a large arms industry 
is new in the American experience. The total influence -- economic, political, even 
spiritual -- is felt in every city, every State house, every office of the 
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Federal government. We recognize the imperative need for this development. Yet 
we must not fail to comprehend its grave implications. Our toil, resources and 
livelihood are all involved; so is the very structure of our society. In the councils of 

government, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, 
whether sought or unsought, by the military industrial complex. The potential for 
the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist. We must never let the 
weight of this combination endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We 

should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable citizenry can 
compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of 

defense with our peaceful methods and goals, so that security and liberty may 
prosper together. Disarmament, with mutual honor and confidence, is a continuing 
imperative. Together we must learn how to compose differences, not with arms, but 
with intellect and decent purpose. Because this need is so sharp and apparent I 
confess that I lay down my official responsibilities in this field with a definite sense 

of disappointment. As one who has witnessed the horror and the lingering sadness 

of war -- as one who knows that another war could utterly destroy this civilization 
which has been so slowly and painfully built over thousands of years -- I wish I 
could say tonight that a lasting peace is in sight. The worst to be feared and the best 
to be expected can be simply stated. The worst is atomic war. The best would be 
this: a life of perpetual fear and tension; a burden of arms draining the wealth and 
the labor of all peoples; a wasting of strength that defies the American system or 

the Soviet system or any system to achieve true abundance and happiness for the 
peoples of this earth. Every gun that is made, every warship launched, every 
rocket fired signifies, in the final sense, a theft from those who hunger and are not 
fed, those who are cold and are not clothed. This world in arms is not spending 
money alone. It is spending the sweat of its laborers, the genius of its scientists, the 
hopes of its children. The cost of one modern heavy bomber is this: a modern brick 
school in more than 30 cities. It is two electric power plants, each serving a town 

of 60,000 population. It is two fine, fully equipped hospitals. It is some 50 miles of 

concrete highway. We pay for a single fighter with a half million bushels of wheat. 
We pay for a single destroyer with new homes that could have housed more than 
8,000 people. This, I repeat, is the best way of life to be found on the road the 

world has been taking. This is not a way of life at all, in any true sense. Under the 

cloud of threatening war, it is humanity hanging from a cross of iron .. 

The jet plane that roars over your head costs three quarter of a million dollars. That 
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is more money than a man earning ten thousand dollars every year is going to 
make in his lifetime. What world can afford this sort of thing for long? We are in 
an armaments race. Where will it lead us? At worst to atomic warfare. At best, to 
robbing every people and nation on earth of the fruits of their own toil. Now, there 
could be another road before us-the road of disarmament. What does this mean? 
It means for everybody in the world: bread, butter, clothes, homes, hospitals, 
schools-all the good and necessary things for decent living .... He noted that in 
addition to military dangers, an arms race would place a domestic burden on both 
countries. Eisenhower talked of future peace and goals to unify Germany, 
removing occupying forces in Austria and minimizing what both sides would lose 
when spending so much of their wealth on armaments. He spoke of the 
consequences of putting so much effort into building weapons when that same 
effort could be put to better use feeding people. As a former general, he was 
supportive of a strong national defense, but he also hoped to reduce military 
spending so there could be an increase in funding for domestic programs." 

DEIS: Navy PROPOSED ACTION 
The U.S. Department of the Navy (Navy) proposes to: 

*continue and expand existing EA-18G Growler operations at the NAS 
Whidbey Island complex, which includes FCLP by Growler aircraft that occurs 
at Ault Field and OLF Coupeville 

*increase electronic attack capabilities by adding 35 or 36 aircraft to support 
an expanded DoD mission for identifying, tracking, and targeting in a 
complex electronic warfare environment 

*construct and renovate facilities at Ault Field to accommodate additional 
Growler aircraft 

*station additional personnel and their family members at the NAS Whidbey 
Island complex and in the surrounding community. 

The purpose of the proposed action is to conduct training and testing activities to 
ensure that the Navy meets its mission, which is to maintain, train, and equip 
combat-ready naval forces capable of winning wars, deterring aggression, and 
maintaining freedom of the seas. In its request for consultation, the Navy 
characterized the term of the proposed action as the "foreseeable future." For 
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purposes of this biological opinion, we are defining "reasonably foreseeable 
future" based on climate-change modeling horizons that are likely to occur. It is 
our best professional judgment, based on a review of that science, that an analysis 
period of 20 years is the maximum duration for which we can provide a reasoned 
analysis. 7/16 nwtt .. fish & wildlife 

2. ROUTES 
* *Where are your military training routes? 

The DEIS does not show the routes, & when I asked for more info in an email 
to the navy, I was referred to navy documents of 2005 & 2010 which also 
didn't show the routes, & was told that I could determine the routes by looking 
at the destinations. So the 2016 DEIS statement about avoiding noise 
sensitive & wilderness areas cannot not be really true. The navy does not 
need to avoid these areas because the exceptions listed describe the entire 
flight; i.e. 11 

... no less than 3,000 feet except when in compliance an approved 
traffic or approach pattern, military training route, or within Special Use 
Airspace. 11 Where is the noise data from all areas the navy is impacting? 
Where is a map that shows the flights path training exercise beyond arrival & 

departure? (EIS figure 3.1-3) 
Where are these established flight corridors? The navy can't even establish 

this for the marbled murrelets or for the people. 

The routes have not been identified on the EIS. 
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------ - ----------------------------

Figure 3 .1-3 Aircraft Arrival and Departure Flight Tracks at NAS Whidbey Island 
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Email correspondence, December 2016: 

-----Original Message-----
 

Sent: Sunday, December 11, 2016 11 :59 PM 
To: NAS Whidbey Is PAO 
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] flight tracks arrival & departure map 

Dear Public Affairs Officer Mike Welding, I am looking at the December 2016 EIS, Flight 
tracks arrival & departure map, & would like to know if you could send me a map that 
shows the complete flight tracks from Whidbey Island, extending beyond this partial 
view. 
Thank you, 
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On Dec 12, 2016, at 8:34 AM, "Welding, Mike T CIV NAS Whidbey Is, N01 P" 
<michael.welding@navy.mil> wrote: 
Ms. , 

I'm not sure exactly how far and which direction(s) you are concerned with, but there are 
some robust maps in our Airfield Compatibility Use Zone (AICUZ) Study available here. 

http·//www.cniC.ll<l'LYimilLCQntent/cnic/cnic hq/regions/cnrnw/installatlons/ 
nas whidbey island/om/environmental support/ jcr_content/par1 ltLdfdownload_1 / 
file.res/NAS%20Whidbey%201sJand%20AICUZ.pdf 

Dear Public Affairs Officer Mike Welding, 
The file you have sent me contains over one hundred pages from a 2005 study. 
The map i have a question about is from the 2016 EIS; Aircraft Arrival & Departure Flight 
Tracks. 
I would like to see beyond the arrival & departure area, to include the entire flight track area; an 
extension of the map below. 
Also, would you know the average speed & time from departure to when the aircraft are 
transiting the Port Townsend area? 
Thank you, 

 

-----Original Message-----
From:  
Sent: Monday, December 19, 2016 8:00 AM 
To: Welding, Mike T CIV NAS Whidbey Is, N01 P 
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] flight tracks arrival & departure map 

Thanks for the AICUZ 2010 study, Mike. 
What I'm looking for are maps that show flight data (tracks, elevations, other data) over 
areas outside the immediate environs of NASWI, for example, when those flight paths 
go west, southwest and northwest off the edges of your maps, where do they go? 
Specifically, I would like maps of flight paths for areas for which noise modeling has 
been done, such as in the West End, over the north side of the Olympic Peninsula, and 
over the south coast of Vancouver Island. If noise modeling has not been done there, 
the maps would still be helpful. 

 

Welding, Mike T CIV NAS Whidbey Is, N01 P <michael.welding@navy.mil> 
To:  
RE: [Non-DoD Source] flight tracks arrival & departure map 
Security: Signed (WELDING.MICHAEL.T.113987521 O} 
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I'm unaware of noise modeling in those areas. Noise modeling is typically done around 
airports and is considered the national standard. You could ask the National Park 
Service for noise monitoring they have done in the National Park. 

Regarding you request about flight track information away from the base, you can check 
the Northwest Training and Testing Environmental Statement available here http:// 
nwtteis.com/ to understand where our Military Operating Areas are located. There are 
two primary areas to the west. That's where NAS Whidbey island aircraft go to when 
they leave the base here. 

The military accounts for less than 40 percent of all aviation traffic over the Olympic 
Peninsula, an area used for such training for decades. To gain a complete 
understanding of flights routes in this region the agency that has oversight is the FAA. 

The United States does not conduct noise modeling or measurement on the south coast 
of Vancouver Island; perhaps the regional Canadian government has as it's their 
sovereign territory. 

Hope that helps. 

Mike 

3. NOISE 
* Jet noise outside the immediate environs of the runways on Whidbey Island is 

not being evaluated, yet impacts are significant. Noise from EA-18G Growlers is 
affecting communities far outside the vicinity of Naval Air Station Whidbey 
Island, yet the only area the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) 
analyzes in its "study area)) is what falls within 6 to IO miles of the corners of 
runways. Growler aircraft, which are capable of 150 decibels (dB), use these 
runways to get airborne and to land; therefore, what happens outside the study 
area cannot be ignored as if it does not exist, because all flight operations are 
functionally connected to takeoffs and landings. By considering only takeoff and 
landing noise and exhaust emissions at Ault Field and Outlying Field (OLF) 
Coupeville, the DEIS fails to consider the wider area of functionally connected 
impacts caused by naval flight operations. By failing to consider the 
interdependent parts of a larger action that cannot proceed without takeoffs and 
landings, as well as their impacts, the DEIS fails to evaluate cumulative effects. 

Eleven military mobile signal emitter vehicles will drive to eleven different sites 
on the Olympic Peninsula 260 days per year & stay there from 8-16 hours per 
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day i11volvi11g 1,558 jet flyovers of a11 average time i11 air of 100 minutes each 
for Electronic Wmfare activities and Air Combat Ma11euvers! ! ! And what about 

the people, wildlife & environment? 

*The Navy has neither measured, modeled, nor considered direct, indirect or 
cumulative effects of jet noise in any areas outside the immediate environs of 

NASWl runways. Actual noise measurements have not been made anywhere. 
However, computer modeling for the 10-mile radius of the "Affected Noise 
Environment" around Naval Air Station Whidbey lsla11d (NASWI) exte11ds to the 
year 202[ and clearly demonstrates the Navy's ability to model noise. Therefore 
it makes no sense to fail to measure or model highly impacted areas such as the 
West E11d of the Olympic Peninsula, with its ve1y different terrain a11d weather 
conditions, as demonstrated by separate NOAA weather forecasts for each 
region. For example, the Hoh River is surrou11ded by steep-sloped mountains 
that amplify <md echo noise. Port Townse11d is on a peninsula surrounded on 
three sides by wate1~ which echoes sound. Port Angeles gets reflected smmd from 

the Strait of Juan de Fuca to its north a11dfrom the Olympic M01t11tains to its 
south. Yet no noise modeling or measurements have been done for these areas. 

*There are no alter11atives proposed in this DEIS that would reduce noise. This 
violates NEPA §1506.1, which states, " ... 110 actio11 concer11i11g the proposal shall 
be taken which would have <111 adverse e11viro11me11tal impact or limit the choice 
of reaso11able alter11atives. "Accordi11g to a memo from the President's Council 
011 Environmental Quality (CEQJ to all federal agencies, "Reaso11able 
alternatives include those that are practical or feasible from the teclmical and 
economic standpoint and using common se11se, rather tha11 simply desirable 

from the standpoint of the applica11t." (!zttps:/!energy.gov!siteslprod!files!G

CE0-400uestions.pdf) The three alternatives presented by the Navy are merely a 
shell game of choices among the same 11umber of flights, but for differe11t 
percentages of activity at runways. This pits communities against each othe1; as 
the runway that receives more flights will determine the "loser" among these 
communities. 
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**We live in an area surrounded by water and mountains where sound travels 
further and the noise generated is amplified, which is not considered in the EIS. 

If the air above the earth is warmer than that at the surface, sound will 
be bent back downward toward the surface by refraction. 

Source 

Warmer air, 

.-------._ speed I 
\ 

faster sound 

Cool air, 
slower sound 
speed ---jO> 

I ~ner 

Sound propagates in all directions from a point source. Normally, only 
that which is initially directed toward the listener can be heard, but 
refraction can bend sound downward. Normally, only the direct sound 
is received. But refraction can add some additional sound, effectively 
amplifying the sound. Natural amplifiers can occur over cool lakes. 

\\\\\\\III/////;; 
\ \ \ \ \ Additional sound f J;; 

\\\ path as a result of 1;;1 \\\ refraction. 1;
1 

\\\\ I;/ 
.+. ;,r Direct sound path / ~ 

Source 10 ~I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 111111111111111 ~ Listener 

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/Sound/refrac.html#c2 

.... That's why sound travels further over water: less is lost up into the air, meaning 
more of it ends up in your ears - or your neighbors. Sedeer; Physics 

DEIS: Noise Conclusion, Alternatives 1 through 3: 
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The Proposed Action and alternatives would have a significant impact on the 
noise environment as it relates to aircraft operations at Ault Field and OLF 
Coupeville. The number of persons exposed to noise levels 65 dB and above 
would increase under all alternatives and scenarios. 

The maxirnum number of aircraft in the FCLP flight patten1 is five. This is so 

the FCLP pattern stays within the 5-mile radius of the class "Charlie" 

airspace, aircraft do not get extended creating additional noise impacts, and 

allowances may be made for non-FCLP aircraft to operate concurrently. 

Avoiding noise-sensitive and wilderness areas by flying at altitudes of no less 

than 3,000 feet AGL except when in compliance with an approved traffic or 

approach pattern, military training route, or within Special Use Airspace. 

EIS: Table 45. Proposed annual training missions for EA-18G jets over the 

Olympic Military Operations Areas 

Name/Identifier 

# Aircraft Flights/ Year 1558 entry exit 

Avg time in air I 00 min. power setting 80 % speed 265 

Specific locations for the 11 sites on Forest Service lands are provided in Table 6 
and shown in Figure I. Each site consists of an existing pull-outs or turnarounds 
which have already been cleared or have natural features (e.g., a cliffor ridgeline) 
that provide an unobstrncted line of sight to the west. The MEWTS will not be 
parked at training sites overnight, but travel to sites each day from Naval Station 
Everett Annex Pacific Beach using existing roads. Once on sites, MEWTS will 
operate between 8 and 16 hours each day for 260 days each year (Navy 2014). 
Emitters are expected to be energized, emitting signals at 90-300 watts, about 45 
minutes of eve1y hour that the MEWTS are on sites (Mosher, pers. comm. 2015; 
Navy2014). 7/16nwtt fish&wildlife 

6.3 Olympic Military Operations Areas Subunit 
The Olympic MOAs Subunit includes the Pacific N01thwest EW Range located on 
Navy, Forest Service, and Washington State Department ofNatural Resources 
lands in the Olympic Peninsula (Figure 2). Activities include the use of mobile 
signal emitter vehicles at designated sites located along existing logging roads on 
Forest Service lands within the Olympic MOA. There will also be overflights for 

Electronic Warfare activities and Air Combat Maneuvers. 7 /16 nwtt f&w 
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Marbled murrelets will not be exposed to high amplitude aircraft sounds by every 
aircraft flight, but only those where the aircraft are sufficiently close to habitat. 
Without knowing the location and flight pattern of each training flight, we assumed 
that the training flights will be evenly distributed throughout the Olympic MOAs. 
We also assumed that the proportion of the time that aircraft will disturb habitat is 
equal to the proportion of the training area that is habitat. 7 /16 nwtt f&w 

**So ... the 2016 DEIS statement about avoiding noise sensitive & wilderness 
areas cannot not be really true. The navy does not need to avoid these areas 
because the "exceptions" listed describe the entire flight; i.e. "when in 
compliance an approved traffic or approach pattern, military training route, or 
within Special Use Airspace." 

**So ... another way to say this is that marbled murrelets WILL BE EXPOSED to 
high amplitude aircraft sounds where the aircraft are close to habitat!!! I object 
to the navy's circle of words & assumptions used to downplay their impact on 
endangered species. There will be 1,558 flights per year in the Olympics at an 
average of I 00 minutes each at a power setting of 80% traveling 265 mph. This 
is a huge impact to endangered species! Eleven militmy mobile signet! emitter 
vehicles will drive to eleven different sites on the Olympic Peninsula 260 days per 
year & stay there from 8-16 hours per day involving 1,558 jet flyovers of an 
average time in air of I 00 minutes each for Electronic Wmfare activities and Air 
Combat Maneuvers! 

**And what about the people, wildlife & environment? 
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Figure 3. N01ihwest Training and Testing Inland Waters Areas. These areas are part of the Inland 
Waters Subunit, and include Puget Sound, Hood Canal, and the Strait of Juan de Fuca. 

6.2.1 Air Space 

Restricted Area 6701 (R-6701, Admiralty Bay) is a restricted area over Admiralty Bay, 
Washington, with a lower limit at the ocean su1face and an upper limit of 5,000 ft MSL. This 
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airspace covers a total area of 56 nm2. Chinook A and B MOAs are 56 nm2 of airspace south and 
west of Admiralty Bay. The Chinook MO As extend from 300 ft to 5,000 ft MSL. The sea and 
undersea area below R-6701 is categorized as Navy 7 (Figure 3). 

NUMBER OF FLIGHTS & NOISE 

Existing Growler aircraft that are transiting frmn Ault Field's Class C 
controlled airspace to nearby military training areas (Olympic, Okanogan, 
Roosevelt, and NWSTF Boardman) fly at altitudes between 14,000 feet and 
16,000 feet above mean sea level (MSL). 
Growler aircraft operating at these transit altitudes would create a sound exposure 
level (SEL) at ground level between 69 and 84 decibels (dB) and an Lmax of 54 to 
72 dB, comparable to the sound level of a passing automobile. 

**This statement in the DEIS says that above 14,000 feet the noise level is 69-84 
db.Anything LESS than an altitude of 14,000 feet would create MORE than "69 
to 84 decibels)). According to another map from Figure3 .1-2, and another 
statement in the EIS, the Growlers are flying at much lower altitudes to the 
Olympics, "Avoiding noise-sensitive and wilderness areas by flying at 
altitudes of no less than 3,000 feet AGL except when in compliance with an 
approved traffic or approach pattern, military training route, or within Special 
Use Airspace." 

*Low flights will make even more noise than before: While the Navy has 
repeatedly told the public over the past few years tit at Growlers will fly at a 
minimum of 6,000 feet above sea level, the DEIS quotes guidance from the 
Aircraft Environmental Support Office: "Aircraft are directed to avoid towns 
and populated areas by 1 nm (nautical mile) or ove1jly 1,000 feet AGL (above 
ground level) and to avoid ailports by 3 nm or ove1jly 1,500 AGL." Tit is 
guidance further states, "Over sparsely populated areas, aircraft may not be 
operated closer titan 500 feet to any person, vessel, vehicle, or structure." If tit is 
official guidance directs Growlers to fly at such low altitudes, why did the Navy 
not disclose this in any previous NEPA documents? For an aircraft capable of 
150 decibels at takeoff, this new information represents a significant new level of 
noise impacts tit at It ave been neither previously disclosed nor analyzed. 

*Sound levels for these low flights are not listed in the DEIS: Table 3.1-2, titled 
"Representative Sound Levels for Growler Aircraft in Level Flight," 011 page 3-6, 
does not show sound exposure levels for Growlers flying at eitlter 1,000 feet or 
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1,500 feet AGL, as mentioned in the official guidance. Why has this important 
information been omitted? The public needs to know !tow much actual noise 
exposure there will be, along with the threats posed to public and enviro11111ental 
health. This, therefore, is sig11ificant 11ew infor111atio11 about impacts that were 
not disclosed i11 the DEIS, and requires either that a Supplemental EIS be 
prepared, or tit at a public co111111e11t period of adequate le11gth be provided 011 the 
Filla/ EIS. For public !tea/th and safety reaso11s, the Navy must revise its 
guida11ce to sig11ifica11tly increase the dista11ces that Growler jets are currently 
allowed to fly over towns, airports, i11dividual people, vessels, vehicles, a11d 
structures. 500 to 1,000 feet is far too close, a11d 1,500 feet over an ailport is far 
too dangerous a proximity to supersonic Growler jets. 

EIS: Noise metrics are outlined in Section 3 .2. The public would hear noise from 
aircraft overflights if they are in the vicinity of an event. However, these effects 
would occur on a temporary and intermittent basis.All flight activity within 10 
miles of the NAS Whidbey Island complex is analyzed in more detail in Section 
4.2. 

There is a net increase of 35 Growler aircraft; total annual airfield operations for 
the NAS Whidbey Island complex would increase to approximately 130,000, a 47-
percent increase. 

During an average year, total airfield operations at Ault Field would result in 
an increase of 12,300 projected operations under Scenario A, when 20 
percent of all FCLPs would be conducted at Ault Field, to an increase of 
38,700 projected operations under Scenario C, when 80 percent of all FCLPs 
would be conducted at Ault Field (Table 4.1-2) 

**(130,000 divided by 365 days= 356 per day divided by 24 hours= 14.8 flights 

per how~ 

*There are no alternatives proposed in this DEIS that would reduce noise. This 
violates NEPA §1506.1, which states, " ... no action concerning the proposal shall 
be taken which would have an adverse environmental impact or limit the choice 
of reasonable alternatives." According to a memo from the President's Council 
on Environmental Quality (CEQ) to all federal agencies, "Reasonable 
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alternatives include those that are practical or feasible from the technical and 
economic standpoint and using common sense, rather than simply desirable 
frolll the standpoint of the applicant.)) (https:/lenergy.gov!sites!vrodlfiles!G
CEQ-400uestions.pd0 The three alternatives presented by the Navy are merely a 
shell game of choices among the sallle number of flights, but for different 
percentages of activity at runways. This pits communities against each othe1~ as 
the runway that receives more flights will determine the "loser)) among these 
colllmunities. 

DEIS: The noise levels analyzed and described within this study are from 
computer- modeled noise and not actual noise measurements at Ault Field or OLF 
Coupeville. As discussed in Section 3.2.2, computer modeling provides a tool to 
assess potential noise impacts. 

The national average of time spent indoors is approximately 87 percent ( or almost 
21 hours of the day) (Klepeis et al., n.d.). With intermittent aircraft operations and 
the time most people spend indoors, it is very unlikely that individuals would 
experience noise exposure that would result in hearing loss. 

Day-Night Average Sound Level (DNL) noise contours are generated by a 
computer model that draws from a library of actual aircraft noise measurements. 
Noise contours produced by the model allow a comparison of existing conditions 
and proposed changes or alternative actions that do not currently exist or operate at 
the installation. For these reasons, on-site noise monitoring is seldom used at 
military air installations, especially when the aircraft mix and operational tempo 
are not uniform 

DNL represents noise exposure events over a 24-hour period. 

It is the areas within the 65, 70, and 75 DNL noise contours that the FAA considers 
to be the most impacted by aircraft generated noise. Beyond the 65 DNL noise 
contour, noise is most noticeable in areas below established flight corridors. You 
can view the latest noise contour map at http://www.broward.org/images/airport/ 
noi semonitorlocations .jpg. 

(server couldn't find this http site) 
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**Where are these established flight corridors? Recorded flyover sound at our 
home dur(ltion is over 2 minutes. We are "the public that would hear noise from 
aircraft ove,flights in the vicinity of an event." What is an "event"??? We /ze(lr 
jets continuously throughout the day; the continuous f(lke offs & landings and 
the contimwusflyovers. We do not "fit" into any of your noise models, or your 
national average of time spent indoors/outdoors, & our ears & bodies don't 
aver(lge noise into according to your DNL model. 

*The Navy's claim that areas outside the narrow boundaries of its study area do 
not exceed noise standards is suspect, first because the standards used by the 
Navy (ll'e unrealistic, second, because the Navy has never measured or modeled 
noise in these areas, (llld third, because the "library" of sounds that comprise the 
basis for the Navy's computer modeling is not available for public inspection. 
The Navy uses the less realistic Day-Night Average Sound Level (DNL) rather 
than the Effective Perceived Noise Level, as provided in Federal Aviation 
Regulation 36. DNL uses A-weighting for the decibel measurement, which 
means jet noise is averaged with quiet over the course of a year to come up with 
a 65 dB average. This means peak noise levels in these un-measured and un
modeled communities and wild/ands may far exceed 65 dB as long as the 
constant average with quiet periods over a year stays below 65 dB. This is 
unrealistic, and claims by the DEIS that wildlife are "presumably habituated" to 
noise do not apply when that noise is sporadic and intense. 

* Commercial ai,port noise standards should not apply to military jets because 
commercial jets do not have afterburners, do not engage in aerial combat 
maneuvers, do not fly at low altitudes or practice landing on runways so short 
they can only be used for emergencies, do not possess the flight characteristics of 
Growlers, and do not have weaponry that is capable of making a parcel of forest 
hum with electromagnetic energy. FAA policy does not preclude use of the more 
accurate Effective Perceived Noise Level as the standard, nor are local 
jurisdictions prevented from setting a lower threshold of compatibility for new 
land-use developments. FAA policy allows for supplemental or alternative 
measurements. So, the continued use of DNL may be to the Navy's benefit, but 
does not benefit the public. 
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* The Navy's noise analysis does not allow for peak noise experiences, nor does 
the DNL method they use take into account low-frequency noise, which is 

produced at tremendous levels by Growlers. 

* The NOISEMAP software used for computer modeling is severely outdated, 
and a report from a Department of Defense commission concluded that noise 
measurements using this software " ... do not properly account for the complex 
operational and noise characteristics of the new aircraft." This report concluded 
that current computer models could be legally indefensible. (https:l!www.serdp
estcp.org/ Program-Areas/Weapons-Systems-and-Platforms/Noise-and

Emissions/Noise/WP-1304) 

*The Navy describes its activities using the term "event," but does not define it. 
Therefore, the time, duration, and number of jets in a single "event" remain 
unknown, and real impacts from recent increases remain unevaluated. As a 
result of leaving out vast geographical areas where noise impacts will occur (and 
are occurring now), the DEIS eliminates far too many direct, indirect and 
cumulative effects to be considered a valid or complete analysis. Limiting the 
scope like this amounts to a segmentation of impacts that forecloses the public's 
ability to comment and gain legal standing. By law, the public has the right to 
address the full scope of impacts, not just a narrow sliver of them. 

NOISE 

By air, land, & sea we are facing an onslaught of noise that threatens to make our 
world unlivable. As a society we have chosen to make a tradeoff. We've been 
willing to tolerate a certain amount of noise for the sake of having what we see as 
benefits: things like motorized travel, labor-saving machines, and amplified sound 
at community events. We have essentially granted ourselves the right to make 
noise. But along with rights, as is so often said, come responsibilities. Have we 
developed a sense of acoustic responsibility in our society? The evidence suggests 
that we have not. It's widely accepted that we have responsibility for our garbage. 
Drop a candy wrapper on the ground and you are potentially liable to a stiff fine. 

Noise is garbage, and it is a particularly insidious form of garbage. It destroys 
community life, pursues us into our homes, keeps us from sleeping, and is a cause 

of many stress-related illnesses as well as hearing loss. The current destruction of 
silence in our world is an environmental catastrophe. The soundscape, our acoustic 
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environment, has been described as a "commons" -- something that belongs to all 
of us. Everyone has the right to use it, but no one has the right to abuse it. Let's 
start using it responsibly. Acoustic Responsibility: A Concept Whose Time Has 
Come by Peter Donnelly August 1997 

*Impacts to cultural and historic sites are not adequately considered. The Navy 
so narrowly deji11ed the Area of Pote11tial Effect (APE) for cultural a11d historic 
resources that it also fails to co11sider significant nearby impacts. The State 
Historic Preservation Officer confirmed this in a Ja1111mJ' 9, 2017 letter to the 

Navy. (!1ttp:/ lwestcoastactionallia11ce .org/ wp-conte ntl uploads/2017101 /SHPO

Letter- 102214-23-USN _I 229 l 6-2 .docx) She said that not only will cultuNtl a11d 
historic properties within existing APE bo1111daries be adversely affected, but 
additional portions of Whidbey lshmd, Cama110 Island, Port Townsend vicinity 
and the San Jua11 Islands are also within noise areas that will receive harniful 
levels of so1111d a11d vibratio11 fr0111 Growler activity. The US Departme11t of 
Ho11si11g a11d Urban Developme11t posted noise abateme11t a11d co11trol sta11dards 

that classify the 65 dB levels being used by the Navy as ((normally unacceptable" 
and above 75 as being "unacceptable." (https:llwww.hudexchange.info/ 

programs/ en vironmenta I-review/ noise- abatement-and-control/) Residents in 
these outlying areas, who live many miles from these runways, have recorded 
noise at least twice that loud. Therefore, by failing to i11c/11de these areas, this 
DEIS violates both the Natio11al E11viro11me11tal Policy Act (NEPA) and the 

Natio11al Historic Preservation Act (NHPA). 

4. CHAFF 

**I attended the Navy's Open House meeting in Port Townsend on Dec.16, 

2016. I am concerned about the navy's use of it in chaff being released into our 
air, land, & water. I asked several navy representatives about the navy's practice 
of releasing chaff and also the navy's practice of dumping fuel. One flight 

officer said he releases chaff during flights uat times" in the Olympic Peninsula 
area. Another officer told me that the navy only uses it at the Idaho location, 
and he has released it there. Another officer referred me to Laurie Kutina, who 
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was representing the Air Pollution display. I wrote down exactly what L.K. said 
to me at that time; " ... never heard of the navy releasing chaff" & " .. fuel 
dumping is not done on a regular basis". 

**Laurie Kutina should know what she is talking about as she was listed as a 
reference in the NAS Whidbey Island Complex Growler DEIS, Volume 
1 November 2016 Laurie S. Kutina, CEM, REM, Air Quality Specialist, B.S. 
Physics, M.A. Architecture, M.A. Business Administration 

NORTHWEST TRAINING RANGE COMPLEX EIS/OEIS 2010: 

3.3.2.2.10 Aviation Fuel and Other Propellants 

Under the No Action Alternative, a total of 7,586 sorties would be flown by 
fixed-wing aircraft, helicopters, and unmanned aerial vehicles (Table 3.3-23). 

Table 3.3-23: Aircraft Sorties per Year - No Action Alternative 

Issues associated with aviation fuel arise with the need to jettison fuel from a 
manned aircraft or with the loss of an unmanned aircraft. Both situations are 
infrequent and occur only in emergency situations. Aircraft with offshore in
flight emergencies that require the craft to weigh less will jettison stores, not 
fuel. Aircraft operating from an aircraft carrier that experience in-flight 
emergencies prefer to divert to a land-based airfield rather than a carrier 
landing. Fuel that is jettisoned is discarded above 8,000 feet (2,500 m) over 
water west of Naval Air Station Whidbey Island just prior to landing. At that 
elevation, the fuel dissipates in the air before any liquid reaches the ground. 
Given the small number of such incidents and the wide area across which 
they might occur, neither issue would have more than a negligible impact on 
the environment. 

**Here is what If ound about chaff from the NWTT 7/16 .... that chaff is used 
for air combat maneuvers & electronic wwf are in 110 "events" per year with 2 
to 4 aircraft per event, above land & water. This usage of chaff is a documented 
to be of great concern in the environment, which is not noted on this current 
DEIS. 
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···················- -.. -· ~. -· _No No Chaff, Conducted 95 percent daytime, 5 percent 
..,umu Offshore 550 ne ne flares nighttime. 

(Warning 
Area 237 
[W-237]), 
Olympic 
MOA 

nwtt 7/16 

Flare Offshor 
Test eArea 

Typically 2 but up to 4 aircraft per event. 110 
events per year use chafli'flares. For flights over 
land in the Olympic MOAs, the minimum flight 
altitude is typically greater than 4,000 ft above 
ground level for 90 percent of the airspace. 
When flying in the MOAs, Navy aircraft do not 
fly at the outer edges of the MOAs, to prevent 
spilling out of the airspace. Navy aircraft will 
not be lower than 2000 ft above ground level. 
Seventy percent of all Navy flights in the MOAs 
are above 20,000 ft and 95 percent of all flights 
are above 10,000 ft. 

I (No No Flares, Test conducted year-round, day and night, 
ne ne chaff greater than 3 nm from shore. 
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48 WHEREAS each cylinder contains millions of heavy metal-coated glass 
fibers called 

49 "Chaff'; chaff is small enough to be inhaled or swallowed and is 
dangerous to human 

50 health - a 72% increase in chaff release is expected according to the 
NWTT EIS; sanjuan county democrats 9/16 

Current DOD Chaff Use Policy and Initiatives: 

Currently, DOD severely restricts the use of chaff in training in order to 
reduce pollution of the environment and to protect civilian airspace. At the 
height of the Cold War, training with RF chaff was permissible at all military 
training ranges and MOAs within the United States. Since 1990, the DOD 
has atte1npted to balance the chaff training needs of the Armed Services with 
concerns of the public and government for the possible negative impacts of 
chaff use on the environment. In 1998, the Joint Chiefs of Staff issued a 
directive incorporating chaff use policies of each of the Armed Forces and 
placed significant restrictions on the use of chaff for training in the United 
States (CJCSM, 1998). As a result, the number of training sites where chaff 
training is permitted has been reduced to approximately 50 selected ranges 
and MOAs in and around the US (see Fig. 2). Additionally, flight rules were 
changed and now stipulate that chaff should not be released below certain 
altitudes during training to ensure chaff plmnes are widely dispersed and 
dipole ground level concentrations are very low. Likewise, DOD policy for 
chaff operations requires that every effort be made to conduct chaff drops 
away from major air routes and air route hubs and to avoid frequent dispersal 
over the same ground points. DOD policy also specifies that all planned chaff 
releases and training flight plans be reported to the Federal Aviation 
Administration and local environmental agencies. http:// 
www.globalresearch.ca/cherntrails the consequences-of-toxic-1netals and
che111ical-aerosols-on-human-health/ 19047 
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What happens to aluminum when it enters the environment? 

Aluminum cannot be destroyed in the environment, it can only change its 
form. 

2 In the air, aluminum binds to small particles, which can stay suspended for 
many days. 

, Under most conditions, a small amount of aluminum will dissolve in lakes, 
streams, and rivers. 

4 It can be taken up by some plants from soil. 

http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/toxfaqs/tf.asp?id- l 90&tid-34 6/2/2012 

Though it was impossible to know where the whales had been, Payne said 
the contamination was embedded in the blubber of males formed in the 
frigid polar regions, indicating that the animals had ingested the metals far 
from where they were emitted. 

"When you're working with a synthetic chemical which never existed in 
nature before and you find it in a whale which came from the Arctic or 
Antarctic, it tells you that was made by people and it got into the whale," he 
said. 

How that happened is unclear, but the contaminants likely were carried by 
wind or ocean currents, or were eaten by the sperm whales' prey. 

Chromium, an industrial pollutant that causes cancer in humans, was found 
in all but two of the 361 sperm whale samples that were tested for it. Those 
findings were published last year in the scientific journal Chemosphere. 

"The biggest surprise was chromium," Payne said. "That's an absolute 
shocker. Nobody was even looking for it." 

The corrosion-resistant metal is used in stainless steel, paints, dyes and 
the tanning of leather. It can cause lung cancer in people who work in 
industries where it is commonly used, and was the focus of the California 
environmental lawsuit that gained fame in the movie "Erin Brockovich." 
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Wise found that the concentration of chromium found in whales was 
several times higher than the level required to kill healthy cells in a Petri 
dish, Payne said. 

He said another surprise was the high concentrations of aluminum. 

The consequences of the metals could be horrific for both whale and man, 
he said. 

"I don't see any future for whale species except extinction," Payne said. 
"This is not on anybody's radar, no government's radar anywhere, and I 
think it should be." 

http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20100624/ap on sc/whaling/ 
print; ylt=AgOjH F440C.Kynl ... 6/25/2010 

Print Story: Report: Toxins found in whales bode ill for humans 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH HAZARD ASSESSMENT SAFE 
DRINKING WATER AND TOXIC ENFORCEMENT ACT OF 1986 

CHEMICALS KNOWN TO THE STATE TO CAUSE CANCER OR 
REPRODUCTIVE TOXICITY FEBRUARY 17, 2012: CHROMIUM. 

The report addresses the potential biological effects of chaff on wildlife due to 
inhalation, ingestion, and direct contact as well as the effects of chaff on 
vegetation and aquatic life of chaff decomposing in soil or water. The Air Force 
reported no adverse impacts from chaff and said that chaff is generally nontoxic. 
However, few studies of the effects of chaff on wildlife have been conducted, and 
the report found no data on chaff's decomposition process under different 
environmental conditions (arid, alkaline, wet, acidic) or inside the digestive 
systems of animals. The study includes a literature review, field studies, and 
laboratory analyses of soil samples taken at Nellis and Townsend, the two military 
range areas studied. The rep01t cites a 1972 Canada Depattment of Agriculture 
study that found no health hazards to farm animals. The Air Force study also cited 
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a previous report on the Chesapeake Bay ecosystem that found no impacts on the 
six marine organisms studied.\? 

The Air Force study reports the following: 
Animals can inhale chaff particles, but the particles do not 
penetrate far into the respiratory system and can be easily 
cleared out. Chaff disperses over large areas of land, limiting 
exposure of grazing animals.Little chaff accumulated on the 
surface of standing water bodies. Surface-feeding & bottom
feeding animals and fish may ingest chaff, but this only affects 
a few individual animals and has a low impact on 
species populations except in the case of protected species. 
Chaff disintegrates on land. It decomposes slowly inarid area 
and has no adverse effects on soil chemistry and plant growth. 
Chaff interference with wildlife is expected to be negligible 
based on chaff use, characteristics, and observed 
accumulations. Chaff decomposing in water has no adverse 
impacts on water chemistry and aquatic life. In wet areas, 
chaff is covered by plant growth and dead leaves. Chaff 
decomposes more rapidly in wet acidic environments, but when 
doing so it releases only minute amounts of chemicals. http:// 
www.fas.org/man/gao/nsiad-98-219.htm 5/31/2009 

The following article by the late Dr. Ilya Perlingueri was first 
published by Global Research in May 2010: 

For decades, we have known that heavy metals and chemicals can 
cause grave physical harm. Going back to Rachel Carson's "Silent 
Spring," we have known and been amply warned of the serious 
consequences of using or being exposed to these poisons in our 
daily activities. Thousands of these are well-documented 
carcinogens. 
Aluminum has a history of damaging brain function. Independent 
researchers and labs continue to show off-the-scale levels of 
these poisons. A few "anonymous" officials have acknowledged 
this on-going aerosol spraying.(5) Numerous tests have been done 
to verify that these poisons are off the scale in their 
toxicity. They are documented in our water, in our soil, and in 
our air. For more than 10 years, researcher Clifford Carnicom 
has been valiantly and systematically reporting on the various 
detrimental aspects of these aerosols -and what they are doing 
to our entire environment, as well as our blood.(6) Various "sky 
watch" groups also have been carefully documenting and 
diligently reporting about these daily assaults.(?) With all 
these poisons surrounding our every breath, it is not surprising 
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to see a dramatic increase in illnesses. There are numerous 
reports of the increase in cardiac deaths and upper respiratory 
illnesses (asthma, chronic bronchitis, lung cancer, and often 
multiple chronic illnesses). Chemtrails toxicity has already 
dramatically affected our deteriorating "collective health." The 
significant increasing heart disease and various upper 
respiratory illnesses has been linked to a vast increase in 
"particulate matter" in our air. 

Dr. Kiburn's research clearly shows that chemicals do affect and 
seriously harm the brain (and, thereby, cognitive function). 
Chemicals -especially a daily onslaught of toxic chemicals over 
many years- can damage our ability to think clearly. Even if we 
find this hard to believe, the evidence is there. Dr. Kilburn 
has expanded this essay into the first book to research this: 
"Chemical Brain Injury" (published in 1998). Dr. Kilburn notes: 
The brain's preservation represents the only possibility of 
survival for mankind. To find in many parts of the country and 
in many individual patients that its function is eroded 
seriously by chemicals, chemicals that have been introduced into 
the environment basically in the last 50 years, is bad news 
indeed. www.neuro-test.com/aboutKilburn/ 
aboutKilburn.html 

Wilderness Watch 1/14/17 

The DDN and EA Inadequately Analyze Impacts to Wilderness in Violation of the 
National Environmental Policy Act and the Wilderness Act 
The EA does not discuss the impacts of this proposal on the Olympic Wilderness 
(Olympic National Park), the Colonel Bob Wilderness, Washington Islands 
Wilderness, the Lake Chelan-Sawtooth Wilderness or the Pasayten Wilderness. All 
five of these Wildernesses are within, or partially within, the MOAs outlined in the 
EA(seefigures 1.3-1 and 1.3-2). 

Furthermore, the EA does not analyze whether flight paths would go outside of the 
MOAs. Given the location of the bases, the flights would have to go outside the 
MOAs. Thus, additional Wildernesses would likely be affected. The Stephen 
Mather, Glacier Peak, Mount Baker, Noisy Diobsud, Boulder River, Henry M 
Jackson, Wild Sky, Alpine Lakes and San Juan Islands Wildernesses could be 
affected. 
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The EA only says this about the topic: 
Noise-sensitive areas are those areas where noise interferes with normal activities 
associated with its use. Normally, noise-sensitive areas include residential, 
educational, health, religious structures and sites, parks, recreational areas 
(including areas with wilderness characteristics), wildlife refuges, and cultural and 
historical sites. In the context of facilities and equipment, noise-sensitive areas may 
include such sites in the immediate vicinity of operations, pursuant to the Noise 
Control Act of 1972. Users of designated recreational areas are considered 
sensitive receptors. 
There is no site-specific analysis of noise or any other impacts, either from the 
planes and how they may operate differently for this project, or from the emitters, 
some of which would be stationed near Wilderness. The only mention is of 
recreation areas which may have wilderness characteristics. Even if this is an 
erroneous conflation of recreational areas with Wilderness, it is not an analysis the 
impacts to Wilderness or wilderness character. Indeed, the Wildernesses affected in 
the MOAs are not even mentioned by name. The EA contains no analysis of 
Wilderness. Thus, the EA fails to comply with the Wilderness Act and NEPA. 
The wilderness analysis (including impacts to wilderness character) in the EA is 
not even an afterthought. The word wilderness is only mentioned 3 times in the 
EA: 1) page 3.2-13, the Salmon Priest Wilderness which is in northeastern 
Washington in context of caribou, 2) page 3 .3- 3 in context of areas with 
wilderness characteristics (see our comment quoted above), and 3) wilderness 
protection plans in context of a coalition in northeastern Washington. Nowhere is it 
recognized the Colonel Bob Wilderness is within the MOA. The document is 
inadequate. Not only is that a serious omission in terms of the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analysis, the EA and DDN fail to recognize the 
Forest Service's duty to protect Wilderness. The first sentence of Section 2(a) of 
the 1964 Act describes the purpose of the Act: 
In order to assure that an increasing population, accompanied by expanding 
settlement and growing mechanization, does not occupy and modify all areas 
within the United States and its possessions, leaving no lands designated for 
preservation and protection in their natural condition, it is hereby declared to be the 
policy of the Congress to secure for the American people of present and future 
generations the benefits of an enduring resource of wilderness. For this purpose 
there is hereby established a National Wilderness Preservation System to be 
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composed of federally owned areas designated by Congress as "wilderness areas", 
and these shall be administered for the use and enjoyment of the American people 
in such manner as will leave them unimpaired for future use and enjoyment as 
wilderness, and so as to provide for the protection of these areas, the preservation 
of their wilderness character, and for the gathering and dissemination of 
information regarding their use and enjoyment as wilderness; and no Federal lands 
shall be designated as "wilderness areas" except as provided for in this Act or by a 
subsequent Act. 

In brief that purpose is to keep some areas unoccupied and unmodified. And this 
protection is for present and future generations--for all time--in perpetuity. 
Congress identified a new resource--the resource of wilderness. 
Further Congress defined wilderness in section 2(c) as a place "in contrast" to areas 
where humans and their works dominate, "where the earth and community of life 
are untrammeled by man, where man himself is a visitor who does not remain." 
Thus, there is a clear intention that Wilderness must remain in contrast to modern 
civilization, its technologies, conventions, and contrivances. Indeed, there is the 
mandate to preserve wilderness in perpetuity. 

In response to our comments, there is simply the contention that the Navy in the 
EA determined that it would have no impact on small w wilderness. On the face of 
it, such a conclusion is absurd, given the fact the EA does not specifically analyze 
the Colonel Bob Wilderness (or other wildernesses within other MOAs). In any 
case, military jets flying at low elevations have a tremendous impact on the 
Wilderness and those in it. There are two key points the EA and DDN fail to 
address: 

o The Navy has no authority over or expertise in wilderness 
administration or wilderness stewardship. The deference given to this 
conclusion in the Forest Service's DDN suggests that agency had 
littler no involvement in preparation of the EA. 

o Even if he Forest Service was fully consulted and made the erroneous 
and unsuppotted findings in the EA, the Forest Service knows full 
well that artificial sounds have an impact on wilderness character. The 
Forest Service's own document, Keeping It Wild 2: An Updated 
Interagency Strategy to Monitor Trends in Wilderness Character 
Across the National Wilderness Preservation System (Landres et al. 
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2015, see Attachment 1) has an indicator of Remoteness from sights 
and sounds of human activity outside the wilderness.Also, 
wilderness.net, the website for agency wilderness professionals has 
extensive documentation on the impact of sound on Wilderness http:// 
www.wilderness.net/sound# There is a long history of the importance 
of natural soundscapes in Wilderness documented in the Attachment 1 
and on the wilderness.net website. There is also case law requiring the 
Forest Service to evaluate the impact on Wilderness of a snowmobile 
trail on the border of the Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness. 

5. ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION 

*The DEIS fails to discuss, describe or even mention any potential impacts 
associated with electromagnetic radiation in devices employed by the Growlers in 
locating and interacting with the ground transmitters. It fails to mention any 
potential impacts associated with aircrew practicing using electromagnetic 
weaponry, that will allow the Navy to make good on its 2014 statement that this 
training and testing is "turning out fully trained, combat-ready Electronic Attack 
crews." 

**War games would also test new electromagnetic weaponry, triggering 
significant concerns about the potential health impacts and migratmy patterns of 
birds, amphibians and sea creatures, as well as plants, micro-fauna and human 
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beings. Several indigenous tribes call these lands home. A quick search on 
Google Scholar for "Electromagnetic fields risk to humans" produces over 
63,000 results, most of which are published scientific studies that chronicle the 
deleterious impact of electromagnetic fields. Health experts reported to be 
associated with ELF and/or RF include childhood leukemia, brain tumors, 
genotoxic effects, neurological effects and neurodegenerative diseases, immune 
system deregulation, allergic and inflammatory responses, breast cance,~ 
miscarriage and some cardiovascular effects. The Biolnitiative Report concluded 
that a reasonable suspicion of risk exists based on clear evidence of bioeffects at 
environmentally relevant levels, which, with prolonged exposures may 
reasonably be presumed to result in health impacts. Electromagnetic radiation's 
impact on wildlife is ve,y well documented, as thousands of peer-reviewed 
scientific studies. 

Table 5. Summaiy of mobile electromagnetic 
emitters in electronic warfare training. 

Traveling Wave 4-8 
Tube Amplifier Cone 

8.1 
degrees 

. 
30.8 m / 101.1 ft 
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l 6.7~7.4 

Magnetron --

0 

Wedge 9 degrees 
horizonta 
I 
27 
degrees 
vertical 

(Mosher, pers. comm. 2015; Navy 2014) 

8.9 m I 29.3 ft 

Electromagnetic Radiation B. Blake Levitt. Former New York Times journalist and 
author of Electromagnetic Fields, A Consumer's Guide to the Issues and How to 
Protect Ourselves: Ambient man-made electromagnetic fields (EMFs), across a 
range of frequencies, are a serious environmental issue. Yet most environmentalists 
know little about it, perhaps because the subject has been the purview of physicists 
and engineers for so long that biologists have lost touch with electromagnetism's 
fundamental inclusion in the biological paradigm. All living cells and indeed whole 
living beings, no matter what genus or species, are dynamic coherent electrical 
systems utterly reliant on bioelectricity for life's most basic metabolic processes. It 
turns out that most living things are fantastically sensitive to vanishingly small 
EMF exposures. Living cells interpret such exposures as part of our normal cellular 
activities (think heartbeats, brainwaves, cell division itself, etc.) The problem 
is, man-made electromagnetic exposures aren't "normal." They are artificial 
artifacts, with unusual intensities, signaling characteristics, pulsing patterns, and 
wave forms, that don't exist in nature. And they can misdirect cells in myriad 
ways. Eve1y aspect of the ecosystem may be affected, including all living species 
from animals, humans, plants and even microorganisms in water and soil. We are 
already seeing problems in sentinel species like birds, bats, and bees. Wildlife is 
known to abandon areas when cell towers are placed. Radiofrequency radiation 
(RF)-the part of the electromagnetic spectrum used in all-things-wireless today
is a known immune system suppressor, among other things. RF is a form of 
energetic air pollution and we need to understand it as such. Humans are not the 
only species being affected. The health of our planet may be in jeopardy from this 
newest environmental concern-added to all the others. Citizens need to call upon 
government to fund appropriate research and to get industry influence out of the 
dialogue. We ignore this at our own peril now." 
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Dr. Martin Pall 

However the last quote sends us to Section 3.0.5.3.2.1 which has in it a section 

entitled "Airborne Electromagnetic Energy" which states "Sources of airborne 

electromagnetic energy include aircraft on shipboard radar and communications 

equipment and aircraft jamming systems. All of these systems are operated within 

Federal Communication Commission-approved frequency ranges designed to 

eliminate interference issues with common electronic systems used by the public. 

These systems are also operated at power levels, altitudes and distances from 

people and animals to ensure that energy received is well below levels that could 

disrupt behavior or cause injmy." It is not clear here whether they are referring to 

the electronic warfare that is the central issue with this EIS, or not. But what is 

clear in the last quoted statement, is that they are assuming here that only energy 

received (in other words heating effects) need be considered - something that the 

Navy knew to be false 44 years ago. 

This is the sum total that is provided in the EIS that relates in any way to 

human health effects of the electromagnetic fields to be used for electronic 

warfare testing and training. It is all based on an almost magical belief that 

the Navy procedures will protect us from health effects while providing not 

one iota of information on what those procedures are nor why we should 

believe that they protect us from health and safety effects. It is all based on the 

claim that only heating effects need be considered something that over 10,000 

published studies plus vast scientific opinion literature shows to be false. It is 

based, therefore, on a stunning ignorance of the scientific literature, such that 

it is impossible to find anything in these parts of the EIS that give us any 

confidence whatsoever in their claims. 

Certainly, mammals of various s01is are likely to be affected by these EMFs much 

like humans. But the VGCCs occur universally or almost universally among 

animals including invetiebrates and protozoa. Somewhat surprisingly, plants also 

have calcium channels in their plasma membranes that are activated by EMF 

exposures. Although they differ from the animal channels in imp01iant ways, they 

have a very similar voltage sensor to that found on the animal voltage sensor and 
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these appear to be the main target in plants of these EMFs (see, for example Plant, 

Cell and Enviroment 2007; 30:834-844). It follows from this that there are likely to 

be major effects on plants in both the National Forest and National Park if the 

Navy gets its way. There are publications suggesting that migrating birds, amphibia 

and bees are apparently particularly sensitive to such EMF exposures. Migrating 

birds have apparently an additional target ofEMFs, small magnetic pmticles which 

help the birds migrate in accordance with the emth's magnetic field so it is likely 

that the Navy's claims that birds are not likely to be affected is probably bogus. In 

humans, one of the common neuropsychiatric consequences of EMF exposures 

(see ref2 in paper copied below) is what is called dysesthesia, disruption of 

sensory function including visual, acoustic and olfactory function. So birds, 

including eagles which depend on an extremely keen visual perception, may well 

be visually affected by the Navy EMFs, quite possibly putting the Navy in 

violation of the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (discussed on p. 3.0-2 or the 

EIS). There has been published evidence from Balmori's laboratory, showing the 

amphibia are very sensitive to these EMFs and it has been suggested that the 

widespread effects of mtificial EMFs may contribute to the world wide, 

unexplained amphibian decline. In any case, it would be a mistake to assume no 

effects Navy's electronic warfare EMFs on amphibian populations without 

experimental studies testing whether this is true or not. This brings us to another 

point. In this entire EIS, the Navy has produced not a single study of biological 

impacts of the EMFs it plans to unleash on the people, animals and plants of the 

Olympic peninsula. Their entire argument for safety is based on a theory that only 

thermal effects need be considered, a theory that the Navy itself knew to be bogus 

44 years ago and is still widely known in the scientific community to be bogus. 

This alone should be more than sufficient to throw out this entire EIS! 

In summary, then, regarding human, animal or plant effects of the EMFs it plans to 

use for electronic warfare: 
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The Navy today is at least 2000 times less knowledgeable than the Navy was 

44 years ago in 1971; the Navy today is also at least 10,000 times less 

knowledgeable today than it should be. The Navy provides not a single 

experimental study on biological effects of the EMFs it plans to use in the 

Olympic Peninsula. It provides, therefore not an iota of biological evidence 

to support any of its claims. It provides not even a single citation to the 

scientific literature to support its claims. The Navy claims are based entirely 

on the position that only thermal effects need be considered, a position that 

the Navy knew to be false 44 years ago and a position contradicted by many 

thousands of published scientific studies. That position is also contradicted 

by widespread scientific opinion expressed continuously over the past 44 

years. Low-intensity microwave frequency EMFs have been shown to 

produce the following effects in humans and other mammals via non

thermal mechanisms: Oxidative stress; genotoxicity including single and 

double strand breaks in cellular DNA as well as 8-hydroxyguanine residues 

in cellular DNA; these are thought, in turn to cause cancer when they occur 

in the somatic cells of the body; these are thought to also cause germ line 

mutations when they occur in germ cells, producing in turn deleterious 

mutations in future generations; male and female infertility; massive damage 

to the nervous system which in the brain produce widespread 

neuropsychiatric effects - such widespread neuropsychiatric effects were 

known to the Navy as shown in its 1971 report; breakdown of the blood 

brain barrier; cardiac effects including tachycardia and also bradycardia 

associated with arrhythmias and arrhythmias are known to often lead to 

sudden cardiac death - such cardiac effects were already known to the Navy 

as shown by its 1971 report; melatonin depletion and insomnia. The Navy 

provides not one iota of evidence to show that each of these effects will not 

be caused by the electronic warfare EMFs in the civilian population of the 

Olympic Peninsula. It is also of great concern that similar effects may well 

occur in the pilots of the F18 planes involved. It can be seen from 5 above, 
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that low intensity EMFs attack each of the 4 things we most value as 

individuals and as a species: Our health, our brain function, the integrity of 

our genomes and our ability to produce healthy offspring. The EIS provides 

not one iota of evidence that these 4 things will not be produced in civilians 

of the Olympic Peninsula and in the F18 pilots by the electronic warfare 

EMFs. Each of the biological effects listed in 5 and 6 above, can be 

produced by what are called "downstream effects" ofVGCC activation, the 

predominant mechanism of action of low-intensity EMFs in the cells of our 

bodies. None of this is considered in the EIS. The voltage sensor of the 

VGCCs appears to be extraordinarily sensitive to low intensity EMFs based 

on its physical structure and position in the plasma membrane of our cells. 

These physical properties, based simply on physics, predict that the forces 

placed on the voltage sensor by EMFs are about 7 .2 million times higher 

than the forces places on single charged groups found elsewhere in the cell. 

This argues, therefore, that the acceptable levels of exposure of safety 

standards/guidelines based only on thermal effects, are about 7 .2 million 

time too high and that much lower levels of exposure can cause major 

biological effects. This entire area of science is completely ignored by the 

EIS. The biological effects produced in 7 and 8 above are important and 

widespread in many animals and also in plants. Certain species, including 

birds (especially migrating birds and eagles), amphibia, bees, sharks and 

salmon may be particularly susceptible. It seems likely that still additional 

especially susceptible species may be discovered as such studies progress 

further. There is, therefore, ample reason for great concern about the animals 

and plants in and around the Olympic Peninsula. 

In summary, each of the 9 major flaws in the patt of the EIS on biological effects of 

EMFs are individually sufficient, in my view, to reject the entire EIS and being 

fatally flawed. 
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Martin L. Pall, Professor Emeritus of Biochemistry and Basic Medical Sciences 

Washington State University 

6. GROUNDWATER 

**I have been a vendor at the Coupeville Farmers Market for several years. 

I am wondering how we can continue to have a viable farmers market as 

more of the community becomes aware of the pollutants contaminating the 

groundwater and soil that grows our food. 

*Contamination of drinking water in residential and commercial areas near the 
runways, due to use of hazardous chemicals, is completely ignored by the DEIS. 
It concludes, "No significant impacts related to hazardous waste and materials 
would occur due to construction activities orfrom the addition and operation of 
additional Growler aircraft." While these chemicals have never been analyzed, 
they have been used in conjunction with Growler training and otherflight 
operations for years; therefore, hazardous materials analysis for these chemicals 
should not be excluded just because Growlers are not the only aircraft this foam 
has been used for. It is irresponsible for the DEIS to content that there are no 
significant impacts. As previously stated, with flights at OLF Coupeville alone 

increasing from 3,200 in 2010 to as many as 35,100, 110 one can claim that a 
1,000 percent flight increase in 7 years for which no groundwater or soil 
contaminant analyses have been done is not significant. 

*Navy knew about contamination in advance: It is clear that before the 
November 10 publication of this DEIS, the Navy was well aware of potential 
problems with contamination of residential drinking water due to what it calls 
"historic" use of fire suppressants for flight operations. In May 2016 the 
USEPA issued drinking water health advisories for two PFCs, and the Navy 
announced in June that it was in the process of "identifying and for removal and 
destruction al/ legacy pe1fluorooctane sulfonate (and PFOA) containing AFFF 
[aqueous film forming foam]." Yet the DEIS dismisses all concerns with an 
incredible statement about actions that took place nearly 20 years ago: 
"Remediation construction was completed in September 1997, human exposure 
and contaminated groundwater e:tposures are under control, and the OUs at 
Ault Field and the Seaplane Base are ready for anticipated use (USEPA, 
2016e)." The statement is ludicrously outdated, and recent events refute it. Three 
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days before the DEIS was published, on November 7, 2016, the Navy sent a letter 
to more titan 100 private and public drinking water well ow11ers expressi11g 
co11cern that pe,jluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) found be11eatlt the OLF Juul 
spread beyond Navy property. Yet the word "pe1jluoroalkyl" or "PFAS" is not 
me11tioned once i11 the entire 1400-page DEIS, 11or is it me11tio11ed the 2005 or 
2012 EAs. A Department of Defense publication makes it clear that there is no 
current teclt11ology that c<m treat soil or grou11dwater that has been 
co11tami11ated with these chemicals. (!1ttps:l/dec.alaska.govlsparlppr//wzmat/ 

Cltemical-&-Materia !-Emerging-Risk-Alert-for-AF F F.pdj) 

*No 11ze1ltion of contaminated soil is found ill the DEIS: It co11ji11es its 
discussion to soil compression and compaction effects from 11ew construction, 
and concludes there will be no impacts to groundwate1: It is therefore puzzling to 
co11sider that while extensive evaluations for a variety of hazardous materials 
were illcluded in the October 2015 Northwest Training and Testing Final EIS, 
why would the Navy omit such contaminants as the ones 111entio11ed above,from 
the Growler DEIS? This is the equivalent of a doctor refusing to look at <Ill EKG 
that clearly shows a heart attack, and diagnosing the patient with a11xiety. The 
Navy 11eeds to i11clude this i11formatio11 i11 a public NEPA process as a11 impact of 
its flight activities. It needs to accept responsibility for this co11tami11ation, <md 
pay the costs i11curred by ji11di11g a pen1w11e11t alternative source of water for 
affected reside11ts, and by reimbursing these people for medical costs created by 
unwitting consumption of Navy-contaminated wate,: 

7. CONCLUSION 

**The Navy needs to know that they have a sigllijicant & serious impact in 

Northwest Washingtoll where I have lived my entire life; raised my 3 children, 

am a public school teacher and a commercialfisher11u111, and am shocked by the 

disruption & destruction that the navy has brought to this area. 

It doesll 't make any sense to PRACTICE strategies to PROTECT potential 
outside threats to national security, while at the same time DESTROYING the 

health & well beillg of all livillg things within this area. 

Many vital points are swm1wrized in the following lines submitted by the Sall 
Juall County Democrats: 
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Impacts of Navy Expansion and Training 2 in Northwestern Washington State 

3 
Submitted by the San Juan County Democrats. (Date Submitted 9/2/2016) 

1. 4 WHEREAS Northwest Washington, is home to pristine natural 

environments 

2. 5 including: marine protected areas, National Monuments, Parks, Forests, 
and Wildlife 

3. 6 Refuges, State Parks, the Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary, the 
Olympic 

4. 7 Mountains, and the Cascade Mountains; 

5. 9 WHEREAS Northwest Washington's natural environment and wildlife 
provide 

6. 10 immeasurable public benefits through sustainable economic and public 
health activity, 

7. 11 including: agriculture, outdoor recreation options, and tourism (3 million 
to the 

8. 12 Olympic National Park, l million to San Juan County), and are home to 
many 

9. 13 communities and residents who value and rely upon the character of their 
regional 

10. 14 environment for work, health, or both; and 

11. 16 WHEREAS the U.S. Navy, based in several locations in Northwest 
Washington, has 

12. 17 initiated a significant multi-regional expansion of training and testing 

schedules and 

13. 18 locations, routines, and technologies, including: 
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Use of the western portion of the Olympic Peninsula and surrounding waters to 
simulate an Electromagnetic Warfare Range, flying 260 days per year, 8-16 hours 
per day, up to 153 jets, capable of 150 decibels each; 
Combat training on 68+ beaches in Puget Sound, the Strait of Juan de Fuca and 
Pacific Ocean beaches in Washington, unannounced and undisclosed to the public 
and to state, local and federal agencies; 

Increased range and frequency of EA-18G Growler jet training flights throughout 
Northwest Washington including: from OLF Coupeville and Ault Field on 
Whidbey Island, over San Juan County, Jefferson County, Clallam County, Skagit 
County, the North Cascades, the Olympic Mountains, LaConner, Port Townsend, 
Sequim, Port Angeles, Forks and several Indian Reservations, regularly measuring 
noise levels that exceed thresholds for permanent hearing damage, often between 
75 and 108 decibels inside their homes; 

38 WHEREAS the Navy estimates 1.2 million marine mammal takes (killed or 
harmed) as 

14. 39 a result of Navy activities over a period of five years; 

15. 41 WHEREAS the current level of jet noise has been medically 
documented to seriously 

16. 42 impact health and quality of life of many residents in Northwest 
Washington; 

Unprecedented expansion of sonar and explosive activities in the Strait of Juan de 
Fuca, the waters off Indian Island, Puget Sound, and the Olympic Coast National 
Marine Sanctuary, consisting of 2,408 square nautical miles of Olympic Peninsula 
coastline, in which the mid-frequency sonar systems the Navy employs are capable 
of generating sounds in excess of 235 decibels; 

WSDCCRES - 791 - 160917 - PASS - MIL - Navy Training Page 2 of 3 

43 

1. 44 WHEREAS the current level of jet noise has affected real estate sales in 
San Juan 
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2. 45 County and Island County, forcing local realtors on Whidbey Island and 
San Juan 

3. 46 County to add a military jet noise disclosure clause to property sales; and 

47 

1. 48 WHEREAS each cylinder contains millions of heavy metal-coated glass 
fibers called 

2. 49 "Chaff'; chaff is small enough to be inhaled or swallowed and is 
dangerous to human 

3. 50 health-a 72% increase in chaff release is expected according to the 
NWTIEIS; 

51 

1. 52 WHEREAS the increase in military jet noise over Northwest 
Washington has been well 

2. 53 documented since the first Growlers arrived in 2008; San Juan County 
residents have 

3. 54 entered over 4,800 jet noise complaints on the County jet noise reporting 
map since May 

4. 55 of 2014; and the Navy, having listed many surrounding communities 
including San 

5. 56 Juan County, as areas of "No Significant Impact" from Growler noise, 
has yet to issue a 

6. 57 draft Environmental Impact Statement; and 

58 

1. 59 WHEREAS known environmental and human health impacts from the . . 
mcrease 111 
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2. 60 frequency of training activity, and from testing new defense technology 
present 

3. 61 irreparable harms to the residents, environment, and economy of 
Northwest 

4. 62 Washington, and additional, lesser-known harms have not yet been 
evaluated through 

5. 63 EIS or public experience 
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Victoria, British Columbia V8N6C5

I appreciate these are the "sounds of freedom" and that pilots need to practice but the
noise/rumbling is getting a bit much on this side of the water. We face San Juan Island
and our house vibrates from the noise of the jets. It would be great if the landing strip
could be relocated further into Washington State or along the western coast of
Washington away from populated areas.

LANPE0001

1.a. Thank You
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated



, NJ 07727

I vacation in Olympic National Park and enjoy the quiet pristine natural beauty and
abundant wildlife. I am completely against any action that disturbs this wondrous natural
habitat.
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1.a. Thank You
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
7.d. Recreation and Wilderness Analysis and Study Area



Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-lBG Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. Name 

2. Organization/Affiliation Po ll"r 'TOVU NS i:;r..J 0 'R.~1 i)~ T 

Address , w1L 98J&e 
• 

E-mail 

Please check here if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

3. 

4. 

s. 
6. Please check here ~you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

f {)LT 11)-t,<)AJ~~.D A-ll.c-" NtJ wt/ff(l.€" Natfl- 14-5 ()A.)Ci);ll PlJJerfi&..{? A-S rL/ {:-
$ ;- i> flo iNc tJr ..:.tt""f ~t..- , i-1-1 l.E"3 / s 

Nf>t ~ ~ 1 tJ 'TI+c f-1.;J Dc.fZ_UJ w()~ l.. b 15 t)ea/l-f1Nq A--.U 1~c./e r:.~ s ,.,,_fj 
t5Svl?", / 

Please print • Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 
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1.a. Thank You
4.p. Sleep Disturbance



Port Townsend, WA 98368

The Cape George retirement community just south of Port Townsend will be negatively
impacted by an increase in noisy fighter jets passing overhead. Please direct your military
traffic away from quiet rural areas and the historic towns they surround.
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1.a. Thank You
4.t. Noise Mitigation



Bellingham, WA 98225

As you are aware, another federal entity, the National Park Service, measured sound on
the Reserve and the decibels far exceeded your ‘average’ of 60 decibels. Its accurate
measurement of the sound (not a computer generated calculation) of 115 decibels is
literally deafening.
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1.a. Thank You
12.n. Quality of Life
4.n. Speech Interference (Indoor and Outdoor)
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Seattle, WA 98101

we were participating in the annual wa sea otter survey on June 23rd 2016 and were
watching a raft of 20 sea otters, over 200 hauled out harbor seals , and many seabirds on
the offshore rocks when at about 1 pm there was a very loud sound like a huge explosion
followed by jet noise. all teh animals scattered. teh otter dove, the harbor seals threw
themsleves in the water and teh seabirds all took off from teh rocks at once. this was
increadibly disturbgin to teh marine wildlife off the Wa coast. I assumed it had to have
been a navy growler breaking the sound barrier and then flying overhead. The noise
these jets make is extremely disturbing to wa wildife and people hoping for a wilderness
experience. the numbers of jets flying our skies should decrease not increase!
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1.a. Thank You
10.a. Biological Resources Study Area
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.c. Wildlife Sensory Disturbance and Habituation
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife



 
, Port Townsend WA 98368 

 

January 15, 2017 

EA-18G Growler EIS Project Manager 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard 
Norfolk, VA 23508 
Attn: Code EV21/SS 

Dear EA-18G Growler EIS Project Manager: 

I object to the incompleteness of the Navy's EIS for expansion of 
Growlers on Whidbey Island. My most significant objection pertains to 
the Navy's segmentation of reporting by geography and by type of 
expansion activity. The combined, cumulative regional environmental 
impacts are substantially underestimated due to segmentation . 

I attended the open house public meeting in Port Townsend on 
December 5, 2016, and wrote a previous letter on October 31, 2014. 
Below is a list of my new or more in-depth objections: 

1. This Is the Way It Has Always Been 
2. Audiology Impacts Not Fu lly Considered & Tested 
3. Segmentation and Cumulative Effects 
4. Safety 
5. Noise Mitigation Technology 
6. Testing of Areas on National Register of Historic Places 

Explanations and justification for each item follows. 

1. THIS IS THE WAY IT HAS ALWAYS BEEN 
I talked with many of the representatives at each of the stations at t he 
public meeting. I individually asked them, "Why do the Growler 
operations have to expand on Whidbey Island ... why not elsewhere?" 
The reply without exception was, "This is the way it has always been." 
Some representatives spoke of pride in expanding from a base that 
has a long history of being successful. 

• Such a response is inadequate in the face of growing population, 
development, environmental concerns on land and in water, 
safety issues, health effects, tourist considerations, related 
economic impacts and the quality of life of residents and tourists 
in the area. 
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1.a. Thank You
1.c. Segmentation and Connected Actions
1.d. General Project Concerns
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.f. Endangered Species Impact Analysis Adequacy
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.h. Tourism
19.b. Revised Cumulative Impacts Analysis
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
19.d. Electronic Warfare
2.b. Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement and Analysis
Conducted
2.d. Program of Record for Buying Growler Aircraft
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss
4.t. Noise Mitigation
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
7.d. Recreation and Wilderness Analysis and Study Area
8.c. Noise and Vibration Impacts to Cultural Resources
8.j. City of Port Townsend Cultural Resources



• This consistent reply suggests entrenchment in thinking and is 
not forward-looking. 

The Navy's proposal takes unfair advantage of an area with a lower 
population, smaller school enrollment and largely uninhabited, fragile 
eco-system of Olympic National Park compared to suburban and urban 
regions. It is unacceptable to subject any size population, established 
parks, coasts, Olympic Coast Marine Life Sanctuary, 113 endangered 
species and other animals and plants to noise pollution. Noise 
pollution may negatively impact normative behaviors (feeding, mating, 
migrating, teaching, communicating, sleeping) and/or cause 
physiological harm (organ damage, hearing loss, etc.). 

Moreover, the Growler EIS does not fully recognize or quantify the 
economic impact of noise on a major tourist destination. Populations 
swell from spring to fall. 

An illustration is Deception Pass State Park, which has 2 million visitors 
each year. Fort Casey and Admiralty Head Lighthouse draw visitors 
who patronize lodges, restaurants, and shops throughout Central and 
North Whidbey. Keystone Under-water State Park attracts divers from 
all over the world who stay overnight. Fort Casey and Fort Ebey 
represent more than 1 million discreet visitors to Whidbey 
Island. Parks on Camano I sland are key tourist attractions that bring 
significant revenue to local artists and related guest services. 
(http://www. whytou rism matters. com/regions/nwwashi ngton/ default. h 
tml ) The leisure and hospitality industries account for over one in four 
jobs in San Juan County. Port Townsend has 1.5 mil-lion yearly 
visitors versus a base of only 10 thousand residents. 

The military is expanding resources - air, land and water -- to build 
national security, readiness and strength. This goal is stated as a high 
priority of President-e lect Trump. The representatives at the Public 
Meeting and the Guide are transparent about the need to expand in 
the future. Navy personnel have told me that they are already 
working on the next set of expansion plans beyond what is covered in 
this and other Environmental Impact Statements. 

In law, there is the 'reasonable person'. This hypothetical person in 
society exercises average care, skill and judgment in conduct, and 
serves as a comparative standard for determining liability. In the case 
at hand, the 'reasonable person' might ask, "With escalating objections 
from citizens, schools, towns, agencies, environmentalists, businesses 
and others, why would the Navy -- in a mode of mounting its military 
strength -- continue to locate Growlers on Whidbey Island?" 

2 
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There is ample air space, remote non-National Park lands and oceans 
that permit military and citizens to be in adjacencies rather than to 
overlap. In this way, we would be 'good neighbors' that better respect 
one another's differences and needs. 

2. AUDIOLOGY IMPACTS NOT FULLY CONSIDERED & TESTED 
Whidbey Island, San Juan, Skagit, Jefferson and Clallam Counties are 
retirement areas mainly because of favorable climate, cultural 
considerations, recreational and environmental appeal. 

For example, 32°/o of Jefferson County's population is over age 65 
compared to 14°/o in Washington and 12°/o in the U.S. The median age 
is 54. It is the oldest county in Washington, and 10th oldest in the U.S. 
(http://www. bizjourna Is. com/ seattle/ morning_ ca 11/2012/08/jefferson
cou nty-has-wash i ngtons. htm I) 

Research says that one of every three persons over age 65 has some 
kind of hearing loss. It is a major public health issue, and the third 
most common physical condition after arthritis and heart disease. 
(http: //hearing loss. org/ content/basic-facts-about-hearing-loss) 

I am personally deaf in one ear, and have a cochlear implant. I also 
am a teacher in greater Port Townsend. When the Growlers fly, I must 
pause speaking and stop facilitating class conversations due to noise. 
The Growler jet noise trumps the human voice and ability to hear . 

. I conferred with the Navy audiologist from San Diego who was present 
at the Navy open house at Fort Worden. He stated that persons with 
hearing loss are much more negatively affected by Growler jet noise 
compared to individuals with normal hearing. 

Therefore, expanding Growler operations is not appropriate in a 
retirement region where the incidence of hearing loss is significant. 

3. SEGMENTATION AND CUMULATIVE EFFECTS 
Segmentation by the Navy is a huge issue that can no longer be 
ignored or tolerated. The 'reasonable person' might observe: 
"Growlers, submarines, SEALs, explosives and other warfare are 
'besieging' peacetime citizens of western Salish Sea counties, day and 
night, for long periods at a time, and sometimes simultaneously." 

The word 'besiege' is strong, yet the war exercises are intrusive, 
unsettling and sometimes harmful to life and property. 
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Harmful impacts are not accurately portrayed because the Navy 
performs individual environmental statements by geography for 
various kinds of Navy activities on the West Coast. This division, while 
important, substantially underreports potential environmental damage, 
especially to the unique eco-system of the Salish Sea, which is a 
precious resource swarming with marine life, and 113 endangered 
species. The ailing Southern Resident Killer Whales head the list. 

Below are samples of Navy activities that, combined, intrude on the 
waters, air and land in significant negative ways. I know about these 
five examples; I am not familiar with lists for Anacortes, Belling-ham, 
Whidbey Island, San Juan's or Puget Sound. 

a. Northwest Training and Testing- This five-year plan involves 
Navy sonar, which damages or kills marine mammals and other 
marine life, missiles, large vessels that contribute to ocean noise 
pollution, mine warfare, gunnery operations and underwater testing 
of equipment. Much of the Salish Sea has a hard bottom, which 
makes it an echo chamber, increasing the volume of ·sounds. 

b. Port Angeles WA Major Pier Construction on Ediz Hook This 
new pier entails a large fuel storage tank, seven sizeable berths for 
escort ships and lodging for 20 personnel. There will be 144 perma
nent and 88 temporary pilings, creating acute noise that will cause 
takes, behavioral disturbances and physiological damage to sea life. 

There is a harbor site readily available to the Navy that does not 
require this kind of construction and expansion. 

c. Electromagnetic Warfare Training over Washington's 
Olympic Peninsula - "Diversity is the hallmark of the Olympic 
National Park's mission: The park protects 922,651 acres, 
encompassing three distinctly different ecosystems - rugged 
glacier-capped mountains, wild Pacific coast, and magnificent old
growth temperate rain forest. These three ecosystems contain a 
unique array of habitats and life forms, resulting from thousands of 
years of geographic isolation, along with extreme gradients of. 
elevation, temperature, and precipitation. Twenty-four endemic 
plant and animal species are found in Olympic National Park and 
nowhere else on earth." 

The mission of our National Parks System is: "The National Park 
Service preserves unimpaired the natural and cultural resources 
and values of the national park system for the enjoy-ment, 
education, and inspiration of this and future generations." 
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More than 3 million people visit the Olympic National Park 
each year! 

The Growlers could be flying over the Olympics 16 hours a day for 
260 days out of the year: 

Current Fleet 

(Sources: Ken Christensen, KCTS9/EarthFix Ashley Ahearn, 
KUOW/EarthFix) 

Navy Growlers are incompatible with traditional national park land 
use from social, cultural, historical and environmental perspectives. 

d. Navy Special Forces Use of State Parks for Training, January 
2016 - The Navy's access to traditional recreational and cultural 
land use is an issue. The military is approved to use 68 parks, 
marinas and boat ramps in Puget Sound, the Strait of Juan de Fuca 
and Washington's west coast. Such war training will include 
simulated combat exercises, the use of mini-submarines and other 
landing craft, which will deposit Navy SEALs carrying "simulated 
weapons" on beach and state park areas. This program may be a 
public security risk. A 'reasonable person' might ask, "Why are park 
lands under attack and the public at risk during peace time?" 

e. Naval Magazine Indian Island Munitions Depot - I live directly 
across from this Depot, the largest on the west coast, and have 
witnessed several major pier expansions. Each capital improvement 
enhanced the capabilities to serve more warships effectively and 
safely. The Navy assured the public of one submarine a year; this 
number has long been surpassed. 
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The public is not privy to the risk to which it is exposed, despite 
repeated requests and court actions. 

In tandem with expansions is the increase in lighting systems, 
including floating blinking lights, which, together, create night sky 
pollution. Twelve years ago, I looked across to a quiet, low-light 
island and enjoyed the night sky. Today, in contrast, a 1,500-foot 
pier network is like a major airport with runways. The unshielded 
strong lights create bright glare. I have had to install blinds on my 
windows to keep the light from interfering with my sleep. 

Light pollution bleaches the night sky. It also wastes electricity, 
disrupts life for animals such as otters, seals, bats and birds, and is 
linked to everything from insomnia to breast cancer. 

Lights are absolutely necessary for safety - that premise is not 
questioned. The questions concern the layout of the pier, posi
tioning of vessels and the largest Navy crane, direction of lights, use 
of shields and the uncertain wisdom of doing high risk work during 
night time hours. This concern for safety leads to the next issue. 

4. SAFETY 
In addition to safety concerns already raised is the increased potential 
for accidents and security breaches that come with more Growlers, 
more Naval training and exercises, more vessels, multiple landing 
fields and pier expansions. It is a statistical fact. 

On March 11, 2013, all three crewmembers aboard a Navy EA-68 
Prowler jet assigned to Electronic Attack Squadron 129 (VAQ-129) at 
Naval Air Station Whidbey Island were killed when the aircraft crashed 
in an unpopulated area approximately 50 miles west of Spokane, WA. 

Three recent dangerous incidents in the latter half of 2016, two 
relating to Growlers, gravely concern my confidence in safety. 

a. August 18, 2016 The nuclear-powered, ballistic-missile submarine 
USS Louisiana and a Navy offshore support vessel collided while 
conducting routine operations in the Strait of Juan de Fuca, 
according to Submarine Force Pacific. Both vessels incurred 
damage. The results of the investigation are not available. 

THE PUBLIC SHOULD HAYE ZERO RISK EXPOSURE 
TO NUCLEAR INCIDENTS, 
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b. November 2016 The Navy's Coupeville OLF airfield is responsible 
for toxic contamination df some surrounding wells of citizens. The 
Navy continues to investigate drinking water sources, and PFCs are 
a factor due to historic use of Aqueous Film Forming, which is a fire 
suppressant. 

c. December 16, 2016 Two Navy aircrew suffered severe injuries at 
Naval Air Station Whidbey Island. The pilot and an electronic
warfare officer were preparing to take off on a training mission in an 
EA-18G Growler jet. The transparent jet enclosure known as the 
canopy broke apart. As of January 6, 2017, neither man has been 
released from Harborview Medical Center in Seattle 

A 'reasonable person' might conclude, "Three serious incidents within 
four months is three too many, and by all measures unacceptable for 
routine operations." The record does not merit approval for expansion. 

5. NOISE MITIGATION TECHNOLOGY 

Commercial airlines and motorized vehicles have noise restrictions, as 
do city ordinances and apartment leases. The Navy should not be 
exempt from similar standards protecting citizens and the environment 
from undue and harmful noise. The EIS makes reference to noise 
abatement policies, which help, yet are not sufficient measures. 

New noise mitigation technologies or design refinements that are 
currently being tested are essential, not 'nice to have' in the future. 
Therefore, I recommend that the Growler expansion be placed in 
moratorium until permanent noise mitigation technology is in place. 
This step would greatly minimize polarities due to noise. 

6. TESTING OF AREAS ON NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES 

Portions of the downtown and uptown districts of Port Townsend are 
on the National Register of Historic Places. Testing is necessary to 
determine the short and long-term consequences of Growler vibration 
and noise on older structures in the region in which Growlers fly. 
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CLOSING 
The six major objections raised in this letter recommend the following 
actions for the Navy: 

• Acknowledge fully that continued future expansion of Navy 
national security readiness is incompatible with growing western 
Washington retirement communities whose economies rely on 
tourism, and whose environments contain uniquely fragile eco
systems and over 100 endangered species. This recognition calls 
for relocation of the base for Growlers, training and exercises. 

• Accurately portray the Growlers audiology impacts on an aging 
population of our coastal counties. 

• combine the impacts of multiple environmental state
ments to see the true effects on humans. animals. plants. 
land and the environment. onty then. make decisions. 

• Haye firm zero tolerance for nuclear incidents, and fully 
assess safety issues and recent serious accident records toward 
denying Growler expansion and beginning to justify relocation of 
the base to a safer site. 

• Place a moratorium on additional Growlers until noise mitigation 
technologies and design refinements being tested are approved 
and in place. Such improvements might allow Growlers and 
coastal communities to co-exist. 

• Test the effects of various levels of Growler noise and vibrations 
in areas on the National Register of Historic Places. 

I would like to have confirmation that this email letter was received. 

Yours truly, 

 
 

Port Townsend, WA 98368 
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Coupeville, WA 98239

We retired and bought our home in Ebby's Reserve in 1996. The use of the OLF was
tolerable then....with about 2500 touch and go landings. Some periods when deployment
was imminent the flights increased but still within reason. This changed around 2010 and
became absolutely intolerable in 2012 when the number of T&Gs went over 12,000. Now
we are told that the Navy plans to go up to 35,000, or over 12,000 for plan B or if they
must to almost 9,000. This will destroy property values in this beautiful area. We worked
for 35years to afford to live here and with the Navy's plans on expansion this will all be
gone. I have concerns for the businesses in Coupeville too as tourists will not want to
come to visit and deal with the excessive noise created by the Growlers. There must be
another area for this practice. We support our military but not when it destroys a lifetime
of labor when all we want is to live in a peaceful and tranquil place. Safety is another
issue. Six Growlers have crashed last year. If one went down here many lives could be
lost. We are also worried about our water which according to the news has shown
harmful chemicals in wells near the OLF. All in all good people you must find another
area for this exercise. Too many homes have been built around the OLF within the last
30 or more years.

LASDA0001

1.a. Thank You
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
7.a. Regional Land Use and Community Character



Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-18G Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by February 24, 2017 

1. 

Online at: http://www.whidbeyeis.com/Comment.aspx 
By mail at Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 

23508, Attn: Code EV21/55 

2. Organization/Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired military) 

3. Address 

4. 

Increases in Outlying Field (OLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools and 
quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. This is a burden 

greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

Comments 
Please check all that concern you and add additional comments on the back. 

The environmental impacts of the following issues due to increased flight operations at the OLF are not 
adequaty.ddressed in the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS): 

~ealth effects from noise and low-frequency sound. 

~esses, schools, hospital, and County and Town public government operations in the 
Coupeville area. 

~ecrease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville, hiking and birding at Ebey's Landing 
National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference Center, Fort Casey State Park, The Pacific Rim 
Institute. 

~crease in private property values due to noise. 

{over) 
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1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



/ 

~tdoor recreation limits, as well as children's and family's health, at Rhododendron Park ball 
fields. 

~ impacts on commercial properties including agriculture. 

~fer and well contamination . 
• 

Additional Concerns: 

CJ/f'he addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones ( APZs) surrounding OLF will 
restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

~ Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere despite this being one of 
the top issues from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

~ impact on marine and terrestrial wildlife. 

~ major security risk for Whidbey Island by siting all Growlers here. 

ITJ/Mishaps and crash risks due to problems such as their onboard oxygen system. 

Please include any additional comments and concerns here: 
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All comments will become a part of the ublic ecord and will be addressed in th inal EIS. Pers ally identifiable information of 
individuals will be kept confidential and not released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. 
City, state and five -digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

For more information, see, Coupeville Community Allies, www.facebook.com/whidbeyeis 

Coupeville Community Allies is a group of community members committed to sharing accurate 
information to all Coupeville and Whidbey Island residents regarding the Growler DEIS. We 
encourage everyone to get involved in the discussion of our future and to submit comments 
and concerns. 

Prepared by Coupeville Community Allies 

January 1 8, 201 7 
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Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-1 BG "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

1. First Name 

2. Last Name 

January, 2017 Comments 

Fill in and mail with comments to: 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
NAVFAC Atlantic Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

-- -------------

-- ------------

3. Organization/Affiliation--------------~----

4. City, State, ZIP L V r~~ t s \AJA °' z·u \ 
5. E-mail  . 
6. Please check here D if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

7. Please check here~if you would like your name/address kept private 

01/08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 
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Anacortes, WA 98221

I am very concerned that the increase in jet noise will adversely effect the quaility of life
on Widbey Island, Fidalgo Island and the water that surrounds us. Life could become
unlivable if the noise pollution increases. What effect will it have on children in schools
trying to learn. What effect will it have on the well being of the inhabitants of the sea,
including the local killer whales. What effect will the increase in noise and vibrations
produced by the jets have on all living things in this area. Surely there is a better site to
locate the added number of Growlers. This area is too populated for this kind of activity.

LAUBO0001

1.a. Thank You
12.n. Quality of Life
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife



Port Townsend, WA 98368

Dear Sir/Madam, Two years ago, in January of 2015, I wrote to express my deep
concerns about the huge expansion of Navy activity on Whidbey Island and the Quimper
and Olympic Peninsulas. Neither of my major concerns has been sufficiently addressed.
The DEIS is so poorly prepared and non-compliant with NEPA and CEQ that a revised
draft is absolutely necessary. There are no alternatives proposed in this DEIS that would
reduce noise. This violates NEPA §1506.1, which states, “…no action concerning the
proposal shall be taken which would have an adverse environmental impact or limit the
choice of reasonable alternatives.” It is known that the people closest to the airfields are
already suffering health effects from the noise experienced in their homes and schools
and on their children’s playfields. They also suffer a variety of monetary losses from
property depreciation, an inability to sell their homes and businesses, health problems,
and decreased tourism to the area. Jet noise outside the immediate environs of the
runways on Whidbey Island is not being evaluated, yet impacts are significant. Noise
from EA-18G Growlers is affecting communities far outside the vicinity of Naval Air
Station Whidbey Island, yet the only area the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(DEIS) analyzes in its “study area” is what falls within 6 to 10 miles of the corners of
runways. By considering only takeoff and landing noise and exhaust emissions at Ault
Field and Outlying Field (OLF) Coupeville, the DEIS fails to consider the wider area of
impact caused by naval flight operations. The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA
40 C.F.R. §1502.4) “…does not allow an approach that would permit dividing a project
into multiple ‘actions,’ each of which individually has an insignificant environmental
impact, but which collectively have a substantial impact.” Yet, the Navy has, to date,
piecemealed its aircraft training and testing activities affecting Whidbey Island, the San
Juans, and the Olympic Peninsula into at least six separate actions: 1. 4 squadrons of
P-8A Poseidon Multi-Mission Aircraft; 2. A 2005 EA (57 Growler jets); 2010 EIS
(reaffirming the 57 Growlers that replaced Prowlers); 3. 2012 EA (26 Growlers including 5
from a reserve unit); 4. 2014 EA (Growler electronic warfare activity); 5. 2015 EIS
discussing electronic warfare training and testing activity; 6. The current 2016-2017 DEIS
(36 Growlers); 7. And, likely, a seventh process, as confirmed by news reports and a
Navy official at a recent open house, for 42 more jets to bring the Growler fleet total to
160. This piecemeal approach by the Navy is clearly illegal. No mention of contaminated
soil is found in the DEIS. It confines its discussion to soil compression and compaction
effects from new construction, and concludes there will be no impacts to groundwater.
Yet three days before the DEIS was published, on November 7, 2016, the Navy sent a
letter to more than 100 private and public drinking water well owners expressing concern
that perfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) found beneath the OLF had spread beyond Navy
property. The Navy has failed to present compelling reasons why national security is
dependent on the increasing number of Growler aircraft being used for training only at
Ault Field and OLFC and over the surrounding area. The weak arguments which dismiss
off-Whidbey FCLP venues are largely based on cost and convenience, neither of which
creates a national defense threat. None of the arguments trump the tremendous negative
impacts to the region, some of which are listed above. I urge that this DEIS be declared
unsatisfactory and even illegal and that another be prepared which addresses seriously
and honestly the many problems associated with this Navy activity on Whidbey Island
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1.a. Thank You
1.c. Segmentation and Connected Actions
11.a. Groundwater
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
2.a. Purpose and Need
2.b. Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement and Analysis
Conducted
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.d. Program of Record for Buying Growler Aircraft
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.f. Use of Public Comments
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.e. Day-Night Average Sound Level Contours and Noise
4.l. Points of Interest
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



and the Quimper and Olympic Peninsulas. Thank you for considering my comments.
 Port Townsend, WA 98368
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Port Townsend, WA 98368

The Navy has asked for comments on a series of expansions of military activity on the
Olympic peninsula and in Puget Sound. We have been receiving about one request per
year for various incremental increases in military activity. Can't we see the Navy's overall
plan for military use of this region? Then, those of us who live here would be able to know
more fully what the Navy intends. Such a plan would require a full EIS that would give us
a chance to know the real impacts and tradeoffs. What is the Navy trying to hide?
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1.c. Segmentation and Connected Actions



Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-1 SG "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

January, 2017 Comments 

Fill in and mail with comments to: 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
NAVFAC Atlantic Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

1. First Name _ ________ _ 

2. Last Name - _______ _ 
3. Organization/Affiliation __________________ _ 

5. E-mail - -~~----

6. Please check here ~uld NOT like to be on the mailing list 

7. Please check here D if you would like your name/address kept private 

01 /08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 
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1.a. Thank You
12.a. Socioeconomic Study Area
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument



Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-1 SG "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

January, 2017 Comments 

Note: For Draft EIS page citations and supporting references see www.QuietSkies.info 

1. The Growler is known for its intense low frequency engine rumble, but low frequency noise 
impacts are ignored in the Draft. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies using C-weighting (dBC) 
in addition to A-weighting (dBA). 

2. Analysis of noise impacts in the Draft is based solely on computer simulation. To be valid 
for decision making, models must be verified. 

Action: Provide the data used for simulation. Provide Growler noise measurements 
with afterburners at 100 feet behind the jet in one-third octave bands from 6 Hz to 20 
kHz. Calibrate the computer model with actual noise measurements in locations 
throughout the region. 

3. NOISEMAP is the computer model used in the Pratt to predict noise impacts. A Department 
of Defense report found that NOISEMAP is outdated and new software was needed to 
provide "scientifically and legally defensible noise assessments" of the modern, high-thrust 
jet engines used in the Growlers. 

Action: Redo the noise simulation using the more recent Advanced Acoustic Model. 

4. The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) metric used in the Draft was developed for 
commercial airports that operate 365 days a year. DNL is inappropriate for the intermittent 
but intensive military flight activity at NASWI. Averaging over the year assumes, without 
studies, that the quiet days mitigate the noisy days. 

Action: Noise levels should only be averaged over active flying days. 

5. The Draft dismisses long-term health impacts of jet noise because some studies are not 
conclusive. 

Action: Recognize the impacts of Growler noise on health as documented in the 
World Health Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise" and "Night Noise 
Guidelines for Europe. 11 

6. The Draft includes some independent noise measurements and ignores others. 

Action: Incorporate the San Juan County noise reports and the Coupeville noise 
measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS analysis. 

01 /08/16 www .QuietSkie_s.info 
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7. The Draft suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands (SJI) National 
Monument are exempt from National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) protection. 
Protection was granted prior to the establishment of the SJI National Monument. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and 
remove language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 

8. The three Alternatives considered in the Draft are very similar and are based on old 
technology - a piloted jet that requires constant pilot training for safe carrier landing. 

Action: Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets (drones) instead of 
more Growlers to significantly reduce the need for land-based carrier training. 

9. The Draft only examines socioeconomic impacts on Island and Skagit Counties. San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties are or will be impacted by Growler noise. They are very 
dependent on outdoor recreation that is being harmed by Growler flight activity and receive 
little, if any, economic benefit from employment associated with NASWI. 

Action: Examine socioeconomic impacts, including real estate values, on San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties. 

1 O. All Alternatives in the Draft are irrevocable decisions to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI. 
While some potential noise Mitigation Measures addressed, there is no commitment. 

Action: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their timelines in the Final EIS and 
Record of Decision. 

11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous areas. CEQ Regulation 1502.9 (a) states "If 
a draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude meaningful analysis, the agency shall 
prepare and circulate a revised draft of the appropriate portion." 

Action: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies identified in comments and offer 
further opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is prepared. 

12. Add your own comments here: 
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Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-lBG Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2} Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. Name 

2. Organization/Affiliation &J ,~.o -{ Cr{t>e£ 
3. Address 

4. E-mail 

~ould like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

s. Please 

6. Please check here 

LAWGE0002

1.a. Thank You
12.k. Compensation to Citizens for Private Property
4.a. General Noise Modeling



Anacortes, WA 98221

 

We attended the meeting which you had in Anacortes on December 8th. We live close
the ferry dock near area R10 in Skyline. First, thank you for your service to this country. I
understand it is a needed function. Also thanks for the presentation and booklet, as I
learned a lot from the pilots and other personnel. Second, the noise produced can be
very extraordinary loud with pronounced low frequencies. It is distressing to be in your
own living room where all functions are forced to stop. But it’s important to distinguish not
all events are equal. I have learned from the pilot it’s worse when there is a holding flight
problem. The jets travel very slowly and produce more long consistent noise. It’s
important for the Navy to avoid this problem as much as possible. Third, I read on your
online materials that the Navy made no provisions for noise was made in their ordering
specifications. But for this jet to work it needs to fly low so it has different needs than the
standard F18A it was based on. I think this was a mistake by the Navy. It was amazing --
just two days ago a Boeing dream liner 787 passed overhead -- about the same altitude
as Growlers -- and I just could not believe how quiet is was. Oh my goodness. The Navy
should investigate how much it would cost to lower the noise on newer planes ordered.
Fourth, although I prefer no new aircraft, I urge you to select Scenario A, preferably 3A,
for the following reasons: • Scenario A will affect much less of the population. Since most
new flights would be coming from OLF Coupeville, it makes the most sense, with option
3A adding only 339 people to the Ault Field. • Scenario A appears to be better for Navy
training with “most realistic pattern to replicate carrier landing” using OLF Coupeville. •
Scenario A appears to have less of a chance of holding pattern problems and extended
landing patterns. As noted above, this is when the problem is worse and the noise
becomes truly obnoxious. Thank You, 

LAWGR0001

1.a. Thank You
2.m. Record of Decision/Preferred Alternative
3.a. Aircraft Operations
4.t. Noise Mitigation



January 6, 2017 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) Atlantic 
Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

Re: Public Comment Against Draft EIS for EA-18G "Growler'' Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station 
Whidbey Island 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

I am a resident of Clallam County Washington. I am extremely concerned about the effects of noise 

generated by the Electronic Attack Squadron (VAQ) 132 over the Olympic National Park and surrounding 

areas including populated areas. Every effort should be made to mitigate the noise to prevent injury to 

habitat for humans and other animals. I understand that there is no need for the pilots to be at an 

elevation (other than for landing and take-off) lower than ten-thousand feet, but pilots have been well 

below this elevation numerous times as evidenced by the flight records kept by the Whidbey NAS and by 

many complaints received by NAS Whidbey. Can you find a way to assure citizens that flights will not be 

lower than the ten-thousand foot level? 

I also understand that a similar aircraft practices in Mountain Home Idaho AFB, home of the 366 Airforce 

wing. In fact, the 390th Electronic Combat Squadron, which I believe includes the Electronic Attack 

Squadron, located at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island, Wash., is assigned to the 366th Operations Group 

out of Mountain Home AFB. Is the duplication of such training facilities necessary? 

I am sure you are aware of the December 16, 2016 incident at NAS Whidbey. The US Navy (USN) has 

grounded its fleet of Boeing F/A-18E/F Super Hornet and EA-18G Growler combat aircraft while it 

investigates the cause of a ground incident on 16 December that injured two flight-crew. 

The incident at Naval Air Station (NAS) Whidbey Island in Washington state saw an EA-18G Growler from 

Electronic Attack Squadron (VAQ) 132 experience an unspecified "on-deck emergency" that required both 

crew members to be airlifted to hospital, a USN statement said. 

The Olympic National Park is a National Heritage site, and citizens on the Olympic Peninsula deserve 

reasonable noise mitigation. I strongly urge appropriate, affective noise mitigation and high altitude only 

flights which the current draft EIS does not adequately address or resolve. 

Name:

Addr;s £A 1'83~ L 
cc: Hon. Derek Kilmer, U.S. Congressman, 6th CD, WA State 

LAWKR0001

1.a. Thank You
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
2.a. Purpose and Need
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
3.a. Aircraft Operations
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
4.l. Points of Interest
4.t. Noise Mitigation
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children



NAVY GROWLER DRAFT EIS 
NOTES FOR COMMENTS 

Prepared for the public by the West Coast Action Alliance 
(http://westcoastactionalliance.org) 

Navy Growler EIS online comments at: http://www.whidbeyeis.com/Default.aspx 

Dear Reader, 
The deadline for comments has been extended to February 24, 2017. For more 
information, go to: http://westcoastactionalliance.org Please use these notes as you see 
fit, to help inform your comments, which may be filed in two ways: 

1. Mail your comments to: 
EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NA VF AC) Atlantic - Attn: Code EV21/SS 6506 
Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

2. Go online to cut and paste them into the Navy's comment box, at: 
http://www.whidbeyeis.com/Comment.aspx 

These comments are detailed, but detail is what's needed to qualify as "substantive" and 
thus grant the person who comments "standing," which means the legal status to continue 
to participate in the process, either via comments at the next phase of the process, or 
possibly in litigation at the end, should one choose to be part of a larger group that files 
suit. 

It's better to go long than short, because unless you cover multiple topics in comments 
at this stage, you may not be allowed to bring up information you left out if there is a 
future opportunity to comment~unless it's verifiably "new" information. Do your own 
research to augment these - go to the site, download the documents, read and do keyword 
searches: 
(http://nwtteis.com/DocurnentsandReferences/NWTTDocurnents/FinalEISOEIS.aspx) 
Make these sample comments your own! There are other concerns that have not been 
discussed in these sample comments. You may notice that we have not editorialized 
about like how we feel about all this; that is up to you, but remember; feelings alone may 
not comprise comments that the Navy will view as substantive. 

According to Navy Public Affairs Officer Mike Welding there is no character limit, and 
lengthy comments like these can be copied, pasted and sent in one go via the comments 
box. 

Thanks for caring enough to read this detailed information and to participate in the 
process. 

Sincerely, 
The West Coast Action Alliance 

LAWNO0001

1.a. Thank You
1.b. Best Available Science and Data
1.c. Segmentation and Connected Actions
10.a. Biological Resources Study Area
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.f. Endangered Species Impact Analysis Adequacy
11.a. Groundwater
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.k. Compensation to Citizens for Private Property
19.a. Scope of Cumulative Analysis
19.b. Revised Cumulative Impacts Analysis
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
19.d. Electronic Warfare
19.h. Cumulative Impacts on Biological Resources
2.b. Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement and Analysis
Conducted
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.d. Program of Record for Buying Growler Aircraft
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.h. Next Steps
2.i. Proposed Action
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.m. Record of Decision/Preferred Alternative
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
3.a. Aircraft Operations
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
3.d. Arrivals and Departures
4.a. General Noise Modeling
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.e. Day-Night Average Sound Level Contours and Noise
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.i. Other Noise Metrics Not Currently in Analysis
4.l. Points of Interest
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.t. Noise Mitigation
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
8.a. Cultural Resources Area of Potential Effect
8.c. Noise and Vibration Impacts to Cultural Resources
8.j. City of Port Townsend Cultural Resources



To: EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NA VFAC) Atlantic~ Attn: Code EV21/SS 6506 
Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
Thank you for extending the comment period to February 24, 2017, in order 
accommodate the fact that having four major public processes open over the holidays, all 
concerning Navy activities or the biological resources that may be affected by them, 
made it difficult to read, comprehend and prepare comments in a timely way. 

1. Jet noise outside the immediate environs of the runways on Whidbey Island is not 
being evaluated, yet impacts are significant. Noise from EA-l 8G Growlers is affecting 
communities far outside the vicinity of Naval Air Station Whidbey Island, yet the only 
area the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) analyzes in its "study area" is 
what falls within 6 to 10 miles of the comers of runways. Growler aircraft, which are 
capable of 150 decibels ( dB), use these runways to get airborne and to land; therefore, 
what happens outside the study area cannot be ignored as if it does not exist, because all 
flight operations are functionally connected to takeoffs and landings. By considering only 
takeoff and landing noise and exhaust emissions at Ault Field and Outlying Field (OLF) 
Coupeville, the DEIS fails to consider the wider area of functionally connected impacts 
caused by naval flight operations. By failing to consider the interdependent parts of a 
larger action that cannot proceed without takeoffs and landings, as well as their impacts, 
the DEIS fails to evaluate cumulative effects. 

2. Impacts to cultural and historic sites are not adequately considered. The Navy so 
narrowly defined the Area of Potential Effect (APE) for cultural and historic resources 
that it also fails to consider significant nearby impacts. The State Historic Preservation 
Officer confirmed this in a January 9, 2017 letter to the Navy. 
(http://westcoastactionalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2017 /01/SHPO-Letter-
102214-23-USN_122916-2.docx) She said that not only will cultural and historic 
properties within existing APE boundaries be adversely affected, but additional portions 
ofWhidbey Island, Camano Island, Port Townsend vicinity and the San Juan Islands are 
also within noise areas that will receive harmful levels of sound and vibration from 
Growler activity. The US Department of Housing and Urban Development posted noise 
abatement and control standards that classify the 65 dB levels being used by the Navy 
as "normally unacceptable" and above 75 as being "unacceptable." 
(https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/environmental-review /noise
abatement-and-control/) Residents in these outlying areas, who live many miles 
from these runways, have recorded noise at least twice that loud. Therefore, by 
failing to include these areas, this DEIS violates both the National Environmental Policy 
Act (NEPA) and the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA). 

LAWNO0001



3. Piecemealing projects to avoid analyzing cumulative effects is illegal. The Navy 
has, to date, piecemealed its aircraft training and testing activities affecting Whidbey 
Island, the San Juans, and the Olympic Peninsula into at least six separate actions: 

I. 4 squadrons of P-8A Poseidon Multi-Mission Aircraft; 
2. A 2005 EA (57 Growler jets); 2010 EIS (reaffirming the 57 Growlers that 

replaced Prowlers); 
3. 2012 EA (26 Growlers including 5 from a reserve unit); 
4. 2014 EA (Growler electronic warfare activity); 
5. 2015 EIS discussing electronic warfare training and testing activity; 
6. The current2016-2017 DEIS (36 Growlers); 
7. And, likely, a seventh process, as confirmed by news reports and a Navy official 

at a recent open house, for 42 more jets to bring the Growler fleet total to 160. 

Therefore, it has been impossible for the public to lmow just how many Growlers there 
would be, or what their impacts would be, or what limits, if any, the Navy intends to 
establish. In just four documents~the 2014 EA, Forest Service permit Draft Decision, 
and the 2010 and 2015 EISs, there are more than 6,000 pages of complex technical 
material. The number of Growler flights at Outlying Field (OLF) Coupeville alone went 
from 3,200 per year to a proposed 35,100 in 2017. That's more than a 1,000 percent 
increase at this runway alone, yet according to the Navy, there are "no significant 
impacts." The National Envirornnental Policy Act (NEPA 40 C.F .R. § 1502.4) " ... does 
not allow an approach that would permit dividing a project into multiple 'actions,' each 
of which individually has an insignificant envirornnental impact, but which collectively 
have a substantial impact." 

The DEIS evaluates not the totality of impacts from the current fleet of 118 Growlers, nor 
the projected total of 160 of these aircraft, but slices out 36 of them for an incremental, 
piecemealed look, and concludes from both the construction activities and the addition of 
just these 36 new Growlers to the fleet, that no significant impacts will occur in the 
following categories: public health, bird-animal strike hazards to aircraft, accident 
potential zones, emissions of all types, archaeological resources, American Indian 
traditional resources, biological resources, marine species, groundwater, surface water, 
potable water, socioeconomics, housing, envirornnental justice, and hazardous waste. To 
state the obvious, impacts from this many Growlers, when taken together, are likely to be 
significant. Segmenting their impacts has allowed the Navy to avoid accountability. 

4. The DEIS does not analyze impacts to groundwater or soil from use of 
firefighting foam on its runways during Growler operations, despite the fact that before 
this DEIS was published, the Navy began notifying 2,000 people on Whidbey Island that 
highly toxic carcinogenic chemicals had migrated from Navy property into their drinking 
water wells, contaminating them and rendering these people dependent on bottled water. 

5. The DEIS fails to discuss, describe or even mention any potential impacts 
associated with electromagnetic radiation in devices employed by the Growlers in 
locating and interacting with the ground transmitters. It fails to mention any potential 
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impacts associated with aircrew practicing using electromagnetic weaponry, that will 
allow the Navy to make good on its 2014 statement that this training and testing is 
"turning out fully trained, combat-ready Electronic Attack crews." 

6. The current comment period on a Draft EIS should not be the last chance the 
public will have for input. However, Navy announced on its web site that it does not 
intend to allow a public comment period on the Final EIS. The "30-day waiting period" 
proposed for the Final EIS is not a public comment period, and thus would be 

· unresponsive to serious and longstanding public concerns on matters that will affect our 
lives as well as the lives of people doing business throughout the region, plus the visitors 
who are the tourism lifeblood of our economy, and the wildlife that inhabits the region. 
The Navy must allow the public to participate throughout the process, in order to be able 
to be able to assess the full scope of direct, indirect and cumulative impacts. This is 
doubly important because so many impacts have been excluded from analysis. A federal 
agency is required to prepare a supplement to either a draft or fmal EIS, and allow the 
public to comment, if there are significant new circumstances or information relevant to 
environmental concerns, that bear on the proposed action or its impacts. 

7. There are no alternatives proposed in this DEIS that would reduce noise. This 
violates NEPA § 1506.1, which states, " ... no action concerning the proposal shall be 
taken which would have an adverse environmental impact or limit the choice of 
reasonable alternatives." According to a memo from the President's Council on 
Environmental Quality (CEQ) to all federal agencies, "Reasonable alternatives include 
those that are practical or feasible from the technical and economic standpoint and using 
common sense, rather than simply desirable from the standpoint of the applicant." · 
(https://energy.gov /sites/prod/files/G-CEQ-40Questions.pdf) The three alternatives 
presented by the Navy are merely a shell game of choices among the same number of 
flights, but for different percentages of activity at runways. This pits communities against 
each other, as the runway that receives more flights will determine the "loser" among 
these communities. 

8. The Navy has exacerbated the problem stated in #8 by not identifying a preferred 
alternative in the DEIS. According to the CEQ memo, "[NEPA] Section 1502.14( e) 
requires the section of the EIS on alternatives to "identify the agency's preferred 
alternative if one or more exists, in the draft statement, and identify such alternative in 
the final statement ... " Since the Navy has not done this, communities cannot evaluate 
potential noise levels. Since the Navy has also announced that it will not provide a public 
comment period for the Final EIS, communities will have no chance to evaluate the 
consequences or even comment on the preferred alternative. 

9. The Navy states that it evaluated noise for the Olympic Peninsula in 2010 with the 
Northwest Training Range Complex EIS, but that document did not do so. The Navy 
claims its documents are "tiered" for this purpose, but they are not. Had the activities 
contemplated by the proposed Electronic Warfare Range been evaluated by that EIS, the 
ground-based mobile emitters should have been listed as an emission source. They were 
not. For Electronic Combat and Electronic Attack, the only areas listed by activity and 
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training area, warfare type, and Range and Training Site were the Darrington Area and 
W-237. Neither is on the Olympic Peninsula. Had noise been properly evaluated, the 
Olympic MOAs should have been listed. They were not. Therefore, noise from Growler 
activities has not been evaluated in this or any previous for the Olympic Peninsula. 

10. The Navy has neither measured, modeled, uor considered direct, indirect or 
cumulative effects of jet noise in any areas outside the immediate environs ofNASWI 
runways. Actual noise measurements have not been made anywhere. However, computer 
modeling for the I 0-mile radius of the "Affected Noise Environment" around Naval Air 
Station Whidbey Island (NASWI) extends to the year 2021 and clearly demonstrates the 
Navy's ability to model noise. Therefore it makes no sense to fail to measure or model 
highly impacted areas such as the West End of the Olympic Peninsula, with its very 
different terrain and weather conditions, as demonstrated by separate NOAA weather 
forecasts for each region. For example, the Hoh River is surrounded by steep-sloped 
mountains that amplify and echo noise. Port Townsend is on a peninsula surrounded on 
three sides by water, which echoes sound. Port Angeles gets reflected sound from the 
Strait of Juan de Fuca to its north and from the Olympic Mountains to its south. Yet no 
noise modeling or measurements have been done for these areas. 

11. The Navy's claim that areas outside the narrow boundaries ofits study area do 
not exceed noise standards is suspect, first because the standards used by the Navy are 
unrealistic, second, because the Navy has never measured or modeled noise in these 
areas, and third, because the "library" of sounds that comprise the basis for the Navy's 
computer modeling is not available for public inspection. The Navy uses the less realistic 
Day-Night Average Sound Level (DNL) rather than the Effective Perceived Noise Level, 
as provided in Federal Aviation Regulation 36. DNL uses A-weighting for the decibel 
measurement, which means jet noise is averaged with quiet over the course of a year to 
come up with a 65 dB average. This means peak noise levels in these un-measured and 
un-modeled communities and wildlands may far exceed 65 dB as long as the constant 
average with quiet periods over a year stays below 65 dB. This is unrealistic, and claims 
by the DEIS that wildlife are "presumably habituated" to noise do not apply when that 
noise is sporadic and intense. 

12. Commercial airport noise standards should not apply to military jets because 
commercial jets do not have afterburners, do not engage in aerial combat maneuvers, do 
not fly at low altitudes or practice landing on runways so short they can only be used for 
emergencies, do not possess the flight characteristics of Growlers, and do not have 
weaponry that is capable of making a parcel of forest hum with electromagnetic energy. 
FAA policy does not preclude use of the more accurate Effective Perceived Noise Level 
as the standard, nor are local jurisdictions prevented from setting a lower threshold of 
compatibility for new land-use developments. FAA policy allows for supplemental or 
alternative measurements. So, the continued use ofDNL may be to the Navy's benefit, 
but does not benefit the public. 
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13. The Navy's noise analysis does not allow for peak noise experiences, nor does the 
DNL method they use take into account low-frequency noise, which is produced at 
tremendous levels by Growlers. 

14. The NOISEMAP software u~ed for computer modeling is severely outdated, and 
a report from a Department of Defense commission concluded that noise measurements 
using this software " ... do not properly account for the complex operational and noise 
characteristics of the new aircraft." This report concluded that current computer models 
could be legally indefensible. (https://www.serdp-estcp.org/Program-
Areas /Weapons-Systems-and-Platforms /N oise-and-Emissions/N oise/WP-1304) 

15. The Navy describes its activities using the term "event," but does not define it. 
Therefore, the time, duration, and number of jets in a single "event" remain unknown, 
and real impacts from recent increases remain unevaluated. As a result of leaving out vast 
geographical areas where noise impacts will occur (and are occurring now), the DEIS 
eliminates far too many direct, indirect and cumulative effects to be considered a valid or 
complete analysis. Limiting the scope like this amounts to a segmentation of impacts that 
forecloses the public's ability to comment and gain legal standing. By law, the public has 
the right to address the full scope of impacts, not just a narrow sliver of them. 

16. New information that was not disclosed in previous Navy EISs include flight 
operations on weekends (not mentioned in the current DEIS but specified on page 11 of 
the Forest Service's draft permit, viewable at: 
https://www.fs.usda.gov/project/?project=42759). It has long been understood that 
the Navy would cooperate with local governments, especially in communities that depend 
on tourism, by not conducting noise-producing operations on weekends. Further, the 
singling out of one user group for an exemption from noise is outrageous and unfair. 
According to the permit, weekend flying may be permitted so long as it does not interfere 
with" ... opening day and associated opening weekend of Washington State's Big Game 
Hunting Season for use of rifle/guns." While such an exemption is under Forest Service 
and not Navy control, the Navy must realize that municipalities and local govermnents, 
along with economically viable and vulnerable tourism and recreation entities who are 
not being considered, have not been given the opportunity to comment. The impression is 
that our national forests are no longer under public control. 

17. Low flights will make even more noise than before: While the Navy has repeatedly 
told the public over the past few years that Growlers will fly at a minimum of 6,000 feet 
above sea level, the DEIS quotes guidance from the Aircraft Environmental Support 
Office: "Aircraft are directed to avoid towns and populated areas by 1 nm (nautical mile) 
or overfly 1,000 feet AGL (above ground level) and to avoid airports by 3 nm or overfly 
1,500 AGL." This guidance further states, "Over sparsely populated areas, aircraft may 
not be operated closer than 500 feet to any person, vessel, vehicle, or structure." If this 
official guidance directs Growlers to fly at such low altitudes, why did the Navy not 
disclose this in any previous NEPA documents? For an aircraft capable of 150 decibels at 
takeoff, this new information represents a significant new level of noise impacts that have 
been neither previously disclosed nor analyzed. 
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18. Sound levels for these low flights are not listed in the DEIS: Table 3.1-2, titled 
"Representative Sound Levels for Growler Aircraft in Level Flight," on page 3-6, does 
not show sound exposure levels for Growlers flying at either 1,000 feet or 1,500 feet 
AGL, as mentioned in the official guidance. Why has this important information been 
omitted? The public needs to know how much actual noise exposure there will be, along 
with the threats posed to public and environmental health. This, therefore, is significant 
new information about impacts that were not disclosed in the DEIS, and requires either 
that a Supplemental EIS be prepared, or that a public comment period of adequate length 
be provided on the Final EIS. For public health and safety reasons, the Navy must revise 
its guidance to significantly increase the distances that Growler jets are currently allowed 
to fly over towns, airports, individual people, vessels, vehicles, and structures. 500 to 
1,000 feet is far too close, and 1,500 feet over an airport is far too dangerous a proximity 
to supersonic Growler jets. 

19. No mitigation for schools: The DEIS states that in the case oflocal schools, no 
mitigation measures for any of the 3 proposed alternatives were identified, " ... but may be 
developed and altered based on comments received." Some schools will be interrupted by 
jet noise hundreds of times per day. Yet the Navy suggests that future mitigation 
measures might be brought up by the public (and subsequently ignored) and thus will be 
" .. .identified in the Final EIS or Record of Decision." Such information would be new, 
could significantly alter the Proposed Actions, and would therefore require another public 
comment period, in which case the Navy's proposal to not allow a comment period on the 
Final EIS would be unlawful. 

20. The current DNL noise modeling method and data in no way reflect exposure 
accuracy, given the new information about low flight levels from official guidance. 
Therefore, such analyses must be included in a Supplemental EIS or in the Final EIS, 
with a new public process of adequate length, including an official comment period. 

21. Crash potential is higher: With no alternatives provided to the public that reduce 
noise, and with such permissive guidance that allows such low-altitude flight, the 
potential for Navy Growler student pilots to create tragic outcomes or cause extreme 
physical, physiological, economic and other harms to communities and wildlands, 
whether accidentally or on purpose, is unacceptable. 

22. Contamination of drinking water in residential and commercial areas near the 
runways, due to use of hazardous chemicals, is completely ignored by the DEIS. It 
concludes, "No significant impacts related to hazardous waste and materials would occur 
due to construction activities or from the addition and operation of additional Growler 
aircraft." While these chemicals have never been analyzed, they have been used in 
conjunction with Growler training and other flight operations for years; therefore, 
hazardous materials analysis for these chemicals should not be excluded just because 
Growlers are not the only aircraft this foam has been used for. It is irresponsible for the 
DEIS to content that there are no significant impacts. As previously stated, with flights at 
OLF Coupeville alone increasing from 3,200 in 2010 to as many as 35,100, no one can 
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claim that a 1,000 percent flight increase in 7 years for which no groundwater or soil 
contaminant analyses have been done is not significant. 

23. Navy knew about contamination in advance: It is clear that before the November 
10 publication of this DEIS, the Navy was well aware of potential problems with 
contamination of residential drinking water due to what it calls "historic" use of fire 
suppressants for flight operations. In May 2016 the USEP A issued drinking water health 
advisories for two PFCs, and the Navy announced in June that it was in the process of 
"identifying and for removal and destruction all legacy perfluorooctane sulfonate ( and 
PFOA) containing AFFF [aqueous fihn forming foam]." Yet the DEIS dismisses all 
concerns with an incredible statement about actions that took place nearly 20 years ago: 
"Remediation construction was completed in September 1997, human exposure and 
contaminated groundwater exposures are under control, and the OUs at Ault Field and the 
Seaplane Base are ready for anticipated use (USEPA, 2016e)." The statement is 
ludicrously outdated, and recent events refute it. Three days before the DEIS was 
published, on November 7, 2016, the Navy sent a letter to more than 100 private and 
public drinking water well owners expressing concern that perfluoroalkyl substances 
(PFAS) found beneath the OLF had spread beyond Navy property. Yet the word 
"perfluoroalkyl" or "PFAS" is not mentioned once in the entire 1400-page DEIS, nor is it 
mentioned the 2005 or 2012 EAs. A Department of Defense publication makes it clear 
that there is no current technology that can treat soil or groundwater that has been 
contaminated with these chemicals. 
(https:/ /dec.alaska.gov /spar /ppr /hazmat/Chemical-&-Material-Emerging-Risk
Alert-for-AFFF.pdf) 

24. No mention of contaminated soil is found in the DEIS: It confines its discussion to 
soil compression and compaction effects from new construction, and concludes there will 
be no impacts to groundwater. It is therefore puzzling to consider that while extensive 
evaluations for a variety of hazardous materials were included in the October 2015 
Northwest Training and Testing Final EIS, why would the Navy omit such contaminants 
as the ones mentioned above, from the Growler DEIS? This is the equivalent of a doctor 
refusing to look at an EKG that clearly shows a heart attack, and diagnosing the patient 
with anxiety. The Navy needs to include this information in a public NEPA process as an 
impact of its flight activities. It needs to accept responsibility for this contamination, and 
pay the costs incurred by finding a permanent alternative source of water for affected 
residents, and by reimbursing these people for medical costs created by unwitting 
consumption of Navy-contaminated water. 

25. Impacts to wildlife have been piecemealed: It does not make sense to separate 
impacts from just one portion of an aircraft's flight operations and say that's all you're 
looking at. But because the scope of the DEIS is limited to areas adjacent to runways, 
analysis of impacts to wildlife from connected flight operations that occur outside these 
narrow confines are omitted. Threatened and endangered species, sensitive species and 
other wildlife and critical habitat areas are adversely impacted by noise from takeoffs, 
landings and other flight operations well beyond the Navy's study area. For example, the 
increase in aerial combat maneuvers ( dogfighting) from 160 to 550 annual "events," 
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which by their erratic nature cannot safely occur near runways, is a 244 percent increase 
that has been neither examined nor analyzed in this or any previous NEPA process. 
Dogfighting requires frequent use of afterburners, which are far louder and use as much 
as ten times the amount of fuel as nonnal flight does. Impacts to wildlife and habitat were 

' completely omitted. 

26. Pages of boilerplate language do not constitute analysis of impacts to wildlife: 
Except for standardized language copied from wildlife agencies about species life 
histories, along with lists of various county critical areas ordinances and state wildlife 
regulations, the DEIS fails to evaluate direct, indirect or cumulative impacts to wildlife. 
Instead, it offers the excruciating conclusion that the potential for noise impacts and 
collisions with birds is "greatest during flight operations." However, continues the DEIS, 
except for the marbled murrelet, the occurrence of these sensitive species in the study 
area is "highly unlikely," largely because "no suitable habitat is present." This begs the 
question: if the scope of this DEIS measured the true impacts of jet noise, it is highly 
likely that suitable habitat for many of these species would be found. And if impacts had 
not been segmented for decades, there might be suitable habitat remaining in the study 
area. 

27. Old research cited but new research not: In citing published scientific research, the 
Navy included a 1988 synthesis of published literature on domestic animals and wildlife, 
but failed to consider the latest peer-reviewed research summarized in 2015, which lists 
multiple consequences of noise greater than 65 dB. 
(http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doijl0.1111/brv.12207 /abstract) The DEIS also 
failed to consider an important 2014 study called "Anthropogenic EM Noise Disrupts 
Magnetic Compass Orientation in Migratory Birds," 
(http://www.nature.com/nature/j ournal/v509 In 7 5 00/full/nature 13 290 .html) A federal 
agency cannot cherry-pick scientific research for its own convenience; it must consider 
the best available science. This DEIS fails that test. 

Thank you for considering these comments. 
Sincerely, 7 

, ,1 , 1- / ti//lJ/v//~u7. Inv y..,-,. z.r /Wnf e/'1 .«-/ u, 
tj?Jt, F 
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January 6, 2017 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) Atlantic 
Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

Re: Public Comment Against Draft EIS for EA-18G "Growler'' Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station 
Whidbey Island 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

I am a resident of Clallam County Washington. I am extremely concerned about the effects of noise 

generated by the Electronic Attack Squadron (VAQ) 132 over the Olympic National Park and surrounding 

areas including populated areas. Every effort should be made to mitigate the noise to prevent injury to 

habitat for humans and other animals. I understand that there is no need for the pilots to be at an 

elevation (other than for landing and take-off) lower than ten-thousand feet, but pilots have been well 

below this elevation numerous times as evidenced by the flight records kept by the Whidbey NAS and by 

many complaints received by NAS Whidbey. Can you find a way to assure citizens that flights will not be 

lower than the ten-thousand foot level? 

I also understand that a similar aircraft practices in Mountain Home Idaho AFB, home of the 366 Airforce 

wing. In fact, the 390th Electronic Combat Squadron, which I believe includes the Electronic Attack 

Squadron, located at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island, Wash., is assigned to the 366th Operations Group 

out of Mountain Home AFB. Is the duplication of such training facilities necessary? 

I am sure you are aware of the December 16, 2016 incident at NAS Whidbey. The US Navy (USN) has 

grounded its fleet of Boeing F/A-18E/F Super Hornet and EA-18G Growler combat aircraft while it 

investigates the cause of a ground incident on 16 December that injured two flight-crew. 

The incident at Naval Air Station (NAS) Whidbey Island in Washington state saw an EA-18G Growler from 

Electronic Attack Squadron (VAQ) 132 experience an unspecified "on-deck emergency" that required both 

crew members to be airlifted to hospital, a USN statement said. 

The Olympic National Park is a National Heritage site, and citizens on the Olympic Peninsula deserve 

reasonable noise mitigation. I strongly urge appropriate, affective noise mitigation and high altitude only 

flights which the current draft EIS does not adequately address or resolve. 

Name: 

Addre  fhr ~l(,,,;, lJ ~ 
cc: Hon. Derek Kilmer, U.S. Congressman, 5th CD, WA State 
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1.a. Thank You
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
2.a. Purpose and Need
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
3.a. Aircraft Operations
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
4.l. Points of Interest
4.t. Noise Mitigation
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children



Clinton, WA 98236

 

Hello, I am writing to express my sincere concern about the new growler jet expansion
project. I have been a resident of Whidbey Island for more than three years and I love
this place. The few times I've traveled up north when the planes are flying have been
horrible experiences. I remember taking my family to Deception Pass and we could
barely hear each other's voices through the jet noise. I also hear stories of close friends
who own farms there about how deafening the planes are. They have to dash inside and
gather serious ear protection just to be safe in their own back yard. This project is already
causing so much harm to residents here and I can't fathom the impact of more and even
louder planes. I want everyone to know that Whidbey Island residents will not stand for
this! Thank you for reading and collecting messages from the community. Sincerely,
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1.a. Thank You
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss
7.d. Recreation and Wilderness Analysis and Study Area
7.i. Deception Pass State Park and Other State Parks
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2. 
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4. 

Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-18G Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

• Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by February 24, 2017 . 

Online at: 
By mail at 

Address 

SEND COPIES OF YOUR COMMENTS TO OUR ELECTED OFFICIALS 

http://www.whidbeyeis.com/Comment.aspx 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 
23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

C~vt"//e_/ uu/J- 7 9 zs 1 

Email _

Increases in Outlying Field (OLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools and 
quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. This is a burden 

greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

Comments 
Please check all that concern you and add additional comments on the back. 

The environmental impacts of the following issues due to increased flight operations at the OLF are not 
adequately addressed in the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS): 

0 Health effects from noise and low-frequency sound. 

fi Businesse@ , hospital, and County and Town public government operations in the 
Coupeville area. 

~ A decrease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville, hiking and birding at Ebey's Landing 
National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference Center, Fort Casey State Park, The Pacific Rim 
Institute. 

0 A decrease in private property values due to noise. 

{over) 
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1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



f ( 

~Outdoor recreation limits, as well as children's and family's health, at Rhododendron Park ball 
V 

fields. 

D Noise impacts on commercial properties including agriculture. 

Ji Aquafer and well contamination. 

Additional Concerns: 

) V The addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones ( APZs) surrounding OLF will 

. / ~~estrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

)(
The Na,ry did !"!~! adequately !c~I< at siting ~ew Growler ~lrcraft elsewhere clesr,ite t his being one of 

the top issues from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

)6. The impact on marine and terrestrial wildlife. 

fa( The major security risk for Whidbey Island by siting all Growlers here. 

o Mishaps and crash risks due to problems such as their onboard oxygen system. 

Please include any additional comments and concerns here: 

/A£- CC/h~?
1
tf/~~t.-. 1- t:71/LA- ~t,c ~ /J,_~ 

~ 1/vL-- ~L,, ~6-~ A.o.f /7~ /:S-- ~ 
,>bv1~ ~ a--L ~ ~ ~ ~~ 
w/ cyr~;__ ~fe ~ ~ /1/~~ ~ L__ 

Iv a.LL,. ~~ · ~~~ r 7b-.-L- rs" ?l.A ~ 
f !f1~ f2£-, ~~ #';U ?-o ~ ~ 
~·4 (/4·(( ~~ ~ b- ~-~ 6 72---
~vrY? ~ c:n-- C f/1,,7 n/;J- b e,t.-c,c ~ · r;LJ-.e..- /rP Zs , 

Do /WT /l?Cr-~ ./tl'S"Jv45" ( t}U,,r_- ~rrv-/ ~ jPv;'1,,,c:,L/C-1 
1~1/'L-----.:> ~ ,61A--n~ ~a',,-n4UJT (1-,v-£- ,rhrs . 

All comments will become a part of the public record and will be addressed in the final EIS. Personally identif iable information of 
individuals will be kept confidential and not released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by Jaw. 
City, state and Jive-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

For more information, see, Coupeville Community Allies, www.facebook.com/whidbeyeis 

Coupeville Community Allies is a group of community members committed to sharing accurate 
information to all Coupeville and Whidbey Island residents regarding the Growler DEIS. We 
encourage everyone to get involved in the discussion of our future and to submit comments 
and concerns. 

Prepared by Coupeville Community Allies 

i 
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1. 

Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-18G Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

• Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by February 24, 2017 . 

Online at: 
By mail at 

SEND COPIES OF YOUR COMMENTS TO OUR ELECTED OFFICIALS 

http://www.whidbeyeis.com/Comment.aspx 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 
23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

2. Organization/ Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired military) 

J:Gr~ 
3. Address __ _ .... cQ........._/'f_~__.!4 ___ l'L_;:1_0_/L-_..._,_~_ '4 __ i g 2 ? 7 

4. Email _________________________ _ 

Increases in Outlying Field (OLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools and 
quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. This is a burden 

greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

Comments 
Please check all that concern you and add additional comments on the back. 

The environmental impacts of the following issues due to increased flight operations at t he OLF are not 
adequately addressed in the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS): 

~alth effects from noise and low-frequency sound. 

~inesses, schools, hospital, and County and Town public government operations in the 
Coupeville area. 

o---Adecrease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville, hiking and birding at Ebey's Landing 
National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference Center, Fort Casey State Park, The Pacific Rim 
Institute . 

._,/ 
D A decrease in private property values due to noise. 

(over) 
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1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.f. Use of Public Comments
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.b. Land Use Compatibility and Air Installations Compatible Use
Zones
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



~door recreation limits, as well as children's and family's health, at Rhododendron Park ball 
fields. 

~ise impacts on commercial properties including agriculture. 

~afer and well contamination. 

Additional Concern~ f 

( Erlhe addition' of ·large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones ( APZs) surrounding OLF will 
. _ ______;.estrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

GVfhe Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere despite this being one of 
the top issues from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

El~mpact on marine and terrestrial wildiife. 

G:v-The major security risk for Whidbey Island by siting all Growlers here. 

~haps and crash risks due to problems such as their onboard oxygen system. 

Please include any additional comments and concerns here: 

All comments will become a part of the public record and will be addressed in the final EIS. Personally identifiable information of 
individuals will be kept confidential and not released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. 
City, state and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

For more information, see, Coupeville Community Allies, www.facebook.com/whidbeyeis 

Coupevi lle Community Allies is a group of community members committed to sharing accurate 
information to all Coupeville and Whidbey Island residents regarding the Growler DEIS. We 
encourage everyone to get involved in the discussion of our future and to submit comments 
and concerns. 

Prepared by Coupeville Community Allies 

LEAAU0001



1. 

2. 

Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 

EA-18G Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by February 24, 2017 
SEND COPIES OF YOUR COMMENTS TO OUR ELECTED OFFICIALS 

Online at: 
By mail at 

http://www.whidbeyeis.com/Comment.aspx 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 
23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

Organization/ Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired military) 

3. Address·-------------------------

4. Email --1- '---------

Increases in Outlying Field (OLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools and 
quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. This is a burden 

greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

Comments 
Please check all that concern you and add additional comments on the back. 

The environmental impacts of the following issues due to increased flight operations at the OLF are not 
adequately addressed in the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS): 

~Ith effects from noise and low-frequency sound. 

OBusinesses, schools, hospital, and County and Town public government operations in the 
Coupeville area. 

CJA decrease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville, hiking and birding at Ebey's Landing 
National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference Center, Fort Casey State Park, The Pacific Rim 
Institute. 

ifAdecrease in private property values due to noise. 

(over) 

LEAJO0001

1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



~tdoor recreation limits, as well as children's and family's health, at Rhododendron Park ball 
fields. 

~ise impacts on commercial properties including agriculture. 

~uafer and well contamination. 

Additional Concerns: 

ffrhe addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones ( APZs) surrounding OLF will 
restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

C2YThe Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere despite this being one of 
the top issues from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

ITThe impact on marine and terrestrial wildlife. 

Olhe major security risk for Whldbey Island by siting all Growlers here. 

oMishaps and crash risks due to problems such as their onboard oxygen system. 

Please include any additional comments and concerns here: 

All comments will become a part of the public record and will be addressed In the final EIS. Personally identifiable information of 
individuals will be kept confidential and not released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. 
City, state and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

For more information, see, Coupeville Community Allies, www.facebook.com/whidbeyeis 

Coupeville Community Allies is a group of community members committed to sharing accurate 
information to all Coupeville and Whidbey Island residents regarding the Growler DEIS. We 
encourage everyone to get involved in the discussion of our future and to submit comments 
and concerns. 

Prepared by Coupeville Community Allies 

LEAJO0001



1. 

Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-lBG Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by February 24, 2017 

SEND COPIES OF YOUR COMMENTS TO OUR ELECTED OFFICIALS 

Online at: 

By mail at 
http://www.whidbeyeis.com/Comment.aspx 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 
23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

2. Organization/ Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired military) 

3. Address __ __ 4, ........... u ....... l' ...... 1:..f/. ___ 'I L_ L_c....,- ,__, _ t.U __ ~_ . _ f'--i _Z_3 ___ 9 

4. 

Increases in Outlying Field (OLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools and 
quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. This is a burden 

greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

Comments 
Please check all that concern you and add additional comments on the back. 

The environmental impacts of the following issues due to increased flight operations at the OLF are not 
adequately addressed in the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS): 

Health effects from noise and low-frequency sound. 

Businesses, schools, hospital, and County and Town public government operations in the 
Coupeville area. 

A decrease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville, hiking and birding at Ebey's Landing 
National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference Center, Fort Casey State Park, The Pacific Rim 
Institute. 

A decrease in private property values due to noise. 

(over) 

LEAKE0001

1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.d. Population Impacts
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



Outdoor recreation limits, as well as children's and family's health, at Rhododendron Park ball 
fields. 

~oise impacts on commercial properties including agriculture. 

Aquafer and well contamination. 

Additional Concerns: 
11 
' ( 

The addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones ( APZs) surrounding OLF will 
restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

The Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere despite this being one of 
the top issues from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

he impact on marine and terrestrial wildlife. 

D The major security risk for Whidbey Island by siting all Growlers here. 

D Mishaps and crash risks due to problems such as their onboard oxygen system. 

Please include any additional comments and concerns here: 

All comments will become a part of the public record and will be addressed in the final EIS. Personally identifiable information of 
individuals will be kept confidential and not released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. 
City, state and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

For more information, see, Coupeville Community Allies, www.facebook.com/whidbeyeis 

Coupeville Community Allies is a group of community members committed to sharing accurate 
information to all Coupeville and Whidbey Island residents regarding the Growler DEIS. We 
encourage everyone to get involved in the discussion of our future and to submit comments 
and concerns. 

Prepared by Coupeville Community Allies 

LEAKE0001



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-lBG Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by February 24, 2017 
SEND COPIES OF YOUR COMMENTS TO OUR ELECTED OFFICIALS 

Online at: 
By mail at 

http://www.whidbeyeis.com/Comment.aspx 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 
23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

Organization/ Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired military) 

Address - ---------

Increases in Outlying Field (OLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools and 
quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. This is a burden 

greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

Comments 
Please check all that concern you and add additional comments on the back. 

The environmental impacts of the following issues due to increased flight operations at the OLF are not 
adequately addressed in the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS): 

Health effects from noise and low-frequency sound. 

Y8usinesses, schools, hospital, and County and Town public government operations in the 
Coupeville area. 

A decrease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville, hiking and birding at Ebey's Landing 
National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference Center, Fort Casey State Park, The Pacific Rim 
Institute. 

A decrease in private property values due to noise. 

(over) 

LEANA0001

1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.b. Land Use Compatibility and Air Installations Compatible Use
Zones
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



Outdoor recreation limits, as well as children's and family's health, at Rhododendron Park ball 
fields. 

Noise impacts on commercial properties including agriculture. 

Aquafer and well contamination. 

Additional Concerns: 

The addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones ( APZs) surrounding OLF will 
restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

The Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere despite this being one of 
the top issues from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

The impact on marine and terrestrial wildlife. 

~ e major security risk for Whidbey Island by siting all Growlers here. 

~ ishaps and crash risks due to problems such as their onboard oxygen system. 

Please include any additional comments and concerns here: 

All comment will become a pa of the public record and will be addressed in the final EIS. Personally identifiable information o ~ 
individuals will be kept confidential and not released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by Jaw. 
City, state and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. /'~h~ 
For more information, see, Coupeville Community Allies, www.facebook.com[whidb= ~ 
Coupeville Community Allies is a group of community members committed to sharing ace~ 
information to all Coupeville and Whidbey Island residents regarding the Growler DEIS. We 
encourage everyone to get involved in the discussion of our future and to submit comments 
and concerns. 

Prepared by Coupeville Community Allies 

LEANA0001



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-lBG Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by February 24, 2017 
SEND COPIES OF YOUR COMMENTS TO OUR ELECTED OFFICIALS 

Online at: 
By mail at 

http://www.whid beyeis .com/Com ment.aspx 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 

23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

Name _ ~~~~~~~~---

Organization/ Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired military) 

/'ehikl"',L, t!,rl./-,µ/)/ Pc,/s-?';J e f? endn~ 

Address 

Email _ ___ _ 

Increases in Outlying Field (OLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools and 
quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. This is a burden 

greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

Comments 
Please check all that concern you and add additional comments on the back. 

The environmental impacts of the following issues due to increased flight operations at the OLF are not 
adequately addressed in the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS): 

~alth effects from noise and low-frequency sound. 

~inesses, schools, hospital, and County and Town public government operations in the 
Coupeville area. 

VAdecrease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville, hiking and birding at Ebey's Landing 
National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference Center, Fort Casey State Park, The Pacific Rim 
Institute. 

~ decrease in private property values due to noise. 

(over) 

LEANA0002

1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



jErc)utdoor recreation limits, as well as children's and family's health, at Rhododendron Park ball 
fields. 

~ise impacts on commercial properties including agriculture. 

~afer and well contamination. 

Additional Concerns: 

,A2rrhe addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones ( APZs) surrounding OLF will 
restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

tEJThe Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere despite this being one of 
the top issues from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

~ e impact on marine and terrestrial wildl ife. 

~ major security risk for Whidbey Island by siting all Growlers here. 

~ishaps and crash risks due to problems such as their onboard oxygen system. 

- _ .. 
Coupeville Community Allie~is a group of community members committed to sharing accura~ _ ~ 

information to all Coupeville and Whidbey Island residents regarding the Growler DEIS. We //'~ 
encourage everyone to get involved in the discussion of our future and to submit comments ~ 
and concerns. 

Prepared by Coupeville Community Allies 

LEANA0002



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-18G Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by February 24, 2017 
SEND COPIES OF YOUR COMMENTS TO OUR ELECTED OFFICIALS 

Online at: 
By mail at 

http://www.whidbeyeis.com/Comment.aspx 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 
23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

Organization/ Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired military) 

rey,'ch;{fe/r~R//Je5S" zml/lff ~~ ~ /J:,t;r»<S: 
Address bt-1 ~}k_. ~ 

Iv' A-· t f':::Z-?-7 
Email _/ ___ _ 

Increases in Outlying Field (OLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools and 
quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. This is a burden 

greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

Comments 
Please check all that concern you and add additional comments on the back. 

The environmental impacts of the following issues due to increased flight operations at the OLF are not 
adequately dressed in the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS): 

Health effects from noise and low-frequency sound. 

~esses, schools, hospital, and County and Town public government operations in the 
Coupeville area. 

p:vCecrease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville, hiking and birding at Ebey's Landing 
National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference Center, Fort Casey State Park, The Pacific Rim 
l?te. 

ef A decrease in private property values due to noise. 

(over) 

LEANA0003

1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



~or recreation limits, as well as children's and family's health, at Rhododendron Park ball 
fields. 

~ impacts on commercial properties including agriculture. 

~ and well contamination. 

Additional Concerns: 

~ddition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones ( APZs) surrounding OLF will 
restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

~avy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere despite this being one of 
the top issues from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

~mpact on marine and terrestrial wildlife. 

~or security risk for Whidbey Island by siting all Growlers here. 

~ishaps and crash risks due to problems such as their onboard oxygen system. 

Please include any additi nal comments and concerns here: 
~ ,tt:,;n /l/r7-h~ ~ d$ ',<': 5 e fen. e ~ ~~ 
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All comments will becom a art of the public record and will be dressed in the final EIS. Personolly identifiable informotion o{tv-e, 
individuals will be kept confidential and not released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law.a-rt' 
City, state and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. L_ 

~:".,Ye.r 
For more information, see, Coupeville Community Allies, www.facebook.com/whid~~ 

Y- /1.,?f 
Coupeville Community Allies is a group of community members committed to sharing accu~.0-'* 
information to all Coupeville and Whidbey Island residents regarding the Growler DEIS. We~
encourage everyone to get involved in the discussion of our future and to submit comme)lt~~ 

/.. . a.5" ,.~ ~ ,,::s· 
and concerns. µ-r ;??"Ze 

Prepared by Coupeville Community Allies ~ r~ //7::"'=/e,, ~,;,.$ ~ 
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Oak Harbor, WA 98277

We must have balance!! We are a rural,agricultural island that is also dependent on
tourism. Yes, NAS Whidbey is here and up until now has lived in harmony with residents
for the most part. What the navy is proposing is not good for anyone or anything, property
values, the unending noise, the children who live here who can't sleep at night because
of the high decibels and noise late into the night. APZ's. No! We are too populated a
place for increasing of the size and scope that are being proposed!! Be a good neighbor
and work with the people of Whidbey Island and the region and don't try to cram this
down the throats of the people of Whidbey. I am a business owner/property
owner/resident,etc. My life and my families lives are here. Our livelihood, our retirements
are tied in with our real estate which is dependent on the issues that are being discussed
here. Thank you.

LEANA0004

1.a. Thank You
12.c. Socioeconomic Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.p. Sleep Disturbance
5.a. Accident Potential Zones



Oak Harbor, WA 98277

My concerns are as follows:  The addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential
Zones ( APZs) surrounding OLF will restrict property rights and significantly decrease
property values.  The Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft
elsewhere despite this being one of the top issues from the community during the Navy’s
prior scoping forums.  The impact on marine and terrestrial wildlife.  The major security
risk for Whidbey Island by siting all Growlers here.  Mishaps and crash risks due to
problems such as their onboard oxygen system.  Aquifer and well contamination.  Noise
impacts on commercial properties including agriculture.  Outdoor recreation limits, as well
as children’s and family’s health, at Rhododendron Park ball fields.  A decrease in private
property values due to noise.  A decrease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville,
hiking and birding at Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference
Center, Fort Casey State Park, The Pacific Rim Institute.  Businesses, schools, hospital,
and County and Town public government operations in the Coupeville area.  Health
effects from noise and low-frequency sound. Sincerely, 

LEASA0001

1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



1. 

Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-18G Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by February 24, 2017 
SEND COPIES OF YOUR COMMENTS TO OUR ELECTED OFFICIALS 

Onl ine at: 
By mail at 

http://www.whidbeyeis.com/Comment.aspx 
Naval Facilit ies Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 
23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

Name __ ______________ __ 

2. Organization/ Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired military) 

G f./\p 5TUp€f-J-r- - UF5 - f-f<;mE /5 'Bt::.--rl<-1~ U)0PeV11..L£ /oAJ<. /~e--1<. 
l 

3. Address O,q.1, !'f1li<o~r<. Wtt q ':; 2. 7 7 

4. Email ____ _ 

Increases in Outlying Field (OLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools and 
quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. This is a burden 

greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

Comments 
Please check all that concern you and add additional comments on the back. 

The environmental impacts of the following issues due to increased flight operations at the OLF are not 
adequately addressed in the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS): 

~ alth effects from noise and low-frequency sound. 

~sinesses, schools, hospital, and County and Town public government operations in the 
Coupeville area. 

ifA decrease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville, hiking and birding at Ebey's Landing 
National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference Center, Fort Casey State Park, The Pacific Rim 
Institute. 

efA decrease in private property values due to noise. 

(over) 

LEASA0002

1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.d. Population Impacts
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.f. Use of Public Comments
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.b. Land Use Compatibility and Air Installations Compatible Use
Zones
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



~door recreation limits, as well as children's and family's health, at Rhododendron Park ball 

fields. 

l2r Noise impacts on commercial properties including agriculture. 

~quafer and well contamination. 

Additional Concerns: 

J:Y'The addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones ( APZs) surrounding OLF will 
restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

Q/fhe Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere despite this being one of 
the top issues from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

~e impact on marine and terrestrial wildlife. 

~he major security risk for Whidbey Island by siting all Growlers here. 

~ Mishaps and crash risks due to problems such as their onboard oxygen system. 

Please include any additional comments and concerns here: 

All comments will become a part of the public record and wil e addressed in the final EIS. Personally identifiable information of 
individuals will be kept confidential and not released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. 
City, state and f ive-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

For more information, see, Coupeville Community Allies, www.facebook.com/whidbeyeis 

Coupeville Community Allies is a group of community members committed to sharing accurate 
information to all Coupeville and Whidbey Island residents regarding the Growler DEIS. We 
encourage everyone to get involved in the discussion of our future and to submit comments 
and concerns. 

Prepared by Coupeville Community Allies 

LEASA0002



1. 

Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-18G Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by February 24, 2017 
SEND COPIES OF YOUR COMMENTS TO OUR ELECTED OFFICIALS 

Online at: 
By mail at 

http://www.whidbeyeis.com/Comment.aspx 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 
23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

2. Organization/ Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired military) 

3. Address _ -~---.....,
7
,.._,_~ __ .:t....-

4. Email _________________________ _ 

Increases in Outlying Field {OLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools and 
quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. This is a burden 

greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

Comments 
Please check all that concern you and add additional comments on the back. 

The environmental impacts of the following issues due to increased flight operations at the OLF are not 
adequately addressed in the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS): 

' ~ealth effects from noise and low-frequency sound. 

[]/Businesses, schools, hospital, and County and Town public government operations in the 
Coupeville area. 

G:(A decrease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville, hiking and birding at Ebey's Landing 
National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference Center, Fort Casey State Park, The Pacific Rim 
Institute. 

~ A decrease in private property values due to noise. 

(over) 

LEAZA0001

1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.k. Compensation to Citizens for Private Property
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



~utdoor recreation limits, as well as children's and family's health, at Rhododendron Park ball 
fields. 

g/Noise impacts on commercial properties including agriculture. 

~uafer and well contamination. 

Additional Concerns: 

12('The addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones ( APZs) surrounding OLF will 
restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

~he Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere despite this being one of 
the top issues from the community dur!ng the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

~he impact on marine and terrestrial wildlife. 

E('The major security risk for Whidbey Island by siting all Growlers here. 

~haps and crash risks due to problems such as their onboard oxygen system. 

Please include any additional comments and concerns here: 

All comments will become a part of the public record and will be addressed in the final EIS. Personally identifiable information of 
individuals will be kept confidential and not released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. 
City, state and five -digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

For more information, see, Coupeville Community Allies, www.facebook.com/whidbeyeis 

Coupeville Community Allies is a group of community members committed to sharing accurate 
information to all Coupeville and Whidbey Island residents regarding the Growler DEIS. We 
encourage everyone to get involved in the discussion of our future and to submit comments 
and concerns. 

Prepared by Coupeville Community Allies 
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Langley, WA 98260

The proposed increase in Growler activity will do much to ruin the peace of our beautiful
island. The horrendous sound of these operations invades the tranquillity of the Gulf
Islands, San Juans, and Vancouver Island. No More !!!

LEBHE0001

1.a. Thank You



Langley, WA, WA 98260

I am very concerned about the children of Whidbey Island who will have to endure the
invasive sound of 35000 Growler flights which are already disruptive at the current
number of 6100 flights. The proposed increase is extreme, and while I hate to say"not in
my backyard", I must this time because I believe this will severely reduce the quality of
life for our citizens and the nature we love.

LEBME0001

1.a. Thank You
12.n. Quality of Life
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children



Mukilteo, WA 98275

There should be no restrictions on the ability of the Navy to train wherever and whenever
they think is most effective.

LECMI0001

1.a. Thank You



Oak Harbor, WA 98277

 

We came here with the Navy and have been here 30+ years. If we as a nation want to be
safe we need to ensure that our military is well prepared and well trained. OLF is an
important part of that training. We don't give drivers a license without lots of practice, we
should not send these pilots to aircraft carriers without a place to practice either. Thank
you.

LEDDA0001

1.a. Thank You



Blaine, WA 98230

Please eliminate flight tests over or near the environmentally fragile Salish Sea. Marine
animals, birds, fish and humans are impacted negatively by these tests/flights.

LEEED0001

1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife



Langley, WA 98260

I am most concerned by the acknowledged pollution of ground water around the flight
operations facilities. In the case of the OLF, I think that before operations are expanded
we must better define the extent of contamination from earlier training activities.
Additionally, I am unaware of any studies of foreseeable impacts of fuel dumping during
irregular or emergency landing events. Please strengthen the EIS study of the OLF
operations in the areas of chemical pollution of ground water, and of fuel and
hydrocarbon pollution through the air onto our homes and farmland. Thank you for this
opportunity to comment..

LEEJO0001

1.a. Thank You
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
6.f. Fuel Dumping



Olga, WA 98279

As a resident of Orcas Island, I often hear the Growlers flying above at night. I am
concerned about and against a proposed increase in the number of Growlers. It is
already a disturbance to our peace to hear them flying. Could they please be re-routed to
fly over unpopulated areas. Thank you.

LEHJE0001

1.a. Thank You
3.a. Aircraft Operations



Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-lBG Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. · 

Organization/Affiliation 

3. Address  , /ee(}(<EZ-

4. E-mail  
~------~ ---------

5. Please check here ~you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6. Please check here if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

~LAA ;f/?cl ~ «:h~~ MnL ff 

Please print • Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk. VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 

LELAS0001

1.a. Thank You
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



All comments must be received by January 25, 2017. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen 
names, telephone numbers, and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will 
be kept confidential and will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as 
required by law. The city, state, and five.digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

-p -c.:::J 

_______________ ll1mrw=uuns·11·mr.n._·mn11Uf''fft1¥t11·11''I 
Please print 

Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 

6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 
10028600041. lO 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS Wh1dtiey 1016 _Commcnt Shect.nt-GRA-6/23/ 1 G 
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Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-1 SG "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

January, 2017 Comments 

Fill in and mail with comments to: 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
NAVFAC Atlantic Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

1. First Name __ 'ff-'-~-----------------

2. Last Name ----=~ _______________ _ 

3. Organization/Affiliation __________________ _ 

4. City, State, ZIP i&R''Z- -.-ft6 lt2ftd, , WA g,a 2t, I 

5. E-mail 

6. Please check here IB-if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

7. Please check here ctf if you would like your name/address kept private 

01/08/16 www.QuietSkies.infQ 

LELAS0002

1.a. Thank You
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
12.a. Socioeconomic Study Area
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument



Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-1 BG "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

January, 2017 Comments 

Note: For Draft EIS page citations and supporting references see www.QuietSkiesJnfo 

1. The Growler is known for its intense low frequency engine rumble, but low frequency noise 
impacts are ignored in the Draft. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies using C-weighting (dBC) 
in addition to A-weighting (dBA). 

2. Analysis of noise impacts in the Draft is based solely on computer simulation. To be valid 
for decision making, models must be verified. 

3. 

Action: Provide the data used for simulation. Provide Growler noise measurements 
with afterburners at 100 feet behind the jet in one-third octave bands from 6 Hz to 20 
kHz. Calibrate the computer model with actual noise measurements in locations 
throughout the region. 

NOISEMAP is the computer model used in the Draft to predict noise impacts. A Department 
of Defense report found that NOISEMAP is outdated and new software was needed to 
provide "scientifically and legally defensible noise assessments" of the modern, high-thrust 
jet engines used in the Growlers. 

Action: Redo the noise simulation using the more recent Advanced Acoustic Model. 

4. The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) metric used in the Draft was developed for 
commercial airports that operate 365 days a year. DNL is inappropriate for the intermittent 
but intensive military flight activity at NASWI. Averaging over the year assumes, without 
studies, that the quiet days mitigate the noisy days. 

5. 

6. 

Action: Noise levels should only be averaged over active flying days. 

The Draft dismisses long-term health impacts of jet noise because some studies are not 
conclusive. 

Action: Recognize the impacts of Growler noise on health as documented in the 
World Health Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise" and "Night Noise 
Guidelines for Europe." 

The Draft includes some independent noise measurements and ignores others. 

4 Action: Incorporate the San Juan County noise reports and the Coupeville noise 
measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS analysis. 

01 /08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 
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7. The Draft suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands (SJI) National 
Monument are exempt from National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) protection. 
Protection was granted prior to the establishment of the SJI National Monument. 

..jl-- Action: Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and 
remove language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 

8. The three Alternatives considered in the Draft are very similar and are based on old 
technology - a piloted jet that requires constant pilot training for safe carrier landing. 

9. 

Action: Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets (drones) instead of 
more Growlers to significantly reduce the need for land-based carrier training. 

The Draft only examines socioeconomic impacts on Island and Skagit Counties. San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties are or will be impacted by Growler noise. They are very 
dependent on outdoor recreation that is being harmed by Growler flight activity and receive 
little, if any, economic benefit from employment associated with NASWI. 

Action: Examine socioeconomic impacts, including real estate values, on San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties. 

10. All Alternatives in the Draft are irrevocable decisions to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI. 
While some potential noise Mitigation Measures addressed, there is no commitment. 

Action: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their timelines in the Final EIS and 
Record of Decision. 

11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous areas. CEO Regulation 1502.9 (a) states "If 
a draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude meaningful analysis, the agency shall 
prepare and circulate a revised draft of the appropriate portion." 

Action: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies identified in comments and offer 
further opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is prepared. 

12. Add your own comments here: 

TA-? 
haY,1 
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Anacortes, WA 98221

While adding a larger fleet of louder, updated aircraft to NAS Whidbey might sound like a
good idea because of existing infrastructure and idealing sea conditions, I adamantly
oppose this proposal. It's clear that the Pacific Northwest region is one of the fastest
growing areas in the nation and will continue for the foreseeable future. This means that
more and more people will be directly impacted by the negative audible effects of this
noise. What's more, this particular area, from South Whidbey to Fidalgo island has an
economy reliant on tourism. As someone who has worked in the boating tourist industry
for years I routinely am questioned by these tourists why, in such a rich natural area, do
we have these horrible jets flying so frequently overhead? In the summer, this is almost a
daily question. By intensifying the training and loudness of these jets in the coming years
we are putting at stake our coveted tourism economy and the innumerable amount of
jobs these create and retain. People come from all over the world to see the islands,
whales, and forests. It would be a shame to have these people who bring their money to
spend decide that this area is spoiled and not want to return here again after trying to
ignore the ridiculous amouts of noise while vacationing. I strongly oppose the growlers
being added here at NAS Whidbey, and I hope the Navy will rethink this decision.

LEMAN0001

1.a. Thank You
12.h. Tourism



, 98105

 

I oppose the Navy using Olympic Forest for war games. Please value this sacred place.

LENSU0001

1.a. Thank You
19.d. Electronic Warfare



Coupeville, WA 98239

We have been trying to sell our 3 parcels with an awesome home for less than we
purchase and built. Now for 5 years and as we get to the contract the noise sheet come
and the people don't continue. We have no price issue it is over the top wonderful well
maintained built in 2008 with love and care to function and form. It has beautiful out door
rooms and we have loved since we started. Others love it too. Now we are selling it by
owner. We want to leave and go to our grandchildren. but this noise non-issue is
detouring us. Please end this process as quickly as can. Thank you the 

LEOMA0001

1.a. Thank You
12.j. Property Values



Anacortes, WA  

Scenario A is best for the future of the United States of America. The self-interest of an
uninterested and uneducated few on the cost of freedom should be ignored.

LEWAJ0001

1.a. Thank You
2.m. Record of Decision/Preferred Alternative



Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-18G Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

2. Organization/Affiliation 

3. Address 

4. 

s. 
E-mail 

Please check here if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6 Please check here • 
Klu 
if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

Please print • Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 

LEWJA0001

1.a. Thank You
12.n. Quality of Life
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve



Port Townsend, WA 98368

Please expand the review period. It is not fair or realistic to ask the public to digest this
complex document in such a short period. This region, our elected officials and residents
need a realistic review period to assess the effects of the proposed expansion of Growler
operations on our lives and environment.

LEWMA0001

1.a. Thank You
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.f. Use of Public Comments



Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-1 BG ·Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21 /SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. Name 

2. 

3. 

4. 
s. 
6. 

Organization/Affiliation 

Address 

E-mail 

7 

Please check here ' J if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

Please check here 
1 1 if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS whf::n available 
L______j 

Please print • Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

/ 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 

LEWMI0001

1.a. Thank You
1.c. Segmentation and Connected Actions
10.a. Biological Resources Study Area
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.c. Wildlife Sensory Disturbance and Habituation
10.f. Endangered Species Impact Analysis Adequacy
11.a. Groundwater
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.k. Compensation to Citizens for Private Property
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
19.d. Electronic Warfare
2.a. Purpose and Need
2.b. Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement and Analysis
Conducted
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.d. Program of Record for Buying Growler Aircraft
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.h. Next Steps
2.i. Proposed Action
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.m. Record of Decision/Preferred Alternative
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
3.h. Runway Usage, Flight Tracks, and Altitudes
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.e. Day-Night Average Sound Level Contours and Noise
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.i. Other Noise Metrics Not Currently in Analysis
4.l. Points of Interest
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.t. Noise Mitigation
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
6.b. National Ambient Air Quality Standards Compliance
8.a. Cultural Resources Area of Potential Effect
8.b. Section 106 Process
8.c. Noise and Vibration Impacts to Cultural Resources



All comments must be received by January 25, 2017. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen 
names, telephone numbers, and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will 
be kept confidential and will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as 
required by law. The city, state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 
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Please print 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

1 00~'.8(,C.00°1 i. :o 
YOUR INPUT MATTERS 
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To: EA-l 8G EIS Project Manager 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NA VF AC) Atlantic - Attn: Code EV21/SS 6506 . 
Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
Thank you for extending the comment period to February 24, 2017, in order 
accommodate the fact that having four major public processes open over the holidays, all 
concerning Navy activities or the biological resources that may be affected by them, 
made it difficult to read, comprehend and prepare comments in a timely way. 

1. Jet noise outside the immediate environs of the runways on Whidbey Island is not 
being evaluated, yet impacts are significant. Noise from EA-l 8G Growlers is affecting 
communities far outside the vicinity of Naval Air Station Whidbey Island, yet the only 
area the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) analyzes in its "study area" is 
what falls within 6 to 10 miles of the comers of runways. Growler aircraft, which are 
capable of 150 decibels ( dB), use these runways to get airborne and to land; therefore, 
what happens outside the study area cannot be ignored as if it does not exist, because all 
flight operations are functionally connected to takeoffs and landings. By considering only 
takeoff and landing noise and exhaust emissions at Ault Field and Outlying Field (OLF) 
Coupeville, the DEIS fails to consider the wider area of functionally connected impacts 
caused by naval flight operations. By failing to consider the interdependent parts of a 
larger action that cannot proceed without takeoffs and landings, as well as their impacts, 
the DEIS fails to evaluate cumulative effects. 

2. Impacts to cultural and historic sites are not adequately considered. The Navy so 
narrowly defined the Area of Potential Effect (APE) for cultural and historic resources 
that it also fails to consider significant nearby impacts. The State Historic Preservation 
Officer confirmed this in a January 9, 2017 letter to the Navy. 
(http://westcoastactionalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2017 /01/SHPO-Letter-
102214-23-USN_122916-2.docx) She said that not only will cultural and historic 
properties within existing APE boundaries be adversely affected, but additional portions 
of Whidbey Island, Camano Island, Port Townsend vicinity and the San Juan Islands are 
also within noise areas that will receive harmful levels of sound and vibration from 
Growler activity. The US Department of Housing and Urban Development posted noise 
abatement and control standards that classify the 65 dB levels being used by the Navy 
as "normally unacceptable" and above 75 as being "unacceptable." 
(https://www.hudexchange.info/programs /environmental-review/noise
abatement-and-controlf) Residents in these outlying areas, who live many miles 
from these runways, have recorded noise at least twice that loud. Therefore, by 
failing to include these areas, this DEIS violates both the National Environmental Policy 
Act (NEPA) and the National Historic Preservation Act (NHP A). 

LEWMI0001



NA VY GROWLER DRAFT EIS 
NOTES FOR COMMENTS 

Prepared for the public by the West Coast Action Alliance 
(http://westcoastactionalliance.org) 

Navy Growler EIS online comments at: http://www.whidbeyeis.com/Default.aspx 

Dear Reader, 
The deadline for comments has been extended to February 24, 2017. For more 
information, go to: http://westcoastactionalliance.org Please use these notes as you see 
fit, to help inform your comments, which may be filed in two ways: 

1. Mail your comments to: 
EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) Atlantic-Attn: Code EV21/SS 6506 
Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

2. Go online to cut and paste them into the Navy's comment box, at: 
http://www.whidbeyeis.com/Comment.aspx 

These comments are detailed, but detail is what's needed to qualify as "substantive" and 
thus grant the person who comments "standing," which means the legal status to continue 
to participate in the process, either via comments at the next phase of the process, or 
possibly in litigation at the end, should one choose to be part of a larger group that files 
suit. 

It's better to go long than short, because unless you cover multiple topics in comments 
at this stage, you may not be allowed to bring up information you left out if there is a 
future opportunity to comment-unless it's verifiably "new" information. Do your own 
research to augment these - go to the site, download the documents, read and do keyword 
searches: 
(http://nwtteis.com/DocumentsandReferences/NWTTDocuments/FinalEISOEIS.aspx) 
Make these sample comments your own! There are other concerns that have not been 
discussed in these sample comments. You may notice that we have not editorialized 
about like how we feel about all this; that is up to you, but remember; feelings alone may 
not comprise comments that the Navy will view as substantive. 

According to Navy Public Affairs Officer Mike Welding there is no character limit, and 
lengthy comments like these can be copied, pasted and sent in one go via the comments 
box. 

Thanks for caring enough to read this detailed information and to participate in the 
process. 

Sincerely, 
The West Coast Action Alliance 
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3. Piecemealing projects to avoid analyzing cumulative effects is illegal. The Navy 
has, to date, piecemealed its aircraft training and testing activities affecting Whidbey 
Island, the San Joans, and the Olympic Peninsula into at least six separate actions: 

1. 4 squadrons of P-8A Poseidon Multi-Mission Aircraft; 
2. A 2005 EA (57 Growler jets); 2010 EIS (reaffirming the 57 Growlers that 

replaced Prowlers); 
3. 2012 EA (26 Growlers including 5 from a reserve unit); 
4. 2014 EA (Growler electronic warfare activity); 
5. 2015 EIS discussing electronic warfare training and testing activity; 
6. The current 2016-2017 DEIS (36 Growlers); 
7. And, likely, a seventh process, as confirmed by news reports and a Navy official 

at a recent open house, for 42 more jets to bring the Growler fleet total to 160. 

Therefore, it has been impossible for the public to know just how many Growlers there 
would be, or what their impacts would be, or what limits, if any, the Navy intends to 
establish. In just four documents-the 2014 EA, Forest Service permit Draft Decision, 
and the 2010 and 2015 EISs, there are more than 6,000 pages of complex technical 
material. The number of Growler flights at Outlying Field (OLF) Coupeville alone went 
from 3,200 per year to a proposed 35,100 in 2017. That's more than a 1,000 percent 
increase at this runway alone, yet according to the Navy, there are "no significant 
impacts." The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA 40 C.F.R. § 1502.4) " ... does 
not allow an approach that would permit dividing a project into multiple 'actions,' each 
of which individually has an insignificant environmental impact, but which collectively 
have a substantial impact." 

The DEIS evaluates not the totality of impacts from the current fleet of 118 Growlers, nor 
the projected total of 160 of these aircraft, but slices out 36 of them for an incremental, 
piecemealed look, and concludes from both the construction activities and the addition of 
just these 36 new Growlers to the fleet, that no significant impacts will occur in the 
following categories: public health, bird-animal strike hazards to aircraft, accident 
potential zones, emissions of all types, archaeological resources, American Indian 
traditional resources, biological resources, marine species, groundwater, surface water, 
potable water, socioeconomics, housing, environmental justice, and hazardous waste. To 
state the obvious, impacts from this many Growlers, when taken together, are likely to be 
significant. Segmenting their impacts has allowed the Navy to avoid accountability. 

4. The DEIS does not analyze impacts to groundwater or soil from use of 
firefighting foam on its runways during Growler operations, despite the fact that before 
this DEIS was published, the Navy began notifying 2,000 people on Whidbey Island that 
highly toxic carcinogenic chemicals had migrated from Navy property into their drinking 
water wells, contaminating them and rendering these people dependent on bottled water. 

5. The DEIS fails to discuss, describe or even mention any potential impacts 
associated with electromagnetic radiation in devices employed by the Growlers in 
locating and interacting with the ground transmitters. It fails to mention any potential 
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impacts associated with aircrew practicing using electromagnetic weaponry, that will 
allow the Navy to make good on its 2014 statement that this training and testing is 
"turning out fully trained, combat-ready Electronic Attack crews." 

6. The current comment period on a Draft EIS should not be the last chance the 
public will have for input. However, Navy announced on its web site that it does not 
intend to allow a public comment period on the Final EIS. The "30-day waiting period" 
proposed for the Final EIS is not a public comment period, and thus would be 
unresponsive to serious and longstanding public concerns on matters that will affect our 
lives as well as the lives of people doing business throughout the region, plus the visitors 
who are the tourism lifeblood of our economy, and the wildlife that inhabits the region. 
The Navy must allow the public to participate throughout the process, in order to be able 
to be able to assess the full scope of direct, indirect and cumulative impacts. This is 
doubly important because so many impacts have been excluded from analysis. A federal 
agency is required to prepare a supplement to either a draft or final EIS, and allow the 
public to comment, if there are significant new circumstances or information relevant to 
environmental concerns, that bear on the proposed action or its impacts. 

7. There are no alternatives proposed in this DEIS that would reduce noise. This 
violates NEPA §1506.1, which states," ... no action concerning the proposal shall be 
taken which would have an adverse environmental impact or limit the choice of 
reasonable alternatives." According to a memo from the President's Council on 
Environmental Quality (CEQ) to all federal agencies, "Reasonable alternatives include 
those that are practical or feasible.from the technical and economic standpoint and using 
common sense, rather than simply desirable from the standpoint of the applicant." 
(https://energy.gov /sites/prod/files/G-CEQ-40Questions.pdf) The three alternatives 
presented by the Navy are merely a shell game of choices among the same number of 
flights, but for different percentages of activity at runways. This pits communities against 
each other, as the runway that receives more flights will determine the "loser" among 
these communities. 

8. The Navy has exacerbated the problem stated in #8 by not identifying a preferred 
alternative in the DEIS. According to the CEQ memo, "[NEPA] Section !502.14(e) 
requires the section of the EIS on alternatives to "identify the agency's preferred 
alternative if one or more exists, in the draft statement, and identify such alternative in 
the final statement ... " Since the Navy has not done this, communities cannot evaluate 
potential noise levels. Since the Navy has also announced that it will not provide a public 
comment period for the Final EIS, communities will have no chance to evaluate the 
consequences or even comment on the preferred alternative. 

9. The Navy states that it evaluated noise for the Olympic Peninsula in 2010 with the 
Northwest Training Range Complex EIS, but that document did not do so. The Navy 
claims its documents are "tiered" for this purpose, but they are not. Had the activities 
contemplated by the proposed Electronic Warfare Range been evaluated by that EIS, the 
ground-based mobile emitters should have been listed as an emission source. They were 
not. For Electronic Combat and Electronic Attack, the only areas listed by activity and 
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training area, warfare type, and Range and Training Site were the Darrington Area and 
W-237. Neither is on the Olympic Peninsula. Had noise been properly evaluated, the 
Olympic MO As should have been listed. They were not. Therefore, noise from Growler 
activities has not been evaluated in this or any previous for the Olympic Peninsula. 

10. The Navy has neither measured, modeled, nor considered direct, indirect or 
cumulative effects of jet noise in any areas outside the immediate environs ofNASWI 
runways. Actual noise measurements have not been made anywhere. However, computer 
modeling for the 10-mile radius of the "Affected Noise Environment" around Naval Air 
Station Whidbey Island (NASWI) extends to the year 2021 and clearly demonstrates the 
Navy's ability to model noise. Therefore it makes no sense to fail to measure or model 
highly impacted areas such as the West End of the Olympic Peninsula, with its very 
different terrain and weather conditions, as demonstrated by separate NOAA weather 
forecasts for each region. For example, the Hoh River is surrounded by steep-sloped 
mountains that amplify and echo noise. Port Townsend is on a peninsula surrounded on 
three sides by water, which echoes sound. Port Angeles gets reflected sound from the 
Strait of Juan de Fuca to its north and from the Olympic Mountains to its south. Yet no 
noise modeling or measurements have been done for these areas. 

11. The Navy's claim that areas outside the narrow boundaries of its study area do 
not exceed noise standards is suspect, first because the standards used by the Navy are 
unrealistic, second, because the Navy has never measured or modeled noise in these 
areas, and third, because the "library" of sounds that comprise the basis for the Navy's 
computer modeling is not available for public inspection. The Navy uses the less realistic 
Day-Night Average Sound Level (DNL) rather than the Effective Perceived Noise Level, 
as provided in Federal Aviation Regulation 36. DNL uses A-weighting for the decibel 
measurement, which means jet noise is averaged with quiet over the course of a year to 
come up with a 65 dB average. This means peak noise levels in these un-measured and 
un-modeled communities and wildlands may far exceed 65 dB as long as the constant 
average with quiet periods over a year stays below 65 dB. This is unrealistic, and claims 
by the DEIS that wildlife are "presumably habituated" to noise do not apply when that 
noise is sporadic and intense. 

12. Commercial airport noise standards should not apply to military jets because 
commercial jets do not have afterburners, do not engage in aerial combat maneuvers, do 
not fly at low altitudes or practice landing on runways so short they can only be used for 
emergencies, do not possess the flight characteristics of Growlers, and do not have 
weaponry that is capable of making a parcel of forest hum with electromagnetic energy. 
FAA policy does not preclude use of the more accurate Effective Perceived Noise Level 
as the standard, nor are local jurisdictions prevented from setting a lower threshold of 
compatibility for new land-use developments. FAA policy allows for supplemental or 
alternative measurements. So, the continued use ofDNL may be to the Navy's benefit, 
but does not benefit the public. 

i 
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13. The Navy's noise analysis does not allow for peak noise experiences, nor does the 
DNL method they use take into account low-frequency noise, which is produced at 
tremendous levels by Growlers. 

14. The NOISEMAP software used for compnter modeling is severely outdated, and 
a report from a Department of Defense cornrnission concluded that noise measurements 
using this software" ... do not properly account for the complex operational and noise 
characteristics of the new aircraft." This report concluded that current computer models 
could be legally indefensible. (https://www.serdp-estcp.org/Program
Areas/Weapons-Systems-and-Platforms/N oise-and-Emissions /N oise/WP-1304) 

15. The Navy describes its activities using the term "event," but does not define it. 
Therefore, the time, duration, and number of jets in a single "event" remain unknown, 
and real impacts from recent increases remain unevaluated. As a result of leaving out vast 
geographical areas where noise impacts will occur (and are occurring now), the DEIS 
eliminates far too many direct, indirect and cumulative effects to be considered a valid or 
complete analysis. Limiting the scope like this amounts to a segmentation of impacts that 
forecloses the public's ability to comment and gain legal standing. By law, the public has 
the right to address the full scope of impacts, not just a narrow sliver of them. 

16. New information that was not disclosed in previous Navy EISs include flight 
operations on weekends (not mentioned in the current DEIS but specified on page 11 of 
the Forest Service's draft permit, viewable at: 
https://www.fs.usda.gov/project/?project=42759). It has long been understood that 
the Navy would cooperate with local governments, especially in communities that depend 
on tourism, by not conducting noise-producing operations on weekends. Further, the 
singling out of one user group for an exemption from noise is outrageous and unfair. 
According to the permit, weekend flying may be permitted so long as it does not interfere 
with " ... opening day and associated opening weekend of Washington State's Big Game 
Hunting Season for use of rifle/guns." While such an exemption is under Forest Service 
and not Navy control, the Navy must realize that municipalities and local governments, 
along with economically viable and vulnerable tourism and recreation entities who are 
not being considered, have not been given the opportunity to comment. The impression is 
that our national forests are no longer under public control. 

17. Low flights will make even more noise than before: While the Navy has repeatedly 
told the public over the past few years that Growlers will fly at a minimum of 6,000 feet 
above sea level, the DEIS quotes guidance from the Aircraft Environmental Support 
Office: "Aircraft are directed to avoid towns and populated areas by 1 nm (nautical mile) 
or overfly 1,000 feet AGL (above ground level) and to avoid airports by 3 nm or overfly 
1,500 AGL." This guidance further states, "Over sparsely populated areas, aircraft may 
not be operated closer than 500 feet to any person, vessel, vehicle, or structure." If this 
official guidance directs Growlers to fly at such low altitudes, why did the Navy not 
disclose this in any previous NEPA documents? For an aircraft capable of 150 decibels at 
takeoff, this new information represents a significant new level of noise impacts that have 
been neither previously disclosed nor analyzed. 
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18. Sound levels for these low flights are not listed in the DEIS: Table 3.1-2; titled 
"Representative Sound Levels for Growler Aircraft in Level Flight," on page 3-6, does 
not show sound exposure levels for Growlers flying at either 1,000 feet or 1,500 feet 
AGL; as mentioned in the official guidance. Why has this important information been 
omitted? The public needs to know how much actual noise exposure there will be, along 
with the threats posed to public and environmental health. This, therefore, is significant 
new information about impacts that were not disclosed in the DEIS, and requires either 
that a Supplemental EIS be prepared, or that a public comment period of adequate length 
be provided on the Final EIS. For public health and safety reasons, the Navy must revise 
its guidance to significantly increase the distances that Growler jets are currently allowed 
to fly over towns, airports, individual people, vessels, vehicles, and structures. 500 to 
1,000 feet is far too close, and 1,500 feet over an airport is far too dangerous a proximity 
to supersonic Growler jets. 

19. No mitigation for schools: The DEIS states that in the case oflocal schools, no 
mitigation measures for any of the 3 proposed alternatives were identified, " ... but may be 
developed and altered based on comments received." Some schools will be interrupted by 
jet noise hundreds of times per day. Yet the Navy suggests that future mitigation 
measures might be brought up by the public (and subsequently ignored) and thus will be 
" ... identified in the Final EIS or Record of Decision." Such information would be new, 
could significantly alter the Proposed Actions, and would therefore require another public 
comment period, in which case the Navy's proposal to not allow a comment period on the 
Final EIS would be unlawful. 

20. The current DNL noise modeling method and data in no way reflect exposure 
accuracy, given the new information about low flight levels from official guidance. 
Therefore, such analyses must be included in a Supplemental EIS or in the Final EIS, 
with a new public process of adequate length, including an official comment period. 

21. Crash potential is higher: With no alternatives provided to the public that reduce 
noise, and with such permissive guidance that allows such low-altitude flight, the 
potential for Navy Growler student pilots to create tragic outcomes or cause extreme 
physical, physiological, economic and other harms to communities and wildlands, 
whether accidentally or on purpose, is unacceptable. 

22. Contamination of drinking water in residential and commercial areas near the 
runways, due to use of hazardous chemicals, is completely ignored by the DEIS. It 
concludes, "No significant impacts related to hazardous waste and materials would occur 
due to construction activities or from the addition and operation of additional Growler 
aircraft." While these chemicals have never been analyzed, they have been used in 
conjunction with Growler training and other flight operations for years; therefore, 
hazardous materials analysis for these chemicals should not be excluded just because 
Growlers are not the only aircraft this foam has been used for. It is irresponsible for the 
DEIS to content that there are no significant impacts. As previously stated, with flights at 
OLF Coupeville alone increasing from 3,200 in 2010 to as many as 35,100, no one can 
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claim that a 1,000 percent flight increase in 7 years for which no groundwater or soil 
contaminant analyses have been done is not significant. 

23. Navy knew about contamination in advance: It is clear that before the November 
IO publication of this DEIS, the Navy was well aware of potential problems with 
contamination of residential drinking water due to what it calls "historic" use of fire 
suppressants for flight operations. In May 2016 the USEP A issued drinking water health 
advisories for two PFCs, and the Navy announced in June that it was in the process of 
"identifying and for removal and destruction all legacy perfluorooctane sulfonate ( and 
PFOA) containing AFFF [aqueous film forming foam]." Yetthe DEIS dismisses all 
concerns with an incredible statement about actions that took place nearly 20 years ago: 
"Remediation construction was completed in September 1997, human exposure and 
contaminated groundwater exposures are under control, and the OUs at Ault Field and the 
Seaplane Base are ready for anticipated use (USEP A, 2016e )." The statement is 
ludicrously outdated, and recent events refute it. Three days before the DEIS was 
published, on November 7, 2016, the Navy sent a letter to more than 100 private and 
public drinkingwater well owners expressing concern that perfluoroalkyl substances 
(PFAS) found beneath the OLF had spread beyond Navy property. Yet the word 
"perfluoroalkyl" or "PFAS" is not mentioned once in the entire 1400-page DEIS, nor is it 
mentioned the 2005 or 2012 EAs. A Department of Defense publication makes it clear 
that there is no current technology that can treat soil or groundwater that has been 
contaminated with these chemicals. 
(https: / / dec.alaska.gov /spar/ppr /hazmat/Chemical-&-Material-Emerging-Risk
Alert-for-AFFF. pdl) 

24. No mention of contaminated soil is found in the DEIS: It confines its discussion to 
soil compression and compaction effects from new construction, and concludes there will 
be no impacts to groundwater. It is therefore puzzling to consider that while extensive 
evaluations for a variety of hazardous materials were included in the October 2015 
Northwest Training and Testing Final EIS, why would the Navy omit such contaminants 
as the ones mentioned above, from the Growler DEIS? This is the equivalent of a doctor 
refusing to look at an EKG that clearly shows a heart attack, and diagnosing the patient 
with anxiety. The Navy needs to include this information in a public NEPA process as an 
impact of its flight activities. It needs to accept responsibility for this contamination, and 
pay the costs incurred by finding a permanent alternative source of water for affected 
residents, and by reimbursing these people for medical costs created by unwitting 
consumption of Navy-contaminated water. 

25. Impacts to wildlife have been piecemealed: It does not make sense to separate 
impacts from just one portion of an aircraft's flight operations and say that's all you're 
looking at. But because the scope of the DEIS is limited to areas adjacent to runways, 
analysis of impacts to wildlife from connected flight operations that occur outside these 
narrow confines are omitted. Threatened and endangered species, sensitive species and 
other wildlife and critical habitat areas are adversely impacted by noise from takeoffs, 
landings and other flight operations well beyond the Navy's study area. For example, the 
increase in aerial combat maneuvers (dogfighting) from 160 to 550 annual "events," 
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which by their erratic nature cannot safely occur near runways, is a 244 percent increase 
that has been neither examined nor analyzed in this or any previous NEPA process. 
Dogfighting requires frequent use of afterburners, which are far louder and use as much 
as ten times the amount of fuel as normal flight does. Impacts to wildlife and habitat were. 
completely omitted. 

26. Pages of boilerplate language do not constitute analysis of impacts to wildlife: 
Except for standardized language copied from wildlife agencies about species life 
histories, along with lists of various county critical areas ordinances and state wildlife 
regulations, the DEIS fails to evaluate direct, indirect or cumulative impacts to wildlife. 
Instead, it offers the excruciating conclusion that the potential for noise impacts and 
collisions with birds is "greatest during flight operations." However, continues the DEIS, 
except for the marbled murrelet, the occurrence of these sensitive species in the study 
area is "highly unlikely," largely because "no suitable habitat is present." This begs the 
question: if the scope of this DEIS measured the true impacts of jet noise, it is highly 
likely that suitable habitat for many of these species would be found. And if impacts had 
not been segmented for decades, there might be suitable habitat remaining in the study 
area. 

27. Old research cited but new research not: In citing published scientific research, the 
Navy included a 1988 synthesis of published literature on domestic animals and wildlife, 
but failed to consider the latest peer-reviewed research summarized in 2015, which lists 
multiple consequences of noise greater than 65 dB. 
(http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/brv.12207 /abstract) The DEIS also 
failed to consider an important 2014 study called "Anthropogenic EM Noise Disrupts 
Magnetic Compass Orientation in Migratory Birds," 
(http://www.nature.com/nature/j ournal/v5 09 /n 7 5 00/full/nature 13 290 .html) A federal 
agency cannot cherry-pick scientific research for its own convenience; it must consider 
the best available science. This DEIS fails that test. 

Thank you for considering these comments. 
Sincerely, 
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Anacortes, WA 98221

I am fully supportive of the U.S. Navy's intentions to make use of the DoD Appropriations
Act of 2014, and adding 36 or more EA-18G aircraft and supportive facilities and
personnel, to expand its operations at NAS Whidbey, including FCLP at Ault Field and
OLF Coupeville. There is nothing harmful about this expansion which is not thoroughly
outweighed by the necessity of maintaining and increasing the Navy's electronic attack
capabilities.
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Poulsbo, WA 98370

 

I am an Olympic National Park donor and recreationist, and come from a Navy family. I'm
writing to urge you to strongly reject the proposal to allow Growler operations over our
National Park. The ONP/ONF is where we go to get away from noise - it's our respite and
place for reflection. You must recognize that it's one of the last quiet places that we as
citizens and people who love our country can go to get away from everyday noise and
stress. The Navy has other options for their training areas. I urge you to protect our
nation's treasure by disallowing the Growler operations over our National Park and
National Forests. Thank you.
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1.a. Thank You
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
7.d. Recreation and Wilderness Analysis and Study Area



Anacortes, WA 98221

Although I live in Anacortes, I have a weekend house in Greenbank near OLF. While
almost no one likes jet noise, it isn't frequent enough to be annoying. The proposed
increase won't change that. Schools here in Anacortes have room for additional students
and I would welcome additional military families in my community.
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12.m. Education Impacts



Bellingham, WA 98225

 

My concerns are as follows:  The addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential
Zones ( APZs) surrounding OLF will restrict property rights and significantly decrease
property values.  The Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft
elsewhere despite this being one of the top issues from the community during the Navy’s
prior scoping forums.  The impact on marine and terrestrial wildlife.  The major security
risk for Whidbey Island by siting all Growlers here.  Mishaps and crash risks due to
problems such as their onboard oxygen system.  Aquifer and well contamination.  Noise
impacts on commercial properties including agriculture.  Outdoor recreation limits, as well
as children’s and family’s health, at Rhododendron Park ball fields.  A decrease in private
property values due to noise.  A decrease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville,
hiking and birding at Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference
Center, Fort Casey State Park, The Pacific Rim Institute.  Businesses, schools, hospital,
and County and Town public government operations in the Coupeville area.  Health
effects from noise and low-frequency sound. Sincerely,
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1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-1 BG "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

'January, 2017 Comments 

Note: For Draft EIS page citations and supporting references see www.QuietSkies.info 

I. The Growler is known for its intense low frequency engine rumble, but low frequency noise 
impacts are ignored in the Draft. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies using C-weighting (dBC) 
in addition to A-weighting (dBA). 

2. Analysis of noise impacts in the Draft is based solely on computer simulation. To be valid 
for decision making, models must be verified. 

Action: Provide the data used for simulation. Provide Growler noise measurements 
with afterburners at 100 feet behind the jet in one-third octave bands from 6 Hz to 20 
kHz. Calibrate the computer model with actual noise measurements in locations 
throughout the region. 

3. NOISEMAP is the computer model used in the Draft to predict noise impacts. A Department 
of Defense report found that NOISE MAP is outdated and new software was needed to 
provide "scientifically and legally defensible noise assessments" of the modern, high-thrust 
jet engines used in the Growlers. 

Action: Redo the noise simulation using the more recent Advanced Acoustic Model. 

4. The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) metric used in the Draft was developed for 
commercial airports that operate 365 days a year. DNL is inappropriate for the intermittent 
but intensive military flight activity at NASWI. Averaging over the year assumes, without 
studies, that the quiet days mitigate the noisy days. 

Action: Noise levels should only be averaged over active flying days. 

5. The Draft dismisses long-term health impacts of jet noise because some studies are not 
conclusive. 

Action: Recognize the impacts of Growler noise on health as documented in the 
World Health Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise" and "Night Noise 
Guidelines for Europe." 

6. The Draft includes some independent noise measurements and ignores others. 

Action: Incorporate the SanJuan County noise reports and the Coupeville noise 
measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS analysis. 

01/08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 
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1.a. Thank You
12.a. Socioeconomic Study Area
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.n. Quality of Life
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument



7. The Draft suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands (SJI) National 
Monument are exempt from National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) protection. 
Protection was granted prior to the establishment of the SJI National Monument. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and 
remove language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 

8. The three Alternatives considered in the Draft are very similar and are based on old 
technology - a piloted jet that requires constant pilot training for safe carrier landing. 

Action: Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets (drones) instead of 
more Growlers to significantly reduce the need for land-based carrier training. 

9. The Draft only examines socioeconomic impacts on Island and Skagit Counties. San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties are or will be impacted by Growler noise. They are very 
dependent on outdoor recreation that is being harmed by Growler flight activity and receive 
little, if any, economic benefit from employment associated with NASWI. 

Action: Examine socioeconomic impacts, including real estate values, on San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties. 

10. All Alternatives in the Draft are irrevocable decisions to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI. 
While some potential noise Mitigation Measures addressed, there is no commitment. 

Action: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their timelines in the Final EIS and 
Record of Decision. 

11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous areas. CEQ Regulation 1502.9 (a) states "If 
a draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude meaningful analysis, the agency shall 
prepare and circulate a revised draft of the appropriate portion." 

Action: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies identified in comments and offer 
further opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is prepared. 

12. Add your own comments here: 
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Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-18G "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

January, 2017 Comments 

Fill in and mail with comments to: 

EA- 18G EIS Project Manager 
NAVFAC Atlantic Attn : Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

1. First Name _ -------
2. Last Name _ _ ____ _ 

3. Organization/Affiliation _ _________________ _ 

4. City, State, ZIP l- () pe z ·r c; ( ?t V\ cl, w A qzz.6/ 

5. E-mail 

6. Please check here ~ if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

7. Please check here ~ if you would like your name/address kept private 

01 /08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 
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Greenbank, WA 98253

That Whidbey Island is a rural area with a small population does not make it an
appropriate location for a huge increase in training flights. That NAS has been on
Whidbey for decades does not mean that the Navy has carte blanche. The impact on the
physical environment, on humans and on animals living here from hundreds of training
flights of low flying military fighter planes will be devastating to the health of this
community in all aspects.

LINAN0001

1.a. Thank You
2.b. Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement and Analysis
Conducted



1. 

Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-18G Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

. Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by February 24, 2017 . 

Online at: 
By mail at 

SEND COPIES OF YOUR COMMENTS TO OUR ELECTED OFFICIALS 

http://www.whidbeyeis.com/Comment.aspx 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 
23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

2. Organization/ Affiliation (resident, cit izen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired milita ry) 

3. 

4. 

Increases in Outlying Field (OLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools and 
quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. This is a burden 

greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

Comments 
Please check all that concern you and add additional comments on the back. 

The environmental impacts of the following issues due to increased flight operations at the OLF are not 
adequately addressed in the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS): 

0' Health effects from noise and low-frequency sound. 

D Businesses, schools, hospital, and County and Town public government operations in the 
Coupeville area. 

~ decrease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville, hiking and birding at Ebey's Landing 
National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference Center, Fort Casey State Park, The Pacific Rim 
Institute. 

D A decrease in private property values due to noise. 

(over) 

LINAN0002

1.a. Thank You
1.d. General Project Concerns
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



D Outdoor recreation limits, as well as children's and family's health, at Rhododendron Park ball 
fields. 

~Noise impacts on commercial properties including agriculture. 

D Aquafer and well contamination. 

Additional Concerns: 

d The addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Pot~ntial Zones ( APZs) surrounding OLF will 
restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

,./ 

l21
1 

The Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere despite this being one of 
the top issues from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

/ 

~ The impact on marine and terrestrial wildlife. 

D The major security risk for Whidbey Island by siting all Growlers here. 

D Mishaps and crash risks due to problems such as their on board oxygen system. 

Please include any additional comments and concerns here: 

All comments will become a part of th public record and will be a dressed n he final EIS. Personally identifiable information of 
individuals will be kept confidential and ot released, unless otherwise specifica/ ' indicated by the commenter or as required by law. 
City, state and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

For more information, see, Coupeville Community Allies, www.facebook.com/whidbeyeis 

Coupeville Community Allies is a group of community members committed to sharing accurate 
information to all Coupeville and Whidbey Island residents regarding the Growler DEIS. We 
encourage everyone to get involved in the discussion of our future and to submit comments 
and concerns. 

Prepared by Coupeville Community Allies 

LINAN0002



Seattle, WA 98117

I am particularly concerned that the increased carbon emissions from the proposed
action. If each jet burns 1304 gallons per hour and produces 12.5 metric tons of CO2 per
hour, that is 23% more than the annual CO2 emissions of a WA state citizen. I believe
this represents a very significant environmental impact that has not been sufficiently
taken into account.

LINAN0003

1.a. Thank You
18.b. Average Carbon Dioxide per Aircraft



Freeland, WA 98249

 

The two most dangerous aspects of flying are the approach, landing and takeoff -- in
other words most of the OLFC flight path. The risks are significant (a) because of
significant encroachment problems, (b) because OLFC is about 49,000 acres below and
the runway about 3000 feet short of standard for Growlers, (c) because the pilots are
mostly students flying the F-18 airframe which is 5.5 times more likely to crash than its
EA-6B (Prowler) predecessor, and (d) FCLP operations occur at low elevations that
increase likelihood of bird strikes with the significant shoreline bird population. These
risks cannot be mitigated other than by moving the FCLPs off a suitable 21st century
off-Whidbey site.

LINAN0004

1.a. Thank You
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
3.h. Runway Usage, Flight Tracks, and Altitudes
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children



Freeland, WA 98249

Much like the tobacco industry did years ago, the DEIS selectively and reprehensively
cites and relies on out-of-date medical research findings on impacts of noise on human
health that are at odds with the overwhelming body of contemporary research. This
obfuscation renders the DEIS findings incomplete and disingenuous and demands an
honest, complete, forthright evaluation of the contemporary formal medical literature.

LINAN0005

1.a. Thank You
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Freeland, WA 98249

The DEIS did not comply with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) by failing to
judiciously examine off-Whidbey Island sites to conduct flight carrier land practice
(FCLP).

LINAN0006

1.a. Thank You
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated



Clinton, WA 98236

 

I just want you to know how much My wife and I appreciate all of you at the Whidbey
Island base. Now I know there are a bunch of pussy libtards winning about the noise.
Well I love hearing the sound of protection over my head. I sometimes drive up to watch
the planes . Its just like a libtard to move next to a airfield and then complain about the
noise. they had to sign a waiver to acknowledge that they were buying property with
airports in the vicinity. So if anyone should move it should be them. A win win in my book
LESS LIBTARDS!!!! thanks and keep up the good work,  Oh and PS if you
could knock down a few of the Planes spraying the crap in the air make sure they fall in
the bay.

LINDE0001

1.a. Thank You
18.a. Climate Change and Greenhouse Gases



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-18G Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

• Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by February 24, 2017 . 

Online at: 
By mail at 

SEND COPIES OF YOUR COMMENTS TO OUR ELECTED OFFICIALS 

http://www.whidbeyeis.com/Comment.aspx 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 

23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

Organization/ Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired military) 

_ _ _ 'C ..... \')_·\.tl__...._ _ _ ________ ....._. ______ ......_ ______ v_L-f_O_~~lcU 

Add ress.-- .................. ;;..;::;;;:;;....,...__'---"-,.Jv ____ t-J A ci\~ d 5' _$ 

Email ----------------------·----

Increases in Outlying Field (OLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools and 
quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. This is a burden 

greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

Comments 
Please check all that concern you and add additional comments on the back. 

The environmental impacts of the following issues due to increased flight operations at the OLF are not 
adequately addressed in the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS): 

~alth effects from noise and low-frequency sound. 

~ usinesses, schools, hospital, and County and Town public government operations in the 
Coupeville area. 

B A decrease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville, hiking and birding at Ebey's Landing 
National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference Center, Fort Casey State Park, The Pacific Rim 
Institute. 

D A decrease in private property values due to noise. 

(over) 

LINIR0001

1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.a. Regional Land Use and Community Character
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



D Outdoor recreation limits, as well as children's and family's health, at Rhododendron Park ball 
fields. 

/ 
Ea' Noise impacts on commercial properties including agriculture. 

o· Aquafer and well contamination. 

Additional Concerns: 

D The addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones ( APZs) surrounding OLF will 
restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

D The Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere despite this being one of 
the top issues from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

I 
IC] The impact on marine and terrestrial wildlife. 

cl~he major security risk for Whidbey Island by siting all Growlers here. 

D Mishaps and crash risks due to problems such as their onboard oxygen system. 

Coupeville Community Allies is a group of community members committed to sharing accurate 
information to all Coupeville and Whidbey Island residents regarding the Growler DEIS. We 
encourage everyone to get involved in the discussion of our future and to submit comments 
and concerns. 

Prepared by Coupeville Community Allies 

LINIR0001



Greenbank, WA 98253

I have lived on Whidbey for over 40 years. My first home here was in the flight path of the
OLF. Back then we had to persuade the Navy not to fly at night and on the weekends so
that we could have some time of peace in which to sleep and enjoy our days off. It
saddens me to think that we are still having to struggle with the Navy over the negative
effects of training flights but now of even bigger and louder planes. This Island attracts
people who love the outdoors and the farms. How can this way of life continue if the Navy
is flying dozens of flights daily? This training must be able to be done elsewhere.

LINIR0002

1.a. Thank You
12.n. Quality of Life
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated



langley, WA 98260

 

I work at an organization in Coupeville and am vehemently opposed to increased and
higher decibel noise to be allowed in that area. I find the noise a health and life safety
issue which should be banned!

LINSU0001

1.a. Thank You
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
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Environmental Impact Statement for EA-18G "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

Open House Comments 

1. Nam

2. Organization/Affiliation -------------------

3. Address 

4. e-mail 

5. Please check here D if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6. Please check here D if you would like your name/address kept private 

7. Please check here D if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS 

Comments 
Note: For Draft EIS page citations and supporting references see www.QuietSkies.info 

1. Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies (C-weighted, dBC). 

2. Recognize the impacts of low frequency Growler noise on health. 

3. Incorporate San Juan County noise reports in the EIS analysis. 

4. Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and remove 

language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 

5. Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets instead of more Growlers. 

6. Commit to Mitigation Measures and timelines in the Record of Decision. 

7. Add your own comments here: 

~ G.e..+ LCPez, ~ OTt\ e-R. Pof\t lA-td ,4-fie.Bj avJ oF 
\h-t µ l 6\J-T ~ontinue on the back) Pf Ft,_:j 
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LINTE0001

1.a. Thank You
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
3.a. Aircraft Operations
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
3.d. Arrivals and Departures
3.f. Field Carrier Landing Practice Operation Totals
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument
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Stanwood, WA 98292

 

I live near Lake Ketchum in Snohomish Co. We are under a frequently used, day and
night, low altitude flight path. The 30 Growlers already stationed at NAS Whidbey are by
far and away the most frequent and LOUD disturbance at our otherwise quiet and
peaceful home. Additionally the Beautiful State Parks at Deception Pass are becoming
nearly unusable from the NOISE and STINK of jet exhaust! I strongly believe that
stationing 30 More Growlers at Whidbey is a travesty. How much of this BEAUTIFUL
country are we supposed to sacrifice to save it from what? I say, no more.

LITKI0001

1.a. Thank You
7.i. Deception Pass State Park and Other State Parks



Port Townsend, WA 98368

The growler noise cause extreme discomfort. On a recent trip to Deception Pass State
Park it felt like a war zone. This beautiful park should be removed from the system.
Destroying citizens lives in Port Townsend is NOT patriotic.

LLEDI0001

1.a. Thank You
7.i. Deception Pass State Park and Other State Parks



Port Townsend, WA 98368

 

The Navy has adopted standards that protect their personnel from health and hearing
harm due to excessive noise, yet these standards were ignored by the DEIS for civilians
exposed to the same or greater levels of noise. This DEIS needs to examine how many
civilians would receive exposure doses that exceed the Navy’s defined “hazardous noise
zone” threshold (i.e., an area where the 8-hour time-weighted average exceeds 84 dBA
[or 140 dB peak sound pressure level, SPL, for impact or impulse noise] for more than 2
days in any month).

LLEDI0002

1.a. Thank You
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss



Port Townsend, WA 98368

Much like the tobacco industry did years ago, the DEIS selectively and reprehensively
cites and relies on out-of-date medical research findings on impacts of noise on human
health that are at odds with the overwhelming body of contemporary research. This
obfuscation renders the DEIS findings incomplete and disingenuous and demands an
honest, complete, forthright evaluation of the contemporary formal medical literature.

LLEDI0003

1.a. Thank You
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Port Townsend, WA 98368

 

The Growler impacts all citizens who are helpless to your control.

LLEDI0004

1.a. Thank You



Port Townsend, WA 98368

The DEIS misconstrued important finding of the National Park Service’s 2015 noise study
at Ebey’s Landing Historic National Reserve and obfuscated forthright analysis of the
impacts on visitor experience. That misconstruction has to be credibly revised to properly
characterize the real impacts.

LLEDI0005

1.a. Thank You
4.j. Other Reports



Port Townsend, WA 98368

 

The have been NO alternatives except the ones the Navy will force on the people.

LLEDI0006

1.a. Thank You
2.k. Range of Alternatives



Port Townsend, WA 98368

 

Why pick a populated area, war training somewhere else.

LLEDI0007

1.a. Thank You
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated



Port Townsend, WA 98368

The DEIS claim that the JGL noise study was “flawed” is disingenuous and
unsupportable, whereas in actuality the Wyle modeled noise levels have not been
validated with on-site noise data.

LLEDI0008

1.a. Thank You
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.j. Other Reports



Port Townsend, WA 98368

 

The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) noise contours depicted in the DEIS are
misleading and fallacious for two reasons: (1) inappropriate use of 365-day averaging
rather busy-day averaging, and (2) holding up as scientifically valid an outdated,
misleading, and scientifically invalidated DNL threshold for high noise annoyance.

LLEDI0009

1.a. Thank You
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels



Port Townsend, WA 98368

 

High disturbance in the environment will change bird migration patterns.

LLEDI0010

1.a. Thank You
10.l. Bird Migration



Port Townsend, WA 98368

The DEIS did not comply with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) by failing to
judiciously examine off-Whidbey Island sites to conduct flight carrier land practice
(FCLP).

LLEDI0011

1.a. Thank You
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated



Port Townsend, WA 98368

 

Listen to the people.

LLEDI0012

1.a. Thank You



Anacortes, WA 98221

 

Our military needs to be able to operate out of coupeville.

LLEMI0001

1.a. Thank You



Greenbank, WA 98253

Along with the obvious issues, of diminished quality of life, decrease of property values,
decreased tax revenue for island county, extremely high decibel
exposure(misrepresented by the navy by averaging, vs actual). Skyrocketing housing
demand in surrounding areas. Unaffordable rent, increased homelessness, contaminated
water in a single aquifer area, another concern I have - concentrated military personnel,
and concentrated numbers of planes in a small area. Seems logical that this makes NAS
and Whidbey Island targets for terrorists or rogue countries.

LLOCO0001

1.a. Thank You
1.e. Risk of Terrorist Attack
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.i. Housing Access and Affordability
12.j. Property Values
12.n. Quality of Life
2.a. Purpose and Need
2.d. Program of Record for Buying Growler Aircraft
3.a. Aircraft Operations



Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-18G Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. Name 

2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 

--+ ( ) 
Organization/Affiliation C~c/Lh:J~/ 

E-mail 

Please check here if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6. Please check here /''if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

Please print • Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 

LLOCO0002

1.a. Thank You
12.c. Socioeconomic Impacts
12.j. Property Values
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation



Sequim, WA 98382

 

I object to the proposed increase of Growler jets operations out of NAS Widbey Island
over the Electronic Warfare Range (EWR) including flights over Olympic National Park
and Penninsula. These jets are extremely loud and disrupt the peace and quiet not only
in the Park and rural areas but also in the cities on Whidbey Island, as well as in Port
Angeles, Sequim, Port Townsend and others. I can't believe the statement that the
number of flight's over the EWR will only increase by 10% when you are planning on
increasing the number of jets stationed at NAS Widbey from 94 to 153. Thank you for
your consideration. Capt.  (retired).

LLODA0001

1.a. Thank You
1.b. Best Available Science and Data



Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-18G Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. Name 

2. Organization/Affiliation 

3. Address I 0 R,~£.e-t B ~\UC '7 .§zf:' 3 

4. E-mail 

5. Please check here if you would~ like to be on the mailing list 

6. Please check here h if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available · 
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Please print • Additional room is provided on back 

Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 

6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 

LLOJE0001

1.a. Thank You
3.i. Runway Operating Hours and Flight Schedules



Greenbank, WA 98253

 

I served as an air traffic controller in the US Navy for 4 years and am a pilot. That Touch
and Go runway is too short and dangerous. So, when you have an accident with all of
these future high levels of activity, and it will happen here is the outcome. The property
values locally will go down significantly, and people will get underwater on their home
loans, they face foreclosure and then the Navy will be happy. YOu can buy land for
cheap and make the runway the 8500 ft long that it SHOULD be.

LLOJE0002

1.a. Thank You
12.j. Property Values
12.k. Compensation to Citizens for Private Property



Coupeville, WA 98239

EIS Response February 24, 2017 RE: Response to the Draft EIS for the continued use
and increased FA-18 Growler Operations at NAS WI OLF. EIS Project Manager, Our
names are . We own the  Farm a scant quarter of a
mile north and east of the Coupeville OLF. We are concerned that the EIS as written
does not completely address the health and safety issue as they apply to the area
surrounding the Coupeville Outlying Field. To Wit: • The property is a federally listed
class one historic property having been a Federal Donation Land Claim to John Smith
and being in continuous use since 1865 under the ownership of only three families. • It
lays within the noise and crash zone of the Outlying Field and is greatly impacted by the
noise and crash potential area, but as yet no serious attempt at a NEPA or NHPA
(Section 106) review of its impact on historic properties has been completed. • The noise
vibration, and frequency of use and its impact on the historic buildings and the operation
of business carried on there has not been adequately addressed. • The impact on visitors
to the historic properties and to visitors passing by on Highway 20 has not been fully
addressed. The noise and vibrations from flight operations are extreme in the area of
Smith’s Prairie where the Coupeville Outlying Field is located, often rising over 100
decibels. • The USN has never measured noise or vibrations on our property ¼ mile
North and East of the OLF. • The historic farmhouse located and known as the Kineth
Farm was built in the 1890’s by a technique commonly known as balloon framing wherein
the walls are 2 inch thick layers. No framing inside the wall structures and as such there
is no way to mitigate the noise by insulation. The walls shake and vibrate with each flight
operation. This has not been studied or addressed in the EIS. • Since purchasing the
property in 1974,I have voluntarily[preserved this property and given easements to the
government in favor of preservation of this farm cluster as well as made my/our living
here. The EIS fails to address additional restrictions that will be placed on the property
and how that will affect the peaceful use of my home and the operations of my livelihood
and the business that runs out of our barn on the property. • The EIS fails to address the
effects of the increased operations on health and welfare or increased operations on
agricultural business and other commerce or the peaceful continued use of the property
that I/we have owned for 43 years. • The increase of flight operations of the FA-18
Growler FCLP practice operations is not explained in the EIS and neither is the arbitrary
percentage of use increasing to 80% of total operations explained in reasoning or
methodology. This would appear to place an unfair burden on the community and our
National Historic Site which I/we have gone to great expense to preserve the peaceful
and continued use of the property and where I intend to continue to make my living.
Hopefully these matters will be addressed before any more damaging action is taken.
Respectfully,  Coupeville, WA

LLOJU0001

1.a. Thank You
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
3.a. Aircraft Operations
8.c. Noise and Vibration Impacts to Cultural Resources
8.f. Cultural Landscape and Impacts to Ebey’s Landing National
Historical Reserve



To: EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) Atlantic -Attn: Code EV21 /SS 6506 
Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

I am to the best of my ability going to try to address my concerns about the Growler electronic 
warfare issue before the mid February deadline which I thank you for extending. I am basing my 
letter on a much more detailed letter written by others but decided that rather than just cutting 
and pasting what others had written (which would have been far easier and a lot less time 
consuming), I would actually read and try to understand the issues and put them in my own 
words. In a few cases I left the wording as it was just because it was brief and to the point. I 
trust that this letter, although not as detailed as some, will still be taken seriously. 

1 . I am concerned that you seem to be considering the noise issue in a rather limited way. We 
over in Port Townsend are affected by the noise to the point where it wakes us out of a deep 
sleep. The DEIS analyzes noise only within 6-1 O miles of a corner of the runway. We hear these 
jets when we are hiking in the National Park. Folks over in Neah Bay hear the noise too. You 
need to evaluate what we hear. 

2. Noise will also adversely impact cultural and historic sites far beyond your designated Area 
of Potential Effect. The US Department of Housing and Urban Development has said that a 
65dB level is normally unacceptable and a 75dB level is unacceptable yet folks have recorded 
noise levels even in outlying areas of twice that level. Therefore, by failing to include these 
areas, this DEIS violates both the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the National 
Historic Preservation Act (NHPA). 

3. According to what I read, you are not paying attention to the cumulative effects of aircraft 
training and testing activities affecting this era including Whidbey Island, the Olympic Peninsula 
and the San Juan Islands. You say that each part of the program is within tolerable limits and 
will not have an environmental impact but when you heap them all together, the story is 
different. How can the Navy say there will no significant impacts if the number of Growler flights 
from OLF Coupeville will go from 3200/year to 35,000? So the 36 Growlers you are adding may 
not seem a lot but those added to the ones that exist means there is going to be a lot of impact. 

4. The DEIS has not analyzed the issue of groundwater and soil contamination from the use of 
firefighting foam on the runways. If on November 7, 2016 your sent a letter too 1 00 households 
expressing concern about the fact that PFAS substances had spread beyond Navy property, 
why isn't this mentioned in the DEIS nor in the 2005 or 2012 EAS? The Department of Defense 
has said that there is no technology to clean up this kind of contamination. The Navy needs to 
be willing to test wells and also provide people with alternative sources of water if their wells are 
found to be contaminated. 

5. Why are you not discussing the possible impacts of electromagnetic radiation when the 
Growlers locate the ground transmitters? 
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6. Why aren't we being allowed to comment on this project after this? Why can't we comment 
on the Final EIS? New information is going to come up that will affect this issue and we should 
be able to take use this as the process unfolds. 

7. It is my understanding that the Navy has not suggested reasonable alternative to reduce 
noise instead keeping the same number of flights but having them affect different areas. This 
somehow seems unfair. Populous communities will win with more voices and smaller 
communities will lose out. And because we can't comment on the final EIS, we are not going to 
be able to comment on how the Navy has decided on the final noise allotments. 

9.Noise from the Growlers on the Olympic Peninsula has not been properly evaluated as it did 
not include the ground based mobile emitters, and the EIS only listed the Darrington Area and 
W-237 which are not on the Olympic Peninsula. 

9. No noise modeling has been done for areas other than those right around the runways. Areas 
surrounded by water like Port Townsend, or the Hoh which is flanked by steep mountains need 
their own modeling done. Sound over water carries much better than sound over land. Sound 
near mountains echoes. 

10. It has been rather quiet this winter. But it is not that way in summer when the Growlers roar 
overhead. I take it you are doing some sort of average (DNL) in your assessment of the noise 
level. No noise averaging with a lot of noise means the noise overall is okay. But it doesn't work 
that way in real life. In summer when I am jolted from sleep by a Growler, I am not comforted by 
the fact that in winter I am not. And from what I read, wildlife feel the same way. 

11. The Growlers are a lot noisier than commercial aircraft. They can fly at lower altitudes and 
do maneuvers that commercial airliners do not (like aerial combat maneuvers) and they use 
weaponry that emits electromagnetic hums. I did not choose to live near Seatac for a reason! 
Therefore although use of DNL may seem okay to the Navy, it doesn't work for me. 

12. The Navy's noise analysis does not allow for peak noise experiences, nor does the DNL 
method they use take into account low-frequency noise, which is produced at tremendous levels 
by Growlers. 

13. The NOISEMAP software used for computer modeling is severely outdated, and a report 
from a Department of Defense commission concluded that noise measurements using this 
software " ... do not properly account for the complex operational and noise characteristics of the 
new aircraft." This report concluded that current computer models could be legally indefensible. 
(https://www.serdp-estcp.org/Program- Areas/Weapons-Systems-and-Platforms/Noise-and
Emissions/Noise/WP-1304) 

14. The Navy describes its activities using the term "event," but does not define it. 
Therefore, the time, duration, and number of jets in a single "event" remain unknown, and real 
impacts from recent increases remain unevaluated. As a result of leaving out vast geographical 
areas where noise impacts will occur (and are occurring now), the DEIS eliminates far too many 
direct, indirect and cumulative effects to be considered a valid or complete analysis. Limiting the 
scope like this amounts to a segmentation of impacts that forecloses the public's ability to 
comment and gain legal standing. By law, the public has the right to address the full scope of 
impacts, not just a narrow sliver of them. 
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15. So am I right in understanding that Growlers will not fly during the opening day of hunting 
season? Really? Hunters get exempted from Growlers roaring overhead but we who love to 
hike for the silence in the mountains do not? I think you need to consider all of us and the 
affects that Growler noise has. 

16. Although I appreciate the fact that you are trying to fly your Growlers pretty high up over 
populated areas, your previous NEPA documents did not say that over sparsely populated areas 
you could fly much lower. I think you need to be much more upfront about this. The noise down 
low is going to be really loud. We need to know actually how much noise is going to be 
generated by Growlers flying at 1000 feet and how much this will effect public health. So the 
Navy really needs to produce a supplemental EIS or give us a chance to comment on the final 
EIS. 

17 There needs so be a special consideration for schools. Don't tell me this is not important. I 
was a school teacher. If a Growler jet roared over my 6th grade class in the middle of a 
discussion of how to use a semicolon, let me tell you it would interrupt the lesson! I taught in 
Vermont. No Growler jets. Only thunderstorms but those we couldnt' control. 

18. The current DNL noise modeling method and data in no way reflect exposure accuracy, 
given the new information about low flight levels from official guidance. Therefore, such 
analyses must be included in a Supplemental EIS or in the Final EIS, with a new public process 
of adequate length, including an official comment period. 

19. Crash potential is higher: With no alternatives provided to the public that reduce noise, and 
with such permissive guidance that allows such low-altitude flight, the potential for Navy Growler 
student pilots to create tragic outcomes or cause extreme physical, physiological, economic and 
other harms to communities and wildlands, whether accidentally or on purpose, is unacceptable. 

20. In the Navy's consideration of impacts on wildlife, it can't just measure what happens near 
runways. I don't live near the runway and I am impacted! If in fact you are increasing the 
number of aerial combat maneuvers from 160 to 550 annual events, this is going to impact 
wildlife a lot. I take it that dogfighting requires the use of afterburners which emit a lot of noise. 
Do not tell me that this will not impact wildlife. It impacts me and I at least when jolted from 
sleep know whence the noise comes and am not fleeing in terror. I do, however, call your phone 
line, leave a message and complain grumpily. 

21. In citing published scientific research, the Navy included a 1988 synthesis of published 
literature on domestic animals and wildlife, but failed to consider the latest peer-reviewed 
research summarized in 2015, which lists multiple consequences of noise greater than 65 dB. 
(http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111 /brv.12207/abstract) The DEIS also failed to consider 
an important 2014 study called "Anthropogenic EM Noise Disrupts Magnetic Compass 
Orientation in Migratory Birds," (http://www.nature.com/nature1ournal/v509/n7500/full/ 
nature13290.html) A federal agency cannot cherry-pick scientific research for its own 
convenience; it must consider the best available science. This DEIS fails that test. 
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In conclusion, I will once again quote what I feel is a relevant statement. It is a poem by 
Wendell Berry and captures what I feel about the wilderness or a walk in the woods near by. I 
realize this is not quantifiable for an EIS, but I do think it is important. 

The Peace of Wild Things 

When despair for the world grows in me 
and I wake in the night at the least sound 
in fear of what my life and my children's lives may be, 
I go and lie down where the wood drake 
rests in his beauty on the water, and the great heron feeds. 
I come into the peace of wild things 
who do not tax their lives with forethought 
of grief. I come into the presence of still water. 
And I feel above me the day-blind stars 
waiting with their light. For a time 
I rest in the grace of the world and am free. 

Thank you for considering these comments. 

Sincerely, 

 
 

Port Townsend, WA 98368 
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Port Townsend, WA 98368

The Growlers wake us from sleep. They break the silence of our mountain sojourns. They
make it so people don't want to visit the Peninsula. The frequency and loudness of the
Growlers is going to negatively impact our lives in many ways. I realize that we have no
voice here, not really. But I would ask that you at least think of ways you might make
these flights less shattering.
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Petaluma, CA 94952

 

To: EA-18G EIS Project Manager Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC)
Atlantic – Attn: Code EV21/SS 6506 Hampton Blvd. Norfolk, VA 23508 Dear Sir/Madam,
Thank you for extending the comment period to February 24, 2017, in order to
accommodate the fact that having four major public processes open over the holidays, all
concerning Navy activities or the biological resources that may be affected by them,
made it difficult to read, comprehend and prepare comments in a timely way. 1. Jet noise
outside the immediate environs of the runways on Whidbey Island is not being evaluated,
yet impacts are significant. Noise from EA-18G Growlers is affecting communities far
outside the vicinity of Naval Air Station Whidbey Island, yet the only area the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) analyzes in its “study area” is what falls within 6
to 10 miles of the corners of runways. Growler aircraft, which are capable of 150 decibels
(dB),use these runways to get airborne and to land; therefore,what happens outside the
study area cannot be ignored as if it does not exist, because all flight operations are
functionally connected to takeoffs and landings. By considering only takeoff and landing
noise and exhaust emissions at Ault Field and Outlying Field (OLF) Coupeville, the DEIS
fails to consider the wider area of functionally connected impacts caused by naval flight
operations. By failing to consider the interdependent parts of a larger action that cannot
proceed without takeoffs and landings, as well as their impacts, the DEIS fails to evaluate
cumulative effects. 2. Impacts to cultural and historic sites are not adequately considered.
The Navy so narrowly defined the Area of Potential Effect (APE) for cultural and historic
resources that it also fails to consider significant nearby impacts. The State Historic
Preservation Officer confirmed this in a January 9,2017 letter to the Navy.
(http://westcoastactionalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/SHPO
-Letter-102214-23-USN_122916- 2.docx) She said that not only will cultural and
historic properties within existing APE boundaries be adversely affected, but additional
portions of Whidbey Island, Camano Island, Port Townsend vicinity and the San Juan
Islands are also within noise areas that will receive harmful levels of sound and vibration
from Growler activity. The US Department of Housing and Urban Development posted
noise abatement and control standards that classify the 65 dB levels being used by the
Navy as “normally unacceptable” and above 75 as being “unacceptable.”
(https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/environmental-review/noise-abatement-and-
control/) Residents in these outlying areas, who live many miles from these runways,
have recorded noise at least twice that loud. Therefore, by failing to include these areas,
this DEIS violates both the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the National
Historic Preservation Act (NHPA). 3. Piece-mealing projects to avoid analyzing
cumulative effects is illegal. The Navy has, to date, piece-mealed its aircraft training and
testing activities affecting Whidbey Island, the San Juans, and the Olympic Peninsula into
at least six separate actions: 1.4 squadrons of P-8A Poseidon Multi-Mission Aircraft; 2.A
2005 EA (57 Growler jets); 2010 EIS (reaffirming the 57 Growlers that replaced
Prowlers); 3. 2012 EA (26 Growlers including 5 from a reserve unit); 4.2014 EA (Growler
electronic warfare activity); 5.2015 EIS discussing electronic warfare training and testing
activity; 6.The current 2016-2017 DEIS (36 Growlers); 7.And, likely, a seventh process,
as confirmed by news reports and a Navy official at a recent open house, for 42 more jets
to bring the Growler fleet total to 160. Therefore, it has been impossible for the public to
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know just how many Growlers there would be, or what their impacts would be, or what
limits, if any, the Navy intends to establish. In just four documents— the 2014 EA, Forest
Service permit Draft Decision, and the 2010 and 2015 EISs, there are more than 6,000
pages of complex technical material. The number of Growler flights at Outlying Field
(OLF) Coupeville alone went from 3,200 per year to a proposed 35,100 in 2017. That’s
more than a 1,000 percent increase at this runway alone, yet according to the Navy,
there are “no significant impacts.” The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA 40
C.F.R. § 1502.4) “...does not allow an approach that would permit dividing a project into
multiple ‘actions,’ each of which individually has an insignificant environmental impact,
but which collectively have a substantial impact.” The DEIS evaluates not the totality of
impacts from the current fleet of 118 Growlers, nor the projected total of 160 of these
aircraft, but slices out 36 of them for an incremental, piecemealed look, and concludes
from both the construction activities and the addition of just these 36 new Growlers to the
fleet, that no significant impacts will occur in the following categories: public health,
bird-animal strike hazards to aircraft, accident potential zones, emissions of all types,
archaeological resources, American Indian traditional resources, biological resources,
marine species, groundwater, surface water,potable water, socioeconomics, housing,
environmental justice, and hazardous waste. To state the obvious, impacts from this
many Growlers, when taken together, are likely to be significant. Segmenting their
impacts has allowed the Navy to avoid accountability. 4. The DEIS does not analyze
impacts to groundwater or soil from use of firefighting foam on its runways during Growler
operations, despite the fact that before this DEIS was published, the Navy began
notifying 2,000 people on Whidbey Island that highly toxic carcinogenic chemicals had
migrated from Navy property into their drinking water wells, contaminating them and
rendering these people dependent on bottled water. 5.The DEIS fails to discuss, describe
or even mention any potential impacts associated with electromagnetic radiation in
devices employed by the Growlers in locating and interacting with the ground
transmitters. It fails to mention any potential impacts associated with aircrew practicing
using electromagnetic weaponry, that will allow the Navy to make good on its 2014
statement that this training and testing is “turning out fully trained, combat -ready
Electronic Attack crews.” 6. The current comment period on a Draft EIS should not be the
last chance the public will have for input. However, Navy announced on its web site that it
does not intend to allow a public comment period on the Final EIS. The “30-day waiting
period” proposed for the Final EIS is not a public comment period, and thus would be
unresponsive to serious and longstanding public concerns on matters that will affect our
lives as well as the lives of people doing business throughout the region, plus the visitors
who are the tourism lifeblood of our economy, and the wildlife that inhabits the region.
The Navy must allow the public to participate throughout the process, in order to be able
to be able to assess the full scope of direct, indirect and cumulative impacts. This is
doubly important because so many imp acts have been excluded from analysis. A federal
agency is required to prepare a supplement to either a draft or final EIS , and allow the
public to comment, if there are significant new circumstances or information relevant to
environmental concerns, that bear on the proposed action or its impacts. 7 . There are no
alternatives proposed in this DEIS that would reduce noise . This violates NEPA §1506.1,
which states, “...no action concerning the proposal shall be taken which would have an
adverse environmental impact or limit the choice of reasonable alternatives.” According to
a memo from the President’s Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) to all federal
agencies, “Reasonable alternatives include those that are practical or feasible from the
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technical and e conomic standpoint and using common sense, rather than simply
desirable from the standpoint of the applicant.” ( https://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/G -
CEQ - 40Questions.pdf ) T he three alternatives presented by the Navy are merely a
shell game of choices among the same number of flights, but for different percentages of
activity at runways. This pits communities against each other, as the runway that receives
more flights will determine the “loser” among these communities. 8. The Navy has
exacerbated the prob lem stated in #8 by not identifying a preferred alternative in the
DEIS. According to the CEQ memo, “[NEPA] Section 1502.14(e) requires the section of
the EIS on alternatives to "identify the agency's preferred alternative if one or more
exists, in the dra ft statement, and identify such alternative in the final statement . . ."
Since the Navy has not done this, communities cannot evaluate potential noise levels.
Since the Navy has also announced that it will not provide a public comment period for
the Final EIS, communities will have no chance to evaluate the consequences or even
comment on the preferred alternative. 9 . The Navy states that it evaluated noise for the
Olympic Peninsula in 2010 with the Northwest Training Range Complex EIS, but that
document did not do so. The Navy claims its documents are “tiered” for this purpose, but
they are not. Had the activities contemplated by the proposed Electronic Warfare Range
been evaluated by that EIS, the ground - based mobile emitters should have been listed
as an emission source. They were not. For Electronic Combat and Electronic Attack, the
only areas listed by activity and training area, warfare type, and Range and Training Site
were the Darrington Area and W - 237. Neither is on the Olympic Peninsula. Had nois e
been properly evaluated, the Olympic MOAs should have been listed. They were not.
Therefore, noise from Growler activities has not been evaluated in this or any previous for
the Olympic Peninsula. 10 . The Navy has neither measured, modeled, nor conside red
direct, indirect or cumulative effects of jet noise in any areas outside the immediate
environs of NASWI runways. Actual noise measurements have not been made
anywhere. However, computer modeling for the 10 - mile radius of the “Affected Noise
Environmen t” around Naval Air Station Whidbey Island (NASWI) extends to the year
2021 and clearly demonstrates the Navy’s ability to model noise. Therefore it makes no
sense to fail to measure or model highly impacted areas such as the West End of the
Olympic Penins ula, with its very different terrain and weather conditions, as
demonstrated by separate NOAA weather forecasts for each region. For example, the
Hoh River is surrounded by steep - sloped mountains that amplify and echo noise. Port
Townsend is on a peninsula surrounded on three sides by water, which echoes sound.
Port Angeles gets reflected sound from the Strait of Juan de Fuca to its north and from
the Olympic Mountains to its south. Yet no noise modeling or measurements have been
done for these areas. 11. The Navy’s claim that areas outside the narrow boundaries of
its study area do not exceed noise standards is suspect , first because the standards
used by the Navy are unrealistic, second, because the Navy has never measured or
modeled noise in these areas , and third, because the “library” of sounds that comprise
the basis for the Navy’s computer modeling is not available for public inspection. The
Navy uses the less realistic Day - Night Average Sound Level (DNL) rather than the
Effective Perceived Noise Lev el, as provided in Federal Aviation Regulation 36. DNL
uses A - weighting for the decibel measurement, which means jet noise is averaged with
quiet over the course of a year to come up with a 65 dB average. This means peak noise
levels in these un - measured a nd un - modeled communities and wildlands may far
exceed 65 dB as long as the constant average with quiet periods over a year stays below
65 dB. This is unrealistic, and claims by the DEIS that wildlife are “presumably
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habituated” to noise do not apply when that noise is sporadic and intense. 12. C
ommercial airport noise standards should not apply to military jets because commercial
jets do not have afterburners , do not engage in aerial combat maneuvers, do not fly at
low altitudes or practice landing on ru nways so short they can only be used for
emergencies, do not possess the flight characteristics of Growlers , and do not have
weaponry that is capable of making a parcel of forest hum with electromagnetic energy .
FAA policy does not preclude use of the more accurate Effective Perceived Noise Level
as the standard, nor are local jurisdictions prevented from setting a lower threshold of
compatibility for new land - use developments. FAA policy allows for supplemental or
alternative measurements. So , the continue d use of DNL may be to the Navy’s benefit,
but does not benefit the public. 13. The Navy’s noise analysis does not allow for peak
noise experiences, nor does the DNL method they use take into account low - frequency
noise, which is produced at tremendous l e vels by Growlers. 14. T he NOISEMAP
software used for computer modeling is severely outdated , and a report from a
Department of Defense commission concluded that noise measurements using this
software “...do not properly account for the complex operational and noise characteristics
of the new aircraft.” This report concluded that current computer models could be legally
indefensible. ( https://www.serdp - estcp.org/Program - Areas/Weapons - Systems -
and - Platforms/Noise - and - Emissions/Noise/WP - 1304 ) 15. T he Navy des cribes
its activities using the term “event,” but does not define it. Therefore, the time, duration,
and number of jets in a single “event ” remain unknown, and real impacts from recent
increases remain unevaluated. As a result of leaving out vast geographi cal areas where
noise impacts will occur (and are occurring now), the DEIS eliminates far too many direct,
indirect and cumulative effects to be considered a valid or complete analysis. Limiting the
scope like this amounts to a segmentation of impacts that forecloses the public’s ability to
comment and gain legal standing. By law, the public has the right to address the full
scope of impacts, not just a narrow sliver of them. 16 . New information that was not
disclosed in previous Navy EISs include flight operations on weekends (not mentioned in
the current DEIS but specified on page 11 of the Forest Service’s draft permit , viewable
at: https://www.fs.usda.gov/project/?project=42759 ) . It has long been understood that
the Navy would cooperate with local gov ernments, especially in communities that
depend on tourism, by not conducting noise - producing operations on weekends.
Further, the singling out of one user group for an exemption from noise is outrageous and
unfair. According to the permit, weekend flying may be permitted so long as it does not
interfere with “...opening day and associated opening weekend of Washington State’s Big
Game Hunting Season for use of rifle/guns.” While such an exemption is under Forest
Service and not Navy control, the Navy must re alize that municipalities and local
governments, along with economically viable and vulnerable tourism and recreation
entities who are no t being considered, have not been given the opportunity to comment.
The impression is that our national forests are no longer under public control . 17. Low
flights will make even more noise than before: W hile the Navy has repeatedly told the
public over the past few years that Growlers will fly at a minimum of 6,000 feet above sea
level, the DEIS quotes guidance from the Aircraft Environmental Support Office: “Aircraft
are directed to avoid towns and populated areas by 1 nm (nautical mile) or overfly 1,000
feet AGL (above ground level) and to avoid airports by 3 nm or overfly 1,500 AGL.” This
guidance further states, “Over sparsely populated areas, aircraft may not be operated
closer than 500 feet to any person, vessel, vehicle, or structure.” If this official guidance
directs Growlers to fly at such low altitudes, why did the Navy not disclose this in any
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previous NEPA doc uments? For an aircraft capable of 150 decibels at takeoff, this new
information represents a significant new level of noise impacts that have been neither
previously disclosed nor analyzed.
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Saanich / Victoria, British Columbia V8R 3G7

 

We wish to complain about the rumbling noises we hear when your planes are taking off
on over cast days. We would NOT like to hear an increased amount as planned.
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Oak Harbor, WA 98277

I have lived in Oak Harbor for over 24 years. There were far more jets stationed here at
that time. Of course, the OLF was much busier at that time too. Jets are loud. Not a good
idea to live near a practice field if you can't tolerate the noise. It is not realistic to expect
the Navy (read taxpayers) to move a base at great expense so that a few people (mostly
retirees) can live without noise. Rest assured, the vast majority of people on the island
support the base and the economic and social benefits it provides to the area.
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Oak Harbor, WA 98277

 

Have lived here since 1992. Number of jets was higher much higher then. OLF
operations much higher also. People who own property near the OLF are well aware of
the noise issues. Nothing new there. Number of people who would be affected is much
higher in Oak Harbor and yet they aren't complaining. Hoping for a 80% OLF/ 20% Oak
Harbor operations split. In that way, the fewest number of people would be affected by
any increased noise from additional airplanes.
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Oak Harbor, WA 98277

My husband and I fully support the Growler Operations. We live 2 miles from NAS.
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Comments on U.S. Navy Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-18G "Growler" 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station(NAS) Whidbey Island Complex 

January 24th, 2017 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) Atlantic 
Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Boulevard 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

Attention: EA-18G Growler EIS Project Manager 

I am very disappointed that the Navy chose to base their latest DEIS on volume (1500 pages) 
rather than quality of information. Old information and data has been intermixed with current 

documentation. Conclusions have been presented based on out of date computer models using 
metrics that do not represent our Growler noise experience. The effect of low frequency noise 
produced by the Growler GE F414 series engines is mostly ignored. My comments follow 
below, and I hope they will assist in correcting the defects in this Draft EIS. 

1. Noise Metrics & Modeling, 3.2.2 The computer modeling program used for this EIS is 
NOISEMAP Version 7.2 developed by Wyle Laboratories. This version is more than 10 years 
old. The DOD Strategic Environmental Research and Development Program (SER DP) found 
that NOISEMAP was outdated and might not be able to provide legally defensible noise 
assessments of current and future aircraft operations. A SER DP project in 2010 led by 
Principal Investigator Dr. Kenneth Plotkin of Wyle, stated in the project summary that "Classic 
Department of Defense (DOD) noise models are based on NOISEMAP technology, using linear 
acoustics and an integrated formulation .... The acoustic environments in the vicinity of newer 
aircraft such as ... the F/A-18E/F (which uses the same GE F414 jet engine as the Growler) 
differs from those of most prior aircraft, with high noise levels associated with higher thrust 
engines ...... Moreover, the ... modeling approach typical of integrated noise models do not 
properly account for the complex operational and noise characteristics of the new aircraft .... A 
new aircraft noise model, the Advanced Acoustic Model (AAM), has been developed for the 
assessment of noise from military aircraft operations. It is a ... model that produces more 
physical realism and detail than traditional ... model." 

RECOMMENDATION: Remodel the noise level simulation using the more recent 
Advanced Acoustic Model that more accurately reflects the noise levels San Juan 
County experiences from Growler flyovers. 

LOMJA0001

1.a. Thank You
12.a. Socioeconomic Study Area
12.j. Property Values
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.f. Use of Public Comments
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
3.a. Aircraft Operations
4.a. General Noise Modeling
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument



2. Noise Metrics and Modeling 3.2.2 Aircraft noise levels represented in the draft EIS are 
generated by a computer model and not actual noise measurements at Ault Field or OLF 

Coupeville. It states that the computer model draws from a library of actual noise 
measurements in 4.2. But, there is no documentation on whether actual Growler noise 

measurements were used. Also, conditions for the measurements, such as engine power, 
afterburners, distance, orientation, cloud cover, landing gear position, etc are not specified. Any 

conclusions drawn from these non-specific modeled noise levels cannot be valued, especially if 
these modeled noise levels have not been checked against actual noise measurements on the 

ground. 

RECOMMENDATION: Provide the noise measurement data used for simulation and an 
explanation of how the data was captured and processed. Provide Growler noise 
measurements with afterburners in one-third octave bands at various distances and 
orientations from 6 Hz to 20 kHz. Calibrate the computer model with actual noise 
measurements in locations throughout the region. 

3. Day-Night Average Sound Level (DNL) 3.2.2.1 The predominant metric used in the draft 

EIS, the Day-Night Noise Lvevel (DNL), is the energy-averaged sound level measured over a 
24-hour period. An FAA study in 2011 "Technical Support for Day/Night Average Sound Level 

(DNL) Replacement Metric Research" found that DNL does not work particularly well as a 
predictor of aircraft noise impacts on residents. 

The Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) was developed for the FAA to establish a threshold for 
annoyance at commercial airports with typical operations 16 hours a day, 7 days a week. The 
noise events experienced during Growler training flights are intermittent in a region with very low 
background noise ( The nearest major international airport in Vancouver BC is 45 miles away, 
and the nearest Freeway 1-5 is over 20 miles away). The noise assessment in the Draft instead 

spreads the annual training operations over 365 days to calculate Annual Average Daily (AAD) 
day and night events (4.2). In actual experience these events are concentrated into some 

number of days in a year. This is not addressed in the Draft EIS analysis. The AAD values 
presented underestimate the impact on residents tremendously. 

Actual data can be used to demonstrate this. Figure 4.1 (Appendix) shows training flights from 

Ault Field in 2014 using data provided by the Navy. Ault Field has significant impact on San Juan 
County. Included are weekly totals of Field Carrier Landing Practice (FCLP) and Controlled 

Carrier Approach (CCA) activities. The FCLP is the focus of the Proposed Action (page ES-1). 
Flying is intermittent and concentrated into certain periods. The maximum number of weekly 

flights was 1088. On the other hand there were 16 weeks with no flights and 25 weeks, or half of 
the year, with fewer than 100 flights. 

There were 13,422 flights reported in 2014. Spread over 52 weeks in a year that yields an 

average of 258 flights per week. Considering only the 27 weeks with more than 100 flights there 
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were an average of 497 flights per "active flying week." During "active flying weeks" citizens 
experienced 93% more jet noise impacts than an annual average portrays. San Juan County 

collects Growler noise reports from citizens. Figure 4.2 (Appendix) is a chart of the daily reports 
from 2016. The number of reports over an hour, day, week or other period indicates a level of 

annoyance. Looking at the daily variability, impact on citizens in San Juan County is clearly 
intermittent. 

The maximum number of noise reports in one day was 75. There were 112 days with no 

reports. Assume that a day with 5 or fewer reports represents limited annoyance. There 
were 242 days with 5 or fewer reports. That leaves 124 days with significant annoyance, or 

about one-third of the year. Averaging significant noise events over 365 days rather than 124 
days greatly diminishes the impact citizens experience when Growlers are flying. 

Both the Navy flight data and citizen noise reports paint the same picture. Growler noise events 

are intermittent. While commercial airports have busy periods at certain times of the day, they 
are active 365 days a year. Growler training flight activity at Ault Field has extended quiet 

intervals, lasting for days or even weeks. When Growler flights resume after a quiet period the 
noise is startling, increasing the annoyance. Averaging Growler noise events over 365 days 

when the events are intermittent assumes that quiet days mitigate the noisy days. No scientific 
evidence is provided in the Draft to support that assumption. 

The averaging inherent in the DNL metric developed for commercial airports is inappropriate for 
analysis in the Draft. Averaging over the year greatly underestimates the impacts on citizens and 
leads to an incorrect conclusion that the region is not significantly impacted by the Proposed 
Action. Under all the Alternatives, Total Operations increase by 47% over the No Action 
Alternative (Table 2.3-1). The DNL metric is inappropriate for understanding the consequences. 

RECOMMENDATION: For averaged noise metrics, noise levels should only be 
averaged over active flying days. 

4. Noise Associated with Aircraft Operations. 3.2. According to the Navy, "The Growler is 

recognizable by the low frequency "rumble" of its jet engines." Nevertheless, low frequency 
noise impacts are ignored in the Draft EIS. Section 3.2 makes no mention of the signature low 
frequency noise of the Growler. All of the noise analysis is based on A-weighted sound (dBA), 
which ignores the lower frequencies, and is therefore deficient. Nevertheless, the Draft EIS in 
Section 4, pg-194 states" ... the 2012 study included a brief examination of low-frequency noise 
associated with Growler overflights at 1,000 feet AGL in takeoff, cruise, and approach 

configuration/power conditions ... The study found that takeoff condition ... overall C-weighted 
sound level of 115 dBC. The Growler would exhibit C-weighted sound levels up to 101 dBC when 
cruising and 109 dBC (gear down) at approach. 11 Section 4, pg-193 states "According to Hubbard 
(1982), a person inside a structure can sense noise through vibration of the primary components 
of a building, such as the floors, walls, and windows; by the rattling of objects; ... " 
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The World Health Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise" (Berglund, 1999) states: 
'When prominent low frequency components are present, noise measures based on 
A-weighting are inappropriate;" "Since A-weighting underestimates the sound pressure level of 

noise with low frequency components, a better assessment of health effects would be to use 
C-weighting 11

• 

Closing windows and doors provides limited reduction for low frequency noise entering a building 
as measured by sound Transmission Loss tests. Therefore assumptions throughout the Draft 
assuming an average noise level reduction across the frequency spectrum with windows closed 
are not based on scientifically observed behavior of low frequency sounds. See graph on 
http://windowanddoor.com/ artic le/04-april-2007 /understanding-basics-sound-control) 

RECOMMENDATION: Evaluate impacts of the Growlers at low frequencies using 
C-weighting {dBC) in addition to A-weighting (dBA). 

5. Other Noise Reports 1.9.5 The Draft includes some independent noise measurements and 
ignores others. Section 1.9.5 states 'The Navy continues to evaluate noise reports that have 
been developed by independent sources and review their findings in conjunction with this EIS 
analysis." 

Not included in the Draft EIS is data collected by San Juan County (SJC). Data collected since 
May 14, 2014 has been regularly sent to NASWI. More than 6000 citizen reports include date, 
time, location and noise characteristics. See a sample chart in Figure 6.1 (Appendix). The Navy 
should correlate that data with the information they collect on flight tracks to understand what 
activity causes disruptive noise in SJC. Actual noise reports and measurements should be used 
to benchmark the computer modeled noise impacts relied on for making decisions. Noise 
reports can also help to understand the benefits of mitigation measures. 
http://sjcgis.org/aircraft-noise-reporting/ 01/13/17 www.QuietSkies.info 6 

Also not included is an independent noise study by JGL Acoustics in 2013 to obtain actual on-site 
Growler noise data at Outlying Field Coupeville. The Draft EIS instead dismissed this study 
based on a broad assertion that it had methodological flaws that made it unreliable. Since this 
study contains some of the only data actually measured instead of modeled, it should absolutely 
be considered as important to verify the conclusions presented in the Draft EIS. 

RECOMMENDATION: Incorporate the San Juan County noise reports and the Coupeville 
noise measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS analysis. 

6. Noise Mitigation. 1- pg 20. The only cited measure in place is "to share flight schedules 
and other information and to solicit public feedback." Potential measures include construction 
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and operation of a noise suppression facility for engine maintenance (Hush House), Engine 
Chevrons (noise reduction) and MAGIC CARPET (automating parts of carrier landing which will 

reduce FCLP training activity). 

Further discussion on Existing Mitigation in Section 3, pg-30 states "NAS Whidbey Island 
has noise abatement procedures ... to minimize aircraft noise. Airfield procedures used to 
minimize/abate noise ... include optimizing of flight trackst restricting maintenance run-up hours, 
runway optimization, and other procedures ... Additionally, aircrews are directed, to the 

maximum extent practicable, to employ prudent airmanship techniques to reduce aircraft noise 
impacts and to avoid sensitive areas except when operational safety dictates otherwise." 

Each Alternative is an irrevocable decision to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI. Therefore the 

Navy should commit to Mitigation Measures as part of the Final EIS and Record of Decision. 
Since experts have identified the need for additional research on health effects of low frequency 

noise the Navy should sponsor this research. 

RECOMMENDATION: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their timelines in the 
Final EIS and Record of Decision. 

7. Non Auditory Health Effects. Section 3, pg-22. The Draft EIS states "No studies have 

shown a definitive causal and significant relationship between aircraft noise and health. 
Inconsistent results from studies examining noise exposure and cardiovascular health have led 
the World Health Organization (WHO) (2000) to conclude that there was only a weak 
association between long- term noise exposure and hypertension and cardiovascular effects." 

The statement above disagrees with multiple findings in the WHO "Guidelines on Community 
Noiseu (Berglund, 1999): 

"For a good night's sleep, the equivalent sound level should not exceed 30 dB(A) for continuous 
background noise, and individual noise events exceeding 45 dB(A) should be avoided." 

"For noise with a large proportion of low frequency sounds a still lower guideline is 

recommended" 

"It should be noted that a large proportion of low frequency components in a noise may increase 
considerably the adverse effects on health" 

''The evidence on low frequency noise is sufficiently strong to warrant immediate concern" 

Waye (2004) finds "As low frequencies propagate with little attenuation through walls and 
windows, many people may be exposed to low frequency noise in their dwellings. Sleep 
disturbance, especially with regard to time to fall asleep and tiredness in the morning, are 
commonly reported in case studies on low frequency noise. However, the number of studies 
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where sleep disturbance is investigated in relation to the low frequencies in the noise is limited. 
Based on findings from available epidemiological and experimental studies, the review gives 

indications that sleep disturbance due to low frequency noise warrants further concern. 11 

http://www.nois eandhealth. org/text.as p?2004/6/23/87 /31661 

Specific guidelines are found in the "WHO Night Noise Guidelines for Europe" (2005), Table 5.1, 
"Summary of effects and threshold levels for effects where sufficient evidence is available." 

http://www.euro.who.int/_data/assets/pdf_file/0017/43316/E92845.pdf 

During Scoping 1785 comments were submitted on Noise and Vibration and 914 on Health 
Effects (Table 1.9-5). Under all the Alternatives, Total Operations increase by 47% over the No 

Action Alternative (Table 2.3-1). The Navy has not demonstrated that there are no health impacts 
from the proposed Growler additions. 

RECOMMENDATION: Recognize the impacts of Growler noise on health as documented 
in the World Health Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise 11

, "Night Noise 
Guidelines for Europe" and other published studies. 

8. San Juan Islands National Monument. The Draft EIS suggests that the lands and waters 
of the San Juan Islands National Monument are exempt from National Environmental Policy Act 

protection because the 2013 proclamation establishing the Monument states: "Nothing in this 
proclamation shall be deemed to restrict safe and efficient aircraft operations, including activities 
and exercises of the Armed Forces in the vicinity of the monument." 

It would seem that legally, this only has the effect of clarifying that the creation of the National 
Monument does not place any additional burden on the Navy to justify its operations in the 
vicinity. The creation of the Monument did not exempt the Navy from NEPA or Endangered 
Species Act with respect to wildlife in the Monument, such as Marbled Murrelets or marine 

mammals. 

At Section 3.5.2.4 the Draft EIS acknowledges "However, the Bureau of Land Management 
(BLM) has determined that SLM-owned and controlled lands in the San Juan Islands National 

Monument possess wilderness characteristics." It also concedes that the Monument is 
subjected to a maximum noise level of 95 dB (SEL) an estimated 372 times per year (at Section 

3, pg-34). 

RECOMMENDATION: Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National 
Monument and remove language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 

9. Socioeconomics, Affected Environment. 3.10.2 The Draft only examines socioeconomic 
impacts on Island and Skagit Counties. San Juan and Jefferson Counties are excluded from the 
socioeconomic impacts analysis but sites in those Counties appear in the Points of Interest 
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(Figure 3.2-6) and experience significant Single Event Noise (Tables 3.2-4 through 3.2-8). 

Clallam County may also be impacted by Growler noise but no noise analysis was done for this 

area. 

The San Juan County Comprehensive Plan states " ... the islands are places of peace ... We 
support a pattern of economic growth ... which recognizes the rural, residential, quiet, agricultural, 
marine, and isolated nature of the islands." Anecdotal evidence from San Juan County realtors is 
that property sales have been lost due to Growler activity. The three counties excluded from the 

socioeconomic analysis are very dependent on outdoor recreation that is being harmed by 
Growler flight activity. These Counties receive little, if any, economic benefit from employment 

and other activity associated with NASWI. 

RECOMMENDATION: Examine socioeconomic impacts, including real estate values, on 
San Juan, Jefferson and Clallam Counties. 

10. Airspace and Airfield Operations, Affected Environment. 3.1.2. Figure 3.1-3 diagrams 
Aircraft Arrival and Departure Flight Tracks at NASWI. However, I live in a 55 home development 

on the east shore of Fisherman Bay, 4 miles beyond your most outer flight path shown, and I 
experience aircraft that circle my home. There are multiple low level flyovers during periods of 

the day, occurring several days in a week as in areas closer to the south end of Lopez Island. 

My home is close to Lopez Village where there is elderly housing, the Lopez medical clinic, our 
Library, businesses including the BLM and Kwiaht offices. Lopez school is nearby. 

It is very apparent that your modeled flight tracks in this diagram do not reflect your actual flight 
paths as experienced by Lopez residents. Figure 3.1-3 is misleading and should not be 
accepted as an accurate predictor of the areas affected by the Growler flights noise. 

RECOMMENDATION: Aircraft flight path diagrams should be verified by actual flight 
coordinates and ground site confirmation before they can be considered accurate 
enough to make decisions about affected areas. 

11. Expand the Alternatives. The three Alternatives considered in the Draft are very similar 
and are based on old technology - a piloted jet that requires constant pilot training for safe carrier 
landing. In 2014 the Department of Defense successfully demonstrated carrier takeoff, landing, 
and formation flying capabilities of the X-47B prototype ("drone") that is part of the Unmanned 
Carrier-Launched Airborne Surveillance and Strike (UCLASS) program. 

The UCLASS jets can meet the Purpose and Needf delivering the same capability for electronic 
surveillance and attack against enemy radar and communications systems as the Growlers. 
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This Alternative has many benefits. Because of its inherent automation UCLASS would 
significantly reduce the amount of land-based training that impacts our region. It eliminates the 
high risk to the Growler's two-person crew from advanced anti-aircraft threats. The smaller 
UCLASS vehicle is lighter and uses less fuel. Eliminating the $3 billion purchase of 36 Growlers 

will save taxpayer money. Navy Secretary Ray Mabus said "[the F-35] should be, and almost 
certainly will be, the last manned strike fighter aircraft the Department of the Navy will ever buy or 
fly." With a focused effort the Navy can deploy the UCLASS while the existing 82 Growlers plus 
spares carry out the mission. 

RECOMMENDATION: Evaluate a new Alte rnative that deploys UCLASS jets (drones) 
instead of more Growlers to significantly reduce the need for land-based carrier 
training. 

12. Summary. I find the submitted Draft EIS inaccurate, flawed, and deficient in so many areas 
that it cannot be relied on for meaningful analysis. The only remedy is to address and correct 
the deficiencies outlined and offer further opportunity for public comment. 

Lopez Island, WA 98261 

References: 
1) www.guietskies .info 
2) www.whidbeyeis.com/publicinvolvment.aspx 

3) http://sjcgis/aircratt-noise-reporting/ 
4) http://citizensofebeysreserve.com/references/files/JGLNoiseReport.pdf 
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Anacortes, WA 98221

 

OLF Coupeville continues to provide essential training for our Navy personnel preparing
to get underway on deployment and conduct carrier & ship-board operations. The
continual complaining from a VERY small minority of island inhabitants over a military
presence that has been part of the local communities since the 1940s continues to
undermine the readiness of our young Pilots and Naval Flight Officers. I moved to this
area in 2009 and later purchased a house, fully aware of what I "was getting into," and
chose my locale accordingly. The noise, however sporadic, is a small price to pay to
know that our aircrew are getting the best training possible to maintain currency
requirements and stay safe while underway. There is simply no where else appropriate
from a fiscally responsible or pragmatic perspective to reasonably expect these training
evolutions to be carried out. Those spearheading the movement to relocate the US Navy
EA-18G, close OLF Coupeville or otherwise shut down flight operations both at NAS
Whidbey Island, WA and OLF Coupeville are the last people qualified to make
recommendations on how, how often, or where the Navy should conduct training. After
the Environmental Impact Study found that exposure to the noises generated by sorties
conducted around Coupeville and NAS Whidbey Island had no adverse effect on
individuals' health, the case should be closed. We as Navy personnel should always take
into consideration the needs, desires and concerns of the communities in and our us
which we are a part of, but we should never sacrifice safe training and preparedness for
baseless whining and litigation. Do the right thing - expand OLF Coupeville operations to
levels that sustain VAQ readiness.

LONST0001

1.a. Thank You



Mercer Island, WA 98040

I urge you to consider the impact of noise, exhaust fumes, and carbon emmissions for
this project. Thank you.

LOOGW0001

1.a. Thank You
2.b. Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement and Analysis
Conducted



Coupeville, WA 98239

WRT the proposed FCLP's at OLF Coupeville, I am in favor of Scenario C: 20%
OLF/80% Ault Fld FCLP Ops. Any increase of Growler's/Hornets stationed at NAS
Whideby increases the chance of a mishap involving loss of life/property. Navy/USMC
losses of this airframe are at six this year.

LOOWI0001

1.a. Thank You
2.m. Record of Decision/Preferred Alternative
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children



Anacortes, WA 98221

With the EA-18G Growler being one of the most accident-prone military airframes, an
off-Whidbey site needs to be considered for flight carrier landing practice. NOT near
Coupeville, nor Admiral's Cove. Potential crashes as well as medical risks are
considerations. Perhaps requiring ALL staff associated with the operation to live near the
take off/landing areas of the OLFC will convince the Navy of the need to relocate the
field. (Housing is cheap, one hears, as properties have been devalued by the noise, and
environmental impacts of the planes.) Thank you for your consideration.

LORKA0001

1.a. Thank You
12.j. Property Values
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated



Anacortes, WA 98221

 

From both living in Anacortes, WA for 28 years and from commuting to the hospital in
Coupeville, WA for 25 years, I can attest to first and second hand accounts of the impact
of the Navy planes on health, property values, risk of crashes (plane AND car as drivers
pull over to gawk at low flying aircraft). Please consider a much less populated location
than Whidbey Island for flight carrier landing practice. Thank you.

LORKA0002

1.a. Thank You
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated



Anacortes, WA 98221

30,000 unsettled acres are normally used by the Navy to conduct a training program
similar to the one on Whidbey Island; on Whidbey Island 700 acres are used (with
acknowledgement this is due in part to local government permission. It is simply unsafe
on so many levels: health, risk of crashes, effect on environment. A more appropriate site
needs to be found.

LORKA0003

1.a. Thank You
1.d. General Project Concerns
2.k. Range of Alternatives



Anacortes, WA 98221

 

Please don't use the argument "we were here first" relative to the Outlying Field
Coupeville. The use of the OLFC as an "emergency landing strip" was expanded greatly
in the 1960's, long after the town of Coupeville (the oldest in Washington State) and
Admiral Cove development were established. The use of the OLFC is inappropriate given
the population density and proximity. Please consider relocation to an area with fewer
safety and health risks for the surrounding populations. Thank you.

LORKA0004

1.a. Thank You
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated



Anacortes, WA 98221

Growlers flying "touch and go's" off the Coupeville Landing Field are not "The Sound of
Freedom." Rather they are the sound of environmental degradation, compromised health,
and risk of aircraft accidents. It is time to decommission the OLFC and relocate the
training.

LORKA0005

1.a. Thank You
2.k. Range of Alternatives



Anacortes, WA 98221

 

Routine health monitoring, prevention training, mandatory use of devices for hearing
protection are all expected for Navy personnel in "hazardous noise areas." While some of
these measures are reasonable to offer residents living around the OLFC and in the flight
path of the Growlers, one wonders, for example, how disruptive it is to wear hearing
protection at home or to leave home during the hours of OLFC use? Neither seems to be
a reasonable option. The OLFC needs to be decommissioned and relocated. Thank you.

LORKA0006

1.a. Thank You
12.k. Compensation to Citizens for Private Property
2.k. Range of Alternatives
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss



Anacortes, WA 98221

Ebey's Landing National Historical Reserve is a unique, remarkable sanctuary. To have
Growlers flying overhead threatens that. An alternative location for flight carrier landing
practice is strongly urged.

LORKA0007

1.a. Thank You
8.f. Cultural Landscape and Impacts to Ebey’s Landing National
Historical Reserve



ANacortes, WA 98221

 

The density altitude of OLFC is around 350 feet. The most likely environment these
Growlers will be flying is 2000-2500 feet. OLFC is NOT a good simulation of the
environment to which the planes and pilots will be deployed. Bottom line: a more suitable
alternative to Whidbey Island needs to found. Thank you.

LORKA0008

1.a. Thank You
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated



Anacortes, WA 98221

 

Current medical literature reveals findings different than those cited in the Draft EIS,
relative to hearing/noise tolerances. The Navy planes flying over Whidbey, Fidalgo and
the San Juan's are deafening. We've heard them until 0045 at times. Residents living
closer than we, have recorded noise levels of 114 dB. They are more than a nuisance or
mere disturbance of one's sleep! Please consider a move of the practice landing fields to
a less populated area.

LORKA0009

1.a. Thank You
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss



greenbank, WA 98253

I fully support the mission and work of the US Navy at NAS Whidbey Island. However,
increases in flight activity beyond the current level will have adverse effects on the people
of central Whidbey, and on the environment. The current level of activity can be
managed, but a six-fold increase cannot. Please consider other options to maintain this
vital US Navy mission.

LOUEL0001

1.a. Thank You
2.k. Range of Alternatives



Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-18G Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

2. Organization/Affiliation 

3. Address ,/('M~ ,/(/ct 9~ 
4. E-mail 

5. Please check here if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6 Please check here • if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

/ 
P ease print • Ad · ional room is provided on back 

Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 

6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 

LOUMA0001

1.a. Thank You
2.a. Purpose and Need
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-18G Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. · 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 

Organization/Affiliation 

Please check here /""'if you would NOTc.like to be on the mailing list 
('~ --.1.~ 

6 Please check here • if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

Please print • Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 
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1.a. Thank You
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife



All comments must be received by January 25, 2017. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen 
names, telephone numbers, and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will 
be kept confidential and will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as 
required by law. The city, state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 
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Please print 

Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 

6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 

LOUSH0001



February 23, 2017 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard 
Norfolk, VA 23508 
Attn: Code EV21/SS 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
Please accept and address the following comments regarding the EA-18G Growler EIS. As 
detailed below, the Navy has clearly failed to address the significant and substantial 
environmental impacts of EA-18G Growlers on and surrounding Whidbey Island, the San Juan 
Islands, and the Olympic Peninsula. 

It is completely disheartening to feel that the Navy seems to consider itself above the law and has 
so little regard for the citizens it is supposedly training to protect. I thought you were fighting for 
US! We are already suffering significant impacts to our quality of life as a result of the EA-18G 
Growler activities and the proposed changes to operations can only be viewed as a threat to 
everything that I hold dear. Therefore, I respectfully request that a full, complete, and 
comprehensive EIS be conducted - one that honestly addresses the true impacts to the citizens, 
wildlife, and economies of all communities over which these jets fly, including the following: 

1. Jet noise outside the immediate environs of the runways on Whidbey Island is not being 
evaluated, yet impacts are significant. Noise from EA-18G Growlers is affecting communities 
far outside the vicinity of Naval Air Station Whidbey Island, yet the only area the Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) analyzes in its "study area" is what falls within 6 to 1 O 
miles of the corners of runways. Growler aircraft, which are capable of 150 decibels (dB), use 
these runways to get airborne and to land; therefore, what happens outside the study area cannot 
be ignored as if it does not exist, because a// flight operations are functionally connected to 
takeoffs and landings. By considering only takeoff and landing noise and exhaust emissions at 
Ault Field and Outlying Field (OLF) Coupeville, the DEIS fails to consider the wider area of 
functionally connected impacts caused by naval flight operations. By failing to consider the 
interdependent parts of a larger action that cannot proceed without takeoffs and landings, as well 
as their impacts, the DEIS fails to evaluate cumulative effects. 

2. Impacts to cultural and historic sites are not adequately considered. The Navy so 
narrowly defined the Area of Potential Effect (APE) for cultural and historic resources that it also 
fails to consider significant nearby impacts. The State Historic Preservation Officer confirmed this 
in a January 9, 2017 letter to the Navy. (http://westcoastactionalliance.org/wp
content/uploads/2017/01/SHPO-Letter-102214-23-USN_ 122916-2.docx ) She said that not only 
will cultural and historic properties within existing APE boundaries be adversely affected, but 
additional portions of Whidbey Island, Camano Island, Port Townsend vicinity and the San Juan 
Islands are also within noise areas that will receive harmful levels of sound and vibration from 
Growler activity. The US Department of Housing and Urban Development posted noise 
abatement and control standards that classify the 65 dB levels being used by the Navy as 
"normally unacceptable" and above 75 as being "unacceptable." 
(https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/environmental-review/noise-abatement-and-control/) 
Residents in these outlying areas, who live many miles from these runways, have recorded noise 
at least twice that loud. Therefore, by failing to include these areas, this DEIS violates both the 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA). 

3. Piecemealing projects to avoid analyzing cumulative effects is illegal. The Navy has, to 
date, piecemealed its aircraft training and testing activities affecting Whidbey Island, the San 
Juans, and the Olympic Peninsula into at least six separate actions: 

1. 4 squadrons of P-8A Poseidon Multi-Mission Aircraft; 
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1.a. Thank You
1.b. Best Available Science and Data
1.c. Segmentation and Connected Actions
10.a. Biological Resources Study Area
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.c. Wildlife Sensory Disturbance and Habituation
10.f. Endangered Species Impact Analysis Adequacy
11.a. Groundwater
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.k. Compensation to Citizens for Private Property
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
19.d. Electronic Warfare
2.b. Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement and Analysis
Conducted
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.d. Program of Record for Buying Growler Aircraft
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.h. Next Steps
2.i. Proposed Action
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.m. Record of Decision/Preferred Alternative
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.e. Day-Night Average Sound Level Contours and Noise
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.i. Other Noise Metrics Not Currently in Analysis
4.l. Points of Interest
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.t. Noise Mitigation
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
8.a. Cultural Resources Area of Potential Effect
8.b. Section 106 Process
8.c. Noise and Vibration Impacts to Cultural Resources



2. A 2005 EA (57 Growler jets); 2010 EIS (reaffirming the 57 Growlers that replaced 
Prowlers); 

3. 2012 EA (26 Growlers including 5 from a reserve unit); 
4. 2014 EA (Growler electronic warfare activity); 
5. 2015 EIS discussing electronic warfare training and testing activity; 
6. The current 2016-2017 DEIS (36 Growlers); 
7. And, likely, a seventh process, as confirmed by news reports and a Navy official at a 

recent open house, for 42 more jets to bring the Growler fleet total to 160. 

Therefore, it has been impossible for the public to know just how many Growlers there would be, 
or what their impacts would be, or what limits, if any, the Navy intends to establish. In just four 
documents-the 2014 EA, Forest Service permit Draft Decision, and the 2010 and 2015 EISs, 
there are more than 6,000 pages of complex technical material. The number of Growler flights at 
Outlying Field (OLF) Coupeville alone went from 3,200 per year to a proposed 35,100 in 2017. 
That's more than a 1,000 percent increase at this runway alone, yet according to the Navy, there 
are "no significant impacts." The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA 40 C.F.R. §1502.4) 
" ... does not allow an approach that would permit dividing a project into multiple 'actions,' each of 
which individually has an insignificant environmental impact, but which collectively have a 
substantial impact." 

The DEIS evaluates not the totality of impacts from the current fleet of 118 Growlers, nor the 
projected total of 160 of these aircraft, but slices out 36 of them for an incremental, piecemealed 
look, and concludes from both the construction activities and the addition of just these 36 new 
Growlers to the fleet, that no significant impacts will occur in the following categories: public 
health, bird-animal strike hazards to aircraft, accident potential zones, emissions of all types, 
archaeological resources, American Indian traditional resources, biological resources, marine 
species, groundwater, surface water, potable water, socioeconomics, housing, environmental 
justice, and hazardous waste. To state the obvious, impacts from this many Growlers, when 
taken together, are likely to be significant. Segmenting their impacts has allowed the Navy to 
avoid accountability. 

4. The DEIS does not analyze impacts to groundwater or soil from use of firefighting foam 
on its runways during Growler operations, despite the fact that before this DEIS was published, 
the Navy began notifying 2,000 people on Whidbey Island that highly toxic carcinogenic 
chemicals had migrated from Navy property into their drinking water wells, contaminating them 
and rendering these people dependent on bottled water. 

5. The DEIS fails to discuss, describe or even mention any potential impacts associated 
with electromagnetic radiation in devices employed by the Growlers in locating and interacting 
with the ground transmitters. It fails to mention any potential impacts associated with aircrew 
practicing using electromagnetic weaponry, that will allow the Navy to make good on its 2014 
statement that this training and testing is "turning out fully trained, combat-ready Electronic Attack 
crews." 

6. The current comment period on a Draft EIS should not be the last chance the public will 
have for input. However, Navy announced on its web site that it does not intend to allow a public 
comment period on the Final EIS. The "30-day waiting period" proposed for the Final EIS is not a 
public comment period, and thus would be unresponsive to serious and longstanding public 
concerns on matters that will affect our lives as well as the lives of people doing business 
throughout the region, plus the visitors who are the tourism lifeblood of our economy, and the 
wildlife that inhabits the region. The Navy must allow the public to participate throughout the 
process, in order to be able to be able to assess the full scope of direct, indirect and cumulative 
impacts. This is doubly important because so many impacts have been excluded from analysis. A 
federal agency is required to prepare a supplement to either a draft or final EIS, and allow the 
public to comment, if there are significant new circumstances or information relevant to 
environmental concerns, that bear on the proposed action or its impacts. 

7. There are no alternatives proposed in this DEIS that would reduce noise. This violates 
NEPA §1506.1, which states," ... no action concerning the proposal shall be taken which would 
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have an adverse environmental impact or limit the choice of reasonable alternatives." According 
to a memo from the President's Council on Environmental Quality (CEO) to all federal agencies, 
"Reasonable alternatives include those that are practical or feasible from the technical and 
economic standpoint and using common sense, rather than simply desirable from the standpoint 
of the applicant." (https://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/G-CEQ-40Questions.pdf) The three 
alternatives presented by the Navy are merely a shell game of choices among the same number 
of flights, but for different percentages of activity at runways. This pits communities against each 
other, as the runway that receives more flights will determine the "loser" among these 
communities. 

8. The Navy has exacerbated the problem stated in #8 by not identifying a preferred 
alternative in the DEIS. According to the CEO memo, "[NEPA] Section 1502.14(e) requires the 
section of the EIS on alternatives to "identify the agency's preferred alternative if one or more 
exists, in the draft statement, and identify such alternative in the final statement ... " Since the 
Navy has not done this, communities cannot evaluate potential noise levels. Since the Navy has 
also announced that it will not provide a public comment period for the Final EIS, communities will 
have no chance to evaluate the consequences or even comment on the preferred alternative. 

9. The Navy states that it evaluated noise for the Olympic Peninsula in 2010 with the 
Northwest Training Range Complex EIS, but that document did not do so. The Navy claims its 
documents are "tiered" for this purpose, but they are not. Had the activities contemplated by the 
proposed Electronic Warfare Range been evaluated by that EIS, the ground-based mobile 
emitters should have been listed as an emission source. They were not. For Electronic Combat 
and Electronic Attack, the only areas listed by activity and training area, warfare type, and Range 
and Training Site were the Darrington Area and W-237. Neither is on the Olympic Peninsula. Had 
noise been properly evaluated, the Olympic MOAs should have been listed. They were not. 
Therefore, noise from Growler activities has not been evaluated in this or any previous for the 
Olympic Peninsula. 

10. The Navy has neither measured, modeled, nor considered direct, indirect or cumulative 
effects of jet noise in any areas outside the immediate environs of NASWI runways. Actual 
noise measurements have not been made anywhere. However, computer modeling for the 10-
mile radius of the "Affected Noise Environment" around Naval Air Station Whidbey Island 
(NASWI) extends to the year 2021 and clearly demonstrates the Navy's ability to model noise. 
Therefore it makes no sense to fail to measure or model highly impacted areas such as the West 
End of the Olympic Peninsula, with its very different terrain and weather conditions, as 
demonstrated by separate NOAA weather forecasts for each region. For example, the Hoh River 
is surrounded by steep-sloped mountains that amplify and echo noise. Port Townsend is on a 
peninsula surrounded on three sides by water, which echoes sound. Port Angeles gets reflected 
sound from the Strait of Juan de Fuca to its north and from the Olympic Mountains to its south. 
Yet no noise modeling or measurements have been done for these areas. 

11. The Navy's claim that areas outside the narrow boundaries of its study area do not 
exceed noise standards is suspect, first because the standards used by the Navy are 
unrealistic, second, because the Navy has never measured or modeled noise in these areas, and 
third, because the "library" of sounds that comprise the basis for the Navy's computer modeling is 
not available for public inspection. The Navy uses the less realistic Day-Night Average Sound 
Level (DNL) rather than the Effective Perceived Noise Level, as provided in Federal Aviation 
Regulation 36. DNL uses A-weighting for the decibel measurement, which means jet noise is 
averaged with quiet over the course of a year to come up with a 65 dB average. This means peak 
noise levels in these un-measured and un-modeled communities and wild lands may far exceed 
65 dB as long as the constant average with quiet periods over a year stays below 65 dB. This is 
unrealistic, and claims by the DEIS that wildlife are "presumably habituated" to noise do not apply 
when that noise is sporadic and intense. 

12. Commercial airport noise standards should not apply to military jets because 
commercial jets do not have afterburners, do not engage in aerial combat maneuvers, do not fly 
at low altitudes or practice landing on runways so short they can only be used for emergencies, 
do not possess the flight characteristics of Growlers, and do not have weaponry that is capable of 
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making a parcel of forest hum with electromagnetic energy. FAA policy does not preclude use of 
the more accurate Effective Perceived Noise Level as the standard, nor are local jurisdictions 
prevented from setting a lower threshold of compatibility for new land-use developments. FAA 
policy allows for supplemental or alternative measurements. So, the continued use of DNL may 
be to the Navy's benefit, but does not benefit the public. 

13. The Navy's noise analysis does not allow for peak noise experiences, nor does the DNL 
method they use take into account low-frequency noise, which is produced at tremendous levels 
by Growlers. 

14. The NOISEMAP software used for computer modeling is severely outdated, and a report 
from a Department of Defense commission concluded that noise measurements using this 
software " ... do not properly account for the complex operational and noise characteristics of the 
new aircraft." This report concluded that current computer models could be legally indefensible. 
(https://www.serdp-estcp.org/Program-Areas/Weapons-Systems-and-Platforms/Noise-and
Emissions/Noise/WP-1304) 

15. The Navy describes its activities using the term "event," but does not define it. 
Therefore, the time, duration, and number of jets in a single "event" remain unknown, and real 
impacts from recent increases remain unevaluated. As a result of leaving out vast geographical 
areas where noise impacts will occur (and are occurring now), the DEIS eliminates far too many 
direct, indirect and cumulative effects to be considered a valid or complete analysis. Limiting the 
scope like this amounts to a segmentation of impacts that forecloses the public's ability to 
comment and gain legal standing. By law, the public has the right to address the full scope of 
impacts, not just a narrow sliver of them. 

16. New information that was not disclosed in previous Navy EISs include flight operations on 
weekends (not mentioned in the current DEIS but specified on page 11 of the Forest Service's 
draft permit, viewable at: https://www.fs.usda.gov/projecl/?project=42759) It has long been 
understood that the Navy would cooperate with local governments, especially in communities that 
depend on tourism, by not conducting noise-producing operations on weekends. Further, the 
singling out of one user group for an exemption from noise is outrageous and unfair. According to 
the permit, weekend flying may be permitted so long as it does not interfere with" ... opening day 
and associated opening weekend of Washington State's Big Game Hunting Season for use of 
rifle/guns." While such an exemption is under Forest Service and not Navy control, the Navy must 
realize that municipalities and local governments, along with economically viable and vulnerable 
tourism and recreation entities who are not being considered, have not been given the 
opportunity to comment. The impression is that our national forests are no longer under public 
control. 

17. Low flights will make even more noise than before: While the Navy has repeatedly told 
the public over the past few years that Growlers will fly at a minimum of 6,000 feet above sea 
level, the DEIS quotes guidance from the Aircraft Environmental Support Office: "Aircraft are 
directed to avoid towns and populated areas by 1 nm (nautical mile) or overfly 1,000 feet AGL 
(above ground level) and to avoid airports by 3 nm or overfly 1,500 AGL." This guidance further 
states, "Over sparsely populated areas, aircraft may not be operated closer than 500 feet to any 
person, vessel, vehicle, or structure." If this official guidance directs Growlers to fly at such low 
altitudes, why did the Navy not disclose this in any previous NEPA documents? For an aircraft 
capable of 150 decibels at takeoff, this new information represents a significant new level of noise 
impacts that have been neither previously disclosed nor analyzed. 

18. Sound levels for these low flights are not listed in the DEIS: Table 3.1-2, titled 
"Representative Sound Levels for Growler Aircraft in Level Flight," on page 3-6, does not show 
sound exposure levels for Growlers flying at either 1,000 feet or 1,500 feet AGL, as mentioned in 
the official guidance. Why has this important information been omitted? The public needs to know 
how much actual noise exposure there will be, along with the threats posed to public and 
environmental health. This, therefore, is significant new information about impacts that were not 
disclosed in the DEIS, and requires either that a Supplemental EIS be prepared, or that a public 
comment period of adequate length be provided on the Final EIS. For public health and safety 
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reasons, the Navy must revise its guidance to significantly increase the distances that Growler 
jets are currently allowed to fly over towns, airports, individual people, vessels, vehicles, and 
structures. 500 to 1,000 feet is far too close, and 1,500 feet over an airport is far too dangerous a 
proximity to supersonic Growler jets. 

, 19. No mitigation for schools: The DEIS states that in the case of local schools, no mitigation 
measures for any of the 3 proposed alternatives were identified," ... but may be developed and 
altered based on comments received." Some schools will be interrupted by jet noise hundreds of 
times per day. Yet the Navy suggests that future mitigation measures might be brought up by the 
public (and subsequently ignored) and thus will be " ... identified in the Final EIS or Record of 
Decision." Such information would be new, could significantly alter the Proposed Actions, and 
would therefore require another public comment period, in which case the Navy's proposal to not 
allow a comment period on the Final EIS would be unlawful. 

20. The current DNL noise modeling method and data in no way reflect exposure accuracy, 
given the new information about low flight levels from official guidance. Therefore, such 
analyses must be included in a Supplemental EIS or in the Final EIS, with a new public process 
of adequate length, including an official comment period. 

21. Crash potential is higher: With no alternatives provided to the public that reduce noise, and 
with such permissive guidance that allows such low-altitude flight, the potential for Navy Growler 
student pilots to create tragic outcomes or cause extreme physical, physiological, economic and 
other harms to communities and wild lands, whether accidentally or on purpose, is unacceptable. 

22. Contamination of drinking water in residential and commercial areas near the runways, due 
to use of hazardous chemicals, is completely ignored by the DEIS. It concludes, "No significant 
impacts related to hazardous waste and materials would occur due to construction activities or 
from the addition and operation of additional Growler aircraft." While these chemicals have never 
been analyzed, they have been used in conjunction with Growler training and other flight 
operations for years; therefore, hazardous materials analysis for these chemicals should not be 
excluded just because Growlers are not the only aircraft this foam has been used for. It is 
irresponsible for the DEIS to content that there are no significant impacts. As previously stated, 
with flights at OLF Coupeville alone increasing from 3,200 in 2010 to as many as 35,100, no one 
can claim that a 1,000 percent flight increase in 7 years for which no groundwater or soil 
contaminant analyses have been done is not significant. 

23. Navy knew about contamination in advance: It is clear that before the November 10 
publication of this DEIS, the Navy was well aware of potential problems with contamination of 
residential drinking water due to what it calls "historic" use of fire suppressants for flight 
operations. In May 2016 the USEPA issued drinking water health advisories for two PFCs, and 
the Navy announced in June that it was in the process of "identifying and for removal and 
destruction all legacy perfluorooctane sulfonate (and PFOA) containing AFFF [aqueous film 
forming foam]." Yet the DEIS dismisses all concerns with an incredible statement about actions 
that took place nearly 20 years ago: "Remediation construction was completed in September 
1997, human exposure and contaminated groundwater exposures are under control, and the OUs 
at Ault Field and the Seaplane Base are ready for anticipated use (USEPA, 2016e)." The 
statement is ludicrously outdated, and recent events refute it. Three days before the DEIS was 
published, on November 7, 2016, the Navy sent a letter to more than 100 private and public 
drinking water well owners expressing concern that perfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) found 
beneath the OLF had spread beyond Navy property. Yet the word "perfluoroalkyl" or "PFAS" is 
not mentioned once in the entire 1400-page DEIS, nor is it mentioned the 2005 or 2012 EAs. A 
Department of Defense publication makes it clear that there is no current technology that can 
treat soil or groundwater that has been contaminated with these chemicals. 
(https://dec.alaska.gov/spar/ppr/hazmat/Chemical-&-Material-Emerging-Risk-Alert-for-AFFF.pdf) 

24. No mention of contaminated soil is found in the DEIS: It confines its discussion to soil 
compression and compaction effects from new construction, and concludes there will be no 
impacts to groundwater. It is therefore puzzling to consider that while extensive evaluations for a 
variety of hazardous materials were included in the October 2015 Northwest Training and Testing 
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Final EIS, why would the Navy omit such contaminants as the ones mentioned above, from the 
Growler DEIS? This is the equivalent of a doctor refusing to look at an EKG that clearly shows a 
heart attack, and diagnosing the patient with anxiety. The Navy needs to include this information 
in a public NEPA process as an impact of its flight activities. It needs to accept responsibility for 
this contamination , and pay the costs incurred by finding a permanent alternative source of water 

, for affected residents, and by reimbursing these people for medical costs created by unwitting 
consumption of Navy-contaminated water. 

25. Impacts to wildlife have been piecemealed: It does not make sense to separate impacts 
from just one portion of an aircraft's flight operations and say that's all you're looking at. But 
because the scope of the DEIS is limited to areas adjacent to runways, analysis of impacts to 
wildlife from connected flight operations that occur outside these narrow confines are omitted. 
Threatened and endangered species, sensitive species and other wildlife and critical habitat 
areas are adversely impacted by noise from takeoffs, landings and other flight operations well 
beyond the Navy's study area. For example, the increase in aerial combat maneuvers 
(dogfighting) from 160 to 550 annual "events," which by their erratic nature cannot safely occur 
near runways, is a 244 percent increase that has been neither examined nor analyzed in this or 
any previous NEPA process. Dogfighting requires frequent use of afterburners, which are far 
louder and use as much as ten times the amount of fuel as normal flight does. Impacts to wildlife 
and habitat were completely omitted. 

26. Pages of boilerplate language do not constitute analysis of impacts to wildlife: Except 
for standardized language copied from wildlife agencies about species life histories, along with 
lists of various county critical areas ordinances and state wildlife regulations, the DEIS fails to 
evaluate direct, indirect or cumulative impacts to wildlife. Instead, it offers the excruciating 
conclusion that the potential for noise impacts and collisions with birds is "greatest during flight 
operations." However, continues the DEIS, except for the marbled murrelet, the occurrence of 
these sensitive species in the study area is "highly unlikely," largely because "no suitable habitat 
is present." This begs the question: if the scope of this DEIS measured the true impacts of jet 
noise, it is highly likely that suitable habitat for many of these species would be found . And if 
impacts had not been segmented for decades, there might be suitable habitat remaining in the 
study area. 

27. Old research cited but new research not: In citing published scientific research , the Navy 
included a 1988 synthesis of published literature on domestic animals and wildlife, but failed to 
consider the latest peer-reviewed research summarized in 2015, which lists multiple 
consequences of noise greater than 65 dB. 
(http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/brv.12207/abstract) The DEIS also failed to consider 
an important 2014 study called "Anthropogenic EM Noise Disrupts Magnetic Compass 
Orientation in Migratory Birds, " 
(http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v509/n7500/full/nature13290.html) A federal agency cannot 
cherry-pick scientific research for its own convenience; it must consider the best available 
science. This DEIS fails that test. 

Thank you for considering these comments. 

Sincerely, 

Port Angeles, WA 98362 
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Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-lBG Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. Na.me 

2 • Organization/Affiliation 

3. Address 

4. E-mail 

5 Please check here • if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6. Please check here >( if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

Please print • Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 
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1.a. Thank You



Clinton, WA 98236

Presence of Growlers at OLF is detrimental to the quality of life and economy of central
Whidbey. OLF should be closed.
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1.a. Thank You
12.c. Socioeconomic Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life



Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-18G Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. Name 

2. Organization/Affiliation 

3. 

4. 

5 Please check here • if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6 Please check here • if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

~' 

Please print • Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 

LOVKE0001

1.a. Thank You
12.j. Property Values
12.n. Quality of Life
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference



Anacortes, WA 98221

A loved and treasured family home near Anacortes has been ruined by all the air base
noise. The home has been in our family for 3 generations and now none of us can stand
to be there. It's incredibly sad that this are is being ruined by noise from planes and jets
from the base.

LOVPE0001

1.a. Thank You



Anacortes, WA 98221

 

The DEIS did not comply with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) by failing to
judiciously examine off-Whidbey Island sites to conduct flight carrier land practice
(FCLP).

LOVPE0002

1.a. Thank You
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated



Anacortes, WA 98221

 

The DEIS did not comply with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) by failing to
judiciously examine off-Whidbey Island sites to conduct flight carrier land practice
(FCLP).

LOVPE0003

1.a. Thank You
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated



Anacortes, WA 98221

The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) noise contours depicted in the DEIS are
misleading and fallacious for two reasons: (1) inappropriate use of 365-day averaging
rather busy-day averaging, and (2) holding up as scientifically valid an outdated,
misleading, and scientifically invalidated DNL threshold for high noise annoyance.

LOVPE0004

1.a. Thank You
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels



Anacortes, WA 98221

The DEIS claim that the JGL noise study was “flawed” is disingenuous and
unsupportable, whereas in actuality the Wyle modeled noise levels have not been
validated with on-site noise data.

LOVPE0005

1.a. Thank You
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.j. Other Reports



Anacortes, WA 98221

 

The DEIS misconstrued important finding of the National Park Service’s 2015 noise study
at Ebey’s Landing Historic National Reserve and obfuscated forthright analysis of the
impacts on visitor experience. That misconstruct has to be credibly revised to properly
characterize the real impacts.

LOVPE0006

1.a. Thank You
4.j. Other Reports



Anacortes, WA 98221

Much like the tobacco industry did years ago, the DEIS selectively and reprehensively
cites and relies on out-of-date medical research findings on impacts of noise on human
health that are at odds with the overwhelming body of contemporary research. This
obfuscation renders the DEIS findings incomplete and disingenuous and demands an
honest, complete, forthright evaluation of the contemporary formal medical literature.

LOVPE0007

1.a. Thank You
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Anacortes, WA 98221

 

The Navy has adopted standards that protect their personnel from health and hearing
harm due to excessive noise, yet these standards were ignored by the DEIS for civilians
exposed to the same or greater levels of noise. This DEIS needs to examine how many
civilians would receive exposure doses that exceed the Navy’s defined hazardous noise
zone threshold (i.e., “an area where the 8-hour time-weighted average exceeds 84 dBA
[or 140 dB peak sound pressure level, SPL, for impact or impulse noise] for more than 2
days in any month”).

LOVPE0008

1.a. Thank You
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss



Clinton, WA 98260

At least one of the options puts the DNL65 contour on top of Whidbey Health's Coupeville
Hospital. The hospital's new wing did not incorporate enhanced noise reduction, even
though FAA PART 150 states that hospitals within DNL 65 must have some form of noise
attenuation.

LOWBR0001

1.a. Thank You
12.k. Compensation to Citizens for Private Property



Oak Harbor, WA 98277

 

NASWI is important to protecting our freedoms.

LOWJE0001

1.a. Thank You



Victoria, British Columbia V9E 2B1

The Growler noises are very "unsettling" and sound like an earthquake. We live on a
hillside in Victoria facing SE towards Whitby Island. Anything that can be done to reduce
the noise would be appreciated, thank you.

LOWJO0001

1.a. Thank You
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.t. Noise Mitigation



Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) far EA-lBG Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (lJ Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. Name 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Organization/Affiliation /_) U kt( d /1 t..~1~17 
Address llJ J 
E-mail 

6 Please check here • if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

Please print •Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS -f' 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS f-e jPet:e...C C o 
....s} OL-t 7- ); y Lea u'I~_/ ';;y Pe~ !i_) D /II 

LUBST0001

1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
2.a. Purpose and Need
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife



Coupeville, WA 98239

The environmental impacts of the following issues due to increased flight operations at
the OLF Whidbey in Washington State are not adequately addressed in the draft
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS): Health effects from noise and low-frequency
sound. Businesses, schools, hospital, and County and Town public government
operations in the Coupeville area. A decrease in tourism including in the town of
Coupeville, hiking and birding at Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve, the Casey
Conference Center, Fort Casey State Park, The Pacific Rim Institute. A decrease in
private property values due to noise. Outdoor recreation limits, as well as children’s and
family’s health, at Rhododendron Park ball fields. Noise impacts on commercial
properties including agriculture. Aquafer and well contamination. Additional Concerns:
The addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones ( APZs) surrounding
OLF will restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. The Navy did
not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere despite this being one of the
top issues from the community during the Navy’s prior scoping forums. The impact on
marine and terrestrial wildlife.

LUCGR0001

1.a. Thank You
1.e. Risk of Terrorist Attack
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
11.a. Groundwater
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
3.d. Arrivals and Departures
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.b. Overtasking/Overloading of Air Traffic Control at Ault Field and
Elsewhere



February 3, 2017 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) Atlantic 

Attention: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Boulevard 
Norfolk VA 23508 

RE: Draft EIS for EA-18 "Growler" Airfield operations at Naval Air Station 
Whidbey Island complex 

Thank you for supplying the above EIS information. Although the document is very detailed 
and long, I am deeply dispointed that your "alternatives" focus was on ADDING 35 or 36 
aircraft. You have not properly considered the effects of this battle-type aircraft noise on the 
people and wildlife in this area. At present, with 82 aircraft at NAS Whidbey, we here in the 
San Juan Islands experience extreme noise from the aircraft overhead and see some fuel 
dumps. When engines start up at Whidbey, the ground vibrates on South Lopez Island, and we 
can hear the rumble. When Growlers fly overhead here, the noise is deafening (not allowing 
conversation) Sometimes our windows vibrate. Some aircraft trai'ning at Whidbey is indeed 
necessary, but adding 36 more Growlers is NOT necessary and will damage our environment. 

Here are my objections to your EIS Draft: 

1. The Growler is known for its intense low-frequency engine rumble, but low-frequency 
impacts are ignored in the Draft. 
Action: Evaluate Impacts of the Growler at low frequencies using C-weighting (dBC) 
in addition to A-weighting {dBA). 

2. Analysis of noise impacts in the Draft is based solely on computer simulation. To be valid 
for decision-making, models must be verified. 
Action: Provide the data used for simulation. Provide Growler noise measurements 
with afterburners at 100 feet behind the jet in one-third octave bands from 6 Hz to 20 
kHz. Calibrate the computer model with actual noise mesurements in locations 
throughouit the region. 

3. NOISEMAP is the computer model used in the Draft to predict noise impacts. A Department 
of Defense report found that NOISEMAP is outdated and new software was needed to 
provided "scientifically and legally defensible noise assessments" of the modern, high
thrust jet engines used in the Growlers. 
Action: Redo the noise simulation using the more recent Advanced Acoustic Model. 

1 

LUDLO0001

1.a. Thank You
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.a. Socioeconomic Study Area
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.f. Use of Public Comments
2.h. Next Steps
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
6.f. Fuel Dumping
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument



4. The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) metric used in the Draft was developed for 
commercial airports that operate 365 days a year. DNL is inappropriate for the 
intermittent but intensive military flight activity at NASWI. Averaging over the year 
assumes, without studies, thaat the quiet days mitigage the noisy days., 
Action: Noise levels should only be averaged over active flying days. 

5. The Draft dismisses long-term health impacts of jet noise because some studies are 
conclusive. 
Action: Recognize the health impacts of Growler noise on health as documentd in the 
World Health Oganization "Guidelines on Community Noise" and "Night Noise 
Guidelines for Europe." 

6. The Draft includes some independent noise measurements and ignores others. 
Action: Incorporate the San Juan County noise reports and the Coupeville noise 
measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS analysis. 

7. The Draft suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands (SJI) Natonal 
Monument are exempt from National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) protection. 
Protection was granted prior to the establishment of the SJI National Monument. 
Action: Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and 
remove language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 

8. The three Alternatives considered in the Draft are very similar and are based on old 
technology--a piloted jet that requires constant pilot training for safe carrier landing. 
Action: Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets (drones) instead of more 
Growlers to significantly reduce the need for land-based carrier training. 

9. The Draft only examines socioeconomic impacts on Island and Skagit Counties. San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties are or will be impacted by extra Growler noise. They 
are very dependent on outdoor recreation that is being harmed by Growler flight 
activity. They receive very little, if any, economic benefit from employnment 
associated with NASWI. 
Action: Examine socioeconomic impacts, including real estate values, on San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties. 

10. All Alternatives in the Draft are irrevocable decisions to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI. 
While some potential noise Mitigation Measures are addressed, there is no 
commitment. 
Action: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their timelines in the Final EIS and 
Record of Decision. 

11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous areas. CEQ Regulation 1502.9 {a) states, "If 
a draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude meaningful analysis, the agency shall prepare 
and circulate a revised draft of the appropriate portion." 

Action: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies indentified in comments and offer 
further opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is prepared. 
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LUDLO0001



IMPORTANT NOTE: Recently, it has been discovered that activity at NASWI and Coupeville, 
Washington has dangerously affected the water supply in those areas. Activities with the 
current 82 aircraft and equipment appear to have caused the contamination. Because of this 
new information, I believe there must be NO MORE AIRCRAFT stationed at Whidby Island, 
Washington. 

Please carefully review ALL the COMMENT LETTERS you receive, make all these corrections in 
a better study of the impact on our environment. Then provide us with a supplement for the 
EIS and let us see the information you discover. 

Sincerely, -1 

 

Lopez Island, WA. 
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Lopez Island, WA 98261 

Feb. 1,2017 

EA-18-G EIS Project Manager 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) Atlantic - Attn: Code EV21 /SS 

6506 Hampton Boulevard 

Norfolk, VA 23508 

Comments on Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-1 SG Airfield 
Operations at NAS Whidbey. 

I wasen't expecting the Draft EIS to be a total fraud,L but it contains no "real" 
alternatives or analysises of actual environmental "impacts" or effects. A few of the 
worst deficiencies are Listed below. 
1. The Growler is known for its intense low frequency engine rumble, but low-frequency noise 
impacts are ignored in the Draft. 

Action: Evaluate Impacts of the Growler at low frequencies using C-weighting (dBC) 
in addition to A-weighting (dBA). 

2. Analysis of noise impacts in the Draft is based solely on computer simulation. To be valid 
for decision-making, models must be verified. 

Action: Provide the data used for simulation. Provide Growler noise measurements 
with afterburners at 100 feet behind the jet in one-third octave bands from 6 Hz to 

20 kHz. Calibrate the computer model with actual noise mesurements in locations 
throughouit the region. 

3. NOISEMAP is the computer model usewd in the Draft to predict noise impacts. A 
Department of Defense report found that NOISEMAP is outdated and new software was 
needed to provided "scientifically and legally defensible noise assessments" of the modern, 
high-thrust jet engines used in the Growlers. 

Action: Redo the noise simulation using the more recent Advanced Acoustic Model. 

4. The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) metric used in the Draft was developed for 
commercial airports that operate 365 days a year. DNL is inappropriate for the intermittent 
but intensive military flight activity at NASWI. Averaging over the year assumes, without 
studies, thaat the quiet days mitigate the noisy days., 

Action: Noise levels should only be averaged over active flying days. 

LUDST0001

1.a. Thank You
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.a. Socioeconomic Study Area
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
2.b. Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement and Analysis
Conducted
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.f. Use of Public Comments
2.h. Next Steps
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument



5. The Draft dismisses long-term health impacts of jet noise because some studies are non
conclusive. 

Action: Recognize the health ipacts of Growler noise as documentd in the World 
Health Oganization 11Guidelines on Community Noise" and "Night Noise Guidelines for 
Europe." 

6. The Draft includes some independent noise measurements and ignores others. 
Action: Incorporate the San Juan County noise reports and the Coupeville noise 

measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS analysis. 

7. The Draft suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands (SJI) Natonal 
Monument are exempt from National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) protection. Protection 
was granted prior to the establisment of the SJI National Monument. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and 
remove langage stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 

8. The three Alternatives considered in the Draft are very similar and are based on old 
technology--a piloted jet that requires constant pilot training for safe carrier landing. 

Action: Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets (drones) instead of more 
Growlers to significantly reduce the need for land-based carrier training. 

9. The Draft only examines socioeconomic impacts on Island and Skagit Counties. San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties are or will be impacted by extra Growler noise. They are very 
dependent on outdoor recreation that is being harmed by Growler flight activity. They receive 
very little, if any, economic benefit from employnment associated with NASWI. 

Action: Examine socioeconomic impacts, including real estate values, on San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties. 

10. All Alternatives in the Draft are irrevocable decisions to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI. 
While some potential noise Mitigation Measures are addressed, there is no commitment. 

Action: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their timelines in the Final EIS and 
Record of Decision. 

11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous areas. CEQ Regulation 1502.9 (a) states, 11 lf 
a draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude meaningful analysis, the agency shall prepare 
and circulate a revised draft of the appropriate portion. 11 

Action: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies indentified in comments and offer 
further opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is prepared. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: Recently, it has been discovered that activity at NASWI and Coupeville, 
Washington has dangerously affected the water supply in those areas. Activities with the 
current 82 aircraft and equipment appear to have caused the contamination. Because of this 
new information, I believe there must be NO MORE AIRCRAFT stationed at Whidby Island, 

LUDST0001



Washington. 

Please carefully review ALL the COMMENT LETTERS you receive, make all these corrections in 
a better study of the impact on our environment. Then provide us with a supplement revising 
the Draft EIS. 

Sincerely, 

LUDST0001



Oak Harbor WA., WA 98277

Myself and a neighbor make almost all of our retirement income from renting homes
located on acreages East of the base on Whidbey. We now rent only to active or retired
Navy Members. All say than Whidbey is the BEST base in the world. It would be a shame
if a small minority of profit seekers near the OLF could close the base and wipe out the
economy of the entire region .... not just North Whidbey. Some of the minority near OLF
would make millions off of property they bought for a song many years ago. The tyranny
of the minority should not be tolerated.

LUEJO0001

1.a. Thank You



Oak Harbor WA., WA 98277

Myself and a neighbor make almost all of our retirement income from renting homes
located on acreages East of the base on Whidbey. We now rent only to active or retired
Navy Members. All say than Whidbey is the BEST base in the world. It would be a shame
if a small minority of profit seekers near the OLF could close the base and wipe out the
economy of the entire region .... not just North Whidbey. Some of the minority near OLF
would make millions off of property they bought for a song many years ago. The tyranny
of the minority should not be tolerated.

LUEJO0002

1.a. Thank You



Coupeville, WA 98239

 

As a parent of a young child living Coupeville, and a registered dietitian working in public
health, I make the following comments on the draft EIS: The impact on children is not
adequately addressed in the DEIS. The EIS should fully consider the following:
Coupeville School District and Oak Harbor School District have established Farm to
School and school garden programs where students are provided outdoor,
experiential-learning opportunities during regular school hours. (Coupeville Elementary
School, Coupeville Middle School, Coupeville High School, Crescent View Elementary,
and Olympic View Elementary). The noise modeling within the EIS does not include
Coupeville MIddle and High Schools, assumes that students are indoors during the
school day, and does not account for the impact on learning for students who have
outdoor classroom time. The USDA promotes school gardens to provide food for child
nutrition programs, connect children to the source of their food and create hands-on
interdisciplinary classrooms (1). School garden programs studied over the past 20 years
have found that the outdoor experiential learning has a positive impact on students’
grades, knowledge, attitudes, and behavior (2). At Coupeville Elementary School, every
classroom has garden-based activities throughout the school year. Currently, when the
planes are flying at OLF, the School Garden Coordinator must stop his instruction to wait
for the planes to pass, and then resume. The impact of increased flights on outdoor
classroom instruction is not adequately addressed in the DEIS. School Garden Fact
Sheet. United States Department of Agriculture (USDA). Available at:
https://www.fns.usda.gov/sites/default/files/f2s/FactSheet_School_Gardens.pdf) Williams,
D.R. & Dixon, P.S. (2013). Impact of garden-based learning on academic outcomes in
schools: Synthesis of research between 1990 and 2010. Review of Educational Research
2013.

LUGLA0001

1.a. Thank You
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-186 Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by February 24, 2017 
Online at: http://www.whidbeyeis.com/Comment.aspx 
By mail at Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 

23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

2. Organization/ Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired military) 

3. 

4. 

Increases in Outlying Field (OLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools and 
quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. This is a burden 

greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

Comments 
Please check all that concern you and add additional comments on the back. 

The environmental impacts of the following issues due to increased flight operations at the OLF are not 
adequately addressed in the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS): 

)( Health effects from noise and low-frequency sound. 

~ usinesses, schools, hospital, and County and Town public government operations in the 
Coupeville area. 

)( A decrease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville, hiking and birding at Ebey's Landing 
National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference Center, Fort Casey State Park, The Pacific Rim 
Institute. 

~ A decrease in private property values due to noise. 

(over) 

LUGLA0002

1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.d. Recreation and Wilderness Analysis and Study Area
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



)( Outdoor recreation limits, as well as children's and family's health, at Rhododendron Park ball 
fields. 

)( Noise impacts on commercial properties including agriculture. 

~ Aquafer and well contamination. 

Additional Concerns: 

}( The addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones ( APZs) surrounding OLF will 
restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

D The Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere despite this being one of 
the top issues from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

)q The impact on marine and terrestrial wildlife. 

D The major security risk for Whidbey Island by siting all Growlers here. 

D Mishaps and crash risks due to problems such as their onboard oxygen system. 

Please include any additional comments and concerns here: 

As "- - .. ~ ..<M. ,1--1--~ /le , MY l'•vtc..t..Hvis "bo,,vi- ;1tt °(~ 
~A,,111. '\.;~ rd a+< -h my S""' , w1u- Is ~ J.. "101ltfi'l l H.J · .::C:. J, 
(\ 0 ~ ,'\ ~ -tt.( ")) 'f. f S, o,.A,f; u .._~ ~ S'W. S ~S -t'f.l.t. ;~Ac,! rf t'\ I 1' ~ "'b'i. 

O'\Jv s~rl-€s (di.wr,,_tJA..+-j ~ M,f'oLJ-k ~ kA'f- s¥s.), v-t.u-ttrh·-

ol..NVA.S (s-t--k,V\o..~·11v1M ,c4 , ~~ ~), -..,1.J "",J-tx 

~M-4.'~ 1 Diil 1- ~~ w'ifl iMfACA ~ "-'~,.,,f.,,rd1 ~ SM 

Mul -.au. OMA lkU\ 'i -l1J ~ ~ ~1· 

All comments will become a part of the public record and will be addressed in the final EIS. Personally identifiable information of 
individuals will be kept confidential and not released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. 
City, state and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

For more information, see, Coupeville Community Allies, www.facebook.com/whidbeyeis 

Coupeville Community Allies is a group of community members committed to sharing accurate 
information to all Coupeville and Whidbey Island residents regarding the Growler DEIS. We 
encourage everyone to get involved in the discussion of our future and to submit comments 
and concerns. 

Prepared by Coupeville Community Allies 

January 18, 2017 

LUGLA0002



Seattle, WA 98199

 

We must not continue sacrificing our natural heritage (nor our values) for the sake of
'national security'.

LUKAN0001

1.a. Thank You
8.f. Cultural Landscape and Impacts to Ebey’s Landing National
Historical Reserve



Clinton, WA 98236

 

Concerns: The impact on marine and terrestrial wildlife. -Businesses, schools, hospital,
and County and Town public government operations in the Coupeville area. -A decrease
in tourism. -Health effects from noise and low-frequency sound.

LUKST0001

1.a. Thank You
1.e. Risk of Terrorist Attack
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
11.a. Groundwater
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
3.d. Arrivals and Departures
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.b. Overtasking/Overloading of Air Traffic Control at Ault Field and
Elsewhere



Coupeville, WA 98239

I was told at a open house that the Navy "strives" to use Runway 14 50% of the time, not
even close. Another excuse is the weather is a determining factor, which doesn't match
up with your flying practices. It would be nice if our neighborhood(Admirals Cove), didn't
have to carry the full burden of your practices!
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3.a. Aircraft Operations



Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-1 SG "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

January, 2017 Comments 

Fill in and mail with comments to: 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
NAVFAC Atlantic Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

1. First Name _ ________________ _ 

3. Organization/Affiliation Re~; Jent -- pMi· ··H m-e 

Looe:t_ ..r:slAvaclJ 'fiv;A Cf81.&I 4. City, State, ZIP _ ___ , ______ v ___ _ 

5. E-mail 

6. Please check here D if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

7. Please check here D if you would like your name/address kept private 

01 /08/16 
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12.a. Socioeconomic Study Area
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument



Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-1 BG "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

January, 2017 Comments 

Note: For Draft EIS page citations and supporting references see w.w1111.:Qldff!t$k.!?$.)O.fQ 

1. The Growler is known for its intense low frequency engine rumble, but low frequency noise 
impacts are ignored in the Draft. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies using C-weighting (dBC) 
in addition to A-weighting (dBA). 

2. Analysis of noise impacts in the Draft is based solely on computer simulation. To be valid 
for decision making, models must be verified. 

Action: Provide the data used for simulation. Provide Growler noise measurements 
with afterburners at 100 feet behind the jet in one-third octave bands from 6 Hz to 20 
kHz. Calibrate the computer model with actual noise measurements in locations 

_!hroughout the region. 

3. NOISEMAP is the computer model used in the Draft to predict noise impacts. A Department 
of Defense report found that NOISEMAP is outdated and new software was needed to 
provide "scientifically and legally defensible noise assessments" of the modern, high-thrust 
jet engines used in the Growlers. 

Action: Redo the noise simulation using the more recent Advanced Acoustic Model. 

4. The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) metric used in the Draft was developed for 
commercial airports that operate 365 days a year. DNL is inappropriate for the intermittent 
but intensive military flight activity at NASWI. Averaging over the year assumes, without 
studies, that the quiet days mitigate the noisy days. 

Action: Noise levels should only be averaged over active flying days. 

5. The Draft dismisses long-term health impacts of jet noise because some studies are not 
conclusive. 

Action: Recognize the impacts of Growler noise on health as documented in the 
World Health Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise" and "Night Noise 
Guidelines for Europe." 

6. The Draft includes some independent noise measurements and ignores others. 

Action: Incorporate the San Juan County noise reports and the Coupeville noise -measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS analysis. 

01 /08/16 
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7. The Draft suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands (SJI) National 
Monument are exempt from National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) protection. 
Protection was granted prior to the establishment of the SJ I National Monument. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and 
~e language stating that the Monument is exemgt from NEPA. 

8. The three Alternatives considered in the Draft are very similar and are based on old 
technology - a piloted jet that requires constant pilot training for safe carrier landing. 

Action: Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets (drones) instead of 
more Growlers to significantly reduce the need for land-_based C!lrrier training. 

9. The Draft only examines socioeconomic impacts on Island and Skagit Counties. San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties are or will be impacted by Growler noise. They are very_ 
dependent on outdoor recreation that is being harmed by Growler flight activity and receive 
little, if any, economic benefit from employment associated with NASWI. 

Action: Examine socioeconomic impacts, including real estate values, on San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties. 

10. All Alternatives in the Draft are irrevocable decisions to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI. 
While some potential noise Mitigation Measures addressed, there is no commitment. 

Action: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their timelines in the Final EIS and 
Record of Decision. 

11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous areas. CEQ Regulation 1502.9 (a) states "If 
a draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude meaningful analysis, the agency shall 
prepare and circulate a revised draft of the appropriate portion." 

Action: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies identified in comments and offer 
further opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is prepared. 

12. Add your own comments here: 

.:f ha~-e b<.ert ouf ..,, the wJt+er cuuf S.z.<ln (tt.,el H £ARif>J' ds +1':1 b.,. 

01/08/16 
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EA-18G Growler EIS Project Manager 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard 
Norfolk, VA 23508 
Attn: Code EV21/5S 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager: 

Please include the following comments for the official record for this draft EIS 
prepared by the Navy regarding the increase of and impacts by EA-18G Growler 
aircraft to NAS Whidbey Island. 

1. In general, cumulative and direct impacts resulting in the increase of 
growlers to NAS Whidbey were considered but the INDIRECT impacts, which 
also must be considered, was weak. Indirect impacts to resources must be 
considered as is required by NEPA and NHP A. The APE is not large enough 
when considering indirect effects of increased personnel to Whidbey Island. 

2. Why did the Navy announce that an additional 4000 people were moving to 
Whidbey Island to support the increase in Growler jets and larger 
consolidation of Navy operations in the region without going through the 
required NEPA process this growth will have both direct and indirect 
impacts on resources. In addition, it was a predecisional action which is 
illegal under NEPA and NHP A. This kind of action requires a public process 
which appears to have been circumvented. Purchasing more planes prior to 
completion of an EIS, or the intent to purchase more planes prior to the 
completion of an EIS, is, again, predecisional. 

Whidbey Island is physically limited by its size, configuration and natural 
resources including water availability and suitable soils that drain. The 
indirect effects of increasing the population on Whidbey island is profound 
and needs additional evaluation than what is provided here. Unintended 
consequences of new development to accommodate this population growth 
needs further assessment and evaluation. Again, the APE is not large enough. 

Average sound decibel is not a helpful nor realistic measure for Whidbey 
island residents who experience the ear-shattering noise of the jets, 
particularly in the Coupeville area. This is a public health issue for children, 
the elderly, and those disadvantaged and/ or disabled who cannot speak for 
themselves. 

3. Executive Summary, Cultural Resources: this section does not mention OLF 
being adjacent to Ebey's Landing National Historical Reserve (EBLA) which is 
significant as a cultural landscape. The open, undeveloped nature of Smith 
Prairie, in which the OLF is situated, is a character-defining feature of EBLA's 
historic prairies. The Navy must take cultural landscape resources and 
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1.a. Thank You
14.a. Transportation Impacts
14.b. Vehicle Collisions and Safety
14.c. Pedestrians, Bicycles, and Bus Stops
15.b. Potable Water and Wastewater Capacity
15.d. Septic
19.a. Scope of Cumulative Analysis
2.b. Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement and Analysis
Conducted
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4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
8.b. Section 106 Process
8.c. Noise and Vibration Impacts to Cultural Resources
8.e. Outlying Landing Field Coupeville and Coupeville History
8.f. Cultural Landscape and Impacts to Ebey’s Landing National
Historical Reserve
8.g. Mapping and location of Ebey’s Landing National Historical
Reserve and Central Whidbey Island Historic District



attributes into consideration when evaluating impacts to cultural resources 
in the Alternatives. This is different from considering impacts to 
archeological or architectural resources as it considers impacts to settlement 
patterns, land use patterns, small-scale features ( among others) as well as 
built resources. Property boundaries are not evident to the visitor to 
Whidbey Island. One sees long views across prairies, woodlands, agricultural 
fields, historic and other buildings, roads, etc. but no differentiation is made 
between where Navy property stops and starts. This is the importance of 
evaluating the cultural landscape of the Reserve at the landscape (not 
property'boundary) level. 

4. Page 9 of the executive summary: Traffic backing onto Highway 20 headed 
south to Whidbey island is already causing dangerous situations on the 
highway. Cars are waiting to turn southbound while on a severely slanted 
ditch. Transit would be adversely impacted by this increased traffic further 
delaying residents who rely on public transit to get to/from work and home. 
Another example of indirect effects of bringing in more planes and personnel. 

5. Island County already has limitations on its infrastructure. Not every land 
parcel perks for septic. More housing is needed, requiring roads, 
water /sewer lines. How will sewage be dealt with? Significant impacts ARE 
expected with the increase of growlers and the lack of planning for this 
anticipated growth. To make a statement to the contrary reflects a profound 
ignorance of what is happening on the island at the present with regard to 
traffic, road. congestion, lack of affordable and safe housing for navy 
personnel, health issues for children due to noise, negative impacts for 
tourism, among other issues. Indirect effects of bringing in more planes and 
personnel. 

6. Figure 3.2-5: this and all figures for OLF should identify its location adjacent 
to EBLA and flight patterns that take loud places over a unit of the National 
Park System ( see Figure 3.3-3 for example) 

7. Page 3-63, last paragraph: this is the first time EBLA is mentioned. It should 
be noted early on in document that the OLF is adjacent to a unit of our 
national park system. EBLA should be included in the list of acronyms. 

8. Figure 3.5-3: EBLA referred to as a Reservation on map. It is a Reserve, not a 
Reservation. Ebey1s Landing State Park and Fort Ebey State Park should be 
added to map in Figure 3.5-3. National park Service and other park 
boundaries are confusing on this map. Make NPS/EBLA boundary a different 
color for border? 

9. Page 3-7 4: EBLA actually wraps around Penn Cove and is on the north, west, 
and south of the cove: lt is significant as a cultur·a1 landscape thatteflects a 
19th century historic character still evident in the land and its historical 
patterns of settlement and use. 

10. Page 3-80: Make it clear to reader that the Central Whidbey Island Historic 
District and EBLA share the same boundaries. First district dates to 1973. 
Congress took the boundaries for that district and made it a unit of the NPS in 
1978 with the same boundaries. Add EBLA name to' map. 
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11. Page 3-84: Navy is required by law, the NHPA, to know what resources it may 
be impacting. Therefore it must do a DOE for the Keystone Road Historic Site 
(Site 45-IS-316) and also do a DOE for the historic white farmhouse across 
from the OLF, as this house may be directly, and indirectly, impacted by 
operations. 

12. Page 4-167: Navy states EBLA planning documetns do not have influence 
over the operations at the OLF. This is irrelevant. The Navy must fllow the 
process for NEPA and NHPA to determine what impacts direct and indirect 
its actions will have on resources. To suggest increased flights over the 
historic prairie with louder jets "may indirectly impact management of the 
NHR by degrading overall visitor experience" is an understatement. It will 
have a direct impact on a visitor's enjoyment, especially when considering a 
visitor has expectations of experiencing a 19th century landscape, not a 
modern day military operation. 

13. Page 4-191: To play up EBLA's military history and how these jets speak to 
that history is disingenuous at best and pathetic, actually. The Reserve is 
significant for the historic landscape and its settlement and development 
patterns which indeed include remnants of a 19th century fort, a much 
quieter installation historically and present day. Visitors have an expectation 
of going back in time, not subjected to noisy aircraft from above which 
speaks to a modern era. Earlier in the EIS the Navy noted there was no 
historical significance to the OLF after a thorough evaluation for its National 
Register eligibility. The Navy cannot have it both ways. The impacts to the 
soundscape are profound and not in keeping with the character of the 19th 
century landscape Congress set aside to preserve and protect. 

14. Page 4-192, znd paragraph: the statement about" ... a consistent military 
presence within the reserve ... ": The cultural landscape is not mentioned only 
the historic architectural resources being a distance from the airfield. The 
open, undeveloped nature of Smith Prairie, one of 3 historic agricultural 
prairies in the Reserve, is directly impacted by increased operations of the 
Navy. This affects visual aesthetics as well as soundscapes of the historic 
areas and is more than a minimal to moderate impact. The low flights over 
town further degreed both the residents' and visitors enjoyment of being in 
the Reserve and having a sense of the history that exists here. Increased 
flights with louder jets will further degrade a sense of history in this 
landscape. 

15. Page 4-195: I disagree with the closing statement that no significant impacts, 
direct or indirect, would result to cultural resources. The incessant flying of 
loud jets over a historic cultural landscape us a direct impact to the Reserve 
and people's enjoyment of it. 

16. Page 6-13: Navy is downplaying that visitor enjoyment won't be diminished 
by aircraft noise by making EBLA seem like any old park. It is different. It is 
the first one of its kind in the nation. History rules here and there are 
expectations of seeing a historic place and landscape which speaks to the 19th 
century and only minimally marked by modern day intrusions. The increase 
in these loud jets at OLF will have significant effects on a visitor's enjoyment 
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and understanding of the landscape, since so much depends upon the visitor 
viewing the Reserve from key vantage points overlooking the prairies ( and 
this is where the planes fly). 

 
Freeland, WA 98249 
(former Coupeville resident) 
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Freeland, WA 98249

 

1. In general, cumulative and direct impacts resulting in the increase of growlers to NAS
Whidbey were considered but the INDIRECT impacts, which also must be considered,
was weak. Indirect impacts to resources must be considered and is required by NEPA
and NHPA. 2. Why did the Navy announce that an additional 4000 people were moving
to Whidbey Island to support the increase in Growler jets and larger consolidation of
Navy operations in the region without going through the required NEPA process? This
growth will have both direct and indirect impacts on resources. In addition, it was a
predecisional action which is illegal under NEPA and NHPA. This kind of action requires
a public process which appears to have been circumvented. Purchasing more planes
prior to completion of an EIS, or the intent to purchase more planes prior to the
completion of an EIS, is, again, predecisional. Whidbey Island is physically limited by its
size, configuration and natural resources including water availability and suitable soils
that drain. The indirect effects of increasing the population on Whidbey island is profound
and needs additional evaluation than what is provided here. Unintended consequences of
new development to accommodate this population growth needs further assessment and
evaluation.In other words, your APE is not large enough. Average sound decibel is not a
helpful nor realistic measure for Whidbey island residents who experience the
ear-shattering noise of the jets, particularly in the Coupeville area. This is a public health
issue for children, the elderly, and those disadvantaged and/or disabled who cannot
speak for themselves. 3. Executive Summary, Cultural Resources: this section does not
mention OLF being adjacent to Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve (EBLA) which
is significant as a cultural landscape. The open, undeveloped nature of Smith Prairie, in
which the OLF is situated, is a character-defining feature of EBLA’s historic prairies. The
Navy must take cultural landscape resources and attributes into consideration when
evaluating impacts to cultural resources in the Alternatives. This is different from
considering impacts to archeological or architectural resources as it considers impacts to
settlement patterns, land use patterns, small-scale features (among others) as well as
built resources. 4. Page 9 of the executive summary: Traffic backing onto Highway 20
headed south to Whidbey island is already causing dangerous situations on the highway.
Cars are waiting to turn southbound while on a severely slanted ditch. Transit would be
adversely impacted by this increased traffic further delaying residents who rely on public
transit to get to/from work and home. This is an example of an indirect impact that will
occur by bringing more navy personnel and jets to the air station. Again, the APE is not
large enough as noted in the draft EIS. 5. Island County already has limitations on its
infrastructure. Not every land parcel perks for septic. More housing is needed, requiring
roads, water/sewer lines. How will sewage be dealt with? Significant impacts ARE
expected with the increase of growlers and the lack of planning for this anticipated
growth. To make a statement to the contrary reflects a profound ignorance of what is
happening on the island at the present with regard to traffic, road congestion, lack of
affordable and safe housing for navy personnel, health issues for children due to noise,
negative impacts for tourism, among other issues. 6. Figure 3.2-5: this and all figures for
OLF should identify its location adjacent to EBLA and flight patterns that take loud places
over a unit of the National Park System (see Figure 3.3-3 for example) 7. Page 3-63, last
paragraph: this is the first time EBLA is mentioned. It should be noted early on in
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document that the OLF is adjacent to a unit of our national park system. EBLA should be
included in the list of acronyms. 8. Figure 3.5-3: EBLA referred to as a Reservation on
map. It is a Reserve, not a Reservation. Ebey’s Landing State Park and Fort Ebey State
Park should be added to map in Figure 3.5-3. National park Service and other park
boundaries are confusing on this map. Make NPS/EBLA boundary a different color for
border? 9. Page 3-74: EBLA actually wraps around Penn Cove and is on the north, west,
and south of the cove. It is significant as a cultural landscape that reflects a 19th century
historic character still evident in the land and its historical patterns of settlement and use.
10. Page 3-80: Make it clear to reader that the Central Whidbey Island Historic District
and EBLA share the same boundaries. First district dates to 1973. Congress took the
boundaries for that district and made it a unit of the NPS in 1978 with the same
boundaries. Add EBLA name to map. 11. Page 3-84: Navy is required by law, the NHPA,
to know what resources it may be impacting. Therefore it must do a DOE for the
Keystone Road Historic Site (Site 45-IS-316) and also do a DOE for the historic white
farmhouse across from the OLF, as this house may be directly, and indirectly, impacted
by operations. 12. Page 4-167: Navy states EBLA planning documetns do not have
influence over the operations at the OLF. This is irrelevant. The Navy must fllow the
process for NEPA and NHPA to determine what impacts direct and indirect its actions will
have on resources. To suggest increased flights over the historic prairie with louder jets
“may indirectly impact management of the NHR by degrading overall visitor experience”
is an understatement. It will have a direct impact on a visitor’s enjoyment, especially
when considering a visitor has expectations of experiencing a 19th century landscape ,
not a modern day military operation. 13. Page 4-191: To play up EBLA’s military history
and how these jets speak to that history is disingenuous at best and pathetic, actually.
The Reserve is significant for the historic landscape and its settlement and development
patterns which indeed include remnants of a 19th century fort, a much quieter installation
historically and present day. Visitors have an expectation of going back in time, not
subjected to noisy aircraft from above which speaks to a modern era. Earlier in the EIS
the Navy noted there was no historical significance to the OLF after a thorough
evaluation for its National Register eligibility. The Navy cannot have it both ways. The
impacts to the soundscape are profound and not in keeping with the character of the 19th
century landscape Congress set aside to preserve and protect. 14. Page 4-192, 2nd
paragraph: the statement about “…a consistent military presence within the reserve…”:
The cultural landscape is not mentioned only the historic architectural resources being a
distance from the airfield. The open, undeveloped nature of Smith Prairie, one of 3
historic agricultural prairies in the Reserve, is directly impacted by increased operations
of the Navy. This affects visual aesthetics as well as soundscapes of the historic areas
and is more than a minimal to moderate impact. The low flights over town further degreed
both the residents’ and visitors enjoyment of being in the Reserve and having a sense of
the history that exists here. Increased flights with louder jets will further degrade a sense
of history in this landscape. 15. Page 4-195: I disagree with the closing statement that no
significant impacts, direct or indirect, would result to cultural resources. The incessant
flying of loud jets over a historic cultural landscape us a direct impact to the Reserve and
people’s enjoyment of it. 16. Page 6-13: Navy is downplaying that visitor enjoyment won’t
be diminished by aircraft noise by making EBLA seem like any old park. It is different. It is
the first one of its kind in the nation. History rules here and there are expectations of
seeing a historic place and landscape which speaks to the 19th century and only
minimally marked by modern day intrusions. The increase in these loud jets at OLF will
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have significant effects on a visitor’s enjoyment and understanding of the landscape,
since so much depends upon the visitor viewing the Reserve from key vantage points
overlooking the prairies (and this is where the planes fly).
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Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA -1 BG Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful , your comments should be clea rly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following fou r ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21 /SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specific.ally indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. Name 

2. Organization/Affiliation 

3. Address 

4. 

s. 
E-mail 

Please check here ' if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6. Please check here vftf you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

Please print • Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Faci lities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 
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1.a. Thank You
2.e. Public Involvement Process



COMMENTS FOR DRAFT EIS/re: NAVAL AIR STATION INCREASE IN GROWLER OPERATIONS 

FROM: 

Anacortes, WA 98221 

FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION: 

As a long-time resident of Anacortes, I am concerned about any increase in Growler noise for multiple 

reasons. 

1. The noise already interrupts my conversations, both indoors and outdoors, and puts a stop to 

my concentration as a writer. More noise, more often will drastically lower my quality of life, 

and the quality of my work. 

2. More noise, more often will also affect the value of my property. 

3. The Navy has acknowledged that the noise already affects students' cognitive functioning (e.g. 

reducing flights during exam times). What will happen in classrooms when noise frequency and 

volume increases? How can the Navy proceed without investigating? 

4. The Navy has acknowledged short-term changes in animal behavior due to the noise, but says 

animals have become 'habituated.' Have they? There are no studies to show that, or to project 

what an increase in noise frequency and volume will mean to long-term species survival. What 

will happen to our resident southern killer whales, already bombarded by underwater sonic? 

Again, how can the Navy proceed without such data? 

I do not understand why the Navy cannot take these operations to an under-populated area to 

minimize impact on both humans and animals. If the answer is expense, consider the years of 

litigation, and demand for new impact studies that Alternatives 1-3 are bound to spark. 

I remember the first year I moved to Anacortes, when I took my toddler daughter outside to play 

and the Prowlers came over, ripping the sky. She burst into tears and could not be consoled. What 

will the toddlers of the future face if this proposal proceeds? 

Thank you, 

LYKMA0002

1.a. Thank You
10.c. Wildlife Sensory Disturbance and Habituation
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
12.j. Property Values
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.n. Speech Interference (Indoor and Outdoor)
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Coupeville, WA 98239

 

I am alarmed at the possible increased Crash Zone and it's consequences.
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1.a. Thank You
5.a. Accident Potential Zones



Coupeville, WA 98239

I am concerned about the planned increase of Growers to OLF Whidbey because of the
noise level that affects all of us in Central Whidbey and beyond
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1.a. Thank You



Coupeville, WA 98239

 

I wish the Navy would find alternative sites for landing practices for the Growlers

LYNJU0003

1.a. Thank You
2.k. Range of Alternatives



Coupeville, WA 98239

Having all the Growlers on Whidbey Island is like having most of the Navy fleet at Pearl
Harbor on 12/7/41

LYNJU0004

1.a. Thank You
1.e. Risk of Terrorist Attack
2.a. Purpose and Need
2.d. Program of Record for Buying Growler Aircraft
3.a. Aircraft Operations



Coupeville, WA 98239

 

Of great concern is the proven affect of learning due to the jet noise. Coupeville
elementary, middle, and high schools are within the path of the OLF. There are many
activities happening on the school grounds as well.

LYNJU0005

1.a. Thank You
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



Coupeville, WA 98239

Our farmers suffer from the jet noise. It is impossible to be outside working the fields
during the flights.

LYNJU0006

1.a. Thank You
12.e. Agriculture Analysis



Coupeville, WA 98239

Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve will be greatly…and negatively….impacted
by an increase of jets at OLF.

LYNJU0007

1.a. Thank You
8.f. Cultural Landscape and Impacts to Ebey’s Landing National
Historical Reserve



Coupeville, WA 98239

 

Tourism is a major factor in Coupeville. We are the second oldest town in the state. How
can we possibly invite people to our community with the increased flights over our town?

LYNJU0008

1.a. Thank You
12.h. Tourism



Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-186 Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by February 24, 2017 
Online at: http://www.whidbeyeis.com/Comment.aspx 
By mail at Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 

23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

2. Organization/ Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired military) 

3. Address - -----
4. 

Increases in Outlying Field (OLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools and 
quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. This is a burden 

greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

Comments 
Please check all that concern you and add additional comments on the back. 

The environmental impacts of the following issues due to increased flight operations at the OLF are not 
adequately addressed in the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS): 

Health effects from noise and low-frequency sound. 

Businesses, schools, hospital, and County and Town public government operations in the 
Coupeville area. 

A decrease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville, hiking and birding at Ebey's Landing 
National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference Center, Fort Casey State Park, The Pacific Rim 
Institute. 

A decrease in private property values due to noise. 

(over) 
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1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



I 

Outdoor recreation limits, as well as children's and family's health, at Rhododendron Park ball 
fields. 

Noise impacts on commercial properties including agriculture. 

1tl Aquafer and well contamination. 
I 

Additional Concerns: 

The addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones ( APZs) surrounding OLF will 

restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

The Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere despite this being one of 

the top issues from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

The impact on marine and terrestrial wildlife. 

The major security risk for Whidbey Island by siting all Growlers here. 

Mishaps and crash risks due to problems such as their onboard oxygen system. 

Please include any additional comments and concerns here: 

All comments will become a part of the public record and will be addressed in the final EIS. Personally identifiable information of 
individuals will be kept confidential and not released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. 
City, state and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

For more information, see, Coupeville Community Allies, www.facebook.com/whidbeyeis 

Coupeville Community Allies is a group of community members committed to sharing accurate 
information to all Coupeville and Whidbey Island residents regarding the Growler DEIS. We 
encourage everyone to get involved in the discussion of our future and to submit comments 
and concerns. 

Prepared by Coupeville Community Allies 

Jan u a ry 1 8 , 2 0 1 7 
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RESPONSE to Navy EIS 

I'm writing about the proposed and potential increased flights over OLF 
Coupeville. I've lived in Coupeville for 40 years and have been deeply 
involved in the history of our second oldest town in WA State. I am the 
author of  the sales of which benefit the Island County Historical 
Society. I have interviewed well over 100 people about the history of Front 
Street and Central Whidbey. I have supported and worked for the Ebey' s 
Landing National Historical Reserve. 

I am not a propionate of closing NAS Whidbey. However, because all we 
have worked for in Central Whidbey is in jeopardy with the increase of jet 
noise, I'd like to offer a couple of suggestions to reduce or eliminate the use 
of the OLF. 

eA 
I understand the touch-and-go's are currently being held )_e, ~ dXP ~..; Can 
they continue that activity? 

OR there is property that potentially could be used for a touch-and-go 
landing field just north of Oak Harbor and near NAS. The Dugualla Fann 
has been closed to produce sales. It seems to me that would be a perfect 
location, and you would be within your area of Navy support. 

Coupeville and Oak Harbor share the Whidbey communities in entirely 
different ways. Let's keep it like that and live in harmony. 
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Port Townsend, WA 98368

I am concerned the United States Navy will irreversibly damage the livability of the
Olympic Peninsula with the massive increase of Growler jets. This militaristic and
expansionist attitude does not adequately take into account long term risks of such
investments and contributes towards general disrespect of our nation's military for not
truly listening to the public. The style of "hearings" the Navy is conducting is a PR game
to placate and distract the people. It does not constitute actual listening to the concerns
of the communities established in this region. Please reconsider this massive expansion
of Growler jets above what is clearly a sacred land and a public commons. We should
behave as guests on this land, and destroying the peace and quiet of an entire landscape
is a slap in the face of the home we inhabit. Thank you for your consideration, 

LYNKE0001

1.a. Thank You
2.e. Public Involvement Process
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1.a. Thank You
12.n. Quality of Life
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-18G Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who wil! record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
wil! not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. Name 

2. Organization/Affiliation 

3. Address 

4. E-mail 

5. Please check here ,><(_if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6 Please check here • if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

Please print • Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 

LYOJU0001

1.a. Thank You
2.m. Record of Decision/Preferred Alternative
3.a. Aircraft Operations
4.t. Noise Mitigation



Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-18G Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by tbe commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. Name 

2. Organization/Affiliation 

3. Address 

4. E-mail 

5. Please check here ~you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6. Please check here if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 
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Please print • Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 
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1.a. Thank You
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act



Coupeville, WA 98239

I am very worried about the potential for increased touch and go practice landings at the
OLF. We bought our home in Admirals Cove during the period of 2014 (6 months) when
there were few or no flights. We knew about the potential of some flights, but we did not
know about the potential of increasing to over 30,000 in one year. Although we went to
see the touch and go landings at the OLF, this noise was not as loud as what we
experience right over our home. Being outdoors is excruciating and indoors is scary as
well. The whole house shakes and the insides of my body vibrates as well. Ear coverings
are needed. Please do not use the average decibel readings per year, month or day.
Please use the actual decibels which can reach up to 130 - way over any healthy limit.
Imagine living under this for hours a day. It's impossible. Also, please consider that there
are many residents in the possible crash zone area leading to the olf. I believe there are
no other Navy fields being used in this way, this close to potential civilian targets. Please
reconsider the amount of these practices, or preferably move them to a more remote
area that does not cause harm to fellow Americans. Thank you.

MAAGL0001

1.a. Thank You
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
5.a. Accident Potential Zones



Oak Harbor, WA 98277

There is no environmental problem. I have lived here since 1973. No one likes the noise,
but bottom line-the Navy needs this area for training purposes. The people making these
complaints are far less worried about noise than they are about pushing their anti military
agenda.When you move into what is already a high volume noise area, it doesn't make
sense to complain about it. Chose a noise-free area instead.

MACBR0001

1.a. Thank You



Oak Harbor, WA 98277

There is no environmental problem. I have lived here since 1973. No one likes the noise,
but bottom line-the Navy needs this area for training purposes. The people making these
complaints are far less worried about noise than they are about pushing their anti military
agenda.When you move into what is already a high volume noise area, it doesn't make
sense to complain about it. Chose a noise-free area instead.

MACBR0002

1.a. Thank You



Oak Harbor, WA 98277

 

Dear sir, Thank you for the services you and our Growlers provide our nation. Whidbey
Island has an awesome environment. I live a quarter mile from the base and am blessed
to have our anes fly directly overhead. Trees are still green. Sky is still blue. Freedom is
still protected. Thanks to you.

MACDE0001

1.a. Thank You



January 6, 2017 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) Atlantic 
Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

Re: Public Comment Against Draft EIS for EA-18G "Growler" Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station 
Whidbey Island 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

I am a resident of Clallam County Washington. I am extremely concerned about the effects of noise 

generated by the Electronic Attack Squadron (VAQ) 132 over the Olympic National Park and surrounding 

areas including populated areas. Every effort should be made to mitigate the noise to prevent injury to 

habitat for humans and other animals. I understand that there is no need for the pilots to be at an 

elevation (other than for landing and take-off) lower than ten-thousand feet, but pilots have been well 

below this elevation numerous times as evidenced by the flight records kept by the Whidbey NAS and by 

many complaints received by NAS Whidbey. Can you find a way to assure citizens that flights will not be 

lower than the ten-thousand foot level? 

I also understand that a similar aircraft practices in Mountain Home Idaho AFB, home of the 366 Airforce 

wing. In fact, the 390th Electronic Combat Squadron, which I believe includes the Electronic Attack 

Squadron, located at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island, Wash., is assigned to the 366th Operations Group 

out of Mountain Home AFB. Is the duplication of such training facilities necessary? 

I am sure you are aware of the December 16, 2016 incident at NAS Whidbey. The US Navy (USN) has 

grounded its fleet of Boeing F/ A-18E/F Super Hornet and EA-18G Growler combat aircraft while it 

investigates the cause of a ground incident on 16 December that injured two flight-crew. 

The incident at Naval Air Station (NAS) Whidbey Island in Washington state saw an EA-18G Growler from 

Electronic Attack Squadron (VAQ) 132 experience an unspecified "on-deck emergency" that required both 

crew members to be airlifted to hospital, a USN statement said. 

The Olympic National Park is a National Heritage site, and citizens on the Olympic Peninsula deserve 

reasonable noise mitigation. I strongly urge appropriate, affective noise mitigation and high altitude only 

flights which the current draft EIS does not adequately address or resolve. 

Sincerely, 

 

Ssc,d'ltYJ 9t3'8:d-

cc: Hon. Derek Kilmer, U.S. Congressman, 6th CD, WA State 

MACDE0002

1.a. Thank You
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
2.a. Purpose and Need
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
3.a. Aircraft Operations
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
4.l. Points of Interest
4.t. Noise Mitigation
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children



Draft Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-18G Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by January 25, 2017 
Online at: www.whidbeyeis.com 
By mail at Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 

23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

All comments submitted by January 25, 2017 will become a part of the public record and will be addressed 
in the final EIS. Personally identifiable information of individuals will be kept confidential and not released, 
unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. City, state and five-digit zip 
code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

2. Organization/ Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired military) 

-rr-srdeo ;= c,,b-z?n ., 

3. Address  h ")f 47 hit 'l. !32-& 0 

4. Email 

5. 

6. 

Please check here if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

Please check here if you would like to receive a CD of the final EIS when available. 

Comments 
For additional information see Coupeville Community Allies at www.facebook.com/whidbeyeis 

1. Increases in Outlying Field (OLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, 
schools and quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. 
Increasing OLF operations by 36 % to 475%, with up to 135 flight operations daily, will double the 
residential areas and increase by 10-fold the commercial areas impacted by noise. This is a burden 
greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

2. Increased operations at OLF risk greater aquifer and well contamination. Wells near OLF have now 
found to be contaminated with PFOA compounds from Navy firefighting foam, which the Navy 
continues to use for aircraft fires. The extent has not been determined nor have results been shared 
with the community. There is no mitigation plan in place. 

{over) 

MACDI0001

1.a. Thank You
1.e. Risk of Terrorist Attack
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.h. Tourism
12.i. Housing Access and Affordability
12.j. Property Values
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
13.a. Environmental Justice Impacts
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
7.a. Regional Land Use and Community Character



3. The addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones (APZs) surrounding OLF will 
restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

4. An additional 880-1,574 personnel and dependents would severely impact our tight housing market, 
decreasing the already low stock of affordable housing on Whidbey Island. 

5. The Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere, despite this being the #1 
request from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

6. Single-siting Growlers at NASWI presents a major terrorist risk to our Island, which is served by one 
bridge and two ferries. All active electronic warfare jets in the US Military would be at NASWI. 

7. The Growlers are at risk for more mishaps and crashes due to problems with their onboard oxygen 
system that can cause pilot hypoxia, with over 100 incidents in all F/A-18 airframes in 2015 alone. 
Increases in OLF operations increase the risk of crashes on Whidbey Island and in Puget Sound. 

Additional Comments: 

Please mail your comment to: 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 

6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

Comments must be postmarked by ~ 25, 2017 

( /J::JS UMI~ /U"Jc)e,(_ h/;o~ 
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Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard 
Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

Subject: Response to DEIS EA-l 8G Whidbey Island Complex 

Dear Sir, 

 
Coupeville, WA. 98239 
02/19/2017 

My wife and I have lived in Admirals Cove on Whidbey Island for nineteen years. Our home is located at 
 Dr. Coupeville. We will express our views of concerns not necessarily addressed in the Draft EISdocument re

lating to sound power levels generated by EA- l 8G Growler aircraft. We request that you give our concerns serious 
consideration to abating the "Growler" sound power problems. TI1ough our concerns are about the OLF area they 
would also apply to Ault Field. 

Our house is located  ofa point on the centerline  of the end ofrnnway 14 at the OLF. 
The main floor ofour house is at elevation +30 feet MSL. The elevation of the OLF runway is+ 199 feet MSL. That 
locates our house 169 feet below the final approuch to runway 32. We have not experienced any sound power prob
lems with EA-l 8G aircraft when using rnnway 14 for FCLP. Our concerns only apply to EA-6B and EA-18G air
craft using OLF rnnway 32 for FCLP and the sound power level problems they generate attributed to operational use 
and conditions. For example, nmway 32 has been used almost exclusively the past 4 years. On 3 occasions the wind 
was Southerly at 4-7 mph and the Growlers kept using runway 32. TI1ey did not shift to runway 14 as was done in 
the past by the Prowlers. Keeping the Growlers using nmway 32 with a slight tailwind is not Field Carrier Landing 
Practice. It anything bnt FCLP. ( but still a necessary skill for land based landings). I consider the overuse ofnmway 
32 to be an operational issue that will be solved. 

We have observed that when using OLF runway 32 there are two types of pilots. We noticed this with the EA-6B 
Prowlers and now we see it again with the EA-18G Growlers. One type is the pilot new to the Growler that we call 
the "Rookie". The other type is the veteran pilot with lots of hours in type that we call the "Hot Dagger". This is es
pecially true for squadrons newly retnrned from overseas deployment using the OLF. 

There is not a sound power problem for us when a Growler is flying a standard pattern . The pilots are at good eleva
tions on downwind, base, and final approuch.These are the pilots we call the "Rookies" as they are learning and fol
lowing the book. This is trne for both day and night operations. 

Our sound power problems using OLF runway 32 is with pilots returning from an overseas tour that are mostly "Hot 
Daggers". They are the ones causing the noise problems here. They fly downwind at 600 feet, not the standard 1100 
feet, turn base and desend to about 200 feet as they are turning to final approuch holding altitude with lots of power, 
producing high sound power levels above our roof,  of runway 32 centerline and  from touch
down. When this situation occurs we must wear protective headgear inside our house. When I am outside working in 
the yard I wear a Stihl chainsaw headset. 

Most of the noise problem with the "Hot Daggers" occurs during daylight operations. At night (dark) they fly a 
standard pattern and are not a problem. We have had only two occurancies when a "Hot Dagger' buzzed our roof 
top in the dark, the same way as daylight. TI1ose were two of the worst experiences with the sound power levels gen
erated by an EA-18G Growler. This is an operational problem that is solveable. A little ren·aining ofreturning veter
an pilots is required, when back in civilian airspace over a residential community, by a reduction of power settings 
and abiding to a standard landing pattern. It may become necessary to adopt a 115 DB sound pressure level that will 
not be exceeded over Admirals Cove. 

I believe that the sound power levels of the EA- l 8G Growler can be reduced to more acceptable levels by various 
methods. 

MACDO0001

1.a. Thank You
3.h. Runway Usage, Flight Tracks, and Altitudes
4.a. General Noise Modeling
4.t. Noise Mitigation



The following is a list for consideration: 

I. For Field Carrier Landing Practice at OLF Oy a standard landing pattern at maximum elevations 
to allow for reduced power settings; downwind leg at 1200 feet, or more, base to final approuch at 
500 feet or more. 

2. The use ofnmway 14 for halfofall touch and go's for FCLP at the OLF. 

3. Provide a training program for returning veteran pilots on better landing skills over civilian air
space at the OLF. 

4. Continue to alert civilians, as currantly done, to future planned operations at Ault Field and 
OLF. 

5. Provde monitoring oflanding operations at the OLF to maximize noise reduction while main
taining pilot profficiency. This can be accomplished by visual and audible means, electronic sens
ing, and measurement. 

6. Consider an alternate site for the "Hot Daggers" to do their thing while the "Rookies" use the 
OLF. However it must be kept in mind that all "Rookies" will become "Hot Daggers" with each 
overseas deployment. TI1erefore, an aircraft carrier, such as the Kitty Hawk , may help at various 
times. 

7. TI1e number of OLF operations per year, should be limited to 6100 with a required 50-50 use 
of each runway over a year. 

8. Limit the number of EA-1 SG Growlers in the OLF pattern to two at any one time. 2 aircraft for 
2 hours is quieter than 4 aircraft for I hour. 

9. If the above listed means or suggestions cannot achieve acceptable noise levels around the OLF 
then sound suppression will be required on each Growler using the OLF for FCLP. This may 
require Intake as well as Exhaust attenuation. These could be reserve aircraft equipped to 
provide OLF or Ault Field FCLP duty. 

the draft EIS. 
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Coupeville, WA 98239-9739

1. For FCLP at OLF follow a standard landing pattern at maximum elevations to allow for
reduced power settings. 2. The use of runway 14 half of all touch and go's. 3. Provide a
training program for returning veteran pilots on better landing skills over civilian airspace
to OLF. 4. Provide monitoring of landing operations at the OLF to maximize noise
reduction while maintaining pilot proficiency. 5. Adopt by regulation, 115 DB sound
pressure level maximum over Admirals Cove. 6. The number of OLF operations per year,
should be limited to6100 with a required 50-50 use of each runway over a years period.
7.Limit the number of Growlers in the OLF pattern to two at any one time. 2 aircraft for 2
hours is quitter than 4 aircraft for 1 hour. 8. If operational methods cannot achieve
acceptable noise levels around the OLF then sound suppression will be required on each
Growler using the OLF for FCLP. This may require intake as well as exhaust attenuation.
These could be reserve aircraft equipped to provide OLF and Ault Field FCLP duty.

MACDO0002

1.a. Thank You
3.a. Aircraft Operations
4.t. Noise Mitigation
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3.a. Aircraft Operations
4.t. Noise Mitigation



Coupeville, WA 98239-9739

 

1. For FCLP at OLF follow a standard landing pattern at maximum elevations to allow for
reduced power settings. 2. The use of runway 14 half of all touch and go's. 3. Provide a
training program for returning veteran pilots on better landing skills over civilian airspace
to OLF
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1.a. Thank You
3.a. Aircraft Operations



Port Townsend, WA 98368

Dear Project Manager, While I am proud of and understand the importance of our military
operations, I am writing to express my concern about the Navy’s current draft
Environmental Impact Statement for EA-18G "Growler" Airfield Operations at NAS
Whidbey Island Complex. This draft EIS is deficient in many respects, but most notable
are: the use of outdated modeling for assessing Growler noise impacts and the failure to
include all areas such as Port Townsend which will be affected by these flights. These
proposed large increases in jet noise & total annual airfield operations will impact the
health of all that live here. The many separated projects in our region (Growler buildup on
Whidbey Island, a Port Angeles Harbor permanent base, electronic warfare games in the
national forest abutting Olympic National Park, sonar buoy activity in the Olympic
National Coast Sanctuary, seabee beach activities, and underwater munition warfare
activities) must be bundled to present a more comprehensive EIS as well as a cumulative
and long term impacts analysis. This is warranted to show need and to provide a much
more accurate picture of our military’s buildup/intentions around northwestern
Washington. Sincerely, 

MACGA0001

1.a. Thank You
1.c. Segmentation and Connected Actions
1.d. General Project Concerns
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model



Victoria ? Oak Bay, British Columbia V8R 5Y9

I constantly hear the jets and would appreciate it if steps were taken to deal with the
noise issue, especially since I live in another country.

MACKA0001

1.a. Thank You
4.t. Noise Mitigation



Victoria, British Columbia V8S 4P7

I have lived in Victoria most of my life but recently moved to the Oak Bay area. I hear a
rumble so deep and loud that it feels like my home is shaking, on such a regular basis.
The rumbling happens at such regular intervals that I am sure it must be planes taking off
rather than "misc. air traffic" as the US Navy (Brown) has suggested. This quiet, family
area of Victoria is truly affected by the noise, which I should add seems to happen often
late at night. Please consider noise reduction strategies to mitigate the impact you are
having on your neighbours. Thanks so much!

MACKA0002

1.a. Thank You
12.n. Quality of Life
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.t. Noise Mitigation
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Environmental Impact Statement for EA-1 BG "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

Open House Comments 

5. Please check here D if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6. Please check here D if you would like your name/address kept private 

7. Please check here D if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS 

Comments 
Note: For Draft EIS page citations and supporting references see www.OuietSkies.info 

1. Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies (C-weighted, dBC). 

2. Recognize the impacts of low frequency Growler noise on health. 

3. Incorporate San Juan County noise reports in the EIS analysis. 

4. Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and remove 

language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 

5. Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets instead of more Growlers. 

6. Commit to Mitigation Measures and timelines in the Record of Decision. 

7. Add your own comments here: 

1 suP h 
I 

(Continue on the back) 
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Lopez island, WA 98261

1. The Growler is known for its intense low frequency engine rumble, but low frequency
noise impacts are ignored in the Draft EIS. Section 3.2 - Noise Associated with Aircraft
Operations - makes no mention of the signature low-frequency noise of the Growler. All
of the noise analysis is based on A-weighted sound (dBA), which ignores the lower
frequencies, and is therefore deficient. Nevertheless, the Draft EIS at 4-194 states "... the
2012 study included a brief examination of low-frequency noise associated with Growler
overflights at 1,000 feet AGL in takeoff, cruise, and approach configuration/power
conditions ... The study found that takeoff condition ... overall C-weighted sound level of
115 dBC. The Growler would exhibit C-weighted sound levels up to 101 dBC when
cruising and 109 dBC (gear down) at approach." Page 4-193 states "According to
Hubbard (1982), a person inside a structure can sense noise through vibration of the
primary components of a building, such as the floors, walls, and windows; by the rattling
of objects; ..." The World Health Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise"
(Berglund, 1999) states: "When prominent low frequency components are present, noise
measures based on A-weighting are inappropriate;" "Since A-weighting underestimates
the sound pressure level of noise with low frequency components, a better assessment of
health effects would be to use C-weighting"
http://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/10665/66217/1/a68672.pdf Closing windows and doors
provides limited reduction for low frequency noise entering a building as measured by
sound Transmission Loss tests. Therefore assumptions throughout the Draft assuming
an average noise level reduction across the frequency spectrum with windows closed is
optimistic. See graph on
http://windowanddoor.com/article/04-april-2007/understanding-basics-sound-control)
RECOMMENDATION: Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies using
C-weighting (dBC) in addition to A-weighting (dBA). 2. The Draft EIS states (page 3-16)
that aircraft noise levels represented in this draft EIS are “generated by a computer
model and not actual noise measurements at Ault Field or OLF Coupeville.” It further
states that the computer model draws from “a library of actual noise measurements”
(page 4- 20). There is no documentation on whether Growler measurements were used
or if it is based on another jet. We also do not know the conditions for the measurements,
e.g. engine power, afterburners, distance, orientation, etc. For more information on this
issue see Section 2 -
http://media.wix.com/ugd/f9226a_739ee2aec38644ccaa362fd40c4c7605.pdf
RECOMMENDATION: Provide the data used for simulation. Provide Growler noise
measurements with afterburners at 100 feet behind the jet in one-third octave bands from
6 Hz to 20 kHz. Calibrate the computer model with actual noise measurements in
locations throughout the region. 3. The Draft EIS states (page 3-16) “The computer
modeling program used for this EIS is NOISEMAP Version 7.2 (October 29, 2015),
developed by Wyle Laboratories. …The U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) uses
NOISEMAP as the accepted standard noise modeling program for assessing potential
noise exposure from fixed-wing aircraft.” A 2004 study performed by Wyle for DOD states
“The latest NOISEMAP package of computer programs consists of … NOISEMAP
Version 7.2 …” The version used in the Growler EIS is at least 12 years old, not a year
old. http://www.nctcog.org/trans/aviation/jlus/noisestudy04.pdf The DOD Strategic
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Environmental Research and Development Program (SERDP) found that NOISEMAP
was outdated and might not be able to “provide legally defensible noise assessments of
current and future aircraft operations.” SERDP project WP-1304, led by Principal
Investigator Dr.Kenneth Plotkin of Wyle issued a final report titled “Advanced Acoustic
Models for Military Aircraft Noise Propagation and Impact Assessment” in 2010. The
project summary states that “Classic Department of Defense (DOD) noise models are
based on NOISEMAP technology, using linear acoustics and an integrated formulation.
… The acoustic environments in the vicinity of newer aircraft such as ... the F/A-18E/F
[which uses the same GE F414 jet engine as the Growler] differs from those of most prior
aircraft, with high noise levels associated with higher thrust engines. ...” “Moreover, the …
modeling approach typical of integrated noise models do not properly account for the
complex operational and noise characteristics of the new aircraft. ... A new aircraft noise
model, the Advanced Acoustic Model (AAM), has been developed for the assessment of
noise from military aircraft operations. It is a … model that produces more physical
realism and detail than traditional … model.”
https://www.serdp-estcp.org/Program-Areas/Weapons-Systems-and-Platforms/Noise-and
-Emissions/Noise/WP-1304 For more information on this issue see Section 1 -
http://media.wix.com/ugd/f9226a_739ee2aec38644ccaa362fd40c4c7605.pdf
RECOMMENDATION: Redo the noise level simulation using the more recent Advanced
Acoustic Model. 4. The Day-Night Noise Level (DNL), the fundamental noise metric in the
Draft, represents “the energy-averaged sound level measured over a 24-hour period”
(Section 3.2.2.1). An FAA study, “Technical Support For Day/Night Average Sound Level
(Dnl) Replacement Metric Research,” finds “… DNL has another major practical
limitation. It doesn’t work particularly well as a predictor of aircraft noise impacts.
FICON’s 1992 relationship accounts for less than a fifth of the variance in the association
between aircraft noise exposure and the prevalence of high annoyance in communities
(Fidell, 2003; Fidell and Silvati, 2004).”
https://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/apl/research/science_integrat
ed_modeling/noise_impacts/media/6-14-2011_FinalReport_MetricsMestre_etal_061411_
part1.pdf The Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) was developed for the FAA for commercial
airports with typical operations of 16 hours a day, 7 days a week. The noise experienced
during Growler training flights is intermittent in a region with very low background noise.
Looking at the San Juan County citizen jet noise reports for 2015 and 2016, there were
111 days a year with no noise reports and 239 days with 5 or fewer reports. For
comparison, the noisiest day had 75 reports. The DNL metric would average the impact
of 126 disruptive days (365 – 239) over the full year. Averaging noise in this manner
assumes that the quiet days mitigate the noisy days. There are no studies to support that
assumption. Averaging leads to an incorrect conclusion that San Juan County is not
significantly impacted by Growler noise. Under all the Alternatives, Total Operations
increase by 47% over the No Action Alternative (Table 2.3-1). The “startle factor” is
recognized as cause of adverse health impacts that is not captured by the averaging
inherent in the DNL metric. RECOMMENDATION: Noise levels should only be averaged
over active flying days. 5. The Draft EIS at 3-22 states "No studies have shown a
definitive causal and significant relationship between aircraft noise and health.
Inconsistent results from studies examining noise exposure and cardiovascular health
have led the World Health Organization (WHO) (2000) to conclude that there was only a
weak association between long- term noise exposure and hypertension and
cardiovascular effects." The statement above disagrees with multiple findings in the WHO
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"Guidelines on Community Noise" (Berglund, 1999): "For a good night’s sleep, the
equivalent sound level should not exceed 30 dB(A) for continuous background noise, and
individual noise events exceeding 45 dB(A) should be avoided." "For noise with a large
proportion of low frequency sounds a still lower guideline is recommended" "It should be
noted that a large proportion of low frequency components in a noise may increase
considerably the adverse effects on health" "The evidence on low frequency noise is
sufficiently strong to warrant immediate concern" Waye (2004) finds "As low frequencies
propagate with little attenuation through walls and windows, many people may be
exposed to low frequency noise in their dwellings. Sleep disturbance, especially with
regard to time to fall asleep and tiredness in the morning, are commonly reported in case
studies on low frequency noise. However, the number of studies where sleep disturbance
is investigated in relation to the low frequencies in the noise is limited. Based on findings
from available epidemiological and experimental studies, the review gives indications that
sleep disturbance due to low frequency noise warrants further concern."
http://www.noiseandhealth.org/text.asp?2004/6/23/87/31661 Specific guidelines are
found in the "WHO Night Noise Guidelines for Europe" (2005), Table 5.1, "Summary of
effects and threshold levels for effects where sufficient evidence is available."
http://www.euro.who.int/__data/assets/pdf_file/0017/43316/E92845.pdf During Scoping
1785 comments were submitted on Noise and Vibration and 914 on Health Effects (Table
1.9-5). Under all the Alternatives, Total Operations increase by 47% over the No Action
Alternative (Table 2.3-1). The Navy has not demonstrated that there are no health
impacts from the proposed Growler additions. RECOMMENDATION: Recognize the
impacts of Growler noise on health as documented in the World Health Organization
"Guidelines on Community Noise", "Night Noise Guidelines for Europe" and other
published studies. 6. The Draft includes some independent noise measurements and
ignores others. Section 1.9.5 states "The Navy continues to evaluate noise reports that
have been developed by independent sources and review their findings in conjunction
with this EIS analysis." Not included in the Draft EIS is data collected by San Juan
County (SJC) Data collected since May 14, 2014 has been regularly sent to NASWI.
More than 6000 citizen reports include date, time, location and noise characteristics. The
Navy should correlate that data with the information they collect on flight tracks to
understand what activity causes disruptive noise in SJC. Actual noise reports and
measurements should be used to benchmark the computer modeled noise impacts relied
on for decision-making. Noise reports can also help to understand the benefits of
mitigation measures. http://sjcgis.org/aircraft-noise-reporting/ In 2013, Citizens of Ebey
Reserve engaged an independent noise study by JGL Acoustics to obtain actual on-site
Growler noise data at Outlying Field Coupeville because “rather than simply accept the
computer-modeled data used by Wyle Labs because we believed on-site validation was
critical.” http://citizensofebeysreserve.com/References/Files/JGL Noise Report.pdf
RECOMMENDATION: Incorporate the San Juan County noise reports and the Coupeville
noise measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS analysis. 7. The Draft EIS
suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands National Monument are
exempt from National Environmental Policy Act protection because the 2013
proclamation establishing the Monument states: "Nothing in this proclamation shall be
deemed to restrict safe and efficient aircraft operations, including activities and exercises
of the Armed Forces in the vicinity of the monument." Legally, this only has the effect of
preserving the status quo: it clarifies that the creation of the National Monument does not
place any additional burden on the Navy to justify its operations in the vicinity. The
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President did not--indeed, he did not have the power to exempt the Monument area from
federal laws that already applied to wildlife there. Hence creation of the Monument did
not exempt the Navy from NEPA or Endangered Species Act with respect to wildlife in
the Monument, such as Marbled Murrelets or marine mammals. At 3.5.2.4 the Draft EIS
acknowledges "However, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) has determined that
BLM-owned and controlled lands in the San Juan Islands National Monument possess
wilderness characteristics." It also concedes that the Monument is subjected to a
maximum noise level of 95 dB (SEL) an estimated 372 times per year (at 3-34).  For
more information on this issue see
http://media.wix.com/ugd/f9226a_c2a40618270749a4b74a6d43bb2a19c3.pdf
RECOMMENDATION: Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National
Monument and remove language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 8.
The three Alternatives considered in the Draft are very similar and are based on old
technology – a piloted jet that requires constant pilot training for safe carrier landing. In
2014 the Department of Defense successfully demonstrated carrier takeoff, landing, and
formation flying capabilities of the X-47B prototype (“drone”) that is part of the Unmanned
Carrier-Launched Airborne Surveillance and Strike (UCLASS) program.
http://breakingdefense.com/2014/08/x-47b-drone-manned-f-18-take-off-land-together-in-h
istoric-test The UCLASS jets can meet the Purpose and Need, delivering the same
capability for electronic surveillance and attack against enemy radar and communications
systems as the Growlers. This Alternative has many benefits. Because of its inherent
automation UCLASS would significantly reduce the amount of land-based training that
impacts our community. It eliminates the high risk to the Growler's two-person crew from
advanced anti-aircraft threats. The smaller UCLASS vehicle is lighter and uses less fuel.
Eliminating the $3 billion purchase of 36 Growlers will save taxpayer money. Some
experts believe we are already flying the last generation of manned military aircraft. With
a focused effort the Navy could deploy the UCLASS while the existing 82 Growlers plus
spares carry out the mission. RECOMMENDATION: Evaluate a new Alternative that
deploys UCLASS jets (drones) instead of more Growlers to significantly reduce the need
for land-based carrier training. 9. The Draft only examines socioeconomic impacts on
Island and Skagit Counties (see Section 3.10.2). San Juan and Jefferson Counties are
excluded from the socioeconomic impacts analysis but sites in those Counties appear in
the Points of Interest (Figure 3.2-6) and experience significant Single Event Noise
(Tables 3.2-4 through 3.2-8). Clallam County may also be impacted by Growler noise but
no noise analysis was documented. The San Juan County Comprehensive Plan states
“...the islands are places of peace ... We support a pattern of economic growth...which
recognizes the rural, residential, quiet, agricultural, marine, and isolated nature of the
islands.” Anecdotal evidence from San Juan County realtors is that property sales have
been lost due to Growler activity. The three counties excluded from the socioeconomic
analysis are very dependent on outdoor recreation that is being harmed by Growler flight
activity. These Counties receive little, if any, economic benefit from employment
associated with NASWI. RECOMMENDATION: Examine socioeconomic impacts,
including real estate values, on San Juan, Jefferson and Clallam Counties. 10. At 1-20
the Draft EIS discusses Noise Mitigation. The only cited measure in place is “to share
flight schedules and other information and to solicit public feedback.” Potential measures
include construction and operation of a noise suppression facility for engine maintenance
(Hush House), Engine Chevrons (noise reduction) and MAGIC CARPET (automating
parts of carrier landing which will reduce FCLP training activity). Further discussion on
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Existing Mitigation at 3-30 states “NAS Whidbey Island has noise-abatement procedures
... to minimize aircraft noise. Airfield procedures used to minimize/abate noise ... include
optimizing of flight tracks, restricting maintenance run-up hours, runway optimization, and
other procedures ... Additionally, aircrews are directed, to the maximum extent
practicable, to employ prudent airmanship techniques to reduce aircraft noise impacts
and to avoid sensitive areas except when operational safety dictates otherwise.” Each
Alternative is an irrevocable decision to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI. Therefore the
Navy should commit to Mitigation Measures as part of the Final EIS and Record of
Decision. Since experts have identified the need for additional research on health effects
of low frequency noise the Navy should sponsor this research. RECOMMENDATION:
Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their timelines in the Final EIS and Record of
Decision. 11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous areas as described in the
comments above and by others, and is inadequate to support a decision. CEQ
Regulation 1502.9 (a) states “If a draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude
meaningful analysis, the agency shall prepare and circulate a revised draft of the
appropriate portion.” RECOMMENDATION: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies
identified in comments and allow further opportunity for public comment before the Final
EIS is prepared.
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Freeland, WA 98249

The DEIS did not comply with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) by failing to
judiciously examine off-Whidbey Island sites to conduct flight carrier land practice
(FCLP).
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Friday Harbor , WA 98250

I am opposed to any increase in operations of the EA-18G "Growler" by NAS WHIDBEY
ISLAND. I find the noise disturbance excessive already and do not support any increase
for the negative effects it will have on health and environment.
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Friday Harbor , WA 98250

1. The Growler is known for its intense low frequency engine rumble, but low frequency
noise impacts are ignored in the Draft. ACTION: Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low
frequencies using C-weighting (dBC) in addition to A-weighting (dBA). 2. Analysis of
noise impacts in the Draft is based solely on computer simulation. To be valid for decision
making, models must be verified. ACTION: Provide the data used for simulation. Provide
Growler noise measurements with afterburners at 100 feet behind the jet in one-third
octave bands from 6 Hz to 20 kHz. Calibrate the computer model with actual noise
measurements in locations throughout the region. 3. NOISEMAP is the computer model
used in the Draft to predict noise impacts. A Department of Defense report found that
NOISEMAP is outdated and new software was needed to provide "scientifically and
legally defensible noise assessments" of the modern, high-thrust jet engines used in the
Growlers. ACTION: Redo the noise simulation using the more recent Advanced Acoustic
Model. 4. The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) metric used in the Draft was
developed for commercial airports that operate 365 days a year. DNL is inappropriate for
the intermittent but intensive military flight activity at NASWI. Averaging over the year
assumes, without studies, that the quiet days mitigate the noisy days. ACTION: Noise
levels should only be averaged over active flying days. 5. The Draft dismisses long-term
health impacts of jet noise because some studies are not conclusive. ACTION:
Recognize the health impacts of Growler noise on health as documented in the World
Heath Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise" and "Night Noise Guidelines for
Europe." 6. The Draft includes some independent noise measurements and ignores
others. ACTION: Incorporate the San Juan County noise reports and the Coupeville
noise measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS analysis. 7. The Draft
suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands (SJI) National Monument are
exempt from National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) protection. NEPA protection was
granted prior to the establishment of the SJI National Monument. ACTION: Evaluate
impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and remove language stating
that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 8. The three Alternatives considered in the
Draft are very similar and are based on old technology - a piloted jet that requires
constant pilot training for safe carrier landing. ACTION: Evaluate a new Alternative that
deploys UCLASS jets (drones) instead of more Growlers to significantly reduce the need
for land-based carrier training. 9. The Draft only examines socioeconomic impacts on
Island and Skagit Counties. San Juan, Jefferson and Clallam Counties are or will be
impacted by Growler noise. They are very dependent on outdoor recreation that is being
harmed by Growler flight activity and receive little, if any, economic benefit from
employment associated with NASWI. ACTION: Examine socioeconomic impacts,
including real estate values, on San Juan, Jefferson and Clallam Counties. 10. All
Alternatives in the Draft are irrevocable decisions to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI.
While some potential noise Mitigation Measures are addressed, there is no commitment.
ACTION: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their timelines in the Final EIS and
Record of Decision. 11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous areas. CEQ
Regulation 1502.9 (a) states "If a draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude
meaningful analysis, the agency shall prepare and circulate a revised draft of the
appropriate portion." ACTION: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies identified in
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comments and offer further opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is
prepared.
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Langley, WA 98260

The annual day-night noise level noise contours depicted in the DEIS are misleading and
false due to: 1) inappropriate use of 365-day averaging rather than busy-day averaging,
and 2) holding up as scientifically valid an outdated, misleading and scientifically
invalidated DNL threshold for high noise annoyance.
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Langley, WA 98260

The DEIS claim that the JGL noise study was "flawed" is disingenuous and
unsupportable; actually the WYLE modeled noise levels haven't been validated with
on-site noise data..
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Langley, WA 98260

 

The DEIS didn't comply with the Nat'l Environmental Policy Act (NEPA): it failed to
judiciously examine off-Whidbey Island sites for conducting flight carrier land practice
(FCLP).
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Langley, WA 98260

The DEIS misconstrued important finding of the Nat'l Park Service's 2015 noise study at
Ebey's Landing Historic Natl Reserve, and obfuscated forthright analysis of the impacts
on visitor experience. That misconstruct has to be credibly revised to properly
characterize the real impacts.
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Langley, WA 98260

 

Much like the tobacco industry did years ago, the DEIS selectively and reprehensibly
cites and relies on out-of-date medical research findings on impacts of noise on human
health that are at odds with the overwhelming body of contemporary research. This
obfuscation renders the DEIS findings incomplete and disingenuous and demands an
honest, complete, forthright evaluation of the contemporary formal medical literature.
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Langley, WA 98260

The Navy has adopted standards that protect its personnel from health and hearing harm
due to excessive noise, yet these standards were ignored by the DEIS for civilians
exposed to the same or greater levels of noise. This DEIS needs to examine how many
civilians would receive exposure doses that exceed the Navy's defined hazardous noise
zone threshold (i.e., "an area where the 8-hr. time-weighted average exceeds 84 dBA (or
140 dB peak sound pressure level, SPL, for impact or impulse noise) for more than 2
days in any month.")
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Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-1 BG "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

January, 2017 Comments 

Fill in and mail with comments to: 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
NAVFAC Atlantic Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

3. Organization/Affiliation __________________ _ 
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5. E-mail _ _________ _ 

6. Please check here D if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

7. Please check here D if you would like your name/address kept private 
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Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-1 BG "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

'January, 2017 Comments 

Note: For Draft EIS page citations and supporting references see www.QuietSkies.info 

"1. The Growler is known for its intense low frequency engine rumble, but low frequency noise 
impacts are ignored in the Draft. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies using C-weighting (dBC) 
in addition to A-weighting (dBA). 

2. Analysis of noise impacts in the Draft is based solely on computer simulation. To be valid 
for decision making, models must be verified. 

Action: Provide the data used for simulation. Provide Growler noise measurements 
with afterburners at 100 feet behind the jet in one-third octave bands from 6 Hz to 20 
kHz. Calibrate the computer model with actual noise measurements in locations 
throughout the region. 

3. NOISEMAP is the computer model used in the Draft to predict noise impacts. A Department 
of Defense report found that NOISEMAP is outdated and new software was needed to 
provide "scientifically and legally defensible noise assessmerits" of the modern, high-thrust 
jet engines used in the Growlers. 

Action: Redo the noise simulation using the more recent Advanced Acoustic Model. 

4. The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) metric used in the Draft was developed for 
commercial airports that operate 365 days a year. DNL is ·inappropriate for the intermittent 
but intensive military flight activity at NASWI. Averaging over the year assumes, without 
studies, that the quiet days mitigate the noisy days. 

Action: Noise levels should only be averaged over active flying days. 

5. The Draft dismisses long-term health impacts of jet noise because some studies are not 
conclusive. 

Action: Recognize the impacts of Growler noise on health as documented in the 
World Health Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise" and "Night Noise 
Guidelines for Europe." 

6. The Draft includes some independent noise measurements and ignores others. 

Action: Incorporate the San Juan County noise reports and the Coupeville noise 
measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS analysis. 

0"1/08/"16 www.QuietSkies.info 
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7. The Draft suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands (SJI) National 
Monument are exempt from National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) protection. 
Protection was gr.anted prior to the establishment of the SJI National Monument. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and 
remove language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 

8. The three Alternatives considered in the Draft are very similar and are based on old 
technology - a piloted jet that requires constant pilot training for safe carrier landing. 

Action: Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets (drones) instead of 
more Growlers to significantly reduce the need for land-based carrier training. 

9. The Draft only examines socioeconomic impacts on Island and Skagit Counties. San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties are or will be impacted by Growler noise. They are very 
dependent on outdoor recreation that is being harmed by Growler flight activity and receive 
little, if any, economic benefit from employment associated with NASWI. 

Action: Examine socioeconomic impacts, including real estate values, on San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties. 

1 o. All Alternatives in the Draft are irrevocable decisions to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI. 
While some potential noise Mitigation Measures addressed, there is no commitment. 

Action: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their timelines in the Final EIS and 
Record of Decision. 

11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous areas. CEO Regulation 1502.9 (a) states "If 
a draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude meaningful analysis, the agency shall 
prepare and circulate a revised draft of the appropriate portion." 

Action: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies identified in comments and offer 
further opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is prepared. 

12. Add your own comments here: 

01/08/16 www .Qu ietSkies. info 
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Langley, WA 98260

Environmental Justic analysis disregarded fact that farm workers, gardeners, and recycle
ctr. workers are mostly low-income and/or ethnic minorities, and because they must work
outside, they are disproportionately affected by the overhead Growler noise.
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13.a. Environmental Justice Impacts



Sequim, WA 98382

 

Feb 24, 2017 To: EA-18G EIS Project Manager Naval Facilities Engineering Command
Atlantic 6506 Hampton Blvd Norfolk, VA 23508 Attn: Code EV21/SS Dear Sir/Madam, I
have several concerns with the Navy’s Draft Environmental Impact Statement 2016-2017
(DEIS) for the EA-18G Growler airfield operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex which
are itemized below. 1. Noise from EA-18 Growlers is significantly affecting populated
areas on the Olympic peninsula, Olympic National Forest, Olympic National Forest
Wilderness Areas, and Olympic National Park far outside the vicinity of Naval Air Station
Whidbey. I can personally attest to the frequent noise disturbances over my home in
Sequim, WA and to sightings of Growlers overhead during hikes in both the Olympic
National Forest and Olympic National Park. Yet, the Navy’s DEIS only conducted noise
analyses in the immediate vicinity of the runways at Ault Field and Outlying Field (OLF)
Coupeville. By ignoring the noise generated by aircraft outside the study area, the DEIS
is deficient in assessing the full impacts of flight operation. 2. The Area of Potential Effect
from sound and vibration to cultural and historic sites was so narrowly defined that
significant impacts to areas outside this area were not considered in the DEIS. The US
Department of Housing and Urban Development classifies 65 decibel (dB) sound levels
as “normally unacceptable” and above 75 dB as “unacceptable”. EA-18G Growlers can
produce up to 150 dB sound levels and residents in outlying areas have reported levels in
excess of 75 dB. Failure to consider impacts of sound and vibration in all areas of flight
operation in the DEIS violates both the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and
the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA). 3. The DEIS only attempts to address the
impact of 36 Growlers instead of considering the full impact of 118 Growlers (36 plus
existing aircraft). For the Navy to conclude that adding 36 Growlers to its current fleet will
have no significant impact is deceptive because collectively the impact of 118 Growlers is
likely highly significant. The number of flights at OLF Coupeville alone is proposed to
increase more than ten-fold from 3,200 to 35,100 in 2017. In the same way, in its 2014
Environmental Assessment (EA) the Navy only considered the effects of operating
ground-based mobile emitters without addressing the full range of effects of emitters and
engaged Growler aircraft. The Navy has consistently separated each proposal from its
predecessors when considering impacts. This piecemeal approach does not accurately
assess the total cumulative impacts to public health and safety, the physical environment,
biological resources, climate change, cultural and historical sites and socioeconomics.
The Navy has an obligation to consider the full range of impacts of proposed actions in its
DEIS for the public to comment effectively and gain legal standing. 4. The DEIS does not
analyze effects to groundwater and soil from the use of firefighting foam on its runways
during Growler operations, despite acknowledging prior to the publication of the DEIS
that contamination of properties adjoining runways had occurred. The Navy concludes in
its DEIS that there is no significant impact related to the use of foam despite a projected
10-fold increase in flights from OLF Coupeville. A Department of Defense publication
(https://dec.alaska.gov/spar/ppr/hazmat/Chemical-&-Material-Emerging-Risk-Alert-for-AF
FF.pdf) states that there is currently no technology that can treat soil or groundwater that
has been contaminated with firefighting foam. The Navy needs to revise its current DEIS
to include analyses of soil and groundwater contamination in areas adjacent to operation
airfields and accept responsibility for affected residents. 5. The DEIS does not consider
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1.a. Thank You
1.c. Segmentation and Connected Actions
10.a. Biological Resources Study Area
10.c. Wildlife Sensory Disturbance and Habituation
10.f. Endangered Species Impact Analysis Adequacy
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.k. Compensation to Citizens for Private Property
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
19.d. Electronic Warfare
2.d. Program of Record for Buying Growler Aircraft
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.h. Next Steps
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
3.h. Runway Usage, Flight Tracks, and Altitudes
4.a. General Noise Modeling
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.e. Day-Night Average Sound Level Contours and Noise
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.l. Points of Interest
4.t. Noise Mitigation
8.a. Cultural Resources Area of Potential Effect
8.b. Section 106 Process
8.c. Noise and Vibration Impacts to Cultural Resources



the potential impacts of down-directed electromagnetic radiation from Growlers
interacting with ground-based emitters on humans or wildlife. 6. The Navy has
announced that it does not intend to allow for a public comment period on the final EIS. If
the Navy modifies the DEIS to address the public’s numerous concerns in a final EIS,
then federal law requires that a federal agency provide a supplement to a final EIS and
allow the public to comment. 7. The three alternatives offered in the DEIS propose the
same number of flights but differ in the percentage of flight activity at runways. Therefore,
none of the alternatives reduces the total environmental impact of runway noise. This
violates NEPA Section 1506.1, i.e., a proposed action that has an adverse environmental
impact or that fails to offer reasonable mitigating alternatives should not be taken.
Furthermore, the DEIS does not identify a preferred alternative as required by NEPA
Section 1502.14(e). Aside from violating NEPA, this proposal makes it impossible for the
public to evaluate and comment on impacts at each runway. 8. Noise from Growler
activity was not evaluated in the current DEIS or in any other previous document
submitted by the Navy for the Olympic Peninsula. 9. Actual noise measurements of
in-flight Growler aircraft have not been made either around Whidbey Island airfields or in
outlying areas including the military operations area of the western Olympic Peninsula.
The Navy did conduct computer modeling for a 10-mile radius around the Whidbey Island
airfields but did not conduct similar modeling in any other area affected by Growler
activity. The Navy uses an unrealistic, outdated Day-Night Average Sound Level metric
which averages jet noise with quiet periods over the course of a year to arrive at a 65 dB
average. Because Growlers have afterburners capable of producing 150 dB sound levels,
fly at various altitudes when engaged in aerial combat maneuvers and practice takeoffs
and landings at Whidbey Island airfields, average sound levels will not assess the full
scope of impacts of Growler noise. The Navy’s noise analysis does not address impacts
caused by sporadic peak noise or by low-frequency noise. Therefore, the Navy’s claim
that noise standards are not exceeded is highly suspect and cannot be extrapolated to
the Olympic Peninsula where neither sound modeling nor actual sound measurements
were made. The claim by the DEIS that wildlife is “presumably habituated” to noise is
unrealistic. 10. The DEIS uses the term “event” to describe its activities without defining
an “event”. An “event” could consist of a single aircraft flight or multiple flights, involve
one or more aircraft; the duration of an “event” could potentially last for seconds, minutes,
or even days. Therefore, it is impossible to determine what the impact of proposed
actions will be. 11. The possibility that the Navy could conduct flight operations on
weekends was disclosed in the Forest Service Permit Appendix C, page 11
(www.fs.usda.gov/project/?project=42759), i.e., “the permit holder (Navy) may request
specific limited weekend activity 30 days in advance of desired use, which is at the sole
discretion of the Forest Service to grant or deny”. Weekend activity was not considered in
previous EISs and notably not in the current DEIS. That both the Navy and the Forest
Service would even consider weekend operations with its attendant adverse
consequences on tourism and recreation without offering the opportunity for the public to
comment is egregious. 12. The Navy has publicly stated that Growlers will fly at a
minimum of 6000 feet above sea level. Yet, the DEIS states guidance from the Aircraft
Environmental Support Office that allows for aircraft to overfly towns and populated areas
by 1000 feet and sparsely populated areas by 500 feet. The noise impact from Growlers
flying at such low altitudes would be overwhelming and raise serious health and safety
concerns but was not even modeled or analyzed in the DEIS. A supplemental DEIS must
be prepared to address these new concerns and a public comment period must be
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provided. 13. No mitigation measures for Growler noise were identified for any of the
three proposed alternatives. The Navy concedes that mitigation measures may be
developed based on public comments received. This amounts to new information and
therefore requires another public comment period. The Navy’s proposal to not allow a
comment period on the final EIS would be unlawful. 14. A discussion of impacts to wildlife
are limited to areas adjacent to runways in the DEIS. An analysis of impacts to wildlife in
areas where flight operations are occurring is totally lacking. Threatened and endangered
species in critical habitat areas where overflights occur on the Olympic Peninsula are
omitted. The DEIS ignored a 2016 literature survey on noise impacts to wildlife [Shannon
G et al (2016) “A Synthesis of Two Decades of Research Documenting the Effects of
Noise on Wildlife”. Biological Review 91:982-1005] which concluded that terrestrial
wildlife responses begin at 40 dB in favor of a dated 1988 synthesis of the literature. It
also conveniently omitted in its discussion the pertinent publication by Engels S et al
(2014) “Anthropogenic Electromagnetic Noise Disrupts Magnetic Compass Orientation in
a Migratory Bird”. Nature 509:353-356. Clearly, the Navy chose to select only references
that supported their conclusions of no significant impact from noise to wildlife while
avoiding references that undermined their conclusions. Thank you for the opportunity to
submit these comments for your consideration. Sincerely, 
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1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.l. No Action Alternative
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.n. Speech Interference (Indoor and Outdoor)
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.d. Recreation and Wilderness Analysis and Study Area
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports
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Coupeville, WA 98239

I have many concerns about increasing the number of growler flights over Coupeville,
with the noise level being the most concerning. The Navy's method of noise averaging
does not accurately reflect the level of noise experienced by those in the flight path. The
noise experienced "in the moment" of a flyover stops conversations cold, impacting
personal, social and business conversations. I know people who do not go outside to
garden because of the noise when the growlers are flying. The noise and the cognitive
distraction also impacts classes at the elementary, middle and high schools. Personally,
the noise created when the growlers fly over rumbles inside me to my core - a very
unpleasant sensation. If I lived in the flight path, I am fairly certain I would have a nervous
breakdown with any increase in flights. Regarding scenarios A, B, and C, I would opt for
"None of the above", no increase in the number of flights at OLF.
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1.a. Thank You
2.l. No Action Alternative
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.n. Speech Interference (Indoor and Outdoor)
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
7.d. Recreation and Wilderness Analysis and Study Area



Coupeville, WA 98239

 

My family and I live approximately 1.5 miles from OLF Coupeville. We purchased our
house about 1.5 years ago, well aware of OLF and Navy airfield activities. The FCLP
patterns at OLF occasionally bring aircraft low over our house, low enough to see the
pilots in the cockpits, with noise levels that occasionally approach pain levels. According
to your DNL maps, we currently are in the 65db area, and under any scenario we will be
in the 75db area. I am not opposed to the Navy bringing the additional Growlers to NAS
Whidbey. But I would urge you to consider something closer to Option A or B, since today
approximately 25-30% of FCLP takes place at OLF. Having an increase of over 5x in
FCLP would be a dramatic increase. I would encourage you to consider keeping the
percentages roughly the same as they are today. The EIS indicated that conducting 80%
of FCLP at Ault Field would result in some manageable congestion there. I would suggest
something more like the 70% at Ault Field like it is today would keep congestion at Ault
Field down, while also meaning an approximately 50% increase in FCLP noise events for
everyone, rather than an increase of several times current levels for those of us around
OLF. We recognize the value that the Growlers provide to our nation's defense
capabilities, and the unique role Whidbey NAS plays in their readiness. We welcome the
Navy's presence on Whidbey Island, and appreciate the efforts you make to mitigate the
effects of jet noise.
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1.a. Thank You
2.m. Record of Decision/Preferred Alternative
4.a. General Noise Modeling



Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-lBG Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by Jaw. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. · 

1. Name 

2. organization/Affiliation C &,=bao.,,.....,. 

3. Address  ti.~\dvJY'"u.J b t1- C-fr?%¥' 

4. E-mail  
5. Please check here if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6 Please check here • if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

Please print •Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 
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1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.c. Wildlife Sensory Disturbance and Habituation
4.l. Points of Interest
4.t. Noise Mitigation
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife



All comments must be received by January 25, 2017. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen 
names, telephone numbers, and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will 
be kept confidential and will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as 
required by law. The city, state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

Please print 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 235081 Attn: Code EV21/SS 

1002860.0041 10 
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Coupeville, WA 98239

 

I believe EIS is biased and incomplete because impact on schools, outdoor activities and
environment are not thoroughly addressed if addressed at all. Our own outdoor activities
must stop completely when Navy jets are flying which impacts our livelihood as we are
general contractors in the area of the flight patterns. Earplugs are not adequate to
shutout the deafening noise and the cardiac/core poundings induced. If the flight
frequency increases, the impact will become unbearable with my livelihood and
enjoyment of this beautiful island disastrously shattered. EIS needs to be redone to
consider all of the ways increased operations will affect the Navy's neighbors on this
small island.
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1.a. Thank You
1.b. Best Available Science and Data
12.n. Quality of Life
2.b. Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement and Analysis
Conducted
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
7.d. Recreation and Wilderness Analysis and Study Area



Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-18G Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. Name 

2. Or anization/Affiliation 

3. Address  /hm:zz&o/ k}I( 

4. E-mail  

5. Please check here if you w Id NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6 Please check here • if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 
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Pie se pri •Additional room is pr 1de~ 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at thepublic meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 
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All comments must be received by January 25, 2017. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen 
names, telephone numbers, and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will 
be kept confidential and will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as 
required by law. The city, state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 
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Please print 

Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 

6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 
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  Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-18G "Growler" Airfield 

Operations at Naval Air Station (NAS) Whidbey Island Complex
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PLACE:  Seafarers' Memorial Park Building
 601 Seafarers' Way
 Anacortes, Washington
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REPORTED BY:  Mary Mejlaender, CCR No. 2056
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 Suite 706
 Everett, WA  98201
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1.a. Thank You
12.c. Socioeconomic Impacts



www.likkelcourtreporters.com depos@likkelcourtreporters.com
LIKKEL & ASSOCIATES (800) 686-1325

12 * * *

13  (The personal identifiable information disclosure 

14  statement was read to the following commenter.) 

15  MR. :  The lady read the public meeting 

16 comment form about the names, street addresses, e-mails and 

17 screen names, telephone numbers, blah, blah, blah, will be 

18 kept confidential.  

19  My name is , , 

20 .  I'm a lifetime -- my wife and I are lifetime 

21 residents of Anacortes.  Do you want my address?  

22 , Anacortes, Washington, which is underneath one 

23 of the flight paths that the airplanes take when they take 

24 off.  That's Lake Erie. E-mail is , , at 

25 . 
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1   Okay.  Comments.  Should I make a comment about 

2 I'm sincere with all this?  

3   Okay.  No. 1, if you don't like the noise, go 

4 with Rosie O'Donnell and Whoopi Goldberg.  How about 

5 provide -- No. 2, provide ear plugs for those that request 

6 them.  Ear plugs are mandatory at the refinery -- at the 

7 refineries.  So if it's loud, wear ear plugs.  If you -- if 

8 your pictures fall off the wall, do a better job of hanging 

9 them.  Some woman was just so upset with me that her 

10 pictures fell off the wall.  

11   No. 4, I can't imagine how much this little issue 

12 is costing the U.S. government/taxpayers.  It's time to do a 

13 better job of prioritizing.  Military is a lot higher 

14 priority than noise that really doesn't affect your health.  

15   No. 5, put the issue on a ballot.  I would bet 

16 that pro-Growler is a lot more popular than the 

17 anti-Growlers.  Sometimes ballots tell us what the silent 

18 majority thinks, not just the vocal whiners.  

19   Ask the whiners if they attend a Seahawks game.  

20 Often the Navy makes a flyover after the national anthem.  

21 That can't be as loud -- wait a minute.  Often the Navy 

22 makes a flyover -- you've already got that -- makes a 

23 flyover after the national anthem.  That has to be louder 

24 than the Navy -- NAS Whidbey planes.  I suppose that they 

25 probably get down on their knee instead of -- don't put that 
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1 down.  

2            What would the local schools do without the Navy 

3 people living here?  It would be a disaster.   

4                           *  *  *
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Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-18G Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. Name 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Organization/Affiliation 

Address 

E-mail 

Please check here if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6 Please check here • if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

Please print • Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 
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Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-lBG Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released . 
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4. 
s. 
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6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS V - -
YOUR INPUT MATTERS ( 
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1.a. Thank You
2.b. Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement and Analysis
Conducted



Oak Harbor, WA 98277

 

I support Alternative 2 Scenario B for several reasons. I believe it most fairly distributes
the impact between north and central Whidbey. It provides the largest positive economic
impact to the area by locating an increassed number of personel, and requires additional
construction to accomodate the squadrons. I am a little disappointed that Alternative 2
does not reduce the number of FLCP's required, since it does provide a larger number of
expeditionary squadrons which would not require that training, and wish that could be
addressed as a win-win solution.
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1.a. Thank You
2.m. Record of Decision/Preferred Alternative



Oak Harbor, WA 98277

I am concerned that the Draft EIS does not consider water contamination from any other
sources other than the proposed development impact, in which it states there is no threat
of contamination to groundwater. There is currently a concern over the past and current
use of AFFF for fire fighting which when applied leaves potential PFAS contamination in
our local groundwater supply. If the chemical is still being used for emergency situations,
then any increase in flights creates an increase in the potential contamination of
groundwater. This aspect has been omitted from the Draft EIS, and needs to be
addressed.
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1.a. Thank You
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances



Lopez Island, WA 98261

Below are specific comments to the EIS. I would like to add that our home is located on
the south end of Lopez Island. The constant base level drone noise of the growlers is
excessively taxing and invasive on our audible senses. After a while, it creates an
adverse physical and mental impact. We are concerned about our physical well-being, as
well as the negative impact the growlers have on our property value. It is mind-boggling
that our US Navy believes the growlers have little to no impact on our environment.
Specific EIS comments follow: 1. The Growler is known for its intense low frequency
engine rumble, but low frequency noise impacts are ignored in the Draft. ACTION:
Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies using C-weighting (dBC) in addition to
A-weighting (dBA). 2. Analysis of noise impacts in the Draft is based solely on computer
simulation. To be valid for decision making, models must be verified. ACTION: Provide
the data used for simulation. Provide Growler noise measurements with afterburners at
100 feet behind the jet in one-third octave bands from 6 Hz to 20 kHz. Calibrate the
computer model with actual noise measurements in locations throughout the region. 3.
NOISEMAP is the computer model used in the Draft to predict noise impacts. A
Department of Defense report found that NOISEMAP is outdated and new software was
needed to provide “scientifically and legally defensible noise assessments” of the
modern, high-thrust jet engines used in the Growlers. ACTION: Redo the noise
simulation using the more recent Advanced Acoustic Model. 4. The annual Day-Night
Noise Level (DNL) metric used in the Draft was developed for commercial airports that
operate 365 days a year. DNL is inappropriate for the intermittent but intensive military
flight activity at NASWI. Averaging over the year assumes, without studies, that the quiet
days mitigate the noisy days. ACTION: Noise levels should only be averaged over active
flying days. 5. The Draft dismisses long-term health impacts of jet noise because some
studies are not conclusive. ACTION: Recognize the impacts of Growler noise on health
as documented in the World Health Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise" and
"Night Noise Guidelines for Europe." 6. The Draft includes some independent noise
measurements and ignores others. ACTION: Incorporate the San Juan County noise
reports and the Coupeville noise measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS
analysis. 7. The Draft suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands (SJI)
National Monument are exempt from National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
protection. Protection was granted prior to the establishment of the SJI National
Monument. ACTION: Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument
and remove language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 8. The three
Alternatives considered in the Draft are very similar and are based on old technology – a
piloted jet that requires constant pilot training for safe carrier landing. ACTION: Evaluate
a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets (drones) instead of more Growlers to
significantly reduce the need for land-based carrier training. 9. The Draft only examines
socioeconomic impacts on Island and Skagit Counties. San Juan, Jefferson and Clallam
Counties are or will be impacted by Growler noise. They are very dependent on outdoor
recreation that is being harmed by Growler flight activity and receive little, if any,
economic benefit from employment associated with NASWI. ACTION: Examine
socioeconomic impacts, including real estate values, on San Juan, Jefferson and Clallam
Counties. 10. All Alternatives in the Draft are irrevocable decisions to add 35 or 36
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1.a. Thank You
12.a. Socioeconomic Study Area
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument



Growlers at NASWI. While some potential noise Mitigation Measures addressed, there is
no commitment. ACTION: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their timelines in the
Final EIS and Record of Decision. 11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous
areas. CEQ Regulation 1502.9 (a) states “If a draft statement is so inadequate as to
preclude meaningful analysis, the agency shall prepare and circulate a revised draft of
the appropriate portion.” ACTION: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies identified
in comments and offer further opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is
prepared.
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Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-18G Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by February 24, 2017 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Online at: http://www.whidbeyeis .com/ Comment.as(22S_ 
By mail at Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 

23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

Name 

Organization/ Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired military) 

 L-ANbLS/ ct:tAMB'E12, O F CC¥Y)n\-EJ2.CE 

Address hAN-bLE\/, )6{A- qgzho 

Email 

Increases in Outlying Field (OLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools and 
qual ity of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. This is a burden 

greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

Comments 
Please check all that concern you and add additional comments on the back. 

The environmental impacts of the following issues due to increased flight operations at the OLF are not 
adequately addressed in the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS): 

~Health effects from noise and low-frequency sound. 

rd' Businesses, schools, hospital, and County and Town public government operations in the 
Coupeville area. 

ef A decrease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville, hiking and birding at Ebey's Landing 
National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference Center, Fort Casey State Park, The Pacific Rim 
Institute. 

~A decrease in private property values due to noise. 

(over) 
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1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



~tdoor recreation limits, as well as children's and family's health, at Rhododendron Park ball 
fields. 

~se impacts on commercial properties including agriculture. 

rn<quifer and well contamination. 

Additional Concerns: 

ifrhe addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones ( APZs) surrounding OLF will 
restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

ifrhe Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere despite this being one of 
the top issues from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

~e impact on marine and terrestrial wildlife. 

D The major security risk for Whidbey Island by siting all Growlers here. 

VMishaps and crash risks due to problems such as their onboard oxygen system. 

Please include any additional comments and concerns here: 

tl/ludbtf /~/Mid rtJicM1t/:J !2f'Z btt:!Y a.5ktd tlJ s{lcnf& fh/Ui--
htr:u---0!,1 h~ttl-fh; w~ / t l/c'V h!Jcd:5 cmd well be!uty /or -/l,u
sal<4 ;; -/1Jc-- lklvl(. !+ ;_J wJ(5 mudz, 

All comments will become a part of the public record and will be addressed in the final EIS. Personally identifiable information of 
individuals will be kept confidential and not released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. 
City, state and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

For more information, see, Coupeville Community Allies, www.facebook.com/whidbeyeis 

Coupeville Community Allies is a group of community members committed to sharing accurate 
information to all Coupeville and Whidbey Island residents regarding the Growler DEIS. We 
encourage everyone to get involved in the discussion of our future and to submit comments 
and concerns. 

Prepared by Coupeville Community Allies 
January 18, 2017 
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Port Angeles, WA 98362

The North Olympic Peninsula takes its responsibilities for protecting its exceptional
environment seriously. People come here from throughout the world to enjoy and learn
from it, adding to the economic well-being of people who live here and do what we can to
complement the protection Olympic National Park, Forest and other such lands provide.
We expect our military to find ways to train without ruining a World Heritage Site and
other irreplaceable qualities.
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1.a. Thank You
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
7.d. Recreation and Wilderness Analysis and Study Area



LANGLEY, WA 98260

The DEIS did not comply with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) by failing to
judiciously examine off-Whidbey Island sites to conduct flight carrier land practice
(FCLP). The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) noise contours depicted in the DEIS
are misleading and fallacious for two reasons: (1) inappropriate use of 365-day averaging
rather busy-day averaging, and (2) holding up as scientifically valid an outdated,
misleading, and scientifically invalidated DNL threshold for high noise annoyance. The
DEIS misconstrued important finding of the National Park Service’s 2015 noise study at
Ebey’s Landing Historic National Reserve and obfuscated forthright analysis of the
impacts on visitor experience. That misconstruct has to be credibly revised to properly
characterize the real impacts. The Navy has adopted standards that protect their
personnel from health and hearing harm due to excessive noise, yet these standards
were ignored by the DEIS for civilians exposed to the same or greater levels of noise.
This DEIS needs to examine how many civilians would receive exposure doses that
exceed the Navy’s defined hazardous noise zone threshold (i.e., “an area where the
8-hour time-weighted average exceeds 84 dBA [or 140 dB peak sound pressure level,
SPL, for impact or impulse noise] for more than 2 days in any month”).
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1.a. Thank You
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels
4.j. Other Reports
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss



www.likkelcourtreporters.com depos@likkelcourtreporters.com
LIKKEL & ASSOCIATES (800) 686-1325

                     IN THE MATTER OF:
 The Open House Public Meeting for the Draft Environmental 
    Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-18G "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station (NAS) Whidbey Island Complex

DATE TAKEN:      Wednesday, December 7, 2016

PLACE:           Lopez Center for Community and the Arts
                 204 Village Road
                 Lopez Island, Washington

TIME:            3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. 

REPORTED BY:     Mary Mejlaender, CCR No. 2056
                 Likkel & Associates
                 Court Reporters & Legal Video
                 2722 Colby Avenue
                 Suite 706
                 Everett, WA  98201
                 depos@likkelcourtreporters.com

     LIKKEL & ASSOCIATES, COURT REPORTERS & LEGAL VIDEO
      2722 Colby Avenue, Suite 706, Everett, WA, 98201
                       (425) 259-3330
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1.a. Thank You
3.a. Aircraft Operations
3.h. Runway Usage, Flight Tracks, and Altitudes
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



www.likkelcourtreporters.com depos@likkelcourtreporters.com
LIKKEL & ASSOCIATES (800) 686-1325

1  PUBLIC MEETING 

2  (3:00 p.m.)

3  (The personal identifiable information disclosure 

4  statement was read to the following commenter.) 

5   MS. :  My name is , and I 

6 have heard the confidentiality statement and accept it.  

7  I live at  Road on Lopez Island in 

8 the state of Washington, 98261.  I have lived full time on 

9 Lopez Island for 13 years.  I have a master's in clinical 

10 social work from Columbia University.  I also have a 

11 master's in landscape architecture from Cornell University. 

12 I am a licensed practitioner of clinical social work in the 

13 state of Washington, have been in the state of New Jersey, 

14 and have a clinical school of social work license.  

15   My deep concern is for the impact of the noise 

16 over this very fragile island community.  I have lived here 

17 and witnessed people suffering tremendously in our community 

18 center, in homes, when these Growlers have flown over.  I 

19 have witnessed it when I've been out on the boat, on boats, 

20 on the ferry.  I've been on my little boat, a 20-foot wooden 

21 boat, when these Growlers have flown over, and it's 

22 literally shaken the boat.  

23   When the Growlers first started flying the 

24 children in our school dived under their desks with fright. 

25 They have become accustomed to it now.  This is not fair.  
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www.likkelcourtreporters.com depos@likkelcourtreporters.com
LIKKEL & ASSOCIATES (800) 686-1325

1 There have been -- in the last two years since the last time 

2 I attended this meeting the escalation of noise has -- has 

3 been very visible and very audible.  I have used the Quiet 

4 Skies site to identify the times when it's flown over my 

5 house and I've been disturbed.  

6   I ask that you please, please, please reevaluate 

7 adding 37 more Growlers to the flights.  In addition, I 

8 plead that you change the flight pattern over these islands. 

9 The last time I was here I had an extensive conversation 

10 with a man who told me that this area was the only place in 

11 the United States proper that these Growlers could practice. 

12 If, indeed, that is so, which I can accept, I'm not 

13 knowledgeable about that, I would really profoundly implore 

14 you to change the flight patterns over these fragile 

15 islands.  Thank you.  

16 * * *
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Coupeville, WA 98239

The use of OLF needs to stop. The Navy does not own this Island the people own this
land, homes, businesses and the Navy is endangering and destroying their way of life.
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1.a. Thank You



Seattle, WA 98106

The costs are not justified. The carbon impact of burning this much fuel is not justified.
The noie and other negative impacts on wildlife aht humans is not justified.
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1.a. Thank You
2.j. Costs of the Proposed Action



----------------------------------------------------------------------------~ [, U!.Q'"t,f I I ,~ 0 I 7 
To: EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NA VF AC) Atlantic - Attn: Code EV2 l/SS 6506 
Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
Thank you for extending the comment period to February 24, 2017, in order 
accommodate the fact that having four major public processes open over the holidays, all 
concerning Navy activities or the biological resources that may be affected by them, 
made it difficult to read, comprehend and prepare comments in a timely way. 

1. Jet noise outside the immediate environs of the runways on Whidbey Island is not 
being evaluated, yet impacts are significant. Noise from EA-18G Growlers is affecting 
communities far outside the vicinity of Naval Air Station Whidbey Island, yet the only 
area the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) analyzes in its "study area" is 
what falls within 6 to 10 miles of the comers of runways. Growler aircraft, which are 
capable of 150 decibels (dB), use these runways to get airborne and to land; therefore, 
what happens outside the study area cannot be ignored as if it does not exist, because all 
flight operations are functionally connected to takeoffs and landings. By considering only 
takeoff and landing noise and exhaust emissions at Ault Field and Outlying Field (OLF) 
Coupeville, the DEIS fails to consider the wider area of functionally connected impacts 
caused by naval flight operations. By failing to consider the interdependent parts of a 
larger action that cannot proceed without takeoffs and landings, as well as their impacts, 
the DEIS fails to evaluate cumulative effects. 

2. Impacts to cultural and historic sites are not adequately considered. The Navy so 
narrowly defined the Area of Potential Effect (APE) for cultural and historic resources 
that it also fails to consider significant nearby impacts. The State Historic Preservation 
Officer confirmed this in a January 9, 2017 letter to the Navy. 
(http://westcoastactionalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2017 /01/SHPO-Letter-
102214-23-USN_122916-2.docx) She said that not only will cultural and historic 
properties within existing APE boundaries be adversely affected, but additional portions 
of Whidbey Island, Camano Island, Port Townsend vicinity and the San Juan Islands are 
also within noise areas that will receive harmful levels of sound and vibration from 
Growler activity. The US Department of Housing and Urban Development posted noise 
abatement and control standards that classify the 65 dB levels being used by the Navy 
as "normally unacceptable" and above 75 as being "unacceptable." 
(https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/ environmental-review /noise
abatement-and-control/) Residents in these outlying areas, who live many miles 
from these runways, have recorded noise at least twice that loud. Therefore, by 
failing to include these areas, this DEIS violates both the National Environmental Policy 
Act (NEPA) and the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA). 
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1.a. Thank You
1.b. Best Available Science and Data
1.c. Segmentation and Connected Actions
10.a. Biological Resources Study Area
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.f. Endangered Species Impact Analysis Adequacy
11.a. Groundwater
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.k. Compensation to Citizens for Private Property
19.a. Scope of Cumulative Analysis
19.b. Revised Cumulative Impacts Analysis
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
19.d. Electronic Warfare
19.h. Cumulative Impacts on Biological Resources
2.b. Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement and Analysis
Conducted
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.d. Program of Record for Buying Growler Aircraft
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.h. Next Steps
2.i. Proposed Action
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.m. Record of Decision/Preferred Alternative
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
3.a. Aircraft Operations
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
3.d. Arrivals and Departures
4.a. General Noise Modeling
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.e. Day-Night Average Sound Level Contours and Noise
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.i. Other Noise Metrics Not Currently in Analysis
4.l. Points of Interest
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.t. Noise Mitigation
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
8.a. Cultural Resources Area of Potential Effect
8.c. Noise and Vibration Impacts to Cultural Resources
8.j. City of Port Townsend Cultural Resources



3. Piecemealing projects to avoid analyzing cumulative effects is illegal. The Navy 
has, to date, piecemealed its aircraft training and testing activities affecting Whidbey 
Island, the San Juans, and the Olympic Peninsula into at least six separate actions: 

1. 4 squadrons of P-8A Poseidon Multi-Mission Aircraft; 
2. A 2005 EA (57 Growler jets); 2010 EIS (reaffirming the 57 Growlers that 

replaced Prowlers); 
3. 2012 EA (26 Growlers including 5 from a reserve unit); 
4. 2014 EA (Growler electronic warfare activity); 
5. 2015 EIS discussing electronic warfare training and testing activity; 
6. The current 2016-2017 DEIS (36 Growlers); 
7. And, likely, a seventh process, as confirmed by news reports and a Navy official 

at a recent open house, for 42 more jets to bring the Growler fleet total to 160. 

Therefore, it has been impossible for the public to know just how many Growlers there 
would be, or what their impacts would be, or what limits, if any, the Navy intends to 
establish. In just four documents-the 2014 EA, Forest Service permit Draft Decision, 
and the 2010 and 2015 EISs, there are more than 6,000 pages of complex technical 
material. The number of Growler flights at Outlying Field (OLF) Coupeville alone went 
from 3,200 per year to a proposed 35,100 in 2017. That's more than a 1,000 percent 
increase at this runway alone, yet according to the Navy, there are "no significant 
impacts." The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA 40 C.F.R. §1502.4) " ... does 
not allow an approach that would permit dividing a project into multiple 'actions,' each 
of which individually has an insignificant environmental impact, but which collectively 
have a substantial impact." 

The DEIS evaluates not the totality of impacts from the current fleet of 118 Growlers, nor 
the projected total of 160 of these aircraft, but slices out 36 of them for an incremental, 
piecemealed look, and concludes from both the construction activities and the addition of 
just these 36 new Growlers to the fleet, that no significant impacts will occur in the 
following categories: public health, bird-animal strike hazards to aircraft, accident 
potential zones, emissions of all types, archaeological resources, American Indian 
traditional resources, biological resources, marine species, groundwater, surface water, 
potable water, socioeconomics, housing, environmental justice, and hazardous waste. To 
state the obvious, impacts from this many Growlers:, when taken together, are likely to be 
significant. Segmenting their impacts has allowed the Navy to avoid accountability. 

4. The DEIS does not analyze impacts to groundwater or soil from use of 
firefighting foam on its runways during Growler operations, despite the fact that before 
this DEIS was published, the Navy began notifying 2,000 people on Whidbey Island that 
highly toxic carcinogenic chemicals had migrated from Navy property into their drinking 
water wells, contaminating them and rendering these people dependent on bottled water. 

5. The DEIS fails to discuss, describe or even mention any potential impacts 
associated with electromagnetic radiation in devices employed by the Growlers in 
locating and interacting with the ground transmitters. It fails to mention any potential 
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impacts associated with aircrew practicing using electromagnetic weaponry, that will 
allow the Navy to make good on its 2014 statement that this training and testing is 
"turning out fully trained, combat-ready Electronic Attack crews." 

6. The current comment period on a Draft EIS should not be the last chance the 
public will have for input. However, Navy announced on its web site that it does not 
intend to allow a public comment period on the Final EIS. The "30-day waiting period" 
proposed for the Final EIS is not a public comment period, and thus would be 
unresponsive to serious and longstanding public concerns on matters that will affect our 
lives as well as the lives of people doing business throughout the region, plus the visitors 
who are the tourism lifeblood of our economy, and the wildlife that inhabits the region. 
The Navy must allow the public to participate throughout the process, in order to be able 
to be able to assess the full scope of direct, indirect and cumulative impacts. This is 
doubly important because so many impacts have been excluded from analysis. A federal 
agency is required to prepare a supplement to either a draft or final EIS, and allow the 
public to comment, if there are significant new circumstances or information relevant to 
environmental concerns, that bear on the proposed action or its impacts. 

7. There are no alternatives proposed in this DEIS that would reduce noise. This 
violates NEPA §1506.1, which states, " ... no action concerning the proposal shall be 
taken which would have an adverse environmental impact or limit the choice of 
reasonable alternatives." According to a memo from the President's Council on 
Environmental Quality (CEQ) to all federal agencies, "Reasonable alternatives include 
those that are practical or feasible from the technical and economic standpoint and using 
common sense, rather than simply desirable from the standpoint of the applicant." 
(https://energy.gov /sites/prod/files/G-CEQ-40Questions.pdf) The three alternatives 
presented by the Navy are merely a shell game of choices among the same number of 
flights, but for different percentages of activity at runways. This pits communities against 
each other, as the runway that receives more flights will determine the "loser" among 
these communities. 

8. The Navy has exacerbated the problem stated in #8 by not identifying a preferred 
alternative in the DEIS. According to the CEQ memo, "[NEPA] Section 1502.14( e) 
requires the section of the EIS on alternatives to "identify the agency's preferred 
alternative if one or more exists, in the draft statement, and identify such alternative in 
the final statement ... " Since the Navy has not done this, communities cannot evaluate 
potential noise levels. Since the Navy has also announced that it will not provide a public 
comment period for the Final EIS, communities will have no chance to evaluate the 
consequences or even comment on the preferred alternative. 

9. The Navy states that it evaluated noise for the Olympic Peninsula in 2010 with the 
Northwest Training Range Complex EIS, but that document did not do so. The Navy 
claims its documents are "tiered" for this purpose, but they are not. Had the activities 
contemplated by the proposed Electronic Warfare Range been evaluated by that EIS, the 
ground-based mobile emitters should have been listed as an emission source. They were 
not. For Electronic Combat and Electronic Attack, the only areas listed by activity and 
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training area, warfare type, and Range and Training Site were the Darrington Area and 
W-237. Neither is on the Olympic Peninsula. Had noise been properly evaluated, the 
Olympic MOAs should have been listed. They were not. Therefore, noise from Growler 
activities has not been evaluated in this or any previous for the Olympic Peninsula. 

10. The Navy has neither measured, modeled, nor considered direct, indirect or 
cumulative effects of jet noise in any areas outside the immediate environs ofNASWI 
runways. Actual noise measurements have not been made anywhere. However, computer 
modeling for the IO-mile radius of the "Affected Noise Environment" around Naval Air 
Station Whidbey Island (NASWI) extends to the year 2021 and clearly demonstrates the 
Navy's ability to model noise. Therefore it makes no sense to fail to measure or model 
highly impacted areas such as the West End of the Olympic Peninsula, with its very 
different terrain and weather conditions, as demonstrated by separate NOAA weather 
forecasts for each region. For example, the Hoh River is surrounded by steep-sloped 
mountains that amplify and echo noise. Port Townsend is on a peninsula surrounded on 
three sides by water, which echoes sound. Port Angeles gets reflected sound from the 
Strait of Juan de Puca to its north and from the Olympic Mountains to its south. Yet no 
noise modeling or measurements have been done for these areas. 

11. The Navy's claim that areas outside the narrow boundaries of its study area do 
not exceed noise standards is suspect, first because the standards used by the Navy are 
unrealistic, second, because the Navy has never measured or modeled noise in these 
areas, and third, because the "library" of sounds that comprise the basis for the Navy's 
computer modeling is not available for public inspection. The Navy uses the less realistic 
Day-Night Average Sound Level (DNL) rather than the Effective Perceived Noise Level, 
as provided in Federal Aviation Regulation 36. DNL uses A-weighting for the decibel 
measurement, which means jet noise is averaged with quiet over the course of a year to 
come up with a 65 dB average. This means peak noise levels in these un-measured and 
un-modeled communities and wildlands may far exceed 65 dB as long as the constant 
average with quiet periods over a year stays below 65 dB. This is unrealistic, and claims 
by the DEIS that wildlife are "presumably habituated" to noise do not apply when that 
noise is sporadic and intense. 

12. Commercial airport noise standards should not apply to military jets because 
commercial jets do not have afterburners, do not engage in aerial combat maneuvers, do 
not fly at low altitudes or practice landing on runways so short they can only be used for 
emergencies, do not possess the flight characteristics of Growlers, and do not have 
weaponry that is capable of making a parcel of forest hum with electromagnetic energy. 
FAA policy does not preclude use of the more accurate Effective Perceived Noise Level 
as the standard, nor are local jurisdictions prevented from setting a lower threshold of 
compatibility for new land-use developments. FAA policy allows for supplemental or 
alternative measurements. So, the continued use ofDNL may be to the Navy's benefit, 
but does not benefit the public. 
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13. The Navy's noise analysis does not allow for peak noise experiences, nor does the 
DNL method they use take into account low-frequency noise, which is produced at 
tremendous levels by Growlers. 

14. The NOISEMAP software used for computer modeling is severely outdated, and 
a report from a Department of Defense commission concluded that noise measurements 
using this software " ... do not properly account for the complex operational and noise 
characteristics of the new aircraft." This report concluded that current computer models 
could be legally indefensible. (https: / /www.serdp-estcp.org/Program-
Areas /Weapons-Systems-and-Platforms /Noise-and-Emissions/Noise /WP-1304) 

15. The Navy describes its activities using the term "event," but does not define it. 
Therefore, the time, duration, and number of jets in a single "event" remain unknown, 
and real impacts from recent increases remain unevaluated. As a result of leaving out vast 
geographical areas where noise impacts will occur (and are occurring now), the DEIS 
eliminates far too many direct, indirect and cumulative effects to be considered a valid or 
complete analysis. Limiting the scope like this amounts to a segmentation of impacts that 
forecloses the public's ability to comment and gain legal standing. By law, the public has 
the right to address the full scope of impacts, not just a narrow sliver of them. 

16. New information that was not disclosed in previous Navy EISs include flight 
operations on weekends (not mentioned in the current DEIS but specified on page 11 of 
the Forest Service's draft permit, viewable at: 
https://www.fs.usda.gov/project/?project=42759). It has long been understood that 
the Navy would cooperate with local governments, especially in communities that depend 
on tourism, by not conducting noise-producing operations on weekends. Further, the 
singling out of one user group for an exemption from noise is outrageous and unfair. 
According to the permit, weekend flying may be permitted so long as it does not interfere 
with" ... opening day and associated opening weekend of Washington State's Big Game 
Hunting Season for use of rifle/ guns." While such an exemption is under Forest Service 
and not Navy control, the Navy must realize that municipalities and local governments, 
along with economically viable and vulnerable tourism and recreation entities who are 
not being considered, have not been given the opportunity to comment. The impression is 
that our national forests are no longer under public control. 

17. Low flights will make even more noise than before: While the Navy has repeatedly 
told the public over the past few years that Growlers will fly at a minimum of 6,000 feet 
above sea level, the DEIS quotes guidance from the Aircraft Environmental Support 
Office: "Aircraft are directed to avoid towns and populated areas by 1 nm (nautical mile) 
or overfly 1,000 feet AGL (above ground level) and to avoid airports by 3 nm or overfly 
1,500 AGL." This guidance further states, "Over sparsely populated areas, aircraft may 
not be operated closer than 500 feet to any person, vessel, vehicle, or structure." If this 
official guidance directs Growlers to fly at such low altitudes, why did the Navy not 
disclose this in any previous NEPA documents? For an aircraft capable of 150 decibels at 
takeoff, this new information represents a significant new level of noise impacts that have 
been neither previously disclosed nor analyzed. 
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18. Sound levels for these low flights are not listed in the DEIS: Table 3.1-2, titled 
"Representative Sound Levels for Growler Aircraft in Level Flight," on page 3-6, does 
not show sound exposure levels for Growlers flying at either 1,000 feet or 1,500 feet 
AGL, as mentioned in the official guidance. Why has this important information been 
omitted? The public needs to know how much actual noise exposure there will be, along 
with the threats posed to public and environmental health. This, therefore, is significant 
new information about impacts that were not disclosed in the DEIS, and requires either 
that a Supplemental EIS be prepared, or that a public comment period of adequate length 
be provided on the Final EIS. For public health and safety reasons, the Navy must revise 
its guidance to significantly increase the distances that Growler jets are currently allowed 
to fly over towns, airports, individual people, vessels, vehicles, and structures. 500 to 
1,000 feet is far too close, and 1500 feet over an airport is far too dangerous a proximity 
to supersonic Growler jets. 

19. No mitigation for schools: The DEIS states that in the case oflocal schools, no 
mitigation measures for any of the 3 proposed alternatives were identified, " ... but may be 
developed and altered based on comments received." Some schools will be interrupted by 
jet noise hundreds of times per day. Yet the Navy suggests that future mitigation 
measures might be brought up by the public ( and subsequently ignored) and thus will be 
" .. .identified in the Final EIS or Record of Decision." Such information would be new, 
could significantly alter the Proposed Actions, and would therefore require another public 
comment period, in which case the Navy's proposal to not allow a comment period on the 
Final EIS would be unlawful. 

20. The current DNL noise modeling method and data in no way reflect exposure 
accuracy, given the new information about low flight levels from official guidance. 
Therefore, such analyses must be included in a Supplemental EIS or in the Final EIS, 
with a new public process of adequate length, including an official comment period. 

21. Crash potential is higher: With no alternatives provided to the public that reduce 
noise, and with such permissive guidance that allows such low-altitude flight, the 
potential for Navy Growler student pilots to create tragic outcomes or cause extreme 
physical, physiological, economic and other harms to communities and wildlands, 
whether accidentally or on purpose, is unacceptable. 

22. Contamination of drinking water in residential and commercial areas near the 
runways, due to use of hazardous chemicals, is completely ignored by the DEIS. It 
concludes, "No significant impacts related to hazardous waste and materials would occur 
due to construction activities or from the addition and operation of additional Growler 
aircraft." While these chemicals have never been analyzed, they have been used in 
conjunction with Growler training and other flight operations for years; therefore, 
hazardous materials analysis for these chemicals should not be excluded just because 
Growlers are not the only aircraft this foam has been used for. It is irresponsible for the 
DEIS to content that there are no significant impacts. As previously stated, with flights at 
OLF Coupeville alone increasing from 3,200 in 2010 to as many as 35,100, no one can 
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claim that a 1,000 percent flight increase in 7 years for which no groundwater or soil 
contaminant analyses have been done is not significant. 

23. Navy knew about contamination in advance: It is clear that before the November 
10 publication of this DEIS, the Navy was well aware of potential problems with 
contamination of residential drinking water due to what it calls "historic" use of fire 
suppressants for flight operations. In May 2016 the USEP A issued drinking water health 
advisories for two PFCs, and the Navy announced in June that it was in the process of 
"identifying and for removal and destruction all legacy perfluorooctane sulfonate ( and 
PFOA) containing AFFF [aqueous film forming foam]." Yet the DEIS dismisses all 
concerns with an incredible statement about actions that took place nearly 20 years ago: 
"Remediation construction was completed in September 1997, human exposure and 
contaminated groundwater exposures are under control, and the OUs at Ault Field and the 
Seaplane Base are ready for anticipated use (USEP A, 2016e ). " The statement is 
ludicrously outdated, and recent events refute it. Three days before the DEIS was 
published, on November 7, 2016, the Navy sent a letter to more than 100 private and 
public drinking water well owners expressing concern that perfluoroalkyl substances 
(PFAS) found beneath the OLF had spread beyond Navy property. Yet the word 
"perfluoroalkyl" or "PF AS" is not mentioned once in the entire 1400-page DEIS, nor is it 
mentioned the 2005 or 2012 EAs. A Department of Defense publication makes it clear 
that there is no current technology that can treat soil or groundwater that has been 
contaminated with these chemicals. 
(https: / / dec.alaska.gov /spar/ppr /hazmat/Chemical-&-Material-Emerging-Risk
Alert-for-AFFF. pdf) 

24. No mention of contaminated soil is found in the DEIS: It confines its discussion to 
soil compression and compaction effects from new construction, and concludes there will 
be no impacts to groundwater. It is therefore puzzling to consider that while extensive 
evaluations for a variety of hazardous materials were included in the October 2015 
Northwest Training and Testing Final EIS, why would the Navy omit such contaminants 
as the ones mentioned above, from the Growler DEIS? This is the equivalent of a doctor 
refusing to look at an EKG that clearly shows a heart attack, and diagnosing the patient 
with anxiety. The Navy needs to include this information in a public NEPA process as an 
impact of its flight activities. It needs to accept responsibility for this contamination, and 
pay the costs incurred by finding a permanent alternative source of water for affected 
residents, and by reimbursing these people for medical costs created by unwitting 
consumption of Navy-contaminated water. 

25. Impacts to wildlife have been piecemealed: It does not make sense to separate 
impacts from just one portion of an aircraft's flight operations and say that's all you're 
looking at. But because the scope of the DEIS is limited to areas adjacent to runways, 
analysis of impacts to wildlife from connected flight operations that occur outside these 
narrow confines are omitted. Threatened and endangered species, sensitive species and 
other wildlife and critical habitat areas are adversely impacted by noise from takeoffs, 
landings and other flight operations well beyond the Navy's study area. For example, the 
increase in aerial combat maneuvers (dogfighting) from 160 to 550 annual "events," 
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which by their erratic nature cannot safely occur near runways, is a 244 percent increase 
that has been neither examined nor analyzed in this or any previous NEPA process. 
Dogfighting requires frequent use of afterburners, which are far louder and use as much 
as ten times the amount of fuel as normal flight does. Impacts to wildlife and habitat were 
completely omitted. 

26. Pages of boilerplate language do not constitute analysis of impacts to wildlife: 
Except for standardized language copied from wildlife agencies about species life 
histories, along with lists of various county critical areas ordinances and state wildlife 
regulations, the DEIS fails to evaluate direct, indirect or cumulative impacts to wildlife. 
Instead, it offers the excruciating conclusion that the potential for noise impacts and 
collisions with birds is "greatest during flight operations." However, continues the DEIS, 
except for the marbled murrelet, the occurrence of these sensitive species in the study 
area is "highly unlikely," largely because "no suitable habitat is present." This begs the 
question: if the scope of this DEIS measured the true impacts of jet noise, it is highly 
likely that suitable habitat for many of these species would be found. And if impacts had 
not been segmented for decades, there might be suitable habitat remaining in the study 
area. 

27. Old research cited but new research not: In citing published scientific research, the 
Navy included a 1988 synthesis of published literature on domestic animals and wildlife, 
but failed to consider the latest peer-reviewed research summarized in 2015, which lists 
multiple consequences of noise greater than 65 dB. 
(http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doif10.1111/brv.12207 /abstract) The DEIS also 
failed to consider an important 2014 study called "Anthropogenic EM Noise Disrupts 
Magnetic Compass Orientation in Migratory Birds," 
(http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v509/n7500/full/nature13290.html) A federal 
agency cannot cherry-pick scientific research for its own convenience; it must consider 
the best available science. This DEIS fails that test. 

Thank you for considering these comments. 
Sincerely, 

 

v'?l C\-;io(lde.-~ J Cf! C/'i!'D IJ? ~ 
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Oak Harbor, WA 98277

 

I support the Navy's mission on Whidbey Island including increased Growler operations
at OLF Coupeville and Ault Field
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1.a. Thank You



Greenbank, WA 98253

It is essential to be aware of the WHOLE picture in regards to the Growlers impact.
Integrity is important to ALL involved. Health is a right of ALL.

MARGI0001

1.a. Thank You
4.p. Sleep Disturbance
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.s. Health Impact Assessment and Long-term Health Study
Requests
5.a. Accident Potential Zones



PORT ANGELES, WA 98362

 

The Growler gets are so loud that I cannot sit outside at night and relax. I do not approve
of these atll, especially when the Navy has other resources to do these practices already.
There is a National Heritage Site on the Olympic Peninsula too.
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1.a. Thank You
12.n. Quality of Life
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
7.d. Recreation and Wilderness Analysis and Study Area



Freeland, WA 98249

 

The rest of the country should have the privilege of hearing the Growlers! Perhaps they
should be stationed in Florida,near the Hotel Al Margo, so President Trump will feel more
secure!
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1.a. Thank You



Freelaand, WA 98249

The NAS has been on Whidbey. The Growlers are recent and their noise exceeds
commercial and other military aircraft. The Salish Sea is in danger as are the fish,birds
and whales. If you protect us from external threats and destroy the living, breathing life
that goes back to pre-dinasaur times, what is the point? Spread the noise to less
sensitive environments!
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1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife



Port Angeles, WA 98362

 

Not for the first time the Navy has failed to comply with the National Environmental Policy
Act. Because of the following deficiencies, omissions, and failures to properly implement
NEPA, I ask the Navy to issue a revised, second draft EIS with a new public comment
period. NEPA 1500.1(b) “NEPA procedures must insure that environmental information is
available to public officials and citizens before decisions are made and before actions are
taken.” According to the Draft EIS the Proposed Action would increase electronic attack
capabilities by adding 35 or 36 Growlers. It does not address 40 additional Growlers that
are in the process of delivery beyond the 35 or 36 identified in the Proposed Action. A
Department of Defense (DoD) report from 2016 states “The procurement profile of the FY
2017 PB adds 7 EA-18G aircraft in FY 2016. The result of this addition will be a FY 2016
FRP contract for Lot 40 EA-18G aircraft, which increases the total Program of Record
(PoR) from 150 to 157. … These aircraft are in the process of delivery…” (Selected
Acquisition Report (SAR), RCS: DD-A&T(Q&A) 823-378, EA-18G Growler Aircraft (EA
18G), As of FY 2017 President's Budget, March 17, 2016, pg. 7). 1502.14 (a) “Rigorously
explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable alternatives, and for alternatives which
were eliminated from detailed study, briefly discuss the reasons for their having been
eliminated. (b) Devote substantial treatment to each alternative considered in detail
including the proposed action so that reviewers may evaluate their comparative merits.”
The DEIS lacks significant explanation of how any off-Whidbey sites were studied and
compared. Nor does it provide thorough reasoning for dismissing off-Whidbey Island sites
to conduct flight carrier landing practice (FCLP). The DEIS fails to establish why the
Whidbey site which is a WW II relic, far short of standard acreage and runway length and
can only operate under a DOD waiver. Why is this site superior for training its pilots than
a site that is not surrounded by residences, national parks, schools, businesses, and
government offices? NEPA 1502.7 Page limits The text of final environmental impact
statements (e.g., paragraphs (d) through (g) of §1502.10) shall normally be less than 150
pages and for proposals of unusual scope or complexity shall normally be less than 300
pages. The length of this DEIS greatly exceeds the 300 page limit. NEPA 1508.7
``Cumulative impact'' is the impact on the environment which results from the incremental
impact of the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable
future actions regardless of what agency (Federal or non-Federal) or person undertakes
such other actions. Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor but collectively
significant actions taking place over a period of time Jet noise outside the immediate
environs of the runways on Whidbey Island is not being evaluated, yet impacts are
significant. Noise from EA-18G Growlers is affecting communities far outside the vicinity
of Naval Air Station Whidbey Island, yet the only area the DEIS analyzes in its “study
area” is what falls within 6 to 10 miles of the corners of runways . By considering only
takeoff and landing noise and exhaust emissions at Ault Field and Outlying Field (OLF)
the DEIS fails to consider resulting flights over other areas. The DEIS lacks information
on flight paths to and from other training areas such as the Electronic Warfare Range
(EWR) and the NW Testing and Training (NWTT) areas. Addressing impacts from just
one portion of the aircrafts’ flight paths does not make sense. Increased Growler flights
will certainly Impact people and wildlife beyond the DEIS study area and these are not
addressed in this document or the EWR and NWTT documents. The Navy has, to date,

MARJA0004

1.a. Thank You
1.c. Segmentation and Connected Actions
19.b. Revised Cumulative Impacts Analysis
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.d. Program of Record for Buying Growler Aircraft
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.e. Day-Night Average Sound Level Contours and Noise
4.l. Points of Interest



piecemealed its aircraft training and testing activities affecting Whidbey Island, the San
Juan Islands, and the Olympic Peninsula into at least six separate actions: 1. 4
squadrons of P-8A Poseidon Multi-Mission Aircraft; 2. A 2005 EA (57 Growler jets); 2010
EIS (reaffirming the 57 Growlers that replaced Prowlers); 3. 2012 EA (26 Growlers
including 5 from a reserve unit); 4. 2014 EA (Growler electronic warfare activity); 5. 2015
EIS discussing electronic warfare training and testing activity; 6. The current 2016-2017
DEIS (36 Growlers); 7. And, likely, a seventh process, as confirmed by news reports and
a Navy official at a recent open house, for 42 more jets to bring the Growler fleet total to
160. The current comment period on a Draft EIS should not be the last chance the public
will have for input. However, Navy announced on its web site that it does not intend to
allow a public comment period on the Final EIS. The “30-day waiting period” proposed for
the Final EIS is not a public comment period, and thus would be unresponsive to serious
and longstanding public concerns.
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area” is what falls within 6 to 10 miles of the corners of runways . By considering only
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Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 

EA-18G Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by February 24, 2017 
Q_D_line_~_t: http://www.whidbeyeis._cqm/~qmment.aspx 
!!'L~ail at Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 

23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

1. ame 
t, 

2. Organization/ Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired military) 

3. Address .&zvpeit. !le I' llJ ;1 'llj__ ')_.) '7 

4 . Email 
J a~~ko, 

Increases in Outlying Field {OLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools and 
quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. This is a burden 

greater t han t he Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

Comments 
Please check all that concern you and add additional comments on the back. 

The environmental impacts of t he following issues due to increased flight operations at t he OLF are not 
adequately addressed in the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS): 

0 Health effects from noise and low-frequency sound. 

~usinesses, schools, hospital, and County and Town public government operations in the 
Coupeville area. 

tz{' A decrease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville, hiking and birding at Ebey's Landing 
National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference Center, Fort Casey State Park, The Pacific Rim 
Institute. 

~A decrease in private prop~~y ~alues due to noise. 

(over) 

MARJO0001

1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



~Outdoor recreation limits, as well as children's and family's health, at Rhododendron Park ball 
fields. 

E(' Noise impacts on commercial properties including agriculture. 

~ Aquifer and well contamination. 

Additional Concerns: 

~ The addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones ( APZs) surrounding OLF will 
restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

~ The Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere despite this being one of 
the top issues from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

if The impact on marine and terrestrial wildlife. 

0 The major security risk for Whidbey Island by sit ing all Growlers here. 

~ Mishaps and crash risks due to problems such as their on board oxygen system. 

Please include any additional comments and concerns here: 

All comments will become a part of the public record and will be addressed in the final EIS. Personally identifiable information of 
individuals will be kept confidential and not released, unless otherw;se specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. 
City, state and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

For more information, see, Coupeville Community Allies, www. facebook.~_Q_m/_whidbgyeis 

Coupeville Community Allies is a group of community members committed to sharing accurate 
information to all Coupeville and Whidbey Island residents regarding the Growler DEIS. We 
encourage everyone t o get involved in the discussion of our future and to submit comments 
and concerns. 

Prepared by Coupeville Community Allies 

January 18, 201 7 
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Draft Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-18G Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by February 24, 2017 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Online at: http://www.whidbeyeis.com/Comment.aspx 
By mail at Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 

23508,. Attn: Code EV21/SS 

Name __ -------------------~ 

Organization/ Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired military} 
. 

+ (_ \' .A:Jo.. \J 
_..........;.__i....&......;.;......i.....;; ___ ..:.....;.....:.....;;;... ___ --=-+___..;;~_,;;.;_......:.....------o-;.~~;;;.=-,;=--F-+-<2;;:...,v~1 e-) D ?ro I 

v·, ) ~ \ 1A g:s-· 39-
7 DL)CJ ;/r 

Address 

Email (25 ---------------------------

Increases in Outlying Field (DLF) operations will significantly harm our property vaiues, heulth, schools and 
quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. This is a burden 

greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

Comments 
Please check all that concern you and include additional comments on the back. 

The environmental impacts of the following issues due to increased flight operations at the OLF are not 
adequately addressed in the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS): 

~ Health effects from noise and low-frequency sound. 

~ Businesses, schools, hospital, and County and Town public government operations in the 
Coupeville area. 

~A decrease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville, hiking and birding at Ebey's 
Landing National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference Center, Fort Casey State Park, The 
Pacific Rim Institute. 

~ decrease in private property values due to noise. 

(over) 

I 

' I 
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1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



~Outdoor recreation limits, as well as children's and family's health, at Rhododendron Park 

ball fields. 

~Noise impacts on commercial properties including agriculture. 

Additional Concerns: 

~1 
-!. 6 

.-~ E 
. . •] i- i \ i ~~ 

'S-.Risk of increased aquifer and well contamination. 'Na' ~ V' S a- ~-,? ac Y£- . .J- 'f, • ~ \) 
~\ ~ 4"\A. ~ J ~<..__Cl )( (b \.? l O) 5 r,y(. ) ,, I 

u __) ~ ooS??\i~\t'.. li!l The addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones ( APZs) surrounding -cF will · ' ~ \) 
restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. > 

~ > 0-
~The Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere despite this being one of 

the top issues from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

l2l_The impact on marine and terrestrial wildlife such as orcas and migratory birds. 

¢. The major terrorist risk for Whidbey Island by siting all Growlers here. 

~Mishaps and crash risks due to problems such as the Growler onboard oxygen system. 

A I comments will become a part of the public record and will be addressed in the final EIS. Personally identifiable in t n of 
individuals will be kept confidential and not released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as require by law. 

e ~ 
~ • 

City, state and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. , 

-:[_' V\, \ a.-\~ C o-\.-(..) a V ~ 0 <( ~ \A._ e_ a.t \ 'v t::.- a; 6 0 \-.~\,U) .LU..,+-; ¥"<2- b 0 - '=> <Z- v) 

For more information, got Coupeville ommunity A hes, www~acebook.com/whidbeyeis ~ 
b€.-LtA. ?J\ Ll 0? e.d..- J,~-\- ~0 o \d Y'\..,\_ ~ .~u V c;y- "<-~\iLD (/\,t ~. ~a_\ o.1le_e.,a.. 

CoupeJi.H'e Community Allies is a group of community members committed to sha'ring'~ttdfa~ 
information to all Coupeville and Whidbey Island residents regarding the Growler EIS. We 
encourage everyone to get involved in the discussion of our future and to submit comments 
and concerns. 

Prepared and paid for by Coupeville Community Allies 
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Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-lBG Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; °(3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, uniess otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
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Jet noise outside the immediate environs of the runways on Whidbey Island is not being
evaluated. According to the Navy, the [Growler] Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(DEIS) “...evaluates the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative environmental impacts
of the Proposed Action under three action alternatives.” However, not all direct, indirect
and cumulative impacts are being examined in this EIS; for example, jet noise is directly
impacting communities, Tribes and wildlands well outside the immediate environs of
Naval Air Station Whidbey Island (NASWI); yet the only area the DEIS analyzes in its
“study area” is what falls within 6 to 10 miles of the corners of runways. Growler aircraft,
which are capable of 150 decibels (dB), use these runways to get airborne and to land;
therefore, what happens outside the study area cannot be ignored as if it does not exist,
because all flight operations are functionally connected to takeoffs and landings. By
considering only takeoff and landing noise and exhaust emissions at Ault Field and OLF
Coupeville, the DEIS violates the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) §1508.25 by
failing to consider the wider area of functionally connected impacts caused by naval flight
operations. By failing to enlarge the scope of its analysis beyond NASWI, the DEIS also
violates NEPA by failing to consider the interdependent parts of a larger 2 action, that
cannot proceed without takeoffs and landings. By failing to consider these automatically
triggered additional impacts resulting from activities beyond the runways that cannot be
conducted without takeoffs and landings, the DEIS also fails to evaluate cumulative
effects. By failing to initiate consultation under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act
with the US Fish and Wildlife Service on potential impacts from the 47 percent increase in
flights to 130,000 per year, including 79,000 Growler flights, the DEIS fails to evaluate
direct, indirect and cumulative impacts on threatened and endangered species.
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Piecemealing projects to avoid analyzing cumulative effects is illegal. Because the Navy
has, to date, piecemealed its aircraft training and testing activities affecting the Olympic
Peninsula into at least six separate actions—4 squadrons of P-8A Poseidon Multi-Mission
Aircraft; a 2005 EA (57 Growler jets); 2010 EIS (reaffirming the 57 Growlers that replaced
Prowlers); 2012 EA (26 Growlers including 5 from a reserve unit); 2014 EA (Growler
electronic warfare activity); the current 2016-2017 DEIS (36 Growlers); and, likely, a
seventh process, as confirmed by a Navy official at a recent open house, for 42 more jets
to bring the Growler fleet total to 160—it has been impossible for the public to know just
how many Growlers there would be, or what their impacts would be, or what limits, if any,
the Navy intends to establish. In just four documents—the 2014 EA, Forest Service
permit Draft Decision, and the 2010 and 2015 EISs, there are more than 6,000 pages of
complex technical material. Since 2010, the number of Growler flights at Outlying Field
(OLF) Coupeville alone went from 3,200 per year to a proposed 35,500 in 2017. That’s
more than a 1,000 percent increase at this runway alone, yet according to virtually all
Navy public processes to date, there are “no significant impacts.” The Navy’s planning
and funding cycles begin years in advance of implementation, so no member of the
public with any common sense believes that the Navy did not know well in advance that
many Growlers would be coming to NASWI. The resulting separation of impacts
foreclosed the public’s ability to know their full scope. Further, the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA 40 C.F.R. § 1502.4) “...does not allow an approach that would permit
dividing a project into multiple ‘actions,’ each of which individually has an insignificant
environmental impact, but which collectively have a substantial impact.” This DEIS is
therefore another example of segmentation of impacts for the purpose of avoiding
cumulative effects analyses. In addition to segmenting noise impacts to allow for only
those around the runways, it segments the very air, by failing to analyze exhaust
emissions from flight operations that occur beyond this narrowly defined “study area”
around the runways. It does not analyze impacts to groundwater or soil from use of
firefighting foam on its runways during Growler operations, despite the fact that before
this DEIS was published, the Navy began notifying 2,000 people on Whidbey Island that
highly toxic carcinogenic chemicals had migrated from Navy property into their drinking
water wells, contaminating them and rendering these people dependent on bottled water.
The DEIS fails to discuss, describe or even mention any potential impacts associated
with electromagnetic radiation in devices employed by the Growlers in locating and 3
interacting with the ground transmitters. It fails to mention any potential impacts
associated with aircrew practicing using electromagnetic weaponry, that will allow the
Navy to make good on its 2014 statement that this training and testing is “turning out fully
trained, combat-ready Electronic Attack crews.” The DEIS evaluates not the totality of
impacts from the current fleet of 118 Growlers, nor the projected total of 160 of these
aircraft, but slices out 36 of them for an incremental, piecemealed look, and concludes
from both the construction activities and the addition of just these 36 new Growlers to the
fleet, that no significant impacts will occur in the following categories: public health,
bird-animal strike hazards to aircraft, accident potential zones, emissions of all types,
archaeological resources, American Indian traditional resources, biological resources,
marine species, groundwater, surface water, potable water, socioeconomics, housing,
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environmental justice, and hazardous waste. To state the obvious, impacts from this
many Growlers, when taken together, are likely to be significant. Segmenting their
impacts has allowed the Navy to avoid accountability. Concerns about segmentation of
impacts were repeatedly raised during the Navy’s scoping process for this DEIS in 2014,
yet the Navy has ignored them. This violates NEPA §1508.23, which says a “proposal”
exists at a stage where effects can be meaningfully evaluated. In this DEIS they cannot
be meaningfully evaluated, and therefore, the document is incomplete and must be
re-done.
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There are no alternatives proposed in this DEIS that would reduce noise. This violates
NEPA §1506.1, which states, “...no action concerning the proposal shall be taken which
would have an adverse environmental impact or limit the choice of reasonable
alternatives.” According to a memo from the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) to
all federal agencies, “Reasonable alternatives include those that are practical or feasible
from the technical and economic standpoint and using common sense, rather than simply
desirable from the standpoint of the applicant.”6 Further, the three alternatives presented
by the Navy are merely a shell game of choices among the same number of flights, but
for different percentages of activity at runways. This pits communities against each other,
as the runway that receives more flights will determine the “loser” among these
communities. The Navy has exacerbated this by not identifying a preferred alternative in
the DEIS. According to the CEQ memo, “[NEPA] Section 1502.14(e) requires the section
of the EIS on alternatives to "identify the agency's preferred alternative if one or more
exists, in the draft statement, and identify such alternative in the final statement . . ."
Since the Navy has not done this, communities cannot evaluate potential noise levels.
Since the Navy has also announced that it will not provide a public comment period for
the Final EIS, communities will have no chance to evaluate the consequences or
comment on the preferred alternative.
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The Navy states that it evaluated noise for the Olympic Peninsula in 2010 with the
Northwest Training Range Complex EIS, but that document did not do so. The Navy
claims its documents are “tiered” for this purpose, but they are not. Had the activities
contemplated by the proposed Electronic Warfare Range been evaluated by that EIS, the
ground-based mobile emitters should have been listed as an emission source. They were
not. For Electronic Combat and Electronic Attack, the only areas listed by activity and
training area, warfare type, and Range and Training Site were the Darrington Area and
W-237. Neither is on the Olympic Peninsula. Had noise been properly evaluated, the
Olympic MOAs should have been listed. They were not. Therefore, noise from Growler
activities has not been evaluated in this or any previous for the Olympic Peninsula.
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The Navy has neither measured, modeled, nor considered direct, indirect or cumulative
effects of jet noise in any areas outside the immediate environs of NASWI runways.
Actual noise measurements have not been made anywhere. However, computer
modeling for the 10-mile radius of the “Affected Noise Environment” around Naval Air
Station Whidbey Island (NASWI) extends to the year 2021 and clearly demonstrates the
Navy’s ability to model noise. Therefore it makes no sense to fail to measure or model
highly impacted areas such as the West End of the Olympic Peninsula, with its very
different terrain and weather conditions, as demonstrated by separate NOAA weather
forecasts for each region. For example, the Hoh River is surrounded by steep-sloped
mountains that amplify and echo noise. Port Townsend is on a peninsula surrounded on
three sides by water, which echoes sound. Port Angeles gets reflected sound from the
Strait of Juan de Fuca to its north and from the Olympic Mountains to its south. Yet no
noise modeling or measurements have been done for these areas. The Navy’s claim that
these areas do not exceed noise standards is suspect, first because the standards used
by the Navy are unrealistic, second, because the Navy has never measured or modeled
noise in these areas, and third, because the “library” of sounds that comprise the basis
for the Navy’s computer modeling is not available for public inspection. The Navy uses
the less realistic Day-Night Average Sound Level (DNL) rather than the Effective
Perceived Noise Level, as provided in Federal Aviation Regulation 36. DNL uses
A-weighting for the decibel measurement, which means jet noise is averaged with quiet
over the course of a year to come up with a 65 dB average. This means peak noise
levels in these un-measured and un-modeled communities and wildlands may far exceed
65 dB as long as the constant average with quiet periods over a year stays below 65 dB.
This is unrealistic, and claims by the DEIS that wildlife are “presumably habituated” to
noise do not apply when that noise is sporadic and intense. While DNL is the FAA
standard and is used at commercial airports, commercial jets do not have afterburners,
do not engage in aerial combat maneuvers, do not fly at low altitudes or practice landing
on runways so short they can only be used for emergencies, do not possess the flight
characteristics of Growlers, and do not have weaponry that is capable of making a parcel
of forest hum with electromagnetic energy. FAA policy does not preclude use of the
Effective Perceived Noise Level as the standard, nor are local jurisdictions prevented
from setting a lower threshold of compatibility for new land-use developments. The FAA
policy allows for supplemental or alternative measurements.7 So the continued use of
DNL may be to the Navy’s benefit, but does not benefit the public. The Navy’s analysis
does not allow for peak noise experiences, nor does the DNL method take into account
low-frequency noise, which is produced at tremendous levels by Growlers. Finally, and
most troubling, the NOISEMAP software used for computer modeling is severely
outdated, and a report from a Department of Defense commission concluded that noise
measurements using this software “...do not properly account for the complex operational
and noise characteristics of the new aircraft.” This report concluded that current computer
models could be legally indefensible.8 Some of these affected communities and
wildlands may not hear takeoffs and landings, but they are severely affected by military
flight operations. In one example, the Navy’s 244 percent increase in aerial combat
maneuvers (dogfighting) from 160 to 550 “events” per year as mentioned in the previous
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EIS for Northwest Training and Testing, is not addressed, nor does the Navy define the
time, duration, and number of jets in a single “event.” Therefore, impacts from this
increase remain unevaluated. As a result of leaving out vast geographical areas where
noise impacts will occur (and are occurring now), the DEIS eliminates far too many direct,
indirect and cumulative effects to be considered a valid or complete analysis. Limiting the
scope like this amounts to a segmentation of impacts that forecloses the public’s ability to
comment and gain legal standing. By law, the public has the right to address the full
scope of impacts, not just a narrow sliver of them.
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New information that was not disclosed in previous Navy EISs include flight operations on
weekends (not mentioned in the current DEIS but specified on page 11 of the Forest
Service’s draft permit9) along with the planned arrival of approximately 42 more Growlers
in addition to the 36 evaluated in this DEIS, bringing the total to 160, not the 118
Growlers the public has been led to believe would be the final number. It has long been
understood that the Navy would cooperate with local governments, especially in
communities that depend on tourism, by not conducting noise-producing operations on
weekends. Further, the public is going to become upset when they learn that this
additional weekend flying may be permitted so long as it does not interfere with
“...opening day and associated opening weekend of Washington State’s Big Game
Hunting Season for use of rifle/guns.”10 While such an exemption is under Forest
Service and not Navy control, the Navy must realize that municipalities and local
governments, along with economically viable and vulnerable tourism and recreation
entities who are not being considered, will not view this new information favorably.
Further, while the Navy has repeatedly told the public over the past few years that
Growlers will fly at a minimum of 6,000 feet above sea level, the DEIS quotes guidance
from the Aircraft Environmental Support Office: “Aircraft are directed to avoid towns and
populated areas by 1 nm (nautical mile) or overfly 1,000 feet AGL (above ground level)
and to avoid airports by 3 nm or overfly 1,500 AGL.” This guidance further states, “Over
sparsely populated areas, aircraft may not be operated closer than 500 feet to any
person, vessel, vehicle, or structure.” If this official guidance directs Growlers to fly at
such low altitudes, why did the Navy not disclose this in any previous NEPA documents?
For an aircraft capable of 150 decibels at takeoff, this new information represents a
significant new level of noise impacts. Moreover, Table 3.1-2, titled “Representative
Sound Levels for Growler Aircraft in Level Flight,” on page 3-6, does not show sound
exposure levels for Growlers flying at either 1,000 feet or 1,500 feet AGL, as mentioned
in the official guidance. Why has this important information been omitted? The public
needs to know how much actual noise exposure there will be, along with the threats
posed to public and environmental health. This, therefore, is significant new information
about impacts that were not disclosed in the DEIS, and requires either that a
Supplemental EIS be prepared, or that a public comment period of adequate length be
provided on the Final EIS. For public health and safety reasons, the Navy must revise its
guidance to significantly increase the distances that Growler jets are currently allowed to
fly over towns, airports, individual people, vessels, vehicles, and structures. 500 to 1,000
feet is far too close, and 1,500 feet over an airport is far too dangerous a proximity to
supersonic Growler jets. This is such an inappropriate use of residential areas and should
be re-located to a unpopulated military site The DEIS states that in the case of local
schools, no mitigation measures for any of the 3 proposed alternatives were identified,
“...but may be developed and altered based on comments received.” These mitigation
measures will be “...identified in the Final EIS or Record of Decision.” Such information
would be new, could significantly alter the Proposed Actions, and would require another
public comment period, in which case the Navy’s proposal to not allow a comment period
on the Final EIS would be unlawful. The current DNL noise modeling method and data in
no way reflect exposure accuracy, given this new information. Therefore, such analyses
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must be included in a Supplemental EIS or in the Final EIS, with a new public process of
adequate length, including an official comment period. With no alternatives provided to
the public that reduce noise, and with such permissive guidance that allows such
low-altitude flight, the potential for these student pilots causing physical, physiological,
economic and other harms to communities and wildlands, whether accidentally or on
purpose, is unacceptable.
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In still another example of the flaws in this DEIS, the contamination of drinking water in
residential and commercial areas near the NASWI runways, due to use of hazardous
chemicals, is completely ignored. It concludes, “No significant impacts related to
hazardous waste and materials would occur due to construction activities or from the
addition and operation of additional Growler aircraft.” While these chemicals have never
been analyzed, they have been used in conjunction with Growler training and other flight
operations for years; therefore, hazardous materials analysis for these chemicals should
not be excluded just because Growlers are not the only aircraft this foam has been used
for. It is irresponsible for the DEIS to content that there are no significant impacts. As 9
previously stated, with flights at OLF Coupeville alone increasing from 3,200 in 2010 to
as many as 35,500, no one can claim that a 1,000 percent flight increase in 7 years for
which no groundwater or soil contaminant analyses have been done is not significant. It
is clear that before the November 10 publication of this DEIS, the Navy was well aware of
potential problems with contamination of residential drinking water due to what it calls
“historic” use of fire suppressants for flight operations. In May 2016 the USEPA issued
drinking water health advisories for two PFCs, and the Navy announced in June that it
was in the process of “identifying and for removal and destruction all legacy
perfluorooctane sulfonate (and PFOA) containing AFFF [aqueous film forming foam].” Yet
the DEIS dismisses all concerns with a statement about actions that took place nearly 20
years ago: “Remediation construction was completed in September 1997, human
exposure and contaminated groundwater exposures are under control, and the OUs at
Ault Field and the Seaplane Base are ready for anticipated use (USEPA, 2016e).” The
statement is ludicrously outdated, and recent events refute it. Three days before the
DEIS was published, on November 7, 2016, the Navy sent a letter to more than 100
private and public drinking water well owners expressing concern that perfluoroalkyl
substances (PFAS) found beneath the OLF had spread beyond Navy property. Yet the
word “perfluoroalkyl” or “PFAS” is not mentioned once in the entire 1400-page DEIS, nor
is it mentioned the 2005 or 2012 EAs. A Department of Defense publication11 makes it
clear that there is no current technology that can treat soil or groundwater that has been
contaminated with these chemicals. No mention of contaminated soil is found in the
DEIS. It confines its discussion to soil compression and compaction effects from new
construction, and concludes there will be no impacts to groundwater. It is therefore
puzzling to consider that while extensive evaluations for a variety of hazardous materials
were included in the Northwest Training and Testing EIS, why would the Navy omit such
contaminants as the ones mentioned above, from the Growler DEIS? This is the
equivalent of a doctor refusing to look at an EKG that clearly shows a heart attack, and
diagnosing the patient with anxiety. The Navy needs to include this information in a public
NEPA process as an impact of its flight activities. It needs to accept responsibility for this
contamination, and pay the costs incurred by finding a permanent alternative source of
water for affected residents, and by reimbursing these people for medical costs created
by unwitting consumption of Navy- contaminated water.
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Impacts to wildlife are not being addressed in the DEIS. Because the scope is limited to
areas adjacent to runways, analysis of impacts to wildlife from connected flight operations
that occur outside these narrow confines are omitted. Threatened and endangered
species, sensitive species and other wildlife and critical habitat areas are adversely
impacted by noise from takeoffs, landings and other flight operations well beyond the
study area. For example, the previously mentioned 244 percent increase in aerial combat
maneuvers (dogfighting), which by their erratic nature cannot safely occur in the study
zone, has been neither examined nor analyzed in any current or previous NEPA process.
Dogfighting requires frequent use of afterburners, which are far louder and use as much
as ten times the amount of fuel as normal flight does. It does not make sense to segment
impacts from just one portion of an aircraft’s flight operations and say that’s all you’re
looking at. But except for boilerplate language about species life histories and citations of
various county critical areas ordinances and state wildlife regulations, the DEIS fails to
evaluate direct, indirect or cumulative impacts to wildlife. Instead, it offers the excruciating
conclusion that the potential for noise impacts and collisions with birds is “greatest during
flight operations.” However, continues the DEIS, except for the marbled murrelet, the
occurrence of these sensitive species in the study area is “highly unlikely,” largely
because “no suitable habitat is present.” This begs the question: if the scope of this DEIS
measured the true impacts of jet noise, it is highly likely that suitable habitat for many of
these species would be found. And if impacts had not been segmented for decades,
there might be suitable habitat remaining in the study area. In citing published scientific
research, the Navy included a 1988 synthesis of published literature on domestic animals
and wildlife, but failed to consider the latest peer-reviewed research summarized in 2015,
which lists multiple consequences of noise greater than 65 dB.12 The DEIS also failed to
consider an important 2014 study called “Anthropogenic EM Noise Disrupts Magnetic
Compass Orientation in Migratory Birds,” (Engels, S. et al (2014) Nature 509, 353 - 356
(doi 10.1038/nature13290)). A federal agency cannot cherry-pick scientific research for
its own convenience; it must consider the best available science. This DEIS fails that test.
It’s an established fact that the federally listed marbled murrelet has been declining at an
unsustainable rate of 4.4% per year, or 44% since 2001. So significant is this decline that
the State of Washington “up-listed” them from threatened to endangered in December
2016, citing loss of habitat as the primary reason. There is no disputing the fact that noise
alters habitat. Neither the Navy nor the Fish and Wildlife Service fully considered the
significant physiological effect that elevated stress levels have to immune response;
rather, the agencies claimed there is insufficient evidence to show that noise-induced
stress threatens survival and reproductive success. In the most recent Biological Opinion
(July 2016) the study they cited (Busch and Hayward, 2009) actually contradicted them,
stating that suppression of the immune system, severe protein loss, deposition of fat and
atherosclerotic plaques, hypertension and other effects were possible, especially when
noise is sporadic and the species could not acclimate to it. It is irresponsible and
scientifically invalid to conclude without corroborating scientific evidence, as this DEIS
has failed to do, that all birds, including marbled murrelets, and in fact all wildlife in the 12
A Synthesis of two decades of research documenting the effects of noise on wildlife”
(Shannon et al. 26 June 2015), Biological Reviews.
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http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/brv.12207/abstract 11 study area, are
“presumably habituated to the very high level of noise and visual disturbances at NAS
Whidbey Island.” Marbled murrelets and many of the species mentioned in the DEIS also
occur outside the study area. It is irresponsible to fail to acknowledge and analyze the
impacts to them by assuming that just because they don’t live under a runway, they are
not being adversely impacted.
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EA-18G Growler EIS Project Manager 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic Attn: Code EV21/55 
6506 Hampton Boulevard 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

To whom it may concern: 

Telephone  

January 3rd, 2017 

I have lived in Port Townsend, WA since 1987. About 5 years ago Navy Jet noise became much louder and flights 
increased. Sometimes the sound is constant all day and night long, even in the summer when windows are open 
to sleep. The planes circle close to our home. The Growlers from Whidbey Island Naval base are the loudest 
experience I have encountered. Prowlers were easy comparatively. Whidbey Island day trips? Sometimes we 
turn around and go home because the sound is insufferable. I have cried at Fort Casey and Deception Pass 
camping because of the Navy Growlers. Growlers fly year round, day and night leaving no breaks for sleeping. In 
the past days and weeks would go by without flights and you could relax. This is no longer true, and will become 
less with the addition of 36 new planes. 

The current amount of Growlers is already too many. Adding 36 new jets increases flight times over the Olympic 
Peninsula. The Peninsula is a densely populated area. The sound has been documented to be well over the limits 
for safe hearing. This is damaging to public safety and seriously impacts our tourist destination reputation, on 
which our livelihood depends. The EMF warfare training project means additional jets increase flights 
significantly over Olympic National Park, which is a world Heritage site and a major tourist destination (as is Port 
Townsend). Even commercial jets are routed around the park to respect this. Olympic National Park is home to 
"one square inch of silence" and should be respected as such. Adding these low flying jets into an area that is 
densely populated and tourism dependent is detrimental. 

Last summer while hiking the Elwah and Sol Due Rivers, we heard and recorded Growlers flying overhead day 
and night throughout the 5 days we were there. Hiking in remote wilderness, it is a shock to hear jets loudly 
flying over and over, repeated flights along the same flight path. This seriously hampers the "wilderness" 
experience and endangers animals like nesting Marbled Murrelets and Spotted Owls, which are vulnerable 
populations and close to extinction. 

Another issue is the contaminated wells on Whidbey islands. The chances of additional accidents in which the 
Navy uses toxic fire fighting materials that contaminate private wells and groundwater is increased with the 
addition of 36 planes. It is already a big issue for citizens of this area. 

This is a non-essential area. These training flights should move to Idaho or areas that are less densely populated 
and do not involve such high levels of tourism. Please in the interest of public safety and livelihood stop the 
addition of 36 new planes. We are already at the limit of what this area can tolerate. And maybe you could find 
a way to lessen the noise the current jets make? For safety and well being. Thank you. 
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Lopez Island, WA 98261

I am opposed to the increase in growler operations. The noise level at my home is
horrendous and detrimental to the peaceful environment as well as impacts on the
wildlife. I support the concerns of quiet skies group and am including their comments
below. Thank you very much. Comments 1. The Growler is known for its intense low
frequency engine rumble, but low frequency noise impacts are ignored in the Draft.
ACTION: Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies using C-weighting (dBC) in
addition to A-weighting (dBA). 2. Analysis of noise impacts in the Draft is based solely on
computer simulation. To be valid for decision making, models must be verified. ACTION:
Provide the data used for simulation. Provide Growler noise measurements with
afterburners at 100 feet behind the jet in one-third octave bands from 6 Hz to 20 kHz.
Calibrate the computer model with actual noise measurements in locations throughout
the region. 3. NOISEMAP is the computer model used in the Draft to predict noise
impacts. A Department of Defense report found that NOISEMAP is outdated and new
software was needed to provide “scientifically and legally defensible noise assessments”
of the modern, high-thrust jet engines used in the Growlers. ACTION: Redo the noise
simulation using the more recent Advanced Acoustic Model. 4. The annual Day-Night
Noise Level (DNL) metric used in the Draft was developed for commercial airports that
operate 365 days a year. DNL is inappropriate for the intermittent but intensive military
flight activity at NASWI. Averaging over the year assumes, without studies, that the quiet
days mitigate the noisy days. ACTION: Noise levels should only be averaged over active
flying days. 5. The Draft dismisses long-term health impacts of jet noise because some
studies are not conclusive. ACTION: Recognize the impacts of Growler noise on health
as documented in the World Health Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise" and
"Night Noise Guidelines for Europe." 6. The Draft includes some independent noise
measurements and ignores others. ACTION: Incorporate the San Juan County noise
reports and the Coupeville noise measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS
analysis. 7. The Draft suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands (SJI)
National Monument are exempt from National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
protection. Protection was granted prior to the establishment of the SJI National
Monument. ACTION: Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument
and remove language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 8. The three
Alternatives considered in the Draft are very similar and are based on old technology – a
piloted jet that requires constant pilot training for safe carrier landing. ACTION: Evaluate
a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets (drones) instead of more Growlers to
significantly reduce the need for land-based carrier training. 9. The Draft only examines
socioeconomic impacts on Island and Skagit Counties. San Juan, Jefferson and Clallam
Counties are or will be impacted by Growler noise. They are very dependent on outdoor
recreation that is being harmed by Growler flight activity and receive little, if any,
economic benefit from employment associated with NASWI. ACTION: Examine
socioeconomic impacts, including real estate values, on San Juan, Jefferson and Clallam
Counties. 10. All Alternatives in the Draft are irrevocable decisions to add 35 or 36
Growlers at NASWI. While some potential noise Mitigation Measures addressed, there is
no commitment. ACTION: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their timelines in the
Final EIS and Record of Decision. 11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous
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areas. CEQ Regulation 1502.9 (a) states “If a draft statement is so inadequate as to
preclude meaningful analysis, the agency shall prepare and circulate a revised draft of
the appropriate portion.” ACTION: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies identified
in comments and offer further opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is
prepared.
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Port Angeles, WA 98362

The Draft EIS Fails to Consider All Impacts The draft EIS only analyzes potential impacts
for 35 or 36 of potentially 160 Growlers, and is further confined to evaluating impacts only
to areas immediately surrounding the runways. However, jet noise, emissions and other
impacts from Growler operations adversely affect a wide area including Olympic National
Park, state parks, tribal and private lands as well as Puget Sound and endangered Orcas
and other species. By failing to enlarge the scope of its analysis beyond Naval Air Station
Whidbey Island, the DEIS also violates NEPA by not considering all the interdependent
parts of a larger action: Growler operations cannot proceed without takeoffs and landings,
regional overflights, broadly distributed noise impacts, etc. By failing to consider these
additional impacts, the DEIS also fails to evaluate cumulative effects as required by
NEPA. The Draft EIS Fails to Consider All Alternatives The Navy has not made a good
faith effort to explore other alternatives as NEPA requires in S40 CFR 1502.14 (a). All of
the Navy’s ‘alternative’ scenarios will increase noise, harm to health, and other adverse
impacts. The Navy’s “no action alternative” would continue Growler operations that
currently expose people in homes, schools, parks and businesses to noise that exceeds
community standards set by the State of Washington, the EPA, the Occupational and
Health Administration (OSHA), and the World Health Organization. No genuine
"no-action" alternative is proposed that would address these impacts. Furthermore, the
draft EIS violates basic NEPA procedures, as it appears to improperly reflect
procurement and operational decisions already made by the Navy. Increased Air
Emissions and Worsening Effects on Climate Change Not Adequately Addressed
Growler jets use an extraordinary amount of fuel--a single Growler jet's emissions dwarf
what thousands of citizens seek to reduce voluntarily by choosing to use electric cars,
add solar collectors to their homes, and conserve energy in other ways. In its continuing
and planned expansion of the Growler fleet, the Navy has ignored the cumulative impact
of Growler emissions, including their effects on climate change. The military is the world’s
largest single user of fossil fuels, and exhaust emissions beyond the narrowly defined
affected areas near runways are not being analyzed and should be. The Navy Has Failed
to Document that DOD-Owned Lands Are Unsuitable or Unavailable for Growler
Operations The DEIS did not comply with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
by failing to examine non-Whidbey Island sites to conduct flight carrier land practice
(FCLP). Instead, it continues to assume that an outdated and dangerously small World
War II landing strip on Whidbey, the OLFC, can be used for an increasing number of
Growler and other training flights. The two most dangerous aspects of flying are the
approach, landing and takeoff. Because the OLFC is about 49,000 acres smaller and
3,000 feet short of the Growler standard for these maneuvers, it places nearby schools,
hospitals, residences, a state ferry terminal and parks, and a state conference center at
serious risk of accidents. This risk is greatly increased because FLCP maneuvers are, by
their nature, conducted at low elevations where collision with birds is likely to occur,
particularly since much of the surrounding area is a protected habitat for shore birds. The
draft EIS, itself, acknowledges that one of the runways at OLFC has an “unacceptably
steep angle of bank” and can only be used 30 percent of the time due to weather
conditions. Yet knowing this, the Navy is significantly increasing the number of flights
there and placing nearby communities at harm. Impact on Threaten Endangered Species
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Not Adequately Addressed The Navy needs to provide a more detailed and specific
response on whether and how the additional Growlers will affect endangered species,
particularly Marbled Murrelets, given that the acknowledged lack of scientific information
on noise impacts to this species affects the ability to determine harm and cumulative
effects. This is particularly urgent in light of their precipitous decline and the December
2016 decision by the State of Washington to reclassify Marbled Murrelets from
threatened to endangered. More generally, by failing to initiate consultation under Section
7 of the Endangered Species Act with the US Fish and Wildlife Service on the potential
impacts from the significant increase in Growler flights, the DEIS fails to evaluate direct,
indirect and cumulative impacts on threatened and endangered species. Inadequate
Consideration of Public Health Impacts Growler jets utilize the latest electronic warfare
capabilities yet the risk of exposure to people and wildlife from downward-directed
radiation is not considered. The only discussion we are aware of was a brief mention in a
2014 EA, in reference to radio transmitters on mobile emitter trucks and the stationary
transmitter at Pacific Beach on the Olympic Peninsula. In that document, the Navy
referenced a paper and concluded that links from radiation exposure to leukemia were
speculative, when in fact, that same paper stated unequivocally that there are direct links
between radiation exposure and childhood leukemia. Despite this, any mention or
discussion of risks from exposure to electromagnetic radiation from Navy jets is
completely missing from all discussions of potential impacts. The annual Day-Night Noise
Level (DNL) noise contours depicted in the DEIS are misleading for two reasons: (1) the
Navy inappropriately uses a 365-day averaging rather busy-day averaging, and (2) the
Navy represents as scientifically valid an outdated, misleading, and scientifically
invalidated DNL threshold for high noise annoyance. Furthermore, modeled noise levels
by the Navy have not been validated with on-site noise data nor has the Navy made any
actual noise measurements in the affected communities. In addition, the NOISEMAP
software used for computer modeling is outdated, and a report from a DOD commission
concluded that noise measurements using this software may be legally indefensible.
Additionally, the DEIS selectively cites and relies on out-of-date medical research
findings on impacts of noise on human health that are at odds with the overwhelming
body of contemporary research. Moreover, there are no alternatives proposed in this
DEIS that would reduce noise. Therefore, it represents decisions already made. This
violates NEPA §1506.1, which states, “…no action concerning the proposal shall be
taken which would have an adverse environmental impact or limit the choice of
reasonable alternatives.” Also, as mentioned earlier in this letter, by narrowly considering
only takeoff and landing noise and exhaust emissions at the runways themselves, the
DEIS violates the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) §1508.25 by failing to
consider the wider area of functionally connected impacts caused by naval flight
operations. The DEIS Fails to Consider Historic and Economic Impacts The Navy has not
responded to an August 2016 request for formal consultation under Section 106 of the
National Historic Preservation Act, from the City of Port Townsend, in a letter also asking
the Navy to expand its Area of Potential Effect (APE). The APE is so narrowly defined in
this DEIS that the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) wrote to the Navy in
January 2017, confirming that not only would cultural and historic resources within the
existing APE be adversely affected, but also recommended expanding the APE to include
additional portions of Whidbey Island, Camano Island, Port Townsend, and the San Juan
Islands, because the state is “…not convinced that the 65 dBA serves as the best or most
appropriate measure for quantifying and assessing harmful levels of sound and vibrations
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from Growler activities.” The SHPO went on to say, “Our concern is based upon what
appears to be an averaging of sound levels over long time periods that does not
adequately capture the real time experience of brief but more numerous exposures to
higher decibel levels, as well as the cumulative effect of these events.” Additionally, the
addition of Growlers will have a deleterious effect on the economy of the region. The
region is heavily dependent on recreation and tourism and Washington's overall economy
is heavily dependent on tourism and outdoor recreation, accounting for: $22.5 billion
annually, 227,000 direct jobs, and $l.6 billion in tax revenues. Accordingly, any expansion
of the Growler fleet needs to address potential job loss, economic harm, and state
revenue loss from decreased tourism and outdoor recreation. Conclusion For all of the
deficiencies, omissions, and failures to properly implement NEPA, as cited above, we are
asking the Navy to issue a revised, second draft EIS with a new public comment period.
We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this draft EIS. Thank you, 
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King, WA 98103

 

I strongly oppose the expansion of the EA-18G Growler Airfield Operations at NAS
Whidbey Island due to the inadequate scientific analysis of the impact to both animal and
human life as well as socioeconomic and environmental factors.
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Lopez Island, WA 98261

1. The Growler is known for its intense low frequency engine rumble, but low frequency
noise impacts are ignored in the Draft. ACTION: Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low
frequencies using C-weighting (dBC) in addition to A-weighting (dBA). 2. Analysis of
noise impacts in the Draft is based solely on computer simulation. To be valid for decision
making, models must be verified. ACTION: Provide the data used for simulation. Provide
Growler noise measurements with afterburners at 100 feet behind the jet in one-third
octave bands from 6 Hz to 20 kHz. Calibrate the computer model with actual noise
measurements in locations throughout the region. 3. NOISEMAP is the computer model
used in the Draft to predict noise impacts. A Department of Defense report found that
NOISEMAP is outdated and new software was needed to provide “scientifically and
legally defensible noise assessments” of the modern, high-thrust jet engines used in the
Growlers. ACTION: Redo the noise simulation using the more recent Advanced Acoustic
Model. 4. The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) metric used in the Draft was
developed for commercial airports that operate 365 days a year. DNL is inappropriate for
the intermittent but intensive military flight activity at NASWI. Averaging over the year
assumes, without studies, that the quiet days mitigate the noisy days. ACTION: Noise
levels should only be averaged over active flying days. 5. The Draft dismisses long-term
health impacts of jet noise because some studies are not conclusive. ACTION:
Recognize the health impacts of Growler noise on health as documented in the World
Heath Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise" and "Night Noise Guidelines for
Europe." 6. The Draft includes some independent noise measurements and ignores
others. ACTION: Incorporate the San Juan County noise reports and the Coupeville
noise measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS analysis. 7. The Draft
suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands (SJI) National Monument are
exempt from National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) protection. Protection was
granted prior to the establishment of the SJI National Monument. ACTION: Evaluate
impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and remove language stating
that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 8. The three Alternatives considered in the
Draft are very similar and are based on old technology – a piloted jet that requires
constant pilot training for safe carrier landing. ACTION: Evaluate a new Alternative that
deploys UCLASS jets (drones) instead of more Growlers to significantly reduce the need
for land-based carrier training. 9. The Draft only examines socioeconomic impacts on
Island and Skagit Counties. San Juan, Jefferson and Clallam Counties are or will be
impacted by Growler noise. They are very dependent on outdoor recreation areas that
are being harmed by Growler flight activity and receive little, if any, economic benefit from
employment associated with NASWI. ACTION: Examine socioeconomic impacts,
including real estate values, on San Juan, Jefferson and Clallam Counties. 10. All
Alternatives in the Draft are irrevocable decisions to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI.
While some potential noise Mitigation Measures addressed, there is no commitment.
ACTION: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their timelines in the Final EIS and
Record of Decision. 11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous areas. CEQ
Regulation 1502.9 (a) states “If a draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude
meaningful analysis, the agency shall prepare and circulate a revised draft of the
appropriate portion.” ACTION: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies identified in
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comments and offer further opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is
prepared.
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January 6, 2017 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) Atlantic 
Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

Re: Public Comment Against Draft EIS for EA-18G "Growler" Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station 
Whidbey Island 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

I am a resident of Clallam County Washington. I am extremely concerned about the effects of noise 

generated by the Electronic Attack Squadron (VAQ) 132 over the Olympic National Park and surrounding 

areas including populated areas. Every effort should be made to mitigate the noise to prevent injury to 

habitat for humans and other animals. I understand that there is no need for the pilots to be at an 

elevation (other than for landing and take-off) lower than ten-thousand feet, but pilots have been well 

below this elevation numerous times as evidenced by the flight records kept by the Whidbey NAS and by 

many complaints received by NAS Whidbey. Can you find a way to assure citizens that flights will not be 

lower than the ten-thousand foot level? 

I also understand that a similar aircraft practices in Mountain Home Idaho AFB, home of the 366 Airforce 

wing. In fact, the 390th Electronic Combat Squadron, which I believe includes the Electronic Attack 

Squadron, located at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island, Wash., is assigned to the 366th Operations Group 

out of Mountain Home AFB. Is the duplication of such training facilities necessary? 

I am sure you are aware of the December 16, 2016 incident at NAS Whidbey. The US Navy (USN) has 

grounded its fleet of Boeing F/A-18E/F Super Hornet and EA-18G Growler combat aircraft while it 
\ 

investigates the cause of a ground incident on 16 December that injured two flight-crew. 

The incident at Naval Air Station (NAS) Whidbey Island in Washington state saw an EA-18G Growler from 

Electronic Attack Squadron (VAQ) 132 experience an unspecified "on-deck emergency" that required both 

crew members to be airlifted to hospital, a USN statement said. 

The Olympic National Park is a National Heritage sice, and citizens on the Olympic Peninsula deserve 

reasonable noise mitigation. I strongly urge appropriate, affective noise mitigation and high altitude only 

flights which the current draft EIS does not adequately address or resolve. 

Sincerely, 

Name: 

Address

cc: Hon. Derek Kilmer, U.S. Congressman, 5th CD, WA State 
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Port Townsend, WA 98368

 

I have lived in Port Townsend for 29 years. When I first moved here, one of the things
people always commented on when visiting was how quiet our area was. Now, no one
can be here for very long without hearing the noise of Navy jets. During the summer, jets
operating above Port Townsend are often heard at 11 pm. This affects the quality of life
here in a very negative way. Limiting flight operations to the hours between 8 am and 6
pm is an alternative that should be considered.
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Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-lBG Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at todays public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

2. Organization/Affiliation 

3. Address ~ o-r± Twll] ~WA q8 3tt 
4. E-mail

5. Please check here if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6. Please check here / if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

Please print •Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 
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1. The DEIS did not comply with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) by failing J 
to judiciously examine off-Whidbey Island sites to conduct flight carrier land practice 

r CLP). 

2. The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) noise contours depicted in the DEIS are 
misleading and fallacious for two reasons: (1) inappropriate use of 365-day averaging 
rather busy-day averaging, and (2) holding up as scientifically valid an outdated, 

\ misleading, and scientifically invalidated DNL threshold for high noise annoyance. 

3. The DEIS claim that the JGL noise study was "flawed" is disingenuous and 
unsupportable, whereas in actuality the Wyle modeled noise levels have not been 
validated with on-site noise data. 

4. The DEIS misconstrued important finding of the National Park Service's 2015 noise 

J 

study at Ebey's Landin Hi toric af I Reserve and obfuscated forthright analysis 
of the impacts on visitor experience. That misconstruction has to be credibly revised to 
properly characterize the real impacts. ~ 

5. Much like the tobacco industry did years ago, the DEIS selectively and reprehensively 
cites and relies on out-of-date medical research findings on impacts of noise on 
·~uman health that are at odds with the overwhelming body of contemporary research. 

his obfuscation renders the DEIS findings incomplete and disingenuous and 
t emands an honest, complete, forthright evaluation of the contemporary formal 
medical literature. 

~inc. r I 
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The DEIS fails to address the potential effects of sleep disturbance due to Growler 
overflights, despite the admission that there will be an increase in the "percent 
probability of awakening for all scenarios ... " While music torture is still permitted 
under US law, the United National Convention against Torture defines torture as "any 
act by which severe pain of suffering, whether physical or mental ... " Sleep 
disturbance results in serious physical and emotional symptoms such as cognitive 
impairment, impaired immune system, adverse birth outcomes, risk of heart disease, 
risk of diabetes, not mentioning the number of work hours/days lost from lack of sleep. 
The DEIS must forthrightly address the impacts of sleep disturbance on residences 
affected by OLFC night operations. 

The DEIS obfuscates the effects of FCLP jet noise on classroom interruptions by 
averaging interruptions with periods when jets are not practicing. The average 
understates interruption events compared with event frequency during FCLP sessions, 
which are as frequent as an interruption every 1-2 minutes. Interruptions of such 
frequency complicate teaching and thwart student concentration and break the focus 
of teacher and student. In addition the EPA states, "Noise can pose a serious threat to 
a child's physical and psychological health, including learning and behavior," but the 
DEIS has not recognized the contemporary research. These oversights and failings 
must be properly addressed and reanalyzed. 

The DEIS fails to address the effects of noise on hearing and tinnitus and 
consequential medical costs associated with hearing loss by stating that civilians 
would need to be exposed to noise emitted by the Growlers for 40 years before there 
is a permanent shift in hearing. This defies all scientific and audiological evidence to 
the contrary, even by the US military itself. Hearing loss and tinnitus are the MOST 
compensated injuries in the military and increasing annually (US Dept. of Veteran 
Affairs.) That and failure to address the effects of impact or sudden noise must be 
more fully delineated. 

The DEIS fails to adequately address the effects of high noise levels during pregnancy 
that provoke significantly higher risk for smaller newborns, gestational hypertension, 
cognitive abnormalities, and permanent hearing loss. 
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The Navy has adopted standards that protect their personnel from health and hearing 1·' 

harm due to excessive noise, yet these standards were ignored by the DEIS for 
civilians exposed to the same or greater levels of noise. This DEIS needs to expmine 
how many civilians would receive exposure doses that exceed the Navy's defined 
"hazardous noise zone" threshold (i.e., an area where the 8-hour time-weighted 
average exceeds 84 dBA [or 140 dB peak sound pressure level, SPL, for impact or 
impulse noise] for more than 2 days in any month). 

. l~~ nd County has unconscionably ignored the Navy's 2005 AICUZ land-use directives 
for Outlying Field Coupeville, especially as reflected by construction permits issued in 
Noise Zone 2 areas, where the AICUZ stipulates no residences should occur, as well 
as other land uses. 'M'lether due to the County's willful intent to ignore or due to lack 
of Navy assertiveness, it aptly demonstrates the meaningless and ineffectiveness of 
the AICUZ and similar land-use provisions in the DEIS. Given the alternatives under 
consideration in the DEIS, the Navy should immediately advocate that the County 
place a moratorium on all construction permits not compatible with the 2005 AICUZ 
and DEIS land-use stipulations until the final EIS is approved. 

~\ two most dangerous aspects of flying are the approach, landing and takeoff - in 
other words most of the OLFC flight path. The risks are significant (a) because of 
unrestrained and major encroachment problems, (b) because OLFC is about 49,000 
acres below and the runway about 3000 feet short of FCLP standard for Growlers, (c) 

_ because the pilots are mostly students flying the F-18 airframe which is 5.5 times more 
likely to crash than its EA-68 (Prowler) predecessor, and (d) FCLP operations occur at 
low elevations that increase likelihood of bird strikes exacerbated by the significant 
shoreline bird population. These risks cannot be mitigated other than by moving the 
FCLPs off a suitable 21st century off-VVhidbey site c____-
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Environmental Justice analysis overlooked the fact that fa�tk'M.' garldeners, and 
recycle center workers are almost entirely composed of low-income and/or ethnic 
minorities, and because they must work outside, they are disproportionately affected

Iby overhead Growler noise.

Perfluoroalkyl substances (Pf AS) have been discovered in numerous wells adjacent 
to OLFC and are believed attributable to fire-retardant foam use at OLFC. The DEIS, 

Jho
t

ver, dismissed addressing the related past, present, and future impacts and 
pro fems associated with Pf AS, even though the EPA has set a Health Advisory that 
ha been exceeded by 16-fold in some of the impacted wells. Leakage of PFAS in 
storage or their use in a crash event is a hugely relevant environmental impact that 
must be addressed. And the public must be given the opportunity to comment. 

IThe DEIS noise levels were based on about 30% of the proposed 8800 to 35,000+ 
operations at OLFC being conducted on Path 14. Since 2013, when the transition to 
Growlers was relatively complete, the highest use of Path 14 has been about 2 to 10%
because, as base commander Captain Nortier explained Growlers are only rarely 
capable of using Path 14. The DEIS 30% use projection of path 14 greatly understates
the DNL noise impacts for path 32 and overstates the impacts on Path 14. This 
mistake must be corrected.
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Sequim, WA 98382

Dear EA-18G EIS Project Manager: RE: Draft EIS for EA-Growler airfield operations at
Naval Air Station (NAS) Whidby Island. By improperly segmenting the Navy's expansion
of Growler activities, ei: piecemealing many different proposals for adding Growler's to it's
Whidby Island base, it has duped and confused the public about the scale of it's planned
electromagnetic warfare training activities, so that in effect it will have 160 Growler's
operating out of it's Whidby Base and flying over Puget Sound and the Olympic
Peninsula, home to four cities, numerous small towns, industries and Native Tribes reliant
on the resources of this area and fearful about the impact EMWT will have,. The public
has also been deceived in the Navy's public meetings, calling their new plan to add 35 or
36 Growler's to it's already extensive fleet and operations, "adjustments", rather than the
huge increase it is. Expenditures of public monies for the most expensive, polluting and
nosiest jets in US history, which make life hell, compromising health and sanity for those
near it's base and endangering the multimillion tourist industry on the Olympic Peninsula,
which is treasured for it's World Heritage Site-Olympic National Park and Forests, known
for their pristine beauty, peace and quiet. This area is home to endangered species which
require quiet for survival, as do local PSTD recovering war veterans, five Native Tribes
and others who make their living from these forests and coasts. Backcountry hikers, and
foragers also utilize the very MOA area that the Navy plans for their EMWT exercises.
Proven scientific health and noise impacts have been ignored and under rated in the
Navy's EIS and public presentations. The Navy has lied that EMWT requires downward
directed magnetic radiation impulses as well as those directed upwards and ignores the
disruption this also causes to one of the largest migratory bird corridors in the world, as
well as myriad other life forms that would be affected. The Draft EIS has failed to
consider all the alternatives to doing EMWT over and on the Olympic Peninsula as NEPA
requires. A Navy official has said that simulated training is an effective alternative training
method, that would be much less damaging to the natural environment. The Navy has
also failed to document that its many DOD owned lands and bases are unsuitable or
unavailable for Growler Operations that would not involve the impact that it has on the
Olympic Peninsula and Puget Sound as well as the Olympic ocean coast, also required
by NEPA. Very importantly, the Navy has not adequately addressed the increased air
emissions by these extremely polluting EA-Growlers and their worsening effect on
Climate Change. All of these concerns need to be addressed. I recognize the need for
military training purposes to keep our country safe, but this can be done without
disrupting the dense population base and extreme environmental fragility and beauty of
this pristine area, recognized worldwide. As a hiker who frequents Olympic National Park
and surrounding forests, I can attest to the very disturbing frequent sound of EA Growler
jets already frequenting our skies, counting as many as 10 on a single day hike,
disrupting the very peace and serenity I seek. I have friends who are awakened in the
night and whose homes shake with the overflights of already active EA Growlers. It's
insane to feel as if we live in a war zone here. Poor public relations, for sure! Sincerely,
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Sequim, WA 98382

 

I am totally against adding 36 more growlers to the Navy's already more than substantial
fleet. War and preparing for war is not helping to bring about peace in the world. Instead,
wars create more wars in an unending cycle of environmental destruction to our planet
and those living upon it, and lining the pockets of the military industrial political complex.
This is not the legacy I want to leave our children, grandchildren and generations to
follow.
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Bainbridge Island, WA 98110

I am STRONGLY opposed to the military training proposed for the Olympic Peninsula, in
Washington state. Not only will this cause gray harm to the 1 billion birds (already
threatened by climate change) that fly up and down the pacific coast using it to navigate,
and harm to other animals as well as people, but this will greatly pollute the airways, as
each jet burns 1304 gallons of fuel PER HOUR and produces 12.5 metric tons of CO2
per hour!. Just for perspective that is 23% more than the ANNUAL CO2 emissions of a
WA state citizen! (Then multiply by up to 118 jets x 260 days a year ) This is proposal is
an outrage to not only to the wildlife but to all citizens who will be affected. This must not
be approved. Thank you. Sincerely 
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Port Townsend, WA 98368

 

Dear Sir/ Madam, I strongly object to the continued noise from Navy Growlers. This noise
level has been scientifically shown to cause permanent hearing lost, Most importantly,
Piecemealing projects to avoid analyzing cumulative effects is illegal. The Navy has, to
date, piecemealed its aircraft training and testing activities affecting Whidbey Island, the
San Juans, and the Olympic Peninsula into at least six separate actions: 1. 4 squadrons
of P-8A Poseidon Multi-Mission Aircraft; 2. A 2005 EA (57 Growler jets); 2010 EIS
(reaffirming the 57 Growlers that replaced Prowlers); 3. 2012 EA (26 Growlers including 5
from a reserve unit); 4. 2014 EA (Growler electronic warfare activity); 5. 2015 EIS
discussing electronic warfare training and testing activity; 6. The current 2016-2017 DEIS
(36 Growlers); 7. And, likely, a seventh process, as confirmed by news reports and a
Navy official at a recent open house, for 42 more jets to bring the Growler fleet total to
160. Therefore, it has been impossible for the public to know just how many Growlers
there would be, or what their impacts would be, or what limits, if any, the Navy intends to
establish. In just four documents—the 2014 EA, Forest Service permit Draft Decision,
and the 2010 and 2015 EISs, there are more than 6,000 pages of complex technical
material. The number of Growler flights at Outlying Field (OLF) Coupeville alone went
from 3,200 per year to a proposed 35,100 in 2017. That’s more than a 1,000 percent
increase at this runway alone, yet according to the Navy, there are “no significant
impacts.” The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA 40 C.F.R. §1502.4) “…does not
allow an approach that would permit dividing a project into multiple ‘actions,’ each of
which individually has an insignificant environmental impact, but which collectively have a
substantial impact.” Thank you for listening. , concerned citizen
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2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
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4.q. Potential Hearing Loss



Brinnon, WA 98320

I am a retired 26-year resident of Brinnon, Wa which is adjacent to the National Forest
Service and Olympic National Park. I moved here because of the tranquility, a profound
love of the natural flora and fauna, wildlife and the pure ecology of this region. It is very
distressing to learn that the Navy is proposing to conduct Growler aircraft operations over
the waters adjacent to and land of the Olympic Peninsula. The noise will have a
detrimental effect on humans, wildlife and sea life. I strongly object to the operations in
this location. Perhaps the Navy has outgrown its base on Whidbey Island and should
move to another location. And why would you have airplanes that are so loud in the first
place? Respectfully, 
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19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
2.a. Purpose and Need
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
7.d. Recreation and Wilderness Analysis and Study Area



Brinnon, WA 98320

 

Dear Sir/Madam, Thank you for extending the comment period to February 24, 2017, in
order accommodate the fact that having four major public processes open over the
holidays, all concerning Navy activities or the biological resources that may be affected
by them, made it difficult to read, comprehend and prepare comments in a timely way. 1.
Jet noise outside the immediate environs of the runways on Whidbey Island is not being
evaluated, yet impacts are significant. Noise from EA-18G Growlers is affecting
communities far outside the vicinity of Naval Air Station Whidbey Island, yet the only area
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) analyzes in its “study area” is what falls
within 6 to 10 miles of the corners of runways. Growler aircraft, which are capable of 150
decibels (dB), use these runways to get airborne and to land; therefore, what happens
outside the study area cannot be ignored as if it does not exist, because all flight
operations are functionally connected to takeoffs and landings. By considering only
takeoff and landing noise and exhaust emissions at Ault Field and Outlying Field (OLF)
Coupeville, the DEIS fails to consider the wider area of functionally connected impacts
caused by naval flight operations. By failing to consider the interdependent parts of a
larger action that cannot proceed without takeoffs and landings, as well as their impacts,
the DEIS fails to evaluate cumulative effects. 2. Impacts to cultural and historic sites are
not adequately considered. The Navy so narrowly defined the Area of Potential Effect
(APE) for cultural and historic resources that it also fails to consider significant nearby
impacts. The State Historic Preservation Officer confirmed this in a January 9, 2017 letter
to the Navy.
(http://westcoastactionalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/SHPO-Letter-102214-23-
USN_122916-2.docx ) She said that not only will cultural and historic properties within
existing APE boundaries be adversely affected, but additional portions of Whidbey Island,
Camano Island, Port Townsend vicinity and the San Juan Islands are also within noise
areas that will receive harmful levels of sound and vibration from Growler activity. The US
Department of Housing and Urban Development posted noise abatement and control
standards that classify the 65 dB levels being used by the Navy as “normally
unacceptable” and above 75 as being “unacceptable.”
(https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/environmental-review/noise-abatement-and-co
ntrol/) Residents in these outlying areas, who live many miles from these runways, have
recorded noise at least twice that loud. Therefore, by failing to include these areas, this
DEIS violates both the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the National
Historic Preservation Act (NHPA). 3. Piecemealing projects to avoid analyzing cumulative
effects is illegal. The Navy has, to date, piecemealed its aircraft training and testing
activities affecting Whidbey Island, the San Juans, and the Olympic Peninsula into at
least six separate actions: 1. 4 squadrons of P-8A Poseidon Multi-Mission Aircraft; 2. A
2005 EA (57 Growler jets); 2010 EIS (reaffirming the 57 Growlers that replaced
Prowlers); 3. 2012 EA (26 Growlers including 5 from a reserve unit); 4. 2014 EA (Growler
electronic warfare activity); 5. 2015 EIS discussing electronic warfare training and testing
activity; 6. The current 2016-2017 DEIS (36 Growlers); 7. And, likely, a seventh process,
as confirmed by news reports and a Navy official at a recent open house, for 42 more jets
to bring the Growler fleet total to 160. Therefore, it has been impossible for the public to
know just how many Growlers there would be, or what their impacts would be, or what
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limits, if any, the Navy intends to establish. In just four documents—the 2014 EA, Forest
Service permit Draft Decision, and the 2010 and 2015 EISs, there are more than 6,000
pages of complex technical material. The number of Growler flights at Outlying Field
(OLF) Coupeville alone went from 3,200 per year to a proposed 35,100 in 2017. That’s
more than a 1,000 percent increase at this runway alone, yet according to the Navy,
there are “no significant impacts.” The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA 40
C.F.R. §1502.4) “…does not allow an approach that would permit dividing a project into
multiple ‘actions,’ each of which individually has an insignificant environmental impact,
but which collectively have a substantial impact.” The DEIS evaluates not the totality of
impacts from the current fleet of 118 Growlers, nor the projected total of 160 of these
aircraft, but slices out 36 of them for an incremental, piecemealed look, and concludes
from both the construction activities and the addition of just these 36 new Growlers to the
fleet, that no significant impacts will occur in the following categories: public health,
bird-animal strike hazards to aircraft, accident potential zones, emissions of all types,
archaeological resources, American Indian traditional resources, biological resources,
marine species, groundwater, surface water, potable water, socioeconomics, housing,
environmental justice, and hazardous waste. To state the obvious, impacts from this
many Growlers, when taken together, are likely to be significant. Segmenting their
impacts has allowed the Navy to avoid accountability. 4. The DEIS does not analyze
impacts to groundwater or soil from use of firefighting foam on its runways during Growler
operations, despite the fact that before this DEIS was published, the Navy began
notifying 2,000 people on Whidbey Island that highly toxic carcinogenic chemicals had
migrated from Navy property into their drinking water wells, contaminating them and
rendering these people dependent on bottled water. 5. The DEIS fails to discuss,
describe or even mention any potential impacts associated with electromagnetic radiation
in devices employed by the Growlers in locating and interacting with the ground
transmitters. It fails to mention any potential impacts associated with aircrew practicing
using electromagnetic weaponry, that will allow the Navy to make good on its 2014
statement that this training and testing is “turning out fully trained, combat-ready
Electronic Attack crews.” 6. The current comment period on a Draft EIS should not be the
last chance the public will have for input. However, Navy announced on its web site that it
does not intend to allow a public comment period on the Final EIS. The “30-day waiting
period” proposed for the Final EIS is not a public comment period, and thus would be
unresponsive to serious and longstanding public concerns on matters that will affect our
lives as well as the lives of people doing business throughout the region, plus the visitors
who are the tourism lifeblood of our economy, and the wildlife that inhabits the region.
The Navy must allow the public to participate throughout the process, in order to be able
to be able to assess the full scope of direct, indirect and cumulative impacts. This is
doubly important because so many impacts have been excluded from analysis. A federal
agency is required to prepare a supplement to either a draft or final EIS, and allow the
public to comment, if there are significant new circumstances or information relevant to
environmental concerns, that bear on the proposed action or its impacts. 7. There are no
alternatives proposed in this DEIS that would reduce noise. This violates NEPA §1506.1,
which states, “…no action concerning the proposal shall be taken which would have an
adverse environmental impact or limit the choice of reasonable alternatives.” According to
a memo from the President’s Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) to all federal
agencies, “Reasonable alternatives include those that are practical or feasible from the
technical and economic standpoint and using common sense, rather than simply
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desirable from the standpoint of the applicant.”
(https://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/G-CEQ-40Questions.pdf) The three alternatives
presented by the Navy are merely a shell game of choices among the same number of
flights, but for different percentages of activity at runways. This pits communities against
each other, as the runway that receives more flights will determine the “loser” among
these communities. 8. The Navy has exacerbated the problem stated in #8 by not
identifying a preferred alternative in the DEIS. According to the CEQ memo, “[NEPA]
Section 1502.14(e) requires the section of the EIS on alternatives to "identify the
agency's preferred alternative if one or more exists, in the draft statement, and identify
such alternative in the final statement . . ." Since the Navy has not done this,
communities cannot evaluate potential noise levels. Since the Navy has also announced
that it will not provide a public comment period for the Final EIS, communities will have
no chance to evaluate the consequences or even comment on the preferred alternative.
9. The Navy states that it evaluated noise for the Olympic Peninsula in 2010 with the
Northwest Training Range Complex EIS, but that document did not do so. The Navy
claims its documents are “tiered” for this purpose, but they are not. Had the activities
contemplated by the proposed Electronic Warfare Range been evaluated by that EIS, the
ground-based mobile emitters should have been listed as an emission source. They were
not. For Electronic Combat and Electronic Attack, the only areas listed by activity and
training area, warfare type, and Range and Training Site were the Darrington Area and
W-237. Neither is on the Olympic Peninsula. Had noise been properly evaluated, the
Olympic MOAs should have been listed. They were not. Therefore, noise from Growler
activities has not been evaluated in this or any previous for the Olympic Peninsula. 10.
The Navy has neither measured, modeled, nor considered direct, indirect or cumulative
effects of jet noise in any areas outside the immediate environs of NASWI runways.
Actual noise measurements have not been made anywhere. However, computer
modeling for the 10-mile radius of the “Affected Noise Environment” around Naval Air
Station Whidbey Island (NASWI) extends to the year 2021 and clearly demonstrates the
Navy’s ability to model noise. Therefore it makes no sense to fail to measure or model
highly impacted areas such as the West End of the Olympic Peninsula, with its very
different terrain and weather conditions, as demonstrated by separate NOAA weather
forecasts for each region. For example, the Hoh River is surrounded by steep-sloped
mountains that amplify and echo noise. Port Townsend is on a peninsula surrounded on
three sides by water, which echoes sound. Port Angeles gets reflected sound from the
Strait of Juan de Fuca to its north and from the Olympic Mountains to its south. Yet no
noise modeling or measurements have been done for these areas. 11. The Navy’s claim
that areas outside the narrow boundaries of its study area do not exceed noise standards
is suspect, first because the standards used by the Navy are unrealistic, second,
because the Navy has never measured or modeled noise in these areas, and third,
because the “library” of sounds that comprise the basis for the Navy’s computer modeling
is not available for public inspection. The Navy uses the less realistic Day-Night Average
Sound Level (DNL) rather than the Effective Perceived Noise Level, as provided in
Federal Aviation Regulation 36. DNL uses A-weighting for the decibel measurement,
which means jet noise is averaged with quiet over the course of a year to come up with a
65 dB average. This means peak noise levels in these un-measured and un-modeled
communities and wildlands may far exceed 65 dB as long as the constant average with
quiet periods over a year stays below 65 dB. This is unrealistic, and claims by the DEIS
that wildlife are “presumably habituated” to noise do not apply when that noise is sporadic
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and intense. 12. Commercial airport noise standards should not apply to military jets
because commercial jets do not have afterburners, do not engage in aerial combat
maneuvers, do not fly at low altitudes or practice landing on runways so short they can
only be used for emergencies, do not possess the flight characteristics of Growlers, and
do not have weaponry that is capable of making a parcel of forest hum with
electromagnetic energy. FAA policy does not preclude use of the more accurate Effective
Perceived Noise Level as the standard, nor are local jurisdictions prevented from setting
a lower threshold of compatibility for new land-use developments. FAA policy allows for
supplemental or alternative measurements. So, the continued use of DNL may be to the
Navy’s benefit, but does not benefit the public. 13. The Navy’s noise analysis does not
allow for peak noise experiences, nor does the DNL method they use take into account
low-frequency noise, which is produced at tremendous levels by Growlers. 14. The
NOISEMAP software used for computer modeling is severely outdated, and a report from
a Department of Defense commission concluded that noise measurements using this
software “…do not properly account for the complex operational and noise characteristics
of the new aircraft.” This report concluded that current computer models could be legally
indefensible.
(https://www.serdp-estcp.org/Program-Areas/Weapons-Systems-and-Platforms/Noise-an
d-Emissions/Noise/WP-1304) 15. The Navy describes its activities using the term “event,”
but does not define it. Therefore, the time, duration, and number of jets in a single “event”
remain unknown, and real impacts from recent increases remain unevaluated. As a result
of leaving out vast geographical areas where noise impacts will occur (and are occurring
now), the DEIS eliminates far too many direct, indirect and cumulative effects to be
considered a valid or complete analysis. Limiting the scope like this amounts to a
segmentation of impacts that forecloses the public’s ability to comment and gain legal
standing. By law, the public has the right to address the full scope of impacts, not just a
narrow sliver of them. 16. New information that was not disclosed in previous Navy EISs
include flight operations on weekends (not mentioned in the current DEIS but specified
on page 11 of the Forest Service’s draft permit, viewable at:
https://www.fs.usda.gov/project/?project=42759). It has long been understood that the
Navy would cooperate with local governments, especially in communities that depend on
tourism, by not conducting noise-producing operations on weekends. Further, the singling
out of one user group for an exemption from noise is outrageous and unfair. According to
the permit, weekend flying may be permitted so long as it does not interfere with
“…opening day and associated opening weekend of Washington State’s Big Game
Hunting Season for use of rifle/guns.” While such an exemption is under Forest Service
and not Navy control, the Navy must realize that municipalities and local governments,
along with economically viable and vulnerable tourism and recreation entities who are not
being considered, have not been given the opportunity to comment. The impression is
that our national forests are no longer under public control. 17. Low flights will make even
more noise than before: While the Navy has repeatedly told the public over the past few
years that Growlers will fly at a minimum of 6,000 feet above sea level, the DEIS quotes
guidance from the Aircraft Environmental Support Office: “Aircraft are directed to avoid
towns and populated areas by 1 nm (nautical mile) or overfly 1,000 feet AGL (above
ground level) and to avoid airports by 3 nm or overfly 1,500 AGL.” This guidance further
states, “Over sparsely populated areas, aircraft may not be operated closer than 500 feet
to any person, vessel, vehicle, or structure.” If this official guidance directs Growlers to fly
at such low altitudes, why did the Navy not disclose this in any previous NEPA
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documents? For an aircraft capable of 150 decibels at takeoff, this new information
represents a significant new level of noise impacts that have been neither previously
disclosed nor analyzed. 18. Sound levels for these low flights are not listed in the DEIS:
Table 3.1-2, titled “Representative Sound Levels for Growler Aircraft in Level Flight,” on
page 3-6, does not show sound exposure levels for Growlers flying at either 1,000 feet or
1,500 feet AGL, as mentioned in the official guidance. Why has this important information
been omitted? The public needs to know how much actual noise exposure there will be,
along with the threats posed to public and environmental health. This, therefore, is
significant new information about impacts that were not disclosed in the DEIS, and
requires either that a Supplemental EIS be prepared, or that a public comment period of
adequate length be provided on the Final EIS. For public health and safety reasons, the
Navy must revise its guidance to significantly increase the distances that Growler jets are
currently allowed to fly over towns, airports, individual people, vessels, vehicles, and
structures. 500 to 1,000 feet is far too close, and 1,500 feet over an airport is far too
dangerous a proximity to supersonic Growler jets. 19. No mitigation for schools: The
DEIS states that in the case of local schools, no mitigation measures for any of the 3
proposed alternatives were identified, “…but may be developed and altered based on
comments received.” Some schools will be interrupted by jet noise hundreds of times per
day. Yet the Navy suggests that future mitigation measures might be brought up by the
public (and subsequently ignored) and thus will be “…identified in the Final EIS or Record
of Decision.” Such information would be new, could significantly alter the Proposed
Actions, and would therefore require another public comment period, in which case the
Navy’s proposal to not allow a comment period on the Final EIS would be unlawful. 20.
The current DNL noise modeling method and data in no way reflect exposure accuracy,
given the new information about low flight levels from official guidance. Therefore, such
analyses must be included in a Supplemental EIS or in the Final EIS, with a new public
process of adequate length, including an official comment period. 21. Crash potential is
higher: With no alternatives provided to the public that reduce noise, and with such
permissive guidance that allows such low-altitude flight, the potential for Navy Growler
student pilots to create tragic outcomes or cause extreme physical, physiological,
economic and other harms to communities and wildlands, whether accidentally or on
purpose, is unacceptable. 22. Contamination of drinking water in residential and
commercial areas near the runways, due to use of hazardous chemicals, is completely
ignored by the DEIS. It concludes, “No significant impacts related to hazardous waste
and materials would occur due to construction activities or from the addition and
operation of additional Growler aircraft.” While these chemicals have never been
analyzed, they have been used in conjunction with Growler training and other flight
operations for years; therefore, hazardous materials analysis for these chemicals should
not be excluded just because Growlers are not the only aircraft this foam has been used
for. It is irresponsible for the DEIS to content that there are no significant impacts. As
previously stated, with flights at OLF Coupeville alone increasing from 3,200 in 2010 to
as many as 35,100, no one can claim that a 1,000 percent flight increase in 7 years for
which no groundwater or soil contaminant analyses have been done is not significant. 23.
Navy knew about contamination in advance: It is clear that before the November 10
publication of this DEIS, the Navy was well aware of potential problems with
contamination of residential drinking water due to what it calls “historic” use of fire
suppressants for flight operations. In May 2016 the USEPA issued drinking water health
advisories for two PFCs, and the Navy announced in June that it was in the process of
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“identifying and for removal and destruction all legacy perfluorooctane sulfonate (and
PFOA) containing AFFF [aqueous film forming foam].” Yet the DEIS dismisses all
concerns with an incredible statement about actions that took place nearly 20 years ago:
“Remediation construction was completed in September 1997, human exposure and
contaminated groundwater exposures are under control, and the OUs at Ault Field and
the Seaplane Base are ready for anticipated use (USEPA, 2016e).” The statement is
ludicrously outdated, and recent events refute it. Three days before the DEIS was
published, on November 7, 2016, the Navy sent a letter to more than 100 private and
public drinking water well owners expressing concern that perfluoroalkyl substances
(PFAS) found beneath the OLF had spread beyond Navy property. Yet the word
“perfluoroalkyl” or “PFAS” is not mentioned once in the entire 1400-page DEIS, nor is it
mentioned the 2005 or 2012 EAs. A Department of Defense publication makes it clear
that there is no current technology that can treat soil or groundwater that has been
contaminated with these chemicals.
(https://dec.alaska.gov/spar/ppr/hazmat/Chemical-&-Material-Emerging-Risk-Alert-for-AF
FF.pdf) 24. No mention of contaminated soil is found in the DEIS: It confines its
discussion to soil compression and compaction effects from new construction, and
concludes there will be no impacts to groundwater. It is therefore puzzling to consider
that while extensive evaluations for a variety of hazardous materials were included in the
October 2015 Northwest Training and Testing Final EIS, why would the Navy omit such
contaminants as the ones mentioned above, from the Growler DEIS? This is the
equivalent of a doctor refusing to look at an EKG that clearly shows a heart attack, and
diagnosing the patient with anxiety. The Navy needs to include this information in a public
NEPA process as an impact of its flight activities. It needs to accept responsibility for this
contamination, and pay the costs incurred by finding a permanent alternative source of
water for affected residents, and by reimbursing these people for medical costs created
by unwitting consumption of Navy-contaminated water. 25. Impacts to wildlife have been
piecemealed: It does not make sense to separate impacts from just one portion of an
aircraft’s flight operations and say that’s all you’re looking at. But because the scope of
the DEIS is limited to areas adjacent to runways, analysis of impacts to wildlife from
connected flight operations that occur outside these narrow confines are omitted.
Threatened and endangered species, sensitive species and other wildlife and critical
habitat areas are adversely impacted by noise from takeoffs, landings and other flight
operations well beyond the Navy’s study area. For example, the increase in aerial combat
maneuvers (dogfighting) from 160 to 550 annual “events,” which by their erratic nature
cannot safely occur near runways, is a 244 percent increase that has been neither
examined nor analyzed in this or any previous NEPA process. Dogfighting requires
frequent use of afterburners, which are far louder and use as much as ten times the
amount of fuel as normal flight does. Impacts to wildlife and habitat were completely
omitted. 26. Pages of boilerplate language do not constitute analysis of impacts to
wildlife: Except for standardized language copied from wildlife agencies about species life
histories, along with lists of various county critical areas ordinances and state wildlife
regulations, the DEIS fails to evaluate direct, indirect or cumulative impacts to wildlife.
Instead, it offers the excruciating conclusion that the potential for noise impacts and
collisions with birds is “greatest during flight operations.” However, continues the DEIS,
except for the marbled murrelet, the occurrence of these sensitive species in the study
area is “highly unlikely,” largely because “no suitable habitat is present.” This begs the
question: if the scope of this DEIS measured the true impacts of jet noise, it is highly
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likely that suitable habitat for many of these species would be found. And if impacts had
not been segmented for decades, there might be suitable habitat remaining in the study
area. 27. Old research cited but new research not: In citing published scientific research,
the Navy included a 1988 synthesis of published literature on domestic animals and
wildlife, but failed to consider the latest peer-reviewed research summarized in 2015,
which lists multiple consequences of noise greater than 65 dB.
(http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/brv.12207/abstract) The DEIS also failed to
consider an important 2014 study called “Anthropogenic EM Noise Disrupts Magnetic
Compass Orientation in Migratory Birds,”
(http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v509/n7500/full/nature13290.html) A federal
agency cannot cherry-pick scientific research for its own convenience; it must consider
the best available science. This DEIS fails that test. Thank you for considering these
comments. Sincerely,  Briton, WA 98320
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Coupeville, WA 98239

 

To whom it may concern, I am writing this letter to express my concern because we -
residents of Central Whidbey - are about to face several serious physical and
environmental challenges in near future. I am specifically talking about Navy’s
Environmental Impact Statement regarding EA-18G Growler Airfield Operations at NAS
Whidbey Island Complex (Naval Outlying Field – OLF). When I purchased my house in
2010, I was fully aware of Navy’s touch-and-go operations at the OLF. However, I still
chose to live here because of its pristine environment, history, and great community. I am
currently a weekend commuter – I am a special education teacher in  County
and am planning on retiring here. This is where my family and I always vacationed in the
past and hope to enjoy my retirement years from now. I am usually not politically involved
or vocal about issues like this. And I fully support military operations on the island, in and
outside our great country. However, recent proposal of significant increase in operations
and potential hazards concern me greatly. Here are some of my concerns; 1. Water
contamination My neighborhood, Crockett Lake Estates, has a community well. Results
of recent water testing indicate that there is an evidence of fire retardant used for jet
crashes. It is estimated to be caused by “practice” runs during current operations. Then,
what will happen if and when a Growler crashes in this area? What are the short and
long-term effects on our environment and economy? This is the water we drink, cook,
shower, and water our plants. What will be the impacts on our farming community?
Currently there is no alternative water source for Town of Coupeville or surrounding
areas. What would be an alternative plans? 2. Noise It is estimated that we will
experience significant increase in the amount of noise from the Growler operations
(increase from 6100 operations per year to 35000 operations per year). The impact of
this (not just in decibels but also in the number of flights) is unimaginable. I understand
that DEIS attempted to address this, however, the noise modeling used in DEIS is not
appropriate representation of noise made by Growlers (this modeling was developed to
assess civilian airport noise). 3. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve Here is an
excerpt from Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve Visitor Guide: “In the early
1970s, local citizens organized to halt a housing development slated for Ebey’s Prairie.
The effort became a balancing act – to find a way to preserve a cherished and historically
significant place, without sacrificing the needs and future of working rural community.
Believing that local government and citizens were needed to find that balance, Congress
established Ebey’s Landing National Historical reserve in 1978. The legislation
establishing the Reserve contains two points that are essential to understanding the
Reserve. First, the Reserve was established to preserve and protect a living rural
community – much more complex than preserving a historic site. Second, it is continuity
that makes the Reserve’s history so significant. The story of the Reserve is not a thing of
the past – it is kept alive by people who continue to live, work and maintain deep
connections with the natural and historic landscape. The Reserve concept is what makes
the balancing act possible. Reserves differ from parks in their approach to preservation
and management. For Ebey’s Reserve, this means that the land within the Reserve is not
owned or regulated by any one agency. While there are federal, state, town and county
lands within the Reserve, a surprising 85% is privately owned. Preservation occurs
through land donations, tax incentives, local land use regulation, conservation
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easements, and the cooperation of property owners. Success means that the landscape,
the community and its history will continue forever, to be shared, protected and enjoyed
by future generations.” 4. Impacts on children As a teacher, I cannot imagine exposing
our school age children to constant loud noise and expect them to do well. What are the
impacts on their sleep, school performance (including state-wide and/or district-wide
assessments), and long-term effects on hearing? 5. Economical impacts on the area Due
to the increase in Navy’s Growler operation, it is estimated there will be significant loss in
tourism, property value, population and business. Whidbey Island tourism is highly tied to
outdoor recreation. How can we expect people to enjoy our beautiful island when there is
constant noise? Farmers to continue growing their beautiful, organic produce? Have your
dream wedding on the island? I hope we can find a balance between our military
operation and quality of life for the citizens of Central Whidbey. I keep re-reading the
excerpt from the visitor guide - What an incredible concept our Congress had! Please
help us protect our beautiful island, community and its history so that our future
generations can enjoy. Thank you for your consideration on this. Sincerely, 

 Coupeville, WA 98239
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1. 

----~ -----

Draft Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-186 Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by January 25, 2017 

Online at: 

By mail at 

www.whidbeyeis.com 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 
23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

2. Organization/ Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired military) 

0~icu,vvt-
3. Address ~ Q,vo~ V1l~ Wf\ c,izs~ 
4. Email 

5. Phone 

6. Please check here if you would NOT like to be on the Coupeville Community Allies email list 

Comments 
Check all that concern you. For additional information see www.facebook.com/whidbeyeis 

·}4_ Increases in Outlying Field (OLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools 

and quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. Increasing 
OLF operations by 36 % to 475%, with up to 135 flight operations daily, will double the residential areas and 
increase by 10-fold the commercial areas impacted by noise. This is a burden greater than the 
Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

~ Increased operations at OLF risk greater aquifer and well contamination. Wells near OLF have now found 
to be contaminated with toxic PFOA compounds from Navy firefighting foam which the Navy continues to 
use for aircraft fires. The extent of contamination has not been determined nor have results been shared 
with the community. There is no mitigation plan in place. 

~ The addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones (APZs) surrounding OLF will restrict 
property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

(over) 
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1.a. Thank You
11.a. Groundwater
11.b. Floodplains and Wetlands
11.c. Marine Waters and Sediment
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.h. Tourism
12.i. Housing Access and Affordability
12.j. Property Values
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
13.a. Environmental Justice Impacts
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.b. Land Use Compatibility and Air Installations Compatible Use
Zones



pQ The Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere, despite this being the #1 
request from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

~An additional 880-1,574 personnel and dependents would severely impact our tight housing market, 
decreasing the already low stock of affordable housing on Whidbey Island. 

JiQ Single-siting Growlers at NASWI presents a major terrorist risk to our Island, which is served by one 
bridge and two ferries. All active electronic warfare jets in the US Military would be at NASWI. 

~ The Growlers are at risk for more mishaps and crashes due to problems with their onboard oxygen 
system that can cause pilot hypoxia, with over 100 incidents in all F/A-18 airframes in 2015 alone. 
Increases in OLF operations increase the risk of crashes on Whidbey Island and in Puget Sound. 

Please include any additional comments here: 

L!\C( lA":.l 1:\ F~T-:, /prc,cn le 5 ;,w j ?fL 

L!\)AJ-Ctv' ~;(~ 

What else you can do 

1. Get involved. To volunteer, email us: coupevillecommunityallies@gmail.com 

2. Call (best) or email your elected officials and share your concerns. The number of 
calls are important. 

a. U.S. Senator Patty Murray: 206.553.5545; www.murray.senate.gov 
b. U.S. Senator Maria Cantwell: 425.303.0114; www.cantwell.senate.gov 
c. U.S. Congressman Rick Larson: 800.652.1385; rick.larsen@mail.house.gov 
d. Governor Jay lnslee: 360.902.4111; governor.wa.gov 

To learn More 

./ To receive email updates, or to get involved, email us at 
coupevillecommunityallies@gmail.com 

./ follow us on Facebook at Coupeville Community Allies 

./ Review the Draft EIS and appendices at www.whidbeyeis.com 

All comments submitted by January 25, 2017 will become a part of the public record and will be addressed in the final EIS. 
Personally identifiable information of individuals will be kept confidential and not released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by 
the commenter or as required by law. City, state and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 
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Port Townsend, WA 98368

 

Dear NAS Whidbey Island Complex Administration: We are 'done' with the Growler
Operations invading our prestine rain forests and surrounding countryside and towns.
They affect the wildlife and all the people who live here. Please move the EA-18G
Growler opeartion to an environment which does not have the bountiful wildlife, prestine
rainforest and rivers, and large populations of people....perhaps move it to Eastern
Washington in the deserted grasslands(middle of the state). You are not welcome or
appreciated at the NAS Whidbey Island Complex. Sincerely, 
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1.a. Thank You
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated



victoria, British Columbia v8r 3s9

 

the noise from the jets is quite troublesome. It has frightened our grandchildren and our
dog, and has on a number of occasions panicked people we have been with who thought
we were having an earth quake. In addition to the noise that disrupts our enjoyment of
time spent at home as well as out doors, we are quite concerned about the damage to
the environment caused by the fuel exhaust from these planes.Victoria has had excellent
air quality and is why many of us have chosen to live there. we are gradually losing the
clean air that we breathe.
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1.a. Thank You
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
6.a. Air Quality Impacts from Mobile Source Emissions (Jet Engine
and Vehicle)



Victoria, British Columbia V8R 3T8

I live in the Greater Victoria area, just slightly west of Oak Bay. The noise from the U.S.
navy Growler jets is getting more pervasive, more disruptive and more annoying! As a
close neighbour to Oak Harbour, I am surprised that you haven't thought about informing
us of your intentions to increase the number of aircraft and thus multiply the noise level
for us here on lower Vancouver Island. The "touch and go" exercise of this jet creates
loud rumblings and roars for us and basically disrupts our quiet existence over here! I
hear it inside our house and especially when I am on the deck and gardening. Maybe you
would consider moving this portion of your operation to the dessert in Arizona where
nobody lives apart from the rattle snakes? Truly, it would be appreciated if you would
include us in your info seminars so we can tell you our experiences with this noise level. I
am amazed at what the residents of Whidbey Island have to endure when we visited
friends at their beach house this past summer. Jets flew over the ocean of their bay
constantly. It was very disruptive and loud. Why have you chosen Whidbey Island as the
base for this type of training when it is so densely populated in that area and ours? Surely
this type of "practicing" to "reinforce the muscle memory" of the pilots should take place
in a non-pop-ulated area where the least amount of humans are affected. Yours
sincerely, , Victoria,B.C.
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12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated



Anacortes, WA 98221

There is one maneuver in particular that the Growler jets do that is extremely loud. The
jet is pointed nose up, gear down, and engines very loud. I have been told that it is a
"slow down" for approach to landing. When this is done over our home, it is not possible
to hear other people speaking INSIDE our house. Conversation outside is impossible.
Sometimes, this is also done during night training, as late as midnight. If this particular
exercise could be moved far from populated areas, that would be a significant
improvement in the situation.

MAYCH0001

1.a. Thank You
3.f. Field Carrier Landing Practice Operation Totals



Anacortes, WA 98221

The Growler jets are incredibly loud during certain maneuvers, often occurring directly
over the densely populated Skyline neighborhood in Anacortes, WA. The DEIS noise
levels were based on about 30% of the proposed 8800 to 35,000+ operations at OLFC
being conducted on Path 14. Since 2013, when the transition to Growlers was relatively
complete, the highest use of Path 14 has been about 2 to 10% because, as base
commander Captain Nortier explained Growlers are only rarely capable of using Path 14.
The DEIS 30% use projection of path 14 greatly understates the DNL noise impacts for
path 32 and overstates the impacts on Path 14. This mistake must be corrected.

MAYCH0002

1.a. Thank You
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
4.a. General Noise Modeling



Anacortes, WA 98221

I understand that the Navy has adopted standards that protect their personnel from
health and hearing harm due to excessive noise, yet these standards may have been
ignored by the DEIS for civilians exposed to the same or greater levels of noise. This
DEIS needs to examine how many civilians would receive exposure doses that exceed
the Navy’s defined “hazardous noise zone” threshold (i.e., an area where the 8-hour
time-weighted average exceeds 84 dBA [or 140 dB peak sound pressure level, SPL, for
impact or impulse noise] for more than 2 days in any month). There are times when the
jets passing overhead, directly above our house in the Skyline neighborhood, are loud
enough that normal conversation is not possible. Typically, this seems to happen during a
maneuver in which the jets are slowing, gear down, nose up. I've been told that this is a
"slow down" exercise in preparation for landing. This really shouldn't be done directly
over homes, no matter the intended flight pattern.

MAYCH0003

1.a. Thank You
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
4.a. General Noise Modeling
4.n. Speech Interference (Indoor and Outdoor)
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss



Anacortes, WA 98221

The noise level from the jest inside our house, during certain maneuvers, is loud enough
that we cannot carry on a conversation. In particular, when the jets are in a configuration
with the nose up, gear down, resembling a stall. I've been told that this is a slow-down for
approach to landing. The engines are incredibly loud over our house during this
maneuver. The DEIS fails to address the effects of noise on hearing and tinnitus and
consequential medical costs associated with hearing loss by stating that civilians would
need to be exposed to noise emitted by the Growlers for 40 years before there is a
permanent shift in hearing. This defies all scientific and audiological evidence to the
contrary, even by the US military itself. Hearing loss and tinnitus are the MOST
compensated injuries in the military and increasing annually (US Dept. of Veteran
Affairs.) That and failure to address the effects of impact or sudden noise must be more
fully delineated.
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1.a. Thank You
4.n. Speech Interference (Indoor and Outdoor)
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss



Port Townsend, WA 98368

I strongly urge you to extend the comment period at least 45 more days regarding the
Navy’s Draft Environmental Impact Statement to add 36 more Growlers to NASWI and to
conduct electronic warfare in the Olympic National Forest. To expect the general public to
provide constructive, educated comments (something I assume is what you truly desire)
on such a technically complicated issue and during the busy holiday season is poor
planning at best, disingenuous at worst.
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2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.f. Use of Public Comments



Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-1 SG "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

1. First Name 

2. Last Name 

January, 2017 Comments 

Fill in and mail with comments to: 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
NAVFAC Atlantic Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

--- --------------

--- --------------
3. Organization/Affiliation __________________ _ 

4. City, State, ZIP __ t,_a._\~_'--i_\.l_"_~_o_a.. ___ ~_v!\ __ '1_~_;2._S-_o ____ _ 

5. E-mail -- --------

6. Please check here D if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

7. Please check here D if you would like your name/address kept private 

01 /08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 
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4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.k. Comparison of the Prowler to the Growler
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument



Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-1 SG "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

January, 2017 Comments 

Note: For Draft EIS page citations and supporting references see www.QuietSkies.info 

1. The Growler is known for its intense low frequency engine rumble, but low frequency noise 
impacts are ignored in the Draft. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies using C-weighting (dBC) 
in addition to A-weighting (dBA). 

2. Analysis of noise impacts in the Draft is based solely on computer simulation. To be valid 
for decision making, models must be verified. 

Action: Provide the data used for simulation. Provide Growler noise measurements 
with afterburners at 100 feet behind the jet in one-third octave bands from 6 Hz to 20 
kHz. Calibrate the computer model with actual noise measurements in locations 
throughout the region. 

3. NOISEMAP is the computer model used in the Draft to predict noise impacts. A Department 
of Defense report found that NOISEMAP is outdated and new software was needed to 
provide "scientifically and legally defensible noise assessments" of the modern, high-thrust 
jet engines used in the Growlers. 

Action: Redo the noise simulation using the more recent Advanced Acoustic Model. 

4. The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) metric used in the Draft was developed for 
commercial airports that operate 365 days a year. DNL is inappropriate for the intermittent 
but intensive military flight activity at NASWI. Averaging over the year assumes, without 
studies, that the quiet days mitigate the noisy days. 

Action: Noise levels should only be averaged over active flying days. 

5. The Draft dismisses long-term health impacts of jet noise because some studies are not 
conclusive. 

Action: Recognize the health impacts of Growler noise on health as documented in 
the World Heath Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise" and "Night Noise 
Guidelines for Europe." 

6. The Draft includes some independent noise measurements and ignores others. 

Action: Incorporate the San Juan County noise reports and the Coupeville noise 
measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS analysis. 

01 /08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 
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7. The Draft suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands (SJI) National 
Monument are exempt from National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) protection. 
Protection was granted prior to the establishment of the SJI National Monument. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and 
remove language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 

8. The three Alternatives considered in the Draft are very similar and are based on old 
technology - a piloted jet that requires constant pilot training for safe carrier landing. 

Action: Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets (drones) instead of 
more Growlers to significantly reduce the need for land-based carrier training. 

9. The Draft only examines socioeconomic impacts on Island and Skagit Counties. San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties are or will be impacted by Growler noise. They are very 
dependent on outdoor recreation that is being harmed by Growler flight activity and receive 
little, if any, economic benefit from employment associated with NASWI. 

Action: Examine socioeconomic impacts, including real estate values, on San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties. 

10. All Alternatives in the Draft are irrevocable decisions to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI. 
While some potential noise Mitigation Measures addressed, there is no commitment. 

Action: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their timelines in the Final EIS and 
Record of Decision. 

11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous areas. CEQ Regulation 1502.9 (a) states "If 
a draft.statement is so inadequate as to preclude meaningful analysis, the agency shall 
prepare and circulate a revised draft of the appropriate portion." 

Action: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies identified in comments and offer 
further opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is prepared. 

12. Add your own comments here: 

'SEE \"T£M s 

01 /08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 
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12. The Growler itself is much noisier than the jet that it replaced several years ago at Whidbey. 
Yet, this EIS study assumes that the current noise level is environmentally acceptable, and 
therefore the only thing that needs to be addressed is the addition of the new Grolwer aircraft to 
the fleet. Unfortunately, this is not the case - the current noise environment created by the 
existing Growlers is already at an unacceptable level. Therefore any study that assumes this 
baseline measure is "okay" with the affected community, is flawed from the start. 

13. A very unique feature of the Whidbey Island and San Juan Island environments, is the very 
low ambient noise level. It is, of course, one of the reasons many people decide to live in these 
communities. Yet no mention is made in the EIS of this uniquely low ambient noise level in the 
surrounding community. Rather, it is stated just matter of factly, that 65 DNL is the baseline for 
studying how many individuals are affected by the Grolwer noise. This is poor science. 

While 65 DNL may be an appropriate measure of incremental noise pollution in an urban 
environment, it is not a good measure to use in the rural areas surrounding the Navy airfields. 
While I don't have the necessary equipment to measure the ambient noise on San Juan Island 
where our house is located, I would guess that it is on the order of 45 or 50 DNL at most, if not 
lower. Therefore, any incremental noise above this level is in essence noise pollution. A more 
thoughtfully prepared noise study would first measure these baseline levels around the 
community, and then conduct an incremental analysis of the both the existing Growler fleet and 
the proposed additional Growler fleet. I think any such analysis would clearly indicate that a 
vastly larger population is impacted by the Growler. 
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Victoria, British Columbia V8Y1R5

I cannot believe you are reviewing this subject and not holding a public Open House in
Victoria< BC . For years we have had to listen to your jet roars. We have advised you of
our concerns and yet you appear to care less. I suspect the impact of your jets are more
significant in Victoria than in many of the other US Washington State gulf islands> Kindly
re consider and send your Open House team to Victoria to explain yourselves. thank you

MCBLA0001

1.a. Thank You
2.e. Public Involvement Process



Seattle, WA 98146

 

To expose the Olympic Peninsula aggressive noise pollution to satisfy some perceived
need to perfect skills "needed" to protect our nation is putting the cart before the horse.
What should we protect if not our pristine natural treasures. It's nuts!!!

MCCBO0001

1.a. Thank You
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
2.a. Purpose and Need
7.d. Recreation and Wilderness Analysis and Study Area



Victoria, British Columbia V8N 1J1

We are really hoping you will take into consideration the considerable noise pollution in
our city because of the existing jets. Victoria is a lovely quiet little city and we are already
frustrated with the huge amount of noise your airfield creates.
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1.a. Thank You
12.n. Quality of Life



Anacortes, WA 98221

The defense of our country is obviously of paramount importance and the Growlers are a
main part of this effort. I understand that, but if I didn't mind jet noise, I would have moved
to Whidbey Island. The Growlers are flying directly over my home in Anacortes VERY
OFTEN at times and always at loud enough decibels that I can't hear my TV, my wife
talking or myself think. This is unacceptable. It has also kept us up at night. You may be
thinking NIMBY but if it were you, you wouldn't have expected this noise if you were in
my neighborhood either. It is far enough from NAS Whidbey that one wouldn't expect it.
Please register my opinion and please keep the jet noise on Whidbey Island only which is
the only place it should be. And thank you for your service.

MCCGA0001

1.a. Thank You
4.n. Speech Interference (Indoor and Outdoor)
4.p. Sleep Disturbance



Coupeville, WA 98239

We have lived at  Coupeville,Wa. since 1977.
We understood and agreed to the Navys "Noise Zones" that where established when we
purchased the property. Most of the OLF flights stayed in the correct flight patterns and
every now and then a trainee pilot would fly wide out of the pattern and fly over our
house, usually late at night. We understood and accepted this, but after 3 times we would
call NAS Ops. Ops was always polite and said they would contact OLF to correct the
pattern, after they contacted OLF they stopped flying over the house. The navy and
community was at peace. The point is we (community) can work together with the Navy
and accomplish the training for our pilots if the number of flights at OLF does not exceed
20% of all FCLPs (Scenario "C"), and the noise zones are not expanded from the current
flight patterns. I thing it would be a major mistake to increase the number of flights
beyond what we have currently. Increasing the number of aircraft and number of landings
at OLF is not workable beyond current OLF landings..Let's work together, we have in the
past.. A point of interest: Has anyone given any thought that NAS Whidbey is about 2-3ft
above sea level and would directly be impacted if an earthquake Tsunami roared down
the Strait and took out the base with 100% of the Navys EA-18G's. Not a good idea to
have most of our very important aircraft located at one base?

MCCGE0001

1.a. Thank You
1.d. General Project Concerns
16.a. Geological Hazards (Seismic, Liquefaction, Bluff Erosion, and
Landslides)
2.m. Record of Decision/Preferred Alternative



Coupeville, WA 98239

5.Much like the tobacco industry did years ago, the DEIS selectively and reprehensively
cites and relies on out-of-date medical research findings on impacts of noise on human
health that are at odds with the overwhelming body of contemporary research. This
obfuscation renders the DEIS findings incomplete and disingenuous and demands an
honest, complete, forthright evaluation of the contemporary formal medical literature.

MCCKE0001

1.a. Thank You
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Coupeville, WA 98239

 

6.The Navy has adopted standards that protect their personnel from health and hearing
harm due to excessive noise, yet these standards were ignored by the DEIS for civilians
exposed to the same or greater levels of noise. This DEIS needs to examine how many
civilians would receive exposure doses that exceed the Navy’s defined “hazardous noise
zone” threshold (i.e., an area where the 8-hour time-weighted average exceeds 84 dBA
[or 140 dB peak sound pressure level, SPL, for impact or impulse noise] for more than 2
days in any month).

MCCKE0002

1.a. Thank You
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss



Coupeville, WA 98239

 

7.Island County has unconscionably ignored the Navy’s 2005 AICUZ land-use directives
for Outlying Field Coupeville, especially as reflected by construction permits issued in
Noise Zone 2 areas, where the AICUZ stipulates no residences should occur, as well as
other land uses. Whether due to the County’s willful intent to ignore or due to lack of
Navy assertiveness, it aptly demonstrates the meaningless and ineffectiveness of the
AICUZ and similar land-use provisions in the DEIS. Given the alternatives under
consideration in the DEIS, the Navy should immediately advocate that the County place a
moratorium on all construction permits not compatible with the 2005 AICUZ and DEIS
land-use stipulations until the final EIS is approved

MCCKE0003

 
1.a. Thank You
7.c. Noise Disclosure



Coupeville, WA 98239

8.The two most dangerous aspects of flying are the approach, landing and takeoff — in
other words most of the OLFC flight path. The risks are significant (a) because of
unrestrained and major encroachment problems, (b) because OLFC is about 49,000
acres below and the runway about 3000 feet short of FCLP standard for Growlers, (c)
because the pilots are mostly students flying the F-18 airframe which is 5.5 times more
likely to crash than its EA-6B (Prowler) predecessor, and (d) FCLP operations occur at
low elevations that increase likelihood of bird strikes exacerbated by the significant
shoreline bird population. These risks cannot be mitigated other than by moving the
FCLPs to a suitable 21st century off-Whidbey site.

MCCKE0004

1.a. Thank You
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
3.h. Runway Usage, Flight Tracks, and Altitudes
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children



Coupeville, WA 98239

 

9.Environmental Justice analysis overlooked the fact that farm workers, gardeners, and
recycle center workers are almost entirely composed of low-income and/or ethnic
minorities, and because they must work outside, they are disproportionately affected by
overhead Growler noise.

MCCKE0005

 
1.a. Thank You
13.a. Environmental Justice Impacts



Coupeville, WA 98239

10.Perfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) have been discovered in numerous wells adjacent
to OLFC and are believed attributable to fire-retardant foam use at OLFC. The DEIS,
however, dismissed addressing the related past, present, and future impacts and
problems associated with PFAS, even though the EPA has set a Health Advisory that has
been exceeded by 16-fold in some of the impacted wells. Leakage of PFAS in storage or
their use in a crash event is a hugely relevant environmental impact that must be
addressed. And the public must be given the opportunity to comment.

MCCKE0006

1.a. Thank You
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances



Coupeville, WA 98239

5.Much like the tobacco industry did years ago, the DEIS selectively and reprehensively
cites and relies on out-of-date medical research findings on impacts of noise on human
health that are at odds with the overwhelming body of contemporary research. This
obfuscation renders the DEIS findings incomplete and disingenuous and demands an
honest, complete, forthright evaluation of the contemporary formal medical literature.

MCCKE0007

1.a. Thank You
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Coupeville, WA 98239

12.The DEIS fails to address the potential effects of sleep disturbance due to Growler
overflights, despite the admission that there will be an increase in the “percent probability
of awakening for all scenarios…” While music torture is still permitted under US law, the
United National Convention against Torture defines torture as “any act by which severe
pain of suffering, whether physical or mental…” Sleep disturbance results in serious
physical and emotional symptoms such as cognitive impairment, impaired immune
system, adverse birth outcomes, risk of heart disease, risk of diabetes, not mentioning
the number of work hours/days lost from lack of sleep. The DEIS must forthrightly
address the impacts of sleep disturbance on residences affected by OLFC night
operations.

MCCKE0008

1.a. Thank You
4.p. Sleep Disturbance
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Coupeville, WA 98239

2.The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) noise contours depicted in the DEIS are
misleading and fallacious for two reasons: (1) inappropriate use of 365-day averaging
rather busy-day averaging, and (2) holding up as scientifically valid an outdated,
misleading, and scientifically invalidated DNL threshold for high noise annoyance.

MCCKE0009

1.a. Thank You
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels



Coupeville, WA 98239

1.The DEIS did not comply with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) by failing
to judiciously examine off-Whidbey Island sites to conduct flight carrier land practice
(FCLP).

MCCKE0010

1.a. Thank You
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated



Coupeville, WA 98239

4.The DEIS misconstrued important finding of the National Park Service’s 2015 noise
study at Ebey’s Landing Historic National Reserve and obfuscated forthright analysis of
the impacts on visitor experience. That misconstruction has to be credibly revised to
properly characterize the real impacts.

MCCKE0011

1.a. Thank You
4.j. Other Reports



Coupeville, WA 98239

 

We are homeowners in Admirals Cove and have been since 2004. Our original property
disclose cited 76 decibels, not the 135 that are now being observed. There are far better
places to perform flight testing than this beautiful island. Eastern Washington, for one.
The Navy should not be averaging noise levels for our community.

MCCLA0001

1.a. Thank You
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
7.c. Noise Disclosure
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1.a. Thank You
2.b. Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement and Analysis
Conducted
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument
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Comments 
Note: For Draft EIS page citations and supporting references see www.QuietSkies.info 

1 . Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies (C-weighted, dBC). 

2. Recognize the impacts of low frequency Growler noise on health. 

3. Incorporate San Juan County noise reports in the EIS analysis. 

4. Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJJ National Monument and remove 

language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 

5. Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets instead of more Growlers. 

6. Commit to Mitigation Measures and timelines in the Record of Decision. 

7. Add your own comments here: ,, 
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MCCNA0001

1.a. Thank You
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument



oak harbor, WA 98277

The Coupeville navy practice field has been there since the 1940s!! All the complaining
residents signed a noise impact statement when they baught their property. I live in Oak
Harbor, and we had to sign one when we baught our home. Its strikes me as odd that
someone ( navy ) can have a property, people buy their property cheap, due to a known
noise zone, then complain about the noise!!!! These C.O.R.E people knew what they
were getting into, and it would be unfair to take away a training field for our air crews!!!!
Again these complainers knew what they were getting into, is IS NOT RIGHT that they
are trying to close a practice field, that helps the men and women that protects our
country! !!!!!

MCCRA0001

1.a. Thank You



oak harbor, WA 98277

First of all the navy field near coupeville was there long before these complainers built
their homes!!!! So they knew, and baught their land, knowing full well there was a practice
field there, now they are trying to shut it down to increase their property values!!!! Next I
live in Oak Harbor, and I live under the flight path, and knew that when I baught my
home, and honestly the jets dont bother me!!!! If they are up there I feel safe down
here!!!! Air crews need to practice and stay sharp, for whatever they are called to do!!! Im
sure the complainers have never spent one second in the military, but if we were
attacked they would be the first to say go get them!!!!

MCCRA0002

1.a. Thank You
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1.a. Thank You
12.a. Socioeconomic Study Area
12.h. Tourism
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument



Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-1 BG "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

January, 2017 Comments 

Note: For Draft EIS page citations and supporting references see www.QuietSkies.info 

1. The Growler is known for its intense low frequency engine rumble, but low frequency noise 
impacts are ignored in the Draft. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies using C-weighting {dBC) 
in addition to A-weighting (dBA). 

2. Analysis of noise impacts in the Draft is based solely on computer simulation. To be valid 
for decision making, models must be verified. 

Action: Provide the data used for simulation. Provide Growler noise measurements 
with afterburners at 100 feet behind the jet in one-third octave bands from 6 Hz to 20 
kHz. Calibrate the computer model with actual noise measurements in locations 
throughout the region. 

3. NOISEMAP is the computer model used in the Draft to predict noise impacts. A Department 
of Defense report found that NOISEMAP is outdated and new software was needed to 
provide "scientifically and legally defensible noise assessments" of the modern, high-thrust 
jet engines used in the Growlers. 

Action: Redo the noise simulation using the more recent Advanced Acoustic Model. 

4. The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) metric used in the Draft was developed for 
commercial airports that operate 365 days a year. DNL is inappropriate for the intermittent 
but intensive military flight activity at NASWI. Averaging over the year assumes, without 
studies, that the quiet days mitigate the noisy days. 

Action: Noise levels should only be averaged over active flying days. 

5. The Draft dismisses long-term health impacts of jet noise because some studies are not 
conclusive. 

Action: Recognize the impacts of Growler noise on health as documented in the 
World Health Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise" and "Night Noise 
Guidelines for Europe." 

6. The Draft includes some independent noise measurements and ignores others. 

Action: Incorporate the San Juan County noise reports and the Coupeville noise 
measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS analysis. 

01/08/16 www.QuietSkies.infQ 
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7. The Draft suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands (SJI) National 
Monument are exempt from National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) protection. 
Protection was granted prior to the establishment of the SJI National Monument. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and 
remove language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 

8. The three Alternatives considered in the Draft are very similar and are based on old 
technology- a piloted jet that requires constant pilot training for safe carrier landing. 

Action: Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets (drones} instead of 
more Growlers to significantly reduce the need for land-based carrier training. 

9. The Draft only examines socioeconomic impacts on Island and Skagit Counties. San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties are or will be impacted by Growler noise. They are very 
dependent on outdoor recreation that is being harmed by Growler flight activity and receive 
little, if any, economic benefit from employment associated with NASWI. 

Action: Examine socioeconomic impacts, including real estate values, on San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties. 

10. All Alternatives in the Draft are irrevocable decisions to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI. 
While some potential noise Mitigation Measures addressed, there is no commitment. 

Action: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their timelines in the Final EIS and 
Record of Decision. 

11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous areas. CEO Regulation 1502.9 (a) states "If 
a draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude meaningful analysis, the agency shall 
prepare and circulate a revised draft of the appropriate portion." 

Action: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies identified in comments and offer 
further opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is prepared. 

12. Add your own comments here: 

01 /08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 
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Seattle, WA 98117-325

 

I am a Washington resident and frequent hiker and camper. The Olympic National Park is
one of our most precious natural resources. It is the site of what is known as "the quietest
place on earth." This will destroy that! We have so few of these rare places left and we
must preserve them or they will be gone forever.

MCDAM0001

1.a. Thank You
7.d. Recreation and Wilderness Analysis and Study Area



To: EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NA VF AC) Atlantic -Attn: Code EV21/SS 6506 
Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
Thank you for extending the comment period to February 24, 2017, in order 
accommodate the fact that having four major public processes open over the holidays, all 
concerning Navy activities or the biological resources that may be affected by them, 
made it difficult to read, comprehend and prepare comments in a timely way. · 

1. Jet noise outside the immediate environs of the runways on Whidbey Island is not 
being evaluated, yet impacts are significant. Noise from EA-18G Growlers is affecting 
communities far outside the vicinity of Naval Air Station Whidbey Island, yet the only 
area the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) analyzes in its "study area" is 
what falls within 6 to 10 miles of the comers of runways. Growler aircraft, which are 
capable of 150 decibels ( dB), use these runways to get airborne and to land; therefore, 
what happens outside the study area cannot be ignored as if it does not exist, because all 
flight operations are functionally connected to takeoffs and landings. By considering only 
takeoff and landing noise and exhaust emissions at Ault Field and Outlying Field (OLF) 
Coupeville, the DEIS fails to cpnsider the wider area of functionally connected impacts 
caused by naval flight operations. By failing to consider the interdependent parts of a 
larger action that cannot proceed without takeoffs and landings, as well as their impacts, 
the DEIS fails to evaluate cumulative effects. 

2. Impacts to cultural and historic sites are not adequately considered. The Navy so 
narrowly defined the Area of Potential Effect (APE) for cultural and historic resources 
that it also fails to consider significant nearby impacts. The State Historic Preservation 
Officer confirmed this in a January 9, 2017 letter to the Navy. 
(http://westcoastactionalliance.org/wp.'.""content/uploads/2017 /01/SHPO-Letter-
102214-23-USN_122916-2.docx) She said that not only will cultural and historic 
· properties within existing APE boundaries be adversely affected, but additional portions 
of Whidbey Island, Camano Island, Port Townsend vicinity and the San Juan Islands are 
also within noise areas that will receive harmful levels of sound and vibration from 
Growler activity. The US Department of Housing and Urban Development posted noise 
abatement and control standards that classify the 65 dB levels being used by the Navy 
as "normally unacceptable" and above 75 as being "unacceptable." 
(https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/environment.al-review/noise
abatement-and-control/) Residents in these outlying areas, who live many miles 
from these runways, have recorded noise at least twice that loud. Therefore, by 
failing to include these areas,. this DEIS violates both the National Environmental Policy 
Act (NEPA) and the National Bistoric Preservation Act(NHP A). · · · · 

MCDDA0001

1.a. Thank You
1.b. Best Available Science and Data
1.c. Segmentation and Connected Actions
10.a. Biological Resources Study Area
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.f. Endangered Species Impact Analysis Adequacy
11.a. Groundwater
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.k. Compensation to Citizens for Private Property
19.a. Scope of Cumulative Analysis
19.b. Revised Cumulative Impacts Analysis
19.d. Electronic Warfare
19.h. Cumulative Impacts on Biological Resources
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.d. Program of Record for Buying Growler Aircraft
2.e. Public Involvement Process
3.a. Aircraft Operations
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
3.d. Arrivals and Departures
4.a. General Noise Modeling
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.e. Day-Night Average Sound Level Contours and Noise
4.l. Points of Interest
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.t. Noise Mitigation
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
8.a. Cultural Resources Area of Potential Effect
8.c. Noise and Vibration Impacts to Cultural Resources
8.j. City of Port Townsend Cultural Resources



3. Piecemealing projects to avoid analyzing cumulative effects is illegal. The Navy 
has, to date, piecemealed its aircraft training and testing activities affecting Whidbey 
Island, the San Juans, and the Olympic Peninsula into at least six separate actions: 

1. 4 squadrons of P-8A Poseidon Multi-Mission Aircraft; 
2. A 2005 EA (57 Growler jets); 2010 EIS (reaffirming the 57 Growlers that 

replaced Prowlers); 
3. 2012 EA (26 Growlers including 5 from a reserve unit); 
4. 2014 EA (Growler electronic warfare activity); 
5. 2015 EIS discussing electronic warfare training and testing activity; 
6. The current 2016-2017 DEIS (36 Growlers); 
7. And, likely, a seventh process, as confirmed by news reports and a Navy official 

at a recent open house, for 42 more jets to bring the Growler fleet total to 160. 

Therefore, it has been impossible for the public to know just how many Growlers there 
would be, or what their impacts would be, or what limits, if any, the Navy intends to 
establish. In just four documents-the 2014 EA, Forest Service permit Draft Decision, 
and the 2010 and 2015 EISs, there are more than 6,000 pages of complex technical 
material. The number of Growler flights at Outlying Field (OLF) Coupeville alone went 
from 3,200 per year to a proposed 35,100 in 2017. That's more than a 1,000 percent 
increase at this runway alone, yet according to the Navy, there are "no significant 
impacts." The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA 40 C.F.R. §1502.4) " ... does 
not allow an approach that would permit dividing a project into multiple 'actions,' each 
of which individually has an insignificant environmental impact, but which collectively 
have a substantial impact." 

The DEIS evaluates not the totality of impacts from the current fleet of 118 Growlers, nor 
the projected total of 160 of these aircraft, but slices out 36 of them for an incremental, 
piecemealed look, and concludes from both the construction activities and the addition of 
just these 36 new Growlers to the fleet, that no significant impacts will occur in the 
following categories: public health, bird-animal strike hazards to aircraft, accident 
potential zones, emissions of all types, archaeological resources, American Indian 
traditional resources, biological resources, marine species, groundwater, surface water, 
potable water, socioeconomics, housing, environmental justice, and hazardous waste. To 
state the obvious, impacts from this many Growlers, when taken together, are likely to be 
significant. Segmenting their impacts has allowed the Navy to avoid accountability. 

4. The DEIS does not analyze impacts to groundwater or soil from use of 
firefighting foam on its runways during Growler operations, despite the fact that before 
this DEIS was published, the Navy began notifying 2,000 people on Whidbey Island that 
highly toxic carcinogenic chemicals had migrated from Navy property into their drinking 
water wells, contaminating them and rendering these people dependent on bottled water. 

5. The DEIS fails to discuss, describe or even mention any potential impacts 
associated with electromagnetic radiation in devices employed by the Growlers in 
locating and interacting with the ground transmitters. It fails to mention any potential 

MCDDA0001



13. The Navy's noise analysis does not allow for peak noise experiences, nor does the 
DNL method they use take into account low-frequency noise, which is produced at 
tremendous levels by Growlers. 

14. The NOISEMAP software used for computer modeling is severely outdated, and 
a report from a Department of Defense commission concluded that noise measurements 
using this software " ... do not properly account for the complex operational and noise 
characteristics of the new aircraft." This report concluded that current computer models 
could be legally indefensible. (https://www.serdp-estcp.org/Program
Areas/Weapons-Systems-and-Platforms/Noise-and-Emissions/Noise/WP-1304) 

15. The Navy describes its activities using the term "event," but does not define it. 
Therefore, the time, duration, and number of jets in a single "event" remain unknown, 
and real impacts from recent increases remain unevaluated. As a result of leaving out vast 
geographical areas where noise impacts will occur (and are occurring now), the DEIS 
eliminates far too many direct, indirect and cumulative effects to be considered a valid or 
complete analysis. Limiting the scope like this amounts to a segmentation of impacts that 
forecloses the public's ability to comment and gain legal standing. By law, the public has 
the right to address the full scope of impacts, not just a narrow sliver of them. 

16. New information that was not disclosed in previous Navy EISs include flight 
operations on weekends (not mentioned in the current DEIS but specified on page 11 of 
the Forest Service's draft permit, viewable at: 
https://www.fs.usda.gov/project/?project=42759). It has long been understood that 
the Navy would cooperate with local governments, especially in communities that depend 
on tourism, by not conducting noise-producing operations on weekends. Further, the 
singling out of one user group for an exemption from noise is outrageous and unfair. 
According to the permit, weekend flying may be permitted so long as it does not interfere 
with " ... opening day and associated opening weekend of Washington State's Big Game 
Hunting Season for use of rifle/guns." While such an exemption is under Forest Service 
and not Navy control, the Navy must realize that municipalities and local governments, 
along with economically viable and vulnerable tourism and recreation entities who are 
not being considered, have not been given the opportunity to comment. The impression is 
that our national forests are no longer under public control. 

17. Low flights will make even more noise than before: While the Navy has repeatedly 
told the public over the past few years that Growlers will fly at a minimum of 6,000 feet 
above sea level, the DEIS quotes guidance from the Aircraft Environmental Support 
Office: "Aircraft are directed to avoid towns and populated areas by 1 nm (nautical mile) 
or overfly 1,000 feet AGL ( above ground level) and to avoid airports by 3 nm or overfly 
1,500 AGL." This guidance further states, "Over sparsely populated areas, aircraft may 
not be operated closer than 500 feet to any person, vessel, vehicle, or structure." If this 
official guidance directs Growlers to fly at such low altitudes, why did the Navy not 
disclose this in any previous NEPA documents? For an aircraft capable of 150 decibels at 
takeoff, this new information represents a significant new level of noise impacts that have 
been neither previously disclosed nor analyzed. 
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18. Sound levels for these low flights are not listed in the DEIS: Table 3.1-2, titled 
"Representative Sound Levels for Growler Aircraft in Level Flight," on page 3-6, does 
not show sound exposure levels for Growlers flying at either 1,000 feet or 1,500 feet 
AGL, as mentioned in the official guidance. Why has this important information been 
omitted? The public needs to know how much actual noise exposure there will be, along 
with the threats posed to public and enviromnental health. This, therefore, is significant 
new information about impacts that were not disclosed in the DEIS, and requires either 
that a Supplemental EIS be prepared, or that a public comment period of adequate length 
be provided on the Final EIS. For public health and safety reasons, the Navy must revise 
its guidance to significantly increase the distances that Growler jets are currently allowed 
to fly over towns, airports, individual people, vessels, vehicles, and structures. 500 to 
1,000 feet is far too close, and 1,500 feet over an airport is far too dangerous a proximity 
to supersonic Growler jets. 

19. No mitigation for schools: The DEIS states that in the case oflocal schools, no 
mitigation measures for any of the 3 proposed alternatives were identified, " ... but may be 
developed and altered based on comments received." Some schools will be interrupted by 
jet noise hundreds of times per day. Yet the Navy suggests that future mitigation 
measures might be brought up by the public ( and subsequently ignored) and thus will be 
" .. .identified in the Final EIS or Record of Decision." Such information would be new, 
could significantly alter the Proposed Actions, and would therefore require another public 
comment period, in which case the Navy's proposal to not allow a comment period on the 
Final EIS would be unlawful. 

20. The current DNL noise modeling method and data in no way reflect exposure 
accuracy, given the new information about low flight levels from. official guidance. 
Therefore, such analyses must be included in a Supplemental EIS or in the Final EIS, 
with a new public process of adequate length, including an official comment period. 

21. Crash potential is higher: With no alternatives provided to the public that reduce 
noise, and with such permissive guidance that allows such low-altitude flight, the 
potential for Navy Growler student pilots to create tragic outcomes or cause extreme 
physical, physiological, economic and other harms to communities and wildlands, 
whether accidentally or on purpose, is unacceptable. 

22. Contamination of drinking water in residential and commercial areas near the 
runways, due to use of hazardous chemicals, is completely ignored by the DEIS. It 
concludes, "No significant impacts related to hazardous waste and materials would occur 
due to construction activities or from the addition and operation of additional Growler 
aircraft." While these chemicals have never been analyzed, they have been used in 
conjunction with Growler training and other flight operations for years; therefore, 
hazardous materials analysis for these chemicals should not be excluded just because 
Growlers are not the only aircraft this foam has been used for. It is irresponsible for the 
DEIS to content that there are no significant impacts. As previously stated, with flights at 
OLF Coupeville alone increasing from 3,200 in 2010 to as many as 35,100, no one can 
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claim that a 1,000 percent flight increase in 7 years for which no groundwater or soil 
contaminant analyses have been done is not significant. 

23. Navy knew about contamination in advance: It is clear that before the November 
10 publication of this DEIS, the Navy was well aware of potential problems with 
contamination of residential drinking water due to what it calls "historic" use of fire 
suppressants for flight operations. In May 2016 the USEP A issued drinking water health 
advisories for two PFCs, and the Navy announced in June that it was in the process of 
"identifying and for removal and destruction all legacy perfluorooctane sulfonate ( and 
PFOA) containing AFFF [aqueous film forming foam]." Yet the DEIS dismisses all 
concerns with an incredible statement about actions that took place nearly 20 years ago: 
"Remediation construction was completed in September 1997, human exposure and 
contaminated groundwater exposures are under control, and the OUs at Ault Field and the 
Seaplane Base are ready for anticipated use (USEPA, 2016e)." The statement is 
ludicrously outdated, and recent events refute it. Three days before the DEIS was 
published, on November 7, 2016, the Navy sent a letter to more than 100 private and 
public drinking water well owners expressing concern that perfluoroalkyl substances 
(PFAS) found beneath the OLF had spread beyond Navy property. Yet the word 
"perfluoroalkyl" or "PF AS" is not mentioned once in the entire 1400-page DEIS, nor is it 
mentioned the 2005 or 2012 EAs. A Department of Defense publication makes it clear 
that there is no current technology that can treat soil or groundwater that has been 
contaminated with these chemicals. 
(https://dec.alaska.gov /spar /ppr /hazmat/Chemical-&-Material-Emerging-Risk
Alert-for-AFFF.pdf) 

24. No mention of contaminated soil is found in the DEIS: It confines its discussion to 
soil compression and compaction effects from new construction, and concludes there will 
be no impacts to groundwater. It is therefore puzzling to consider that while extensive 
evaluations for a variety of hazardous materials were included in the October 2015 
Northwest Training and Testing Final EIS, why would the Navy omit such contaminants 
as the ones mentioned above, from the Growler DEIS? This is the equivalent of a doctor 
refusing to look at an EKG that clearly shows a heart attack, and diagnosing the patient 
with anxiety. The Navy needs to include this information in a public NEPA process as an 
impact of its flight activities. It needs to accept responsibility for this contamination, and 
pay the costs incurred by finding a permanent alternative source of water for affected 
residents, and by reimbursing these people for medical costs created by unwitting 
consumption of Navy-contaminated water. 

25. Impacts to wildlife have been piecemealed: It does not make sense to separate 
impacts from just one portion of an aircraft's flight operations and say that's all you're 
looking at. But because the scope of the DEIS is limited to areas adjacent to runways, 
analysis of impacts to wildlife from connected flight operations that occur outside these 
narrow confines are omitted. Threatened and endangered species, sensitive species and 
other wildlife and critical habitat areas are adversely impacted by noise from takeoffs, 
landings and other flight operations well beyond the Navy's study area. For example, the 
increase in aerial combat maneuvers (dogfighting) from 160 to 550 annual "events," 
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which by their erratic nature cannot safely occur near runways, is a 244 percent increase 
that has been neither examined nor analyzed in this or any previous NEPA process. 
Dogfighting requires frequent use of afterburners, which are far louder and use as much 
as ten times the amount of fuel as normal flight does. Impacts to wildlife and habitat were 
completely omitted. 

26. Pages of boilerplate language do not constitute analysis of impacts to wildlife: 
Except for standardized language copied from wildlife agencies about species life 
histories, along with lists of various county critical areas ordinances and state wildlife 
regulations, the DEIS fails to evaluate direct, indirect or cumulative impacts to wildlife. 
Instead, it offers the excruciating conclusion that the potential for noise impacts and 
collisions with birds is "greatest during flight operations." However, continues the DEIS, 
except for the marbled murrelet, the occurrence of these sensitive species in the study 
area is "highly unlikely," largely because "no suitable habitat is present." This begs the 
question: if the scope of this DEIS measured the true impacts of jet noise, it is highly 
likely that suitable habitat for many of these species would be found. And if impacts had 
not been segmented for decades, there might be suitable habitat remaining in the study 
area. 

27. Old research cited but new research not: In citing published scientific research, the 
Navy included a 1988 synthesis of published literature on domestic animals and wildlife, 
but failed to consider the latest peer-reviewed research summarized in 2015, which lists 
multiple consequences of noise greater than 65 dB. 
(http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doif10.1111/brv.12207 /abstract) The DEIS also 
failed to consider an important 2014 study called "Anthropogenic EM Noise Disrupts 
Magnetic Compass Orientation in Migratory Birds," 
(http://www.nature.com/nature/joumal/v509/n7500/fu1l/nature 13290.html) A federal 
agency cannot cherry-pick scientific research for its own convenience; it must consider 
the best available science. This DEIS fails that test. 

Thank you for considering these comments. 
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Oak Harbor, WA 98277

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Growler operations EIS, dated
November 2016. The EIS document states that the NAS Whidbey complex is the only
location and the U.S. Navy is the only military service to provide the electronic attack
capability. So this Navy capability is unique in the United States. Since the NAS Whidbey
complex is the only place in the United States to provide this essential service to the
military members it protects or U.S. citizens in general please do not let the small number
of local complainers have any bearing on the decision to select the vital and necessary
operational parameters. I also suggest since this is a unique capability at NAS Whidbey
complex the Navy leaders make the correct operational decision not based on complaints
or loud voices but based on what works best for the Navy and the U.S. I do suggest you
select Scenario B, keeping the split 50% at both NAS Whidbey and OLF Coupeville. I
have lived here 45 years and the Navy has always said they try and keep the split 50% at
both OLF and NAS. It only seems right to keep that same split in the future. I have sold
real estate on Whidbey Island for 42 years. The price of homes around OLF, such as the
Plat of Admiral’s Cove has for those 42 years always been about 20% less than a similar
home in size and view located in Oak Harbor. The difference in price has always been
the noise. Therefore splitting the flights different from 50% in both OLF and NAS would
certainly be a huge change that I do not think would be right or fair to the people living in
the two communities. I also believe that a change in percent split of flights between OLF
and NAS that has been in place for over 40 years would subject the Navy to an
expensive lawsuit that I do not want the Navy to go through. In summary the tactical
airborne electronic warfare practiced at NAS Whidbey complex is unique with no other
military options therefore the Navy leaders need to make the decision based on
operational needs but the scenario chosen should be Scenario B keeping the past 40
years of past practice the same. 
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Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-lBG Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (lJ Provide written comments at todays public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. 

2. 

Name 

Organization/Affiliation SE t- F 

3. Address 

4- ~~man=-=-·~-V~D~N~E...--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

s. Plt;!ase check here vltyou would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6 Please check here • if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 
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Please print • Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To: EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NA VF AC) Atlantic -Attn: Code EV21/SS 6506 
Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
Thank you for extending the comment period to February 24, 2017, in order 
accommodate the fact that having four major public processes open over the holidays, all 
concerning Navy activities or the biological resources that may be affected by them, 
made it difficult to read, comprehend and prepare comments iJ;i a timely way. · 

1. Jet noise outside the immediate environs oi the runways on Whidbey Island is not 
being evaluated, yet impacts are significant. Noise from EA-18G Growlers is affecting 
communities far outside the vic.inity of Naval Air Station Whidbey Island, yet the only 
area the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) analyzes in its "study area" is 
what falls within 6 to IO miles of the comers of runways. Growler aircraft, which are 
capable of 150 decibels (dB), use these·runways to get airborne and to land; therefore, 
what happens outside the study area cannot be ignored as- if it does not exist, because all 
flight operations are functionally connected to takeoffs and landings. By considering only 
takeoff and landing noise and exhaust emissions at Ault Field and Outlying Field (OLF) 
Coupeville, the DEIS fails to consider the wider area of functionally connected impacts 
caused by naval flight operations. By failing to consider the interdependent parts of a 
larger action that cannot proceed without takeoffs and landings, as well as. their impacts, 
the DEIS fails to evaluate cumulative effects. 

2. Impacts to cultural and historic sites are not adequately considered. The Navy so 
narrowly defined the Area of Potential Effect (APE) for cultural and historic resources 
that it also fails to consider significant nearby impacts. The State Historic Preservation 
Officer confirmed this in a January 9, 2017 letter to the Navy. 
(http:/ /westcoastactionalliance.org/wp::·content/uploads /2017/01 /SHPO-Letter-
102214-23-USN_l22916-2.docx) She said that not only will cultural and historic 
properties within existing APE boundaries be adversely affected, but additional portions 
of Whidbey Island, Camano Island, Port Townsend vicinity and the San Juan Islands are 
also within noise areas that will receive harmful levels of sound and vibration from 
Growler activity. The US Department of Housing and Urban Development posted noise 
abatement and control standards that classify the 65 dB levels being used by the Navy 
as "normally unacceptable" and above 75 as being "unacceptable." 
(https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/ environmental-review /noise
abatement-and-control/) Residents in these outlying areas, who live many miles 
from these runways, have recorded noise at least twice that loud. Therefore, by 
failing to include these areas, this DEIS violates both the National Environmental Policy 
Act (NEPA) and the National Historic Preservation Act (NHP A). · 
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3. Piecemealing projects to avoid analyzing cumulative effects is illegal. The Navy 
has, to date, piecemealed its aircraft training and testing activities affecting Whidbey 
Island, the San Juans, and the Olympic Peninsula into at least six separate actions: 

1. 4 squadrons of P-8A Poseidon Multi-Mission Aircraft; 
2. A 2005 EA (57 Growler jets); 2010 EIS (reaffirming the 57 Growlers that 

replaced Prowlers); 
3. 2012 EA (26 Growlers including 5 from a reserve unit); 
4. 2014 EA (Growler electronic warfare activity); 
5. 2015 EIS discussing electronic warfare training and testing activity; 
6. The current 2016-2017 DEIS (36 Growlers); 
7. And, likely, a seventh process, as confirmed by news reports and a Navy official 

at a recent open house, for 42 more jets to bring the Growler fleet total to 160. 

Therefore, it has been impossible for the public to knowjust how many Growlers there 
would be, or what their impacts would be, or what limits, if any, the Navy intends to 
establish. In just four documents-the 2014 EA, Forest Service permit Draft Decision, 
and the 2010 and 2015 EISs, there are more than 6,000 pages of complex technical 
material. The number of Growler flights at Outlying Field (OLF) Coupeville alone went 
from 3,200 per year to a proposed 35,100 in 2017. That's more than a 1,000 percent 
increase at this runway alone, yet according to the Navy, there are "no significant 
impacts." The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA 40 C.F.R §1502.4) " ... does 
not allow an approach that would permit dividing a project into multiple 'actions,' each 
of which individually has an insignificant environmental impact, but which collectively 
have a substantial impact." 

The DEIS evaluates not the totality of impacts from the current fleet of 118 Growlers, nor 
the projected total of 160 of these aircraft, but slices out 36 of them for an incremental, 
piecemealed look, and concludes from both the construction activities and the addition of 
just these 36 new Growlers to the fleet, that no significant impacts will occur in the 
following categories: public health, bird-animal strike hazards to aircraft, accident 
potential zones, emissions of all types, archaeological resources, American Indian 
traditional resources, biological resources, marine species, groundwater, surface water, 
potable water, socioeconomics, housing, environmental justice, and hazardous waste. To 
state the obvious, impacts from this many Growlers, when taken together, are likely to be 
significant. Segmenting their impacts has allowed the Navy to avoid accountability. 

4. The DEIS does not analyze impacts to groundwater or soil from use of 
firefighting foam on its runways during Growler operations, despite the fact that before 
this DEIS was published, the Navy began notifying 2,000 people on Whidbey Island that 
highly toxic carcinogenic chemicals had migrated from Navy property into their drinking 
water wells, contaminating them and rendering these people dependent on bottled water. 

5. The DEIS fails to discuss, describe or even mention any potential impacts 
associated with electromagnetic radiation in devices employed by the Growlers in 
locating and interacting with the ground transmitters. It fails to mention any potential 
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13. The Navy's noise analysis does not allow for peak noise experiences, nor does the 
DNL method they use take into account low-frequency noise, which is produced at 
tremendous levels by Growlers. 

14. The NOISEMAP software used for computer modeling is severely outdated, and 
a report from a Department of Defense commission concluded that noise measurements 
using this software " ... do not properly account for the complex operational and noise 
characteristics of the new aircraft." This report concluded that current computer models 
could be legally indefensible. (https:/ /www.serdp-estcp.org/Program
Areas/Weapons-Systems-and-Platforms/Noise-and-Emissions/Noise/WP-1304) 

15. The Navy describes its activities using the term "event," but does not define it. 
Therefore, the time, duration, and number of jets in a single "event" remain unknown, 
and real impacts from recent increases remain unevaluated. As a result of leaving out vast 
geographical areas where noise impacts will occur (and are occurring now), the DEIS 
eliminates far too many direct, indirect and cumulative effects to be considered a valid or 
complete analysis. Limiting the scope like this amounts to a segmentation of impacts that 
forecloses the public's ability to comment and gain legal standing. By law, the public has 
the right to address the full scope of impacts, not just a narrow sliver of them. 

16. New information that was not disclosed in previous Navy EISs include flight 
operations on weekends (not mentioned in the current DEIS but specified on page 11 of 
the Forest Service's draft permit, viewable at: 
https://www.fs.usda.gov/project/?project=42759). It has long been understood that 
the Navy would cooperate with local governments, especially in communities that depend 
on tourism, by not conducting noise-producing operations on weekends. Further, the 
singling out of one user group for an exemption from noise is outrageous and unfair. 
According to the permit, weekend flying may be permitted so long as it does not interfere 
with " ... opening day and associated opening weekend of Washington State's Big Game 
Hunting Season for use of rifle/guns." While such an exemption is under Forest Service 
and not Navy control, the Navy must realize that municipalities and local governments, 
along with economically viable and vulnerable tourism and recreation entities who are 
not being considered, have not been given the opportunity to comment. The impression is 
that our national forests are no longer under public control. 

17. Low flights will make even more noise than before: While the Navy has repeatedly 
told the public over the past few years that Growlers will fly at a minimum of 6,000 feet 
above sea level, the DEIS quotes guidance from the Aircraft Environmental Support 
Office: "Aircraft are directed to avoid towns and populated areas by 1 nm (nautical mile) 
or overfly 1,000 feet AGL (above ground level) and to avoid airports by 3 nm or overfly 
1,500 AGL." This guidance further states, "Over sparsely populated areas, aircraft may 
not be operated closer than 500 feet to any person, vessel, vehicle, or structure." If this 
official guidance directs Growlers to fly at such low altitudes, why did the Navy not 
disclose this in any previous NEPA documents? For an aircraft capable of 150 decibels at 
takeoff, this new information represents a significant new level of noise impacts that have 
been neither previously disclosed nor analyzed. 
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18. Sound levels for these low flights are not listed in the DEIS: Table 3.1-2, titled 
"Representative Sound Levels for Growler Aircraft in Level Flight," on page 3-6, does 
not show sound exposure levels for Growlers flying at either 1,000 feet or 1,500 feet 
AGL, as mentioned in the official guidance. Why has this important information been 
omitted? The public needs to know how much actual noise exposure there will be, along 
with the threats posed to public and environmental health. This, therefore, is significant 
new information about impacts that were not disclosed in the DEIS, and requires either 
that a Supplemental EIS be prepared, or that a public comment period of adequate length 
be provided on the Final EIS. For public health and safety reasons, the Navy must revise 
its guidance to significantly increase the distances that Growler jets are currently allowed 
to fly over towns, airports, individual people, vessels, vehicles, and structures. 500 to 
1,000 feet is far too close, and 1,500 feet over an airport is far too dangerous a proximity 
to supersonic Growler jets. 

19. No mitigation for schools: The DEIS states that in the case oflocal schools, no 
mitigation measures for any of the 3 proposed alternatives were identified, " ... but may be 
developed and altered based on comments received." Some schools will be interrupted by 
jet noise hundreds of times per day. Yet the Navy suggests that future mitigation 
measures might be brought up by the public ( and subsequently ignored) and thus will be 
" .. .identified in the Final EIS or Record of Decision." Such information would be new, 
could significantly alter the Proposed Actions, and would therefore require another public 
comment period, in which case the Navy's proposal to not allow a comment period on the 
Final EIS would be unlawful. 

20. The current DNL noise modeling method and data in no way reflect exposure 
accuracy, given the new information about low flight levels from official guidance. 
Therefore, such analyses must be included in a Supplemental EIS or in the Final EIS, 
with a new public process of adequate length, including an official comment period. 

21. Crash potential is higher: With no alternatives provided to the public that reduce 
noise, and with such permissive guidance that allows such low-altitude flight, the 
potential for Navy Growler student pilots to create tragic outcomes or cause extreme 
physical, physiological, economic and other harms to communities and wildlands, 
whether accidentally or on purpose, is unacceptable. 

22. Contamination of drinking water in residential and commercial areas near the 
runways, due to use of hazardous chemicals, is completely ignored by the DEIS. It 
concludes, "No significant impacts related to hazardous waste and materials would occur 
due to construction activities or from the addition and operation of additional Growler 
aircraft." While these chemicals have never been analyzed, they have been used in 
conjunction with Growler training and other flight operations for years; therefore, 
hazardous materials analysis for these chemicals should not be excluded just because 
Growlers are not the only aircraft this foam has been used for. It is irresponsible for the 
DEIS to content that there are no significant impacts. As previously stated, with flights at 
OLF Coupeville alone increasing from 3,200 in 2010 to as many as 35,100, no one can 
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claim that a 1,000 percent flight increase in 7 years for which no groundwater or soil 
contaminant analyses have been done is not significant. 

23. Navy knew about contamination in advance: It is clear that before the November 
10 publication of this DEIS, the Navy was well aware of potential problems with 
contamination of residential drinking water due to what it calls "historic" use of fire 
suppressants for flight operations. In May 2016 the USEP A issued drinking water health 
advisories for two PFCs, and the Navy announced in June that it was in the process of 
"identifying and for removal and destruction all legacy perfluorooctane sulfonate ( and 
PFOA) containing AFFF [aqueous film forming foam]." Yet the DEIS dismisses all 
concerns with an incredible statement about actions that took place nearly 20 years ago: 
"Remediation construction was completed in September 1997, human exposure and 
contaminated groundwater exposures are under control, and the OUs at Ault Field and the 
Seaplane Base are ready for anticipated use (USEPA, 2016e)." The statement is 
ludicrously outdated, and recent events refute it. Three days before the DEIS was 
published, on November 7, 2016, the Navy sent a letter to more than 100 private and 
public drinking water well owners expressing concern that perfluoroalkyl substances 
(PFAS) found beneath the OLF had spread beyond Navy property. Yet the word 
"perfluoroalkyl" or "PF AS" is not mentioned once in the entire 1400-page DEIS, nor is it 
mentioned the 2005 or 2012 EAs. A Department of Defense publication makes it clear 
that there is no current technology that can treat soil or groundwater that has been 
contaminated with these chemicals. 
(https: / / dec.alaska.gov /spar/ppr /hazmat/ Chemical-&-Material-Emerging-Risk
Alert-for-AFFF. pdf) 

24. No mention of contaminated soil is found in the DEIS: It confines its discussion to 
soil compression and compaction effects from new construction, and concludes there will 
be no impacts to groundwater. It is therefore puzzling to consider that while extensive 
evaluations for a variety of hazardous materials were included in the October 2015 
Northwest Training and Testing Final EIS, why would the Navy omit such contaminants 
as the ones mentioned above, from the Growler DEIS? This is the equivalent of a doctor 
refusing to look at an EKG that clearly shows a heart attack, and diagnosing the patient 
with anxiety. The Navy needs to include this information in a public NEPA process as an 
impact of its flight activities. It needs to accept responsibility for this contamination, and 
pay the costs incurred by finding a permanent alternative source of water for affected 
residents, and by reimbursing these people for medical costs created by unwitting 
consumption of Navy-contaminated water. 

25. Impacts to wildlife have been piecemealed: It does not make sense to separate 
impacts from just one portion of an aircraft's flight operations and say that's all you're 
looking at. But because the scope of the DEIS is limited to areas adjacent to runways, 
analysis of impacts to wildlife from connected flight operations that occur outside these 
narrow confines are omitted. Threatened and endangered species, sensitive species and 
other wildlife and critical habitat areas are adversely impacted by noise from takeoffs, 
landings and other flight operations well beyond the Navy's study area. For example, the 
increase in aerial combat maneuvers (dogfighting) from 160 to 550 annual "events," 
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which by their erratic nature cannot safely occur near runways, is a 244 percent increase 
that has been neither examined nor analyzed in this or any previous NEPA process. 
Dogfighting requires frequent use of afterburners, which are far louder and use as much 
as ten times the amount of fuel as nonnal flight does. Impacts to wildlife and habitat were 
completely omitted. 

26. Pages of boilerplate language do not constitute analysis of impacts to wildlife: 
Except for standardized language copied from wildlife agencies about species life 
histories, along with lists of various county critical areas ordinances and state wildlife 
regulations, the DEIS fails to evaluate direct, indirect or cumulative impacts to wildlife. 
Instead, it offers the excruciating conclusion that the potential for noise impacts and 
collisions with birds is "greatest during flight operations." However, continues the DEIS, 
except for the marbled murrelet, the occurrence of these sensitive species in the study 
area is "highly unlikely," largely because "no suitable habitat is present." This begs the 
question: if the scope of this DEIS measured the true impacts of jet noise, it is highly 
likely that suitable habitat for many of these species would be found. And if impacts had 
not been segmented for decades, there might be suitable habitat remaining in the study 
area. 

27. Old research cited but new research not: In citing published scientific research, the 
Navy included a 1988 synthesis of published literature on domestic animals and wildlife, 
but failed to consider the latest peer-reviewed research summarized in 2015, which lists 
multiple consequences of noise greater than 65 dB. 
(http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/brv.12207 /abstract) The DEIS also 
failed to consider an important 2014 study called "Anthropogenic EM Noise Disrupts 
Magnetic Compass Orientation in Migratory Birds," 
(http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v509/n7500/full/nature13290.html) A federal 
agency cannot cherry-pick scientific research for its own convenience; it must consider 
the best available science. This DEIS fails that test. 

Thank you for considering these comments. 
Sincerely, 

A-A '-1" ,.__,.,,. -/4'" ~ ~ /4 
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Langley, WA 98260

 

1. Jet noise outside the immediate environs of the runways on Whidbey Island is not
being evaluated, yet impacts are significant. Noise from EA-18G Growlers is affecting
communities far outside the vicinity of Naval Air Station Whidbey Island, yet the only area
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) analyzes in its “study area” is what falls
within 6 to 10 miles of the corners of runways. Growler aircraft, which are capable of 150
decibels (dB), use these runways to get airborne and to land; therefore, what happens
outside the study area cannot be ignored as if it does not exist, because all flight
operations are functionally connected to takeoffs and landings. By considering only
takeoff and landing noise and exhaust emissions at Ault Field and Outlying Field (OLF)
Coupeville, the DEIS fails to consider the wider area of functionally connected impacts
caused by naval flight operations. By failing to consider the interdependent parts of a
larger action that cannot proceed without takeoffs and landings, as well as their impacts,
the DEIS fails to evaluate cumulative effects. 2. Impacts to cultural and historic sites are
not adequately considered. The Navy so narrowly defined the Area of Potential Effect
(APE) for cultural and historic resources that it also fails to consider significant nearby
impacts. The State Historic Preservation Officer confirmed this in a January 9, 2017 letter
to the Navy.
(http://westcoastactionalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/SHPO-Letter-102214-23-
USN_122916-2.docx ) She said that not only will cultural and historic properties within
existing APE boundaries be adversely affected, but additional portions of Whidbey Island,
Camano Island, Port Townsend vicinity and the San Juan Islands are also within noise
areas that will receive harmful levels of sound and vibration from Growler activity. The US
Department of Housing and Urban Development posted noise abatement and control
standards that classify the 65 dB levels being used by the Navy as “normally
unacceptable” and above 75 as being “unacceptable.”
(https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/environmental-review/noise-abatement-and-co
ntrol/) Residents in these outlying areas, who live many miles from these runways, have
recorded noise at least twice that loud. Therefore, by failing to include these areas, this
DEIS violates both the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the National
Historic Preservation Act (NHPA). 3. Piecemealing projects to avoid analyzing cumulative
effects is illegal. The Navy has, to date, piecemealed its aircraft training and testing
activities affecting Whidbey Island, the San Juans, and the Olympic Peninsula into at
least six separate actions: 4 squadrons of P-8A Poseidon Multi-Mission Aircraft; A 2005
EA (57 Growler jets); 2010 EIS (reaffirming the 57 Growlers that replaced Prowlers);
2012 EA (26 Growlers including 5 from a reserve unit); 2014 EA (Growler electronic
warfare activity); 2015 EIS discussing electronic warfare training and testing activity; The
current 2016-2017 DEIS (36 Growlers); And, likely, a seventh process, as confirmed by
news reports and a Navy official at a recent open house, for 42 more jets to bring the
Growler fleet total to 160. Therefore, it has been impossible for the public to know just
how many Growlers there would be, or what their impacts would be, or what limits, if any,
the Navy intends to establish. In just four documents—the 2014 EA, Forest Service
permit Draft Decision, and the 2010 and 2015 EISs, there are more than 6,000 pages of
complex technical material. The number of Growler flights at Outlying Field (OLF)
Coupeville alone went from 3,200 per year to a proposed 35,100 in 2017. That’s more
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than a 1,000 percent increase at this runway alone, yet according to the Navy, there are
“no significant impacts.” The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA 40 C.F.R.
§1502.4) “…does not allow an approach that would permit dividing a project into multiple
‘actions,’ each of which individually has an insignificant environmental impact, but which
collectively have a substantial impact.” The DEIS evaluates not the totality of impacts
from the current fleet of 118 Growlers, nor the projected total of 160 of these aircraft, but
slices out 36 of them for an incremental, piecemealed look, and concludes from both the
construction activities and the addition of just these 36 new Growlers to the fleet, that no
significant impacts will occur in the following categories: public health, bird-animal strike
hazards to aircraft, accident potential zones, emissions of all types, archaeological
resources, American Indian traditional resources, biological resources, marine species,
groundwater, surface water, potable water, socioeconomics, housing, environmental
justice, and hazardous waste. To state the obvious, impacts from this many Growlers,
when taken together, are likely to be significant. Segmenting their impacts has allowed
the Navy to avoid accountability. 4. The DEIS does not analyze impacts to groundwater
or soil from use of firefighting foam on its runways during Growler operations, despite the
fact that before this DEIS was published, the Navy began notifying 2,000 people on
Whidbey Island that highly toxic carcinogenic chemicals had migrated from Navy property
into their drinking water wells, contaminating them and rendering these people dependent
on bottled water. 5. The DEIS fails to discuss, describe or even mention any potential
impacts associated with electromagnetic radiation in devices employed by the Growlers
in locating and interacting with the ground transmitters. It fails to mention any potential
impacts associated with aircrew practicing using electromagnetic weaponry, that will
allow the Navy to make good on its 2014 statement that this training and testing is
“turning out fully trained, combat-ready Electronic Attack crews.” 6. The current comment
period on a Draft EIS should not be the last chance the public will have for input.
However, Navy announced on its web site that it does not intend to allow a public
comment period on the Final EIS. The “30-day waiting period” proposed for the Final EIS
is not a public comment period, and thus would be unresponsive to serious and
longstanding public concerns on matters that will affect our lives as well as the lives of
people doing business throughout the region, plus the visitors who are the tourism
lifeblood of our economy, and the wildlife that inhabits the region. The Navy must allow
the public to participate throughout the process, in order to be able to be able to assess
the full scope of direct, indirect and cumulative impacts. This is doubly important because
so many impacts have been excluded from analysis. A federal agency is required to
prepare a supplement to either a draft or final EIS, and allow the public to comment, if
there are significant new circumstances or information relevant to environmental
concerns, that bear on the proposed action or its impacts. 7. There are no alternatives
proposed in this DEIS that would reduce noise. This violates NEPA §1506.1, which
states, “…no action concerning the proposal shall be taken which would have an adverse
environmental impact or limit the choice of reasonable alternatives.” According to a
memo from the President’s Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) to all federal
agencies, “Reasonable alternatives include those that are practical or feasible from the
technical and economic standpoint and using common sense, rather than simply
desirable from the standpoint of the applicant.”
(https://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/G-CEQ-40Questions.pdf) The three alternatives
presented by the Navy are merely a shell game of choices among the same number of
flights, but for different percentages of activity at runways. This pits communities against
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each other, as the runway that receives more flights will determine the “loser” among
these communities. 8. The Navy has exacerbated the problem stated in #8 by not
identifying a preferred alternative in the DEIS. According to the CEQ memo, “[NEPA]
Section 1502.14(e) requires the section of the EIS on alternatives to "identify the
agency's preferred alternative if one or more exists, in the draft statement, and identify
such alternative in the final statement . . ." Since the Navy has not done this,
communities cannot evaluate potential noise levels. Since the Navy has also announced
that it will not provide a public comment period for the Final EIS, communities will have
no chance to evaluate the consequences or even comment on the preferred alternative.
9. The Navy states that it evaluated noise for the Olympic Peninsula in 2010 with the
Northwest Training Range Complex EIS, but that document did not do so. The Navy
claims its documents are “tiered” for this purpose, but they are not. Had the activities
contemplated by the proposed Electronic Warfare Range been evaluated by that EIS, the
ground-based mobile emitters should have been listed as an emission source. They were
not. For Electronic Combat and Electronic Attack, the only areas listed by activity and
training area, warfare type, and Range and Training Site were the Darrington Area and
W-237. Neither is on the Olympic Peninsula. Had noise been properly evaluated, the
Olympic MOAs should have been listed. They were not. Therefore, noise from Growler
activities has not been evaluated in this or any previous for the Olympic Peninsula. 10.
The Navy has neither measured, modeled, nor considered direct, indirect or cumulative
effects of jet noise in any areas outside the immediate environs of NASWI runways.
Actual noise measurements have not been made anywhere. However, computer
modeling for the 10-mile radius of the “Affected Noise Environment” around Naval Air
Station Whidbey Island (NASWI) extends to the year 2021 and clearly demonstrates the
Navy’s ability to model noise. Therefore it makes no sense to fail to measure or model
highly impacted areas such as the West End of the Olympic Peninsula, with its very
different terrain and weather conditions, as demonstrated by separate NOAA weather
forecasts for each region. For example, the Hoh River is surrounded by steep-sloped
mountains that amplify and echo noise. Port Townsend is on a peninsula surrounded on
three sides by water, which echoes sound. Port Angeles gets reflected sound from the
Strait of Juan de Fuca to its north and from the Olympic Mountains to its south. Yet no
noise modeling or measurements have been done for these areas. 11. The Navy’s claim
that areas outside the narrow boundaries of its study area do not exceed noise standards
is suspect, first because the standards used by the Navy are unrealistic, second,
because the Navy has never measured or modeled noise in these areas, and third,
because the “library” of sounds that comprise the basis for the Navy’s computer modeling
is not available for public inspection. The Navy uses the less realistic Day-Night Average
Sound Level (DNL) rather than the Effective Perceived Noise Level, as provided in
Federal Aviation Regulation 36. DNL uses A-weighting for the decibel measurement,
which means jet noise is averaged with quiet over the course of a year to come up with a
65 dB average. This means peak noise levels in these un-measured and un-modeled
communities and wildlands may far exceed 65 dB as long as the constant average with
quiet periods over a year stays below 65 dB. This is unrealistic, and claims by the DEIS
that wildlife are “presumably habituated” to noise do not apply when that noise is sporadic
and intense. 12. Commercial airport noise standards should not apply to military jets
because commercial jets do not have afterburners, do not engage in aerial combat
maneuvers, do not fly at low altitudes or practice landing on runways so short they can
only be used for emergencies, do not possess the flight characteristics of Growlers, and
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do not have weaponry that is capable of making a parcel of forest hum with
electromagnetic energy. FAA policy does not preclude use of the more accurate Effective
Perceived Noise Level as the standard, nor are local jurisdictions prevented from setting
a lower threshold of compatibility for new land-use developments. FAA policy allows for
supplemental or alternative measurements. So, the continued use of DNL may be to the
Navy’s benefit, but does not benefit the public. 13. The Navy’s noise analysis does not
allow for peak noise experiences, nor does the DNL method they use take into account
low-frequency noise, which is produced at tremendous levels by Growlers. 14. The
NOISEMAP software used for computer modeling is severely outdated, and a report from
a Department of Defense commission concluded that noise measurements using this
software “…do not properly account for the complex operational and noise characteristics
of the new aircraft.” This report concluded that current computer models could be legally
indefensible.
(https://www.serdp-estcp.org/Program-Areas/Weapons-Systems-and-Platforms/Noise-an
d-Emissions/Noise/WP-1304) 15. The Navy describes its activities using the term “event,”
but does not define it. Therefore, the time, duration, and number of jets in a single “event”
remain unknown, and real impacts from recent increases remain unevaluated. As a result
of leaving out vast geographical areas where noise impacts will occur (and are occurring
now), the DEIS eliminates far too many direct, indirect and cumulative effects to be
considered a valid or complete analysis. Limiting the scope like this amounts to a
segmentation of impacts that forecloses the public’s ability to comment and gain legal
standing. By law, the public has the right to address the full scope of impacts, not just a
narrow sliver of them. 16. New information that was not disclosed in previous Navy EISs
include flight operations on weekends (not mentioned in the current DEIS but specified
on page 11 of the Forest Service’s draft permit, viewable at:
https://www.fs.usda.gov/project/?project=42759). It has long been understood that the
Navy would cooperate with local governments, especially in communities that depend on
tourism, by not conducting noise-producing operations on weekends. Further, the singling
out of one user group for an exemption from noise is outrageous and unfair. According to
the permit, weekend flying may be permitted so long as it does not interfere with
“…opening day and associated opening weekend of Washington State’s Big Game
Hunting Season for use of rifle/guns.” While such an exemption is under Forest Service
and not Navy control, the Navy must realize that municipalities and local governments,
along with economically viable and vulnerable tourism and recreation entities who are not
being considered, have not been given the opportunity to comment. The impression is
that our national forests are no longer under public control. 17. Low flights will make even
more noise than before: While the Navy has repeatedly told the public over the past few
years that Growlers will fly at a minimum of 6,000 feet above sea level, the DEIS quotes
guidance from the Aircraft Environmental Support Office: “Aircraft are directed to avoid
towns and populated areas by 1 nm (nautical mile) or overfly 1,000 feet AGL (above
ground level) and to avoid airports by 3 nm or overfly 1,500 AGL.” This guidance further
states, “Over sparsely populated areas, aircraft may not be operated closer than 500 feet
to any person, vessel, vehicle, or structure.” If this official guidance directs Growlers to fly
at such low altitudes, why did the Navy not disclose this in any previous NEPA
documents? For an aircraft capable of 150 decibels at takeoff, this new information
represents a significant new level of noise impacts that have been neither previously
disclosed nor analyzed. 18. Sound levels for these low flights are not listed in the DEIS:
Table 3.1-2, titled “Representative Sound Levels for Growler Aircraft in Level Flight,” on
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page 3-6, does not show sound exposure levels for Growlers flying at either 1,000 feet or
1,500 feet AGL, as mentioned in the official guidance. Why has this important information
been omitted? The public needs to know how much actual noise exposure there will be,
along with the threats posed to public and environmental health. This, therefore, is
significant new information about impacts that were not disclosed in the DEIS, and
requires either that a Supplemental EIS be prepared, or that a public comment period of
adequate length be provided on the Final EIS. For public health and safety reasons, the
Navy must revise its guidance to significantly increase the distances that Growler jets are
currently allowed to fly over towns, airports, individual people, vessels, vehicles, and
structures. 500 to 1,000 feet is far too close, and 1,500 feet over an airport is far too
dangerous a proximity to supersonic Growler jets. 19. No mitigation for schools: The
DEIS states that in the case of local schools, no mitigation measures for any of the 3
proposed alternatives were identified, “…but may be developed and altered based on
comments received.” Some schools will be interrupted by jet noise hundreds of times per
day. Yet the Navy suggests that future mitigation measures might be brought up by the
public (and subsequently ignored) and thus will be “…identified in the Final EIS or Record
of Decision.” Such information would be new, could significantly alter the Proposed
Actions, and would therefore require another public comment period, in which case the
Navy’s proposal to not allow a comment period on the Final EIS would be unlawful. 20.
The current DNL noise modeling method and data in no way reflect exposure accuracy,
given the new information about low flight levels from official guidance. Therefore, such
analyses must be included in a Supplemental EIS or in the Final EIS, with a new public
process of adequate length, including an official comment period. 21. Crash potential is
higher: With no alternatives provided to the public that reduce noise, and with such
permissive guidance that allows such low-altitude flight, the potential for Navy Growler
student pilots to create tragic outcomes or cause extreme physical, physiological,
economic and other harms to communities and wildlands, whether accidentally or on
purpose, is unacceptable. 22. Contamination of drinking water in residential and
commercial areas near the runways, due to use of hazardous chemicals, is completely
ignored by the DEIS. It concludes, “No significant impacts related to hazardous waste
and materials would occur due to construction activities or from the addition and
operation of additional Growler aircraft.” While these chemicals have never been
analyzed, they have been used in conjunction with Growler training and other flight
operations for years; therefore, hazardous materials analysis for these chemicals should
not be excluded just because Growlers are not the only aircraft this foam has been used
for. It is irresponsible for the DEIS to content that there are no significant impacts. As
previously stated, with flights at OLF Coupeville alone increasing from 3,200 in 2010 to
as many as 35,100, no one can claim that a 1,000 percent flight increase in 7 years for
which no groundwater or soil contaminant analyses have been done is not significant. 23.
Navy knew about contamination in advance: It is clear that before the November 10
publication of this DEIS, the Navy was well aware of potential problems with
contamination of residential drinking water due to what it calls “historic” use of fire
suppressants for flight operations. In May 2016 the USEPA issued drinking water health
advisories for two PFCs, and the Navy announced in June that it was in the process of
“identifying and for removal and destruction all legacy perfluorooctane sulfonate (and
PFOA) containing AFFF [aqueous film forming foam].” Yet the DEIS dismisses all
concerns with an incredible statement about actions that took place nearly 20 years ago:
“Remediation construction was completed in September 1997, human exposure and
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contaminated groundwater exposures are under control, and the OUs at Ault Field and
the Seaplane Base are ready for anticipated use (USEPA, 2016e).” The statement is
ludicrously outdated, and recent events refute it. Three days before the DEIS was
published, on November 7, 2016, the Navy sent a letter to more than 100 private and
public drinking water well owners expressing concern that perfluoroalkyl substances
(PFAS) found beneath the OLF had spread beyond Navy property. Yet the word
“perfluoroalkyl” or “PFAS” is not mentioned once in the entire 1400-page DEIS, nor is it
mentioned the 2005 or 2012 EAs. A Department of Defense publication makes it clear
that there is no current technology that can treat soil or groundwater that has been
contaminated with these chemicals.
(https://dec.alaska.gov/spar/ppr/hazmat/Chemical-&-Material-Emerging-Risk-Alert-for-AF
FF.pdf) 24. No mention of contaminated soil is found in the DEIS: It confines its
discussion to soil compression and compaction effects from new construction, and
concludes there will be no impacts to groundwater. It is therefore puzzling to consider
that while extensive evaluations for a variety of hazardous materials were included in the
October 2015 Northwest Training and Testing Final EIS, why would the Navy omit such
contaminants as the ones mentioned above, from the Growler DEIS? This is the
equivalent of a doctor refusing to look at an EKG that clearly shows a heart attack, and
diagnosing the patient with anxiety. The Navy needs to include this information in a public
NEPA process as an impact of its flight activities. It needs to accept responsibility for this
contamination, and pay the costs incurred by finding a permanent alternative source of
water for affected residents, and by reimbursing these people for medical costs created
by unwitting consumption of Navy-contaminated water. 25. Impacts to wildlife have been
piecemealed: It does not make sense to separate impacts from just one portion of an
aircraft’s flight operations and say that’s all you’re looking at. But because the scope of
the DEIS is limited to areas adjacent to runways, analysis of impacts to wildlife from
connected flight operations that occur outside these narrow confines are omitted.
Threatened and endangered species, sensitive species and other wildlife and critical
habitat areas are adversely impacted by noise from takeoffs, landings and other flight
operations well beyond the Navy’s study area. For example, the increase in aerial combat
maneuvers (dogfighting) from 160 to 550 annual “events,” which by their erratic nature
cannot safely occur near runways, is a 244 percent increase that has been neither
examined nor analyzed in this or any previous NEPA process. Dogfighting requires
frequent use of afterburners, which are far louder and use as much as ten times the
amount of fuel as normal flight does. Impacts to wildlife and habitat were completely
omitted. 26. Pages of boilerplate language do not constitute analysis of impacts to
wildlife: Except for standardized language copied from wildlife agencies about species life
histories, along with lists of various county critical areas ordinances and state wildlife
regulations, the DEIS fails to evaluate direct, indirect or cumulative impacts to wildlife.
Instead, it offers the excruciating conclusion that the potential for noise impacts and
collisions with birds is “greatest during flight operations.” However, continues the DEIS,
except for the marbled murrelet, the occurrence of these sensitive species in the study
area is “highly unlikely,” largely because “no suitable habitat is present.” This begs the
question: if the scope of this DEIS measured the true impacts of jet noise, it is highly
likely that suitable habitat for many of these species would be found. And if impacts had
not been segmented for decades, there might be suitable habitat remaining in the study
area. 27. Old research cited but new research not: In citing published scientific research,
the Navy included a 1988 synthesis of published literature on domestic animals and
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wildlife, but failed to consider the latest peer-reviewed research summarized in 2015,
which lists multiple consequences of noise greater than 65 dB.
(http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/brv.12207/abstract) The DEIS also failed to
consider an important 2014 study called “Anthropogenic EM Noise Disrupts Magnetic
Compass Orientation in Migratory Birds,”
(http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v509/n7500/full/nature13290.html) A federal
agency cannot cherry-pick scientific research for its own convenience; it must consider
the best available science. This DEIS fails that test.
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1. Jet noise outside the immediate environs of the runways on Whidbey Island is not
being evaluated, yet impacts are significant. Noise from EA-18G Growlers is affecting
communities far outside the vicinity of Naval Air Station Whidbey Island, yet the only area
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) analyzes in its “study area” is what falls
within 6 to 10 miles of the corners of runways. Growler aircraft, which are capable of 150
decibels (dB), use these runways to get airborne and to land; therefore, what happens
outside the study area cannot be ignored as if it does not exist, because all flight
operations are functionally connected to takeoffs and landings. By considering only
takeoff and landing noise and exhaust emissions at Ault Field and Outlying Field (OLF)
Coupeville, the DEIS fails to consider the wider area of functionally connected impacts
caused by naval flight operations. By failing to consider the interdependent parts of a
larger action that cannot proceed without takeoffs and landings, as well as their impacts,
the DEIS fails to evaluate cumulative effects. 2. Impacts to cultural and historic sites are
not adequately considered. The Navy so narrowly defined the Area of Potential Effect
(APE) for cultural and historic resources that it also fails to consider significant nearby
impacts. The State Historic Preservation Officer confirmed this in a January 9, 2017 letter
to the Navy.
(http://westcoastactionalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/SHPO-Letter-102214-23-
USN_122916-2.docx ) She said that not only will cultural and historic properties within
existing APE boundaries be adversely affected, but additional portions of Whidbey Island,
Camano Island, Port Townsend vicinity and the San Juan Islands are also within noise
areas that will receive harmful levels of sound and vibration from Growler activity. The US
Department of Housing and Urban Development posted noise abatement and control
standards that classify the 65 dB levels being used by the Navy as “normally
unacceptable” and above 75 as being “unacceptable.”
(https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/environmental-review/noise-abatement-and-co
ntrol/) Residents in these outlying areas, who live many miles from these runways, have
recorded noise at least twice that loud. Therefore, by failing to include these areas, this
DEIS violates both the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the National
Historic Preservation Act (NHPA). 3. Piecemealing projects to avoid analyzing cumulative
effects is illegal. The Navy has, to date, piecemealed its aircraft training and testing
activities affecting Whidbey Island, the San Juans, and the Olympic Peninsula into at
least six separate actions: 4 squadrons of P-8A Poseidon Multi-Mission Aircraft; A 2005
EA (57 Growler jets); 2010 EIS (reaffirming the 57 Growlers that replaced Prowlers);
2012 EA (26 Growlers including 5 from a reserve unit); 2014 EA (Growler electronic
warfare activity); 2015 EIS discussing electronic warfare training and testing activity; The
current 2016-2017 DEIS (36 Growlers); And, likely, a seventh process, as confirmed by
news reports and a Navy official at a recent open house, for 42 more jets to bring the
Growler fleet total to 160. Therefore, it has been impossible for the public to know just
how many Growlers there would be, or what their impacts would be, or what limits, if any,
the Navy intends to establish. In just four documents—the 2014 EA, Forest Service
permit Draft Decision, and the 2010 and 2015 EISs, there are more than 6,000 pages of
complex technical material. The number of Growler flights at Outlying Field (OLF)
Coupeville alone went from 3,200 per year to a proposed 35,100 in 2017. That’s more
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than a 1,000 percent increase at this runway alone, yet according to the Navy, there are
“no significant impacts.” The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA 40 C.F.R.
§1502.4) “…does not allow an approach that would permit dividing a project into multiple
‘actions,’ each of which individually has an insignificant environmental impact, but which
collectively have a substantial impact.” The DEIS evaluates not the totality of impacts
from the current fleet of 118 Growlers, nor the projected total of 160 of these aircraft, but
slices out 36 of them for an incremental, piecemealed look, and concludes from both the
construction activities and the addition of just these 36 new Growlers to the fleet, that no
significant impacts will occur in the following categories: public health, bird-animal strike
hazards to aircraft, accident potential zones, emissions of all types, archaeological
resources, American Indian traditional resources, biological resources, marine species,
groundwater, surface water, potable water, socioeconomics, housing, environmental
justice, and hazardous waste. To state the obvious, impacts from this many Growlers,
when taken together, are likely to be significant. Segmenting their impacts has allowed
the Navy to avoid accountability. 4. The DEIS does not analyze impacts to groundwater
or soil from use of firefighting foam on its runways during Growler operations, despite the
fact that before this DEIS was published, the Navy began notifying 2,000 people on
Whidbey Island that highly toxic carcinogenic chemicals had migrated from Navy property
into their drinking water wells, contaminating them and rendering these people dependent
on bottled water. 5. The DEIS fails to discuss, describe or even mention any potential
impacts associated with electromagnetic radiation in devices employed by the Growlers
in locating and interacting with the ground transmitters. It fails to mention any potential
impacts associated with aircrew practicing using electromagnetic weaponry, that will
allow the Navy to make good on its 2014 statement that this training and testing is
“turning out fully trained, combat-ready Electronic Attack crews.” 6. The current comment
period on a Draft EIS should not be the last chance the public will have for input.
However, Navy announced on its web site that it does not intend to allow a public
comment period on the Final EIS. The “30-day waiting period” proposed for the Final EIS
is not a public comment period, and thus would be unresponsive to serious and
longstanding public concerns on matters that will affect our lives as well as the lives of
people doing business throughout the region, plus the visitors who are the tourism
lifeblood of our economy, and the wildlife that inhabits the region. The Navy must allow
the public to participate throughout the process, in order to be able to be able to assess
the full scope of direct, indirect and cumulative impacts. This is doubly important because
so many impacts have been excluded from analysis. A federal agency is required to
prepare a supplement to either a draft or final EIS, and allow the public to comment, if
there are significant new circumstances or information relevant to environmental
concerns, that bear on the proposed action or its impacts. 7. There are no alternatives
proposed in this DEIS that would reduce noise. This violates NEPA §1506.1, which
states, “…no action concerning the proposal shall be taken which would have an adverse
environmental impact or limit the choice of reasonable alternatives.” According to a
memo from the President’s Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) to all federal
agencies, “Reasonable alternatives include those that are practical or feasible from the
technical and economic standpoint and using common sense, rather than simply
desirable from the standpoint of the applicant.”
(https://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/G-CEQ-40Questions.pdf) The three alternatives
presented by the Navy are merely a shell game of choices among the same number of
flights, but for different percentages of activity at runways. This pits communities against
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each other, as the runway that receives more flights will determine the “loser” among
these communities. 8. The Navy has exacerbated the problem stated in #8 by not
identifying a preferred alternative in the DEIS. According to the CEQ memo, “[NEPA]
Section 1502.14(e) requires the section of the EIS on alternatives to "identify the
agency's preferred alternative if one or more exists, in the draft statement, and identify
such alternative in the final statement . . ." Since the Navy has not done this,
communities cannot evaluate potential noise levels. Since the Navy has also announced
that it will not provide a public comment period for the Final EIS, communities will have
no chance to evaluate the consequences or even comment on the preferred alternative.
9. The Navy states that it evaluated noise for the Olympic Peninsula in 2010 with the
Northwest Training Range Complex EIS, but that document did not do so. The Navy
claims its documents are “tiered” for this purpose, but they are not. Had the activities
contemplated by the proposed Electronic Warfare Range been evaluated by that EIS, the
ground-based mobile emitters should have been listed as an emission source. They were
not. For Electronic Combat and Electronic Attack, the only areas listed by activity and
training area, warfare type, and Range and Training Site were the Darrington Area and
W-237. Neither is on the Olympic Peninsula. Had noise been properly evaluated, the
Olympic MOAs should have been listed. They were not. Therefore, noise from Growler
activities has not been evaluated in this or any previous for the Olympic Peninsula. 10.
The Navy has neither measured, modeled, nor considered direct, indirect or cumulative
effects of jet noise in any areas outside the immediate environs of NASWI runways.
Actual noise measurements have not been made anywhere. However, computer
modeling for the 10-mile radius of the “Affected Noise Environment” around Naval Air
Station Whidbey Island (NASWI) extends to the year 2021 and clearly demonstrates the
Navy’s ability to model noise. Therefore it makes no sense to fail to measure or model
highly impacted areas such as the West End of the Olympic Peninsula, with its very
different terrain and weather conditions, as demonstrated by separate NOAA weather
forecasts for each region. For example, the Hoh River is surrounded by steep-sloped
mountains that amplify and echo noise. Port Townsend is on a peninsula surrounded on
three sides by water, which echoes sound. Port Angeles gets reflected sound from the
Strait of Juan de Fuca to its north and from the Olympic Mountains to its south. Yet no
noise modeling or measurements have been done for these areas. 11. The Navy’s claim
that areas outside the narrow boundaries of its study area do not exceed noise standards
is suspect, first because the standards used by the Navy are unrealistic, second,
because the Navy has never measured or modeled noise in these areas, and third,
because the “library” of sounds that comprise the basis for the Navy’s computer modeling
is not available for public inspection. The Navy uses the less realistic Day-Night Average
Sound Level (DNL) rather than the Effective Perceived Noise Level, as provided in
Federal Aviation Regulation 36. DNL uses A-weighting for the decibel measurement,
which means jet noise is averaged with quiet over the course of a year to come up with a
65 dB average. This means peak noise levels in these un-measured and un-modeled
communities and wildlands may far exceed 65 dB as long as the constant average with
quiet periods over a year stays below 65 dB. This is unrealistic, and claims by the DEIS
that wildlife are “presumably habituated” to noise do not apply when that noise is sporadic
and intense. 12. Commercial airport noise standards should not apply to military jets
because commercial jets do not have afterburners, do not engage in aerial combat
maneuvers, do not fly at low altitudes or practice landing on runways so short they can
only be used for emergencies, do not possess the flight characteristics of Growlers, and
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do not have weaponry that is capable of making a parcel of forest hum with
electromagnetic energy. FAA policy does not preclude use of the more accurate Effective
Perceived Noise Level as the standard, nor are local jurisdictions prevented from setting
a lower threshold of compatibility for new land-use developments. FAA policy allows for
supplemental or alternative measurements. So, the continued use of DNL may be to the
Navy’s benefit, but does not benefit the public. 13. The Navy’s noise analysis does not
allow for peak noise experiences, nor does the DNL method they use take into account
low-frequency noise, which is produced at tremendous levels by Growlers. 14. The
NOISEMAP software used for computer modeling is severely outdated, and a report from
a Department of Defense commission concluded that noise measurements using this
software “…do not properly account for the complex operational and noise characteristics
of the new aircraft.” This report concluded that current computer models could be legally
indefensible.
(https://www.serdp-estcp.org/Program-Areas/Weapons-Systems-and-Platforms/Noise-an
d-Emissions/Noise/WP-1304) 15. The Navy describes its activities using the term “event,”
but does not define it. Therefore, the time, duration, and number of jets in a single “event”
remain unknown, and real impacts from recent increases remain unevaluated. As a result
of leaving out vast geographical areas where noise impacts will occur (and are occurring
now), the DEIS eliminates far too many direct, indirect and cumulative effects to be
considered a valid or complete analysis. Limiting the scope like this amounts to a
segmentation of impacts that forecloses the public’s ability to comment and gain legal
standing. By law, the public has the right to address the full scope of impacts, not just a
narrow sliver of them. 16. New information that was not disclosed in previous Navy EISs
include flight operations on weekends (not mentioned in the current DEIS but specified
on page 11 of the Forest Service’s draft permit, viewable at:
https://www.fs.usda.gov/project/?project=42759). It has long been understood that the
Navy would cooperate with local governments, especially in communities that depend on
tourism, by not conducting noise-producing operations on weekends. Further, the singling
out of one user group for an exemption from noise is outrageous and unfair. According to
the permit, weekend flying may be permitted so long as it does not interfere with
“…opening day and associated opening weekend of Washington State’s Big Game
Hunting Season for use of rifle/guns.” While such an exemption is under Forest Service
and not Navy control, the Navy must realize that municipalities and local governments,
along with economically viable and vulnerable tourism and recreation entities who are not
being considered, have not been given the opportunity to comment. The impression is
that our national forests are no longer under public control. 17. Low flights will make even
more noise than before: While the Navy has repeatedly told the public over the past few
years that Growlers will fly at a minimum of 6,000 feet above sea level, the DEIS quotes
guidance from the Aircraft Environmental Support Office: “Aircraft are directed to avoid
towns and populated areas by 1 nm (nautical mile) or overfly 1,000 feet AGL (above
ground level) and to avoid airports by 3 nm or overfly 1,500 AGL.” This guidance further
states, “Over sparsely populated areas, aircraft may not be operated closer than 500 feet
to any person, vessel, vehicle, or structure.” If this official guidance directs Growlers to fly
at such low altitudes, why did the Navy not disclose this in any previous NEPA
documents? For an aircraft capable of 150 decibels at takeoff, this new information
represents a significant new level of noise impacts that have been neither previously
disclosed nor analyzed. 18. Sound levels for these low flights are not listed in the DEIS:
Table 3.1-2, titled “Representative Sound Levels for Growler Aircraft in Level Flight,” on
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page 3-6, does not show sound exposure levels for Growlers flying at either 1,000 feet or
1,500 feet AGL, as mentioned in the official guidance. Why has this important information
been omitted? The public needs to know how much actual noise exposure there will be,
along with the threats posed to public and environmental health. This, therefore, is
significant new information about impacts that were not disclosed in the DEIS, and
requires either that a Supplemental EIS be prepared, or that a public comment period of
adequate length be provided on the Final EIS. For public health and safety reasons, the
Navy must revise its guidance to significantly increase the distances that Growler jets are
currently allowed to fly over towns, airports, individual people, vessels, vehicles, and
structures. 500 to 1,000 feet is far too close, and 1,500 feet over an airport is far too
dangerous a proximity to supersonic Growler jets. 19. No mitigation for schools: The
DEIS states that in the case of local schools, no mitigation measures for any of the 3
proposed alternatives were identified, “…but may be developed and altered based on
comments received.” Some schools will be interrupted by jet noise hundreds of times per
day. Yet the Navy suggests that future mitigation measures might be brought up by the
public (and subsequently ignored) and thus will be “…identified in the Final EIS or Record
of Decision.” Such information would be new, could significantly alter the Proposed
Actions, and would therefore require another public comment period, in which case the
Navy’s proposal to not allow a comment period on the Final EIS would be unlawful. 20.
The current DNL noise modeling method and data in no way reflect exposure accuracy,
given the new information about low flight levels from official guidance. Therefore, such
analyses must be included in a Supplemental EIS or in the Final EIS, with a new public
process of adequate length, including an official comment period. 21. Crash potential is
higher: With no alternatives provided to the public that reduce noise, and with such
permissive guidance that allows such low-altitude flight, the potential for Navy Growler
student pilots to create tragic outcomes or cause extreme physical, physiological,
economic and other harms to communities and wildlands, whether accidentally or on
purpose, is unacceptable. 22. Contamination of drinking water in residential and
commercial areas near the runways, due to use of hazardous chemicals, is completely
ignored by the DEIS. It concludes, “No significant impacts related to hazardous waste
and materials would occur due to construction activities or from the addition and
operation of additional Growler aircraft.” While these chemicals have never been
analyzed, they have been used in conjunction with Growler training and other flight
operations for years; therefore, hazardous materials analysis for these chemicals should
not be excluded just because Growlers are not the only aircraft this foam has been used
for. It is irresponsible for the DEIS to content that there are no significant impacts. As
previously stated, with flights at OLF Coupeville alone increasing from 3,200 in 2010 to
as many as 35,100, no one can claim that a 1,000 percent flight increase in 7 years for
which no groundwater or soil contaminant analyses have been done is not significant. 23.
Navy knew about contamination in advance: It is clear that before the November 10
publication of this DEIS, the Navy was well aware of potential problems with
contamination of residential drinking water due to what it calls “historic” use of fire
suppressants for flight operations. In May 2016 the USEPA issued drinking water health
advisories for two PFCs, and the Navy announced in June that it was in the process of
“identifying and for removal and destruction all legacy perfluorooctane sulfonate (and
PFOA) containing AFFF [aqueous film forming foam].” Yet the DEIS dismisses all
concerns with an incredible statement about actions that took place nearly 20 years ago:
“Remediation construction was completed in September 1997, human exposure and
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contaminated groundwater exposures are under control, and the OUs at Ault Field and
the Seaplane Base are ready for anticipated use (USEPA, 2016e).” The statement is
ludicrously outdated, and recent events refute it. Three days before the DEIS was
published, on November 7, 2016, the Navy sent a letter to more than 100 private and
public drinking water well owners expressing concern that perfluoroalkyl substances
(PFAS) found beneath the OLF had spread beyond Navy property. Yet the word
“perfluoroalkyl” or “PFAS” is not mentioned once in the entire 1400-page DEIS, nor is it
mentioned the 2005 or 2012 EAs. A Department of Defense publication makes it clear
that there is no current technology that can treat soil or groundwater that has been
contaminated with these chemicals.
(https://dec.alaska.gov/spar/ppr/hazmat/Chemical-&-Material-Emerging-Risk-Alert-for-AF
FF.pdf) 24. No mention of contaminated soil is found in the DEIS: It confines its
discussion to soil compression and compaction effects from new construction, and
concludes there will be no impacts to groundwater. It is therefore puzzling to consider
that while extensive evaluations for a variety of hazardous materials were included in the
October 2015 Northwest Training and Testing Final EIS, why would the Navy omit such
contaminants as the ones mentioned above, from the Growler DEIS? This is the
equivalent of a doctor refusing to look at an EKG that clearly shows a heart attack, and
diagnosing the patient with anxiety. The Navy needs to include this information in a public
NEPA process as an impact of its flight activities. It needs to accept responsibility for this
contamination, and pay the costs incurred by finding a permanent alternative source of
water for affected residents, and by reimbursing these people for medical costs created
by unwitting consumption of Navy-contaminated water. 25. Impacts to wildlife have been
piecemealed: It does not make sense to separate impacts from just one portion of an
aircraft’s flight operations and say that’s all you’re looking at. But because the scope of
the DEIS is limited to areas adjacent to runways, analysis of impacts to wildlife from
connected flight operations that occur outside these narrow confines are omitted.
Threatened and endangered species, sensitive species and other wildlife and critical
habitat areas are adversely impacted by noise from takeoffs, landings and other flight
operations well beyond the Navy’s study area. For example, the increase in aerial combat
maneuvers (dogfighting) from 160 to 550 annual “events,” which by their erratic nature
cannot safely occur near runways, is a 244 percent increase that has been neither
examined nor analyzed in this or any previous NEPA process. Dogfighting requires
frequent use of afterburners, which are far louder and use as much as ten times the
amount of fuel as normal flight does. Impacts to wildlife and habitat were completely
omitted. 26. Pages of boilerplate language do not constitute analysis of impacts to
wildlife: Except for standardized language copied from wildlife agencies about species life
histories, along with lists of various county critical areas ordinances and state wildlife
regulations, the DEIS fails to evaluate direct, indirect or cumulative impacts to wildlife.
Instead, it offers the excruciating conclusion that the potential for noise impacts and
collisions with birds is “greatest during flight operations.” However, continues the DEIS,
except for the marbled murrelet, the occurrence of these sensitive species in the study
area is “highly unlikely,” largely because “no suitable habitat is present.” This begs the
question: if the scope of this DEIS measured the true impacts of jet noise, it is highly
likely that suitable habitat for many of these species would be found. And if impacts had
not been segmented for decades, there might be suitable habitat remaining in the study
area. 27. Old research cited but new research not: In citing published scientific research,
the Navy included a 1988 synthesis of published literature on domestic animals and
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wildlife, but failed to consider the latest peer-reviewed research summarized in 2015,
which lists multiple consequences of noise greater than 65 dB.
(http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/brv.12207/abstract) The DEIS also failed to
consider an important 2014 study called “Anthropogenic EM Noise Disrupts Magnetic
Compass Orientation in Migratory Birds,”
(http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v509/n7500/full/nature13290.html) A federal
agency cannot cherry-pick scientific research for its own convenience; it must consider
the best available science. This DEIS fails that test.
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Langley, WA 98260

The Growler is known for its intense low frequency engine rumble, but low frequency
noise impacts are ignored in the Draft. ACTION: Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low
frequencies using C-weighting (dBC) in addition to A-weighting (dBA).
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1.a. Thank You
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations



Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-lBG Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. Name 

2. Orpn!zation/Aflillatlon C \ V\ 

3. Address W-± 15tA)l')6efid; hJ 4 
4. E-mail 

S. Please check here if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6 Please check here • if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 

6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 

MCDMA0004

1.a. Thank You
19.b. Revised Cumulative Impacts Analysis
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
2.b. Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement and Analysis
Conducted
2.e. Public Involvement Process
7.d. Recreation and Wilderness Analysis and Study Area



All comments must be received by January 25, 2017. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen 
names, telephone numbers, and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will 
be kept confidential and will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as 
required by law. The city, state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

m•BPMIM*1§~¥-wW\1®'·'4i4ti9·'·i'fl ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- \ 

Please print 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes· here at the public meeting or mail to; 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

1002B60.0041. l0 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS Wh1dbcy 2Dl6_Comm~r>t Sh~t.al-GRA-6/21116 
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Langley, WA 98260

I would like to receive more information about this proposed action. I am very concerned
about the possible impacts from, and long term effects of, increased noise and the
possibility of chemical contamination, among other issues.
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1.a. Thank You
1.d. General Project Concerns



Clinton, WA 98236

 

Dear Sir/Madam, Thank for taking the time to read the comments being sent to you. I am
quite concerned on a number of issues regarding the proposed large increase in growler
flights at NAS Whidbey Island. Please see below.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1. Jet noise outside the
immediate environs of the runways on Whidbey Island is not being evaluated, yet impacts
are significant. Noise from EA-18G Growlers is affecting communities far outside the
vicinity of Naval Air Station Whidbey Island, yet the only area the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement (DEIS) analyzes in its “study area” is what falls within 6 to 10 miles of
the corners of runways. Growler aircraft, which are capable of 150 decibels (dB), use
these runways to get airborne and to land; therefore, what happens outside the study
area cannot be ignored as if it does not exist, because all flight operations are functionally
connected to takeoffs and landings. By considering only takeoff and landing noise and
exhaust emissions at Ault Field and Outlying Field (OLF) Coupeville, the DEIS fails to
consider the wider area of functionally connected impacts caused by naval flight
operations. By failing to consider the interdependent parts of a larger action that cannot
proceed without takeoffs and landings, as well as their impacts, the DEIS fails to evaluate
cumulative effects. We live on S Whidbey and the jets fly here as well, and the noise is
quite loud. We cannot imagine having to deal with such a large increase in flights as
seems to be the proposal. 2. Impacts to cultural and historic sites are not adequately
considered. The Navy so narrowly defined the Area of Potential Effect (APE) for cultural
and historic resources that it also fails to consider significant nearby impacts. The State
Historic Preservation Officer confirmed this in a January 9, 2017 letter to the Navy.
(http://westcoastactionalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/SHPO-Letter-
102214-23-USN_122916-2.docx ) She said that not only will cultural and historic
properties within existing APE boundaries be adversely affected, but additional portions
of Whidbey Island, Camano Island, Port Townsend vicinity and the San Juan Islands are
also within noise areas that will receive harmful levels of sound and vibration from
Growler activity. The US Department of Housing and Urban Development posted noise
abatement and control standards that classify the 65 dB levels being used by the Navy as
“normally unacceptable” and above 75 as being “unacceptable.”
(https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/environmental-review/noise-abatement-
and-control/) Residents in these outlying areas, who live many miles from these runways,
have recorded noise at least twice that loud. Therefore, by failing to include these areas,
this DEIS violates both the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the National
Historic Preservation Act (NHPA). 3. Piecemealing projects to avoid analyzing cumulative
effects is illegal. The Navy has, to date, piecemealed its aircraft training and testing
activities affecting Whidbey Island, the San Juans, and the Olympic Peninsula into at
least six separate actions: 1. 4 squadrons of P-8A Poseidon Multi-Mission Aircraft; 2. A
2005 EA (57 Growler jets); 2010 EIS (reaffirming the 57 Growlers that replaced
Prowlers); 3. 2012 EA (26 Growlers including 5 from a reserve unit); 4. 2014 EA (Growler
electronic warfare activity); 5. 2015 EIS discussing electronic warfare training and testing
activity; 6. The current 2016-2017 DEIS (36 Growlers); 7. And, likely, a seventh process,
as confirmed by news reports and a Navy official at a recent open house, for 42 more jets
to bring the Growler fleet total to 160. Therefore, it has been impossible for the public to
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1.a. Thank You
1.c. Segmentation and Connected Actions
10.a. Biological Resources Study Area
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.c. Wildlife Sensory Disturbance and Habituation
10.f. Endangered Species Impact Analysis Adequacy
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.b. Invisible Costs
12.c. Socioeconomic Impacts
12.j. Property Values
12.k. Compensation to Citizens for Private Property
12.n. Quality of Life
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
19.d. Electronic Warfare
2.b. Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement and Analysis
Conducted
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.d. Program of Record for Buying Growler Aircraft
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.h. Next Steps
2.i. Proposed Action
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.m. Record of Decision/Preferred Alternative
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
3.h. Runway Usage, Flight Tracks, and Altitudes
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.e. Day-Night Average Sound Level Contours and Noise
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.i. Other Noise Metrics Not Currently in Analysis
4.l. Points of Interest
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.t. Noise Mitigation
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
8.a. Cultural Resources Area of Potential Effect
8.b. Section 106 Process
8.c. Noise and Vibration Impacts to Cultural Resources



know just how many Growlers there would be, or what their impacts would be, or what
limits, if any, the Navy intends to establish. In just four documents—the 2014 EA, Forest
Service permit Draft Decision, and the 2010 and 2015 EISs, there are more than 6,000
pages of complex technical material. The number of Growler flights at Outlying Field
(OLF) Coupeville alone went from 3,200 per year to a proposed 35,100 in 2017. That’s
more than a 1,000 percent increase at this runway alone, yet according to the Navy,
there are “no significant impacts.” The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA 40
C.F.R. §1502.4) “…does not allow an approach that would permit dividing a project into
multiple ‘actions,’ each of which individually has an insignificant environmental impact,
but which collectively have a substantial impact.” The DEIS evaluates not the totality of
impacts from the current fleet of 118 Growlers, nor the projected total of 160 of these
aircraft, but slices out 36 of them for an incremental, piecemealed look, and concludes
from both the construction activities and the addition of just these 36 new Growlers to the
fleet, that no significant impacts will occur in the following categories: public health,
bird-animal strike hazards to aircraft, accident potential zones, emissions of all types,
archaeological resources, American Indian traditional resources, biological resources,
marine species, groundwater, surface water, potable water, socioeconomics, housing,
environmental justice, and hazardous waste. To state the obvious, impacts from this
many Growlers, when taken together, are likely to be significant. Segmenting their
impacts has allowed the Navy to avoid accountability. This is totally unacceptable as well
as illegal. 4. The DEIS does not analyze impacts to groundwater or soil from use of
firefighting foam on its runways during Growler operations, despite the fact that before
this DEIS was published, the Navy began notifying 2,000 people on Whidbey Island that
highly toxic carcinogenic chemicals had migrated from Navy property into their drinking
water wells, contaminating them and rendering these people dependent on bottled water.
5. The DEIS fails to discuss, describe or even mention any potential impacts associated
with electromagnetic radiation in devices employed by the Growlers in locating and
interacting with the ground transmitters. It fails to mention any potential impacts
associated with aircrew practicing using electromagnetic weaponry, that will allow the
Navy to make good on its 2014 statement that this training and testing is “turning out fully
trained, combat-ready Electronic Attack crews.” I would want to know the impact of this
on humans, as well as birds, and marine mammals and other animals. 6. The current
comment period on a Draft EIS should not be the last chance the public will have for
input. However, Navy announced on its web site that it does not intend to allow a public
comment period on the Final EIS. The “30-day waiting period” proposed for the Final EIS
is not a public comment period, and thus would be unresponsive to serious and
longstanding public concerns on matters that will affect our lives as well as the lives of
people doing business throughout the region, plus the visitors who are the tourism
lifeblood of our economy, and the wildlife that inhabits the region. The Navy must allow
the public to participate throughout the process, in order to be able to be able to assess
the full scope of direct, indirect and cumulative impacts. This is doubly important because
so many impacts have been excluded from analysis. A federal agency is required to
prepare a supplement to either a draft or final EIS, and allow the public to comment, if
there are significant new circumstances or information relevant to environmental
concerns, that bear on the proposed action or its impacts. 7. There are no alternatives
proposed in this DEIS that would reduce noise. This violates NEPA §1506.1, which
states, “…no action concerning the proposal shall be taken which would have an adverse
environmental impact or limit the choice of reasonable alternatives.” According to a
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memo from the President’s Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) to all federal
agencies, “Reasonable alternatives include those that are practical or feasible from the
technical and economic standpoint and using common sense, rather than simply
desirable from the standpoint of the applicant.” The three alternatives presented by the
Navy are merely a shell game of choices among the same number of flights, but for
different percentages of activity at runways. This pits communities against each other, as
the runway that receives more flights will determine the “loser” among these
communities. Our communities are not being given the full consideration they should be.
8. The Navy has exacerbated the problem stated in #8 by not identifying a preferred
alternative in the DEIS. According to the CEQ memo, “[NEPA] Section 1502.14(e)
requires the section of the EIS on alternatives to "identify the agency's preferred
alternative if one or more exists, in the draft statement, and identify such alternative in the
final statement . . ." Since the Navy has not done this, communities cannot evaluate
potential noise levels. Since the Navy has also announced that it will not provide a public
comment period for the Final EIS, communities will have no chance to evaluate the
consequences or even comment on the preferred alternative. All we know is there will be
a large increase in flights, noise, and detriment to ur communities, but how much, we
really don't know. 9. The Navy states that it evaluated noise for the Olympic Peninsula in
2010 with the Northwest Training Range Complex EIS, but that document did not do so.
The Navy claims its documents are “tiered” for this purpose, but they are not. Had the
activities contemplated by the proposed Electronic Warfare Range been evaluated by
that EIS, the ground-based mobile emitters should have been listed as an emission
source. They were not. For Electronic Combat and Electronic Attack, the only areas listed
by activity and training area, warfare type, and Range and Training Site were the
Darrington Area and W-237. Neither is on the Olympic Peninsula. Had noise been
properly evaluated, the Olympic MOAs should have been listed. They were not.
Therefore, noise from Growler activities has not been evaluated in this or any previous for
the Olympic Peninsula. This is a very unique environment with all the water and
mountains. Sound travels very far. 10. The Navy has neither measured, modeled, nor
considered direct, indirect or cumulative effects of jet noise in any areas outside the
immediate environs of NASWI runways. Actual noise measurements have not been
made anywhere. However, computer modeling for the 10-mile radius of the “Affected
Noise Environment” around Naval Air Station Whidbey Island (NASWI) extends to the
year 2021 and clearly demonstrates the Navy’s ability to model noise. Therefore it makes
no sense to fail to measure or model highly impacted areas such as the West End of the
Olympic Peninsula, with its very different terrain and weather conditions, as
demonstrated by separate NOAA weather forecasts for each region. For example, the
Hoh River is surrounded by steep-sloped mountains that amplify and echo noise. Port
Townsend is on a peninsula surrounded on three sides by water, which echoes sound.
Port Angeles gets reflected sound from the Strait of Juan de Fuca to its north and from
the Olympic Mountains to its south. Yet no noise modeling or measurements have been
done for these areas. 11. The Navy’s claim that areas outside the narrow boundaries of
its study area do not exceed noise standards is suspect, first because the standards used
by the Navy are unrealistic, second, because the Navy has never measured or modeled
noise in these areas, and third, because the “library” of sounds that comprise the basis
for the Navy’s computer modeling is not available for public inspection. The Navy uses
the less realistic Day-Night Average Sound Level (DNL) rather than the Effective
Perceived Noise Level, as provided in Federal Aviation Regulation 36. DNL uses
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A-weighting for the decibel measurement, which means jet noise is averaged with quiet
over the course of a year to come up with a 65 dB average. This means peak noise
levels in these un-measured and un-modeled communities and wildlands may far exceed
65 dB as long as the constant average with quiet periods over a year stays below 65 dB.
This is unrealistic, and claims by the DEIS that wildlife are “presumably habituated” to
noise do not apply when that noise is sporadic and intense. This is an unrealistic way to
evaluate the effects of noise. If you cannot teach students because of the noise level that
is unacceptable. 12. Commercial airport noise standards should not apply to military jets
because commercial jets do not have afterburners, do not engage in aerial combat
maneuvers, do not fly at low altitudes or practice landing on runways so short they can
only be used for emergencies, do not possess the flight characteristics of Growlers, and
do not have weaponry that is capable of making a parcel of forest hum with
electromagnetic energy. FAA policy does not preclude use of the more accurate Effective
Perceived Noise Level as the standard, nor are local jurisdictions prevented from setting
a lower threshold of compatibility for new land-use developments. FAA policy allows for
supplemental or alternative measurements. So, the continued use of DNL may be to the
Navy’s benefit, but does not benefit the public. 13. The Navy’s noise analysis does not
allow for peak noise experiences, nor does the DNL method they use take into account
low-frequency noise, which is produced at tremendous levels by Growlers. 14. The
NOISEMAP software used for computer modeling is severely outdated, and a report from
a Department of Defense commission concluded that noise measurements using this
software “…do not properly account for the complex operational and noise characteristics
of the new aircraft.” This report concluded that current computer models could be legally
indefensible. (https://www.serdp-estcp.org/Program-Areas/Weapons-
Systems-and-Platforms/Noise-and-Emissions/Noise/WP-1304) 15. The Navy describes
its activities using the term “event,” but does not define it. Therefore, the time, duration,
and number of jets in a single “event” remain unknown, and real impacts from recent
increases remain unevaluated. As a result of leaving out vast geographical areas where
noise impacts will occur (and are occurring now), the DEIS eliminates far too many direct,
indirect and cumulative effects to be considered a valid or complete analysis. Limiting the
scope like this amounts to a segmentation of impacts that forecloses the public’s ability to
comment and gain legal standing. By law, the public has the right to address the full
scope of impacts, not just a narrow sliver of them. Again, like a shell game. 16. New
information that was not disclosed in previous Navy EISs include flight operations on
weekends (not mentioned in the current DEIS but specified on page 11 of the Forest
Service’s draft permit, viewable at: https://www.fs.usda.gov/project/? project=42759). It
has long been understood that the Navy would cooperate with local governments,
especially in communities that depend on tourism, by not conducting noise- producing
operations on weekends. Further, the singling out of one user group for an exemption
from noise is outrageous and unfair. According to the permit, weekend flying may be
permitted so long as it does not interfere with “…opening day and associated opening
weekend of Washington State’s Big Game Hunting Season for use of rifle/guns.” While
such an exemption is under Forest Service and not Navy control, the Navy must realize
that municipalities and local governments, along with economically viable and vulnerable
tourism and recreation entities who are not being considered, have not been given the
opportunity to comment. The impression is that our national forests are no longer under
public control. This is an outrageous reason to limit weekend flying. There are much
fewer hunters than other people who use the national forest and other affected areas.
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Our economy depends in large part on tourism and outdoor recreation by ALL. 17. Low
flights will make even more noise than before: While the Navy has repeatedly told the
public over the past few years that Growlers will fly at a minimum of 6,000 feet above sea
level, the DEIS quotes guidance from the Aircraft Environmental Support Office: “Aircraft
are directed to avoid towns and populated areas by 1 nm (nautical mile) or overfly 1,000
feet AGL (above ground level) and to avoid airports by 3 nm or overfly 1,500 AGL.” This
guidance further states, “Over sparsely populated areas, aircraft may not be operated
closer than 500 feet to any person, vessel, vehicle, or structure.” If this official guidance
directs Growlers to fly at such low altitudes, why did the Navy not disclose this in any
previous NEPA documents? For an aircraft capable of 150 decibels at takeoff, this new
information represents a significant new level of noise impacts that have been neither
previously disclosed nor analyzed. 18. Sound levels for these low flights are not listed in
the DEIS: Table 3.1-2, titled “Representative Sound Levels for Growler Aircraft in Level
Flight,” on page 3-6, does not show sound exposure levels for Growlers flying at either
1,000 feet or 1,500 feet AGL, as mentioned in the official guidance. Why has this
important information been omitted? The public needs to know how much actual noise
exposure there will be, along with the threats posed to public and environmental health.
This, therefore, is significant new information about impacts that were not disclosed in the
DEIS, and requires either that a Supplemental EIS be prepared, or that a public comment
period of adequate length be provided on the Final EIS. For public health and safety
reasons, the Navy must revise its guidance to significantly increase the distances that
Growler jets are currently allowed to fly over towns, airports, individual people, vessels,
vehicles, and structures. 500 to 1,000 feet is far too close, and 1,500 feet over an airport
is far too dangerous a proximity to supersonic Growler jets. 19. No mitigation for schools:
The DEIS states that in the case of local schools, no mitigation measures for any of the 3
proposed alternatives were identified, “…but may be developed and altered based on
comments received.” Some schools will be interrupted by jet noise hundreds of times per
day. Yet the Navy suggests that future mitigation measures might be brought up by the
public (and subsequently ignored) and thus will be “… identified in the Final EIS or
Record of Decision.” Such information would be new, could significantly alter the
Proposed Actions, and would therefore require another public comment period, in which
case the Navy’s proposal to not allow a comment period on the Final EIS would be
unlawful. Hundreds of times a day? Would you want your child to have to endure that?
How stressful. 20. The current DNL noise modeling method and data in no way reflect
exposure accuracy, given the new information about low flight levels from official
guidance. Therefore, such analyses must be included in a Supplemental EIS or in the
Final EIS, with a new public process of adequate length, including an official comment
period. 21. Crash potential is higher: With no alternatives provided to the public that
reduce noise, and with such permissive guidance that allows such low-altitude flight, the
potential for Navy Growler student pilots to create tragic outcomes or cause extreme
physical, physiological, economic and other harms to communities and wildlands,
whether accidentally or on purpose, is unacceptable. 22. Contamination of drinking water
in residential and commercial areas near the runways, due to use of hazardous
chemicals, is completely ignored by the DEIS. It concludes, “No significant impacts
related to hazardous waste and materials would occur due to construction activities or
from the addition and operation of additional Growler aircraft.” While these chemicals
have never been analyzed, they have been used in conjunction with Growler training and
other flight operations for years; therefore, hazardous materials analysis for these
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chemicals should not be excluded just because Growlers are not the only aircraft this
foam has been used for. It is irresponsible for the DEIS to content that there are no
significant impacts. As previously stated, with flights at OLF Coupeville alone increasing
from 3,200 in 2010 to as many as 35,100, no one can claim that a 1,000 percent flight
increase in 7 years for which no groundwater or soil contaminant analyses have been
done is not significant. Ground water eventually goes into the Sound. What effects would
there be to the Puget Sound? 23. Navy knew about contamination in advance: It is clear
that before the November 10 publication of this DEIS, the Navy was well aware of
potential problems with contamination of residential drinking water due to what it calls
“historic” use of fire suppressants for flight operations. In May 2016 the USEPA issued
drinking water health advisories for two PFCs, and the Navy announced in June that it
was in the process of “identifying and for removal and destruction all legacy
perfluorooctane sulfonate (and PFOA) containing AFFF [aqueous film forming foam].” Yet
the DEIS dismisses all concerns with an incredible statement about actions that took
place nearly 20 years ago: “Remediation construction was completed in September 1997,
human exposure and contaminated groundwater exposures are under control, and the
OUs at Ault Field and the Seaplane Base are ready for anticipated use (USEPA, 2016e).”
The statement is ludicrously outdated, and recent events refute it. Three days before the
DEIS was published, on November 7, 2016, the Navy sent a letter to more than 100
private and public drinking water well owners expressing concern that perfluoroalkyl
substances (PFAS) found beneath the OLF had spread beyond Navy property. Yet the
word “perfluoroalkyl” or “PFAS” is not mentioned once in the entire 1400-page DEIS, nor
is it mentioned the 2005 or 2012 EAs. A Department of Defense publication makes it
clear that there is no current technology that can treat soil or groundwater that has been
contaminated with these chemicals.
(https://dec.alaska.gov/spar/ppr/hazmat/Chemical-&-Material-Emerging-Risk-Alert-
for-AFFF.pdf) Our knowledge of chemical contamination and dangers has increased
significantly in 20 years. This is ludicrous indeed. 24. No mention of contaminated soil is
found in the DEIS: It confines its discussion to soil compression and compaction effects
from new construction, and concludes there will be no impacts to groundwater. It is
therefore puzzling to consider that while extensive evaluations for a variety of hazardous
materials were included in the October 2015 Northwest Training and Testing Final EIS,
why would the Navy omit such contaminants as the ones mentioned above, from the
Growler DEIS? This is the equivalent of a doctor refusing to look at an EKG that clearly
shows a heart attack, and diagnosing the patient with anxiety. The Navy needs to include
this information in a public NEPA process as an impact of its flight activities. It needs to
accept responsibility for this contamination, and pay the costs incurred by finding a
permanent alternative source of water for affected residents, and by reimbursing these
people for medical costs created by unwitting consumption of Navy-contaminated water.
If there has already been an impact to groundwater, it only seems logical that a large
increase in the use of the facility and obvious chemical contamination will also increase.
25. Impacts to wildlife have been piecemealed: It does not make sense to separate
impacts from just one portion of an aircraft’s flight operations and say that’s all you’re
looking at. But because the scope of the DEIS is limited to areas adjacent to runways,
analysis of impacts to wildlife from connected flight operations that occur outside these
narrow confines are omitted. Threatened and endangered species, sensitive species and
other wildlife and critical habitat areas are adversely impacted by noise from takeoffs,
landings and other flight operations well beyond the Navy’s study area. For example, the
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increase in aerial combat maneuvers (dogfighting) from 160 to 550 annual “events,”
which by their erratic nature cannot safely occur near runways, is a 244 percent increase
that has been neither examined nor analyzed in this or any previous NEPA process.
Dogfighting requires frequent use of afterburners, which are far louder and use as much
as ten times the amount of fuel as normal flight does. Impacts to wildlife and habitat were
completely omitted. Again, this area is a widely diverse habitat with so many land and
water species to consider. We are responsible to try to maintain the health of these
habitats, and the Navy is responsible to the public. 26. Pages of boilerplate language do
not constitute analysis of impacts to wildlife: Except for standardized language copied
from wildlife agencies about species life histories, along with lists of various county critical
areas ordinances and state wildlife regulations, the DEIS fails to evaluate direct, indirect
or cumulative impacts to wildlife. Instead, it offers the excruciating conclusion that the
potential for noise impacts and collisions with birds is “greatest during flight operations.”
However, continues the DEIS, except for the marbled murrelet, the occurrence of these
sensitive species in the study area is “highly unlikely,” largely because “no suitable
habitat is present.” This begs the question: if the scope of this DEIS measured the true
impacts of jet noise, it is highly likely that suitable habitat for many of these species would
be found. And if impacts had not been segmented for decades, there might be suitable
habitat remaining in the study area. 27. Old research cited but new research not: In citing
published scientific research, the Navy included a 1988 synthesis of published literature
on domestic animals and wildlife, but failed to consider the latest peer-reviewed research
summarized in 2015, which lists multiple consequences of noise greater than 65 dB.
(http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/brv.12207/abstract) The DEIS also failed to
consider an important 2014 study called “Anthropogenic EM Noise Disrupts Magnetic
Compass Orientation in Migratory Birds,”
(http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v509/n7500/full/nature13290.html) A federal
agency cannot cherry-pick scientific research for its own convenience; it must consider
the best available science. This DEIS fails that test. There seems to be many instances
where the Navy has not done its homework. This DEIS does not answer a very many
concerns I have. Another concern is the effect on the economy of the area by expanding
the Navy operations. A recent study shows that the Navy actually takes away money
from our tax base, both in sales and property taxes, and the schools are not funded fully
for the Navy children attendance. As well as the decline in property values due to jet
noise. See http://sustainable-economy-collaborative.com The Puget Sound area already
has a large Navy presence and by increasing the growler fleet here, it is shifting an unfair
burden to its citizens for economic, environmental, and health reasons. Thank you for
considering these comments. Sincerely, 
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Oak Harbor, WA 98277

 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on November 2016 EIS for the EA18-G,
Growler, airfield operations at NAS Whidbey Island complex. I have lived on Whidbey
Island since 1972, arriving here as an A-6 pilot and eventually leaving active duty and
subsequently joining the Navy Reserves. I certainly have been interested and followed
the activities of the Navy and its operations at NAS Whidbey for the 44 years I have lived
here. During that time I have been a businessman in Oak Harbor for 38 of those years as
well as a County Commissioner for 16 years. Therefore I speak from a perspective of
having military aviation, business, and public office background. The EIS evaluates three
action alternatives with each action alternative having 3 scenarios using different
percentages of FCLP’s flown at NAS Whidbey and OLF Coupeville. Stated in the EIS is
the fact that the Navy operating at NAS Whidbey is the only location and the only military
service of the United States to train for and maintain a tactical airborne electronic attack
capability. Therefore since unlike most other military capabilities there is no other U.S.
military backup for this essential warfare specialty. The electronic warfare training and
operations at the NAS Whidbey complex is unique and should be treated accordingly.
The reason I discuss the uniqueness of operations of the Growler at Whidbey is the 3
action alternatives need to be decided between not because of the environmental
concerns but since there is no other capability of this warfare specialty in the U.S. the
choice of which action alternative needs to be decided because of the needs of the
United States in particular the needs of the Navy to provide this unique capability. There
is nothing about any three of the alternatives that is so damaging or removes from
existence any environmental factor that would preclude the alternative from being
selected. Therefore I recommend the Navy decision makers make the choice of
alternatives based on providing the best ability to carry out this unique capability of
Electronic Attack training and warfare and within the realm of financial ability. However I
do have a very strong recommendation based on my 44 years of observations of and
experience at both NAS Whidbey and the local community in the selection of the specific
scenario of split of FCLP between NAS Whidbey and OLF Coupeville to use in whichever
action alterative is selected. To the best of my knowledge from my first days 44 years ago
as a new A-6 pilot doing FCLP’s at OLF and NAS to the most recent carrier training
operations at the NAS Whidbey Complex the split between NAS Whidbey and OLF
Coupeville has always been as close as possible to 50:50. Therefore I recommend and
encourage you to keep the 50:50 split or Scenario B. While there has always been more
noise complaints from a very vocal but small group around OLF, to fly a much higher
percentage at NAS Whidbey would certainly not be fair to the much greater population
around NAS Whidbey. Also it would not be from a training stand point the right thing as
the darkness offered at OLF Coupeville provides a much more realistic training
environment. Likewise even though the training is much better at OLF it would not be fair
to burden the residence around OLF Coupeville to a much higher percentage than they
have had for the past most likely close to 50 years. I think it is instructive to remember
that using Scenario B in any of the alternatives produces no greater number of FCLP’s at
OLF Coupeville than were experienced on average in the 70’s 80’s and early 90’s. Lastly
if I was to be so bold as to suggest an alternative that in all reality should be a decision
left up to the Navy decision makers based on providing the safest and best ability to
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provide electronic attack capability my suggestion is Action Alternative 2. From my very
limited perspective that most likely achieves best the objective of proving for the U.S. with
the best electronic attack capability. As mentioned my perspective or knowledge of the
correct alternative is very limited to nonexistent and is a decision that should be based on
the needs of the Navy. However I am very sure the correct scenario is Scenario B.
Respectfully, 
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Coupeville, WA 98239

 

Dear Sir/Madam, Thank you for extending the comment period to February 24, 2017, in
order accommodate the fact that having four major public processes open over the
holidays, all concerning Navy activities or the biological resources that may be affected
by them, made it difficult to read, comprehend and prepare comments in a timely way. 1.
Jet noise outside the immediate environs of the runways on Whidbey Island is not being
evaluated, yet impacts are significant. Noise from EA-18G Growlers is affecting
communities far outside the vicinity of Naval Air Station Whidbey Island, yet the only area
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) analyzes in its “study area” is what falls
within 6 to 10 miles of the corners of runways. Growler aircraft, which are capable of 150
decibels (dB), use these runways to get airborne and to land; therefore, what happens
outside the study area cannot be ignored as if it does not exist, because all flight
operations are functionally connected to takeoffs and landings. By considering only
takeoff and landing noise and exhaust emissions at Ault Field and Outlying Field (OLF)
Coupeville, the DEIS fails to consider the wider area of functionally connected impacts
caused by naval flight operations. By failing to consider the interdependent parts of a
larger action that cannot proceed without takeoffs and landings, as well as their impacts,
the DEIS fails to evaluate cumulative effects. 2. Impacts to cultural and historic sites are
not adequately considered. The Navy so narrowly defined the Area of Potential Effect
(APE) for cultural and historic resources that it also fails to consider significant nearby
impacts. The State Historic Preservation Officer confirmed this in a January 9, 2017 letter
to the Navy.
(http://westcoastactionalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/SHPO-Letter-102214-23-
USN_122916-2.docx ) She said that not only will cultural and historic properties within
existing APE boundaries be adversely affected, but additional portions of Whidbey Island,
Camano Island, Port Townsend vicinity and the San Juan Islands are also within noise
areas that will receive harmful levels of sound and vibration from Growler activity. The US
Department of Housing and Urban Development posted noise abatement and control
standards that classify the 65 dB levels being used by the Navy as “normally
unacceptable” and above 75 as being “unacceptable.”
(https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/environmental-review/noise-abatement-and-co
ntrol/) Residents in these outlying areas, who live many miles from these runways, have
recorded noise at least twice that loud. Therefore, by failing to include these areas, this
DEIS violates both the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the National
Historic Preservation Act (NHPA). 3. Piecemealing projects to avoid analyzing cumulative
effects is illegal. The Navy has, to date, piecemealed its aircraft training and testing
activities affecting Whidbey Island, the San Juans, and the Olympic Peninsula into at
least six separate actions: 1. 4 squadrons of P-8A Poseidon Multi-Mission Aircraft; 2. A
2005 EA (57 Growler jets); 2010 EIS (reaffirming the 57 Growlers that replaced
Prowlers); 3. 2012 EA (26 Growlers including 5 from a reserve unit); 4. 2014 EA (Growler
electronic warfare activity); 5. 2015 EIS discussing electronic warfare training and testing
activity; 6. The current 2016-2017 DEIS (36 Growlers); 7. And, likely, a seventh process,
as confirmed by news reports and a Navy official at a recent open house, for 42 more jets
to bring the Growler fleet total to 160. Therefore, it has been impossible for the public to
know just how many Growlers there would be, or what their impacts would be, or what
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limits, if any, the Navy intends to establish. In just four documents—the 2014 EA, Forest
Service permit Draft Decision, and the 2010 and 2015 EISs, there are more than 6,000
pages of complex technical material. The number of Growler flights at Outlying Field
(OLF) Coupeville alone went from 3,200 per year to a proposed 35,100 in 2017. That’s
more than a 1,000 percent increase at this runway alone, yet according to the Navy,
there are “no significant impacts.” The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA 40
C.F.R. §1502.4) “…does not allow an approach that would permit dividing a project into
multiple ‘actions,’ each of which individually has an insignificant environmental impact,
but which collectively have a substantial impact.” The DEIS evaluates not the totality of
impacts from the current fleet of 118 Growlers, nor the projected total of 160 of these
aircraft, but slices out 36 of them for an incremental, piecemealed look, and concludes
from both the construction activities and the addition of just these 36 new Growlers to the
fleet, that no significant impacts will occur in the following categories: public health,
bird-animal strike hazards to aircraft, accident potential zones, emissions of all types,
archaeological resources, American Indian traditional resources, biological resources,
marine species, groundwater, surface water, potable water, socioeconomics, housing,
environmental justice, and hazardous waste. To state the obvious, impacts from this
many Growlers, when taken together, are likely to be significant. Segmenting their
impacts has allowed the Navy to avoid accountability. 4. The DEIS does not analyze
impacts to groundwater or soil from use of firefighting foam on its runways during Growler
operations, despite the fact that before this DEIS was published, the Navy began
notifying 2,000 people on Whidbey Island that highly toxic carcinogenic chemicals had
migrated from Navy property into their drinking water wells, contaminating them and
rendering these people dependent on bottled water. 5. The DEIS fails to discuss,
describe or even mention any potential impacts associated with electromagnetic radiation
in devices employed by the Growlers in locating and interacting with the ground
transmitters. It fails to mention any potential impacts associated with aircrew practicing
using electromagnetic weaponry, that will allow the Navy to make good on its 2014
statement that this training and testing is “turning out fully trained, combat-ready
Electronic Attack crews.” 6. The current comment period on a Draft EIS should not be the
last chance the public will have for input. However, Navy announced on its web site that it
does not intend to allow a public comment period on the Final EIS. The “30-day waiting
period” proposed for the Final EIS is not a public comment period, and thus would be
unresponsive to serious and longstanding public concerns on matters that will affect our
lives as well as the lives of people doing business throughout the region, plus the visitors
who are the tourism lifeblood of our economy, and the wildlife that inhabits the region.
The Navy must allow the public to participate throughout the process, in order to be able
to be able to assess the full scope of direct, indirect and cumulative impacts. This is
doubly important because so many impacts have been excluded from analysis. A federal
agency is required to prepare a supplement to either a draft or final EIS, and allow the
public to comment, if there are significant new circumstances or information relevant to
environmental concerns, that bear on the proposed action or its impacts. 7. There are no
alternatives proposed in this DEIS that would reduce noise. This violates NEPA §1506.1,
which states, “…no action concerning the proposal shall be taken which would have an
adverse environmental impact or limit the choice of reasonable alternatives.” According to
a memo from the President’s Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) to all federal
agencies, “Reasonable alternatives include those that are practical or feasible from the
technical and economic standpoint and using common sense, rather than simply
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desirable from the standpoint of the applicant.”
(https://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/G-CEQ-40Questions.pdf) The three alternatives
presented by the Navy are merely a shell game of choices among the same number of
flights, but for different percentages of activity at runways. This pits communities against
each other, as the runway that receives more flights will determine the “loser” among
these communities. 8. The Navy has exacerbated the problem stated in #8 by not
identifying a preferred alternative in the DEIS. According to the CEQ memo, “[NEPA]
Section 1502.14(e) requires the section of the EIS on alternatives to "identify the
agency's preferred alternative if one or more exists, in the draft statement, and identify
such alternative in the final statement . . ." Since the Navy has not done this,
communities cannot evaluate potential noise levels. Since the Navy has also announced
that it will not provide a public comment period for the Final EIS, communities will have
no chance to evaluate the consequences or even comment on the preferred alternative.
9. The Navy states that it evaluated noise for the Olympic Peninsula in 2010 with the
Northwest Training Range Complex EIS, but that document did not do so. The Navy
claims its documents are “tiered” for this purpose, but they are not. Had the activities
contemplated by the proposed Electronic Warfare Range been evaluated by that EIS, the
ground-based mobile emitters should have been listed as an emission source. They were
not. For Electronic Combat and Electronic Attack, the only areas listed by activity and
training area, warfare type, and Range and Training Site were the Darrington Area and
W-237. Neither is on the Olympic Peninsula. Had noise been properly evaluated, the
Olympic MOAs should have been listed. They were not. Therefore, noise from Growler
activities has not been evaluated in this or any previous for the Olympic Peninsula. 10.
The Navy has neither measured, modeled, nor considered direct, indirect or cumulative
effects of jet noise in any areas outside the immediate environs of NASWI runways.
Actual noise measurements have not been made anywhere. However, computer
modeling for the 10-mile radius of the “Affected Noise Environment” around Naval Air
Station Whidbey Island (NASWI) extends to the year 2021 and clearly demonstrates the
Navy’s ability to model noise. Therefore it makes no sense to fail to measure or model
highly impacted areas such as the West End of the Olympic Peninsula, with its very
different terrain and weather conditions, as demonstrated by separate NOAA weather
forecasts for each region. For example, the Hoh River is surrounded by steep-sloped
mountains that amplify and echo noise. Port Townsend is on a peninsula surrounded on
three sides by water, which echoes sound. Port Angeles gets reflected sound from the
Strait of Juan de Fuca to its north and from the Olympic Mountains to its south. Yet no
noise modeling or measurements have been done for these areas. 11. The Navy’s claim
that areas outside the narrow boundaries of its study area do not exceed noise standards
is suspect, first because the standards used by the Navy are unrealistic, second,
because the Navy has never measured or modeled noise in these areas, and third,
because the “library” of sounds that comprise the basis for the Navy’s computer modeling
is not available for public inspection. The Navy uses the less realistic Day-Night Average
Sound Level (DNL) rather than the Effective Perceived Noise Level, as provided in
Federal Aviation Regulation 36. DNL uses A-weighting for the decibel measurement,
which means jet noise is averaged with quiet over the course of a year to come up with a
65 dB average. This means peak noise levels in these un-measured and un-modeled
communities and wildlands may far exceed 65 dB as long as the constant average with
quiet periods over a year stays below 65 dB. This is unrealistic, and claims by the DEIS
that wildlife are “presumably habituated” to noise do not apply when that noise is sporadic
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and intense. 12. Commercial airport noise standards should not apply to military jets
because commercial jets do not have afterburners, do not engage in aerial combat
maneuvers, do not fly at low altitudes or practice landing on runways so short they can
only be used for emergencies, do not possess the flight characteristics of Growlers, and
do not have weaponry that is capable of making a parcel of forest hum with
electromagnetic energy. FAA policy does not preclude use of the more accurate Effective
Perceived Noise Level as the standard, nor are local jurisdictions prevented from setting
a lower threshold of compatibility for new land-use developments. FAA policy allows for
supplemental or alternative measurements. So, the continued use of DNL may be to the
Navy’s benefit, but does not benefit the public. 13. The Navy’s noise analysis does not
allow for peak noise experiences, nor does the DNL method they use take into account
low-frequency noise, which is produced at tremendous levels by Growlers. 14. The
NOISEMAP software used for computer modeling is severely outdated, and a report from
a Department of Defense commission concluded that noise measurements using this
software “…do not properly account for the complex operational and noise characteristics
of the new aircraft.” This report concluded that current computer models could be legally
indefensible.
(https://www.serdp-estcp.org/Program-Areas/Weapons-Systems-and-Platforms/Noise-an
d-Emissions/Noise/WP-1304) 15. The Navy describes its activities using the term “event,”
but does not define it. Therefore, the time, duration, and number of jets in a single “event”
remain unknown, and real impacts from recent increases remain unevaluated. As a result
of leaving out vast geographical areas where noise impacts will occur (and are occurring
now), the DEIS eliminates far too many direct, indirect and cumulative effects to be
considered a valid or complete analysis. Limiting the scope like this amounts to a
segmentation of impacts that forecloses the public’s ability to comment and gain legal
standing. By law, the public has the right to address the full scope of impacts, not just a
narrow sliver of them. 16. New information that was not disclosed in previous Navy EISs
include flight operations on weekends (not mentioned in the current DEIS but specified
on page 11 of the Forest Service’s draft permit, viewable at:
https://www.fs.usda.gov/project/?project=42759). It has long been understood that the
Navy would cooperate with local governments, especially in communities that depend on
tourism, by not conducting noise-producing operations on weekends. Further, the singling
out of one user group for an exemption from noise is outrageous and unfair. According to
the permit, weekend flying may be permitted so long as it does not interfere with
“…opening day and associated opening weekend of Washington State’s Big Game
Hunting Season for use of rifle/guns.” While such an exemption is under Forest Service
and not Navy control, the Navy must realize that municipalities and local governments,
along with economically viable and vulnerable tourism and recreation entities who are not
being considered, have not been given the opportunity to comment. The impression is
that our national forests are no longer under public control. 17. Low flights will make even
more noise than before: While the Navy has repeatedly told the public over the past few
years that Growlers will fly at a minimum of 6,000 feet above sea level, the DEIS quotes
guidance from the Aircraft Environmental Support Office: “Aircraft are directed to avoid
towns and populated areas by 1 nm (nautical mile) or overfly 1,000 feet AGL (above
ground level) and to avoid airports by 3 nm or overfly 1,500 AGL.” This guidance further
states, “Over sparsely populated areas, aircraft may not be operated closer than 500 feet
to any person, vessel, vehicle, or structure.” If this official guidance directs Growlers to fly
at such low altitudes, why did the Navy not disclose this in any previous NEPA
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documents? For an aircraft capable of 150 decibels at takeoff, this new information
represents a significant new level of noise impacts that have been neither previously
disclosed nor analyzed. 18. Sound levels for these low flights are not listed in the DEIS:
Table 3.1-2, titled “Representative Sound Levels for Growler Aircraft in Level Flight,” on
page 3-6, does not show sound exposure levels for Growlers flying at either 1,000 feet or
1,500 feet AGL, as mentioned in the official guidance. Why has this important information
been omitted? The public needs to know how much actual noise exposure there will be,
along with the threats posed to public and environmental health. This, therefore, is
significant new information about impacts that were not disclosed in the DEIS, and
requires either that a Supplemental EIS be prepared, or that a public comment period of
adequate length be provided on the Final EIS. For public health and safety reasons, the
Navy must revise its guidance to significantly increase the distances that Growler jets are
currently allowed to fly over towns, airports, individual people, vessels, vehicles, and
structures. 500 to 1,000 feet is far too close, and 1,500 feet over an airport is far too
dangerous a proximity to supersonic Growler jets. 19. No mitigation for schools: The
DEIS states that in the case of local schools, no mitigation measures for any of the 3
proposed alternatives were identified, “…but may be developed and altered based on
comments received.” Some schools will be interrupted by jet noise hundreds of times per
day. Yet the Navy suggests that future mitigation measures might be brought up by the
public (and subsequently ignored) and thus will be “…identified in the Final EIS or Record
of Decision.” Such information would be new, could significantly alter the Proposed
Actions, and would therefore require another public comment period, in which case the
Navy’s proposal to not allow a comment period on the Final EIS would be unlawful. 20.
The current DNL noise modeling method and data in no way reflect exposure accuracy,
given the new information about low flight levels from official guidance. Therefore, such
analyses must be included in a Supplemental EIS or in the Final EIS, with a new public
process of adequate length, including an official comment period. 21. Crash potential is
higher: With no alternatives provided to the public that reduce noise, and with such
permissive guidance that allows such low-altitude flight, the potential for Navy Growler
student pilots to create tragic outcomes or cause extreme physical, physiological,
economic and other harms to communities and wildlands, whether accidentally or on
purpose, is unacceptable. 22. Contamination of drinking water in residential and
commercial areas near the runways, due to use of hazardous chemicals, is completely
ignored by the DEIS. It concludes, “No significant impacts related to hazardous waste
and materials would occur due to construction activities or from the addition and
operation of additional Growler aircraft.” While these chemicals have never been
analyzed, they have been used in conjunction with Growler training and other flight
operations for years; therefore, hazardous materials analysis for these chemicals should
not be excluded just because Growlers are not the only aircraft this foam has been used
for. It is irresponsible for the DEIS to content that there are no significant impacts. As
previously stated, with flights at OLF Coupeville alone increasing from 3,200 in 2010 to
as many as 35,100, no one can claim that a 1,000 percent flight increase in 7 years for
which no groundwater or soil contaminant analyses have been done is not significant. 23.
Navy knew about contamination in advance: It is clear that before the November 10
publication of this DEIS, the Navy was well aware of potential problems with
contamination of residential drinking water due to what it calls “historic” use of fire
suppressants for flight operations. In May 2016 the USEPA issued drinking water health
advisories for two PFCs, and the Navy announced in June that it was in the process of
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“identifying and for removal and destruction all legacy perfluorooctane sulfonate (and
PFOA) containing AFFF [aqueous film forming foam].” Yet the DEIS dismisses all
concerns with an incredible statement about actions that took place nearly 20 years ago:
“Remediation construction was completed in September 1997, human exposure and
contaminated groundwater exposures are under control, and the OUs at Ault Field and
the Seaplane Base are ready for anticipated use (USEPA, 2016e).” The statement is
ludicrously outdated, and recent events refute it. Three days before the DEIS was
published, on November 7, 2016, the Navy sent a letter to more than 100 private and
public drinking water well owners expressing concern that perfluoroalkyl substances
(PFAS) found beneath the OLF had spread beyond Navy property. Yet the word
“perfluoroalkyl” or “PFAS” is not mentioned once in the entire 1400-page DEIS, nor is it
mentioned the 2005 or 2012 EAs. A Department of Defense publication makes it clear
that there is no current technology that can treat soil or groundwater that has been
contaminated with these chemicals.
(https://dec.alaska.gov/spar/ppr/hazmat/Chemical-&-Material-Emerging-Risk-Alert-for-AF
FF.pdf) 24. No mention of contaminated soil is found in the DEIS: It confines its
discussion to soil compression and compaction effects from new construction, and
concludes there will be no impacts to groundwater. It is therefore puzzling to consider
that while extensive evaluations for a variety of hazardous materials were included in the
October 2015 Northwest Training and Testing Final EIS, why would the Navy omit such
contaminants as the ones mentioned above, from the Growler DEIS? This is the
equivalent of a doctor refusing to look at an EKG that clearly shows a heart attack, and
diagnosing the patient with anxiety. The Navy needs to include this information in a public
NEPA process as an impact of its flight activities. It needs to accept responsibility for this
contamination, and pay the costs incurred by finding a permanent alternative source of
water for affected residents, and by reimbursing these people for medical costs created
by unwitting consumption of Navy-contaminated water. 25. Impacts to wildlife have been
piecemealed: It does not make sense to separate impacts from just one portion of an
aircraft’s flight operations and say that’s all you’re looking at. But because the scope of
the DEIS is limited to areas adjacent to runways, analysis of impacts to wildlife from
connected flight operations that occur outside these narrow confines are omitted.
Threatened and endangered species, sensitive species and other wildlife and critical
habitat areas are adversely impacted by noise from takeoffs, landings and other flight
operations well beyond the Navy’s study area. For example, the increase in aerial combat
maneuvers (dogfighting) from 160 to 550 annual “events,” which by their erratic nature
cannot safely occur near runways, is a 244 percent increase that has been neither
examined nor analyzed in this or any previous NEPA process. Dogfighting requires
frequent use of afterburners, which are far louder and use as much as ten times the
amount of fuel as normal flight does. Impacts to wildlife and habitat were completely
omitted. 26. Pages of boilerplate language do not constitute analysis of impacts to
wildlife: Except for standardized language copied from wildlife agencies about species life
histories, along with lists of various county critical areas ordinances and state wildlife
regulations, the DEIS fails to evaluate direct, indirect or cumulative impacts to wildlife.
Instead, it offers the excruciating conclusion that the potential for noise impacts and
collisions with birds is “greatest during flight operations.” However, continues the DEIS,
except for the marbled murrelet, the occurrence of these sensitive species in the study
area is “highly unlikely,” largely because “no suitable habitat is present.” This begs the
question: if the scope of this DEIS measured the true impacts of jet noise, it is highly
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likely that suitable habitat for many of these species would be found. And if impacts had
not been segmented for decades, there might be suitable habitat remaining in the study
area. 27. Old research cited but new research not: In citing published scientific research,
the Navy included a 1988 synthesis of published literature on domestic animals and
wildlife, but failed to consider the latest peer-reviewed research summarized in 2015,
which lists multiple consequences of noise greater than 65 dB.
(http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/brv.12207/abstract) The DEIS also failed to
consider an important 2014 study called “Anthropogenic EM Noise Disrupts Magnetic
Compass Orientation in Migratory Birds,”
(http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v509/n7500/full/nature13290.html) A federal
agency cannot cherry-pick scientific research for its own convenience; it must consider
the best available science. This DEIS fails that test. Thank you for considering these
comments. Sincerely,
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Coupeville, WA 98239

 

The DEIS does not map out the actual APZs for Coupeville to be drawn in the EIS. The
Navy needs to elaborate on its plans to resolve incompatible land uses, and for a public
comment period after the final EIS is issued.

MCEMI0002

1.a. Thank You
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.h. Next Steps
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
7.b. Land Use Compatibility and Air Installations Compatible Use
Zones



Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-18G Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. Name 

2. organization/Affiliation £((_J OdTc CJT / Zf:.D. -mx.R~ Yet / 
3. Address WfCL l-SL400>U )11 9o'J<o/ 
4. E-mail . 

5. Please check if like to be on the mailing list 

6 Please check here • if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 

6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 
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1.a. Thank You
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated



Bow, WA 98232

 

I am opposed to any additional growler activity or expanded flight zones in the San
Juans! I live on Samish Island and the noise from them is already more than I care to
hear....thank you
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1.a. Thank You



Port Townsend, WA 98368

Please, please, please DO NOT use the pristine Olympic Peninsula for Navy war
trainings. I am very concerned about the habitat disturbance.

MCGCA0001

1.a. Thank You
10.a. Biological Resources Study Area
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife



EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
NAVFAC Atlantic Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

Dear Sir or Ms.: 

 
 

Friday Harbor, WA 98250 
January 20, 2017 

I oppose the Navy's proposal to add up to 36 Growler Jets to the Naval Air Stati(?n on Whidbey 
Island, Washington. I will continue to oppose the plan, even if the Navy addresses all of the 
concerns on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement raised by my friends and neighbors in the 
San Juan Islands. I oppose it because the all measures proposed to mitigate the effects of jet noise 
are unenforceable, since there is no effective mechanism for redress of any violations, which - given 
my own experience in working on similar issues with an MOA in central Nevada - there certainly 
will be. 

In short, I have been down this road before. The Navy proposed several expansions of its MOAs in 
central Nevada during the late 1970s and 1980s, it held hearings on its Draft EISs, collected citizen 
input, drafted modifications, and finally secured approval. In every instance, the Navy then 
relegated the EIS to the status of a bureaucratic hurdle to be overcome, and the citizens who offered 
input as inconvenient annoyances to be placated and mollified. In other words, the Navy did exactly 
what it wanted to do. 

The problem was - and remains - there is no effective recourse to the citizens who are impacted by 
this increased noise of these additional aircraft. The Navy may offer toll-free numbers and provide 
online complaint forms, but in my experience, this has been worse than no mechanism at all, 
because they give a sense of redress that is, in reality, unavailable. In every instance in which I am 
personally familiar in central Nevada, the Navy found that there was insufficient data to support a 
citizen's claim of damages. It didn't matter if the complainant had cracked walls or shattered 
windows or panicked livestock; the Navy consistently found that there was no direct, provable link 
between military jet noise and the claimed damage. Each incident was treated as a case of "You said, 
we say"; and in each incident, the citizen lost. 

It is not enough that the Navy propose to address the issues raised by citizens in the Draft EIS stage 
of this current proposal or that it offer mitigation to get past the EIS stage. When the results of this 
expansion in the form of ethereal, untraceable, unquantifiable, unreproduceable - but nevertheless 
harmful - "loud noises" become manifest, we need concrete ways to bring the Navy to genuine 
accountability. Until the Navy creates and demonstrates that it can implement such accountability -
unless and until there are demonstrable, effective avenues of recourse for citizens who are 
impacted by the addition of these aircraft - I will oppose this proposal. 

Thank you for your consideration of my views. 
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1.a. Thank You
12.k. Compensation to Citizens for Private Property
4.t. Noise Mitigation



Clinton, WA 98236

Perfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) have been discovered in numerous wells adjacent to
OLFC and are believed attributable to fire-retardant foam use at OLFC. The DEIS,
however, dismissed addressing the past, present, and future impacts and problems
associated with PFAS, even though the EPA has set a Health Advisory that has been
exceeded by 16-fold in some of these wells. Leakage of PFAS in storage or use in a
crash event is a hugely relevant environmental impact must be addressed and the public
must be given the opportunity to comment.
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1.a. Thank You
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances



Clinton, WA 98236

The DEIS noise levels were based on about 30% of the proposed 8800 to 35,000+
operations at OLFC being conducted on Path 14. Since 2013, when the transition to
Growlers was complete, the highest use of Path 14 has been about 2 to 10% because,
as base commander Captain Nortier explained Growlers are only rarely capable of using
Path 14. The DEIS 30% overestimated use of path 14 greatly understates the DNL noise
impacts for path 32 and overstates the impacts on Path 14. This mistake must be
corrected.
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1.a. Thank You
3.e. Field Carrier Landing Practice Patterns
3.f. Field Carrier Landing Practice Operation Totals
3.g. Field Carrier Landing Practice Evolutions and High Tempo



Clinton, WA 98236

 

The DEIS fails to address the potential effects of sleep disturbance due to Growler
overflights, despite the admission that there will be an increase in the "percent probability
of awakening for all scenarios…" While music torture is still permitted under US law, the
United National Convention against Torture defines torture as "any act by which severe
pain of suffering, whether physical or mental…" Sleep disturbance results in serious
physical and emotional symptoms such as cognitive impairment, impaired immune
system, adverse birth outcomes, risk of heart disease, risk of diabetes, not mentioning
the number of work hours/days lost from lack of sleep. The DEIS must forthrightly
address the impacts of sleep disturbance on residences affected by OLFC night
operations.
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1.a. Thank You
4.p. Sleep Disturbance
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Clinton, WA 98236

The DEIS obfuscates the effects of FCLP jet noise on classroom interruptions by
averaging interruptions with periods when jets are not practicing. The average
understates interruption events compared with event frequency during FCLP sessions,
which are as frequent as an interruption every 1-2 minutes. Interruptions of such
frequency complicate teaching and thwart student concentration and break the focus of
teacher and student. In addition the EPA states "Noise can pose a serious threat to a
child's physical and psychological health, including learning and behavior," but the DEIS
has not recognized the contemporary research. These oversights and failings must be
properly addressed and analyzed.
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1.a. Thank You
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Clinton, WA 98236

 

The DEIS fails to address the effects of noise on hearing and tinnitus and consequential
medical costs associated with hearing loss by stating that civilians would need to be
exposed to noise emitted by the Growlers for 40 years before there is a permanent shift
in hearing. This defies all scientific and audiological evidence to the contrary, even by the
US military itself. Hearing loss and tinnitus are the MOST compensated injuries in the
military and increasing annually (US Dept. of Veteran Affairs.) That and failure to address
the effects of impact or sudden noise must be more fully delineated.

MCGJE0005

1.a. Thank You
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss



Clinton, WA 98236

The DEIS fails to adequately address the effects of high noise levels during pregnancy
provoking significantly higher risk for smaller newborns, gestational hypertension,
cognitive abnormalities, and permanent hearing loss.

MCGJE0006

1.a. Thank You
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Clinton, WA 98236

 

Environmental Justice analysis overlooked the fact that farm workers, gardeners, and
recycle center workers are almost entirely composed of low-income and/or ethnic
minorities, and because they must work outside, they are disproportionately affected by
overhead Growler noise.
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1.a. Thank You
13.a. Environmental Justice Impacts



Clinton, WA 98236

The two most dangerous aspects of flying are the approach, landing and takeoff -- in
other words most of the OLFC flight path. The risks are significant (a) because of
significant encroachment problems, (b) because OLFC is about 49,000 acres below and
the runway about 3000 feet short of standard for Growlers, (c) because the pilots are
mostly students flying the F-18 airframe which is 5.5 times more likely to crash than its
EA-6B (Prowler) predecessor, and (d) FCLP operations occur at low elevations that
increase likelihood of bird strikes with the significant shoreline bird population. These
risks cannot be mitigated other than by moving the FCLPs off a suitable 21st century
off-Whidbey site.

MCGJE0008

1.a. Thank You
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
3.h. Runway Usage, Flight Tracks, and Altitudes
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children



Clinton, WA 98236

 

Island County land-use policies, plans, as reflected by the construction permits issued,
have largely defied the Navy’s 2005 AICUZ directives for Outlying Field Coupeville, such
as no residences in a noise zone 2. Whether due to willful intent to ignore by the County
or to lack of Navy assertiveness, it aptly demonstrates the meaningless and
ineffectiveness of the AICUZ and attendant land-use provisions in the DEIS. Given the
alternatives under consideration in the DEIS, the Navy should be immediately advocating
to the County to place a moratorium on all construction permits not compatible with the
2005 AICUZ and DEIS land-use stipulations until the final EIS is approved.
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1.a. Thank You
7.c. Noise Disclosure



Clinton, WA 98236

The Navy has adopted standards that protect their personnel from health and hearing
harm due to excessive noise, yet these standards were ignored by the DEIS for civilians
exposed to the same or greater levels of noise. This DEIS needs to examine how many
civilians would receive exposure doses that exceed the Navy’s defined hazardous noise
zone threshold (i.e., “an area where the 8-hour time-weighted average exceeds 84 dBA
[or 140 dB peak sound pressure level, SPL, for impact or impulse noise] for more than 2
days in any month”).

MCGJE0010

1.a. Thank You
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss



Clinton, WA 98236

 

Much like the tobacco industry did years ago, the DEIS selectively and reprehensively
cites and relies on out-of-date medical research findings on impacts of noise on human
health that are at odds with the overwhelming body of contemporary research. This
obfuscation renders the DEIS findings incomplete and disingenuous and demands an
honest, complete, forthright evaluation of the contemporary formal medical literature.

MCGJE0011

1.a. Thank You
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Clinton, WA 98236

 

The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) noise contours depicted in the DEIS are
misleading and fallacious for two reasons: (1) inappropriate use of 365-day averaging
rather busy-day averaging, and (2) holding up as scientifically valid an outdated,
misleading, and scientifically invalidated DNL threshold for high noise annoyance.

MCGJE0012

1.a. Thank You
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels



EA-18G EIS Project Manager 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 

Attn: Code EV21SS 

6506 Hampton Blvd 

Norfolk, VA 23508 

December 7, 2016 

Dear Project Manager, 

I am writing out of concern and during the comment period regarding the EIS 
associated with the Navy's plan to bring at least 35 new EA-18G Growler aircraft to 
NAS Whidbey Island. I will also be attending the public meeting in Coupeville, WA 
on December 9. 

Having moved to Whidbey Island a year ago this month for retirement from my 
work in the eastern U.S., I'd lik:e to underscore that I, like most who live here, chose 
this location for its incredible natural beauty (Ebey's Landing Historic National 
Reserve, Puget Sound/Strait of Juan de Fuca, Olympic and Cascade Mountains) and 
the particular serenity of the low density, rural, peaceful life offered in the small 
town of Coupeville where DLF is located. 

While I was aware of the OLF and the NAS touch and go flights, and had been given 
information by my Realtor regarding decibel levels of the existing flights and planes 
when I purchased my home, the increased noise levels associated with the existing 
Growlers and anticipated increased numbers of flights associated with Scenarios A, 
B, and C described in the EIS represent a considerable escalation in frequency and 
noise levels. 

I do not wish to contribute to an escalation of the rhetoric in favor of the increased 
flights (aka, you are not a patriot if you oppose the Growlers, why don't you just 
move, etc.), or opposed to them (NAS should relocate all flights offWhidbey Island 
to another area or they don't care about the citizens who live here and their health). 
I-Iowever, I do feel that of the three proposed scenarios, the one which mal<es most 
sense, if one is to be implemented, is Scenario C. 

The fact is that those people living directly in and around NAS Whidbey and Ault 
Field are comfortable with, used to, and in many instances directly or indirectly 
involved with the NAS. Conversely, most of us living near the DLF in Coupeville are 
living here for different reasons (farming, raising kids, pursuing outdoor lifestyles 

MCGMI0001

1.a. Thank You
2.m. Record of Decision/Preferred Alternative



hil{ing, boating, enjoying the peace and quiet of this remote location), locating here 
to avoid the noise of a bigger population center. 

I sincerely hope that you will choose the 80°/o Ault/20o/0 OLF Scenario C which will 
be least impactful to our rural and environmentally sensitive area, and thank you in 
advance for your consideration. 

Sincerely yours, 
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Coupeville, WA 98239

EA-18G EIS Project Manager Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic Attn: Code
EV21SS 6506 Hampton Blvd Norfolk, VA 23508 December 7, 2016 Dear Project
Manager, I am writing out of concern and during the comment period regarding the EIS
associated with the Navy’s plan to bring at least 35 new EA-18G Growler aircraft to NAS
Whidbey Island. I will also be attending the public meeting in Coupeville, WA on
December 9. Having moved to Whidbey Island a year ago this month for retirement from
my work in the eastern U.S., I’d like to underscore that I, like most who live here, chose
this location for its incredible natural beauty (Ebey’s Landing Historic National Reserve,
Puget Sound/Strait of Juan de Fuca, Olympic and Cascade Mountains) and the particular
serenity of the low density, rural, peaceful life offered in the small town of Coupeville
where OLF is located. While I was aware of the OLF and the NAS touch and go flights,
and had been given information by my Realtor regarding decibel levels of the existing
flights and planes when I purchased my home, the increased noise levels associated with
the existing Growlers and anticipated increased numbers of flights associated with
Scenarios A, B, and C described in the EIS represent a considerable escalation in
frequency and noise levels. I do not wish to contribute to an escalation of the rhetoric in
favor of the increased flights (aka, you are not a patriot if you oppose the Growlers, why
don’t you just move, etc.), or opposed to them (NAS should relocate all flights off
Whidbey Island to another area or they don’t care about the citizens who live here and
their health). However, I do feel that of the three proposed scenarios, the one which
makes most sense, if one is to be implemented, is Scenario C. The fact is that those
people living directly in and around NAS Whidbey and Ault Field are comfortable with,
used to, and in many instances directly or indirectly involved with the NAS. Conversely,
most of us living near the OLF in Coupeville are living here for different reasons (farming,
raising kids, pursuing outdoor lifestyles hiking, boating, enjoying the peace and quiet of
this remote location), locating here to avoid the noise of a bigger population center. I
sincerely hope that you will choose the 80% Ault/20% OLF Scenario C which will be least
impactful to our rural and environmentally sensitive area, and thank you in advance for
your consideration. Sincerely yours, 

MCGMI0002

1.a. Thank You
2.m. Record of Decision/Preferred Alternative



Coupeville, WA 98239

 

I disagree strongly with the Navy's plans to increase the number of Growlers at NAS
Whidbey. Whidbey Island's features of quiet and natural beauty are its livelihood. The
island has developed as a place of pilgrimage to people seeking a particular experience
of protected tranquility, whether as tourists or as residents. The use of the airspace over
the island for Growler training is not compatible with such an experience. While I
understand the need for the Navy to train pilots in aircraft landings, Whidbey Island is no
longer the appropriate setting for such training, given the higher noise level and the
increasing number of Growlers planned for the future. A different location must be found,
where the land use is less impacted by the conditions caused by Growler pilot training.

MCIBR0001

1.a. Thank You
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
7.a. Regional Land Use and Community Character
7.b. Land Use Compatibility and Air Installations Compatible Use
Zones



Coupeville, WA 98239

The DEIS did not comply with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) by failing to
judiciously examine off-Whidbey Island sites to conduct flight carrier land practice
(FCLP).

MCKAN0001

1.a. Thank You
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated



Coupeville, WA 98239

 

The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) noise contours depicted in the DEIS are
misleading and fallacious for two reasons: (1) inappropriate use of 365-day averaging
rather busy-day averaging, and (2) holding up as scientifically valid an outdated,
misleading, and scientifically invalidated DNL threshold for high noise annoyance.

MCKAN0002

1.a. Thank You
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels



Coupeville, WA 98239

 

Perfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) have been discovered in numerous wells adjacent to
OLFC and are believed attributable to fire-retardant foam use at OLFC. The DEIS,
however, dismissed addressing the past, present, and future impacts and problems
associated with PFAS, even though the EPA has set a Health Advisory that has been
exceeded by 16-fold in some of these wells. Leakage of PFAS in storage or use in a
crash event is a hugely relevant environmental impact must be addressed and the public
must be given the opportunity to comment.

MCKAN0003

1.a. Thank You
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances



Coupeville, WA 98239

The two most dangerous aspects of flying are the approach, landing and takeoff -- in
other words most of the OLFC flight path. The risks are significant (a) because of
significant encroachment problems, (b) because OLFC is about 49,000 acres below and
the runway about 3000 feet short of standard for Growlers, (c) because the pilots are
mostly students flying the F-18 airframe which is 5.5 times more likely to crash than its
EA-6B (Prowler) predecessor, and (d) FCLP operations occur at low elevations that
increase likelihood of bird strikes with the significant shoreline bird population. These
risks cannot be mitigated other than by moving the FCLPs off a suitable 21st century
off-Whidbey site.

MCKAN0004

1.a. Thank You
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
3.h. Runway Usage, Flight Tracks, and Altitudes
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children



Coupeville, WA 98239

 

The DEIS fails to address the potential effects of sleep disturbance due to Growler
overflights, despite the admission that there will be an increase in the "percent probability
of awakening for all scenarios…" While music torture is still permitted under US law, the
United National Convention against Torture defines torture as "any act by which severe
pain of suffering, whether physical or mental…" Sleep disturbance results in serious
physical and emotional symptoms such as cognitive impairment, impaired immune
system, adverse birth outcomes, risk of heart disease, risk of diabetes, not mentioning
the number of work hours/days lost from lack of sleep. The DEIS must forthrightly
address the impacts of sleep disturbance on residences affected by OLFC night
operations.

MCKAN0005

1.a. Thank You
4.p. Sleep Disturbance
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Oak Harbor, WA 98277

Personally as a guy who served for 8 1/2 years in the US Navy, I totally understand the
trade off we have here on Whidbey to protect our freedom as a country. If a muffler could
be put on the jets that fly here, I am pretty sure everyone would be in favor of such a
thing, but the reality is that it can not and I support our armed forces 150%!! I do not love
the sound of jet noise but understand the statement behind the sticker and its meaning. I
am glad the Navy is here and feel more safe as a result not only for me but for my family!
Thanks to all the fine service men and women who sacrafic all they do for our great
country! Go Navy!!

MCKCR0001

1.a. Thank You



Enumclaw, WA 98022

 

#FlyNavy

MCKEV0001

1.a. Thank You



Coupeville, WA 98239

We purchased our retirement home last year and were aware of the aircraft noise. We
lived through last years' flights and didn't find them too objectionable. But you're changing
the flight path which will bring the planes directly over our home. And you're upping the
number of flights by more than 700% (has this budget been approved?). Both of these
will affect our quiet enjoyment of our property. We are a prior military family and have
lived close to bases most of our married life. I support the military, but the change of flight
path coupled with the increase in flights seems excessive. We won't be able to sell our
home, either. If the flight path and the number of flights flown are similar, I have no
problems. Moving isn't an option if no one will buy your home. Have you thought about
anchoring a "mothballed" aircraft carrier someplace close so the training can be real
rather than simulated? Just a thoughyt.

MCKGR0001

1.a. Thank You
12.j. Property Values
12.n. Quality of Life
2.d. Program of Record for Buying Growler Aircraft
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
3.d. Arrivals and Departures
7.d. Recreation and Wilderness Analysis and Study Area



Coupeville , WA 98239

 

We are tree farmers near the OLF Coupeville. The propose increase in flights, even opt 2
would greatly negatively impact our way of life. As it is we can not hear each other talk
when the fights occur. I can not image the negative effects constant fights would have. It
would destroy the way of life to central whidbey. People visit here for peace and quite.
Business are built on that. Also why should all the growlers be in one place making it an
easy target to wipe them all out at once. Remember Pearl Harbor?

MCKLI0001

1.a. Thank You
12.n. Quality of Life
2.a. Purpose and Need
2.d. Program of Record for Buying Growler Aircraft
3.a. Aircraft Operations
4.n. Speech Interference (Indoor and Outdoor)



Coupeville , WA 98239

 

Perfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) have been discovered in numerous wells adjacent to
OLFC and are believed attributable to fire-retardant foam use at OLFC. The DEIS,
however, dismissed addressing the past, present, and future impacts and problems
associated with PFAS, even though the EPA has set a Health Advisory that has been
exceeded by 16-fold in some of these wells. Leakage of PFAS in storage or use in a
crash event is a hugely relevant environmental impact must be addressed and the public
must be given the opportunity to comment.

MCKLI0002

1.a. Thank You
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances



Coupeville , WA 98239

The two most dangerous aspects of flying are the approach, landing and takeoff -- in
other words most of the OLFC flight path. The risks are significant (a) because of
significant encroachment problems, (b) because OLFC is about 49,000 acres below and
the runway about 3000 feet short of standard for Growlers, (c) because the pilots are
mostly students flying the F-18 airframe which is 5.5 times more likely to crash than its
EA-6B (Prowler) predecessor, and (d) FCLP operations occur at low elevations that
increase likelihood of bird strikes with the significant shoreline bird population. These
risks cannot be mitigated other than by moving the FCLPs off a suitable 21st century
off-Whidbey site.

MCKLI0003

1.a. Thank You
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
3.h. Runway Usage, Flight Tracks, and Altitudes
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children



Coupeville, WA 98239

 

As a former military pilot, B52, with thousands of hours of flight time I can appreciate the
need for ongoing training of our flight crews. Much of my flight time was also in the traffic
pattern over populated areas practicing takeoff and landings. In doing so, we were
always keenly aware of the impact that our aircraft noise might have on the civilian
population and would modify our activities as necessary to minimize this negative impact.
Some of the proposed flight path changes in the pattern at OLF does not appear to afford
the same consideration. The tightening of the patterns on runway 14 for both daytime and
night operations puts aircraft on the downwind leg directly over the homes lining the
waterfront. Why can't the base legs extend a little father out so as to place the downwind
leg over the water, thereby minimizing the residential noise impact? A little extra fuel
seems a small price to pay for better relations.

MCKMA0001

1.a. Thank You
4.t. Noise Mitigation



Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-lBG Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at todays public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by Jaw. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. Name 

2. Organization/Affiliation Vat\~ C; t-\ ~ ~ ~ l).> A 

3. Address 

4. E-mail 

5. Please check here if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6. Please check here if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

Please print •Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard. Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 

MCLJE0001

1.a. Thank You
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-lBG Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code £V21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

2. Organization/Affiliation 

3. 

4. 

s. 

Address Pent ~ c~Dt~ 
E-mail 

Please check here if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6. Please check here if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

Please print • Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 

MCMBR0001

1.a. Thank You
2.b. Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement and Analysis
Conducted
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



port townsend, WA 98368

please, we need more time to comment.This is the busy Christmas season

MCMBR0002

1.a. Thank You
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.f. Use of Public Comments
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MCMBR0003

1.a. Thank You
10.c. Wildlife Sensory Disturbance and Habituation
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.n. Speech Interference (Indoor and Outdoor)
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife



Attachment 6: PT2015 

Notes on 2015 Activities and Accomplishments 

Urban Forestry Restoration Project 
Port Townsend was a successful applicant for DNR's Urban Forestry Restoration Project 
(UFRP) SoundCorps work party effort to improve our urban watershed in 2015 (Attachment 1: 
PT2015_work_efforts.pdf, pp.1-2; Attachment 2: PTLeader press release). In February, a crew 
of six worked in Haller Fountain/Terrace Steps (Attachment 3: Peninsula Daily News), Sather 
Woods and Kah Tai Lagoon Nature Park. Target invasive species included llex aquifolium, 
Hedera helix and Daphne laureola. Maintenance and monitoring will be undertaken by park staff 
and volunteers for the next three years. 

Arbor Day and Tree Inventory Plans 
Port Townsend Parks, Recreation and Trees Advisory Board (PRTAB) members were joined on 
April 20, 2015 by Micki McNaughton, DNR Urban Forestry Special Project Coordinator, and two 
UFRP work crew members for the proclamation of Port Townsend's official Arbor Day at City 
Council (Attachment 1: PT2015_work_efforts.pdf. p. 2; Attachment 4: PT Leader press release). 

For Arbor Day 2015, PRTAB members and Adopt-A-Park groups participated in two work 
efforts. First, Admiralty Audubon led a workparty to pick up trash and pull invasives at Kah Tai 
Lagoon Nature Park (Attachment 1: PT2015_work_efforts.pdf. p. 2). Second, a group of 
volunteers led by City Council member Robert Gray picked up trash and pulled invasives in 
Bishop Park and then joined a group of Port Townsend Rotarians to work in our City's newest 
park, a small play park on Parkside Drive and adjacent to the existing Bishop Park (Attachment 
1: PT2015_work_efforts.pdf. pp. 3-4; Attachment 4; PT Leader press release). 

PRTAB continues to work as time and staffing allow toward a tree inventory grant proposal. In 
2015, the Board prepared a draft of the first of a series of color brochures highlighting some of 
Port Townsend's trees. The first brochure focuses on unique and interesting trees in the City's 
Historic District. A draft is attached as Attachment 5: PT2015_ Trees_of_Port_ Townsend_ 1.pdf. 

Update 2009 Street Tree list 
Functional plans and other working documents require periodic updates. PRTAB and staff 
updated the Parks, Recreation and Open Space Functional Plan in 2014 and most funding 
agencies require that it be updated at least every six years. Port Townsend's Street Tree list 
was last updated in 2009 from an older list whose provenance is uncertain. Given the potential 
impacts of climate change and associated weather patterns as well as the spread of invasive 
pest species and the rising emphasis on using native plant species, a periodic update of 
recommended street trees should consider new information available about selection of 
appropriate street trees. PRTAB has included this effort in our proposed 2016 work plan for 
Council approval. 

TreeLine USA 
Our region's electrical infrastructure was purchased from Puget Sound Energy (PSE) by our 
local Public Utility District (PUD). Although PSE is a member of Treeline, our Jefferson County 
PUD is not yet a member. The Parks, Recreation and Tree Advisory Board continues to 
encourage the PUD manager and line supervisor to join Treeline. Our Board's certified arborist 
member has offered to instruct PUD linemen in appropriate utlilty trimming practices as per 
ANSI A300 standards but as yet, no progress can be reported. 

" { ? . , , Luu a .( cJ i-t,t. 
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Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-18G Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. Name 

2. Organization/Affiliation 

3. Address 

4. 

s. 
E-mail 

Please check here V-if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6 Please check here • if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

Please print • Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 

MCMJO0001

1.a. Thank You
2.m. Record of Decision/Preferred Alternative



Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-18G Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. Name 

~~ c1<:Ld;) 2. Organization/Affiliation 

3. Address 

4. 

s. 
E-mail 

Please check here 

6 Please check here • 

if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

Please print • Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 

MCMJO0002

1.a. Thank You



Coupeville, WA 98239

We in Coupeville and central Whidbey Island have been tolerant of the Navy's increasing
presence in our lives. However, the threat of an expanded flight training program is pretty
much a death knell for us fulltime residents. We have seen infiltration of toxic chemicals
in wells adjacent to Navy sites caused by Navy activity. Within the OLF flight area there
are homes, hospitals, schools, and a national reserve that endure the noise and pollution
of the current schedule. An increase will affect the quality of our lives, our outdoor
enjoyment and our property values. We the residents have been accepting of the abuses
by the Navy thus far. Prove that the Navy is a good neighbor to Whidbey Island and don't
ask those of us who live here to sacrifice our way of life when there are more suitable
options for Navy war exercises and training. The EIS is biased and doesn't take into
consideration the real toll on our lives.

MCMLE0001

1.a. Thank You
1.b. Best Available Science and Data
1.d. General Project Concerns
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
2.b. Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement and Analysis
Conducted
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.k. Range of Alternatives



Seattle, WA 98199

 

I implore the Navy not to implement plans to fly Growler jets over the Olympic
Penninsula!! This National Park is like a sacred sanctuary to millions of people over the
years and is invaluable to many endangered species.

MCMNA0001

1.a. Thank You
10.a. Biological Resources Study Area
10.f. Endangered Species Impact Analysis Adequacy
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
7.d. Recreation and Wilderness Analysis and Study Area



Seattle, WA 98119

An increase in jet exhaust noise is unacceptable. Our living environment is irreplaceable
and why we live in the NW. I experienced jet noise for two weeks in Olympic National
Park last Summer. The noise was startling and took away the entire reason for visiting
our natural wild places. Another increase in jet noise must not happen.

MCMPA0001

1.a. Thank You
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MCNMA0001

1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.f. Endangered Species Impact Analysis Adequacy
18.d. Washington State Greenhouse Gas Goals
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.m. Record of Decision/Preferred Alternative
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.n. Speech Interference (Indoor and Outdoor)
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
6.b. National Ambient Air Quality Standards Compliance
7.d. Recreation and Wilderness Analysis and Study Area



    

 

 :  I find myself in an unenviable

position of pleading my case to the Secretary of the Navy,

who represents the federal government, which is elected by

the people, the citizens of the United States of America,

to protect and serve those same citizens.

The Secretary of the Navy will soon make a

decision regarding the addition of 35 or 36 Growler jet

aircraft to the already approximate 82 aircraft stationed

on Whidbey Island.  And some of those aircraft, if not
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all, will be involved in the proposed electronic warfare

training that will take place on the Olympic Peninsula.

Obviously, the noise that we citizens who live

out in this area already endure causes distress.  An

increase in the number of jets will subsequently increase

that distress, and you'll potentially further degrade our

quality of life and will possibly cause harm to endangered

species who reside in the national park.  The national

park that was set aside by the federal government for the

use and enjoyment by the citizens of the country who

expect to go to that national park and enjoy the natural

environment and serenity.

I'm concerned that the risk of endangered

species who reside in this area includes findings of

studies that indicate that the noise from these jet

aircraft, quote, may cause harm.  I'm further distressed

that the many species that are not on the endangered list,

no studies have been conducted to see what kind of impact

those species might endure.

I was told that studies around Ault Field

indicate that the species that reside in that area appear

to be habituated to the noise.  And subsequently, that

evidently makes it okay.  What about people?  Does that

also mean that if we become habituated to the noise, that

that makes it okay?
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If I resided in New York City instead of on the

Olympic Peninsula and I rented an apartment next to the

subway, I would have to reasonably expect to be woken up

in the middle of the night and to hear loud subway trains

going by numerous times during the day interrupting

conversations, sleep, meals.

But I don't live in New York City.  I

intentionally moved to Sequim because of the lower

population, less traffic, quieter environment, and the

proximity to the Olympic National Park.

I expect to be able to have dinner on my deck

with my wife or guests and not have our conversation or

peaceful environment interrupted by Growler jets in

transit with dB levels in the 80 to 90 range.

In summary, the United States Government is in

place for one reason and one reason only, and that is to

serve and protect the citizens of this country.  The

Department of Defense, as part of that federal government,

is now going to make a decision which affects the safety

and quality of life of those same citizens that the

federal government is there to serve and protect.

My concern is that the decision is going to be

made to increase the number of Growler jets, thereby

further degrading our air quality, further increasing the

emissions of greenhouse gases, causing further harm to
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already endangered species, and unknown harm because of no

studies to nonendangered species.

Please do not increase the number of jet

aircraft already assigned to Naval Air Station

Whidbey Island.  In fact, consider reducing the number,

thereby reducing the noise and serving the citizens of the

United States of America.
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Pensacola, FL 32526

Flight training in Cookeville is important

MCNMA0002

1.a. Thank You



Seattle, WA 98122

 

It is unconscionable to have yet another unnecessary war "practice" that will destroy our
ecosystem, our quality of life, our health, and continue the massive consumption of fossil
fuels and promote inhumane activity by the USA over the fight for control and money for
these very fuels and/or uranium mining resources. We can't be peace promoters by being
war mongers, especially over greed for dirty unrenewable resources. The government
needs to stop what we are doing. We the People don't want this behavior to continue. We
need a caring, livable society, global relations, and a livable planet. As a US citizen, I
implore you to not do this activity ANYWHERE!

MCQTE0001

1.a. Thank You
2.a. Purpose and Need



Deer Harbor, WA 98243

We live at Spring Point on the South West tip of Orcas Island. The Growler noise at our
home has increased in frequency and intensity. It is no longer the tranquil place to enjoy
life. Help!

MCVDO0001

1.a. Thank You



Fort Collins, CO 80525

 

Please do not conduct war games on the Olympic Peninsula.

MCWBO0001

1.a. Thank You
19.d. Electronic Warfare



Victoria, British Columbia V9C3X8

 

I just wanted to forward my opinion, as a result of a newspaper article that came out
today regarding noise complaints from Vancouver Island residents (Oak Bay this time).
By NO MEANS do these people speak for, nor represent the majority here. We're
PROUD our military heritage on the island, and understand COMPLETELY that our allies
require the same training opportunities to maintain operational readiness. Please know,
that your planes cause a very mild, non-offensive noise, that is barely audible unless the
winds are "perfect". The people complaining are NIMBY's and constantly whine about
any development that they see impacting their millionaire lifestyles. They complain for the
sake of complaining, and should keep quiet as the base was there long before their
seaside mansions were built. As an aside, I wanted to take this moment (as it is [your]
Thanksgiving) to give THANKS for you being such a good friend and ally. The fact your
nation takes security and defence spending seriously is an example all Canadians should
follow. THANK YOU for protecting our borders, THANK YOU for investing adequately in
defence (when we fail to), THANK YOU for being such good neighbours. When the chips
are down, we can always count on you... (although we shouldn't have to...but hopefully
that changes in the future). Take care, and please know you have support here on
Vancouver Island!!! Bring on the Growlers!!!

MEAAN0001

1.a. Thank You
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1.a. Thank You
12.h. Tourism
12.p. Local Differences in Economy
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19      (The personal identifiable information disclosure 

20      statement was read to the following commenter.) 

21            MS. :  Yes, the statement was read 

22 to me.  My name is .  

23            The various scenarios are comparing the 

24 operations between Oak Harbor and Coupeville, but nowhere in 

25 the EIS does it really compare the potential impacts between 
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1 Oak Harbor and Coupeville, and those are two very different 

2 communities with very different kind of economic and 

3 cultural types of focus, Oak Harbor being a military 

4 community that will receive the benefits of all this 

5 increased activity, but Coupeville is more of a tourist and 

6 quality-of-life-based retirement kind of community that -- 

7 that will only receive negative impact from -- from an 

8 increase in activity.  

9   The -- the Ault Field personnel won't be shopping 

10 in Coupeville.  They'll be shopping in Oak Harbor.  And I -- 

11 I think that the assessment of the split of operations 

12 between Oak Harbor and Coupeville needs to take into account 

13 what kind of damage these -- this increase in activity will 

14 inflict upon a tourist-based economy.  The kind of -- the 

15 quality of Coupeville life is just -- it's not an equal kind 

16 of -- kind of situation.  And I think the, you know, 

17 people -- I -- I very much like Oak Harbor as well, but it's 

18 a different kind of community and it's more -- it's more 

19 geared for that military focus and more accepting, where -- 

20 whereas the damage will be significant to the life in 

21 Coupeville.  

22 * * *
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Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-I BG.Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

2. Organization/ Affiliation 

3. Address  &L,L\9c~0\\\I{,, LU.A 11'?;;1:39 

4. E-mail 

5 Please check here • if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6 Please check here • if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

Please print • Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 

MEAEL0002

1.a. Thank You
1.e. Risk of Terrorist Attack
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.h. Tourism
12.n. Quality of Life
12.p. Local Differences in Economy
2.a. Purpose and Need
2.d. Program of Record for Buying Growler Aircraft
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
3.a. Aircraft Operations
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation



All comments must be received by January 25, 2017. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen 
names, telephone numbers, and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will 
be kept confidential and will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the cornmenter or as 
required by law. The citY, state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

0 LA-, __ -

-------------- ·---··-·--------------,·-········--------··- - -- ---------------

___________ _..i·liiil·IIWA·MPl·JIEFl¥Mit4Wi1R·J@i§W~'i®l·I9i94i3·J,18j 
Please print 

Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 

6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 
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Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-18G Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

• Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by February 24, 2017 . 

Online at: 
By mail at 

SEND COPIES OF YOUR COMMENTS TO OUR ELECTED OFFICIALS 

http://www. whid beyeis .com/Comment.aspx 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 

23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

2. Organization/ Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired military) 

]<?5kW IAe-~~ w :~ ~Lt"Sl \JL:s:? QV1 .PeoP2.1<-'Tl.} 
1 I 

3. Address C.a,f G '7Lil,__ 1 v:A Cf 'BL S "( 

4. Email  

Increases in Outlying Field (OLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools and 
quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. This is a burden 

greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

~ Comments 
~ Please check all that concern you and add additional comments on the back. 

~ environmental impacts of the following issues due to increased flight operations at the OLF are not 
adequately addressed in the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS): 

){. Health effects from noise and low-frequency sound. 

X Businesse~ l ospital, and County and Town public government operations in the 
Coupeville~

11 

X A decrease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville, hiking and birding at Ebey's Landing 
National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference Center, Fort Casey State Park, The Pacific Rim 
Institute. 

~ A decrease in private property values due to noise. ~ b~ eL rLL<.,; ~ ~ ,t-
v,vvt-- Q..ll ~ ah~~~~ --~ crt p v-

~, - -:Cvt aJ.~ 
1 
~~ £~~ .J{C€4.J ~ ~ 

w~ w L?v..1-cL 6 ~ l:fl- ,-?' ?_J 
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1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



~ Outdoor recreation limits, as well as children's and family's health, at Rhododendron Park ball 
P fields. 

r{ Noise impacts on commercial properties including agricult ure. 

~ Aquafer and well contamination. 

Additional Concerns: 

~he addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones ( APZs) surrounding OLF will 
restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

)<' The Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere despite this being one of 
the top issues from the community during the Navy's prior. scoping forums. 

X The impact on marine and terrestrial wildlife. 

~ The major security risk for Whidbey Island by siting all Growlers here. 

~ishaps and crash risks due to problems such as their onboard oxygen system. 

Please include any additional comments and concerns here: 

All comments will become a pa of e pu lie record and will be addressed in the final EIS. Personally identifiable information of 
individuals will be kept confidential and not released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. 
City, state and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

For more information, see, Coupeville Community Allies, www.facebook.com/whidbeyeis 

Coupeville Community Allies is a group of community members committed to sharing accurate 
information to all Coupeville and Whidbey Island residents regarding the Growler DEIS. We 
encourage everyone to get involved in the discussion of our future and to submit comments 
and concerns. 

Prepared by Coupeville Community Allies 
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Coupeville , WA 98239

The DEIS should have 1 component only: base all the planes somewhere else, not on
Whidbey. Eliminate all operations at OLF. Select a base that does not threaten the
economy, health, and safety of Central Whidbey families.

MEDRO0002

1.a. Thank You
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated



Coupeville, WA 98239-3640

Please stop all flights at OLF. THey are dangerous, polluting water and environment,
destroying hearing, ruining property values, damaging our Historic Reserve, frightening
animals, and should be moved off the island.

MEDRO0003

1.a. Thank You
1.d. General Project Concerns



Camano Island, WA 98282

I voted for less military spending. The military-industrial-political complex endangers
everyone with its endless expansion, spending, and aggression. A trillion dollars a year is
far more than any country can afford with every cent of that spending adding to the debt
that is unprecedented and unsustainable by every measure. And which spending
increases blowback and worldwide pressure. Stop this madness. And whatever gives the
military the idea that it can run roughshod over communities with its noise and even
expand it? That is also madness.

MEEMI0001

1.a. Thank You



Seattle , WA 98125

 

I'm writing to oppose the planned increase in airfield operations at NAS Whidbey Island.
The proposed changes would be harmful to residents, visitors, and wildlife. The air
pollution caused by a dramatic increse in jet activity will have a negative impact on
residents' health, as will the noise pollution. Unannounced closures of parks will
undermine local tourism and may cost people their jobs. The noise and chemical pollution
will certainly harm both animal and plant life in a large area surrounding the base. This
action will be, overall, very damaging and must not proceed.

MEHVA0001

1.a. Thank You
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.h. Tourism
17.a. Hazardous Materials and Waste Impacts
6.b. National Ambient Air Quality Standards Compliance



Victoria, British Columbia V8n5x4

 

Nice to have the Navy prepared to defend the West Coast. Thank you

MELAL0001

1.a. Thank You



1

From:
Sent: Friday, November 25, 2016 12:16 PM
To: webmaster
Subject: Environmental Impact Statement for the EA-18G Growler Airfield Operations Website

It is nice to have someone prepared to defend the West Coast. Thank the Navy. 

Sent from my iPad 

MELAL0002

1.a. Thank You



Kineth Point , WA 98239

 

Keep the Growler flying in Coupeville

MELJO0001

1.a. Thank You



Clinton, WA 98236

 

Please respond to the concerns outlined by the Sustainable Economy Collaborative in
their recent report "Invisible Costs: The $122 Million Price Tag for The Naval Air Station
Whidbey Island." You may find that report here:
https://sustainable-economy-collaborative.com/report/ Directly in regard to the operation
and proposed expansion of the Growler Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey
Island, please refer to pages 22-32 in the section III., "External Costs." These costs
include and are not limited to: - Health effects - Reduced Property Values - Risk of
catastrophic accident - Toxic releases, such as recent well contaminations by PFAS's -
Injury to local tourist economy Unless the methodology of this report can be
demonstrated illegitimate, then this report ought to be incorporated into the Final EIS.
While this report is detailed, it still leaves many concerns out, including the impact of
noise on wildlife and the cascading ecological effects. For one example, refer to the
documentary "Sonic Sea" (www.sonicsea.org) for impacts of noise on the marine
environments. The Whidbey Island community will from this point forward pressure the
Navy to be accountable for its impacts at every turn and as publicly as possible. The
current draft EIS is a clear and blatant forfeit of duty by failing to document actual impacts
that the "Invisible Costs" report demonstrates are readily documentable. Please do not
continue to abuse your position of power and forfeit your primary duty to this community,
the citizens our military is there to serve. Thank you for incorporating these
evidence-based concerns into the Final EIS, 

MELRO0001

1.a. Thank You
10.c. Wildlife Sensory Disturbance and Habituation
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
12.b. Invisible Costs
2.b. Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement and Analysis
Conducted



West Linn, OR 97068

I am writing in protest to the Navy's intentions to use specific areas of the Olympic
Peninsula for war games and training. This pristine forest area is one of only 12 places in
the whole of the United States identified as sound natural, where one can experience true
silence of natural landscape. The importance of preserving this experience for future
generations is immeasurable. In an era of violence, encroaching technology and loss of
pristine natural habitat I vehemently oppose any plan to compromise these lands.
sincerely, 

MERAL0001

1.a. Thank You
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
19.d. Electronic Warfare
7.d. Recreation and Wilderness Analysis and Study Area



Coupeville, WA 98239

 

1. I was an A-6 navigator and understand the importance of night FCLP's. I appreciate
the lengths the Navy has gone to to reduce the number of FCLP's at OLF Coupeville.
Since I have not heard of any accidents at the carriers with a Growler involving a night
approach, it would seem that whatever the Navy is doing now is working. (unless there
have been accidents I haven't heard about) Crews evidently are safe with the current
methods. It would seem the only reason for increasing operations would be an increase
in the number of pilots (not planes, but pilots) and that increase should be proportional.
20% increase in pilots = 20% increase in FCLP's. 2. An increase in FCLP's will hurt the
environment. I don't think anyone could argue it will improve the environment. Maybe an
argument could be made that it won't change the environment, but I don't think a
reasonable person would say that going to 35000 FCLP's a year would represent no
impact on the environment. The discussion is then on how much, not whether. For this
reason, I think that it is worth the money and inconvenience to the Navy to hold the
number of FCLP's to current levels plus an allowance for increased pilots.

MERCH0001

1.a. Thank You
2.l. No Action Alternative



Beaver wa, WA 98305

 

Ok you keep "buzzing my house" you have woken up my kids some many time I can
even remember at this time, you have not come and talked to the public in Forks wa, we
have a small business and you are impacting it by your pilots not following the ceiling,
Please stop flying over beaver wa it is a populated area

MERJO0001

1.a. Thank You
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
2.e. Public Involvement Process
3.c. Military Training Routes
4.l. Points of Interest
4.p. Sleep Disturbance



Coupeville, WA 98239

I recognize that OLF provides a means for the Navy to achieve preparedness. I would
only comment that I would like to restrict the number of flights to that number which is
absolutely and justifiably needed. I would also feel that the Navy needs to put new effort
into mitigating the sound impact to the extent possible. Alternate takeoffs to the east and
to the west. Do not fly the same pattern over and over passing over the same homes time
and time again-especially when flying at extremely low heights. Also the use of
after-burners should be limited and pilots should be directed use them sparingly and
perhaps only over water. This is not a Top Gun School and the pilots should conduct
themselves accordingly.

MERPA0001

1.a. Thank You
2.k. Range of Alternatives
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
4.t. Noise Mitigation



Coupeville, WA 98239

After study of your draft eis, it is evident to me the Navy is going to do whatever it wants.
To assert that increased operations cause no harm to the people in Central Whidbey is
absurd. You have made your study reflect the results you desire by clever manipulation. I
live near OLF, you most likely don't. I know the damage your operations create
physically, emotionally and financially while you hide behind your bogus study. The Navy
is an arrogant bully that has lied to the citizenry. You are exercising eminent domain
without compensating property owners adjacent to OLF. I hope you are proud of
yourselves. You leave my wife and I no choice but to abandon the home we designed
and built for our retirement. You have succeeded in disrupting our lives and health in
addition to subjecting us to a financial burden associated with moving that we can ill
afford on our fixed income. Any respect or support I ever had for the Navy is gone. 

MERST0001

1.a. Thank You
1.b. Best Available Science and Data
12.j. Property Values
12.k. Compensation to Citizens for Private Property
2.b. Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement and Analysis
Conducted
4.p. Sleep Disturbance
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.s. Health Impact Assessment and Long-term Health Study
Requests
5.a. Accident Potential Zones



Coupeville, WA 98239

 

After study of your draft eis, it is evident to me the Navy is going to do whatever it wants.
To assert that increased operations cause no harm to the people in Central Whidbey is
absurd. You have made your study reflect the results you desire by clever manipulation. I
live near OLF, you most likely don't. I know the damage your operations create
physically, emotionally and financially while you hide behind your bogus study. The Navy
is an arrogant bully that has lied to the citizenry. You are exercising eminent domain
without compensating property owners adjacent to OLF. I hope you are proud of
yourselves. You leave my wife and I no choice but to abandon the home we designed
and built for our retirement. You have succeeded in disrupting our lives and health in
addition to subjecting us to a financial burden associated with moving that we can ill
afford on our fixed income. Any respect or support I ever had for the Navy is gone.

MERST0002

1.a. Thank You
1.b. Best Available Science and Data
12.j. Property Values
12.k. Compensation to Citizens for Private Property
2.b. Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement and Analysis
Conducted
4.p. Sleep Disturbance
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.s. Health Impact Assessment and Long-term Health Study
Requests
5.a. Accident Potential Zones



Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-18G Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 
6. 

Address 

E-mail 

Please check here 

Please check here 

if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

4.J;;'t:_ 
//,. 

MESLI0001

1.a. Thank You
1.e. Risk of Terrorist Attack
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
2.a. Purpose and Need
2.d. Program of Record for Buying Growler Aircraft
3.a. Aircraft Operations
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation



All comments must be received by January 25, 2017. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen 
names, telephone numbers, and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will 
be kept confidential and will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as 
required by law. The city, state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

--------------~•1·1iiH·A"M"'fiM·ii8·%~*4S&w*'9a11fDttl.14@?ii·iifi?j 
Please print 

Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 

6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 

MESLI0001



Olympia, WA 98506

REally!!! AGain!!! Why must the US Navy use our pristine and unique environment to
base more of these airplanes? We need more time to address the environmental impact
of this proposal.

METGR0001

1.a. Thank You
2.a. Purpose and Need
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.f. Use of Public Comments



Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-18G "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

January, 2017 Comments 

Fill in and mail with comments to: 

EA- 18G EIS Project Manager 
NAVFAC Atlantic Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Blvd . 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

1. First Name _ - --
2. Last Name - __ _ 
3. Organization/Affiliation - ~- \= ~~ ~' ~~~T ____________ _ 

4. City, State, ZIP Kf"Z- k //l-iv\ 
7 

() M qp_c,( 
5. E-mail 

6. Please check here;i(if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

7. Please check here_'Aif you would like your name/address kept private 

01 /08/16 www .OuietSkies.info 

METRO0001

1.a. Thank You
12.a. Socioeconomic Study Area
12.h. Tourism
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument



Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-18G "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

January, 2017 Comments 

Note: For Draft EIS page citations and supporting references see www.QuietSkies.info 

1. The Growler is known for its intense low frequency engine rumble, but low frequency noise 
impacts are ignored in the Draft. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies using C-weighting (dBC) 
in addition to A-weighting (dBA). 

2. Analysis of noise impacts in the Draft is based solely on computer simulation. To be valid 
for decision making, models must be verified. 

Action: Provide the data used for simulation. Provide Growler noise measurements 
with afterburners at 100 feet behind the jet in one-third octave bands from 6 Hz to 20 
kHz. Calibrate the computer model with actual noise measurements in locations 
throughout the region. 

3. NOISEMAP is the computer model used in the Draft to predict noise impacts. A Department 
of Defense report found that NOISEMAP is outdated and new software was needed to 
provide "scientifically and legally defensible noise assessments" of the modern, high-thrust 
jet engines used in the Growlers. 

Action: Redo the noise simulation using the more recent Advanced Acoustic Model. 

4. The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) metric used in the Draft was developed for 
commercial airports that operate 365 days a year. DNL is inappropriate for the intermittent 
but intensive military flight activity at NASWI. Averaging over the year assumes, without 
studies, that the quiet days mitigate the noisy days. 

Action: Noise levels should only be averaged over active flying days. 

5. The Draft dismisses long-term health impacts of jet noise because some studies are not 
conclusive. 

Action: Recognize the impacts of Growler noise on health as documented in the 
World Health Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise" and "Night Noise 
Guidelines for Europe." 

6. The Draft includes some independent noise measurements and ignores others. 

Action: Incorporate the San Juan County noise reports and the Coupeville noise 
measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS analysis. 

01/08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 
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7. The Draft suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands (SJI) National 
Monument are exempt from National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) protection. 
Protection was granted prior to the establishment of the SJI National Monument. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and 
remove language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 

8. The three Alternatives considered in the Draft are very similar and are based on old 
technology - a piloted jet that requires constant pilot training for safe carrier landing. 

Action: Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets (drones) instead of 
more Growlers to significantly reduce the need for land-based carrier training. 

9. The Draft only examines socioeconomic impacts on Island and Skagit Counties. San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties are or will be impacted by Growler noise. They are very 
dependent on outdoor recreation that is being harmed by Growler flight activity and receive 
little, if any, economic benefit from employment associated with NASWI. 

Action: Examine socioeconomic impacts, including real estate values, on San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties. 

10. All Alternatives in the Draft are irrevocable decisions to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI. 
While some potential noise Mitigation Measures addressed, there is no commitment. 

Action: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their timelines in the Final EIS and 
Record of Decision. 

11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous areas. CEQ Regulation 1502.9 (a) states "If 
a draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude meaningful analysis, the agency shall 
prepare and circulate a revised draft of the appropriate portion." 

Action: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies identified in comments and offer 
further opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is prepared. 

12. Add your own comments here: 

01/08/16 www.Q_yietSkies.info 

• 
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Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-1 SG "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

January, 2017 Comments 

Fill in and mail with comments to: 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
NAVFAC Atlantic Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

1. First Name ---------------

2. Last Name ---'f'-----------------

3. Organization/Affiliation _________________ _ 

4. City, State, ZIP L.,o p E1- TSl-A N-0 I))~ C} ~u { 
5. E-mail 

6. Please check here A[it you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

7. Please check here J(it you would like your name/address kept private 

01 /08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 

METSH0001

1.a. Thank You
12.a. Socioeconomic Study Area
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument



Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-18G "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

January, 2017 Comments 

Note: For Draft EIS page citations and supporting references see www.QuietSkies.info 

1. The Growler is known for its intense low frequency engine rumble, but low frequency noise 
impacts are ignored in the Draft. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies using C-weighting {dBC) 
in addition to A-weighting {dBA). 

2. Analysis of noise impacts in the Draft is based solely on computer simulation. To be valid 
for decision making, models must be verified. 

Action: Provide the data used for simulation. Provide Growler noise measurements 
with afterburners at 100 feet behind the jet in one-third octave bands from 6 Hz to 20 
kHz. Calibrate the computer model with actual noise measurements in locations 
throughout the region. 

3. NOISEMAP is the computer model used in the Draft to predict noise impacts. A Department 
of Defense report found that NOISEMAP is outdated and new software was needed to 
provide "scientifically and legally defensible noise assessments" of the modern, high-thrust 
jet engines used in the Growlers. 

Action: Redo the noise simulation using the more recent Advanced Acoustic Model. 

4. The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) metric used in the Draft was developed for 
commercial airports that operate 365 days a year. DNL is inappropriate for the intermittent 
but intensive military flight activity at NASWI. Averaging over the year assumes, without 
studies, that the quiet days mitigate the noisy days. 

Action: Noise levels should only be averaged over active flying days. 

5. The Draft dismisses long-term health impacts of jet noise because some studies are not 
conclusive. 

Action: Recognize the impacts of Growler noise on health as documented in the 
World Health Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise" and "Night Noise 
Guidelines for Europe." 

6. The Draft includes some independent noise measurements and ignores others. 

Action: Incorporate the San Juan County noise reports and the Coupeville noise 
measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS analysis. 

01 /08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 
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7. The Draft suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands (SJI) National 
Monument are exempt from National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) protection. 
Protection was granted prior to the establishment of the SJI National Monument. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and 
remove language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 

8. The three Alternatives considered in the Draft are very similar and are based on old 
technology - a piloted jet that requires constant pilot training for safe carrier landing. 

Action: Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets (drones) instead of 
more Growlers to significantly reduce the need for land-based carrier training. 

9. The Draft only examines socioeconomic impacts on Island and Skagit Counties. San Juan, 
Jefferson and Claiiam Counties aie or \Nill be impacted by Growler noise. They aie very 
dependent on outdoor recreation that is being harmed by Growler flight activity and receive 
little, if any, economic benefit from employment associated with NASWI. 

Action: Examine socioeconomic impacts, including real estate values, on San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties. 

10. All Alternatives in the Draft are irrevocable decisions to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI. 
While some potential noise Mitigation Measures addressed, there is no commitment. 

Action: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their timelines in the Final EIS and 
Record of Decision. 

11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous areas. CEQ Regulation 1502.9 (a) states "If 
a draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude meaningful analysis, the agency shall 
prepare and circulate a revised draft of the appropriate portion." 

Action: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies identified in comments and offer 
further opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is prepared. 

12. Add your own comments here: 

JJ ~L a.1.L ~ d-Jivu .2 ~ 

01 /08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 
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1. 

------ ---·-- --

Draft Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-186 Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by January 25, 2017 

Online at: 

By mai l at 

www.whidbeyeis.com 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 

23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

Name _ ____________________________ ~ 

2. Organization/ Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired military) 

3. 

4 . 

s. 

Address 

Email 

Phone 

6. Please check here · if you would NOT like to be on the Coupeville Community Allies email list 

Comments 
Check all that concern you . For additional information see www.facebook.com/whidbeyeis 

~ creases in Outlying Field (OLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools 
and quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. Increasing 
OLF operations by 36 % to 475%, with up to 135 flight operations daily, will double the residential areas and 
increase by 10-fold the commercial areas impacted by noise. This is a burden greater than the 
c7ville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

~ creased operations at OLF risk greater aquifer and well contamination. Wells near OLF have now found 
to be contaminated with toxic PFOA compounds from Navy firefighting foam which the Navy continues to 
use for aircraft fires . The extent of contamination has not been determined nor have results been shared w' the community. There is no mitigation plan in place. 

iv/r'he addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones (APZs) surrounding OLF will restrict 
property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

(over) 

MEYJO0001

1.a. Thank You
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.c. Socioeconomic Impacts
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.h. Tourism
12.i. Housing Access and Affordability
12.j. Property Values
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
13.a. Environmental Justice Impacts
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.b. Land Use Compatibility and Air Installations Compatible Use
Zones



- ---- - . --- - ------·· ----------- ----------

~ Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere, despite this being the #1 
r7 st from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

~ n additional 880-1,574 personnel and dependents would severely impact our tight housing market, 
decreasing the already low stock of affordable housing on Whidbey Island. 

~ gle-siting Growlers at NASWI presents a major terrorist risk to our Island, which is served by one 
bri~ nd two ferries. All active electronic warfare jets in the US Military would be at NASWI. 

~ e Growlers are at risk for more mishaps and crashes due to problems with their onboard oxygen 
system that can cause pilot hypoxia, with over 100 incidents in all F/A-18 airframes in 2015 alone. 
Increases in OLF operations increase the risk of crashes on Whidbey Island and in Puget Sound. 

Please include any additional comments here: 

\ \~~ ~ \~~ ~ ~-\- \ c_o__v<,~. (e.1"\,"t- \JJ~ 

?\~e_,~ Q(L +-~~~o ~ q~~ Qre__ \rx::s\ Nu_,'.)~. 

~ O,v-e_ ~ \,(._- ·-tt)D0 ~) ~\ ,e~~ 
~~~~~- ~~~ 
~\\U 4( '{'\~ ~\~'},\') ~~J y~~~ 
~\l~'{{)+/\l'er,¢ ~~LL~~· \V\>,.'...-'S --V+V~t~ L(L(fe_c:ts 
~'--l ~ \.Uc;.~ ~ 6.-.\\. a _ Lo~\il.D, p-e~~ \AY~ 

What else you can do ~ '1 ~+ . ~ 
1. Get involved. To volunteer, email us: coupevillecommunityallies@gmail.com 

2. Call (best) or email your elected officials and share your concerns. The number of 
calls are important. 

a. U.S. Senator Patty Murray: 206.553.5545; www.murray.senate.gov 
b. U.S. Senator Maria Cantwell: 425.303.0114; www.cantwell.senate.gov 

c. U.S. Congressman Rick Larson: 800.652.1385; rick.larsen@mail.house.gov 
d. Governor Jay lnslee: 360.902.4111; governor.wa.gov 

To Learn More 

./ To receive email updates, or to get involved, email us at 
coupevillecommunityallies@gmail.com 

./ Follow us on Facebook at Coupeville Community Allies 

./ Review the Draft EIS and appendices at www.whidbeyeis.com 

All comments submitted by January 25, 2017 will become a part of the public record and will be addressed in the final EIS. 
Personally identifiable information of individuals will be kept confidential and not released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by 
the commenter or as required by law. City, state and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

MEYJO0001



Coupeville, WA 98239

 

I would like to comment on the effects of the EA-18G growler jets flying at OLF. -when
the jets are flying over my house and work place, I wear double hearing protection, the
inner ear foam plugs and the over head ear muffs. Within a few minutes of jets flying my
ears begin to ring and continue to ring until jets either cease or I go inside. My work is
mostly outside so I cannot escape the damaging sound, and when I am home I wish to
work outside. I do not have ringing ears from any other sound generating tasks like
mowing the lawn while wearing earing protection. My work and hobbies do not generate
much loud noise other than the use of occasional gas powered tools for yard work. I have
audiology tests done every year by my employer. So I have a record of my hearing ability
for the last 13 years, if I do not suffer any hearing loss due to other loud noises other than
the 100+ decibel sound of the jets, then there is a very good chance if my hearing record
shows a decline in hearing ability, that jet noise is the cause. My hearing tests show I am
losing a little hearing acuity, I am very concerned that increasing the flight episode #
would cause irreparable hearing loss. This is a measurable negative effect that jet noise
has on me a citizen of Whidbey Island. -I have an AirBnb rental on my property of which I
rent out my space for tourists and students who come mainly to see Coupeville and the
nearby parks or attend the Coupeville Art School. The 100+ decibel noise from jets would
simply not be acceptable to a typical person coming to stay at my place which is
advertised as a peaceful and quiet getaway. This is income lost for me, and the
businesses of Coupeville. This is another measureable negative effect that jet noise has
on local business. -In living in Coupeville for 13 years, of the people I have met or
entertained most of the people by far that come here whether friends, family or visitors
,come for the beauty and serenity, that the parks farmland and historical preserve offer
and the charm, peace and quite that the Coupeville area offers. The flights of the EA-18G
growlers at OLF do not represent or conform to the character of central Whidbey. I vote
for all the visitors, friends and family who came here and can't respond to the Navy EIS,
that no more flights at OLF occur so that friends, family and visitors will come for a
positive memorable experience.

MEYJO0002

1.a. Thank You
12.c. Socioeconomic Impacts
12.h. Tourism
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss



Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-lBG Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex . 

. To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. Name 

2. Organization/Affiliation C-1 '-h~~ 

3. Address . Lop l!C :r~ I a~ 4A I f}.J(p I 
 

4. E-mail 

5. Please check here if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6 Please check here • if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

Please print •Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 

MEYJU0001

1.a. Thank You
12.j. Property Values
12.n. Quality of Life
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.l. No Action Alternative
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.t. Noise Mitigation



All comments must be received by January 25, 2017. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen 
names, telephone numbers, and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will 
be kept confidential and will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as 
required by law. The city, state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

Please print 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

1002860.0041 10 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS Wh1dhey 2016_Commenl Sheetal GRA 6/23/16 
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Lopez Island, WA 98261

1. The Growler is known for its intense low frequency engine rumble, but low frequency
noise impacts are ignored in the Draft. ACTION: Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low
frequencies using C-weighting (dBC) in addition to A-weighting (dBA). 2. Analysis of
noise impacts in the Draft is based solely on computer simulation. To be valid for decision
making, models must be verified. ACTION: Provide the data used for simulation. Provide
Growler noise measurements with afterburners at 100 feet behind the jet in one-third
octave bands from 6 Hz to 20 kHz. Calibrate the computer model with actual noise
measurements in locations throughout the region including the San Juan Islands. 3.
NOISEMAP is the computer model used in the Draft to predict noise impacts. A
Department of Defense report found that NOISEMAP is outdated and new software was
needed to provide “scientifically and legally defensible noise assessments” of the
modern, high-thrust jet engines used in the Growlers. ACTION: Redo the noise
simulation using the more recent Advanced Acoustic Model. 4. The annual Day-Night
Noise Level (DNL) metric used in the Draft was developed for commercial airports that
operate 365 days a year. DNL is inappropriate for the intermittent but intensive military
flight activity at NASWI. Averaging over the year assumes, without studies, that the quiet
days mitigate the noisy days. ACTION: Noise levels should only be averaged over active
flying days. In addition to averaging, determine the instantaneous noise levels
experienced by people living in the region, e.g. South Lopez, Coupeville, Anacortes.
Humans experience the noise occurring at the moment while they are trying to talk or
sleep, not as an average over a day. 5. The Draft dismisses long-term health impacts of
jet noise because some studies are not conclusive. ACTION: Recognize the health
impacts of Growler noise on health as documented in the World Heath Organization
"Guidelines on Community Noise" and "Night Noise Guidelines for Europe." 6. The Draft
includes some independent noise measurements and ignores others. ACTION:
Incorporate the San Juan County noise reports and the Coupeville noise measurements
performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS analysis. 7. The Draft suggests that the lands
and waters of the San Juan Islands (SJI) National Monument are exempt from National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) protection. Protection was granted prior to the
establishment of the SJI National Monument. ACTION: Evaluate impacts of the
Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and remove language stating that the
Monument is exempt from NEPA. 8. The three Alternatives considered in the Draft are
very similar and are based on old technology – a piloted jet that requires constant pilot
training for safe carrier landing. ACTION: Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys
UCLASS jets (drones) instead of more Growlers to significantly reduce the need for
land-based carrier training. 9. The Draft only examines socioeconomic impacts on Island
and Skagit Counties. San Juan, Jefferson and Clallam Counties are or will be impacted
by Growler noise. They are very dependent on outdoor recreation areas that are being
harmed by Growler flight activity and receive little, if any, economic benefit from
employment associated with NASWI. ACTION: Examine socioeconomic impacts,
including real estate values, on San Juan, Jefferson and Clallam Counties. Real estate
values on South Lopez have already been impacted, and real estate sales contracts now
include a disclaimer that the property may be impacted by aircraft noise from NASWI. 10.
All Alternatives in the Draft are irrevocable decisions to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI.

MEYJU0002

1.a. Thank You
12.a. Socioeconomic Study Area
12.h. Tourism
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument



While some potential noise Mitigation Measures addressed, there is no commitment.
ACTION: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their timelines in the Final EIS and
Record of Decision. 11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous areas. CEQ
Regulation 1502.9 (a) states “If a draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude
meaningful analysis, the agency shall prepare and circulate a revised draft of the
appropriate portion.” ACTION: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies identified in
comments and offer further opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is
prepared.

MEYJU0002



Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-1 SG "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

January, 2017 Comments 

Fill in and mail with comments to: 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
NAVFAC Atlantic Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

1. First Name -~-1 ________________ _ 

2. Last Name  
3. Organi~ation/Affiliation ---=--k~·\k~Z""""""-~\~...,;;;;· ~~eoL~,::....::::1 """"-----------

4. City, State, ZIP ~~-z_ \_~,::e\ W~ C,8&le \ 

5. E-mail 

6. Please check here t31f you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

7. Please check here ffif you would like your name/address kept private 

01 /08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 

MEYKE0001

1.a. Thank You
12.a. Socioeconomic Study Area
12.h. Tourism
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument



Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-1 SG "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

January, 2017 Comments 

Note: For Draft EIS page citations and supporting references see www.QuietSkies.info 

1. The Growler is known for its intense low frequency engine rumble, but low frequency noise 
impacts are ignored in the Draft. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies using C-weighting (dBC) 
in addition to A-weighting (dBA). 

2. Analysis of noise impacts in the Draft is based solely on computer simulation. To be valid 
for decision making, models must be verified. 

Action: Provide the data used for simulation. Provide Growler noise measurements 
with afterburners at 100 feet behind the jet in one-third octave bands from 6 Hz to 20 
kHz. Calibrate the computer model with actual noise measurements in locations 
throughout the region. 

3. NOISEMAP is the computer model used in the Draft to predict noise impacts. A Department 
of Defense report found that NOISEMAP is outdated and new software was needed to 
provide "scientifically and legally defensible noise assessments" of the modern, high-thrust 
jet engines used in the Growlers. 

Action: Redo the noise simulation using the more recent Advanced Acoustic Model. 

4. The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) metric used in the Draft was developed for 
commercial airports that operate 365 days a year. DNL is inappropriate for the intermittent 
but intensive military flight activity at NASWI. Averaging over the year assumes, without 
studies, that the quiet days mitigate the noisy days. 

Action: Noise levels should only be averaged over active flying days. 

5. The Draft dismisses long-term health impacts of jet noise because some studies are not 
conclusive. 

Action: Recognize the impacts of Growler noise on health as documented in the 
World Health Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise" and "Night Noise 
Guidelines for Europe." 

6. The Draft includes some independent noise measurements and ignores others. 

Action: Incorporate the San Juan County noise reports and the Coupeville noise 
measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS analysis. 

01/08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 
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7. The Draft suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands (SJI) National 
Monument are exempt from National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) protection. 
Protection was granted prior to the establishment of the SJI National Monument. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and 
remove language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 

8. The three Alternatives considered in the Draft are very similar and are based on old 
technology - a piloted jet that requires constant pilot training for safe carrier landing. 

Action: Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets (drones) instead of 
more Growlers to significantly reduce the need for land-based carrier training. 

9. The Draft only examines socioeconomic impacts on Island and Skagit Counties. San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties are or will be impacted by Growlei noise. They are very 
dependent on outdoor recreation that is being harmed by Growler flight activity and receive 
little, if any, economic benefit from employment associated with NASWI. 

Action: Examine socioeconomic impacts, including real estate values, on San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties. 

1 O. All Alternatives in the Draft are irrevocable decisions to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI. 
While some potential noise Mitigation Measures addressed, there is no commitment. 

Action: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their timelines in the Final EIS and 
Record of Decision. 

11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous areas. CEO Regulation 1502.9 (a) states "If 
a draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude meaningful analysis, the agency shall 
prepare and circulate a revised draft of the appropriate portion." 

Action: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies identified in comments and offer 
further opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is prepared. 

12. Add your own comments here: 

01 /08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 
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San Juan Island, WA 98250

 

Please please consider the people living in the area of Whidbey island. In the name of
national security our quality of life is being diminished unecesarily. There has to be a way
to allow the planes to fly without risking our quality of life. Can we focus on a muffler
system for the planes? count me as one more disgruntled islander and please DO what
you can to reduce the terrifying noise. Noise levels should only be .averaged over active
flying days!

MICLI0001

1.a. Thank You
12.n. Quality of Life
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels
4.t. Noise Mitigation



anacortes, WA 98221

I support EA-18Gs and understand the importance of the Growler mission. I own a home
underneath the pattern for NASWI and understand the importance of the training required
by EA-18G aircrew. I recommend and support 80% of EA-18G FCLPs be conducted at
OLF Coupeville, since OLF Coupeville's pattern is very similar to what aircrew encounter
at the aircraft carrier and it is a better training environment than Ault Field.

MICSE0001

1.a. Thank You
2.m. Record of Decision/Preferred Alternative



Lopez Island, WA 98261

1. The Growler is known for its intense low frequency engine rumble, but low frequency
noise impacts are ignored in the Draft. ACTION: Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low
frequencies using C-weighting (dBC) in addition to A-weighting (dBA). 2. Analysis of
noise impacts in the Draft is based solely on computer simulation. To be valid for decision
making, models must be verified. ACTION: Provide the data used for simulation. Provide
Growler noise measurements with afterburners at 100 feet behind the jet in one-third
octave bands from 6 Hz to 20 kHz. Calibrate the computer model with actual noise
measurements in locations throughout the region. 3. NOISEMAP is the computer model
used in the Draft to predict noise impacts. A Department of Defense report found that
NOISEMAP is outdated and new software was needed to provide “scientifically and
legally defensible noise assessments” of the modern, high-thrust jet engines used in the
Growlers. ACTION: Redo the noise simulation using the more recent Advanced Acoustic
Model. 4. The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) metric used in the Draft was
developed for commercial airports that operate 365 days a year. DNL is inappropriate for
the intermittent but intensive military flight activity at NASWI. Averaging over the year
assumes, without studies, that the quiet days mitigate the noisy days. ACTION: Noise
levels should only be averaged over active flying days. 5. The Draft dismisses long-term
health impacts of jet noise because some studies are not conclusive. ACTION:
Recognize the health impacts of Growler noise on health as documented in the World
Heath Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise" and "Night Noise Guidelines for
Europe." 6. The Draft includes some independent noise measurements and ignores
others. ACTION: Incorporate the San Juan County noise reports and the Coupeville
noise measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS analysis. 7. The Draft
suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands (SJI) National Monument are
exempt from National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) protection. Protection was
granted prior to the establishment of the SJI National Monument. ACTION: Evaluate
impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and remove language stating
that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 8. The three Alternatives considered in the
Draft are very similar and are based on old technology – a piloted jet that requires
constant pilot training for safe carrier landing. ACTION: Evaluate a new Alternative that
deploys UCLASS jets (drones) instead of more Growlers to significantly reduce the need
for land-based carrier training. 9. The Draft only examines socioeconomic impacts on
Island and Skagit Counties. San Juan, Jefferson and Clallam Counties are or will be
impacted by Growler noise. They are very dependent on outdoor recreation that is being
harmed by Growler flight activity and receive little, if any, economic benefit from
employment associated with NASWI. ACTION: Examine socioeconomic impacts,
including real estate values, on San Juan, Jefferson and Clallam Counties. 10. All
Alternatives in the Draft are irrevocable decisions to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI.
While some potential noise Mitigation Measures addressed, there is no commitment.
ACTION: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their timelines in the Final EIS and
Record of Decision. 11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous areas. CEQ
Regulation 1502.9 (a) states “If a draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude
meaningful analysis, the agency shall prepare and circulate a revised draft of the
appropriate portion.” ACTION: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies identified in
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1.a. Thank You
12.a. Socioeconomic Study Area
12.h. Tourism
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
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4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
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4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument



comments and offer further opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is
prepared.

MICWE0001



Coupeville, WA 98239

Increasing touch and goes at the OLF is an unacceptable proposition. As a Navy spouse,
I've lived for the past twenty years under the flight path of Navy jets. I understood at each
location exactly what I was signing up for. And I lived near the base. Coupeville is NOT a
base location, it is a rural community. The residents of Coupeville selected to live in a
town without the base and all that goes with it. It is inappropriate to increase the number
of touch and goes at the OLF. Ault Field was and remains the appropriate location for the
bulk of operations. I have no issue with continuing the current level of operations at the
OLF, but the OLF is not a base. It should remain a supplemental support air strip.

MIEWI0001

1.a. Thank You
2.m. Record of Decision/Preferred Alternative



Oak Harbor, WA 98277

We need the OLF to continue to have our pilots trained to the bestkee of their abilities. I
strongly support and urge all veterans and civilians to keep OLF open.

MIHTE0001

1.a. Thank You



Seattle, WA 98144

 

To whom it may concern, I am deeply concerned about the Navy proposal to conduct war
games and trainings in the Olympic National Forest with 5,000 “events” a year. Growler
planes which will be used in these exercises can produce 150 decibels of sound, enough
to cause instantaneous hearing loss. (110 db is the threshold for permamant hearing
loss). In both humans and wildlife, effects from loud noise include hearing loss, increased
stress hormones, cardiovascular disease, immune system compromise and
behavioral/psychosocial impacts. This plan is terrible for people, for wildlife and, given the
amount of fuel used in the Growlers, for the planet. As a person of faith and as a mother,
I believe that what the Navy is planning to do is unconscionable. Please listen to the
public and please consider the HEALTH and future of the children of Washington State.
This plan must be stopped. Sincerely, 

MILAN0001

1.a. Thank You
19.d. Electronic Warfare
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
6.b. National Ambient Air Quality Standards Compliance



LaConner, WA 98257

I own property in LaConner & I hope you get the BIGGEST BADDEST aircraft the world
has ever known & fly them whenever & where ever you want! The noise does not bother
me, in fact I like to hear it. Please ignore these people who complain, They don't
remember WWII. I do, my brother died in a Jap prison camp!

MILBE0001

1.a. Thank You



Coupeville, WA 98239

I have lived here since 1962. I have sold real estate in the Coupeville OLF area since
2002. In the Town of Coupeville for the last 10 years the median sales price has been
$287,750 and there have averaged 19 sales. In the last two years (2015 & 2016) the
median sales prices have exceeded the 10 year average and the # of sales have
exceeded the same 10 year average. In the vacant land category (vac land sales are
DOWN all over Western WA), the average # of sales in all of Central Whidbey in the last
ten years has been 36.5/year. In the past two years it has been 41 (2015) and 52
(2016)...dispelling COER's myth that the Growlers have negatively impacted real estate.
Additionally, the Growler is only 3dB louder than the Prowler (by test). Central Whidbey
historically has been a friend of the US Military (think of the big guns and mortars at Ft
Casey) and between the County and those of us in the real estate profession not a single
person that I knoe of have ever been sold a home or lot without being made to sign a
NOISE DISCLOSURE statement which uses the two descriptive words "significant
noise." Michael Monson's lie about his Realtor not making him sign this disclosure was
brought to light by the Whidbey News Times without an apology for his deceit toward his
Realtor. COER's history of lying, bullying, intimidation and their frivolous lawsuits have
cost taxpayers millions as the US Navy has had to make squadrons and their mechs
tgravel to places like El Centro, CA to conduct crictical training which could be done right
here at the OLF designed, paid for by taxpayers for our own local squadrons. Shame on
COER who put their own self-serving interests ahead of the nation. Historic uses of the
Coupeville OLF have probably averaged over 18,000 operation/year, and many times
between 20,000 and 30,000+ in the past. I hope the EIS members will take the time to
see through this smoke screen and recommend the OLF be used for which it was
designed: to train the best carrier pilots in the world.

MILCL0001

1.a. Thank You
7.c. Noise Disclosure



seattle, WA 98136

The people and children of whidbey island deserve better. They deserve clean water and
air. They also deserve to live where they don't have to constantly have to put up with the
sound pollution caused by low altitude flybys. There are many alternatives for training
opportunities for the naval personnel that does not endanger the civilians whose tax
dollars pay not only the salaries but fund the armed services.

MILCO0001

1.a. Thank You
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
6.b. National Ambient Air Quality Standards Compliance



 

Bainbridge Island, WA 98110 

February 19, 2017 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command ( NAVFAC) Atlantic 

6506 Hampton Blvd 

Norfolk, VA 23508 

Attn: Code EV21/SS 

To Whomsoever It Might Concern, 

Thank you for extending the comment period to February 24, 2017 concerning the Navy's activities in 

the Pacific Northwest, Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and the people, wildlife, ecosystems, 

and other biological resources that may be affected by them. 

I write to urge you to cease EA-18G Growler practice, wherever it is, and put the Navy's might and 

science toward the work of repairing our planet's systems. 

I don't know much but there is one thing I'm sure of. War is outmoded and unnecessary at this time in 

human evolution. Our small planet cannot survive more battles, more toxicity, more disruption to 

natural systems. The consequences of the new Growler technology cannot be foreseen. We humans are 

not brilliant enough. Let us learn from our experience with underwater sonar- unintended 

consequences have wreaked havoc on the deep waters we are all dependent on for oxygen ... The 

systems that keep our planet providing for life are complex and interdependent and they've been 

stressed to the limit. 

Please consider putting war funds into green technology projects ... new jobs, new explorations. Please 

cease and desist the call to greater destructive madness. Consider all the lives at stake, including our 

own. 

MILDE0001

1.a. Thank You



Port Townsend, WA 98368

Greetings: Please extend the deadline for submitting comments for an additional 36 days

MILDO0001

1.a. Thank You
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.f. Use of Public Comments



Freeland, WA 98249

I am very concerned that the environmental impacts of the following issues due to
increased flight operations at the OLF are not adequately address in the draft
Environmental Impact Statement: - health effects from noise and low-frequency sound on
residents, marine and terrestrial life and those involved in businesses, agriculture,
schools, hospital, and County and Town public government facilities, particularly in the
Coupeville area but also in other communities on the South end of Whidbey Island; - a
decrease in tourism and private property values because of the noise; - an increase in
risk of contaminants in aquafer and wells. I am also concerned about the increased
security risk of residents of Whidbey Island as well as the potential for more mishaps and
crash risks.

MILEL0001

1.a. Thank You
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.j. Property Values
12.n. Quality of Life
2.f. Use of Public Comments
4.p. Sleep Disturbance
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.s. Health Impact Assessment and Long-term Health Study
Requests
5.a. Accident Potential Zones



Mount vernon, WA 98273

The levels of noise we are living with is increasingly intolerable at my home in Bay View
on Padilla Bay, and it is not even indicated on your map of affected areas. We cannot
conduct conversation indoors when the flyovers are close to the house. We are awoken
from sleep with close flyovers. We raise our voices in strong objection to increasing the
numbers of growlers and overflights of our home in western Skagit Valley and our state
park Deception Pass on Whidbey Island. We also object to the noise of conducting
practice warfare over wilderness in our mountain and coastal areas of Olympic National
Park and the North Cascades, the US Navy Growlers do not make the Navy a welcome
neighbor, and the timing and behavior of your flight paths seem to disregard lives of the
the population you serve. Please do not add additional noise and flights and growlers to
Whidbey island and western Washington. Very sincerely yours, 

MILEL0002

1.a. Thank You
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
19.d. Electronic Warfare
4.e. Day-Night Average Sound Level Contours and Noise
4.l. Points of Interest
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.n. Speech Interference (Indoor and Outdoor)
4.p. Sleep Disturbance
9.a. Consideration of Tribes



January 6, 2017 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) Atlantic 
Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

Re: Public Comment Against Draft EIS for EA-18G "Growler" Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station 
Whidbey Island 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

I am a resident of Clallam County Washington. I am extremely concerned about the effects of noise 

generated by the Electronic Attack Squadron (VAQ) 132 over the Olympic National Park and surrounding 

areas including populated areas. Every effort should be made to mitigate the noise to prevent injury to 

habitat for humans and other animals. I understand that there is no need for the pilots to be at an 

elevation (other than for landing and take-off} lower than ten-thousand feet, but pilots have been well 

below this elevation numerous times as evidenced by the flight records kept by the Whidbey NAS and by 

many complaints received by NAS Whidbey. Can you find a way to assure citizens that flights will not be 

lower than the ten-thousand foot level? 

I also understand that a similar aircraft practices in Mountain Home Idaho AFB, home of the 366 Airforce 

wing. In fact, the 390th Electronic Combat Squadron, which I believe includes the Electronic Attack 

Squadron, located at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island, Wash., is assigned to the 366th Operations Group 

out of Mountain Home AFB. Is the duplication of such training facilities necessary? 

I am sure you are aware of the December 16, 2016 incident at NAS Whidbey. The US Navy (USN) has 

grounded its fleet of Boeing F/A-18E/F Super Hornet and EA-18G Growler combat aircraft while it 

investigates the cause of a ground incident on 16 December that injured two flight-crew. 

The incident at Naval Air Station (NAS) Whidbey Island in Washington state saw an EA-18G Growler from 

Electronic Attack Squadron {VAQ} 132 experience an unspecified "on-deck emergency" that required both 

crew members to be airlifted to hospital, a USN statement said. 

The Olympic National Park is a National Heritage site, and citizens on the Olympic Peninsula deserve 

reasonable noise mitigation. I strongly urge appropriate, affective noise mitigation and high altitude only 

flights which the current draft EIS does not adequately address or resolve. 

Sincerely, 

Address: _.. _ ~-~-~ __ 1 ,;y-......_, -~ _\,--_-_lA._~_~_'3_8_'-

cc: Hon. Derek Kilmer, U.S. Congressman, 6th CD, WA State 

MILGE0001

1.a. Thank You
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
2.a. Purpose and Need
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
3.a. Aircraft Operations
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
4.l. Points of Interest
4.t. Noise Mitigation
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children



Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-18G Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by February 24, 2017 

1. 

Online at: http://www.whidbeyeis.com/Comment.aspx 
By mail at Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 

23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

Name 

2. Organization/ Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired military) 

3. 

4. 

Address ~,,i;iev , l/e__1 L,u/\ LRJ:3/' 

Email 

Increases in Outlying Field {OLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools and 
quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. This is a burden 

greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

Comments 
Please check all that concern you and add additional comments on the back. 

The environmental impacts of the following issues due to increased flight operations at the OLF are not 
adequately addressed in the draft Environmental Impact Statement {EIS): 

~alth effects from noise and low-frequency sound. 

~inesses, schools, hospital, and County and Town public government operations in the 
Coupeville area. 

~ecrease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville, hiking and birding at Ebey's Landing 
National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference Center, Fort Casey State Park, The Pacific Rim 
Institute. 

~ecrease in private property values due to noise. 

(over) 

MILKA0001

1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



~oor recreation limits, as well as children's and family's health, at Rhododendron Park ball 

fields. 

~se impacts on commercial properties including agriculture. 

~afer and well contamination. 

Additional Concerns: 

~ addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones ( APZs) surrounding OLF will 

restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

~e Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere despite this being one of 

the top issues from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

~impact on marine and terrestrial wildlife. 

~ major security risk for Whidbey Island by siting all Growlers here. 

~ps and crash risks due to problems such as their onboard oxygen system. 

Please include any additional comments and concerns here: 

All comments will become a part of the public record and will be addressed in the final EIS. Personally identifiable information of 
individuals will be kept confidential and not released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. 
City, state and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

For more information, see, Coupeville Community Allies, www.facebook.com/whidbeyeis 

Coupeville Community Allies is a group of community members committed to sharing accurate 
information to all Coupeville and Whidbey Island residents regarding the Growler DEIS. We 
encourage everyone to get involved in the discussion of our future and to submit comments 
and concerns. 

Prepared by Coupeville Community Allies 

January 1 8, 201 7 

MILKA0001



Mossyrock, WA 98564

Please, stop this plan to do warfare training over our beautiful Olympic Peninsula. Our
forests are not only retreats for humans but they are the homes of thousands of species
of wildlife. I have hiked and ridden my horses in these areas since I was a child and these
areas are one of the few remaining areas that a person can go to for reprieve from the
noise pollution of the city. Please don't bring this pollution to our forests.

MILMA0001

1.a. Thank You
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
19.d. Electronic Warfare



coupeville, WA 98239

 

Let them fly!

MILMA0002

1.a. Thank You



Oak Bay, British Columbia V8P 1B9

Please don't tar all of us Canadians with the same brush. Some people having nothing
better to do with their time, including the Mayor of Oak Bay, than to whine and complain.
For me, the sound I hear coming from the Growlers is that of peace, safety and security.
Thank you!

MILMI0001

1.a. Thank You



Oak Harbor, WA 98277

 

My first husband was cut short on his training because he was needed on the carrier.
Two weeks later he was killed. This is why I feel it is so important that these men are
trained as much as they need. I would not want any other family to know the pain I have
gone through. It is not worth the lives of these men and women who are laying their live
on the line every day for all of us to know the freedom we have. I have a difficult time
listening to all of their complaints when we have to live everyday wondering if our loved
ones are okay or the rest of our lives without them, just because someone chose to live
where they live. I know from where I speak, I also have a grandson who flies the F-18.

MILNA0001

1.a. Thank You



port angeles, WA 98363

I have many, many concerns over your proposed actions with the Growler Airfield
operations and will submit several comments. One huge concern is the fact that you have
NO ALTERNATIVE with NO additional Growler jets. ALL of the alternatives assume
34-36 additional jets and do not acknowledge the fact that an alternative should have
NONE and that since you are planning an ADDITIONAL 42 jets not even mentioned in
this EIS, you should have an alternative with 70+. You are being duplicitous, dishonest.
How can we trust the Navy? I am deeply concerned that you have no EIS that
acknowledges that your many separate plans for the Olympic Peninsula are coordinated
and together will cause even more extensive harm to us humans and the Wilderness with
its wild creatures and precious silence. You seem to have no respect for Silence and a
rural way of life, and you seem to think that this is the easiest target to overcome in
forcing your plans on the public. I also am concerned that you are not studying noise in
places other than the spaces around the airfields where you will take off and land. Of
course I am concerned for those spaces and the mental anguish, loss of hearing, and
loss of property values you would be causing with these jet take-offs and landings. But I
am also concerned for the noise we are already experiencing on the Olympic Peninsula,
as I am ALREADY experiencing noise either high or low in the sky that alarms me and
provokes me---and you have plans to increase flight operations from 6100 to 35,100 or
maybe more with 70+ jets??? How about our Wilderness area, used by humans in need
of silence as well as wild creatures that can only be adversely affected. Do you have
such arrogance that you think these jets are more important? Your EIS is incomplete and
missing many points that need to be taken into consideration. These are a few.

MILPA0001

1.a. Thank You
1.b. Best Available Science and Data
10.a. Biological Resources Study Area
12.j. Property Values
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4.e. Day-Night Average Sound Level Contours and Noise
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4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife



EA-1 SG EIS Project Manager, 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) Atlantic
Attn: Code EV21/SS, 
6506 Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

December 7, 2016 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I have watched as two families who have lived on Lopez Island, WA, for generations 
are seriously considering leaving their homes because the EA-1 SG Growler noise is 
unbearable. These are valued community members whose families all predated the 
Growlers, and who are heart-broken about needing to leave their homes. It is 
unconscionable that the military has so violated and invaded valued citizens' lives that 
they are driven from their beloved homes in the U.S.A. Clearly the EIS is severely 
flawed in that it not only perpetuates this invasive violation, but seeks to increase it. 

To state the obvious: 
1.The noise analysis was based on a flawed, outdated noise simulation model, and 
therefore scientifically and legally indefensible. [Wyle Laboratories, Aircraft Noise Study 
for Naval Air Station Joint Reserve Base Fort Worth Fort Worth, Texas, August 2004, p. 
1-3. Accessed on 12/3/2016 from 
httg:/ /w_ww .nctcog.org/tr~ns/avia!iol]/jlus/n.Qjpestudy04:_Pdf and SER PD, "Advanced 
Acoustic Model Technical Reference and User Manual" Project WP-1304, August 
2010. Accessed on 12/3/2014 from httRs://www.serdQ
estcg_.org/content/d9wnload/9133/109394/file/WP-1304-TR.pdf .] 
2. Even if the computer model was good, the lack of transparency around the "library 
of noise measurement data" from which the model draws makes it very difficult to 
assess the credibility of the simulation results. 
3. Based on assessments by Naval Research Advisory Committee (NRAC), it appears 
that the Navy has no consistent measurement methodology and standards, no well
maintained jet noise database, and lacking noise data measurements. To be compliant 
with NEPA and related laws, the Navy should therefore conduct its own noise 
measurements on the Growler operations and consider the community noise 
measurement data. 
4. NRAC put forward several operational strategies for jet noise reductions (e.g. 
"cutback" (slower climb) and elimination of afterburner use during takeoff) that should 
be incorporated as noise reduction measures in the EIS. 
5. The EIS should provide more complete and easily accessible presentation of noise 
assessment results. 
6. As a measure of accountability, the Navy should consider ongoing noise monitoring 
and making annual noise reports, as exemplified by the Australian Super Hornet noise 
report. 
7. The 1500-page draft EIS is not in compliant with the CEQ regulations of maximum 

MILRH0001
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4.t. Noise Mitigation
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument



300-page limit. At a minimum, the Navy should give citizens more time to review the 
draft EIS. 

I also encourage the Navy to undertake a Supplemental EIS in accordance with CEO 
Regulation 1502.9(c) https://ceq.doe.gov/nepa/regs/ceq/1502.htm#1502.9. 

The following questions need to be addressed: 

• Why isn't C-weighting noise monitoring also used throughout the EIS? 
• What are the impacts of the low frequency vibrations such as what the Growlers 

produce, on residents of Whidbey and Lopez Island and other human beings? 
• What are the health effects of the Growler noise on the residents of Whidbey 

and Lopez Island, or its equivalent on other human beings? 
• Why is the Growler not designed to be more on the "stealth" scale than the high 

noise scale. 
• What is the impact of this expansion on Whidbey Island Schools? 
• What is the impact of this expansion on housing on Whidbey Island? 
• What is the impact of this expansion on human services on Whidbey Island? 
• What is the impact of the Growler noise on children and babies trying to sleep, 

since these planes fly well after 7 p.m., sometimes until 1 a.m. over populated 
areas. 

I ask that you do the following: 
(1) Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies (C-weighted, dBC). 
(2) Recognize the impacts of low frequency Growler noise on health. 
(3) Incorporate San Juan County noise reports in the EIS analysis. 
(4) Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and remove 
language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 
(5) Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets (drones) instead of more 
Growlers. 
(6) Commit to Mitigation Measures and timelines in the Record of Decision. 

I cannot express adequately what a travesty is being thrust upon innocent U.S. citizen 
lives on Whidbey and Lopez Island. 

~ .m:lon in at least mitigating this travesty. 

Lopez Island, WA 98261 
 

 

MILRH0001



Lopez Island, WA 98261

Please extend the deadline for comments on the Final EIS for increasing Growlers at
NAS Whidbey.

MILRH0002

1.a. Thank You
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.f. Use of Public Comments



EA-1 BG EIS Project Manager, 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) Atlantic -
Attn: Code EV21/SS, 
6506 Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

December 7, 2016 

To Whom It May Concern: 

1 have watched as two families who have lived on Lopez Island, WA, for generations 
are seriously considering leaving their homes because the EA-1 SG Growler noise is 
unbearable. These are valued community members whose families all predated the 
Growlers, and who are heart-broken about needing to leave their homes. It is 
unconscionable that the military has so violated and invaded valued citizens' lives that 
they are driven from their beloved homes in the U.S.A. Clearly the EIS is severely 
flawed ln that it not only perpetuates this invasive violation, but seeks to increase it. 

To state the obvious: 
1.The noise analysis was based on a flawed, outdated noise simulation model, and 
therefore scientifically and legally indefensible. [Wyle Laboratories, Aircraft Noise Study 
for Naval Air Station Joint Reserve Base Fort Worth Fort Worth, Texas, August 2004, p. 
1-3. Accessed on 12/3/2016 from 
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/aviation/jlus/noisestudy04.pdf and SERPD, "Advanced 
Acoustic Model Technical Reference and User Manual" Project WP-1304, August 
2010. Accessed on 12/3/2014 from https://www.serdp
estcp.org/content/download/9133/109364/!ile/WP-1304-TR.pdf .] 
2. Even if the computer model was good, the lack of transparency around the "library 
of noise measurement data" from which the model draws makes it very difficult to 
assess the credibility of the simulation results. 
3. Based on assessments by Naval Research Advisory Committee (NRAC), it appears 
that the Navy has no consistent measurement methodology and standards, no wel!
maintained jet noise database, and lacking noise data measurements. To be compliant 
with NEPA and related laws, the Navy should therefore conduct its own noise 
measurements on the Growler operations and consider the community noise 
measurement data. 
4. NRAC put forward several operational strategies for jet noise reductions (e.g. 
"cutback" (slower climb) and elimination of afterburner use during takeoff) that should 
be incorporated as noise reduction measures in the EIS. 
5. The EIS should provide more complete and easily accessible presentation of noise 
assessment results. 
6. As a measure of accountability, the Navy should consider ongoing noise monitoring 
and making annual noise reports, as exemplified by the Australian Super Hornet noise 
report. 
7. The 1500-page draft EIS is not in compliant with the CEQ regulations of maximum 

MILRH0003

1.a. Thank You
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.e. Day-Night Average Sound Level Contours and Noise
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument



300-page limit. At a minimum, the Navy should give citizens more time to review the 
draft EIS. 

I also encourage the Navy to undertake a Supplemental EIS in accordance with CEQ 
Regulation 1502.9(c) I ittps:f ;c·-'-'1·do .. · .u0v;1~('r<~/ 1 '€;~.l~·f• .. eq: • ::..n? .i 1trn•i ! ~,~P. 9. 

The following questions need to be addressed: 

• Why isn't C-weighting noise monitoring also used throughout the EIS? 
• What are the impacts of the low frequency vibrations such as what the Growlers 

produce, on residents of Whidbey and Lopez Island and other human beings? 
What are the health effects of the Growler noise on the residents of Whidbey 
and Lopez Island, or its equivalent on other human beings? 

• Why is the Growler not designed to be more on the "stealth" scale than the high 
noise scale. 

• What is the impact of this expansion on Whidbey Island Schools? 
• What is the impact of this expansion on housing on Whidbey Island? 
• What is the impact of this expansion on human services on Whidbey Island? 
• What is the impact of the Growler noise on children and babies trying to sleep, 

since these planes fly well after 7 p.m., sometimes until 1 a.m. over populated 
areas. 

I ask that you do the following: 
(1) Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies (C-weighted, dBC). 
(2) Recognize the impacts of low frequency Growler noise on health. 
(3) Incorporate San Juan County noise reports in the EIS analysis. 
(4) Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and remove 
language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 
(5) Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets (drones) instead of more 
Growlers. 
(6) Commit to Mitigation Measures and timelines in the Record of Decision. 

I cannot express adequately what a travesty is being thrust upon innocent U.S. citizen 
lives on Whidbey and Lopez Island. 

7-''=:".:>''../'i m~ation in at least mitigating this travesty. 

Lopez Island, WA 98261 

MILRH0003



Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-1 BG "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

Fw-r~ 
Ja1,uar~ 2017 Comments 

ft1~ 

Fill in and mail with comments to: 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
NAVFAC Atlantic Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

1. First Name _______________ _ 

2. Last Name 

3. Organization/Affiliation __________________ _ 

4. City, State, ZIP 1-o rF&Z :E$L4// Q wA 9f";;l_/o ( 
5.E-mail 

6. Please check here D if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

7. Pl_ease check here D if you would like your name/address kept private 

01 /08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 

MILRH0004

1.a. Thank You
12.a. Socioeconomic Study Area
12.c. Socioeconomic Impacts
12.j. Property Values
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.d. Program of Record for Buying Growler Aircraft
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered but Eliminated
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.s. Health Impact Assessment and Long-term Health Study
Requests
4.t. Noise Mitigation
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument



Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-1 BG "Growler" Airfie ld 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

January, 2017 Comments 

Note: For Draft EIS page citations and supporting references see www.QuietSkies.info 

1. The Growler is known for its intense low frequency engine rumble, but low frequency noise 
impacts are ignored in the Draft. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies using C-weighting (dBC) 
in addition to A-weighting (dBA). 

2. Analysis of noise impacts in the Draft is based solely on computer simulation. To be valid 
for decision making, models must be verified. 

Action: Provide the data used for simulation. Provide Growler noise measurements 
with afterburners at 100 feet behind the jet in one-third octave bands from 6 Hz to 20 
kHz. Calibrate the computer model with actual noise measurements in locations 
throughout the region. 

3. NOISEMAP is the computer model used in the Draft to predict noise impacts. A Department 
of Defense report found that NOISEMAP is outdated and new software was needed to 
provide "scientifically and legally defensible noise assessments" of the modern, high-thrust 
jet engines used in the Growlers. 

Action: Redo the noise simulation using the more recent Advanced Acoustic Model. 

4. The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) metric used in the Draft was developed for 
commercial airports that operate 365 days a year. DNL is inappropriate for the intermittent 
but intensive military flight activity at NASWI. Averaging over the year assumes, without 
studies, that the quiet days mitigate the noisy days. 

Action: Noise levels should only be averaged over active flying days. 

5. The Draft dismisses long-term health impacts of jet noise because some studies are not 
conclusive. 

Action: Recognize the impacts of Growler noise on health as documented in the 
World Health Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise" and "Night Noise 
Guidelines for Europe." 

6. The Draft includes some independent noise measurements and ignores others. 

Action: Incorporate the San Juan County noise reports and the Coupeville noise 
measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS analysis. 

01/08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 
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7. The Draft suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands (SJI) National 
Monument are exempt from National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) protection. 
Protection was granted prior to the establishment of the SJI National Monument. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and 
remove language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 

8. The three Alternatives considered in the Draft are very similar and are based on old 
technology- a piloted jet that requires constant pilot training for safe carrier landing. 

Action: Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets {drones) instead of 
more Growlers to significantly reduce the need for land-based carrier training. 

9. The Draft only examines socioeconomic impacts on Island and Skagit Counties. San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties are or will be impacted by Growler noise. They are very 
dependent on outdoor recreation that is being harmed by Growler flight activity and receive 
little, if any, economic benefit from employment associated with NASWI. 

Action: Examine socioeconomic impacts, including real estate values, on San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties. 

10. All Alternatives in the Draft are irrevocable decisions to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI. 
While some potential noise Mitigation Measures addressed, there is no commitment. 

Action: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their timelines in the Final EIS and 
Record of Decision. 

11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous areas. CEO Regulation 1502.9 (a) states "If 
a draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude meaningful analysis, the agency shall 
prepare and circulate a revised draft of the appropriate portion." 

Action: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies identified in comments and offer 
further opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is prepared. 

12. Add your own comments here: 

01/08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 
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Failing to Address the 40 Additional Growlers at NASWI in the Draft EIS 

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is deficient in not addressing 40 additional 
Growlers that are in the process of delivery beyond the 35 or 36 identified in the Proposed 
Action. The Draft EIS states that 

The Proposed Action would: 
• continue and expand existing Growler operations at the Naval Air Station Whidbey 
Island complex, which includes field carrier landing practice by Growler aircraft that 
occurs at Ault Field and Outlying Landing Field Coupeville 
• increase electronic attack capabilities by adding 35 or 36 aircraft to support an 
expanded U.S. Department of Defense mission for identifying, tracking, and targeting 
in a complex electronic warfare environment 

The Environmental Impact Statement evaluates the potential environmental 
impacts associated with the following resource areas : airspace, noise, 
safety, ... , as well as the cumulative impacts of the Proposed Action and other local 
projects. [emphasis added] 1 

The Draft also states that the total number of Growler Aircraft at Ault Field will be 117 
or 118.z 

A Department of Defense (DoD) report from 2016 states 

The procurement profile of the FY 2017 PB adds 7 EA-18G aircraft in FY 2016. The 
result of this addition will be a FY 2016 FRP contract for Lot 40 EA-18G aircraft, 
which increases the total Program of Record (PoR) from 150 to 157 . ... These 
aircraft are in the process of delivery .. . . 3 

Initial aircrew training will be conducted at NAS Whidbey Island, WA. ... Limited I
Level for some EA-18G and F / A-18E/F common maintenance tasks has been 
established at Whidbey Island, WA. Airborne Electronic Attack (AEA) I-Level 
maintenance will be stood up at Whidbey Island and aboard the CVWs commencing 
FY18·4 

It is clear from the DoD report that 157 Growlers wiil be based at NASWI at times, not 117 
or 118. as described in the Draft EIS. The additional 40 Growlers are part of the same 
mission and are "in the process of delivery." 

The Draft does not acknowledge the additional 40 Growlers, describe what activity they will 
undertake or analyze how that activity will impact the affected environment. For example, 
will maintenance engine run-ups be conducted on the additional Growlers? 

1 Environmental Impact Statement for EA-18G "Growler" Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island 
Complex Volume 1, pg. Abstract-1 
2 ibid, Table 2.3-1 
3 Selected Acquisition Report (SAR), RCS: DD-A&T(Q&A) 823-378, EA-18G Growler Aircraft (EA-18G), As of FY 
2017 President's Budget, March 17, 2016, pg. 7. ht!:JJs://goo.gl / 1QrY4K 
4ibid, pg. 37 
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The Draft EIS has not fulfilled its obligation to "evaluate[s] the potential environmental 
impacts ... as well as the cumulative impacts of the Proposed Action and other local 
projects." Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) Regulation 1502.9 states 

(c) Agencies: (1) Shall prepare supplements to either draft or final environmental 
impact statements if: (i) The agency makes substantial changes in the proposed 
action that are relevant to environmental concerns; or (ii) There are significant new 
circumstances or information relevant to environmental concerns and bearing on 
the proposed action or its impaots. 

RECOMMENDATION: Supplement the EIS to address the 40 additional Growlers to be 
stationed at NASWI and allow further opportunity for public comment before the 
Final EIS is prepared. · 

MILRH0004



Victoria, British Columbia V8R 4j3

Thank you for your service to America and freedom loving allies, including Canada. My
request is that for the USAF to take all reasonable measures to reduce instances of, and
to mitigate the noise and rumbling vibrations from, training missions or other flights
outside of war zones. The low rumbling noise from the Growler Airfield Operations is
disconcerting and impossible to avoid especially for residents on east side of Victoria.
Peace of mind is impacted, especially in tranquil moments when the rumbling sound
reminds people of war and destruction.

MILRO0001

1.a. Thank You
4.t. Noise Mitigation



Anacortes , WA 98221

I heard new routes/flight patterns are under consideration. I would like to request fewer
over Anacortes, please. Thank you!

MILSA0001

1.a. Thank You
3.a. Aircraft Operations



Coupeville, WA 98239

To Whom it may concern: I have three businesses in and around Coupeville and more
noise from the OLF will be devastating to my businesses. I am a supporter of our military
and the Navy is an integral part of my businesses. My kids and grandchild live here and
the noise , if the 80/20 split occurred would be unbearable. The current noise level and
the current amount of flights has been tolerated only because I knew what to expect over
the past 30 years living here. The new planes are way louder from my house and at work.
Please do not adopt the 80/20 policy for flights around Coupeville. Thank You 

MIRDA0001

1.a. Thank You
12.c. Socioeconomic Impacts
2.m. Record of Decision/Preferred Alternative



Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-18G Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

2. Organization/Affiliation 

3. 

4. 
5. Please check here /'1f you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6 Please check here • if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

Please print • Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 

MIRDA0002

1.a. Thank You
12.j. Property Values
2.l. No Action Alternative
4.a. General Noise Modeling
4.n. Speech Interference (Indoor and Outdoor)
4.p. Sleep Disturbance



All comments must be received by January 25, 2017. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen 
names, telephone numbers, and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will 
be kept confidential and will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as 
required by law. The city, state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

________________ ll*·ill·'M4fi.i"6P1.p+.M¥1NU-MiMji®'·'4%4?ii·t1;1; 
Please print 

Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 

6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 

MIRDA0002



Coupeville, WA 98239

 

The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) noise contours depicted in the DEIS are
misleading and fallacious for two reasons: (1) inappropriate use of 365-day averaging
rather busy-day averaging, and (2) holding up as scientifically valid an outdated,
misleading, and scientifically invalidated DNL threshold for high noise annoyance.

MIRDA0003

1.a. Thank You
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels



Coupeville, WA 98239

The DEIS claim that the JGL noise study was “flawed” is disingenuous and
unsupportable, whereas in actuality the Wyle modeled noise levels have not been
validated with on-site noise data.

MIRDA0004

1.a. Thank You
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.j. Other Reports



Coupeville, WA 98239

The DEIS misconstrued important finding of the National Park Service’s 2015 noise study
at Ebey’s Landing Historic National Reserve and obfuscated forthright analysis of the
impacts on visitor experience. That misconstruction has to be credibly revised to properly
characterize the real impacts.

MIRDA0005

1.a. Thank You
4.j. Other Reports



Coupeville, WA 98239

Much like the tobacco industry did years ago, the DEIS selectively and reprehensively
cites and relies on out-of-date medical research findings on impacts of noise on human
health that are at odds with the overwhelming body of contemporary research. This
obfuscation renders the DEIS findings incomplete and disingenuous and demands an
honest, complete, forthright evaluation of the contemporary formal medical literature.

MIRDA0006

1.a. Thank You
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Coupeville, WA 98239

 

The Navy has adopted standards that protect their personnel from health and hearing
harm due to excessive noise, yet these standards were ignored by the DEIS for civilians
exposed to the same or greater levels of noise. This DEIS needs to examine how many
civilians would receive exposure doses that exceed the Navy’s defined “hazardous noise
zone” threshold (i.e., an area where the 8-hour time-weighted average exceeds 84 dBA
[or 140 dB peak sound pressure level, SPL, for impact or impulse noise] for more than 2
days in any month).

MIRDA0007

1.a. Thank You
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss



Coupeville, WA 98239

Island County has unconscionably ignored the Navy’s 2005 AICUZ land-use directives for
Outlying Field Coupeville, especially as reflected by construction permits issued in Noise
Zone 2 areas, where the AICUZ stipulates no residences should occur, as well as other
land uses. Whether due to the County’s willful intent to ignore or due to lack of Navy
assertiveness, it aptly demonstrates the meaningless and ineffectiveness of the AICUZ
and similar land-use provisions in the DEIS. Given the alternatives under consideration in
the DEIS, the Navy should immediately advocate that the County place a moratorium on
all construction permits not compatible with the 2005 AICUZ and DEIS land-use
stipulations until the final EIS is approved.

MIRDA0008

 
1.a. Thank You
7.c. Noise Disclosure



Coupeville, WA 98239

Island County has unconscionably ignored the Navy’s 2005 AICUZ land-use directives for
Outlying Field Coupeville, especially as reflected by construction permits issued in Noise
Zone 2 areas, where the AICUZ stipulates no residences should occur, as well as other
land uses. Whether due to the County’s willful intent to ignore or due to lack of Navy
assertiveness, it aptly demonstrates the meaningless and ineffectiveness of the AICUZ
and similar land-use provisions in the DEIS. Given the alternatives under consideration in
the DEIS, the Navy should immediately advocate that the County place a moratorium on
all construction permits not compatible with the 2005 AICUZ and DEIS land-use
stipulations until the final EIS is approved.

MIRDA0009

 
1.a. Thank You
7.c. Noise Disclosure



Coupeville, WA 98239

The two most dangerous aspects of flying are the approach, landing and takeoff — in
other words most of the OLFC flight path. The risks are significant (a) because of
unrestrained and major encroachment problems, (b) because OLFC is about 49,000
acres below and the runway about 3000 feet short of FCLP standard for Growlers, (c)
because the pilots are mostly students flying the F-18 airframe which is 5.5 times more
likely to crash than its EA-6B (Prowler) predecessor, and (d) FCLP operations occur at
low elevations that increase likelihood of bird strikes exacerbated by the significant
shoreline bird population. These risks cannot be mitigated other than by moving the
FCLPs to a suitable 21st century off-Whidbey site.

MIRDA0010

1.a. Thank You
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
3.h. Runway Usage, Flight Tracks, and Altitudes
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children



Coupeville, WA 98239

Environmental Justice analysis overlooked the fact that farm workers, gardeners, and
recycle center workers are almost entirely composed of low-income and/or ethnic
minorities, and because they must work outside, they are disproportionately affected by
overhead Growler noise.

MIRDA0011

 
1.a. Thank You
13.a. Environmental Justice Impacts



Coupeville, WA 98239

Environmental Justice analysis overlooked the fact that farm workers, gardeners, and
recycle center workers are almost entirely composed of low-income and/or ethnic
minorities, and because they must work outside, they are disproportionately affected by
overhead Growler noise.

MIRDA0012

 
1.a. Thank You
13.a. Environmental Justice Impacts



Coupeville, WA 98239

 

Perfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) have been discovered in numerous wells adjacent to
OLFC and are believed attributable to fire-retardant foam use at OLFC. The DEIS,
however, dismissed addressing the related past, present, and future impacts and
problems associated with PFAS, even though the EPA has set a Health Advisory that has
been exceeded by 16-fold in some of the impacted wells. Leakage of PFAS in storage or
their use in a crash event is a hugely relevant environmental impact that must be
addressed. And the public must be given the opportunity to comment.

MIRDA0013

1.a. Thank You
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances



Coupeville, WA 98239

The DEIS noise levels were based on about 30% of the proposed 8800 to 35,000+
operations at OLFC being conducted on Path 14. Since 2013, when the transition to
Growlers was relatively complete, the highest use of Path 14 has been about 2 to 10%
because, as base commander Captain Nortier explained Growlers are only rarely
capable of using Path 14. The DEIS 30% use projection of path 14 greatly understates
the DNL noise impacts for path 32 and overstates the impacts on Path 14. This mistake
must be corrected.

MIRDA0014

1.a. Thank You
3.e. Field Carrier Landing Practice Patterns
3.f. Field Carrier Landing Practice Operation Totals
3.g. Field Carrier Landing Practice Evolutions and High Tempo



Coupeville, WA 98239

The DEIS fails to address the potential effects of sleep disturbance due to Growler
overflights, despite the admission that there will be an increase in the “percent probability
of awakening for all scenarios…” While music torture is still permitted under US law, the
United National Convention against Torture defines torture as “any act by which severe
pain of suffering, whether physical or mental…” Sleep disturbance results in serious
physical and emotional symptoms such as cognitive impairment, impaired immune
system, adverse birth outcomes, risk of heart disease, risk of diabetes, not mentioning
the number of work hours/days lost from lack of sleep. The DEIS must forthrightly
address the impacts of sleep disturbance on residences affected by OLFC night
operations.

MIRDA0015

1.a. Thank You
4.p. Sleep Disturbance
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Coupeville, WA 98239

The DEIS obfuscates the effects of FCLP jet noise on classroom interruptions by
averaging interruptions with periods when jets are not practicing. The average
understates interruption events compared with event frequency during FCLP sessions,
which are as frequent as an interruption every 1-2 minutes. Interruptions of such
frequency complicate teaching and thwart student concentration and break the focus of
teacher and student. In addition the EPA states, “Noise can pose a serious threat to a
child’s physical and psychological health, including learning and behavior,” but the DEIS
has not recognized the contemporary research. These oversights and failings must be
properly addressed and reanalyzed.

MIRDA0016

1.a. Thank You
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Coupeville, WA 98239

The DEIS obfuscates the effects of FCLP jet noise on classroom interruptions by
averaging interruptions with periods when jets are not practicing. The average
understates interruption events compared with event frequency during FCLP sessions,
which are as frequent as an interruption every 1-2 minutes. Interruptions of such
frequency complicate teaching and thwart student concentration and break the focus of
teacher and student. In addition the EPA states, “Noise can pose a serious threat to a
child’s physical and psychological health, including learning and behavior,” but the DEIS
has not recognized the contemporary research. These oversights and failings must be
properly addressed and reanalyzed.

MIRDA0017

1.a. Thank You
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Coupeville, WA 98239

The DEIS fails to address the effects of noise on hearing and tinnitus and consequential
medical costs associated with hearing loss by stating that civilians would need to be
exposed to noise emitted by the Growlers for 40 years before there is a permanent shift
in hearing. This defies all scientific and audiological evidence to the contrary, even by the
US military itself. Hearing loss and tinnitus are the MOST compensated injuries in the
military and increasing annually (US Dept. of Veteran Affairs.) That and failure to address
the effects of impact or sudden noise must be more fully delineated.

MIRDA0018

1.a. Thank You
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss



Coupeville, WA 98239

The DEIS fails to address the effects of noise on hearing and tinnitus and consequential
medical costs associated with hearing loss by stating that civilians would need to be
exposed to noise emitted by the Growlers for 40 years before there is a permanent shift
in hearing. This defies all scientific and audiological evidence to the contrary, even by the
US military itself. Hearing loss and tinnitus are the MOST compensated injuries in the
military and increasing annually (US Dept. of Veteran Affairs.) That and failure to address
the effects of impact or sudden noise must be more fully delineated.

MIRDA0019

1.a. Thank You
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss



Coupeville, WA 98239

The DEIS fails to adequately address the effects of high noise levels during pregnancy
that provoke significantly higher risk for smaller newborns, gestational hypertension,
cognitive abnormalities, and permanent hearing loss. Share this:

MIRDA0020

1.a. Thank You
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
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Environmental Impact Statement for EA-1 BG "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

Open House Comments 

2. Organization/Affiliation Lop c -r -~ ~ \.,. .... ~ 

4. e .. mail  -----

s. Please check here D if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6. Please check here ~ou would like your name/address kept private 

7. Please check here G}it\;ou would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS 

Comments 
Note: For Draft EIS page citations and supporting references see www.QuietSkies.info 

1. Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies (C-weighted, dBC). 
2. Recognize the impacts of low frequency Growler noise on health. 

3. Incorporate San Juan County noise reports in the EIS analysis. 
4. Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and remove 

language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 
5. Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets instead of more Growlers. 

6. Commit to Mitigation Measures and timelines in the Record of Decision. 
7. Add your own comments here: 
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MITHE0001

1.a. Thank You
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
3.e. Field Carrier Landing Practice Patterns
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
6.f. Fuel Dumping
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument



1. 

Draft Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-186 Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by January 25, 2017 

Online at: 

By mail at 

www.whidbeyeis.com 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 
23508, Attn: Code EV21/55 

2. Organization/ Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired military} 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Address 

Comments 
Check all that concern you. For additional information see www.facebook.com/whidbeyeis 

~ creases in Outlying Field (OLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools 
// ~~d quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. Increasing 

OLF·operations by 36 % to 475%, with up to 135 flight operations daily, will double the residential areas and 
increase by 10-fold the commercial areas impacted by noise. This is a burden greater than the 
Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

~ creased operations at OLF risk greater aquifer and well contamination. Wells near OLF have now found 
to be contaminated with toxic PFOA compounds from Navy firefighting foam which the Navy continues to 
use for aircraft fires. The extent of contamination has not been determined nor have results been shared 
with the community. There is no mitigation plan in place. 

~ e addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones (APZs) surrounding OLF will restrict 
property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

(over} 

MITWA0001

1.a. Thank You
11.a. Groundwater
11.b. Floodplains and Wetlands
11.c. Marine Waters and Sediment
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.h. Tourism
12.i. Housing Access and Affordability
12.j. Property Values
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
13.a. Environmental Justice Impacts
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.b. Land Use Compatibility and Air Installations Compatible Use
Zones



D The Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere, despite this being the #1 
request from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

D An additional 880-1,574 personnel and dependents would severely impact our tight housing market, 
decreasing the already low stock of affordable housing on Whidbey Island. 

D Single-siting Growlers at NASWI presents a major terrorist risk to our Island, which is served by one 
bridge and two ferries. All active electronic warfare jets in the US Military would be at NASWI. 

D The Growlers are at risk for more mishaps and crashes due to problems with their onboard oxygen 
system that can cause pilot hypoxia, with over 100 incidents in all F/A-18 airframes in 2015 alone. 
Increases in OLF operations increase the risk of crashes on Whidbey Island and in Puget Sound. 

Please include any additional comments here: 

What else you can do 

1. Get involved. To volunteer, email us: coupevillecommunityallies@gmail.com 

2. Call (best) or email your elected officials and share your concerns. The number of 
calls are important. 

a. U.S. Senator Patty Murray: 206.553.5545; www.murray.senate.gov 
b. U.S. Senator Maria Cantwell: 425.303.0114; www.cantwell.senate .gov 
c. U.S. Congressman Rick Larson: 800.652.1385; rick.larsen@mail.house.gov 
d. Governor Jay lnslee: 360.902.411 l; governor.wa.gov 

To Learn More 

./ To receive email updates, or to get involved, email us at 
coupevillecommunityallies@gmail.com 

./ Follow us on Facebook at Coupeville Community Allies 

./ Review the Draft EIS and appendices at www.whidbeyeis.com 

All comments submitted by January 25, 2017 will become a part of the public record and will be addressed in the final EIS. 
Personally identifiable information of individuals will be kept confidential and not released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by 
the commenter or as required by law. City, state and five -digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 
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Seattle, WA 98108

Please consider the lives and livelihood of the people and animals living in this area! We
deserve a healthy environment for our children. This project is not necessary to protect
our safety as citizen, rather it harms us!

MLENO0001

1.a. Thank You
2.b. Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement and Analysis
Conducted



Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-1 BG "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

January, 2017 Comments 

Fill in and mail with comments to: 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
NAVFAC Atlantic Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

1. First Name _; _______________ _ 

2. Last Name _ ~----=---c...v)----'--------------------

~ /In r 1·-1 ~ - r 
3. Organization/Affiliation ~d.L'· LYV\--'-------" . .J,,__V~{\.~V\__:___--"'vV~· ._,.._._,__,,~--l-=s:::,c.:...:::(r..!.V=---'---

4. City, State, ZIP lo C.:P- SluY1cl vJft 2-(c, 

5. E-mail 

6. Please check here-~f you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

7. Please check here:izf if you would like your name/address kept private 

01/08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 

MOEKR0001

1.a. Thank You
12.a. Socioeconomic Study Area
12.h. Tourism
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument



Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-18G "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

January, 2017 Comments 

Note: For Draft EIS page citations and supporting references see www,. QuietSkies.info 

1. The Growler is known for its intense low frequency engine rumble, but low frequency noise 
impacts are ignored in the Draft. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies using C-weighting (dBC) 
in addition to A-weighting (dBA). 

2. Analysis of noise impacts in the Draft is based solely on computer simulation. To be valid 
for decision making, models must be verified. 

Action: Provide the data used for simulation. Provide Growler noise measurements 
with afterburners at 100 feet behind the jet in one-third octave bands from 6 Hz to 20 
kHz. Calibrate the computer model with actual noise measurements in locations 
throughout the region. 

3. NOISEMAP is the computer model used in the Draft to predict noise impacts. A Department 
of Defense report found that NOISEMAP is outdated and new software was needed to 
provide "scientifically and legally defensible noise assessments" of the modern, high-thrust 
jet engines used in the Growlers. 

Action: Redo the noise simulation using the more recent Advanced Acoustic Model. 

4. The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) metric used in the Draft was developed for 
commercial airports that operate 365 days a year. DNL is inappropriate for the intermittent 
but intensive military flight activity at NASWI. Averaging over the year assumes, without 
studies, that the quiet days mitigate the noisy days. 

Action: Noise levels should only be averaged over active flying days. 

5. The Draft dismisses long-term health impacts of jet noise because some studies are not 
conclusive. 

Action: Recognize the impacts of Growler noise on health as documented in the 
World Health Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise" and "Night Noise 
Guidelines for Europe." 

6. The Draft includes some independent noise measurements and ignores others. 

Action: Incorporate the San Juan County noise reports and the Coupeville noise 
measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS analysis. 

01/08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 
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7. The Draft suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands (SJI) National 
Monument are exempt from National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) protection. 
Protection was granted prior to the establishment of the SJl National Monument. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and 
remove language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 

8. The three Alternatives considered in the Draft are very similar and are based on old 
technology - a piloted jet that requires constant pilot training for safe carrier landing. 

Action: Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets (drones) instead of 
more Growlers to significantly reduce the need for land-based carrier training. 

9. The Draft only examines socioeconomic impacts on Island and Skagit Counties. San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties are or will be impacted by Growler noise. They are very 
dependent on outdoor recreation that is being harmed by Growler flight activity and receive 
little, if any, economic benefit from employment associated with NASWI. 

Action: Examine socioeconomic impacts, including real estate values, on San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties. 

10. All Alternatives in the Draft are irrevocable decisions to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI. 
While some potential noise Mitigation Measures addressed, there is no commitment. 

Action: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their timelines in the Final EIS and 
Record of Decision. 

11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous areas. CEQ Regulation 1502.9 (a) states "If 
a draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude meaningful analysis, the agency shall 
prepare and circulate a revised draft of the appropriate portion." 

Action: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies identified in comments and offer 
further opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is prepared. 

12. Add your own comments here: 

01 /08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 
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Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-1 BG "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

f~J.<Ut 
JaA1:1My, 2017 Comments 

Fill in and mail with comments to: 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
NAVFAC Atlantic Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

1. First Name _ J_fi_-r_lk~---------------

2. Last Name --~M_ _____________ _ 

3. Organization/Affiliation _________________ _ 

4. City, State, ZIP lo'f~ £$ (-Al"!) ~ '1~% i 

5. E-mail 

6. Please check here D if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

7. Please check here f'i if you would like your name/address kept private 

01/08/16 
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1.a. Thank You
12.a. Socioeconomic Study Area
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
18.a. Climate Change and Greenhouse Gases
18.b. Average Carbon Dioxide per Aircraft
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument



Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-18G "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

~~(44,.~ 
January, 2017 Comments 

Note: For Draft EIS page citations and supporting references see www.Quie_tSkies.info 

1. The Growler is known for its intense low frequency engine rumble, but low frequency noise 
impacts are ignored in the Draft. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies using C-weightlng (dBC) 
in addition to A-weighting (dBA). 

2. Analysis of noise impacts in the Draft is based solely on computer simulation. To be valid 
for decision making, models must be verified. 

Action: Provide the data used for simulation. Provide Growler noise measurements 
with afterburners at 100 feet behind the jet in one-third octave bands from 6 Hz to 20 
kHz. Calibrate the computer model with actual noise measurements in locations 
throughout the region. 

3. NOISEMAP is the computer model used in the Draft to predict noise impacts. A Department 
of Defense report found that NOISEMAP is outdated and new software was needed to 
provide "scientifically and legally defensible noise assessments" of the modern, high-thrust 
jet engines used in the Growlers. 

Action: Redo the noise simulation using the more recent Advanced Acoustic Model. 

4. The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) metric used in the Draft was developed for 
commercial airports that operate 365 days a year. DNL is inappropriate for the intermittent 
but intensive military flight activity at NASWI. Averaging over the year assumes, without 
studies, that the quiet days mitigate the noisy days. 

Action: Noise levels should only be averaged over active flying days. 

5. The Draft dismisses long-term health impacts of jet noise because some studies are not 
conclusive. 

Action: Recognize the impacts of Growler noise on health as documented in the 
World Health Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise" and "Night Noise 
Guidelines for Europe." 

6. The Draft includes some independent noise measurements and ignores others. 

Action: Incorporate the{San Juan County noise report~nd the Coupeville noise 
measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS analysis. 
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7. The Draft suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands (SJI) National 
Monument are exempt from National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) protection. 
Protection was granted prior to the establishment of the SJI National Monument. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and 
remove language stating that the Monument Is exempt from NEPA. 

8. The three Alternatives considered in the Draft are very similar and are based on old 
technology - a piloted jet that requires constant pilot training for safe carrier landing. 

Action: Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets (drones) instead of 
more Growlers to significantly reduce the need for land-based carrier training. 

9. The Draft only examines socioeconomic impacts on Island and Skagit Counties. San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties are or will be impacted by Growler noise. They are very 
dependent on outdoor recreation that is being harmed by Growler flight activity and receive 
little, if any, economic benefit from employment associated with NASWI. 

Action: Examine socioeconomic impacts, including real estate values, on San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties. 

10. All Alternatives in the Draft are irrevocable decisions to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI. 
While some potential noise Mitigation Measures addressed, there is no commitment. 

Action: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their llmelines in the Final EIS and 
Record of Decision. 

11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous areas. CEQ Regulation 1502.9 (a) states "If 
a draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude meaningful analysis, the agency shall 
prepare and circulate a revised draft of the appropriate portion." 

Action: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies identified in comments and offer 
further opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is prepared. 

12. Add your own comments here: .,.. 
I~. f?vA\."'Af-6 ~ ~l'>CIM\c., lt1PAt:i-( Ot-> ~ ":J~J4~ Uu.f.J'{'( 
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Victoria, British Columbia V8S 4J3

 

I have been repeatedly woken in the night,at least 3 times in a single night, one hour
apart, from the distinct sound of the airplanes from Whitby Island.

MOFHE0001

1.a. Thank You
4.p. Sleep Disturbance



Nanaimo, British Columbia V9T 6L2

I am totally shocked at the proposals being considered as to the air and ocean noise
pollution. I think it is reprehensible that things have gone so far to even think it is OK to to
do these things. It will be negative for all concerned, people and animals and all nature.
Have any of you read Rachael Carson's book " Silent Spring"? It is not only chemicals
that pollute!

MOFMA0001

1.a. Thank You



1. 

Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-186 Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by February 24, 2017 
SEND COPIES OF YOUR COMMENTS TO OUR ELECTED OFFICIALS 

Online at: 
By mail at 

http://www.whidbeyeis.com/Comment.aspx 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 

23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

./ 

Name __ ~~'--iF-~~~~~~.1.-',-

2. Organization/ Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired military) 

/9 ff <:'//; 2~ 11 A;;!;f)IJ[ ; -:ZS!./J,1.)__£} 

~ / ?(} 95Jw 3. Address 

4. Email  

Increases in Outlying Field (OLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools and 
quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. This is a burden 

greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

Comments 
Please check all that concern you and add additional comments on the back. 

The environmental impacts of the following issues due to increased flight operations at the OLF are not 
adequately addressed in the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS): 

Health effects from noise and low-frequency sound. 

Businesses, schools, hospital, and County and Town public government operations in the 
Coupeville area. 

A decrease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville, hiking and birding at Ebey's Landing 
National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference Center, Fort Casey State Park, The Pacific Rim 
Institute. 

f A decrease in private property values due to noise. 

(over) 

MOHSH0001

1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



Outdoor recreation limits, as well as children's and family's health, at Rhododendron Park ball 
fields. 

Noise impacts on commercial properties including agriculture. 

Aquafer and well contamination. 

Additional Concerns: 

The addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones ( APZs) surrounding OLF will 
restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

The Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere despite this being one of 
the top issues from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

The impact on marine and terrestrial wildlife. 

The major security risk for Whidbey Island by siting all Growlers here. 

Mishaps and crash risks due to problems such as their onboard oxygen system. 

Please include any additional comments and concerns here: 

All comments will become a part of e public record and will be addressed in the final EIS. Personally identifiable information o 
individuals will be kept confidential and not released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by Jaw. 
City, state and five -digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

For more information, see, Coupeville Community Allies, www.facebook.com/whidbeyeis 

Coupeville Community Allies is a group of community members committed to sharing accurate 
information to all Coupeville and Whidbey Island residents regarding the Growler DEIS. We 
encourage everyone to get involved in the discussion of our future and to submit comments 
and concerns. 

Prepared by Coupeville Community Allies 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-18G Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by February 24, 2017 
SEND COPIES OF YOUR COMMENTS TO OUR ELECTED OFFICIALS 

Onl ine at: 
By mail at 

http://www.whidbeyeis.com/Comment.aspx 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 

23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

Organization/ Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired mi litary) 

:::: ,' ~ ,=c A/ th - ) !'>' - - L:-, ::::r ,_); f A J{,., ',J.J_ n f --r;. 0 ,,,,{) 
Address s & C_;LSZ/ !,,.r/J- C1v t:o 

Email 

Increases in Outlying Field (OLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools and 
quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. This is a burden 

greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

Comments 
Please check all that concern you and add additional comments on the back. 

The environmental impacts of the following issues due to increased flight operations at the OLF are not 
adequately addressed in the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS): 

~ ealth effects from noise and low-frequency sound. 

~ usinesses, schools, hospital, and County and Town public government operations in the 
Coupeville area. 

~ A decrease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville, hiking and birding at Ebey's Landing 
National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference Center, Fort Casey State Park, The Pacific Rim 
Institute. 

~ decrease in private property values due to noise. 

(over) 

MOHSH0002

1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



~ Outdoor recreation limits, as well as children's and family's health, at Rhododendron Park ball 
fields. 

~ Noise impacts on commercial properties including agriculture. 

)Er'Aquafer and well contamination. 

Additional Concerns: 

~ The addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones ( APZs) surrounding OLF will 
restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

~ e Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere despite this being one of 
the top issues from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

~ The impact on marine and terrestrial wildlife. 

Jkrrhe major security risk for Whidbey Island by siting all Growlers here. 

~ Mishaps and crash risks due to problems such as their onboard oxygen system. 

All comments will become a part of the public record and will be addressed in the final EIS. Personally identifiable information of 
individuals will be kept confidential and not released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. 
City, state and f ive-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

For more information, see, Coupeville Community Allies, www.facebook.com/whidbeyeis 

Coupeville Community Allies is a group of commun ity members committed to sharing accurate 
information to al l Coupeville and Wh idbey Island residents regarding the Growler DEIS. We 
encourage everyone to get involved in the discussion of our future and to submit comments 
and concerns. 

Prepared by Coupeville Community Allies 
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Port Townsend , WA 98368

Dear Sirs and Madams, I am writing to tell you how disappointed I am in all the
procedural violations the navy has done in initiating the changes in Growler jet on the
Olympic Peninsula. Also the I think the notion of calling the proposal "Alternatives" is a
blatant lie. Each one results with basically the same total increase in hours 4100plus. Try
to be more honest and show more integrity. Where are the other real options. The military
always takes the moral high ground and talks about the importance of its mission, but it is
not living up to its own standard in this case. Don't be so shameful. Be honest. Of all the
proposals I favor the No Action Alternatives (which I was told by military member at a
local meeting was not a real option). Of all the false alternatives that we have to choose
from I favor scenario C in each case. This keeps the bulk of the planes in Oak Harbor
where they belong. Better yet send the planes back to Idaho were they were flying
before. One of you military presenters told me he lived by LAX and it wasn't so loud. That
shows how out of touch the military is with the lives and community values if the people
living on the Olympic Peninsula. And next time have a real community meeting at times
when working people can attend instead of ending at 6:00. The way you ran the meetings
seemed like a real cop-out. Surprising to me. Thanks, 

MOLDA0001

1.a. Thank You
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.l. No Action Alternative
2.m. Record of Decision/Preferred Alternative



Port Townsend , WA 98368

 

Dear Sirs and Madams, I am deeply dissapointed in the Navy and the armed forces in
general. They seemed to have blatant disregard for the people they are sworn to protect.
You seem to care little for our communities and less for the natural world around us. The
increase in jet noise and electromagnetic radiation and sonar and air and water pollution
you are proposing is unacceptable. Please stop treating our home like an area to be
invaded. Also, will you compensate us for the lost property values? No. You not keeping
us safe. Don't lie to yourself. Please stop the Growlers and the assault on our
communities and one of the crown jewels of our national park system. Also, WHAT IS A
FAIR PUBLIC PROCESS? In order for the Olympic Peninsula to be turned into an
Electronic Warfare Range, the Navy and Forest Service must first follow the law. They
have not. The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) has been violated
multiple times. So has the National Forest Management Act. How? 1. The Navy has
segmented its public process into many confusing pieces, making it almost impossible for
the public to follow and understand. 2. They did not notify the public about their
Environmental Assessment, and as a result, received no public comments. Only people
who comment during the specified time have legal standing to mount a challenge. 3. The
Forest Service is expected later this month to announce that it is adopting the Navy’s
claims of no significant impacts despite serious procedural and biological flaws, without
conducting its own scientific investigations, and despite 4,000 public comments, all but 31
opposed. Is that fair? Most people would agree that regardless of how anyone feels
about jet noise or electromagnetic radiation or sonar or air and water pollution, a FAIR
PUBLIC PROCESS is in everyone’s interest. Aren't you supposed to represent liberty
and justice? Do the right thing. Cancel this process. Thank you, 

MOLDA0002

1.a. Thank You
19.d. Electronic Warfare
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.e. Public Involvement Process



Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-18G Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five~digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. Name

2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 
6. 

• tion/AflUiation 

Address 

E-mail 

Please check here 

Please check here 

ifyouwouldNOTliketobeonthemailinglist ~ ti( ~~J. a_ ft,-
1 

If you would like to receive a CD of the Irma! EIS when available 1 

Please print •Additional room is provided on back f E' a ' Ve . "' 1 S'~f iof 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public mee • or mail to: \?-. ~ L 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic C\ \C.(A 1i1 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS • I __ 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 
1 
f\ r °"'"' ~ 
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1.a. Thank You
10.a. Biological Resources Study Area
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.f. Use of Public Comments
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated



All comments must be received by January 25, 2017. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen 
names, telephone numbers, and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will 
be kept confidential and will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as 
required by law. The city, state, and five~digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

Please print 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 
l002860.0041 10 

Wh1dbey 201 C._Comment Sh<'.'et al·GRA·6123f16 
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Seattle, WA 98104

 

I am strongly opposed to a Growler Airfield being operated off of Whidbey Island. These
plans would adversely affect the residents of the island and Seattle area with the
increased noise (150 decibels of sound, above the 110 decibels that causes permanent
hearing loss and stress in humans and wildlife). These plans also tie in with warefare
games over the Olympic National Forest and National Parks, which are high traffic tourist
areas sensitive wildlife protection zones, which are highly inappropriate for staged
warfare actions. This is unsafe for visitors and closing the park for these games would
disrupt significant business and tourism dollars to the state and residents as well as
denying citizens access to their own public lands. In addition, increased games and use
of these jets means that we will be increasing our state's carbon emissions significantly.
Each jet burns 1304 gallons PER HOUR and produces 12.5 metric tons of CO2 per hour,
that is 23% more than the ANNUAL CO2 emissions of a WA state citizen. (Then multiply
by up to 118 jets x 260 days a year 14-16 hours a day, at altitudes as low as 1000 feet).
The Washington Department of Ecology already has the state in violation of air quality
standards with emissions currently at 106% above 1990 targeted levels. Thank you for
your time, 

MOLRA0001

1.a. Thank You
18.b. Average Carbon Dioxide per Aircraft
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss
7.d. Recreation and Wilderness Analysis and Study Area
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1.a. Thank You
1.e. Risk of Terrorist Attack
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
11.a. Groundwater
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
3.d. Arrivals and Departures
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.b. Overtasking/Overloading of Air Traffic Control at Ault Field and
Elsewhere
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From: 
Date: February 21, 2017 at 6:19:52 PM CST 
To: 
Subject: Fwd: Disclosure Deception Ruling Just droppedl

Subject: Disclosure Deception Ruling Just dropped

Here ya go: https://www.courts.wa.gov/opinions/pdf/
.pdf and https://www.scribd.com/document/

Case has been remanded for further proceedings. 
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1.a. Thank You
7.c. Noise Disclosure



Coupeville, WA 98239

I moved to Coupeville in 2006 and found the jet (EA-6B) noise at the OLF to be
objectionable but tolerable (most of the time). Since then, I have a noticed that the Navy
has seemed to have markedly decreased the frequency of flights at the OLF such that
the noise is not a problem for me. Also, routing flights over Admiralty Inlet rather than
land has helped immensely. So, from my perspective, the Navy has made a real effort to
minimize jet noise at the OLF over the past several years, but if there is a multi-fold
increase in flights at the OLF, I believe it will become as bad, or worse than it was in
2006.
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1.a. Thank You



Coupeville, WA 98239

 

Please explain what effect the simulators and "magic carpet" will have on decreasing the
need for the OLF, and if no effect, why not?

MONMI0003

1.a. Thank You
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated



Coupeville, 98239

What will the dimensions of the APZs be? How will you assure that they will be put into
affect?

MONMI0004

1.a. Thank You
5.a. Accident Potential Zones



· Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-18G Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by February 24, 2017 

L 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Online at: http:)}Vvww,whidi:Jeyeis.com/Cornmen.t,aspx 
By mail at Naval Facilities Engineering Cammand Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 

23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

Increases in Outlying Field (DLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools and 
quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. This is a burden 

greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

Comments 
Please check all that concern you and add additional comments on the back. 

The environmental impacts of the following issues due to increased flight operations at the OLF are not 
adequately addressed in the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS): 

~Health effects from noise and low-frequency sound. 

)(' Businesses, ~~h_ospital, and County and Town public government operations in the 
Coupeville area. ~ 

)(: A decrease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville, hiking and birding at Ebey's Landing 
National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference Center, Fort Casey State Park, The Pacific Rim 
Institute. 

~ A decrease in private property values due to noise. 

(over) 

---· _,., 
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1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



)(: Outdoor recreation limits, as well as children's and family's health, at Rhododendron Park ball 
fields. 

XNoise impacts on commercial properties including agriculture. 

·~Aquifer and well contamination. 

Additional Concerns: 

-3( The addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones ( APZs) surrounding OLF will 
restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

,)( The Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere despite this being one of 
the top issues from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

P(' The impact on marine and terrestrial wildlife. 

)( The major security risk for Whidbey Island by siting all Growlers here. 

)r Mishaps and crash risks due to problems such as their onboard oxygen system. 

Please include any additional comments and concerns here: 

All comments will become a part of the public record and will be addressed in the final EIS. Personaffy identifiable information of 
individuals wiff be kept confidential and not released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. 
City, state and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

For more information, see, Coupeville Community Allies, www.facebook.com/whidbeyeis 

Coupeville Community Allies is a group of community members committed to sharing accurate 
information to all Coupeville and Whidbey Island residents regarding the Growler DEIS. We 
encourage everyone to get involved in the discussion of our future and to submit comments 
and concerns. 

Prepared by Coupeville Community Allies 

January 18, 2017 
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, Coupeville, WA 98239 

 Freeland, WA 98249 
Phone:  Email:  

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Boulevard 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

January 5, 2017 

Re: Environmental Impact Statement for EA-18G "Growler" 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island 

Gentlemen: 

I have submitted that the requirements of an EIS as set forth and acknowledged in the referenced have not been 
met as required. I have not yet shared the above with anyone else to date with the possible exception of my 
preciously attached letter to Navy JAGC. The JAGC letter has so far not been noted as receipted or acknowledged 
to me and remains unanswered. This, despite two follow-on calls made by me and two email requests over a 
month ago now personally made by me to those offices of JAGC headquarters (offices of PAO and Command 
Master Chief) for calls and to Admiralty Division [only on-line JAGC listed email address] for 2 emails). 

On December 20, 2016, I mailed my previous letter to your offices by USPS Priority Mall #9505 5159 085 36355 
0648 86 with a complete, conformed copy to Navy JAGC also by USPS Priority Mail #9505 5159 085 36355 0648 79. 
On-line USPS tracking shows that the letter addressed to you was delivered to your mail room at Norfolk on 
12/22/2016 at 10:56 a.m. That for Navy JAG being received in D.C. and in transit to delivery destination 

12/22/2016 at 1:01 a.m. 

To date, I have received no response or even acknowledgement of receipt of the letter from either your offices and 
neither from Navy JAGC who/which has never replied in any way. 

Please do so now, and also by copy of this letter, Navy JAGC is requested to do likewise to my letter of 11/28/16 to 
his offices. The earliest response from both your offices and Navy JAGC is required under current circumstances. 
And to both. please promptly do so with advance copy by email to that address noted at the top above. Also, 
please provide copies of your responses to the below-noted cc: addressees. 

ti'Encl · layout edit copy of page 1 of ltr to NAVFC o 

Cc w/encl 
Hon Dennis V McGinn, Asst Secy. Of the Navy 
Hon. Patty Murray U S Senator 
Hon Maria Cantwell, U S. Senator 
Hon Rick Larsen, Member of Congress 
Navy JAGC 

/2015 
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1.a. Thank You
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.f. Use of Public Comments



 
, Coupeville, WA 98239 

, Freeland, WA 98249 
Phone:  Email:  

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Boulevard 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

December 20, 2016 

Re: Environmental Impact Statement for EA-18G "Growler" 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whldbey Island 

Gentlemen: 

Let me first introduce myself. 

I am a resident of Whidbey Island, my home at the Wahl Road address you see above. I am an 
honorably discharged former U.S. Navy officer; first as a lawyer specialist active duty reserve line officer 
and then with the creation of its own corps, automatically a member of Navy JAGC. 

I spent 8 Yi years serving on active duty. During that time, while initially serving at NAS Miramar as its 
station legal officer, I became qualified and flew occasionally in the Station's T-lA jets both in training 
and cross-country, with one additional flight in an F-4 Phantom on a China Lake practice exercise. My 
next following duty assignment was to the USS CONSTELLATION (then CVA-64) as her ship's legal officer. 
During that time I also received a letter of qualification as an Officer of the Deck underway and was 
additionally the Underway Officer of the Deck at general quarters in WestPac including when on Yankee 
Station in the South China Sea during the Vietnam conflict. I have, as a passenger, made several carrier 
take off and landings at sea off the coast of Vietnam. I am unit combat decorated. 

After Navy sponsored active duty full-time graduate law study and an LL.M. from George Washington 
University's National Law Center, I was assigned to Navy JAGC headquarters first serving in its Admiralty 
and then International Law Divisions, then to duty as Legal Advisor to the Oceanographer of the Navy, 
continuing after my discharge from active duty as a GS-14 civilian. At this later time, I was also assigned 
TAD to the Joint Chiefs of Staff and seconded to the National Security Council under Dr. Henry Kissinger. 
My assigned mission there being "Protection of Scientific Research in Open Ocean Space" in preparation 

for the U.N. Law of the Sea Conference. 

Subsequently, at the specific request of Office of General Counsel of the Department of Defense, 
approved and coordinated by Navy JAGC's Civilian Legal Advisor, Mr. McIntyre, I was employed as Chief 
Legal Counsel for the Defense Mapping Agency (now National Geospatial Intelligence Agency) as a GS-

15/16. 

I have held the highest Top Secret security clearance and have had, as occasion may require, a U.S. State 
Department diplomatic passport neither of which I have ever abused. I am certain each could be 

renewed in the event of a need to arise. 

MOOMI0001



Cc: Addresses 

Hon. Dennis V. McGinn 
Asst. Secretary of the Navy 
Energy, Installations and Environment 
1000 Navy Pentagon, Washington, D.C. 20350 

Hon. Patty Murray 
United States Senator 
2988 Jackson Federal Bldg., 915 Second Avenue, Seattle, WA 98174 
2930 Wetmore 154 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington, DC 205100001 
Ave., Suite 903, Everett, WA 98201 

Hon. Maria Cantwell 
United States Senator 
511 Hart Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510 

915 Second Avenue, Suite 3206, Seattle, WA 98174 

2930 Wetmore Ave. , Suite 98, Everett, WA 98201 

Hon. Rick Larsen 
Member of Congress 
2113 Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, DC 20515 
Wall Street Building, 2930 Wetmore Avenue, Suite 9F, Everett, WA 98201 

Navy JAGC 
Vice Admiral James W. Crawford Ill 
1322 Patterson Ave., Suite 3000 
Washington Navy Yard, DC 20374-5066 
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  Coupeville, WA 98239 

 Freeland, WA 98249 
Phone: Email:  

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Boulevard 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

December 20, 2016 

Re: Environmental Impact Statement for EA-18G "Growler" 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island 

Gentlemen: 

Let me first introduce myself. 

I am a resident of Whidbey Island, my home at the  Road address you see above. I am an 
honorably discharged former U.S. Navy officer; fi rst as a lawyer specialist active duty reserve line officer 
and then with the creation of its own corps, automatically a member of Navy JAGC. 

I spent 8 Yi years serving on active duty. During that time, while initially serving at NAS Miramar as its 
station legal officer, I became qualified and flew occasionally in the Station's T-1A jets both in training 
and cross-country, with one additional flight in an F-4 Phantom on a China Lake practice exercise. My 
next following duty assignment was to the USS CONSTELLATION (then CVA-64) as her ship's legal officer. 
During that time I also received a letter of qualification as an Officer of the Deck underway and was 
additionally the Underway Officer of the Deck at general quarters in WestPac including when on Yankee 
Station in the South China Sea during the Vietnam conflict. I have, as a passenger, made several carrier 
take off and landings at sea off the coast of Vietnam. I am unit combat decorated. 

After Navy sponsored active duty full -time graduate law study and an LL.M. from George Washington 
University's National Law Center, I was assigned to Navy JAGC headquarters first serving in its Admira lty 
and then International Law Divisions, then to duty as Legal Advisor to the Oceanographer of the Navy, 
continuing after my discharge from active duty as a GS-14 civilian. At this later time, I was also assigned 
TAD to the Joint Chiefs of Staff and seconded to the National Security Council under Dr. Henry Kissinger. 
My assigned mission there being "Protection of Scientific Research in Open Ocean Space" in preparat ion 
for the U.N. Law of the Sea Conference. 

Subsequently, at the specific request of Office of General Counsel of the Department of Defense, 
approved and coordinated by Navy JAGC's Civilian Legal Advisor, Mr. McIntyre, I was employed as Chief 
Lega l Counsel for t he Defense Mapping Agency (now National Geospatial Intelligence Agency) as a GS-
15/ 16. 
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1.a. Thank You
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated



I have held the highest Top Secret security clearance and have had, as occasion may require, a U.S. State 
Department diplomat ic passport neither of which I have ever abused. I am certain each could be 
renewed in the event of a need to arise. 

I am 76 years old now, but in order to test my mental faculties w hich I may have personally had some 
doubt to question for the simple fact of age, after appropriate licensed training and practice, I recent ly 
became accepted as a qualified civilian helicopter pilot. Other than 5 weeks of in-patient treatment at 
the VA Hospital in Seattle for what has subsequently been diagnosed as combat post-traumatic stress 
syndrome related in 1983, I am in good health and I believe provable sound mind. PTSS seems no longer 
of any effect on my health. 

I think you can see I am very uniquely qualified to make the following comments and observations on 
the referenced. I am not a member or associated with any group either favoring or disputing the draft 
EIS. 

Growler aircraft, while still in production to satisfy Boeing contractual obligations and most likely 
ai rframe-worthy are already in terms of tactic and avionic plat form capability, with the advent, 
development maturity and exiting inventory and production capability of UAVs ("drones") and 
advancement of cyber tactica l platforms, now at present almost, comparat ively speaking, as obsolete as 
a WWII PBY Catalina. 

For both public and unclassified, now severa l years old, see for example the on-line available sources 
footnoted below. As you can see and as I am sure you all well know, the present platforms already exist 
and are in present operational usage. They are proven and fully capable of any mission for which the EA-
18G "Growler" at NAS Whidbey is currently or can be assigned. At ar lower cost to purchase and operate. Fully 
capable and with no on-board pilot or attendant flight personal at risk or required. In use, if not destroyed but 
captured, then as reported yesterday by President Elect Trump to the Chinese government, "Keep it." We cannot 
do that with a pilot or his remains. We can automatically or on command destroy a UAV with no harm to its 
remote operating personnel. 

In my previous conversations and emails of some five years ago on a separate real estate possibility for the Navy 
with NAVFAC NW, drone planning for Ault Field was already in process. This is the only thing set forth herein 
concerning UAVs which is not in the full public domain and so unclassified in any way. That may by now have 
changed to some other Navy place such as Idaho or another desert location. However it is unlikely there is going 
to be a need for Growlers at any time or place in the very near future. Certainly not by 2020. The impact presently 
described in the draft needs to address this situation before having an even greater adverse economic and health 
affects here on Whidbey. 

The requirements of an EIS as set forth and acknowledged in the referenced have not been met as required. I have 
not yet shared the above with anyone else to date with the exception of my attached letter to Navy JAGC. That 
has so far been not acknowledged and remains unanswered, despit e two follow-on calls made by me and two 
email requests over the past week personally made by me to those offices of JAGC headquarters (offices of PAO 
and Command Master Chief) for calls and to Admiralty Division (only on-line JAGC listed email address) for 2 
emails.). 

Sinc.etely 

~·r LCDR JA~ 
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J 
Cc. Navy JAGC w/ copy of 11128/1 G letter sent to JAG 

Examples of q few UAV Q.ublic domain sub1ect on line ava1lablilt:L 

7 Most amazing Military Aircraft and Helicopters - You tube (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u

r40EzzFt1~! ll§~ see particularly MQ4C Triton segment) 

Military Drone Technology today - 2014 -You tube (https.//www.youtube.com/watch?v=hZV81fJm

rv1 t=680s see particularly Navy X-47 B Drone -USNAS PAX River) 

You tube: Autonomous drones: U of PA Navy supported contract: D. J. (Dejay) Kumar operate free of 

any link and make its own decisions 

Wikipedia: The Global Hawk: (ht ps://en. \\ ikipcdia.org/,, iki/Modem l S t!ndurancl!/UA \ J) 

Aviation Week 12/6/2013 

PBY Catahnn: You tube PBY: https:I \\\\\\.,outuhe.com \\atch?\ :x~1kYzOO B,O 

PS I have no interest in as yet unle~s ·t affects our housf' in the contaminated water issue. I recommend you 
review the recent front oage art.ctes in the Decembe1 1411 Wh1dbey News-Times and OP.cember 15th Whidbey 
Examiner and others hke 1t irclu i1'1g rE..>r n· public , ..,,eti....,., Navy spori" •ed or othel'\v1se Inclusion tn a Draft 
EIS?? 

m 
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, Coupeville, WA 98239 

, Freeland, WA 98249 
Phone:  Email:  

Vice Admiral James W. Crawford Ill , USN 
Judge Advocate General of the Navy 
1322 Patterson Avenue, Suite 3000 
Washington Navy Yard, DC 20374-5066 

Dear Admiral Crawford: 

November 28, 2016 

Re: Whidbey Island NAS Draft EIS* 

I offer my services to deal with the claims which can be expected as a result of the implementation in 
2017 as a result of the impact of the proposed action(s) described in the referenced. I believe this can 
best be accomplished by me in a variety of acceptable, established ways to the benefit of both the Navy 
and our civilian community here. 

I am currently a resident of Whidbey Island, not in any way impacted by the proposed increased activity 
at Outlying Field (OLF) and far removed from Ault Field. I am unbiased, not involved yet in any way 
except as an observer. You will find I am uniquely situated, experienced and qualified for this situation. 

At now 76, I am a bit past a return to active duty age, but can be of civil service or equivalent to my 
former Defense Mapping Agency employment status. I am healthy, fit, still mentally alert and capable. 
Historically based, in my family, I should last as at present until around 96. My VA records can be of 
assistance and confirm. You are welcome to check any personal Naval or DOD information to be found 
through my service or social security numbers shown below. 

Very respectfully 

 
 

LCDR, JAGC, USNR-R 
USN Ser. #  
SSAN  

·For online reference see. 
http://whidbeyeis.com/files/Public/Whidbey%201sland%20for%20posting/Whidbey%20lsland%20EIS%20volum 
e%201%20F ull%20Document.pdf 
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Anacortes, WA 98221

 

Most of our complaints come from the close in flights where they are brought in over
Anacortes at low altitude during landing practice. Some flights keep clean during their
approach over the area of the city and result in much less noise. If your could reduce the
noise during this phase of training, I think the whole process would be livable. I have
17,000 hours of flight time and I know this could be accomplished.
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1.a. Thank You
12.n. Quality of Life
4.t. Noise Mitigation



COUPEVILLE, WA 98239

My name is . I have lived in Coupeville for 17 years. I am voicing my
concerns regarding the intention of the Navy to increase Growler flights in the Central
Whidbey Island area. I trust you will take them to heart. PFA Contamination This first
point of concern is unresolved in the current EIS. It is my understanding that the current
EIS does not address this issue at all. What is the Navy’s plan to continue to test and
monitor the contaminated wells? If contamination continues to spread, what is the Navy’s
plan to recompense those home and business owners that are now affected? It is also
my understanding that the Navy has not indicated any current plans to discontinue use of
the fire suppressing materials from which the PFA contaminants seems to be most likely
coming from. Based on that, how can we be assured that contamination above and
beyond what has already occurred will not continue in the future? I believe the Navy
MUST address this issue as part of their EIS as it certainly is a major potential
environmental affect of not only current use of the OLF field, but certain a major factor in
proposed INCREASED use. As far as potential other affects of proposed increased
flights.. When I purchased my property the Prowlers were flying (with a different flight
pattern) and I never had a problem with them. The Growlers are considerably louder, not
only in decibel, but whole visceral body reaction, than the Prowlers were. EFFECT OF
NOISE ON CENTRAL WHIDBEY FARMERS The current farming situation is that we are
a very fertile farming region (class 1 and 2 soils, which means GOOD!) with current
farming enterprises consisting of some small scale ‘commodity crop” farming (such as
grain crops) but mostly lots of smaller scale specialty crop production which is highly
diversified and functions mostly with lots of hand labor. Why is this important? it means
many people are walking around and working on our fields on a daily basis for most of
the year in our mild, temperate growing climate. L&I laws in Washington state REQUIRE
farm employers to have a noise policy set in place if farm owners are exposing
employees to over 85 decibels. This includes purchasing hearing protection, noise
monitoring and paying for hearing loss testing. Here is a link to those requirements:
http://www.lni.wa.gov/Safety/Rules/Chapter/…/WAC296-817.pdf… We know that some of
the farms in our area have been routinely showing decibels at well over 85 when
Growlers have been flying previously, and with proposed GREATLY increased additional
flights, this is of major concern to farmers in the central Whidbey area. I believe it is the
liability of the Navy to address this issue. What is the Navy’s plan to prevent hearing loss
for agricultural employees and to compensate them for irreversible hearing loss. EFFECT
OF NOISE ON OUR CENTRAL WHIDBEY ECONOMY My final comments are related to
the effect of increased Growler flight operations on the Coupeville community. I want to
support adequate training for Navy pilots and I’m thankful for all they and the Navy
community does for our nation. However, Coupeville is NOT a Navy town in the sense
that Oak Harbor is. Oak Harbor’s economy is completely tied to the Navy. Unfortunately,
the town and community of North Whidbey has never really worked to develop an
economy separate from the Navy. Central Whidbey and Coupeville have benefited
economically by the Navy in the sense of we have many active and retired navy folks
who have settled here, we have Navy families that live in our area and our businesses do
get a certain amount of business from Navy personnel purchases. Coupeville, however,
has a much more diversified economy. Ask any business owner in downtown Coupeville
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1.a. Thank You
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.n. Quality of Life
12.p. Local Differences in Economy
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



and they will say that you “make or break it” in Coupeville during the summer season.
This is MOSTLY due to off island tourist visitors to Whidbey Island. They come to
Whidbey Island to experience small town living, to take quiet walks through our forests
and prairie preserves, to visit small farm stands, to shop in small town businesses, to
experience great locally produced foods crafted by talented chefs and to stay in our many
unique and beautiful bed and breakfast and destination type resorts. They come to have
their weddings and special events in our beautiful setting. They come “to get away” to a
rural, agriculture community. When that vacation time also includes Growler flights so
loud they can’t sleep at night during their B&B stays, or is so loud, that when they drive
up to a local farm store, they decide to not even get out of their car and just leave, or
ruins what was supposed to be a peaceful walk in the woods or prairie or blasts over a
wedding event? These tourists, the economic drive behind most of the rest of Whidbey
Island, are certainly not happy with their experience and they leave and they certainly
don’t want to come back or recommend the experience to others. (And all those noted
situations HAVE occurred to local businesses when Growlers have been flying). This is a
huge, potential economic loss to not only Central Whidbey, but South Whidbey as well
since many tourists come to our island to experience both areas together, particularly the
EBEYS LANDING NATIONAL HISTORIC RESERVE area in central Whidbey. EFFECT
ON PROPERTY VALUES Greatly increased noise levels, the greatly increased possibility
of crashes in the area surrounding the OLF, none of those are compatible with the
economy and culture of Central and South Whidbey and certainly not the EBEY'S
LANDING NATIONAL HISTORIC RESERVE (ELNHR) which, as a unit of the National
Park Service, was created for the express purposes of (from their own website)
“preserv(ing) the historical, agricultural and cultural traditions of both native and
Euro-American – while offering spectacular opportunities for recreation.” When the
Prowlers were flying, the purposes and the goals of the ELNHR were still compatible with
those flights. The “sound exposure” simply wasn’t that great, or noticed, to make a
difference on our rural community and day-to-day lives and businesses. But with the
Growlers, and their greatly increased noise levels and now proposed GREATLY
increased flight amounts, those things are compatible at all. In addition…because of the
ELNHR, there is a large percentage of land in the central Whidbey area which no longer
has developmental rights. The goal was and is, to preserve this land in farming and
maintain the scenic, cultural aspects that were included by doing so. Over time, this has
had two effects. It has allowed farming to continue in our area because land was valued
as farmland, not potential housing. Recently however, as many predicted years ago, the
value of the land BECAUSE OF the scenic easements has been increasing
exponentially. Simply saying, people are willing to pay more for land in our area simply
because THEY ARE GUARANTEED the 10 acre and home they just bought with a great
view is surrounded by other lands that can never be developed upon. Because of this,
just our farmland has doubled in assessed value. This affect is mostly a benefit to those
of us owning land in this area because now our properties are worth more BECAUSE of
the nature of our community and definitely the work of the ELNHR to preserve the area.
Now however, we are looking at something that has the potential to greatly DECREASE
the value of our land. Why would people want to buy that beautiful, peaceful 10-acre
home surrounded by preserved farmland when they will be blasted by intolerable noise?
That isn’t why people move to our community (including those retired Navy folks many of
whom are also very concerned about this noise issue!). Or, for that matter, why would
they buy this land that may be at the risk of losing their well water to contamination with

MOOSU0001



no assurances that the Navy will “make it right” if that does occur? They won’t buy it. Or
they will, at greatly reduced price. In addition, many who own land without the
development rights, will now be faced with the prospect of now the land is truly only
valued as farm land which, ironically has become MUCH MORE DIFFICULT TO FARM
because of the noise issue for those working in the fields. With all these points…. I hope
you can understand my great concern about the proposed Growlers flights at OLF. I
would hope the Navy would seriously consider the huge impact this will have on our
communities and our lives, and at look to mitigate this situation in any and all ways
possible. Spreading the Growlers between many Naval communities would be one
answer or finding a place the Growler’s can practice that is NOT in a populated
NATIONAL HISTORIC RESERVE area. Or find SOME WAY to reduce the noise volume
on the Growler’s. Thank you for your time! Please accept these comments. Please take
them to heart.

MOOSU0001



COUPEVILLE, WA 98239

I am opposed to the increase in Growler flights in the Central Whidbey area. The noise
impact alone is not congruent with the area located in the EBEYS LANDING NATIONAL
HISTORIC RESERVE. Why would a country wanting to preserve and protect an area
with a NATIONAL HISTORIC designation allow such noise pollution??
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COUPEVILLE, WA 98239

My name is . I have lived in Coupeville for 17 years. I am voicing my
concerns regarding the intention of the Navy to increase Growler flights in the Central
Whidbey Island area. I trust you will take them to heart. PFA Contamination This first
point of concern is unresolved in the current EIS. It is my understanding that the current
EIS does not address this issue at all. What is the Navy’s plan to continue to test and
monitor the contaminated wells? If contamination continues to spread, what is the Navy’s
plan to recompense those home and business owners that are now affected? It is also
my understanding that the Navy has not indicated any current plans to discontinue use of
the fire suppressing materials from which the PFA contaminants seems to be most likely
coming from. Based on that, how can we be assured that contamination above and
beyond what has already occurred will not continue in the future? I believe the Navy
MUST address this issue as part of their EIS as it certainly is a major potential
environmental affect of not only current use of the OLF field, but certain a major factor in
proposed INCREASED use. As far as potential other affects of proposed increased
flights.. When I purchased my property the Prowlers were flying (with a different flight
pattern) and I never had a problem with them. The Growlers are considerably louder, not
only in decibel, but whole visceral body reaction, than the Prowlers were. EFFECT OF
NOISE ON CENTRAL WHIDBEY FARMERS The current farming situation is that we are
a very fertile farming region (class 1 and 2 soils, which means GOOD!) with current
farming enterprises consisting of some small scale ‘commodity crop” farming (such as
grain crops) but mostly lots of smaller scale specialty crop production which is highly
diversified and functions mostly with lots of hand labor. Why is this important? it means
many people are walking around and working on our fields on a daily basis for most of
the year in our mild, temperate growing climate. L&I laws in Washington state REQUIRE
farm employers to have a noise policy set in place if farm owners are exposing
employees to over 85 decibels. This includes purchasing hearing protection, noise
monitoring and paying for hearing loss testing. Here is a link to those requirements:
http://www.lni.wa.gov/Safety/Rules/Chapter/…/WAC296-817.pdf… We know that some of
the farms in our area have been routinely showing decibels at well over 85 when
Growlers have been flying previously, and with proposed GREATLY increased additional
flights, this is of major concern to farmers in the central Whidbey area. I believe it is the
liability of the Navy to address this issue. What is the Navy’s plan to prevent hearing loss
for agricultural employees and to compensate them for irreversible hearing loss. EFFECT
OF NOISE ON OUR CENTRAL WHIDBEY ECONOMY My final comments are related to
the effect of increased Growler flight operations on the Coupeville community. I want to
support adequate training for Navy pilots and I’m thankful for all they and the Navy
community does for our nation. However, Coupeville is NOT a Navy town in the sense
that Oak Harbor is. Oak Harbor’s economy is completely tied to the Navy. Unfortunately,
the town and community of North Whidbey has never really worked to develop an
economy separate from the Navy. Central Whidbey and Coupeville have benefited
economically by the Navy in the sense of we have many active and retired navy folks
who have settled here, we have Navy families that live in our area and our businesses do
get a certain amount of business from Navy personnel purchases. Coupeville, however,
has a much more diversified economy. Ask any business owner in downtown Coupeville
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and they will say that you “make or break it” in Coupeville during the summer season.
This is MOSTLY due to off island tourist visitors to Whidbey Island. They come to
Whidbey Island to experience small town living, to take quiet walks through our forests
and prairie preserves, to visit small farm stands, to shop in small town businesses, to
experience great locally produced foods crafted by talented chefs and to stay in our many
unique and beautiful bed and breakfast and destination type resorts. They come to have
their weddings and special events in our beautiful setting. They come “to get away” to a
rural, agriculture community. When that vacation time also includes Growler flights so
loud they can’t sleep at night during their B&B stays, or is so loud, that when they drive
up to a local farm store, they decide to not even get out of their car and just leave, or
ruins what was supposed to be a peaceful walk in the woods or prairie or blasts over a
wedding event? These tourists, the economic drive behind most of the rest of Whidbey
Island, are certainly not happy with their experience and they leave and they certainly
don’t want to come back or recommend the experience to others. (And all those noted
situations HAVE occurred to local businesses when Growlers have been flying). This is a
huge, potential economic loss to not only Central Whidbey, but South Whidbey as well
since many tourists come to our island to experience both areas together, particularly the
EBEYS LANDING NATIONAL HISTORIC RESERVE area in central Whidbey. EFFECT
ON PROPERTY VALUES Greatly increased noise levels, the greatly increased possibility
of crashes in the area surrounding the OLF, none of those are compatible with the
economy and culture of Central and South Whidbey and certainly not the EBEY'S
LANDING NATIONAL HISTORIC RESERVE (ELNHR) which, as a unit of the National
Park Service, was created for the express purposes of (from their own website)
“preserv(ing) the historical, agricultural and cultural traditions of both native and
Euro-American – while offering spectacular opportunities for recreation.” When the
Prowlers were flying, the purposes and the goals of the ELNHR were still compatible with
those flights. The “sound exposure” simply wasn’t that great, or noticed, to make a
difference on our rural community and day-to-day lives and businesses. But with the
Growlers, and their greatly increased noise levels and now proposed GREATLY
increased flight amounts, those things are compatible at all. In addition…because of the
ELNHR, there is a large percentage of land in the central Whidbey area which no longer
has developmental rights. The goal was and is, to preserve this land in farming and
maintain the scenic, cultural aspects that were included by doing so. Over time, this has
had two effects. It has allowed farming to continue in our area because land was valued
as farmland, not potential housing. Recently however, as many predicted years ago, the
value of the land BECAUSE OF the scenic easements has been increasing
exponentially. Simply saying, people are willing to pay more for land in our area simply
because THEY ARE GUARANTEED the 10 acre and home they just bought with a great
view is surrounded by other lands that can never be developed upon. Because of this,
just our farmland has doubled in assessed value. This affect is mostly a benefit to those
of us owning land in this area because now our properties are worth more BECAUSE of
the nature of our community and definitely the work of the ELNHR to preserve the area.
Now however, we are looking at something that has the potential to greatly DECREASE
the value of our land. Why would people want to buy that beautiful, peaceful 10-acre
home surrounded by preserved farmland when they will be blasted by intolerable noise?
That isn’t why people move to our community (including those retired Navy folks many of
whom are also very concerned about this noise issue!). Or, for that matter, why would
they buy this land that may be at the risk of losing their well water to contamination with
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no assurances that the Navy will “make it right” if that does occur? They won’t buy it. Or
they will, at greatly reduced price. In addition, many who own land without the
development rights, will now be faced with the prospect of now the land is truly only
valued as farm land which, ironically has become MUCH MORE DIFFICULT TO FARM
because of the noise issue for those working in the fields. With all these points…. I hope
you can understand my great concern about the proposed Growlers flights at OLF. I
would hope the Navy would seriously consider the huge impact this will have on our
communities and our lives, and at look to mitigate this situation in any and all ways
possible. Spreading the Growlers between many Naval communities would be one
answer or finding a place the Growler’s can practice that is NOT in a populated
NATIONAL HISTORIC RESERVE area. Or find SOME WAY to reduce the noise volume
on the Growler’s. Thank you for your time! Please accept these comments. Please take
them to heart.

MOOSU0003



Anacortes, WA 98221

I fully support the Navy's intent to increase the number of Growlers at NAS Whidbey.

MOOWI0001
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Lopez Island, WA 98261

During WW II, I grew up under the flight pattern of the Sand Point Naval station. It was
reassuring to know that we were protected and respected. There were no late night
flights nor afterburner outbursts. Now I live under the flight pattern of Whidbey Island
Naval Station. It is frightening, disorienting and harmful. My visitors are puzzled by the
intensity and frequency of the noise, my grandchildren are bothered by it and the articles
in my home are jiggled askew by it.I am sure this is not a healthy situation. Please do not
bring more Growlers and please search for a possible alternative training ground. Thank
you.
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Lacey, WA 98503

 

My wife, , and I moved to central Whidbey Island in 1977. Our small farm was
north of OLF, in the flight path of the old jets. We were frequent callers to the complaint
line at the base because of the low flights directly over our farm house at night. We
moved from Whidbey in the late 1980’s after too many years of putting up with the jet
noise from OLF. However, we still own 20 acres of forestland next to our old farm
property. We have long planned on building a retirement home on that property but have
held off waiting to find out if the Navy would vacate OLF to locate to a less populated
practice field. Now we understand that the new jets produce more noise and fly more
frequently with added flights under consideration. We want to record our objection to
these developments. They mean more negative impact on all aspects of life in the central
Whidbey Island area; especially regarding the unbearable noise, residential safety (the
dangers of crashes), tourism (we loved having friends and relatives stay with us when we
lived on the island, but limited it to weekends because of the risk of noise late into the
weekday nights), health of our children (our kids played in our yard, practiced on sports
teams in Rhododendron Park and at the High School fields with the noise of those old
jets – who knows the impact on their long term hearing), our property values and plans
for a peaceful retirement on our land. Regarding the Environmental Impact Statement, we
urge a balanced, thorough, science based accounting of these and other negative
impacts on our natural and human environments with special emphasis long term
exposure to these jet practice flights.
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Port Townsend, WA 98368

My comments and concerns on the Growler Airfield on Whidby Island: I am worried, not
only about how the noise affects my neighborhood and the communities that are even
closer to the flight paths but for the impact of the noise on the wildlife that is so important
to me. Orca have very sensitive hearing and they and the wildlife in the National Park are
critically dependent on a quiet environment. The Draft EIS analysis of the noise from the
proposed expanded Growler program does not measure the impact. The analysis uses a
24-hour average as a threshold for ‘unacceptable’ noise from these aptly named aircraft.
Because the noise from the jets is of an intermittent nature, averaging that very loud but
brief noise does not accurately reflect the actual impact. Furthermore, the document does
not provide an accurate 'no action alternative' by which we can compare potential future
impacts (from noise, exhaust, etc) with current conditions. For these reasons, and many
more, I strongly request that the draft document be re-written in a way that meets the
requirements of NEPA and brought back to the public for review. Sincerely,
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Coupeville, WA 98239

I work from a home office. When the Growlers are flying, I am unable to work due to the
noise, even with all windows and doors shut. Even wearing a headset with microphone
right next to my mouth, people with whom I am conversing on the phone are unable to
hear me. With the current flight schedule, that impacts me as much as two hours per day
(when the planes are flying). With the full schedule of flights proposed, that would likely
impact me for a full 8 hours/day. How did you include the economic impact on
home-based businesses and other businesses not directly tied to the Growlers?
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Coupeville, WA 98239

I work from a home office. When the Growlers are flying, I am unable to work due to the
noise, even with all windows and doors shut. Even wearing a headset with microphone
right next to my mouth, people with whom I am conversing on the phone are unable to
hear me. With the current flight schedule, that impacts me as much as two hours per day
(when the planes are flying). With the full schedule of flights proposed, that would likely
impact me for a full 8 hours/day. How did you include the economic impact on
home-based businesses and other businesses not directly tied to the Growlers?
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Coupeville, WA 98239

I understand that noise modeling and noise averaging are commonly used for measuring
impact. Yet, this technology does not seem adequate for this study, and this issue was
raised in earlier public forums. My hearing has already been impacted and would
continue to be significantly impacted by the noise. Why did the Navy choose not to
include actual noise measurements in the Impact Statement?

MORJE0004
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Bainbridge Island, WA 98110

Expansion of Growler flights at the Outlying Field over the past few years has already
done significant damage to quality of life for those living in Coupeville and surrounding
communities. I would strongly urge that the Navy consider alternatives that would
relocate training flights altogether to a less populated area, as opposed to the planned
expansion which is certain to degrade the area even further, lower property values, and
negatively impact the local economy.
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Bainbridge Island, WA 98110

The DEIS did not comply with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) by failing to
judiciously examine off-Whidbey Island sites to conduct flight carrier land practice
(FCLP).
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Bainbridge Island, WA 98110

 

The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) noise contours depicted in the DEIS are
misleading and fallacious for two reasons: (1) inappropriate use of 365-day averaging
rather busy-day averaging, and (2) holding up as scientifically valid an outdated,
misleading, and scientifically invalidated DNL threshold for high noise annoyance.

MORJO0003
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Bainbridge Island, WA 98110

The DEIS claim that the JGL noise study was “flawed” is disingenuous and
unsupportable, whereas in actuality the Wyle modeled noise levels have not been
validated with on-site noise data.

MORJO0004
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Bainbridge Islan, WA 98110

The DEIS misconstrued important finding of the National Park Service’s 2015 noise study
at Ebey’s Landing Historic National Reserve and obfuscated forthright analysis of the
impacts on visitor experience. That misconstruction has to be credibly revised to properly
characterize the real impacts.

MORJO0005
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Bainbridge Island, WA 98110

Much like the tobacco industry did years ago, the DEIS selectively and reprehensively
cites and relies on out-of-date medical research findings on impacts of noise on human
health that are at odds with the overwhelming body of contemporary research. This
obfuscation renders the DEIS findings incomplete and disingenuous and demands an
honest, complete, forthright evaluation of the contemporary formal medical literature.

MORJO0006
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Bainbridge Island, WA 98110

 

The Navy has adopted standards that protect their personnel from health and hearing
harm due to excessive noise, yet these standards were ignored by the DEIS for civilians
exposed to the same or greater levels of noise. This DEIS needs to examine how many
civilians would receive exposure doses that exceed the Navy’s defined “hazardous noise
zone” threshold (i.e., an area where the 8-hour time-weighted average exceeds 84 dBA
[or 140 dB peak sound pressure level, SPL, for impact or impulse noise] for more than 2
days in any month).

MORJO0007
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4.q. Potential Hearing Loss



Bainbridge Island, WA 98110

Island County has unconscionably ignored the Navy’s 2005 AICUZ land-use directives for
Outlying Field Coupeville, especially as reflected by construction permits issued in Noise
Zone 2 areas, where the AICUZ stipulates no residences should occur, as well as other
land uses. Whether due to the County’s willful intent to ignore or due to lack of Navy
assertiveness, it aptly demonstrates the meaningless and ineffectiveness of the AICUZ
and similar land-use provisions in the DEIS. Given the alternatives under consideration in
the DEIS, the Navy should immediately advocate that the County place a moratorium on
all construction permits not compatible with the 2005 AICUZ and DEIS land-use
stipulations until the final EIS is approved.

MORJO0008
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Bainbridge Island, WA 98110

The two most dangerous aspects of flying are the approach, landing and takeoff — in
other words most of the OLFC flight path. The risks are significant (a) because of
unrestrained and major encroachment problems, (b) because OLFC is about 49,000
acres below and the runway about 3000 feet short of FCLP standard for Growlers, (c)
because the pilots are mostly students flying the F-18 airframe which is 5.5 times more
likely to crash than its EA-6B (Prowler) predecessor, and (d) FCLP operations occur at
low elevations that increase likelihood of bird strikes exacerbated by the significant
shoreline bird population. These risks cannot be mitigated other than by moving the
FCLPs to a suitable 21st century off-Whidbey site.

MORJO0009
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Bainbridge Island, WA 98110

Environmental Justice analysis overlooked the fact that farm workers, gardeners, and
recycle center workers are almost entirely composed of low-income and/or ethnic
minorities, and because they must work outside, they are disproportionately affected by
overhead Growler noise.

MORJO0010
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Bainbridge Island, WA 98110

Perfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) have been discovered in numerous wells adjacent to
OLFC and are believed attributable to fire-retardant foam use at OLFC. The DEIS,
however, dismissed addressing the related past, present, and future impacts and
problems associated with PFAS, even though the EPA has set a Health Advisory that has
been exceeded by 16-fold in some of the impacted wells. Leakage of PFAS in storage or
their use in a crash event is a hugely relevant environmental impact that must be
addressed. And the public must be given the opportunity to comment.

MORJO0011
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Bainbridge Island, WA 98110

The DEIS noise levels were based on about 30% of the proposed 8800 to 35,000+
operations at OLFC being conducted on Path 14. Since 2013, when the transition to
Growlers was relatively complete, the highest use of Path 14 has been about 2 to 10%
because, as base commander Captain Nortier explained Growlers are only rarely
capable of using Path 14. The DEIS 30% use projection of path 14 greatly understates
the DNL noise impacts for path 32 and overstates the impacts on Path 14. This mistake
must be corrected.
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Bainbridge Island, WA 98110

 

The DEIS fails to address the potential effects of sleep disturbance due to Growler
overflights, despite the admission that there will be an increase in the “percent probability
of awakening for all scenarios…” While music torture is still permitted under US law, the
United National Convention against Torture defines torture as “any act by which severe
pain of suffering, whether physical or mental…” Sleep disturbance results in serious
physical and emotional symptoms such as cognitive impairment, impaired immune
system, adverse birth outcomes, risk of heart disease, risk of diabetes, not mentioning
the number of work hours/days lost from lack of sleep. The DEIS must forthrightly
address the impacts of sleep disturbance on residences affected by OLFC night
operations.

MORJO0013
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Bainbridge Island, WA 98110

The DEIS obfuscates the effects of FCLP jet noise on classroom interruptions by
averaging interruptions with periods when jets are not practicing. The average
understates interruption events compared with event frequency during FCLP sessions,
which are as frequent as an interruption every 1-2 minutes. Interruptions of such
frequency complicate teaching and thwart student concentration and break the focus of
teacher and student. In addition the EPA states, “Noise can pose a serious threat to a
child’s physical and psychological health, including learning and behavior,” but the DEIS
has not recognized the contemporary research. These oversights and failings must be
properly addressed and reanalyzed.
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Bainbridge Island, WA 98110

 

The DEIS fails to address the effects of noise on hearing and tinnitus and consequential
medical costs associated with hearing loss by stating that civilians would need to be
exposed to noise emitted by the Growlers for 40 years before there is a permanent shift
in hearing. This defies all scientific and audiological evidence to the contrary, even by the
US military itself. Hearing loss and tinnitus are the MOST compensated injuries in the
military and increasing annually (US Dept. of Veteran Affairs.) That and failure to address
the effects of impact or sudden noise must be more fully delineated.
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Bainbridge Island, WA 98110

 

The DEIS fails to adequately address the effects of high noise levels during pregnancy
that provoke significantly higher risk for smaller newborns, gestational hypertension,
cognitive abnormalities, and permanent hearing loss.

MORJO0016
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Langley, WA 98260

Accident response and environmental impact discussion From DEIS, page 4-261: "...
While it is generally difficult to project future safety/mishap rates for any aircraft, the
Growler has a well-documented and established safety record as a reliable aircraft."
Ignoring pilot error as a potential cause for a mishap creates an unrealistic view of the
potential of a mishap. The DEIS downplays the likelihood of a crash instead of analyzing
the potential mishap scenarios, responses and potential environmental impact. The
number of flight operations will increase significantly under all options presented,
therefore, the likelihood of a mishap is also significantly increased. The DEIS provides no
data on accident history or mishap rate of EA-18G or the F-18 Hornet platform. The Navy
provided the following information subsequent to the 2003 EIS to convert the A-6 fleet to
EA-18G: From: AICUZ Study Update for Naval Air Station Whidbey Island’s Ault Field
and Outlying Landing Field Coupeville, Washington, Final Submission, May 2005 Table
5-2 Accident History Summary, 1975-Present Aircraft Type Date Accident General
Location Type of Flight Operation EA-6 August 1976 NAS Whidbey Island Golf Course
IFR departure A-6 September 1976 Water west of Ault Field Runway 07 Instrument
operation EA-6B February 1980 Water northwest of Ault Field Runway 13 FCLP
(approach) P-3A January 1981 Hard landing on Ault Field runway Landing (touchdown)
EA-6B December 1982 OLF Coupeville off government property FCLP (break maneuver)
EA-6B October 1985 Landing on Ault Field runway Landing (rollout) A-6 August 1989
Ault Field runway Practice air show flight demonstration A-6 November 1989 Water
northwest of Ault Field Approach A-6 January 1990 Ault Field Clear Zone
Post-maintenance flight Notes: Instrument Flight Rules (IFR), field carrier landing practice
(FCLP) Source: Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for proposed air
operations associated with increased training activity at Ault Field and OLF Coupeville,
August 2003 Growler misshaps reported: Nov. 17, 2008: A Navy EA-18G “Growler” made
an emergency landing at Nellis Air Force Base in Nevada after its left engine caught on
fire on Nov. 17, Navy officials say. Officials are investigating after a Navy EA-18G
Growler was damaged during an attempted landing aboard the carrier John C. Stennis in
the South China Sea on May 29, 2016. The DEIS should describe responses to mishaps
and likely environmental impact of accident response, impact of use of fire retardant
chemicals (eg: The Navy’s use of two perfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS); perfluorooctane
sulfonate (PFOS) and perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) which are one the EPA Health
Advisory list)
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Comments to Draft EIS for EA-18G "Growler" Airfield Operations at NAS-WI complex, November 2016 

December 9, 2016 

From  

 

Langley, WA 

 

1. Social Justice Impact Discussion fails to forecast impact of jet noise on demographics 

Higher, more prolonged noise in APZ areas have and will continue to drive out residents who can afford 

to relocate. The DEIS makes no assumptions about shifting census demographics occurring due to the 

lower housing costs in undesirable areas (i.e. high noise) which will, over time, contain more and more 

lower income residents, thus disproportionately impacting economically disadvantaged populations. 

A recent evaluation of the properties affected by noise document a 3.6% reduction in property values -

at the current levels of noise. This amounts to a taking of approximately $9,000,000. 

This $9,000,000 is computed only for Island county and will grow as more Growlers train and the noise 

become more pervasive and the reputation of the area for livability is further harmed. 

Why doesn't the Navy consider purchasing the property necessary to conduct safe flight 

operations with minimal impact to civilian populations? 

2. Other alternatives not considered as required by the NEPA process: 

The DEIS makes no mention of an alternative to not use the additional aircraft for deployment. 88 

aircraft were originally intended to replace the EA-6. The Navy did not request the additional 36 aircraft 

and could reasonably be expected to use the additional aircraft as replacements as needed. The aircraft 

could be stored for future use. This option would likely save the Navy money and eliminate the need for 

additional flight operations and the resultant environmental impacts completely. 

Why was this option not evaluated? 

MORLA0002

1.a. Thank You
12.j. Property Values
12.k. Compensation to Citizens for Private Property
13.a. Environmental Justice Impacts
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated



Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-1 BG Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. Name 

2. Organization/Affiliation 

3. Address 

4. E-mail 

5. Please check here if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6 Please check here • if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

2vly 

Please print • Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 
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1.a. Thank You
4.a. General Noise Modeling
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model



Langley, WA 98260

Social and Economic impact analysis fails to consider the predictable outcome of
residents moving from undesirable, noisy areas if they can afford to move. Only people
with limited means will not have the ability to move from the noisiest areas, therefore, a
low-income neighborhood will develop as a result of the Navy's action. This DOES impact
low income and disadvantaged persons disproportionately. The history of airports and air
installations is easy to analyze for this outcome and the DEIS makes no attempt to
predict this very likely outcome. Predicting the reasonably-forecastable outcomes is the
objective of the EIS, not simply counting people in the neighborhoods and assuming
there will be no change. The NEPA process is designed to PREDICT what is likely to
happen when the alternatives are implemented. Being able to reasonably forecast that
lower income neighborhoods and communities will develop as a result of the proposed
actions is well within the Navy's ability to plan and think ahead. Ignoring this eventuality is
disingenuous to the NEPA process and must be addressed in the final EIS.
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1.a. Thank You
12.i. Housing Access and Affordability
13.a. Environmental Justice Impacts



Comment to Draft EIS- for EA-18G "Growler" Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island 

Complex, November 2016 

Comments by: 

 

Langley, Washington, 98260 

Classroom interruptions and noise exposure to children 

Noise generated in any of the scenarios interrupt classroom instruction (Pages 4-35, 4-120) and expose 

children to noise levels known to cause health issues if exposure is prolonged. 

The DEIS does not recommend any amelioration, - i.e. restriction of fight operation during school hours, 

avoidance of schools during school sessions, funding addition sound insulation or any other possible 

actions to reduce the interruptions or noise exposure. 

Children play outdoors, take lunch breaks, wait for busses and walk to/from school during school terms 

and are directly exposed to sound levels in excess of 90 dBA during Flight Operation. Studies suggest 

that permanent hearing loss is likely for exposure of just a few minutes at these levels1
• 

Noise levels up to 117 dBA were recorded by the National Park Service during flight operations -

considerable higher than the lOOdBA levels at which permanent hearing damage is likely.' 

The DEIS in Table 4.2-3 shows two areas, Cox Road and Island Ridge Way and Coupeville Elementary, 

would have LOWER Max noise exposure, but does not explain how flight patterns would be altered from 

the No Action Alternative to lower maximum noise. This finding seems inconsistent with the proposal to 

add aircraft and flight operations. 

What actions does the Navy propose to allow for schools to provide Instruction and to 

protect children from harm when aircraft are in close proximity and likely to cause 
permanent hearing loss in young children? 

1 
Children's health and the environment: A review of evidence. Tamburlini Get al., eds. EEA-WHO, 2002 

(www.eea.europa.eu/publications/environmental_issue_report_2002_29) 

'Ebey's Landing National Historical Reserve, Acoustical Monitoring Report, Natural Resource Report 
NPS/ELBA/NRR - 2016/1299, pg viii. 
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1.a. Thank You
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
3.g. Field Carrier Landing Practice Evolutions and High Tempo
4.a. General Noise Modeling
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.k. Comparison of the Prowler to the Growler
4.l. Points of Interest
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.s. Health Impact Assessment and Long-term Health Study
Requests
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
8.a. Cultural Resources Area of Potential Effect
8.b. Section 106 Process
8.c. Noise and Vibration Impacts to Cultural Resources
8.g. Mapping and location of Ebey’s Landing National Historical
Reserve and Central Whidbey Island Historic District



Comments to Draft EIS for EA-18G "Growler" Airfield Operations at NAS-WI complex, November 2016 

 

 

Langley, WA 

 

Accident response and environmental impact discussion 

From DEIS, page 4-261: " ... While it is generally difficult to project future safety/mishap rates for any 
aircraft, the Growler has a well-documented and established safety record as a reliable aircraft." 

Ignoring pilot error as a potential cause for a mishap creates an unrealistic view of the potential of a 
mishap. The DEIS downplays the likelihood of a crash instead of analyzing the potential mishap 
scenarios, responses and potential environmental impact. The number of flight operations will increase 
significantly under all options presented, therefore, the likelihood of a mishap is also significantly 
increased. 

The DEIS provides no data on accident history or mishap rate of EA-18G or the F-18 Hornet platform. 

The Navy provided the following information subsequent to the 2003 EIS to convert the A-6 fleet to EA-

18G: 

From: AICUZ Study Update for Naval Air Station Whldbey Island's Ault Field and Outlying 
Landing Field Coupeville, Washington, Final Submission, May 2005 

T bl 5 2 A Id t HI t S 1975 P t a e - cc en s ory ummary, - resen 
Aircraft Type Date Accident General Location Type of Fllaht 0pera11on 
EA-6 August 1976 NAS Whidbev Island Golf Course IFR departure 
A-6 September 1976 Water west of Ault Field Runway 07 Instrument operation 
EA-6B Februarv 1980 Water northwest of Ault Field Runway 13 FCLP (approach) 
P-3A Januarv l 981 Hard landing on Ault Field runway Landing (touchdown) 
EA-6B December l 982 OLF Coupeville ofTgovernment property FCLP (break maneuver) 
EA-6B October l 985 Landing on Ault Field runway Landing (rollout) 
A-6 Aul!Ust 1989 Ault Field runway Practice air show flight demonstration 
A-6 November 1989 Water northwest of Ault Field Approach 
A-6 January 1990 Ault Field Clear Zone Post-maintenance flight 

Notes: 
Instrument Flight Rules (IFR), field carrier landing practice (FCLP) 
Source: 
Drqft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for proposed air operations associated with increased training activity al Ault Field and OLF 
Coupeville, August 2003 

Growler mishaps reported: 

Nov. 17, 2008: A Navy EA-18G "Growler" made an emergency landing at Nellis Air Force Base in Nevada after 
its left engine caught on fire on Nov. 17, Navy officials say. 

Officials are investigating after a Navy EA-18G Growler was damaged during an attempted 
landing aboard the carrier John C. Stennis in the South China Sea on May 29, 2016. 

The DEIS should describe responses to mishaps and likely environmental Impact of accident response, 

Impact of use of fire retardant chemicals (eg: The Navy's use of two perfluoroalkyl substances 

(PFAS); perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS) and perfluorooctanolc acid (PFOA) which are o')f the 
EPA Health Advisory list) 
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Comment to Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-18G "Growler" Airfield Operations at 
Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex, November 2016 

Calculating Sound Averages That More Accurately Describe Environmental Impact 

Introduction 

Currently accepted practices of using A-weighted noise profiles, NOISEMAP simulation software and 

annual noise weighting to create sound contours contain assumptions that mask the experience of 

unwanted noise as reported by many residents of Whidbey Island and the surrounding communities. 

This situation has created a discrepancy between what the draft EIS purports as reasonable noise 

metrics and what the local residents report as experiencing. This report outlines shortcomings in the 

current Growler noise modeling averaging techniques and proposes changes in the DEIS to more 

accurately reflect the impact of the noise on the community so that a more accurate and realistic impact 

can be described in the final EIS. 

Airport noise has been analyzed as it relates to "annoyance" of the local residents. Day-Night average 

contours have been used to assess the potential annoyance based a relatively steady level of sound 

throughout a day and over a year. Averaging the noise over a year has been shown to equate well to 

annoyance levels when the noise is relatively constant throughout the year. However, the annoyance 

levels experienced and reported by residents near the Growler flight path seem to exhibit a much higher 

degree of annoyance than the literature and accepted practices would explain. 

The following factors are postulated to explain the discrepancy: 

1. The Growler, based on the F/A-18F airframe, is equipped with engines that produce 44,000 

pounds of thrust having a significant low-frequency content that is not modeled when using dBA 

noise metrics. The result is that the noise modeling, capturing only sound in the human-hearing 

frequency range, does not account for the effects of lower frequencies which are experienced as 

"felt" ratherthan "heard." 

2. Training occurs in periods of peak intensity in order to support deployment requirements. 

Squadrons deploy (five jets per squadron currently and seven to eight proposed in the DEIS) 

within a narrow time window so that the pilots are all carrier-qualified in a narrow time window. 

This has the effect of lumping flight operations (eg. Field Carrier Landing Practice, FCLP) into a 

few days with up to 200 flight operations per day, including night operations. 

3. Noise contours based on a 365-day averaging work for operations of a fairly continuous 

nature and are not as useful for a few, very loud events. The intense sound of the Growler, 

Sound Event Level (SEL) of 118 dBA at 600 Ft1 is equivalent to a leaf blower or rock concert, both 

1 "Air Installations Compatible Use Zones Report", Naval Air Station Lemoore, California, November 

2010, Page 4-14 
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Calculating Sound Averages That More Accurately Describe Environmental Impact 

recommended to have ear protection. Other DoD agencies use daily noise averages routinely to 

remain below acceptable community noise levels when generating a few loud events per day2. 

Discussion 

Impact of Low Frequency Noise 

The Growler noise profile, when compared to the A-68, Prowler, has significantly higher sound pressure 

energy at lower frequencies. Figure 1 shows the Growler having 15-20 dB greater levels over the 

Prowler at 10 - 15 Hz. The power levels used for FCLP in the DEIS are modeled at 85 %NC, similar to the 

data in the chart. 

10 
<) Awow, 

EA-18G Noise is >10 dB 
higher around lOHz 

100 F requeocy (Hz) 1000 10000 

f i,Jutt 7.4 C<>tnpo,kM of SOut>d SptctJo for lA""68 and EA·JSG ( l OOO ft AGL1 S9'F1 lil!rc'RH) 

vuyle WR 10-22 (Octobu 2012) 
Nott : 600 ft AGL, 48 ~ 70%RH Is 

M3i!IW typical at Rt ubt l Farmsttad __ 

Source: Final VAQ EA Octobcr2012 Appendix C reduced.pelf 

Figure 1 Sound Profile of EA-18G compared to EA-68 

This lower frequency component also travels farther, i.e. experiences less atmospheric attenuation, than 

higher frequencies. However, this effect is not carried forward if dBA weighting is used since dBA 

weighting filters the frequencies below 1000 Hz. C-weighting includes the lower frequencies and better 

captures the sound energy of the event. Figure 2 depicts the sound energy that is included (to the right 

of the curved line) and excluded (to the left of the curved line) in A-weighted metrics. The Growler has a 

significant amount of sound energy excluded from the modeling using A-weighting metrics. 

The result is an understated amount sound energy used to calculate sound contours, which, in turn, 

results in sound contours encompassing smaller areas in modeling than experienced in practice. 

2 
Fort Bliss Mission and Master Plan (TX, NM}; Final Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement; Volume II, 

Appendices A through K, December, 2000, pg G-17. 

2 
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Calculating Sound Averages That More Accurately Describe Environmental Impact 

The additional effect of excluding low frequency sound is to understate the distance the sound pressure 

can be experienced. Lower frequencies travel considerably farther as explained in Fort Bliss Mission and 

Master Plan: 3 

"The atmosphere absorbs sound energy. However, this absorption is not a significant factor for 

sounds with frequencies of 500 Hz or less. For example, at 10 Hz, approximately 0.04dB is lost 

to atmospheric absorption over a 6.2-mile distance, and for a sound at 100 Hz, about 3.5 dB is 

attenuated over the same distance. Conversely, for a sound at 1,000 Hz, approximately 100 dB 

would be lost over the same 6.2 miles." 

In addition, water is a very good reflector of sound waves, resulting in even farther propagation of 

sound energy to surrounding communities. It is not clear how this modeling is included in NOISEMAP 

since most airport modeling is typically for airports surrounded by land . 

.------ Sound Energy Discarded 
Using A-Weighting - - - - - A-Weighted Sound Filter 

(100-+-+-----+----+--___.___,...._~ ~ -----< 

§ 
1 80 

j 60 ·i -1-*-lrfilll tatil t-1 lltH". rll 

!:: 
=> 

10 100 Frequency (Hz) 1000 10000 
c) Approach 

figure 1·4 Compo, /1011 of Sound Spect,o for EA-68 ond EA-18G{1000 ft AGL, S9'f , l O;iRH) 

vvyl.e WR 10-22 {October 2012) Mffi 
Source: Final VAQ EA October2012 Appendix C reduced.pdf 

Figure 2 Discarded Sound Energy Using A-Weighting 

3 
Fort Bliss Mission and Master Plan {TX, NM); Final Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement; Volume II, 

Appendices A through K, December, 2000, pg G-18 

3 
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Calculating Sound Averages That More Accurately Describe Environmental Impact 

Operational Training Peaks 

From the Draft EIS: 

" Per Navy guidelines, pilots must perform FCLP before initial carrier qualification (ship) lands or re

qualification landings. The first carrier landing needs to occur with 10 days of completion of FCLP." 

Growler Squadrons currently have five Growers each and the DEIS proposes adding either two or three 

Growlers to each VAQ squadron; meaning a squadron would then deploy with seven or eight planes. A 

pilot typically requires, on average, 150 "bounces" (a simulated carrier landing) to become proficient at 

one of the most challenging tasks in aviation. For a squadron of 8 planes, this totals 1200 bounces and is 

counted as 2400 Flight Operations in the DEIS. The DEIS further explains that a typical FCLP lasts 45 

minutes with three to five aircraft participating the training. 

Using an average of four planes per exercise, 45 minutes would permit 8-10 FCLP loops per session, or a 

total of 32 to 40 FCLP landings and takeoffs. If there are few minutes between sessions, one could 

assume a session occupies an hour, therefore, the number of sessions required to train a squadron 

equals the number of hours of FLCP required. This totals about 24 hours for a 5-jet squadron and 37.5 

hours for an 8-jet squadron. At three training sessions per day, each day has 96 bounces. 

The training scenario outlined above would occur for 8-10 days over a two-week period to prepare all 

pilots In a five-jet squadron for deployment. Alternative1A in the DEIS would generate 183 days of 

training using the scenario described above, approximately two weeks of training followed by two 

weeks of no activity, on average, in order to accommodate the larger squadrons, weather permitting. 

4 
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Calculating Sound Averages That More Accurately Describe Environmental Impact 

Typical Training Day Noise Averaging 

Using SEL data for F/A-18E/F, the same platform as the Growler, the value for a daily noise level average 

can be calculated. Table 4-4 from the AICUZ for NAS Lemoore is partially reproduced below in Table 1.4 

Table 4-4* Sound Exposure Levels and Maximum Sound Levels for Representative Flight Conditions 

F/A-18C/D F/A-18E/F 

Condition 
Power Speed SEL Lmax Power Speed SEL Lmax 
%NC (knots) (dBA) (dBA) %NC (knots) (dBA) (dBA) 

Departure through 1,000 ft AGL 
97 300 114 108 97 250 116 113 (not co-located} 

Departure through 10,000 ft 
97 310 91 77 97 350 91 83 

MSL (prior to Hwy 41) 
Non-Break Arrival through 1,800 

88 135 103 95 85 135 110 103 ft MSL (near Initial Points) 

FCLP on Downwind 
88 135 114 108 85 135 118 113 

(600 ft AGL) 

GCA Box mid-downwind 83 200 91 84 83 200 102 93 
(1,800 ft MSL} 

Table 1 - Excerpt from AICUZ, NAS Lemoore, 2010 

Note: SEL of 118 dBA correlates well with the Nation Park Service calculation of SEL at 117.2 dBA at 

Reuble Farmstead during an overflight at EBLAOOl during the measurement period5
• 

The calculation for daily average of multiple events spread over a day is given by6 

Lcdn = CSEL + { lOLog10 (No+ 10 NN) } - 49.4 Equation 1 

Where: 

CSEL = C-weighted Sound Exposure Level for a single event 
N0 = Number of events per 24-hour period occurring between 7:00 a.m. and 10:00 p.m. {daytime) 
NN = Number of events per 24-hour period occurring between 10:01 p.m. and 6:59 a.m. 
{nighttime) 
Multiplying the events by 10 assigns a 10 dB penalty for noise events at night. 
49.4 = 10 Log10 of 86,400 {the number of seconds in a 24-hour period). 
Source: U.S. Army, 1986b 

Using the A-weighted SEL from Table 1, the daily average for a training day can be calculated using 

Equation 1 with various scenarios spread between day and night FCLP loops. 

4 Air Installations Compatible Use Zones Report, Naval Air Station Lemoore, California, November 2010, Page 4-14 
5 Ebey's Landing National Historical Reserve, Acoustical Monitoring Report ,Natural Resource Report 
NPS/ELBNNRR- 2016/1299, pg viii 
6 Fort Bliss Mission and Master Plan, pg 18 

5 
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Calculating Sound Averages That More Accurately Describe Environmental Impact 

SEL 
No NN 

Total FCLP L,dn 
(dBA) Looos (dBA) 
118 96 0 96 88.5 
118 80 16 96 92.4 
118 60 36 96 94.9 

Table 2 Daily Average Noise Level for Typical Training Day 

Table 2 Daily Average Noise Level for Typical Training Day shows that for points below the flight path for 

a Growler at 600 feet, a typical altitude for an FLPC training loop, the daily average for a typical training 

day is between 88 dBA and 95 dBA. 

As discussed above, using A-weighted sound levels understates the amount of energy of Sound Exposure 

Level since the A-weighting excludes a significant amount of sound energy. Therefore the amount of 

sound energy experienced by structures (including biological bodies) is even higher. 

Using the Reubel Farmstead as a benchmark, it is in the 7SdBA noise contour in the DEIS in all 

alternatives, however, the daily experienced sound average on training days is over 90dBA using 

calculations for daily averaging. The World Health Organization, the EPA and the DoD all recommend 

sound protection at levels of 80 dBA. At over 90 dBA the daily average at Reuble Farmstead is ten times 

the level recommended for sound protection. 

6 
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Calculating Sound Averages That More Accurately Describe Environmental Impact 

Conclusion 

Residents near the flight paths report significantly higher annoyance levels than predictions by standard 

annual noise modeling indicate. This report demonstrates that the sound exposure levels of the 

Growler are significantly higher than the DEIS reports using annual averaging. 

C-Weighted noise contours would be more useful for non-human impacts. The EA-18G has considerable 

amount of sound energy at low frequencies and excluding low frequency sound pressure energy may 

understate the impact on animals, birds, marine life, and physical structures and should be examined for 

impact in the final EIS. 

Using DoD-sourced information and calculations, the daily sound averages are significantly higher to the 

point that sound protection is essential to prevent permanent hearing loss for any residents, visitors or 

workers under or near the flight path when FCLP operations are underway. 

Recommendations to incorporate in the Final EIS 

1. C-Weighted Typical Training Day noise averages should be generated in the Final EIS to better 

inform county and city officials, schools, buinesses and the public of the requirements for sound 

protection to prevent adverse health impacts. The public and public health officials would then 

be better able to prepare for the impacts to minimize long term exposure effects. 

2. Residential populations, businesses, schools and public buildings within Daily Typical Training 

Day noise contours over 80 dBC should be specifically notified so that appropriate precautions 

can be taken. 

3. Residential populations within the 80 dBC and higher Daily Typical Training Day contours should 

be monitored for adverse health effects since long term exposure could produce chronic 

conditions. 

Submitted by: 

 

y 

Langley, WA 98260 

 

February 17, 2017 
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Comments to Draft EIS for EA-1SG "Growler" Airfield Operations at NAS-WI complex, November 2016 

Historical structures will suffer direct significant impacts and the DEIS contains no proposed actions to 

avoid, minimize or mitigate appropriately as required by National Historical Preservation Act. 

NPS staff will be significantly Impacted In the normal performance of their duties due to the noise 

levels experienced in the NPS office at Reuble Farms within Ebey's Landing National Historical 

Reserve. 

 

 

Langley, WA 

 

Reference From DEIS -

3.6.1.1 Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act 
Page 3-78: 

" If a cultural resource can be demonstrated to meet the criteria for listing on the NRHP and retains its 
integrity (i.e., location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association), it qualifies as a 
historic property, and adverse effects, either direct or indirect, to that historic property must be 
avoided, minimized, or mitigated appropriately. Direct effects physically alter the historic property in 
some way; indirect effects diminish some significant aspect of the historic property but do not physically 
alter it." 

Summary 

The Draft EIS makes no attempt to analyze the impact on historical structures located directly under the 
flight path of the EA-18G while performing FCLP. 

Structures in Ebey's Landing National Historical Reserve,a National Park Service property, will suffer 
adverse effects under the definition of Section 106 or significant impacts under the definition of NEPA. 

These properties will suffer direct effects: Damage potential to historical building due to low-flying 

Growlers generating vibrations, resonances which over time weaken structures and cause increased 

cracking and loosen joints to make the structures more vulnerable to other deterioration causes (wind, 

rain). 

The Draft EIS fails to consider the following important factors: 

• Reuble Farmstead at Ebey's Landing National Historical Reserve is directly under the FCLP flight 

path of OLF Coupeville. 

• EA-18G fly directly over Reuble Farmstead at 600 feet for FCLP and will do so repeatedly during 

each FCLP session. 

1 
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• Evaluating potential structural damage using A-weighted sound pressure metrics discards 

significant amounts of low frequency sound pressure energy emanating from the Growlers 

• Low frequency sound pressure has been shown to be particularly damaging to historical 

structures1
• 

• NPS staff will find increased difficulty conducting normal business and interacting with visitors. 

• APZ restrictions could preclude groups of visitors from touring National Park Service's Reuble 

Farmstead within Ebey's Landing National Historical Reserve 

Ebey's Landing Historical Reserve 
Ebey's Landing National Historical Reserve was created by an act of Congress in 1978 to "preserve and 
protect a rural community, which provides an unbroken historical record from 19th century exploration 
and settlement in Puget Sound to the present time." 
Ebey's Reserve is America's first National Historical Reserve, and the only unit of the National Park 
Service Managed by a Trust Board representing local, state and federal partners. 

More than 85% of the Reserve's 17,572 acres are privately owned. The reserve contains more than 450 
heritage buildings, working farms, historic military forts, two state parks, miles of shoreline and the 
second oldest town in Washington, Coupeville .. Many families have been farming the same land since 
the 1800's. 

The intent of creating the Reserve, as quoted in the act, is to "preserve and protect a rural community .. " 
presumably from destruction or significant modification of the environment, structures and ambiance of 
the entire 17,000 acres. Private land owners have voluntarily recorded easements to prohibit 
development and other land uses that would alter the nature of the Reserve. The National Park Service 
has recommended including OLF into the Reserve as it is a significant portion of Smith Prairie to aid in 
preservation of the nature of the Reserve! 

As shown in Figure 1: Boundary of Ebey's Landing National Historical Reserve, the Reserve abuts OLF 
Coupeville, and the crash zone for runway 32 extends off the north end of OLF into the Reserve. 
All of APZl and most of APZ2 suggested in the Draft EIS for runway 32 would be within the Reserve 
boundaries and include all historical structures at Reuble Farmstead. 

The Reuble Farmstead also serves as the primary offices for the NPS staff who are required to perform 
NPS duties during regular business hours regardless of the noise or other interruptions that will result 
from the FCLP activities outlined in the DEIS. These historical structures cannot, by law, be modified to 
improve noise insulation, therefore the indoor noise levels are essentially the same as the noise levels 
experienced outdoors by the NPS staff and visitors. 

1 Carl E. Hanson, Kenneth W. King*, Mary Ellen Eagan and Richard D. Horonjeff, AIRCRAFT NOISE EFFECTS ON 
CULTURAL RESOURCES: REVIEW OF TECHNICAL LITERATURE, NPOA Report No. 91-3,September 1991,HMMH 
Report No. 290940.04-1;.pg 25 
2 Ebey's Landing National Historical Reserve, Final General Management Pland and Environmental Impact 
Statement, National Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, NPS-WA-060407-F, September, 2006 
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Boundaries for Runway 32 

Crash Zones 

Figure 1: Boundary of Ebey's Landing National Historical Reserve 

Reuble Farmstead consists of several historical structures including the Reuble Barn, the Gillespie House, 
the granary, and the old barn. These facilities house the NSP staff and host visitors, tour groups, school 
children and others interested in the history of the local area. 

The buildings at Reuble Farmstead are designated historical structures and are protected from damage 
under section 106 of the National Historical Preservation Act. However, flight tracks in the Draft EIS (see 
Figure 2) are directly over Reuble farmstead for FCLP training using runway 32. 

FCLP pattern altitude is nominally 600 ft AGL meaning that historical structures at Reuble Farmstead will 
be 600 ft from the aircraft flying directly overhead. A typical training day will mean approximately 100 
FCLP loops generating 100 noise events per day for these structures and their occupants, NPS staff and 
park visitors. 
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Figure 2: Flight tracks over Reuble Farmstead 

Jet Noise Impact on Ebey's Landing NHR Historical Buildings 

• 

Using SEL data for F/A-18E/F, the platform for the Growler, the Sound Exposure Level at 600 ft. is 

118dBA See Table 4-4 from the AICUZ for NAS Lemoore which is partially reproduced below in Table 1.3 

Note: SEL of 118 dBA correlates well with the Nation Park Service calculation of SEL at 117.2 dBA at 

Reuble Farmstead during an overflight at EBLAOOl as recorded during noise measurements4• 

From DEIS a "high tempo" (i.e. training) day would have 100 flyovers with SELof 118dBA. 

3 
Air Installations Compatible Use Zones Report, Naval Air Station Lemoore, California, November 2010, Page 4-14 

4 
Ebey's Landing National Historical Reserve , Acoustical Monitoring Report ,Natural Resource Report 

NPS/ELBA/NRR-2016/1299, pg viii 
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-.able"""4-:zi Solina txposure evels arw Maximum Sound Levels for Representative Flight Conditions 

F/A-18C/D F/A-18E/F 

Condition 
Power Speed SEL Lmax Power Speed SEL Lmax 
%NC (knots) (dBA) (dBA) %NC (knots) (dBA) (dBA) 

Departure through 1,000 ft AGL 
97 300 114 108 97 250 116 113 

(not co-located) 
Departure through 10,000 ft 

97 310 91 77 97 350 91 83 MSL (prior to Hwy 41) 

Non-Break Arrival through 1,800 
88 135 103 95 85 135 110 103 

ft MSL (near Initial Points) 

FCLP on Downwind 
88 135 114 108 85 135 118 113 

(600 ft AGL) 
GCA Box mid-downwind 83 200 91 84 83 200 102 93 (1,800 ft MSL) 

Table 1 - Excerpt from AICUZ, NAS Lemoore, 2010 

Low Frequency Sound Pressure Excluded from Noise Contours 
While human ears cannot detect sound frequencies much below 100 Hz, buildings and structures 
are subjected to sound pressure at low frequencies which are excluded when A-weighted sound 
measurements are used. The Draft EIS is deficient in failing to include the impact of the low 
frequencies which are present in the Growler noise profile. 

Wiley Labs' data shows Sound Pressure Levels of Growlers to be much higher at low frequencies 

than Prowlers as shown in Figure 3 - Frequency Profiles of EA-6B and EA-18G. 

40 

10 

EA-18G Noise is >10 dB 
higher around lOHz 

100 Frequeocy (Hz) 1000 10000 
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Figure 3 - Frequency Profiles of EA-68 and EA-18G 

The National Park Service recorded several instances of SPL well over 100 dBA during their 

monitoring period leading to the reasonable assumption that instances of 118dBA are not 

unusual. See Figure 4 - NPS Measurements during overflights 

5 
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Figure 4 - NPS Measurements during overflights5 

Increased low freq intensity of Growler may have an even greater impact on historic structure and the 

Draft EIS ignores the sound energy at lower frequencies which will have an impact on structures. See 

Figure 5 - Sound Energy Discarded by Using A-Weighted Metrics. 

Graphically, it would seem that over 20% of the sound pressure energy is excluded, thereby significantly 

understating the potential impacts to historical structures. 

5 Ibid, Pg. 15 
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Figure 5 - Sound Energy Discarded by Using A-Weighted Metrics 

High Probability of Significant Impact to Historical Structures 

Hanson et al reports that frequencies below 40Hz create potential resonances with wood-framed walls 

and that wood frame and plaster can become damaged at frequencies below 2.7 Hz with displacement 

greater than 0.03 inches
6

• Hanson also lists probabilities of damaging certain types of structures based 

on frequency content of the sound pressure and velocity induced by resonance of the structure. 

Hanson cites Sutherland and reports the probability of damage to a structure based on a single exposure 

to a sonic event.
7 

Using a "subsonic Jet" as a noise source - the report estimates that the probability of 

damage to a Wood Frame building with wood panels - (as are on the Reuble Farmstead) is 0.2% if the 

structure is within 1.56 miles of a nominal military training route. 

The Reuble Farmstead buildings are only 600 ft from the aircraft (not 1.56 miles) and are subjected to 

the noise pressure 100 times during single training day. 

Even using the 0.2% probability cited for a distance that is over 13 times farther away than the buildings 

on Reuble farmstead, the probability of damage for a single day is 20%. If only half of the FCLP flights 

use runway 32, the probability of damage is 1700% in one year. 

6 Hanson;.pg 22,Table 2.3 
7 Ibid., pg 42 
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Summary 

This report shows that using A-weighted noise analysis is not appropriate for structure and the low 

frequency content of the Growlers significantly adds to the potential for damage. Noise contours and 

analysis for historical buildings is incomplete in the DEIS. 

Using data published by the US government, this comment to the DEIS concludes that the buildings in 

Ebey's Landing National Historical Reserve will almost certainly suffer irreparable and permanent 

damage from the proposed actions of the DEIS. Indeed, the probability of damage can be estimated to 

be 1700% in a single year. 

The DEIS makes no attempt to analyze this issue, offers no mitigation or alternative actions as required 

by law to avoid damage to historical properties. 

What is the Navy proposing to minimize the potential of damage to these non-replaceable 

historical structures? 

NPS Staff and park guests and visitors will be subjected to SEL of over 100 dB on a regular and on-going 

basis. 

Given that historical structures cannot be modified to improve sound insulation, while FCLP training is 

being conducted at OLF 

• NPS staff will be unable to accomplish normal duties 

• Visitors will need to be provided ear protection or removed from the area 

• Buildings where the staff and visitors are housed could be damaged to the point of structural 

failure endangering staff and visitors. 

What is the Navy proposing to minimize the risk of harm to NPS staff and visitors? 

8 
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Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-18G Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by February 24, 2017 

L 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Online at: httpj/\\lww.whidbeyeis.com/CommenLaspx 
By mail at Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 

23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

~affie .·.· ( ... ···•··•···· .. 
Organization/ Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired military) 

Address Lc1 A&Ce_11LJA 'l 51 Zlr, {) 

Email ~..: ~-"'-"--'--'-~-"-'--'-

Increases in Outlying Field (OLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools and 
quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. This is a burden 

greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

Comments 
Please check all that concern you and add additional comments on the back. 

The environmental impacts of the following issues due to increased flight operations at the OLF are not 
adequately addressed in the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS): 

l2r' Health effects from noise and low-frequency sound. 

~;nesses, schools, hospital, and County and Town public government operations in the 
Coupeville area. 

~crease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville, hiking and birding at Ebey's Landing 
National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference Center, Fort Casey State Park, The Pacific Rim 
Institute. 

~ecrease in private property values due to noise. 

(over) 

MORMA0001

1.a. Thank You
1.e. Risk of Terrorist Attack
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
11.a. Groundwater
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
3.d. Arrivals and Departures
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.b. Overtasking/Overloading of Air Traffic Control at Ault Field and
Elsewhere



' 

~tdoor recreation limits, as well as children's and family's health, at Rhododendron Park ball 

~-
i:{'N~e impacts on commercial properties including agriculture. 

~quifer and well contamination. 

Additional Concerns: 

~he addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones ( APZs) surrounding OLF will 
restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

~e Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere despite this being one of 
the top issues from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

~;~pact on marine and terrestrial wildlife. 

0'Th~ major security risk for Whidbey Island by siting all Growlers here. 

~aps and crash risks due to problems such as their onboard oxygen system. 

Please include any additional comments and concerns here: 

All comments will become a part of the public record and will be addressed in the final EIS. Personally identifiable information of 
individuals will be kept confidential and not released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. 
City, state and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

For more information, see, Coupeville Community Allies, www.facebook.com/whidbeyeis 

Coupeville Community Allies is a group of community members committed to sharing accurate 
information to all Coupeville and Whidbey Island residents regarding the Growler DEIS. We 
encourage everyone to get involved in the discussion of our future and to submit comments 
and concerns. 

Prepared by Coupeville Community Allies 

January l 8, 201 7 
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Port Townsend, WA 98368

Island County has unconscionably ignored the Navy’s 2005 AICUZ land-use directives for
Outlying Field Coupeville, especially as reflected by construction permits issued in Noise
Zone 2 areas, where the AICUZ stipulates no residences should occur, as well as other
land uses. Whether due to the County’s willful intent to ignore or due to lack of Navy
assertiveness, it aptly demonstrates the meaningless and ineffectiveness of the AICUZ
and similar land-use provisions in the DEIS. Given the alternatives under consideration in
the DEIS, the Navy should immediately advocate that the County place a moratorium on
all construction permits not compatible with the 2005 AICUZ and DEIS land-use
stipulations until the final EIS is approved.

MORMA0002

1.a. Thank You
7.b. Land Use Compatibility and Air Installations Compatible Use
Zones



Port Townsend, WA 98368

Island County has unconscionably ignored the Navy’s 2005 AICUZ land-use directives for
Outlying Field Coupeville, especially as reflected by construction permits issued in Noise
Zone 2 areas, where the AICUZ stipulates no residences should occur, as well as other
land uses. Whether due to the County’s willful intent to ignore or due to lack of Navy
assertiveness, it aptly demonstrates the meaningless and ineffectiveness of the AICUZ
and similar land-use provisions in the DEIS. Given the alternatives under consideration in
the DEIS, the Navy should immediately advocate that the County place a moratorium on
all construction permits not compatible with the 2005 AICUZ and DEIS land-use
stipulations until the final EIS is approved.
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1.a. Thank You
7.b. Land Use Compatibility and Air Installations Compatible Use
Zones



Port Townsend, WA 98368

Dear Sir/Madam, The Navy’s application for a permit to use the Olympic National Forest
for an Electronic Warfare Range must be delayed until unbiased, solid scientific data can
support your claim that the Range will have “No Significant Impact” At this point, it is
certain that many animals in the forest will suffer, but without scientific studies it cannot
be foreseen how badly Growler jets will damage this unique fauna community. Flora in
this same community could also be damaged. We already know that humans are
significantly harmed by the severity of Growler jet noise. I note the devastation sonar has
wreaked on both East and West coast cetaceans as a clear example of unforeseen
consequences that can and do occur to the natural environment when the Navy says
there is no problem and is allowed to proceed without proper scientific investigation.
NOISE: No sound studies have been done of actual noise levels of multiple Growler jets
practicing daily above endangered species habitat. The stress of such extreme levels
poses significant risks. Research must be conducted before any permitting is considered,
as does the adverse effect of such noise levels on humans. If you had loud jet sounds
over your home incessantly, how would you react? ECONOMICS: Socio-economic
repercussions of the Navy’s plans on local communities have not been analyzed. The
proposal to fly Growler Jets directly over Olympic National Park and Olympic National
Forest poses significant impacts to the region’s predominant tourist attraction. A quiet
atmosphere is central to “the wilderness experience” that is desired by the majority of
visitors to this region. Visitation to Olympic National Park grew more than 10% last year,
flushing the local economies with millions of tourist dollars. Managers of Olympic National
Forest need to recognize that the economic stability of the small communities on the
Peninsula has shifted from timber harvesting and forest products to outdoor recreation
and tourism. INCREASED FIRE RISK: With drought conditions increasing in our area,
the risk of fires is a considerable one. Growlers fuel tanks carry thousands of gallons of
highly toxic fuel. The probabilities and the consequences of these inevitable events
should be rigorously and scientifically evaluated before any permit is granted to the Navy
for Electronic Warfare Training Range. RADIATION: Subjecting sensitive species such as
butterflies, bees, amphibians, birds and other species to this powerful and potentially
harmful technology and extreme jet noise without adequate scientific studies is
unacceptable. The public wants to see current, comprehensive, peer-reviewed scientific
data. For all of the above reasons, I strongly request an extension of the deadline for
comments on your EIS. This is a busy holiday time when most people are involved in
many related activities. To open and close your process during this time of year is an
insult to the people of this country and to an open and fair review process. Sincerely,
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1.a. Thank You
12.h. Tourism
17.a. Hazardous Materials and Waste Impacts
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
19.d. Electronic Warfare
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.f. Use of Public Comments
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation



Seattle, WA 98177

 

I fully agree with the following position: "COER’s Position on the Navy’s Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) The Navy’s DEIS ignores the harmful
consequences of Growler operations taking place. It does not address the true
environmental and public health consequences of planned Growler increases. The DEIS
is flawed by design and prepared in violation of the National Environmental Policy Act.
The Navy should relocate touch-and-go Growler training from Whidbey Island to another
less populated and environmentally sensitive location. On COER’s position concerning
the DEIS: we are reviewing the DEIS and will prepare detailed comments to the Navy.
This is not being done to legitimize the Navy’s actions, but rather to set the stage for a
legal challenge to the adequacy of DEIS. The following are a few observations: The DEIS
misrepresents the impacts of Growler noise. No measurements of noise were taken in
communities. Instead, the Navy used computer modeling that averaged periods of noise
with long period of silence. The DEIS ignores overwhelming scientific and medical
evidence of harms caused by hazardous Growler noise. It presents no evidence that
those harms are not now occurring and will not occur in the future ALL of the alternatives
for Growler operations proposed by the Navy will create more noise and harms in
communities throughout the Puget Sound. The DEIS’s alternatives only shift the burden
of harms between communities."

MORNA0001

1.a. Thank You
2.b. Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement and Analysis
Conducted
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Langley, WA 98260

As a long time resident of Whidbey Island, I have always found the Navy to be a good
and responsible neighbor. That favorable impression has been undermined by recent
events, where the Navy's cavalier attitude to protecting the community's rural character
and quality of life. Until the Navy is willing to heed the real and reasonable concerns of its
neighbors, it cannot expect our continued support. My own worries are very clearly
articulated in the West Coast Action Alliance's list of concerns, which I fully support and
include below. 1. Jet noise outside the immediate environs of the runways on Whidbey
Island is not being evaluated, yet impacts are significant. Noise from EA-18G Growlers is
affecting communities far outside the vicinity of Naval Air Station Whidbey Island, yet the
only area the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) analyzes in its “study area” is
what falls within 6 to 10 miles of the corners of runways. Growler aircraft, which are
capable of 150 decibels (dB), use these runways to get airborne and to land; therefore,
what happens outside the study area cannot be ignored as if it does not exist, because all
flight operations are functionally connected to takeoffs and landings. By considering only
takeoff and landing noise and exhaust emissions at Ault Field and Outlying Field (OLF)
Coupeville, the DEIS fails to consider the wider area of functionally connected impacts
caused by naval flight operations. By failing to consider the interdependent parts of a
larger action that cannot proceed without takeoffs and landings, as well as their impacts,
the DEIS fails to evaluate cumulative effects. 2. Impacts to cultural and historic sites are
not adequately considered. The Navy so narrowly defined the Area of Potential Effect
(APE) for cultural and historic resources that it also fails to consider significant nearby
impacts. The State Historic Preservation Officer confirmed this in a January 9, 2017 letter
to the Navy.
(http://westcoastactionalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/SHPO-Letter-102214-23-
USN_122916-2.docx ) She said that not only will cultural and historic properties within
existing APE boundaries be adversely affected, but additional portions of Whidbey Island,
Camano Island, Port Townsend vicinity and the San Juan Islands are also within noise
areas that will receive harmful levels of sound and vibration from Growler activity. The US
Department of Housing and Urban Development posted noise abatement and control
standards that classify the 65 dB levels being used by the Navy as “normally
unacceptable” and above 75 as being “unacceptable.”
(https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/environmental-review/noise-abatement-and-co
ntrol/) Residents in these outlying areas, who live many miles from these runways, have
recorded noise at least twice that loud. Therefore, by failing to include these areas, this
DEIS violates both the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the National
Historic Preservation Act (NHPA). 3. Piecemealing projects to avoid analyzing cumulative
effects is illegal. The Navy has, to date, piecemealed its aircraft training and testing
activities affecting Whidbey Island, the San Juans, and the Olympic Peninsula into at
least six separate actions: 1. 4 squadrons of P-8A Poseidon Multi-Mission Aircraft; 2. A
2005 EA (57 Growler jets); 2010 EIS (reaffirming the 57 Growlers that replaced
Prowlers); 3. 2012 EA (26 Growlers including 5 from a reserve unit); 4. 2014 EA (Growler
electronic warfare activity); 5. 2015 EIS discussing electronic warfare training and testing
activity; 6. The current 2016-2017 DEIS (36 Growlers); 7. And, likely, a seventh process,
as confirmed by news reports and a Navy official at a recent open house, for 42 more jets
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1.a. Thank You
1.c. Segmentation and Connected Actions
10.a. Biological Resources Study Area
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.c. Wildlife Sensory Disturbance and Habituation
10.f. Endangered Species Impact Analysis Adequacy
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.k. Compensation to Citizens for Private Property
12.n. Quality of Life
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
19.d. Electronic Warfare
2.b. Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement and Analysis
Conducted
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.d. Program of Record for Buying Growler Aircraft
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.h. Next Steps
2.i. Proposed Action
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.m. Record of Decision/Preferred Alternative
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
3.h. Runway Usage, Flight Tracks, and Altitudes
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.e. Day-Night Average Sound Level Contours and Noise
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.i. Other Noise Metrics Not Currently in Analysis
4.l. Points of Interest
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.t. Noise Mitigation
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
8.a. Cultural Resources Area of Potential Effect
8.b. Section 106 Process
8.c. Noise and Vibration Impacts to Cultural Resources



to bring the Growler fleet total to 160. Therefore, it has been impossible for the public to
know just how many Growlers there would be, or what their impacts would be, or what
limits, if any, the Navy intends to establish. In just four documents—the 2014 EA, Forest
Service permit Draft Decision, and the 2010 and 2015 EISs, there are more than 6,000
pages of complex technical material. The number of Growler flights at Outlying Field
(OLF) Coupeville alone went from 3,200 per year to a proposed 35,100 in 2017. That’s
more than a 1,000 percent increase at this runway alone, yet according to the Navy,
there are “no significant impacts.” The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA 40
C.F.R. §1502.4) “…does not allow an approach that would permit dividing a project into
multiple ‘actions,’ each of which individually has an insignificant environmental impact,
but which collectively have a substantial impact.” The DEIS evaluates not the totality of
impacts from the current fleet of 118 Growlers, nor the projected total of 160 of these
aircraft, but slices out 36 of them for an incremental, piecemealed look, and concludes
from both the construction activities and the addition of just these 36 new Growlers to the
fleet, that no significant impacts will occur in the following categories: public health,
bird-animal strike hazards to aircraft, accident potential zones, emissions of all types,
archaeological resources, American Indian traditional resources, biological resources,
marine species, groundwater, surface water, potable water, socioeconomics, housing,
environmental justice, and hazardous waste. To state the obvious, impacts from this
many Growlers, when taken together, are likely to be significant. Segmenting their
impacts has allowed the Navy to avoid accountability. 4. The DEIS does not analyze
impacts to groundwater or soil from use of firefighting foam on its runways during Growler
operations, despite the fact that before this DEIS was published, the Navy began
notifying 2,000 people on Whidbey Island that highly toxic carcinogenic chemicals had
migrated from Navy property into their drinking water wells, contaminating them and
rendering these people dependent on bottled water. 5. The DEIS fails to discuss,
describe or even mention any potential impacts associated with electromagnetic radiation
in devices employed by the Growlers in locating and interacting with the ground
transmitters. It fails to mention any potential impacts associated with aircrew practicing
using electromagnetic weaponry, that will allow the Navy to make good on its 2014
statement that this training and testing is “turning out fully trained, combat-ready
Electronic Attack crews.” 6. The current comment period on a Draft EIS should not be the
last chance the public will have for input. However, Navy announced on its web site that it
does not intend to allow a public comment period on the Final EIS. The “30-day waiting
period” proposed for the Final EIS is not a public comment period, and thus would be
unresponsive to serious and longstanding public concerns on matters that will affect our
lives as well as the lives of people doing business throughout the region, plus the visitors
who are the tourism lifeblood of our economy, and the wildlife that inhabits the region.
The Navy must allow the public to participate throughout the process, in order to be able
to be able to assess the full scope of direct, indirect and cumulative impacts. This is
doubly important because so many impacts have been excluded from analysis. A federal
agency is required to prepare a supplement to either a draft or final EIS, and allow the
public to comment, if there are significant new circumstances or information relevant to
environmental concerns, that bear on the proposed action or its impacts. 7. There are no
alternatives proposed in this DEIS that would reduce noise. This violates NEPA §1506.1,
which states, “…no action concerning the proposal shall be taken which would have an
adverse environmental impact or limit the choice of reasonable alternatives.” According to
a memo from the President’s Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) to all federal
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agencies, “Reasonable alternatives include those that are practical or feasible from the
technical and economic standpoint and using common sense, rather than simply
desirable from the standpoint of the applicant.”
(https://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/G-CEQ-40Questions.pdf) The three alternatives
presented by the Navy are merely a shell game of choices among the same number of
flights, but for different percentages of activity at runways. This pits communities against
each other, as the runway that receives more flights will determine the “loser” among
these communities. 8. The Navy has exacerbated the problem stated in #8 by not
identifying a preferred alternative in the DEIS. According to the CEQ memo, “[NEPA]
Section 1502.14(e) requires the section of the EIS on alternatives to "identify the
agency's preferred alternative if one or more exists, in the draft statement, and identify
such alternative in the final statement . . ." Since the Navy has not done this,
communities cannot evaluate potential noise levels. Since the Navy has also announced
that it will not provide a public comment period for the Final EIS, communities will have
no chance to evaluate the consequences or even comment on the preferred alternative.
9. The Navy states that it evaluated noise for the Olympic Peninsula in 2010 with the
Northwest Training Range Complex EIS, but that document did not do so. The Navy
claims its documents are “tiered” for this purpose, but they are not. Had the activities
contemplated by the proposed Electronic Warfare Range been evaluated by that EIS, the
ground-based mobile emitters should have been listed as an emission source. They were
not. For Electronic Combat and Electronic Attack, the only areas listed by activity and
training area, warfare type, and Range and Training Site were the Darrington Area and
W-237. Neither is on the Olympic Peninsula. Had noise been properly evaluated, the
Olympic MOAs should have been listed. They were not. Therefore, noise from Growler
activities has not been evaluated in this or any previous for the Olympic Peninsula. 10.
The Navy has neither measured, modeled, nor considered direct, indirect or cumulative
effects of jet noise in any areas outside the immediate environs of NASWI runways.
Actual noise measurements have not been made anywhere. However, computer
modeling for the 10-mile radius of the “Affected Noise Environment” around Naval Air
Station Whidbey Island (NASWI) extends to the year 2021 and clearly demonstrates the
Navy’s ability to model noise. Therefore it makes no sense to fail to measure or model
highly impacted areas such as the West End of the Olympic Peninsula, with its very
different terrain and weather conditions, as demonstrated by separate NOAA weather
forecasts for each region. For example, the Hoh River is surrounded by steep-sloped
mountains that amplify and echo noise. Port Townsend is on a peninsula surrounded on
three sides by water, which echoes sound. Port Angeles gets reflected sound from the
Strait of Juan de Fuca to its north and from the Olympic Mountains to its south. Yet no
noise modeling or measurements have been done for these areas. 11. The Navy’s claim
that areas outside the narrow boundaries of its study area do not exceed noise standards
is suspect, first because the standards used by the Navy are unrealistic, second,
because the Navy has never measured or modeled noise in these areas, and third,
because the “library” of sounds that comprise the basis for the Navy’s computer modeling
is not available for public inspection. The Navy uses the less realistic Day-Night Average
Sound Level (DNL) rather than the Effective Perceived Noise Level, as provided in
Federal Aviation Regulation 36. DNL uses A-weighting for the decibel measurement,
which means jet noise is averaged with quiet over the course of a year to come up with a
65 dB average. This means peak noise levels in these un-measured and un-modeled
communities and wildlands may far exceed 65 dB as long as the constant average with
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quiet periods over a year stays below 65 dB. This is unrealistic, and claims by the DEIS
that wildlife are “presumably habituated” to noise do not apply when that noise is sporadic
and intense. 12. Commercial airport noise standards should not apply to military jets
because commercial jets do not have afterburners, do not engage in aerial combat
maneuvers, do not fly at low altitudes or practice landing on runways so short they can
only be used for emergencies, do not possess the flight characteristics of Growlers, and
do not have weaponry that is capable of making a parcel of forest hum with
electromagnetic energy. FAA policy does not preclude use of the more accurate Effective
Perceived Noise Level as the standard, nor are local jurisdictions prevented from setting
a lower threshold of compatibility for new land-use developments. FAA policy allows for
supplemental or alternative measurements. So, the continued use of DNL may be to the
Navy’s benefit, but does not benefit the public. 13. The Navy’s noise analysis does not
allow for peak noise experiences, nor does the DNL method they use take into account
low-frequency noise, which is produced at tremendous levels by Growlers. 14. The
NOISEMAP software used for computer modeling is severely outdated, and a report from
a Department of Defense commission concluded that noise measurements using this
software “…do not properly account for the complex operational and noise characteristics
of the new aircraft.” This report concluded that current computer models could be legally
indefensible.
(https://www.serdp-estcp.org/Program-Areas/Weapons-Systems-and-Platforms/Noise-an
d-Emissions/Noise/WP-1304) 15. The Navy describes its activities using the term “event,”
but does not define it. Therefore, the time, duration, and number of jets in a single “event”
remain unknown, and real impacts from recent increases remain unevaluated. As a result
of leaving out vast geographical areas where noise impacts will occur (and are occurring
now), the DEIS eliminates far too many direct, indirect and cumulative effects to be
considered a valid or complete analysis. Limiting the scope like this amounts to a
segmentation of impacts that forecloses the public’s ability to comment and gain legal
standing. By law, the public has the right to address the full scope of impacts, not just a
narrow sliver of them. 16. New information that was not disclosed in previous Navy EISs
include flight operations on weekends (not mentioned in the current DEIS but specified
on page 11 of the Forest Service’s draft permit, viewable at:
https://www.fs.usda.gov/project/?project=42759). It has long been understood that the
Navy would cooperate with local governments, especially in communities that depend on
tourism, by not conducting noise-producing operations on weekends. Further, the singling
out of one user group for an exemption from noise is outrageous and unfair. According to
the permit, weekend flying may be permitted so long as it does not interfere with
“…opening day and associated opening weekend of Washington State’s Big Game
Hunting Season for use of rifle/guns.” While such an exemption is under Forest Service
and not Navy control, the Navy must realize that municipalities and local governments,
along with economically viable and vulnerable tourism and recreation entities who are not
being considered, have not been given the opportunity to comment. The impression is
that our national forests are no longer under public control. 17. Low flights will make even
more noise than before: While the Navy has repeatedly told the public over the past few
years that Growlers will fly at a minimum of 6,000 feet above sea level, the DEIS quotes
guidance from the Aircraft Environmental Support Office: “Aircraft are directed to avoid
towns and populated areas by 1 nm (nautical mile) or overfly 1,000 feet AGL (above
ground level) and to avoid airports by 3 nm or overfly 1,500 AGL.” This guidance further
states, “Over sparsely populated areas, aircraft may not be operated closer than 500 feet
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to any person, vessel, vehicle, or structure.” If this official guidance directs Growlers to fly
at such low altitudes, why did the Navy not disclose this in any previous NEPA
documents? For an aircraft capable of 150 decibels at takeoff, this new information
represents a significant new level of noise impacts that have been neither previously
disclosed nor analyzed. 18. Sound levels for these low flights are not listed in the DEIS:
Table 3.1-2, titled “Representative Sound Levels for Growler Aircraft in Level Flight,” on
page 3-6, does not show sound exposure levels for Growlers flying at either 1,000 feet or
1,500 feet AGL, as mentioned in the official guidance. Why has this important information
been omitted? The public needs to know how much actual noise exposure there will be,
along with the threats posed to public and environmental health. This, therefore, is
significant new information about impacts that were not disclosed in the DEIS, and
requires either that a Supplemental EIS be prepared, or that a public comment period of
adequate length be provided on the Final EIS. For public health and safety reasons, the
Navy must revise its guidance to significantly increase the distances that Growler jets are
currently allowed to fly over towns, airports, individual people, vessels, vehicles, and
structures. 500 to 1,000 feet is far too close, and 1,500 feet over an airport is far too
dangerous a proximity to supersonic Growler jets. 19. No mitigation for schools: The
DEIS states that in the case of local schools, no mitigation measures for any of the 3
proposed alternatives were identified, “…but may be developed and altered based on
comments received.” Some schools will be interrupted by jet noise hundreds of times per
day. Yet the Navy suggests that future mitigation measures might be brought up by the
public (and subsequently ignored) and thus will be “…identified in the Final EIS or Record
of Decision.” Such information would be new, could significantly alter the Proposed
Actions, and would therefore require another public comment period, in which case the
Navy’s proposal to not allow a comment period on the Final EIS would be unlawful. 20.
The current DNL noise modeling method and data in no way reflect exposure accuracy,
given the new information about low flight levels from official guidance. Therefore, such
analyses must be included in a Supplemental EIS or in the Final EIS, with a new public
process of adequate length, including an official comment period. 21. Crash potential is
higher: With no alternatives provided to the public that reduce noise, and with such
permissive guidance that allows such low-altitude flight, the potential for Navy Growler
student pilots to create tragic outcomes or cause extreme physical, physiological,
economic and other harms to communities and wildlands, whether accidentally or on
purpose, is unacceptable. 22. Contamination of drinking water in residential and
commercial areas near the runways, due to use of hazardous chemicals, is completely
ignored by the DEIS. It concludes, “No significant impacts related to hazardous waste
and materials would occur due to construction activities or from the addition and
operation of additional Growler aircraft.” While these chemicals have never been
analyzed, they have been used in conjunction with Growler training and other flight
operations for years; therefore, hazardous materials analysis for these chemicals should
not be excluded just because Growlers are not the only aircraft this foam has been used
for. It is irresponsible for the DEIS to content that there are no significant impacts. As
previously stated, with flights at OLF Coupeville alone increasing from 3,200 in 2010 to
as many as 35,100, no one can claim that a 1,000 percent flight increase in 7 years for
which no groundwater or soil contaminant analyses have been done is not significant. 23.
Navy knew about contamination in advance: It is clear that before the November 10
publication of this DEIS, the Navy was well aware of potential problems with
contamination of residential drinking water due to what it calls “historic” use of fire
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suppressants for flight operations. In May 2016 the USEPA issued drinking water health
advisories for two PFCs, and the Navy announced in June that it was in the process of
“identifying and for removal and destruction all legacy perfluorooctane sulfonate (and
PFOA) containing AFFF [aqueous film forming foam].” Yet the DEIS dismisses all
concerns with an incredible statement about actions that took place nearly 20 years ago:
“Remediation construction was completed in September 1997, human exposure and
contaminated groundwater exposures are under control, and the OUs at Ault Field and
the Seaplane Base are ready for anticipated use (USEPA, 2016e).” The statement is
ludicrously outdated, and recent events refute it. Three days before the DEIS was
published, on November 7, 2016, the Navy sent a letter to more than 100 private and
public drinking water well owners expressing concern that perfluoroalkyl substances
(PFAS) found beneath the OLF had spread beyond Navy property. Yet the word
“perfluoroalkyl” or “PFAS” is not mentioned once in the entire 1400-page DEIS, nor is it
mentioned the 2005 or 2012 EAs. A Department of Defense publication makes it clear
that there is no current technology that can treat soil or groundwater that has been
contaminated with these chemicals.
(https://dec.alaska.gov/spar/ppr/hazmat/Chemical-&-Material-Emerging-Risk-Alert-for-AF
FF.pdf) 24. No mention of contaminated soil is found in the DEIS: It confines its
discussion to soil compression and compaction effects from new construction, and
concludes there will be no impacts to groundwater. It is therefore puzzling to consider
that while extensive evaluations for a variety of hazardous materials were included in the
October 2015 Northwest Training and Testing Final EIS, why would the Navy omit such
contaminants as the ones mentioned above, from the Growler DEIS? This is the
equivalent of a doctor refusing to look at an EKG that clearly shows a heart attack, and
diagnosing the patient with anxiety. The Navy needs to include this information in a public
NEPA process as an impact of its flight activities. It needs to accept responsibility for this
contamination, and pay the costs incurred by finding a permanent alternative source of
water for affected residents, and by reimbursing these people for medical costs created
by unwitting consumption of Navy-contaminated water. 25. Impacts to wildlife have been
piecemealed: It does not make sense to separate impacts from just one portion of an
aircraft’s flight operations and say that’s all you’re looking at. But because the scope of
the DEIS is limited to areas adjacent to runways, analysis of impacts to wildlife from
connected flight operations that occur outside these narrow confines are omitted.
Threatened and endangered species, sensitive species and other wildlife and critical
habitat areas are adversely impacted by noise from takeoffs, landings and other flight
operations well beyond the Navy’s study area. For example, the increase in aerial combat
maneuvers (dogfighting) from 160 to 550 annual “events,” which by their erratic nature
cannot safely occur near runways, is a 244 percent increase that has been neither
examined nor analyzed in this or any previous NEPA process. Dogfighting requires
frequent use of afterburners, which are far louder and use as much as ten times the
amount of fuel as normal flight does. Impacts to wildlife and habitat were completely
omitted. 26. Pages of boilerplate language do not constitute analysis of impacts to
wildlife: Except for standardized language copied from wildlife agencies about species life
histories, along with lists of various county critical areas ordinances and state wildlife
regulations, the DEIS fails to evaluate direct, indirect or cumulative impacts to wildlife.
Instead, it offers the excruciating conclusion that the potential for noise impacts and
collisions with birds is “greatest during flight operations.” However, continues the DEIS,
except for the marbled murrelet, the occurrence of these sensitive species in the study
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area is “highly unlikely,” largely because “no suitable habitat is present.” This begs the
question: if the scope of this DEIS measured the true impacts of jet noise, it is highly
likely that suitable habitat for many of these species would be found. And if impacts had
not been segmented for decades, there might be suitable habitat remaining in the study
area. 27. Old research cited but new research not: In citing published scientific research,
the Navy included a 1988 synthesis of published literature on domestic animals and
wildlife, but failed to consider the latest peer-reviewed research summarized in 2015,
which lists multiple consequences of noise greater than 65 dB.
(http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/brv.12207/abstract) The DEIS also failed to
consider an important 2014 study called “Anthropogenic EM Noise Disrupts Magnetic
Compass Orientation in Migratory Birds,”
(http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v509/n7500/full/nature13290.html) A federal
agency cannot cherry-pick scientific research for its own convenience; it must consider
the best available science. This DEIS fails that test. Thank you for considering these
comments. Sincerely, 
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Coupeville, WA 98239

 

I would like the EIS to further address the possible impact of increased jet flights on
Ebeys Landing National Historic Reserve. Thousands of people from all over the country
come to enjoy the Reserve,the peace and beauty it offers. How will constant jet flights
affect their experience ? Will people be able to use the Reserve for the purpose it is
intended for ? Will they be able to learn the local history and experience the landscape ?
The Reserve is an extraordinary unique place and one of coordinated effort. It should be
protected as it is, and not be part of a training ground for jets.Keep this jewel of the North
West as it is. Thank you- 
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1.a. Thank You
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
8.f. Cultural Landscape and Impacts to Ebey’s Landing National
Historical Reserve



Coupeville, WA 98239

 

The draft EIS does not have a firm designation of the APZ zone for Central Whidbey.
Thank you- 
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1.a. Thank You
5.a. Accident Potential Zones



Coupeville, WA 98239

I am very concerned about the affect an increase of jet flight training would have on our
agriculture in Central Whidbey. The soil here is among the best on the Island. Farmers
can not spend the many hours they need tooutside due to the noise and health problems
related to it.The chemicals in the water due to the firefighting foam are harming the
irrigation water. Agriculture is a base of our economy and if farmers have to leave it
would be devastating. Thank you- 
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1.a. Thank You
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis



Coupeville, WA 98239

 

I live and work on Ebeys Landing Historic Reserve. I am very concerned about the
possibility of almost constant jet training flights.I am concerned the visitor experience
would be ruined and people would not be able to use the Reserve for what it is intended
for. Experiencing the landscape and learning the history would be very difficult and
constant noise is not compatible with the Reserve. Thank you - 
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1.a. Thank You
8.c. Noise and Vibration Impacts to Cultural Resources
8.f. Cultural Landscape and Impacts to Ebey’s Landing National
Historical Reserve
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1.a. Thank You
1.b. Best Available Science and Data
1.d. General Project Concerns
2.b. Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement and Analysis
Conducted
2.k. Range of Alternatives
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19  (The personal identifiable information disclosure 

20  statement was read to the following commenter.) 

21  MS. :  That was -- the -- what 

22 do you call it -- disclosure was read to me. 

23 . 

24   The EIS needs to address more fully issues such 

25 as the effect on tourism, Ebey's Landing Historical Reserve, 
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1 agriculture, local businesses, harm to wildlife and increase 

2 in pollution.  

3            As a professional caregiver I have been put in 

4 dangerous situations with clients when the jets are flying 

5 and we cannot hear each other.  This EIS -- no.  Scratch 

6 that.  That's fine.  That's all I wanted to say.

7                           *  *  *

8      (Further statement by .)

9            MS. :  This EIS does not include 

10 a model for no flights and should include one.   

11      (The Public Meeting concluded at 7:00 p.m.) 

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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Coupeville, WA 98239

 

I believe the DEIS does not adequately speak to options of alternative sites for the jets. I
had conversations with a pilot trainer at the recent Open House in Coupeville. He
mentioned gas expenses,importance of training in water areas,and being near to NAS in
case of mechanical trouble. I understand these preferences. Yet,overall, I think NAS and
the OLF are very poor choices as places to increase training in the possible amounts
stated by the Navy. Whidbey Island has become an inappropriate location due to
increased population. Less populated sites in Central Wash. or Northern California
should be given real consideration. Thank you-  Coupeville,Wa.
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1.a. Thank You
2.k. Range of Alternatives



Coupeville, WA 98239

I would like the EIS to address more fully the possible economic impacts of increasing the
Growler training here at NAS Whidbey. As someone who relates to tourists in a job
situation I have a perception of what motivates visitors to come here. They are looking for
a peaceful experience,a change from the hustle and noise from which they came. Many
come for overnight stays, meals and time in nature. Visitors are already shunning
Deception State Park due to the noise of the jets.I feel constant jet noise will contribute to
a sharp decrease in tourism and affect the Island County economy very negatively.
Thank you- 
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1.a. Thank You
12.h. Tourism
7.i. Deception Pass State Park and Other State Parks



Maple Falls, WA 98266

 

February 22, 2017 EA-18G EIS Project Manager Naval Facilities Engineering Command
Atlantic – Attn: Code EV21/SS 6506 Hampton Blvd. Norfolk, VA 23508 RE: Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (“DEIS”) for Whidbey Island Growler Airfield Operations
Dear Sir or Madam: Thank you for extending until February 24, 2017 the Comment
Period for submitting Comments on the DEIS for the Whidbey Island Growler Airfield
Operations. I am a birder and frequently observe Marbled Murrelets in Rosario Straits, of
Puget Sound. I am submitting comments regarding the potential impact of the Whidbey
Island Growler Airfield Operations described in the DEIS, including the impact of
increasing the size of the Growler fleet based at Whidbey Island Airfield, on the Marbled
Murrelets and their habitat on the Olympic Peninsula. These comments are submitted to
be part of the public record regarding the DEIS, and I request that my comments be
taken into consideration prior to issuance of the Final EIS. First, I have concerns with the
US Dept. of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service’s Biological Opinion (the “Bio Op”)
which is part of the documentation of the DEIS. There are several areas in the Bio Op
where inappropriate assumptions are made, with the consequence that conclusions are
reached with little or no foundation, and may well be incorrect. By way of example, with
gratitude to other commentators on this DEIS: a) at page 207 of Bio Op, the Service
states: “There is no direct research on marbled murrelets that indicates that exposure to
very loud sounds will cause a marbled murrelet to flush from a nest. The 92 dBA SEL
threshold is derived from research on other bird species.” Given the limitations stated
above, the Service needs to conduct studies to determine the sound exposure which will
cause marbled murrelets to have an adverse reaction; merely using a number derived
from research on other bird species is insufficient for addressing the issues of an
Endangered Species. The Services also needs to conduct studies and revise the Bio Op
with real noise level data obtained from actual on ground measurements under the
actual, specifically located flight paths and heights that the Growlers will travel, wherever
they travel, and at whatever power levels they travel, including all times when their
afterburners are operating. These studies must also be done by time of day and by time
of year. This latter consideration is particularly important in relation to nesting seasons for
endangered birds. It is not sufficient to assume that training will take place at a constant
number and duration of flights throughout the year, unless in fact it does. b) at page 214
of the Bio Op, the Service ‘assumes that training flights will be evenly distributed
throughout the Olympic MOAs’ and that the training flights will be ‘evenly distributed
throughout the year’. That is not useful when looking at nesting habitat, as it could be that
training flights have a significant cluster of fights during nesting season. Therefor, the
Navy needs to provide specific information on training flights to the Service and the Bio
Op should incorporate that information. c) at page 216 of the Bio Op, the Service
references a study of responses of birds to helicopters and airplanes, but not to
supersonic jet fighter planes. Although there does not appear to be a peer-reviewed
study of impact of supersonic jet fighter planes on marbled murrelets, the choice of type
of planes to review for theoretical impacts is critical as certainly supersonic jet fighter
planes, with much larger engines than helicopters and smaller non supersonic jet fighter
planes, will have a significantly measurable difference in noise impacts and likely cause
significant adverse impacts to birds. This assumption should be revised, and the
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1.a. Thank You
1.b. Best Available Science and Data
1.c. Segmentation and Connected Actions
10.a. Biological Resources Study Area
10.c. Wildlife Sensory Disturbance and Habituation
10.f. Endangered Species Impact Analysis Adequacy
19.d. Electronic Warfare
2.b. Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement and Analysis
Conducted
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
3.h. Runway Usage, Flight Tracks, and Altitudes
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.m. Supplemental Metrics



conclusions of the Bio Op should follow that correction. d) at page 232 of the Bio Op, the
Service makes assumptions about flight information, and admits that it does not know
flight information, which would include: i) frequency of flights, ii) number of planes, iii)
transit flight paths from Whidbey Island to the testing areas over both the Pacific Ocean
and the Olympic Peninsula (as those flight paths could well pass over nesting habitat of
the Marbled Murrelets). Large portions of those areas between NASWI and the EWR
overlie Olympic National Park, a World Heritage Site and an International Biosphere
Reserve. Table 3.1-2 of the Draft EIS noted that ground level sound levels for aircraft
transiting to and from NASWI can reach 116 dba, and that aircraft in transit can operate
as low as 200 feet above ground level. In addition, the mobile emitter sites which the
electronic warfare aircraft will be targeting are generally in the higher elevation areas of
the Military Operating Areas, and are mostly located in the critical habitat of the marbled
murrelet. To proceed without the knowledge of flight profiles of each training flight in
these circumstances precludes the Navy and the Service from determining the real
environmental impacts of the proposed action; and iv) altitude of the planes (as the flights
could be at different altitudes during different aspects of training, such as in-flight training
for flying over mountainous terrain or for flying low elevation contours such as would be
encountered during actual warfare); v) speed and power levels of flights particularly when
flying over the Olympic Peninsula and nesting habitat of the Marbled Murrelets; The Bio
Op should be revised to include this information. e) at page 273 of the Bio Op, the
Service assumes no impact from distant flyovers of supersonic jet flights over nesting
areas that are ‘likely to be exposed’ but that distant flyovers will not likely to disturb
nesting (though more alert and vigilant behaviors may be observed) or fitness
consequences occur (last sentence in 2nd paragraph on page). Given what is at risk, (as
discussed later in this Comment) that the State of Washington is in the process of
up-listing the status of the Marbled Murrelet to ‘Endangered’, the Service inappropriately
reached that conclusion when there is no information as to specifics of flights over habitat
and there was no acknowledgement in the Bio Op that there will be flights during transit
from Base to Training areas which fly low over landscape as part of training. The Bio Op
should be revised to incorporate this information. f) the Service does not address in the
Bio Op the locations of the electronic emitter sites which will be used by the Whidbey
Island Growlers, but that information would be critical for obtaining a better understanding
of the impacts of flyovers by the Growlers on marbled murrelet nesting habit. It appears
that Figure 3.2-6 of the EWR EA shows that emitter sites 1 through 8, 12 through 15, will
all be located in marbled murrelet critical habitat, and should be reviewed by the Service
for incorporation into the Bio Op. g) at page 269 of the Bio Op, the Incidental Take
analysis merely focuses on impacts of training over marine zones, inland waters and
offshore waters, and does not even address the incidental take which might occur as a
result of supersonic jet planes flying over nesting habitat and causing sufficient stress
which could result in reproductive failures as well as physical harm to the birds due to
hearing loss. The Bio Op should be revised to take into consideration these impacts as
part of the Incidental Take analysis. Several additional aspects of missing information in
the DEIS will have consequences for the assumptions made by the Service in the Bio Op,
and a list of those aspects follows, with gratitude to other commentators on this DEIS: 1.
Low flights will make even more noise than before: Although the Navy has repeatedly told
the public over the past few years that Growlers will fly at a minimum of 6,000 feet above
sea level, the DEIS quotes guidance from the Aircraft Environmental Support Office:
“Aircraft are directed to avoid towns and populated areas by 1 nm (nautical mile) or
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overfly 1,000 feet AGL (above ground level) and to avoid airports by 3 nm or overfly
1,500 AGL.” This guidance further states, “Over sparsely populated areas, aircraft may
not be operated closer than 500 feet to any person, vessel, vehicle, or structure.” If this
official guidance directs Growlers to fly at such low altitudes, why did the Navy not
disclose this in any previous NEPA documents? For an aircraft capable of 150 decibels at
takeoff, this new information represents a significant new level of noise impacts that have
been neither previously disclosed nor analyzed. This information needs to be investigated
and considered by the Service’s Bio Op. 2. Sound levels for these low flights are not
listed in the DEIS, and thus not addressed I the Service’s Bio Op: Table 3.1-2, titled
“Representative Sound Levels for Growler Aircraft in Level Flight,” on page 3-6, does not
show sound exposure levels for Growlers flying at either 1,000 feet or 1,500 feet AGL, as
mentioned in the official guidance. Why has this important information been omitted? The
Bio Op needs to reflect in its analysis how much actual noise exposure there will be,
along with the threats posed to wildlife health, including Marbled Murrelets. This,
therefore, is significant new information about impacts that were not disclosed in the
DEIS, and requires either that a Supplemental EIS be prepared, or that a public comment
period of adequate length be provided on the Final EIS. In addition, the Bio Op should be
revised by the Service to reflect this new information and impacts on the endangered
species discussed in the Bio Op. 3. Impacts to wildlife have been piecemealed: It does
not make sense to separate impacts from just one portion of an aircraft’s flight operations
and say that’s all you’re looking at. This information needs to be investigated and
considered by the Service’s Bio Op. 4. The Navy describes its activities using the term
“event,” but does not define it. Therefore, the time, duration, and number of jets in a
single “event” remain unknown, and real impacts from recent increases remain
unevaluated. What constitutes an “event” or an “activity” is never specifically defined in
the DEIS or in documents it is supposedly tiered off of. As such, it is impossible to
determine the true environmental impacts of the Navy’s proposed actions. We know that
the EA-18G Growlers typically operate in groups of two or three. An “event” involving
Growlers would therefore potentially involve multiple aircraft flights, and perhaps more.
Therefore, what the environmental documents refer to as one “event” are in fact probably
multiple events involving multiple assets and perhaps lasting multiple days. This
information needs to be investigated and considered by the Service’s Bio Op. 5. Reliance
on out-of-date research cited, and failure to cite new research: In citing published
scientific research, the Navy, and the Service by its review, included a 1988 synthesis of
published literature on domestic animals and wildlife, but failed to consider the latest
peer-reviewed research on the impacts of noise, summarized in 2015. The summary of
the peer-reviewed research lists multiple consequences of noise less than the frequently
cited 92 db. Here is the title to the article: “A synthesis of two decades of research
documenting the effects of noise on wildlife”, and the citation to the 2015 peer-reviewed
research: http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/brv.12207/abstract The DEIS, and the
Service by its review, also failed to consider an important 2014 study called
“Anthropogenic EM Noise Disrupts Magnetic Compass Orientation in Migratory Birds,”
the citation to which is found here:
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v509/n7500/full/nature13290.html A federal agency
cannot cherry-pick scientific research for its own convenience; it must consider the best
available science. This DEIS fails that test, and thus the Bio Op fails that test. This
information needs to be investigated and considered by the Service’s Bio Op. Looking
next at observations from the State of Washington’s Department of Natural Resources’
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pending Draft EIS for the Marbled Murrelet Long-Term Conservation Strategy (final
comments are due March 9, 2017), found at http://www.dnr.wa.gov/mmltcs: First,
regarding the definition of a ‘significant disturbance event’ which would impact behavior
of the Marbled Murrelet (Citation from Chapter 4 (Environmental Consequences) page
4-51, of DNR’s EIS (Marbled Murrelet Long-Term Conservation Strategy): “A disturbance
event is considered significant when an activity causes a murrelet to delay or avoid nest
establishment, flush away from an active nest site, or abort a feeding attempt during
incubation or brooding of nestlings… …”However, uncertainties over the nature of
murrelet responses to the range of potential disturbances, the location of murrelet nests,
and the timing and location of potentially disturbing activities do not allow quantitative
estimates of disturbance impacts similar to the estimates of habitat quality and quantity
used to evaluate the impacts of harvest and development of murrelet habitat.” Here, DNR
has thus noted that there are uncertainties over the nature of murrelet responses, and the
inability to produce quantitative estimates of disturbance impacts, which
acknowledgement of inability to produce quantitative information where there is
insufficient underlying information, should have been incorporated into the Services’ Bio
Op conclusions. Second, mitigation for aviation noise which is suggested in DNR’s EIS
could and should be applicable to the Growler Expansion, Citation from Chapter 4
(Environmental Consequences) of DNR’s EIS (Marbled Murrelet Long-Term
Conservation Strategy), page 4-54 thru 4-55 (Table 4.6.8): “Conservation Measure:
Limiting aerial activities during nesting season Potential Disturbance Addressed: Aborted
feedings, adults flushing; potential disruption of nesting behaviors Resulting Effect:
Audio-visual disturbances from low-flying aircraft on nesting murrelets will be reduced in
marbled murrelet conservation areas. Birds nesting outside these areas will be subject to
these impacts.” This mitigation was suggested for aerial application of herbicides, by
aircraft flying less than or equal to 100 meters above habitat. Citation from Chapter 4,
Environmental Consequences, of DNR’s EIS Marbled Murrelet Long-Term Conservation
Strategy, Page 4-52 thru 4-53 (Table 4.6.7). It is arguable that with supersonic jets such
as Growlers, their flights over habitat would cause greater disturbance at higher altitude
of flight paths than disturbance caused by aerial application of herbicides, as discussed in
the DNR EIS citations above, which utilizes relatively small airplanes or helicopters that
are certainly not supersonic jets. In conclusion, it is quite concerning that the
assumptions, and lack of information, as discussed in this Comment, which formed the
basis of the conclusions of the Bio Op, were permitted to go forward in the Bio Op when
as recently as October 2016 the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife
recommended up-listing the Marbled Murrelet to Endangered Status. See page 15, cited
as Desimone, S. M. (October) 2016. Periodic Status Review for the Marbled Murrelet in
Washington. Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife, Olympia, Washington (found
at: http://wdfw.wa.gov/publications/01827/ (please note that ‘bold’ emphasis below was
added by the Commenter): “CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION Marbled
Murrelets have undergone population declines nearly range-wide within the last few
decades (Piatt et al. 2007, Environment Canada 2014, Falxa and Raphael 2016).
Murrelets in Washington have declined 4.4% per year between 2001 and 2015. There
has been an apparent centennial decline in availability of forage fish prey resources,
which in combination with nesting habitat loss, appears to have compromised nest
success and survival of young. Despite progress in implementing federal forest
management plans, habitat conservation plans, and state Forest Practices Rules, habitat
loss has continued and the Washington Marbled Murrelet population has experienced a
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decline of approximately 44% over 15 years. The murrelet’s low reproductive rate
requires high survivorship of young for the population to grow. The magnitude of the
population decline indicates that the status of the Marbled Murrelet in Washington has
become more imperiled since state listing in 1993. Without solutions that can effectively
address the major threats in the short-term, it is likely the situation for Marbled Murrelets
will only worsen and the species could be lost from some landscapes in the decades
ahead. Therefore, our recommendation is to up-list the Marbled Murrelet to the status of
a state endangered species in Washington.” In conclusion, the DEIS, through its use of
the Services’ Bio Op, omitted far too many pieces of information from the DEIS, and thus
the conclusions set out in the Bio Op regarding the marbled murrelets’ status and
adverse impacts of the activities proposed in the DEIS are not supportable. The DEIS
and the Bio Op should be redone and resubmitted to address the concerns raised in this
Comment. Respectfully submitted,  Maple Falls, WA 98266
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February 22, 2017 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic -Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

RE: Draft Environmental Impact Statement ("DEIS") for Whidbey Island Growler 
Airfield Operations 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Thank you for extending until February 24, 2017 the Comment Period for submitting Comments 
on the DEIS for the Whidbey Island Growler Airfield Operations. 

I am a birder and frequently observe Marbled Murrelets in Rosario Straits, of Puget Sound. I am 
submitting comments regarding the potential impact of the Whidbey Island Growler Airfield 
Operations described in the DEIS, including the impact of increasing the size of the Growler 
fleet based at Whidbey Island Airfield, on the Marbled Murrelets and their habitat on the Olympic 
Peninsula. 

These comments are submitted to be part of the public record regarding the DEIS, and I request 
that my comments be taken into consideration prior to issuance of the Final EIS. 

First, I have concerns with the US Dept. of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service's Biological 
Opinion (the "Bio Op") which is part of the documentation of the DEIS. 

There are several areas in the Bio Op where inappropriate assumptions are made, with the 
consequence that conclusions are reached with little or no foundation, and may well be 
incorrect. By way of example, with gratitude to other commentators on this DEIS: 

a) at page 207 of Bio Op, the Service states: 

"There is no direct research on marbled murrelets that indicates that exposure to 
very loud sounds will cause a marbled murrelet to flush from a nest. The 92 dBA SEL 
threshold is derived from research on other bird species." 

Given the limitations stated above, the Service needs to conduct studies to determine 
the sound exposure which will cause marbled murrelets to have an adverse reaction; 
merely using a number derived from research on other bird species is insufficient for 
addressing the issues of an Endangered Species. The Services also needs to conduct 
studies and revise the Bio Op with real noise level data obtained from actual on ground 
measurements under the actual, specifically located flight paths and heights that the 
Growlers will travel, wherever they travel, and at whatever power levels they travel, 
including all times when their afterburners are operating. These studies must also be 
done by time of day and by time of year. This latter consideration is particularly important 
in relation to nesting seasons for endangered birds. It is not sufficient to assume that 
training will take place at a constant number and duration of flights throughout the year, 
unless in fact it does. 
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Comment Letter of , dated February 22, 2017 re Whidbey Island Growler DEIS 

b) at page 214 of the Bio Op, the Service 'assumes that training flights will be 
evenly distributed throughout the Olympic MOAs' and that the training flights will be 
'evenly distributed throughout the year'. That is not useful when looking at nesting 
habitat, as it could be that training flights have a significant cluster of fights during 
nesting season. Therefor, the Navy needs to provide specific information on training 
flights to the Service and the Bio Op should incorporate that information. 

c) at page 216 of the Bio Op, the Service references a study of responses of birds 
to helicopters and airplanes, but not to supersonic jet fighter planes. Although there 
does not appear to be a peer-reviewed study of impact of supersonic jet fighter planes 
on marbled murrelets, the choice of type of planes to review for theoretical impacts is 
critical as certainly supersonic jet fighter planes, with much larger engines than 
helicopters and smaller non supersonic jet fighter planes, will have a significantly 
measurable difference in noise impacts and likely cause significant adverse impacts to 
birds. This assumption should be revised, and the conclusions of the Bio Op should 
follow that correction. 

d) at page 232 of the Bio Op, the Service makes assumptions about flight 
information, and admits that it does not know flight information, which would include: 

i) frequency of flights, 

ii) number of planes, 

iii) transit flight paths from Whidbey Island to the testing areas over both the 
Pacific Ocean and the Olympic Peninsula (as those flight paths could well pass over 
nesting habitat of the Marbled Murrelets). Large portions of those areas between 
NASWI and the EWR overlie Olympic National Park, a World Heritage Site and an 
International Biosphere Reserve. Table 3.1-2 of the Draft EIS noted that ground level 
sound levels for aircraft transiting to and from NASWI can reach 116 dba, and that 
aircraft in transit can operate as low as 200 feet above ground level. In addition, the 
mobile emitter sites which the electronic warfare aircraft will be targeting are generally in 
the higher elevation areas of the Military Operating Areas, and are mostly located in the 
critical habitat of the marbled murrelet. To proceed without the knowledge of flight 
profiles of each training flight in these circumstances precludes the Navy and the Service 
from determining the real environmental impacts of the proposed action; and 

iv) altitude of the planes (as the flights could be at different altitudes during 
different aspects of training, such as in-flight training for flying over mountainous terrain 
or for flying low elevation contours such as would be encountered during actual warfare); 

v) speed and power levels of flights particularly when flying over the Olympic 
Peninsula and nesting habitat of the Marbled Murrelets; 

The Bio Op should be revised to include this information. 

e) at page 273 of the Bio Op, the Service assumes no impact from distant flyovers 
of supersonic jet flights over nesting areas that are 'likely to be exposed' but that distant 
flyovers will not likely to disturb nesting (though more alert and vigilant behaviors may be 
observed) or fitness consequences occur (last sentence in 2nd paragraph on page). 
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Comment Letter of , dated February 22, 2017 re Whidbey Island Growler DEIS 

Given what is at risk, (as discussed later in this Comment) that the State of Washington 
is in the process of up-listing the status of the Marbled Murrelet to 'Endangered', the 
Service inappropriately reached that conclusion when there is no information as to 
specifics of flights over habitat and there was no acknowledgement in the Bio Op that 
there will be flights during transit from Base to Training areas which fly low over 
landscape as part of training. The Bio Op should be revised to incorporate this 
information. 

f) the Service does not address in the Bio Op the locations of the electronic emitter 
sites which will be used by the Whidbey Island Growlers, but that information would be 
critical for obtaining a better understanding of the impacts of flyovers by the Growlers on 
marbled murrelet nesting habit. It appears that Figure 3.2-6 of the EWR EA shows that 
emitter sites 1 through 8, 12 through 15, will all be located in marbled murrelet critical 
habitat, and should be reviewed by the Service for incorporation into the Bio Op. 

g) at page 269 of the Bio Op, the Incidental Take analysis merely focuses on 
impacts of training over marine zones, inland waters and offshore waters, and does not 
even address the incidental take which might occur as a result of supersonic jet planes 
flying over nesting habitat and causing sufficient stress which could result in reproductive 
failures as well as physical harm to the birds due to hearing loss. The Bio Op should be 
revised to take into consideration these impacts as part of the Incidental Take analysis. 

Several additional aspects of missing information in the DEIS will have consequences for the 
assumptions made by the Service in the Bio Op, and a list of those aspects follows, with 
gratitude to other commentators on this DEIS: 

1. Low flights will make even more noise than before: Although the Navy has repeatedly told 
the public over the past few years that Growlers will fly at a minimum of 6,000 feet above sea 
level, the DEIS quotes guidance from the Aircraft Environmental Support Office: 

"Aircraft are directed to avoid towns and populated areas by 1 nm (nautical mile) or 
overfly 1,000 feet AGL (above ground level) and to avoid airports by 3 nm or overfly 
1,500 AGL." 

This guidance further states, "Over sparsely populated areas, aircraft may not be operated 
closer than 500 feet to any person, vessel, vehicle, or structure." If this official guidance directs 
Growlers to fly at such low altitudes, why did the Navy not disclose this in any previous NEPA 
documents? For an aircraft capable of 150 decibels at takeoff, this new information represents a 
significant new level of noise impacts that have been neither previously disclosed nor analyzed. 
This information needs to be investigated and considered by the Service's Bio Op. 

2. Sound levels for these low flights are not listed in the DEIS, and thus not addressed I 
the Service's Bio Op: Table 3.1-2, titled "Representative Sound Levels for Growler Aircraft in 
Level Flight," on page 3-6, does not show sound exposure levels for Growlers flying at either 
1,000 feet or 1,500 feet AGL, as mentioned in the official guidance. Why has this important 
information been omitted? The Bio Op needs to reflect in its analysis how much actual noise 
exposure there will be, along with the threats posed to wildlife health, including Marbled 
Murrelets. This, therefore, is significant new information about impacts that were not disclosed 
in the DEIS, and requires either that a Supplemental EIS be prepared, or that a public comment 
period of adequate length be provided on the Final EIS. In addition, the Bio Op should be 
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revised by the Service to reflect this new information and impacts on the endangered species 
discussed in the Bio Op. 

3. Impacts to wildlife have been piecemealed: It does not make sense to separate impacts 
from just one portion of an aircraft's flight operations and say that's all you're looking at. This 
information needs to be investigated and considered by the Service's Bio Op. 

4. The Navy describes its activities using the term "event," but does not define it. 
Therefore, the time, duration, and number of jets in a single "event" remain unknown, and real 
impacts from recent increases remain unevaluated. What constitutes an "event" or an "activity" 
is never specifically defined in the DEIS or in documents it is supposedly tiered off of. As such, it 
is impossible to determine the true environmental impacts of the Navy's proposed actions. We 
know that the EA-18G Growlers typically operate in groups of two or three. An "event" involving 
Growlers would therefore potentially involve multiple aircraft flights, and perhaps more. 
Therefore, what the environmental documents refer to as one "event" are in fact probably 
multiple events involving multiple assets and perhaps lasting multiple days. This information 
needs to be investigated and considered by the Service's Bio Op. 

5. Reliance on out-of-date research cited, and failure to cite new research: In citing 
published scientific research, the Navy, and the Service by its review, included a 1988 synthesis 
of published literature on domestic animals and wildlife, but failed to consider the latest peer
reviewed research on the impacts of noise, summarized in 2015. The summary of the peer
reviewed research lists multiple consequences of noise less than the frequently cited 92 db. 
Here is the title to the article: "A synthesis of two decades of research documenting the effects of 
noise 011 wifdf/fe ", and the citation to the 2015 peer-reviewed research: 

hltQ://onlinelibrary.wiley.comjdoi/10.1111 /l:Jrv.12207 /abstract 

The DEIS, and the Service by its review, also failed to consider an important 2014 study called 
"Anthropogenic EM Noise Disrupts Magnetic Compass Orientation in Migratory Birds," the 
citation to which is found here: 

llJtp :I IVvww. n atu rE!. co min a tureljou rna l/v509ln 7500lf u I lln atu re 13 ~90J1tm I 

A federal agency cannot cherry-pick scientific research for its own convenience; it must 
consider the best available science. This DEIS fails that test, and thus the Bio Op fails that test. 
This information needs to be investigated and considered by the Service's Bio Op. 

Looking next at observations from the State of Washington's Department of Natural 
Resources' pending Draft EIS for the Marbled Murrelet Long-Term Conservation Strategy 
(final comments are due March 9, 2017), found at http:ljwww.dnr.wa.gov[mmltcs: 

First, regarding the definition of a 'significant disturbance event' which would impact behavior of 
the Marbled Murrelet (Citation from Chapter 4 (Environmental Consequences) page 4-51, of 
DNR's EIS (Marbled Murrelet Long-Term Conservation Strategy): 

"A disturbance event is considered significant when an activity causes a murrelet to 
delay or avoid nest establishment, flush away from an active nest site, or abort a feeding 
attempt during incubation or brooding of nestlings ... 
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... "However, uncertainties over the nature of murrelet responses to the range of potential 
disturbances, the location of murrelet nests, and the timing and location of potentially 
disturbing activities do not allow quantitative estimates of disturbance impacts similar to 
the estimates of habitat quality and quantity used to evaluate the impacts of harvest and 
development of murrelet habitat." 

Here, DNR has thus noted that there are uncertainties over the nature of murrelet responses, 
and the inability to produce quantitative estimates of disturbance impacts, which 
acknowledgement of inability to produce quantitative information where there is insufficient 
underlying information, should have been incorporated into the Services' Bio Op conclusions. 

Second, mitigation for aviation noise which is suggested in DNR's EIS could and should be 
applicable to the Growler Expansion, Citation from Chapter 4 (Environmental Consequences) of 
DNR's EIS (Marbled Murrelet Long-Term Conservation Strategy), page 4-54 thru 4-55 (Table 
4.6.8): 

"Conservation Measure: Limiting aerial activities during nesting season 

Potential Disturbance Addressed: Aborted feedings, adults flushing; potential disruption 
of nesting behaviors 

Resulting Effect: Audio-visual disturbances from /ow-flying aircraft on nesting murrelets 
will be reduced in marbled murre/et conservation areas. Birds nesting outside these 
areas will be subject to these impacts." 

This mitigation was suggested for aerial application of herbicides, by aircraft flying less than or 
equal to 100 meters above habitat. Citation from Chapter 4, Environmental Consequences, of 
DNR's EIS Marbled Murrelet Long-Term Conservation Strategy, Page 4-52 thru 4-53 (Table 
4.6.7). 

It is arguable that with supersonic jets such as Growlers, their flights over habitat would cause 
greater disturbance at higher altitude of flight paths than disturbance caused by aerial 
application of herbicides, as discussed in the DNR EIS citations above, which utilizes relatively 
small airplanes or helicopters that are certainly not supersonic jets. 

In conclusion, it is quite concerning that the assumptions, and lack of information, as discussed 
in this Comment, which formed the basis of the conclusions of the Bio Op, were permitted to go 
forward in the Bio Op when as recently as October 2016 the Washington Department of Fish 
and Wildlife recommended up-listing the Marbled Murrelet to Endangered Status. See page 15, 
cited as Desimone, S. M. (October) 2016. Periodic Status Review for the Marbled Murrelet 
in Washington. Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife, Olympia, Washington (found 
at: httQ://wdfw.~a.gov/publicc1tionsl01827/ (please note that 'bold' emphasis below was added 
by the Commenter): 

"CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDA T/ON 

Marbled Murrelets have undergone population declines nearly range-wide within the last 
few decades (Piatt et al. 2007, Environment Canada 2014, Falxa and Raphael 2016). 
Murrelets in Washington have declined 4.4% per year between 2001 and 2015. There 
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has been an apparent centennial decline in availability of forage fish prey resources, 
which in combination with nesting habitat loss, appears to have compromised nest 
success and survival of young. Despite progress in implementing federal forest 
management plans, habitat conservation plans, and state Forest Practices Rules, habitat 
loss has continued and the Washington Marbled Murrelet population has experienced a 
decline of approximately 44% over 15 years. The murrelet's low reproductive rate 
requires high survivorship of young for the population to grow. The magnitude of the 
population decline indicates that the status of the Marbled Murrelet in Washington 
has become more imperiled since state listing in 1993. Without solutions that can 
effectively address the major threats in the short-term, it is likely the situation for 
Marbled Murrelets will only worsen and the species could be lost from some 
landscapes in the decades ahead. Therefore, our recommendation is to up-list the 
Marbled Murrelet to the status of a state endangered species in Washington." 

In conclusion, the DEIS, through its use of the Services' Bio Op, omitted far too many pieces of 
information from the DEIS, and thus the conclusions set out in the Bio Op regarding the marbled 
murrelets' status and adverse impacts of the activities proposed in the DEIS are not 
supportable. 

The DEIS and the Bio Op should be redone and resubmitted to address the concerns raised in 
this Comment. Otherwise, I support the No Action Alternative provided in the DEIS. 

Respectfully submitted, 
 

Maple Falls, WA 98266 
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Environmental Impact Statement for EA~ 18G "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

Open House Comments 
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2. Organization/Affiliation --------------------

3. Address Lor e '"2-

4. E-mail _________________________ ~ 

5. Please check here 0;1 you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6. Please check here Galt you would like your name/address kept private 

7. Please check here D if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS 

Comments 
Note: For Draft EIS page citations and supporting references see www.QuietSkies.info 

1. Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies (C-weighted, dBC). 
2. Recognize the impacts of low frequency Growler noise on health. 

3. Incorporate San Juan County noise reports in the EIS analysis. 

4. Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and remove 

language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 

5. Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets instead of more Growlers. 

6. Commit to Mitigation Measures and timelines in the Record of Decision. 

7. Add your own comments here: 

i. -As .,.,__ r<M </\ + I..> ,R ±"'°' ::Y" ~O:J c\L\J' , d~ .T b ~ 
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(Continue on the back) 
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4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument
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Oak Harbor, WA 98277

 

First, I don't think we can trust the Navy to do what they say they'll do or say what they'll
do. The later not being that unexpected for the Navy's mission. 17 years ago when I
bought my house I signed papers acknowledging the noise from the Navy based on their
ongoing operations. Now that's changed and thus you can't trust the Navy. What you
think you're acknowledging today probably won't be the same tomorrow. The current civil
infrastructure of North and Central Whidbey cannot handle the influx of additional Navy
personnel. The Deception pass bridge was built in the 1930s and does not meet the
infrastrucure and capacity requirements today. I think there should be a moritorium put on
additional Navy growth until the suppporting infrastrucure is in place, such as highways,
roads and housing. I can't even make a left hand turn at Frostad and SR20 to go into
town without waiting for a small gap in long lines of cars both ways. At some point I'll
have to sell and relocate for personal safety because the Navy and WADOT have been
irresponsible in their obligations.
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Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-1 BG "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

January, 2017 Comments 

Fill in and mail with comments to: 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
NAVFAC Atlantic Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

1. First Name -------- --

2. Last Name _________ _ 

3.0rganization/Affiliation r~ .. ~ ~ , ~2 J~; Li{) 

4. City, State, ZIP ~7'. (&le{ YlcO, LVA 

5. E-mail 

6. Please check here D if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

7. Please check here ~ if you would like your name/address kept private 
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Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-18G "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

January, 2017 Comments 

Note: For Draft EIS page citations and supporting references see www.QuietSkies.info 

1. The Growler is known for its intense low frequency engine rumble, but low frequency noise 
impacts are ignored in the Draft. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies using C-weighting (dBC) 
in addition to A-weighting (dBA). 

2. Analysis of noise impacts in the Draft is based solely on computer simulation. To be valid 
for decision making, models must be verified. 

Action: Provide the data used for simulation. Provide Growler noise measurements 
with afterburners at 100 feet behind the jet in one-third octave bands from 6 Hz to 20 
kHz. Calibrate the computer model with actual noise measurements in locations 
throughout the region. 

3. NOISEMAP is the computer model used in the Draft to predict noise impacts. A Department 
of Defense report found that NOISEMAP is outdated and new software was needed to 
provide "scientifically and legally defensible noise assessments" of the modern, high-thrust 
jet engines used in the Growlers. 

Action: Redo the noise simulation using the more recent Advanced Acoustic Model. 

4. The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) metric used in the Draft was developed for 
commercial airports that operate 365 days a year. DNL is inappropriate for the intermittent 
but intensive military flight activity at NASWI. Averaging over the year assumes, without 
studies, that the quiet days mitigate the noisy days. 

Action: Noise levels should only be averaged over active flying days. 

5. The Draft dismisses long-term health impacts of jet noise because some studies are not 
conclusive. 

Action: Recognize the impacts of Growler noise on health as documented in the 
World Health Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise" and "Night Noise 
Guidelines for Europe." 

6. The Draft includes some independent noise measurements and ignores others. 

Action: Incorporate the San Juan County noise reports and the Coupeville noise 
measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS analysis. 

01 /08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 
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7. The Draft suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands (SJI) National 
Monument are exempt from National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) protection. 
Protection was granted prior to the establishment of the SJI National Monument. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and 
remove language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 

8. The three Alternatives considered in the Draft are very similar and are based on old 
technology- a piloted jet that requires constant pilot training for safe carrier landing. 

Action: Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets (drones) instead of 
more Growlers to significantly reduce the need for land-based carrier training. 

9. The Draft only examines socioeconomic impacts on Island and Skagit Counties. San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties are or will be impacted by Growler noise. They are very 
dependent on outdoor recreation that is being harmed by Growler flight activity and receive 
little, if any, economic benefit from employment associated with NASWI. 

Action: Examine socioeconomic impacts, including real estate values, on San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties. 

10. All Alternatives in the Draft are irrevocable decisions to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI. 
While some potential noise Mitigation Measures addressed, there is no commitment. 

Action: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their timelines in the Final EIS and 
Record of Decision. 

11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous areas. CEO Regulation 1502.9 (a) states "If 
a draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude meaningful analysis, the agency shall 
prepare and circulate a revised draft of the appropriate portion." 

Action: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies identified in comments and offer 
further opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is prepared. 

12. Add your own comments here: ~
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Draft Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-186 Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by January 25, 2017 

Online at: 

By mail at 

http://www.whidbeyeis.com/Comment.aspx 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, 
Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

2. Organization/ Affiliation (residem, ci.!.i.ren,. b~ nonprofit, veteran, retired military) 

(:/0 'f2'W;,t lz I UI !Kl!-3. Address 

4. Email 

Comments 

Check all that concern you. For additional information see 
www.facebook.com/whidbeyeis 

D Increases in Outlying Field {OLF} operations will significantly harm our property values, 
health, schools and quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, 
tourism and agriculture. Increasing OLF operations to up to 35,000 per year {135 flight 

operations daily) ,will dramatically increase the residential and commercial areas impacted 
by noise. This is a burden greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can 
bear. 

D Increased operations at OLF risk greater aquifer and well contamination. Wells near OLF 
have now found to be contaminated with toxic PFOA compounds from Navy firefighting 
foam which the Navy continues to use for aircraft fires. In 2016 over l 0% of all private wells 

tested were found contaminated above the EPA standard . The extent full of contamination 
has not been determined nor have results been shared with the community. There is no 
mitigation plan in place. 

(over) 

• 
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1.a. Thank You
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
3.a. Aircraft Operations
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
7.b. Land Use Compatibility and Air Installations Compatible Use
Zones
7.d. Recreation and Wilderness Analysis and Study Area
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



D The addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones (APZs) surrounding 
OLF will restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

All comments submitted by anuary 5, 2017 will become a part of the public record and will e addressed in the 
final EIS. Personally identifiable information of individuals will be kept confidential and not released, unless yk_ t-1/c 
otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. City, state and five-dig it zip code of yo 11 
individuals who provide comments may be released. 

What else you can do 

1. Get involved. To volunteer, email us: 
coupevillecommunityallies@qmail.com 

2. Call (best) or email your elected officials and share your concerns. The 
number of calls are important. 

a. U.S. Senator Patty Murray: 206.553.5545; 
www.murray.senate.gov 

b. U.S. Senator Maria Cantwell: 425.303.0114; 
www.cantwell.senate.gov 

c. U.S. Congressman Rick Larson: 800.652 .1385; 
rick.larsen@mail.house.gov 

d. Governor Jay lnslee: 360.902.4111; governor.wa.gov 

To Learn More 

./ To receive email updates, or to get involved, email us at 
coupevillecommunityallies@gmail.com 

./ Follow us on Facebook at Coupeville Community Allies 

./ Review the Draft EIS and appendices at www.whidbeyeis.com 

This ad paid for by Coupeville Community Allies 
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ADMIRALTY HEAD 
LIGHTHOUSE 

&araens 
Open Daily 

;n Greenbank 
360-678-1912 
Whidbe)' Island's 

peaceful woodland gm·den 
www.meerkerkgardens.org 

~~:iect!~f , Adn1irq/. 
.' i ldm iralty Ba ~ 

~-,~'"" ~ Jfe11d Y 
I.J(;hfllOUSE ~ ~'("-

f'orlMmffn , f ~ 

.... ~:~:.-- ~ 
. ..... 

. :: 
Port Townsend '°"'I 

WHIDBEY .:: 
(/) c:o 
«I 0 

s: 0 
C\J 

ISLAND 
C: @ 
0 
:.:: 
«I 
.~ 
:a 
::, 
a. 
en 
:c 
I-

ZIP CODES Coupeville 98239 
Greenbank 98253 

M I L E S 

PHON E N UM BERS 0 --I=::::=--== Bus !fare-free) ...................... 360-678-7771 
Economic Dev. Council IEDC) .... 678-6889 
Fire Depa rtment !Business) ....... 678-3602 
Fort Casey State Park ................. 678-4519 
Fort Ebey State Park .................... 678-4636 
Hospital ......................................... 678-5151 
Library ............................................ 678-4911 
Parks .............................................. 678-5505 
Port District. .................................. 678-5020 
Post Office / Coupeville .............. 678-5353 

J> 
LIGHTHOUSE Norw~gian O 

Pr. LIGHTHOUSE ~ Post Office / Greenbank ............. 678-6808 
Sheriff !Business) ........................ 678-4422 
Town Hall ...................................... 678-4461 

...., q 

For specific dates call the Central Whidbey 
Chamber of Commerce at 360-678-5434 
or visit: www.centralwhidbe chamber.com 
Annual events are indicated as blue 

MARCH 
Penn Cove Mussel Festival I Coupeville 

/In 2007 March 3-4) 
Meerkerk Gardens Spring Opening & Plant Sale 

APRIL 
Coupeville Farmers Market...saturdays o/lHaNeS1Fes1 
Meerkerk Gardens Peak Bloom April - May 

Wine at the Shoreline / Coupeville 

MAY 
Greenbank Farm Sunday Market. . ./May-Sept) 

Penn Cove Water Festival I Coupeville 
Coupeville's Memorial Day Parade 

JUNE 
Coupeville Art & Antique Walk (held quarterly) 

Greenbank Artists Art Show 
Whidbey Island Car Show I Greenbank 

JULY 
Concerts on the Cove I Town Park .. . 5 

Very Be;ry Festival I Coupevi/i 
Loganberry Festival I Greenbank J 

AUGUST 
Coupeville Arts & Crafts Festiv. 

Concerts on the Cove / To wn Park ... S 

SEPTEMBER 
Whidbey Island Kite Festival I Coui 

OCTOBER 
Scarecrow Corridor I Coupevi/1 

Coupeville Harvest Fest - all arouno 
Harvest Time 8 & 8 Tour & Tast 

Uniquely Whidbey Showcase & Tra, 

DECEMBER 
Greening of Coupeville 

Island County Museum Tour of Ho 
Christmas in Coupeville 

Winter on Whidbey I Greenbank f 

CENTRAL WHIDBEY VISITOR & INFORMATION C 
Serving Historic Co11peville Greenbank & Island C 

Visitor Center (360) 678-5434 

It 's not easy to get lost in Coupeville! 
Street is just one mile long from the Hi 
District to the High School. .. and HighVv 
divides that mile in half. You will want t< 

lost" in the surrounding Central Whidbey landscape where n 
preserved parks, trails, forest, farmland, bluffs and beaches ab 
We invite you to start your exploration at our Visit or Center , 
current local information, good maps, guides for Ebey's Lar 
restaurant menus, and free lodging referrals come with a : 

From the road, please phone our free 
Lodging Info & Referral Linc (360) 678-5664 

www.centralwhidbeychamber.com 

WASHINGTON STATE 
FERRY 

Call Ahead • Arrive Early 
Schedule Information ... (800) 843-3779 

Port ~ 
Susan '\_ 

MUELA0001



tlNE SUPPLIES 
I Marine Supply • Fishing 
~-1905 • Tackle • Boating 
Life Jackets • Crab Traps • 
lock Line Coupeville Wharf 
oseal.com 
1tstuff@corroseal.com 

MASSAGE 
1 Massage .... 678-2111 
Massage - Experience Hot 
,tment by Louise. Call for 
mt! Across from Capt. 
1nn. 

MEDICAL 
HOSPITAL 

General Hospital 
8-5151 24-hour physician 
'fgency department. Island-wide 
service. A full service hospital 
rsive outpatient services 
lbeygen.org 

EAL ESTATE 
1ere R.E./ Coupeville 
,8 No one knows Whidbey 
' Windermere Real Estate I 
1. 5 S. Main St., Coupeville 
lermerewhidbey.com 

RESTAURANTS/FOOD 
Anna's Tea Room ...... 678-5797 
Serving lunch and British style Afternoon 
Tea. Don't miss our home-made scones, 
hearty soups, fabulous salads, and much 
much more. 606 North Main Street 

Christopher's on Whidbey 
678-5480 Featuring fresh, creative 
NW cuisine & local wines with water 
views ad seasonal outdoor seating. 
Open for lunch & dinner daily. 
Corner of Cove/and & Alexander 
www.christophersonwhidbey:com 

Coupe's Greenbank Store & Deli 
678-4326 Deli, Groceries, Espresso, 
Ice Cream, Gas, Country Gifts. Family 
owed & operated general store since 
1904. 25189 SR 525 Greenbank 

Coupeville Pizza Factory 
(360) 678-3200 "We Toss 'em, 
They're Awesome"• Dine in• We Deliver 
• Take out• Pizza • Pasta • Salads • 
Sandwiches. 107 S. Main St., #8101 

Harbor Store Cafe .... 678-6905 
Featuring Fresh Local Cuisine. Indoor 
I Outdoor Dining on a Million $ View 

J06 ..0. Town 6raPhics® (425) 486-2067 

Knead & Feed ........... 678-5431 
Homemade Breads & Pies, Soups, 
Salads & Cinnamon Rolls. Made fresh 
daily. Serving only the finest & freshest 
foods since 1974. Open every day. On 
the waterfront. Under #4 Front St 
Tyee Restaurant & Motel 
678-6616 Est. 1926. A favorite of 
the locals! Voted "Best of Whidbey" 
steak house & clam chowder. Adj. motel 
recently refurbished -reasonable rates. 
Open 7am I 7 days a week. 
www.tyeehotel.com 

WINE TASTING 
Greenbank Farm ....... 678-7700 
Visit our historic farm to taste wines 
from a dozen Puget Sound wineries, 
lunch at the Whidbey Pies Cafe, visit 
the alpacas, shops and markets. 
Greenbank. www.greenbankfarm.com 

SPECIALITY STORES 
CHEESE 

The Greenbank Cheese Shop 
(360) 222-3474 NW's largest variety 
of award winning specialty cheeses 
incl. fresh curds; gourmet & unique 
condiments; artesian kitchen & tabletop 
wear; all at unbelievable prices. Hottest 
spot for locals & tourists. Open daily 
free sampling. Greenbank Farm, Barn B 

CLOTHING 
One More Thing! .. (360) 678-3231 
Fun, Colorful & Clothing. This, that and 
one more thing! 

GIFTS 
A Touch of Dutch ...... 678-7729 
Voted one of the best gift stores on 
Whidbey. Not just a Dutch store ... We 
have jewelry, fashion accessories, 
quilts, Heritage lace and Specialty 
foods. Hrs: 10:30-5. Closed Sundays. 
www.atouchofdutch.com 

Aqua Gifts .... ...... .. ... .. 678-0664 
Capturing the essence of the island. 
Cards, gifts and home decor. Come 
visit our three rooms of casual elegance. 

Back to the Island ..... 678-6860 
A destination in itself. Lose the blues come 
'Back to the Island. ' Quite possibly the 
best store in the world. Well, maybe. 

Harbor Gift & Art Gallery 
(360) 678-3625 Souvenirs, Adult/ 
Child T-shirts, Wind-socks/kites, Kayak 
Rentals. Open daily. 

Monogram, LLC ... (360) 678-3231 
Where Comfort Meets Elegance • Fine 
linens • Lamps • Mirrors • Occasional 
tables. 11 NW Cove/and St., Suite B 

The Honey Bear ........ 678-6122 
Unique & eclectic gifts, cards, candy, 
toys, beanie babies & lots of bears! 
Open daily 10:30-5:30. 

TRANSPORTATION 
AIRPORT SHUTTLE 

Whidbey SeaTac Shuttle & Charter 
(360) 679-4003 / (877) 679-4003 
Daily transportation service from all 
communities on Whidbey Island. Resv 
required. www.seatacshuttle .com 

TRANSIT 
Island Transit ... (360) 678-7771 
360-321-6688 Convenient, fare-free 
service from Deception Pass to Clinton 
Ferry Dock and all points in between. 
Fixed & Deviation Routes, paratransit 

& vanpoo/s programs. 
P. 0. Box 1735, Coupeviille. 

info@islandtransit.org 
www.islandtransit.org 

CH RISKING Whidbey + 
SeaTac 

'Black 'Bear1s Cabin 

:reel & It's £as~ 

,78-7771 -
ls!tl11d "lm11sit 

' l N G W H l D lJ E Y l S 1. A N D 

:E WRIGHT KAHLER 
certified professional 

building designer 

::::,> 
/ G REEN BANK 

360-678- 65.94 

ctl<:on Li ne,O.con, 

(360) 678-3605 

Shuttle 
360-679-4003 (Local) 
877-679-4003 (Toll-free) 
www.seatacshuttle.com 
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1.a. Thank You
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
3.a. Aircraft Operations
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
4.a. General Noise Modeling
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
7.b. Land Use Compatibility and Air Installations Compatible Use
Zones



Draft Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-18G Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by January 25, 2017 
~ "Z-'1 

Online at: 

By mail at 

http://www. wh id beye is. co 111 /Co 111111 e nt. as px 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, 
Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

1. Name 
I

2. Organization/Affiliation (r~,-ci~e.!!., ~' nonprofit, veteran, retired military) 

3. Address 

4. Email -~'tt/JH--,1-/ .... tl:+------------------------

Comments 

Check all that concern you. For additional information see 
www.facebook.com/whidbeyeis 

If' increases in Outlying Field (OLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, 
health, schools and quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, 
tourism and agriculture. Increasing OLF operations to up to 35,000 per year {135 flight 
operations daily) ,will dramatically increase the residential and commercial areas impacted 
by noise. This is a burden greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can 
bear. 

~ ncreased operations at OLF risk greater aquifer and well contamination. Wells near OLF 
have now found to be contaminated with toxic PFOA compounds from Navy firefighting 
foam which the Navy continues to use for aircraft fires. In 2016 over 1 0% of all private wells 
tested were found contaminated above the EPA standard . The extent full of contamination 
has not been determined nor have results been shared with the community. There is no 
mitigation plan in place. ,, 

(over) 
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_);'.i The addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones (APZs) surrounding 
OLF will restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values . 

. 
Please include any additional comments here: 

I;-- wfl( ~r b~ (J/~k- fe Jo BtA ,. 
I r-- f etLC-e.-- 'f- '5 ~ I -f-. µ_,-e_ /~ -"-15 y I /'J 
ou-61,,; ~ - /it>~+- bv0u~s5 -I~ J~ ~ 
0 L,UJ t II./Ul4 ~ ~ 2 o ~-~ ~ . lue_ I~ 
0· v-e.... l ~ ir-.e.__ 5 I /1. ~ I r L( 8 ,4-/'\..J ff-av~ rte r/.e,v )J.e..e_ A 

UA-ur O:-{:-!tfAr f t)._-fri" p ~ o/d.. rw·+ /t_f)A.,J2. +1~1 
· ,, ,1 .e_ /,,,,, ..e....t:?.- &- + I 

L-..L-.:~__JLL..l.<c....s;..:'-"----+-_......L...L-L...!L....'>."""'--"'""--'-"---""=---'c-c-~===-+-L..L.d'=-/.=---1----..IL.l.--==~~=....s-- " 
All co ments submitted by January 25, 2017 will become a part of the public rec rd and will be addressed in the 
final EIS. Personally identifiable information of individuals will be kept confidential and not released, unless 
otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. City, state and five-digit zip code of 
individuals who provide comments may be released. 

What else you can do 

1. Get involved. To volunteer,· email us: 
coupevillecommunityallies@gmail.com 

2. Call (best) or email your elected officials and share your concerns. The 
number of calls are important. 

a. U.S. Senator Patty Murray: 206.553.5545; 
www.murray.senate.gov 

b. U.S. Senator Maria Cantwell: 425.303.0114; 
www.cantwell.senate.gov 

c. U.S. Congressman Rick Larson: 800.652.1385; .., 
rick.larsen@mail.house.gov ----- -

d. Governor Jay lnslee: 360.902.4111; governor.wa.gov 

To Learn More 

./ To receive email updates, or to get involved, email us at 
coupevillecomm un ityallies@gmail.com 

./ Follow us on Facebook at Coupeville Community Allies 

./ Review the Draft EIS and appendices at www.whidbeyeis .com 

This ad paid for by Coupeville Community Allies 

• ,,, 

l 
I 
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I 
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CHRISH<ING 
••:1•1,w;w:w 

c t k o n Li ne,0,c or=n 

(360) 678-3605 

J3[ack J3ear'S Vacation 
'RentaCs 

360-678-6926 

... 
~0 ..- 1007-1008 EVENTS 

For specific dates call the Central Whidbey Chamber of Commerce at 360-678-5434 
or visit: www.centralwhidbeychamber.com O (TOBER 

I Annual events are indicated as blue I Whidbey Island Farm Tour 
. . Coupeville Farmers Market ... Last for the season 

MAY Uniquely Whidbey Expo & Home Show 
Coupeville Farmers Market ... SatunlaystillHaivestFest 

Penn Cove Water Festival/ Coupeville 
Coupevil/e's Memorial Day Parade & 

Remembrance Ceremony 

NOVEMBER 
Coupeville Lodgings Open House 

·B& B Tour 
nr,ra..&nrr. 
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WH I OBEY .:: ::t~~~ 
ISLAND 

Coupeville 98239 
Greenbank 98253 

NUMBERS 0 

M I L E S 

................... 360-678-7771 --.-==.=,--, -=== 
ouncil (EDC) .... 678-6889 l.....,.J 1--,,.1 
'.Business) ....... 678-3602 
Park ................. 678-4519 
ark .................... 678-4636 
......................... 678-5151 
......................... 678-4911 
......................... 678-5505 
......................... 678-5020 
eville .............. 678-5353 
nbank ............. 678-6808 
........................ 678-4422 
........................ 678-4461 

' 

KILOMETERS 

@,:t.:;;i---
indicate pick-up~ 
locations for ~A."' 
Wh;bey Shuttle \ 

3 
11 
't. 
0 

.. 
~0~ 2007-2008 EVENTS 

For specific dates call the Central Whidbey Chamber of Commerce at 36().678-5434 
or visit: www.centralwhidbeychamber.com OCTOBER 

I I Whidbey Island Farm Tour 
Annual events are indicated as blue Coupeville Farmers Market..Lastlorthemson 

MA V Uniquely Whidbey Expo & Home Show 
Coupeville Farmers Market ... s,rurdays bWarvestFest 

Penn Cove Water Festival I Coupeville 
Coupeville's Memorial Day Parade & 

Remembrance Ceremony 

IUNE 
Coupeville Art & Antique Walk 

Wharf Festival/ Downtown Coupeville 

IULV 
Loganberry Festival I Greenbank Farm 

AUGUST 
Historic Coupeville Arts & Crafts Festival 

Island County Fair 

SEPTEMBER 
Coupeville Arts & Antiques Walk 

Plein Air Painter's US Open Competition 
Whidbey Island Kite Festival I Coupeville 

Tour de Whidbey 

NOVEMBER 
Coupeville Lodgings Open House 

-B&BTour 

DECEMBER 
Coupeville Art & Antique Walk 

Greening of Coupeville 
/ Christmas Parade 

MARCH '08 
Coupeville Arts & Antiques Walk 

Penn Cove Mussel Festival I Coupeville 

APRIL '08 
Coupeville Farmers Market...Opens for the s,ason 

Whidbey Island Marathon 

MAY '08 
Penn Cove Water Festival I Coupeville 
Coupeville's Memorial Day Parade & 

Remembrance Ceremony 

CENTRAL WHIDBEY VISITOR & INFORMATION CENTER 
Serving Historic Coupeville Greenbank & Island County 

Visitor Center (360) 678-5434 

It's not easy to get lost in Coupeville! Main 
Street is just one mile long from the Historic 
District to the High School ... and Highway 20 
divides that mile in half. You will want to "get 

lost" in the surrounding Central Whidbey landscape where nearby 
preserved parks, trails, forest , farmland, bluffs and beaches abound. 
We invite you to start your exploration at our Visitor Center 
where local information. good maps guides for Ebey·s Landing. 
restaurant menus. and free lodging referrals come with a smile. 

From the road, please phone our free 
Lodging Info & Referral Line (360) 678-5664 

www.centralwhidbeychamber.com 

WASHINGTON STATE~~-
FE RRY ~ 

Call Ahead • Arrive Early 
Schedule Information .. (800) 843-3779 
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Seattle, WA 98144

Please do NOT permit Growler Airfield Operations to allow testing on Whidbey Island, for
many reasons. I have listed three below: 1. Piecemealing projects to avoid analyzing
cumulative effects is illegal. 2. The DEIS does not analyze impacts to groundwater or soil
from use of firefighting foam on its runways during Growler operations. 3. There are no
alternatives proposed in this DEIS that would reduce noise. Thank you.
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11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
2.b. Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement and Analysis
Conducted
2.d. Program of Record for Buying Growler Aircraft
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
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Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-18G Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at todays public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. Name 
I 

2. Organization/Affiliation (}r)IJ / 

3. Address L"{l )~<-J I 

4. E-mail 

5. Please check here /I if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6. Please check here if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

J 
Please print • Additional room is provided on back 

Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 

6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 

I 
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19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
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All comments must be received by January 25, 2017. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen 
names, telephone numbers, and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will 
be kept confidential and will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as 
required by law. The city, state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

________________ .i·MiM&MMMMN·iBiiltiiiMEiiiMl'1ttPt·NW&ii·iii·· 
Please print 

Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 

6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 
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required by law. The city, state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 
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sequim, WA 98382

 

We are being bombarded by decisions and deadlines during the busiest, most distracted
time of the year! This is deliberate and insulting to the citizenry! I request a 45-day
timeline extension.
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1.a. Thank You
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.f. Use of Public Comments



Seattle, WA 98117

We have owned a home in Seattle for 34 years and have visited Whidbey Island and the
San Juans several times a year over that period - shopping, eating out, staying in hotels.
If the noise from the growlers and from military machines in general continues to grow,
we will be forced to spend our tour dollars elsewhere. Why hike on Ebey's Landing or on
Lopez when the roar of war machines is bearing down upon you? Do NOT increase the
number of Growlers. Cease and desist!
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12.h. Tourism



Whidbey island, WA 98249

 

This issue with the growlers, with the navy wanting to use the Olympic national park to
test weaponry of a type known to disrupt life, health in animals and humans, this need to
destroy lot property values, this constant pollution of our island weeks and water only
water source MUST STOP.
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Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-lBG Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. · 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. Name 

2. Organization/Affiliation A.:an~ Oa.JfJP /' 

3. Address  · {)4/; d/:u1 tJr 
4. E-mail 

5 Please check here • 
I 
if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6 Please check here • I if you would like to receive a CD of the 'final EIS when available 

Please print •Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 
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14.b. Vehicle Collisions and Safety
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Port Townsend, WA 98368

 

I am against the Navy increasing the number of Growlers for flight practice over the
greater Puget Sound area, including the Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park and
Salish Sea. This negatively impacts too many people's livelihood and reason for living in
and visiting this pristine area. Please take the Growlers to another less populated location
for practice. I would like the Navy to pick another location, one that is less populated and
popular for visitors, to do their Growler training.
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1.a. Thank You
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated



Port Townsend, WA 98368

Dear Sir/Madam, Thank you for extending the comment period to February 24, 2017. 1.
Jet noise outside the immediate environs of the runways on Whidbey Island is not being
evaluated, yet impacts are significant. Noise from EA-18G Growlers is affecting
communities far outside the vicinity of Naval Air Station Whidbey Island, yet the only area
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) analyzes in its “study area” is what falls
within 6 to 10 miles of the corners of runways. Growler aircraft, which are capable of 150
decibels (dB), use these runways to get airborne and to land; therefore, what happens
outside the study area cannot be ignored as if it does not exist, because all flight
operations are functionally connected to takeoffs and landings. By considering only
takeoff and landing noise and exhaust emissions at Ault Field and Outlying Field (OLF)
Coupeville, the DEIS fails to consider the wider area of functionally connected impacts
caused by naval flight operations. By failing to consider the interdependent parts of a
larger action that cannot proceed without takeoffs and landings, as well as their impacts,
the DEIS fails to evaluate cumulative effects. 2. Impacts to cultural and historic sites are
not adequately considered. The Navy so narrowly defined the Area of Potential Effect
(APE) for cultural and historic resources that it also fails to consider significant nearby
impacts. The State Historic Preservation Officer confirmed this in a January 9, 2017 letter
to the Navy.
(http://westcoastactionalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/SHPO-Letter-
102214-23-USN_122916-2.docx ) She said that not only will cultural and historic
properties within existing APE boundaries be adversely affected, but additional portions
of Whidbey Island, Camano Island, Port Townsend vicinity and the San Juan Islands are
also within noise areas that will receive harmful levels of sound and vibration from
Growler activity. The US Department of Housing and Urban Development posted noise
abatement and control standards that classify the 65 dB levels being used by the Navy as
“normally unacceptable” and above 75 as being “unacceptable.”
(https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/environmental-review/noiseabatement-and-cont
rol/) Residents in these outlying areas, who live many miles from these runways, have
recorded noise at least twice that loud. Therefore, by failing to include these areas, this
DEIS violates both the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the National
Historic Preservation Act (NHPA). 3. Piecemealing projects to avoid analyzing cumulative
effects is illegal. The Navy has, to date, piecemealed its aircraft training and testing
activities affecting Whidbey Island, the San Juans, and the Olympic Peninsula into at
least six separate actions: 1. 4 squadrons of P-8A Poseidon Multi-Mission Aircraft; 2. A
2005 EA (57 Growler jets); 2010 EIS (reaffirming the 57 Growlers that replaced
Prowlers); 3. 2012 EA (26 Growlers including 5 from a reserve unit); 4. 2014 EA (Growler
electronic warfare activity); 5. 2015 EIS discussing electronic warfare training and testing
activity; 6. The current 2016-2017 DEIS (36 Growlers); 7. And, likely, a seventh process,
as confirmed by news reports and a Navy official at a recent open house, for 42 more jets
to bring the Growler fleet total to 160. Therefore, it has been impossible for the public to
know just how many Growlers there would be, or what their impacts would be, or what
limits, if any, the Navy intends to establish. In just four documents—the 2014 EA, Forest
Service permit Draft Decision, and the 2010 and 2015 EISs, there are more than 6,000
pages of complex technical material. The number of Growler flights at Outlying Field
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(OLF) Coupeville alone went from 3,200 per year to a proposed 35,100 in 2017. That’s
more than a 1,000 percent increase at this runway alone, yet according to the Navy,
there are “no significant impacts.” The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA 40
C.F.R. §1502.4) “…does not allow an approach that would permit dividing a project into
multiple ‘actions,’ each of which individually has an insignificant environmental impact,
but which collectively have a substantial impact.” The DEIS evaluates not the totality of
impacts from the current fleet of 118 Growlers, nor the projected total of 160 of these
aircraft, but slices out 36 of them for an incremental, piecemealed look, and concludes
from both the construction activities and the addition of just these 36 new Growlers to the
fleet, that no significant impacts will occur in the following categories: public health,
bird-animal strike hazards to aircraft, accident potential zones, emissions of all types,
archaeological resources, American Indian traditional resources, biological resources,
marine species, groundwater, surface water, potable water, socioeconomics, housing,
environmental justice, and hazardous waste. To state the obvious, impacts from this
many Growlers, when taken together, are likely to be significant. Segmenting their
impacts has allowed the Navy to avoid accountability. 4. The DEIS does not analyze
impacts to groundwater or soil from use of firefighting foam on its runways during Growler
operations, despite the fact that before this DEIS was published, the Navy began
notifying 2,000 people on Whidbey Island that highly toxic carcinogenic chemicals had
migrated from Navy property into their drinking water wells, contaminating them and
rendering these people dependent on bottled water. 5. The DEIS fails to discuss,
describe or even mention any potential impacts associated with electromagnetic radiation
in devices employed by the Growlers in locating and interacting with the ground
transmitters. It fails to mention any potential impacts associated with aircrew practicing
using electromagnetic weaponry, that will allow the Navy to make good on its 2014
statement that this training and testing is “turning out fully trained, combat-ready
Electronic Attack crews.” 6. The current comment period on a Draft EIS should not be the
last chance the public will have for input. However, Navy announced on its web site that it
does not intend to allow a public comment period on the Final EIS. The “30-day waiting
period” proposed for the Final EIS is not a public comment period, and thus would be
unresponsive to serious and longstanding public concerns on matters that will affect our
lives as well as the lives of people doing business throughout the region, plus the visitors
who are the tourism lifeblood of our economy, and the wildlife that inhabits the region.
The Navy must allow the public to participate throughout the process, in order to be able
to be able to assess the full scope of direct, indirect and cumulative impacts. This is
doubly important because so many impacts have been excluded from analysis. A federal
agency is required to prepare a supplement to either a draft or final EIS, and allow the
public to comment, if there are significant new circumstances or information relevant to
environmental concerns, that bear on the proposed action or its impacts. 7. There are no
alternatives proposed in this DEIS that would reduce noise. This violates NEPA §1506.1,
which states, “…no action concerning the proposal shall be taken which would have an
adverse environmental impact or limit the choice of reasonable alternatives.” According to
a memo from the President’s Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) to all federal
agencies, “Reasonable alternatives include those that are practical or feasible from the
technical and economic standpoint and using common sense, rather than simply
desirable from the standpoint of the applicant.”
(https://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/G-CEQ-40Questions.pdf) The three alternatives
presented by the Navy are merely a shell game of choices among the same number of
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flights, but for different percentages of activity at runways. This pits communities against
each other, as the runway that receives more flights will determine the “loser” among
these communities. 8. The Navy has exacerbated the problem stated in #8 by not
identifying a preferred alternative in the DEIS. According to the CEQ memo, “[NEPA]
Section 1502.14(e) requires the section of the EIS on alternatives to "identify the
agency's preferred alternative if one or more exists, in the draft statement, and identify
such alternative in the final statement . . ." Since the Navy has not done this,
communities cannot evaluate potential noise levels. Since the Navy has also announced
that it will not provide a public comment period for the Final EIS, communities will have
no chance to evaluate the consequences or even comment on the preferred alternative.
9. The Navy states that it evaluated noise for the Olympic Peninsula in 2010 with the
Northwest Training Range Complex EIS, but that document did not do so. The Navy
claims its documents are “tiered” for this purpose, but they are not. Had the activities
contemplated by the proposed Electronic Warfare Range been evaluated by that EIS, the
ground-based mobile emitters should have been listed as an emission source. They were
not. For Electronic Combat and Electronic Attack, the only areas listed by activity and
training area, warfare type, and Range and Training Site were the Darrington Area and
W-237. Neither is on the Olympic Peninsula. Had noise been properly evaluated, the
Olympic MOAs should have been listed. They were not. Therefore, noise from Growler
activities has not been evaluated in this or any previous for the Olympic Peninsula. 10.
The Navy has neither measured, modeled, nor considered direct, indirect or cumulative
effects of jet noise in any areas outside the immediate environs of NASWI runways.
Actual noise measurements have not been made anywhere. However, computer
modeling for the 10-mile radius of the “Affected Noise Environment” around Naval Air
Station Whidbey Island (NASWI) extends to the year 2021 and clearly demonstrates the
Navy’s ability to model noise. Therefore it makes no sense to fail to measure or model
highly impacted areas such as the West End of the Olympic Peninsula, with its very
different terrain and weather conditions, as demonstrated by separate NOAA weather
forecasts for each region. For example, the Hoh River is surrounded by steep-sloped
mountains that amplify and echo noise. Port Townsend is on a peninsula surrounded on
three sides by water, which echoes sound. Port Angeles gets reflected sound from the
Strait of Juan de Fuca to its north and from the Olympic Mountains to its south. Yet no
noise modeling or measurements have been done for these areas. 11. The Navy’s claim
that areas outside the narrow boundaries of its study area do not exceed noise standards
is suspect, first because the standards used by the Navy are unrealistic, second,
because the Navy has never measured or modeled noise in these areas, and third,
because the “library” of sounds that comprise the basis for the Navy’s computer modeling
is not available for public inspection. The Navy uses the less realistic Day-Night Average
Sound Level (DNL) rather than the Effective Perceived Noise Level, as provided in
Federal Aviation Regulation 36. DNL uses A-weighting for the decibel measurement,
which means jet noise is averaged with quiet over the course of a year to come up with a
65 dB average. This means peak noise levels in these un-measured and un-modeled
communities and wildlands may far exceed 65 dB as long as the constant average with
quiet periods over a year stays below 65 dB. This is unrealistic, and claims by the DEIS
that wildlife are “presumably habituated” to noise do not apply when that noise is sporadic
and intense. 12. Commercial airport noise standards should not apply to military jets
because commercial jets do not have afterburners, do not engage in aerial combat
maneuvers, do not fly at low altitudes or practice landing on runways so short they can
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only be used for emergencies, do not possess the flight characteristics of Growlers, and
do not have weaponry that is capable of making a parcel of forest hum with
electromagnetic energy. FAA policy does not preclude use of the more accurate Effective
Perceived Noise Level as the standard, nor are local jurisdictions prevented from setting
a lower threshold of compatibility for new land-use developments. FAA policy allows for
supplemental or alternative measurements. So, the continued use of DNL may be to the
Navy’s benefit, but does not benefit the public. 13. The Navy’s noise analysis does not
allow for peak noise experiences, nor does the DNL method they use take into account
low-frequency noise, which is produced at tremendous levels by Growlers. 14. The
NOISEMAP software used for computer modeling is severely outdated, and a report from
a Department of Defense commission concluded that noise measurements using this
software “…do not properly account for the complex operational and noise characteristics
of the new aircraft.” This report concluded that current computer models could be legally
indefensible.
(https://www.serdp-estcp.org/ProgramAreas/Weapons-Systems-and-Platforms/Noise-and
-Emissions/Noise/WP-1304) 15. The Navy describes its activities using the term “event,”
but does not define it. Therefore, the time, duration, and number of jets in a single “event”
remain unknown, and real impacts from recent increases remain unevaluated. As a result
of leaving out vast geographical areas where noise impacts will occur (and are occurring
now), the DEIS eliminates far too many direct, indirect and cumulative effects to be
considered a valid or complete analysis. Limiting the scope like this amounts to a
segmentation of impacts that forecloses the public’s ability to comment and gain legal
standing. By law, the public has the right to address the full scope of impacts, not just a
narrow sliver of them. 16. New information that was not disclosed in previous Navy EISs
include flight operations on weekends (not mentioned in the current DEIS but specified
on page 11 of the Forest Service’s draft permit, viewable at:
https://www.fs.usda.gov/project/?project=42759). It has long been understood that the
Navy would cooperate with local governments, especially in communities that depend on
tourism, by not conducting noise-producing operations on weekends. Further, the singling
out of one user group for an exemption from noise is outrageous and unfair. According to
the permit, weekend flying may be permitted so long as it does not interfere with
“…opening day and associated opening weekend of Washington State’s Big Game
Hunting Season for use of rifle/guns.” While such an exemption is under Forest Service
and not Navy control, the Navy must realize that municipalities and local governments,
along with economically viable and vulnerable tourism and recreation entities who are not
being considered, have not been given the opportunity to comment. The impression is
that our national forests are no longer under public control. 17. Low flights will make even
more noise than before: While the Navy has repeatedly told the public over the past few
years that Growlers will fly at a minimum of 6,000 feet above sea level, the DEIS quotes
guidance from the Aircraft Environmental Support Office: “Aircraft are directed to avoid
towns and populated areas by 1 nm (nautical mile) or overfly 1,000 feet AGL (above
ground level) and to avoid airports by 3 nm or overfly 1,500 AGL.” This guidance further
states, “Over sparsely populated areas, aircraft may not be operated closer than 500 feet
to any person, vessel, vehicle, or structure.” If this official guidance directs Growlers to fly
at such low altitudes, why did the Navy not disclose this in any previous NEPA
documents? For an aircraft capable of 150 decibels at takeoff, this new information
represents a significant new level of noise impacts that have been neither previously
disclosed nor analyzed. 18. Sound levels for these low flights are not listed in the DEIS:
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Table 3.1-2, titled “Representative Sound Levels for Growler Aircraft in Level Flight,” on
page 3-6, does not show sound exposure levels for Growlers flying at either 1,000 feet or
1,500 feet AGL, as mentioned in the official guidance. Why has this important information
been omitted? The public needs to know how much actual noise exposure there will be,
along with the threats posed to public and environmental health. This, therefore, is
significant new information about impacts that were not disclosed in the DEIS, and
requires either that a Supplemental EIS be prepared, or that a public comment period of
adequate length be provided on the Final EIS. For public health and safety reasons, the
Navy must revise its guidance to significantly increase the distances that Growler jets are
currently allowed to fly over towns, airports, individual people, vessels, vehicles, and
structures. 500 to 1,000 feet is far too close, and 1,500 feet over an airport is far too
dangerous a proximity to supersonic Growler jets. 19. No mitigation for schools: The
DEIS states that in the case of local schools, no mitigation measures for any of the 3
proposed alternatives were identified, “…but may be developed and altered based on
comments received.” Some schools will be interrupted by jet noise hundreds of times per
day. Yet the Navy suggests that future mitigation measures might be brought up by the
public (and subsequently ignored) and thus will be “…identified in the Final EIS or Record
of Decision.” Such information would be new, could significantly alter the Proposed
Actions, and would therefore require another public comment period, in which case the
Navy’s proposal to not allow a comment period on the Final EIS would be unlawful. 20.
The current DNL noise modeling method and data in no way reflect exposure accuracy,
given the new information about low flight levels from official guidance. Therefore, such
analyses must be included in a Supplemental EIS or in the Final EIS, with a new public
process of adequate length, including an official comment period. 21. Crash potential is
higher: With no alternatives provided to the public that reduce noise, and with such
permissive guidance that allows such low-altitude flight, the potential for Navy Growler
student pilots to create tragic outcomes or cause extreme physical, physiological,
economic and other harms to communities and wildlands, whether accidentally or on
purpose, is unacceptable. 22. Contamination of drinking water in residential and
commercial areas near the runways, due to use of hazardous chemicals, is completely
ignored by the DEIS. It concludes, “No significant impacts related to hazardous waste
and materials would occur due to construction activities or from the addition and
operation of additional Growler aircraft.” While these chemicals have never been
analyzed, they have been used in conjunction with Growler training and other flight
operations for years; therefore, hazardous materials analysis for these chemicals should
not be excluded just because Growlers are not the only aircraft this foam has been used
for. It is irresponsible for the DEIS to content that there are no significant impacts. As
previously stated, with flights at OLF Coupeville alone increasing from 3,200 in 2010 to
as many as 35,100, no one can claim that a 1,000 percent flight increase in 7 years for
which no groundwater or soil contaminant analyses have been done is not significant. 23.
Navy knew about contamination in advance: It is clear that before the November 10
publication of this DEIS, the Navy was well aware of potential problems with
contamination of residential drinking water due to what it calls “historic” use of fire
suppressants for flight operations. In May 2016 the USEPA issued drinking water health
advisories for two PFCs, and the Navy announced in June that it was in the process of
“identifying and for removal and destruction all legacy perfluorooctane sulfonate (and
PFOA) containing AFFF [aqueous film forming foam].” Yet the DEIS dismisses all
concerns with an incredible statement about actions that took place nearly 20 years ago:
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“Remediation construction was completed in September 1997, human exposure and
contaminated groundwater exposures are under control, and the OUs at Ault Field and
the Seaplane Base are ready for anticipated use (USEPA, 2016e).” The statement is
ludicrously outdated, and recent events refute it. Three days before the DEIS was
published, on November 7, 2016, the Navy sent a letter to more than 100 private and
public drinking water well owners expressing concern that perfluoroalkyl substances
(PFAS) found beneath the OLF had spread beyond Navy property. Yet the word
“perfluoroalkyl” or “PFAS” is not mentioned once in the entire 1400-page DEIS, nor is it
mentioned the 2005 or 2012 EAs. A Department of Defense publication makes it clear
that there is no current technology that can treat soil or groundwater that has been
contaminated with these chemicals.
(https://dec.alaska.gov/spar/ppr/hazmat/Chemical-&-Material-Emerging-RiskAlert-for-AFF
F.pdf) 24. No mention of contaminated soil is found in the DEIS: It confines its discussion
to soil compression and compaction effects from new construction, and concludes there
will be no impacts to groundwater. It is therefore puzzling to consider that while extensive
evaluations for a variety of hazardous materials were included in the October 2015
Northwest Training and Testing Final EIS, why would the Navy omit such contaminants
as the ones mentioned above, from the Growler DEIS? This is the equivalent of a doctor
refusing to look at an EKG that clearly shows a heart attack, and diagnosing the patient
with anxiety. The Navy needs to include this information in a public NEPA process as an
impact of its flight activities. It needs to accept responsibility for this contamination, and
pay the costs incurred by finding a permanent alternative source of water for affected
residents, and by reimbursing these people for medical costs created by unwitting
consumption of Navy-contaminated water. 25. Impacts to wildlife have been
piecemealed: It does not make sense to separate impacts from just one portion of an
aircraft’s flight operations and say that’s all you’re looking at. But because the scope of
the DEIS is limited to areas adjacent to runways, analysis of impacts to wildlife from
connected flight operations that occur outside these narrow confines are omitted.
Threatened and endangered species, sensitive species and other wildlife and critical
habitat areas are adversely impacted by noise from takeoffs, landings and other flight
operations well beyond the Navy’s study area. For example, the increase in aerial combat
maneuvers (dogfighting) from 160 to 550 annual “events,” which by their erratic nature
cannot safely occur near runways, is a 244 percent increase that has been neither
examined nor analyzed in this or any previous NEPA process. Dogfighting requires
frequent use of afterburners, which are far louder and use as much as ten times the
amount of fuel as normal flight does. Impacts to wildlife and habitat were completely
omitted. 26. Pages of boilerplate language do not constitute analysis of impacts to
wildlife: Except for standardized language copied from wildlife agencies about species life
histories, along with lists of various county critical areas ordinances and state wildlife
regulations, the DEIS fails to evaluate direct, indirect or cumulative impacts to wildlife.
Instead, it offers the excruciating conclusion that the potential for noise impacts and
collisions with birds is “greatest during flight operations.” However, continues the DEIS,
except for the marbled murrelet, the occurrence of these sensitive species in the study
area is “highly unlikely,” largely because “no suitable habitat is present.” This begs the
question: if the scope of this DEIS measured the true impacts of jet noise, it is highly
likely that suitable habitat for many of these species would be found. And if impacts had
not been segmented for decades, there might be suitable habitat remaining in the study
area. 27. Old research cited but new research not: In citing published scientific research,
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the Navy included a 1988 synthesis of published literature on domestic animals and
wildlife, but failed to consider the latest peer-reviewed research summarized in 2015,
which lists multiple consequences of noise greater than 65 dB.
(http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/brv.12207/abstract) The DEIS also failed to
consider an important 2014 study called “Anthropogenic EM Noise Disrupts Magnetic
Compass Orientation in Migratory Birds,”
(http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v509/n7500/full/nature13290.html) A federal
agency cannot cherry-pick scientific research for its own convenience; it must consider
the best available science. This DEIS fails that test. Thank you.
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Anacortes, WA 98221

 

I purchased a home in the vicinity of Lovric's boatyard in May 2015. Prior to the purchase
I consulted NAS Whidbey data to confirm that the area was not impacted by flight
operations. Similar to the DEIS, no analysis identified Anacortes as being impacted by
Navy field operations. I was provided NO disclosures that landing operations occur over
Anacortes. To my surprise, the following winter, EA-18G operations did in fact occur
periodically, typically totaling not more four in a 24 hour period. Media reports of a
commanders presentation before the Anacortes City Council indicated that these
operations are typically seasonal, an assertion which is supported by my subsequent
observations. My residence is situated at about 100’ MSL. The seasonal approach used
by the EA 18G aircraft goes right over my residence, wheels down. I estimate they are
under 1500’ MSL. They are obnoxiously loud, perhaps peaking at over 160 dB. I support
the military and am willing to tolerate a level of operations, which I have defined as 4/day,
however during the week of 9 Jan 17, there was a five operations on a date I did not
record. I am most concerned that with the proposed additional squadrons, operations
over Anacortes and my residence in particular could increase substantially. I request that
the EIS address anticipated additional operations in this area and explain why overflight
over developed areas is necessary when undeveloped portions Guemes Island and
Rosario Straight, which appear to accommodate most operations based on the DEIS
noise analysis, could mitigate the expansion of the impacts without appreciably affecting
these seasonal landing operations. The Navy is an integral part of the Anacortes
community and generally a good neighbor. I am hopefully that the DEIS can provide
supporting documentation to address potential impacts on the community of the
proposed expansion so as to preserve and further strengthen this relationship.
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1.a. Thank You
4.t. Noise Mitigation
7.c. Noise Disclosure



Oak Bay. Victoria , British Columbia V8R2N4

We would like to see more fly bys over Victoria with those F 18 Growlers. Some 16s
would be nice too if you have any.
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24  (The personal identifiable information disclosure 

25  statement was read to the following commenter.)
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www.likkelcourtreporters.com depos@likkelcourtreporters.com
LIKKEL & ASSOCIATES (800) 686-1325

1 :  I acknowledge the statement 

2 that was just read to me.  I am .  I live in Oak 

3 Harbor, , Oak Harbor, 98277. 

4   And I'm very supportive of the Navy's position -- 

5 I'm starting to talk on my own comments -- very supportive 

6 of the Navy's position in the Northwest.  I'm a professional 

7 aviator, airline pilot, and am completely aware of the fact 

8 that our men and women in the armed forces need the best 

9 possible training areas to train.  Aviation is a perishable 

10 skill.  If we don't provide this for our men and women then 

11 we are failing them.  So I'm very supportive. 

12 * * *
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Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-lBG Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. · 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. Name 

2. Organization/Affiliation 

3. Address 

Please check here j< if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6. Please check here if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

A.5 S+ \ ',dr u (}. ~J 

Please print •Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 
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1.a. Thank You
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Draft Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-18G Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by January 25, 2017 

Online at: www.whidbeyeis.com 

By mail at Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 
23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

Name  

Organization/ Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired military) 

Address , c~0 r:~V1lL£ j 8Z31 
 

Email _ 3;-+-------

Phone _ -----------------------

Please check here if you would NOT like to be on the Coupeville Community Allies email list 

Comments 
Check all that concern you. For additional information see www.facebook.com/whidbeyeis 

)i1' Increases in Outlying Field (OLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools 
and quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. Increasing 
OLF operations by 36 % to 475%, with up to 135 flight operations daily, will double the residential areas and 
increase by 10-fold the commercial areas impacted by noise. This is a burden greater than the 
Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

~ Increased operations at OLF risk greater aquifer and well contamination. Wells near OLF have now found 
to be contaminated with toxic PFOA compounds from Navy firefighting foam which the Navy continues to 
use for aircraft fires. The extent of contamination has not been determined nor have results been shared 
with the community. There is no mitigation plan in place. 

,M The addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones (APZs) surrounding OLF will restrict 
property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

(over) 
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1.a. Thank You
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.h. Tourism
12.i. Housing Access and Affordability
12.j. Property Values
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
13.a. Environmental Justice Impacts
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
4.a. General Noise Modeling
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.b. Land Use Compatibility and Air Installations Compatible Use
Zones
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



ji{ The Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere, despite this being the #1 
request from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

J'5;r'An additional 880-1,574 personnel and dependents would severely impact our tight housing market, 
decreasing the already low stock of affordable housing on Whidbey Island. 

y1' Single-siting Growlers at NASWI presents a major terrorist risk to our Island, which is served by one 
bridge and two ferries. All active electronic warfare jets in the US Military would be at NASWI. 

Ji(The Growlers are at risk for more mishaps and crashes due to problems with their onboard oxygen 
system that can cause pilot hypoxia, with over 100 incidents in all F/A-18 airframes in 2015 alone. 
Increases in OLF operations increase the risk of crashes on Whidbey Island and in Puget Sound. 

Please include any additional comments here: 

- L, r-rt.--e- t-e:-Ac:;· t..h=:=- p<.,,.Ay,~,r::cp LIN u>A -B Le PL11<,1~ 

o F-f?fZA-rt o rJ ~ 
- }.!-\ E-;5 E t--]A ~ "f3cJ4 t ('}0-5 . (NA, 7 T<DC!? ~~f<,f"'t,J ~ 

Te A LL-ow /'Jt:?"A-R p0pc.JL-AT1e/\l CEN1 ~Ti=:~ Ht==t<t-, 
'[ovcH. 1'°' ,-.)j:7 Q o 1=?-)(1;=~ C 17 ~ AT O L-F <fl '[Z.ot) N 17 
L~L-_) f'AR-rrcuL..AfZ-L-7_ VAMAq(N~ -ro CLcJ7f? crJ 
R~7,ve-,Jc~~ . 7a-toCJL.4:7/ PA'f<E<5 ,/ (rJ;[7t.Js;T~L-rs=-_5 . i:::'j"-c ~ 
.T CoUL 1? CL-.;:;=-,/~ l '7' RGAP LI t-_j;D~ 7 t PE L--'.'t::=' 1 ~c~ / ~ 
oN Aqc~(VDJru~ Ar~ C:RAf=, ATR~~V~NP{ZO/\J 

What ~~~u ~ / VCf2£;.c=fL. Y 6'N FUGr Hr PAn+ A TEl'Vp_ 
~'-f= 4( WA-Y-rvo cl.o~f.<[~ - -

--- -1. Get involved. To volunteer, email us: coupevillecommunityallies@g"mail.com 

2. Call (best) or email your elected officials and share your concerns. The number of 
calls are important. 

a. U.S. Senator Patty Murray: 206.553.5545; www.murray.senate.gov 

b. U.S. Senator Maria Cantwell: 425.303.0114; www.cantwell.senate.gov 
c. U.S. Congressman Rick Larson: 800.652.1385; rick.larsen@mail.house.gov 
d. Governor Jay lnslee: 360.902.4111; governor.wa.gov 

vVe? 9 (1/(\) 
1
T MOVc ~fZE; -ro ]3t?" ~~FP 

To Learn More .i3Y-ms- ~.} ~Vy JN ~~tfMc FOR A 
tvf '~ PlA c::;E?"O FAc < 4-rY t §>l--P M tJc9T<:s;o ~ 

../ To receive email updates, or to get involved, email us at 
coupevillecommunityallies@gmail.com 

../ Follow us on Facebook at Coupeville Community Allies 

../ Review the Draft EIS and appendices at www.whidbeyeis.com 

All comments submitted by January 25, 2017 will become a part of the public record and will be addressed in the final EIS. 
Personally identifiable information of individuals will be kept confidential and not released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by 
the commenter or as required by law. City, state and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 
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Port Townsend, WA 98368

Please grant a 45-day timeline extension for this issue.
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1.a. Thank You
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.f. Use of Public Comments



Port Townsend, WA 98368

 

The Olympic Rainforest is one of the treasures of the world. The ecosystem here is
already under stress. Military personnel fall in love with this place and move here. You
are not protecting anything when you destroy it. The environmental impacts of war games
and the Growlers are already very clear. I live in Port Townsend, and I beg you to stop
this madness. You are protecting what? Who? Not me, not with these actions.
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1.a. Thank You
10.a. Biological Resources Study Area
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
19.d. Electronic Warfare
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife



Lopez Island, WA 98261

1. The Growler is known for its intense low frequency engine rumble, but low frequency
noise impacts are ignored in the Draft.   ACTION: Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low
frequencies using C-weighting (dBC) in addition to A-weighting (dBA). 2. Analysis of
noise impacts in the Draft is based solely on computer simulation. To be valid for decision
making, models must be verified.   ACTION: Provide the data used for simulation.
Provide Growler noise measurements with afterburners at 100 feet behind the jet in
one-third octave bands from 6 Hz to 20 kHz. Calibrate the computer model with actual
noise measurements in locations throughout the region. 3. NOISEMAP is the computer
model used in the Draft to predict noise impacts. A Department of Defense report found
that NOISEMAP is outdated and new software was needed to provide “scientifically and
legally defensible noise assessments” of the modern, high-thrust jet engines used in the
Growlers.    ACTION: Redo the noise simulation using the more recent Advanced
Acoustic Model. 4. The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) metric used in the Draft was
developed for commercial airports that operate 365 days a year. DNL is inappropriate for
the intermittent but intensive military flight activity at NASWI. Averaging over the year
assumes, without studies, that the quiet days mitigate the noisy days.   ACTION: Noise
levels should only be averaged over active flying days. 5. The Draft dismisses long-term
health impacts of jet noise because some studies are not conclusive.   ACTION:
Recognize the health impacts of Growler noise on health as documented in the World
Heath Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise" and "Night Noise Guidelines for
Europe." 6. The Draft includes some independent noise measurements and ignores
others.   ACTION: Incorporate the San Juan County noise reports and the Coupeville
noise measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS analysis. 7. The Draft
suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands (SJI) National Monument are
exempt from National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) protection. Protection was
granted prior to the establishment of the SJI National Monument.   ACTION: Evaluate
impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and remove language stating
that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 8. The three Alternatives considered in the
Draft are very similar and are based on old technology – a piloted jet that requires
constant pilot training for safe carrier landing.   ACTION: Evaluate a new Alternative that
deploys UCLASS jets (drones) instead of more Growlers to significantly reduce the need
for land-based carrier training. 9. The Draft only examines socioeconomic impacts on
Island and Skagit Counties. San Juan, Jefferson and Clallam Counties are or will be
impacted by Growler noise. They are very dependent on outdoor recreation that is being
harmed by Growler flight activity and receive little, if any, economic benefit from
employment associated with NASWI.   ACTION: Examine socioeconomic impacts,
including real estate values, on San Juan, Jefferson and Clallam Counties. 10. All
Alternatives in the Draft are irrevocable decisions to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI.
While some potential noise Mitigation Measures addressed, there is no commitment.
  ACTION: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their timelines in the Final EIS and
Record of Decision. 11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous areas. CEQ
Regulation 1502.9 (a) states “If a draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude
meaningful analysis, the agency shall prepare and circulate a revised draft of the
appropriate portion.”   ACTION: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies identified in
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1.a. Thank You
12.a. Socioeconomic Study Area
12.h. Tourism
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument



comments and offer further opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is
prepared.
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Tacoma, WA 98407-3625

 

Dear Sir/Madam, Thank you for extending the comment period to February 24, 2017, in
order accommodate the fact that having four major public processes open over the
holidays, all concerning Navy activities or the biological resources that may be affected
by them, made it difficult to read, comprehend and prepare comments in a timely way. 1.
Jet noise outside the immediate environs of the runways on Whidbey Island is not being
evaluated, yet impacts are significant. Noise from EA-18G Growlers is affecting
communities far outside the vicinity of Naval Air Station Whidbey Island, yet the only area
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) analyzes in its “study area” is what falls
within 6 to 10 miles of the corners of runways. Growler aircraft, which are capable of 150
decibels (dB), use these runways to get airborne and to land; therefore, what happens
outside the study area cannot be ignored as if it does not exist, because all flight
operations are functionally connected to takeoffs and landings. By considering only
takeoff and landing noise and exhaust emissions at Ault Field and Outlying Field (OLF)
Coupeville, the DEIS fails to consider the wider area of functionally connected impacts
caused by naval flight operations. By failing to consider the interdependent parts of a
larger action that cannot proceed without takeoffs and landings, as well as their impacts,
the DEIS fails to evaluate cumulative effects. 2. Impacts to cultural and historic sites are
not adequately considered. The Navy so narrowly defined the Area of Potential Effect
(APE) for cultural and historic resources that it also fails to consider significant nearby
impacts. The State Historic Preservation Officer confirmed this in a January 9, 2017 letter
to the Navy.
(http://westcoastactionalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/SHPO-Letter-
102214-23-USN_122916-2.docx ) She said that not only will cultural and historic
properties within existing APE boundaries be adversely affected, but additional portions
of Whidbey Island, Camano Island, Port Townsend vicinity and the San Juan Islands are
also within noise areas that will receive harmful levels of sound and vibration from
Growler activity. The US Department of Housing and Urban Development posted noise
abatement and control standards that classify the 65 dB levels being used by the Navy as
“normally unacceptable” and above 75 as being “unacceptable.”
(https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/environmental-review/noiseabatement-and-cont
rol/) Residents in these outlying areas, who live many miles from these runways, have
recorded noise at least twice that loud. Therefore, by failing to include these areas, this
DEIS violates both the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the National
Historic Preservation Act (NHPA). 3. Piecemealing projects to avoid analyzing cumulative
effects is illegal. The Navy has, to date, piecemealed its aircraft training and testing
activities affecting Whidbey Island, the San Juans, and the Olympic Peninsula into at
least six separate actions: 1. 4 squadrons of P-8A Poseidon Multi-Mission Aircraft; 2. A
2005 EA (57 Growler jets); 2010 EIS (reaffirming the 57 Growlers that replaced
Prowlers); 3. 2012 EA (26 Growlers including 5 from a reserve unit); 4. 2014 EA (Growler
electronic warfare activity); 5. 2015 EIS discussing electronic warfare training and testing
activity; 6. The current 2016-2017 DEIS (36 Growlers); 7. And, likely, a seventh process,
as confirmed by news reports and a Navy official at a recent open house, for 42 more jets
to bring the Growler fleet total to 160. Therefore, it has been impossible for the public to
know just how many Growlers there would be, or what their impacts would be, or what
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1.a. Thank You
1.b. Best Available Science and Data
1.c. Segmentation and Connected Actions
10.a. Biological Resources Study Area
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.f. Endangered Species Impact Analysis Adequacy
11.a. Groundwater
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.k. Compensation to Citizens for Private Property
19.a. Scope of Cumulative Analysis
19.b. Revised Cumulative Impacts Analysis
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
19.d. Electronic Warfare
19.h. Cumulative Impacts on Biological Resources
2.b. Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement and Analysis
Conducted
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.d. Program of Record for Buying Growler Aircraft
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.h. Next Steps
2.i. Proposed Action
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.m. Record of Decision/Preferred Alternative
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
3.a. Aircraft Operations
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
3.d. Arrivals and Departures
4.a. General Noise Modeling
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.e. Day-Night Average Sound Level Contours and Noise
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.i. Other Noise Metrics Not Currently in Analysis
4.l. Points of Interest
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.t. Noise Mitigation
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
8.a. Cultural Resources Area of Potential Effect
8.c. Noise and Vibration Impacts to Cultural Resources
8.j. City of Port Townsend Cultural Resources



limits, if any, the Navy intends to establish. In just four documents—the 2014 EA, Forest
Service permit Draft Decision, and the 2010 and 2015 EISs, there are more than 6,000
pages of complex technical material. The number of Growler flights at Outlying Field
(OLF) Coupeville alone went from 3,200 per year to a proposed 35,100 in 2017. That’s
more than a 1,000 percent increase at this runway alone, yet according to the Navy,
there are “no significant impacts.” The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA 40
C.F.R. §1502.4) “…does not allow an approach that would permit dividing a project into
multiple ‘actions,’ each of which individually has an insignificant environmental impact,
but which collectively have a substantial impact.” The DEIS evaluates not the totality of
impacts from the current fleet of 118 Growlers, nor the projected total of 160 of these
aircraft, but slices out 36 of them for an incremental, piecemealed look, and concludes
from both the construction activities and the addition of just these 36 new Growlers to the
fleet, that no significant impacts will occur in the following categories: public health,
bird-animal strike hazards to aircraft, accident potential zones, emissions of all types,
archaeological resources, American Indian traditional resources, biological resources,
marine species, groundwater, surface water, potable water, socioeconomics, housing,
environmental justice, and hazardous waste. To state the obvious, impacts from this
many Growlers, when taken together, are likely to be significant. Segmenting their
impacts has allowed the Navy to avoid accountability. 4. The DEIS does not analyze
impacts to groundwater or soil from use of firefighting foam on its runways during Growler
operations, despite the fact that before this DEIS was published, the Navy began
notifying 2,000 people on Whidbey Island that highly toxic carcinogenic chemicals had
migrated from Navy property into their drinking water wells, contaminating them and
rendering these people dependent on bottled water. 5. The DEIS fails to discuss,
describe or even mention any potential impacts associated with electromagnetic radiation
in devices employed by the Growlers in locating and interacting with the ground
transmitters. It fails to mention any potential impacts associated with aircrew practicing
using electromagnetic weaponry, that will allow the Navy to make good on its 2014
statement that this training and testing is “turning out fully trained, combat-ready
Electronic Attack crews.” 6. The current comment period on a Draft EIS should not be the
last chance the public will have for input. However, Navy announced on its web site that it
does not intend to allow a public comment period on the Final EIS. The “30-day waiting
period” proposed for the Final EIS is not a public comment period, and thus would be
unresponsive to serious and longstanding public concerns on matters that will affect our
lives as well as the lives of people doing business throughout the region, plus the visitors
who are the tourism lifeblood of our economy, and the wildlife that inhabits the region.
The Navy must allow the public to participate throughout the process, in order to be able
to be able to assess the full scope of direct, indirect and cumulative impacts. This is
doubly important because so many impacts have been excluded from analysis. A federal
agency is required to prepare a supplement to either a draft or final EIS, and allow the
public to comment, if there are significant new circumstances or information relevant to
environmental concerns, that bear on the proposed action or its impacts. 7. There are no
alternatives proposed in this DEIS that would reduce noise. This violates NEPA §1506.1,
which states, “…no action concerning the proposal shall be taken which would have an
adverse environmental impact or limit the choice of reasonable alternatives.” According to
a memo from the President’s Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) to all federal
agencies, “Reasonable alternatives include those that are practical or feasible from the
technical and economic standpoint and using common sense, rather than simply
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desirable from the standpoint of the applicant.”
(https://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/G-CEQ-40Questions.pdf) The three alternatives
presented by the Navy are merely a shell game of choices among the same number of
flights, but for different percentages of activity at runways. This pits communities against
each other, as the runway that receives more flights will determine the “loser” among
these communities. 8. The Navy has exacerbated the problem stated in #8 by not
identifying a preferred alternative in the DEIS. According to the CEQ memo, “[NEPA]
Section 1502.14(e) requires the section of the EIS on alternatives to "identify the
agency's preferred alternative if one or more exists, in the draft statement, and identify
such alternative in the final statement . . ." Since the Navy has not done this,
communities cannot evaluate potential noise levels. Since the Navy has also announced
that it will not provide a public comment period for the Final EIS, communities will have
no chance to evaluate the consequences or even comment on the preferred alternative.
9. The Navy states that it evaluated noise for the Olympic Peninsula in 2010 with the
Northwest Training Range Complex EIS, but that document did not do so. The Navy
claims its documents are “tiered” for this purpose, but they are not. Had the activities
contemplated by the proposed Electronic Warfare Range been evaluated by that EIS, the
ground-based mobile emitters should have been listed as an emission source. They were
not. For Electronic Combat and Electronic Attack, the only areas listed by activity and
training area, warfare type, and Range and Training Site were the Darrington Area and
W-237. Neither is on the Olympic Peninsula. Had noise been properly evaluated, the
Olympic MOAs should have been listed. They were not. Therefore, noise from Growler
activities has not been evaluated in this or any previous for the Olympic Peninsula. 10.
The Navy has neither measured, modeled, nor considered direct, indirect or cumulative
effects of jet noise in any areas outside the immediate environs of NASWI runways.
Actual noise measurements have not been made anywhere. However, computer
modeling for the 10-mile radius of the “Affected Noise Environment” around Naval Air
Station Whidbey Island (NASWI) extends to the year 2021 and clearly demonstrates the
Navy’s ability to model noise. Therefore it makes no sense to fail to measure or model
highly impacted areas such as the West End of the Olympic Peninsula, with its very
different terrain and weather conditions, as demonstrated by separate NOAA weather
forecasts for each region. For example, the Hoh River is surrounded by steep-sloped
mountains that amplify and echo noise. Port Townsend is on a peninsula surrounded on
three sides by water, which echoes sound. Port Angeles gets reflected sound from the
Strait of Juan de Fuca to its north and from the Olympic Mountains to its south. Yet no
noise modeling or measurements have been done for these areas. 11. The Navy’s claim
that areas outside the narrow boundaries of its study area do not exceed noise standards
is suspect, first because the standards used by the Navy are unrealistic, second,
because the Navy has never measured or modeled noise in these areas, and third,
because the “library” of sounds that comprise the basis for the Navy’s computer modeling
is not available for public inspection. The Navy uses the less realistic Day-Night Average
Sound Level (DNL) rather than the Effective Perceived Noise Level, as provided in
Federal Aviation Regulation 36. DNL uses A-weighting for the decibel measurement,
which means jet noise is averaged with quiet over the course of a year to come up with a
65 dB average. This means peak noise levels in these un-measured and un-modeled
communities and wildlands may far exceed 65 dB as long as the constant average with
quiet periods over a year stays below 65 dB. This is unrealistic, and claims by the DEIS
that wildlife are “presumably habituated” to noise do not apply when that noise is sporadic
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and intense. 12. Commercial airport noise standards should not apply to military jets
because commercial jets do not have afterburners, do not engage in aerial combat
maneuvers, do not fly at low altitudes or practice landing on runways so short they can
only be used for emergencies, do not possess the flight characteristics of Growlers, and
do not have weaponry that is capable of making a parcel of forest hum with
electromagnetic energy. FAA policy does not preclude use of the more accurate Effective
Perceived Noise Level as the standard, nor are local jurisdictions prevented from setting
a lower threshold of compatibility for new land-use developments. FAA policy allows for
supplemental or alternative measurements. So, the continued use of DNL may be to the
Navy’s benefit, but does not benefit the public. 13. The Navy’s noise analysis does not
allow for peak noise experiences, nor does the DNL method they use take into account
low-frequency noise, which is produced at tremendous levels by Growlers. 14. The
NOISEMAP software used for computer modeling is severely outdated, and a report from
a Department of Defense commission concluded that noise measurements using this
software “…do not properly account for the complex operational and noise characteristics
of the new aircraft.” This report concluded that current computer models could be legally
indefensible.
(https://www.serdp-estcp.org/ProgramAreas/Weapons-Systems-and-Platforms/Noise-and
-Emissions/Noise/WP-1304) 15. The Navy describes its activities using the term “event,”
but does not define it. Therefore, the time, duration, and number of jets in a single “event”
remain unknown, and real impacts from recent increases remain unevaluated. As a result
of leaving out vast geographical areas where noise impacts will occur (and are occurring
now), the DEIS eliminates far too many direct, indirect and cumulative effects to be
considered a valid or complete analysis. Limiting the scope like this amounts to a
segmentation of impacts that forecloses the public’s ability to comment and gain legal
standing. By law, the public has the right to address the full scope of impacts, not just a
narrow sliver of them. 16. New information that was not disclosed in previous Navy EISs
include flight operations on weekends (not mentioned in the current DEIS but specified
on page 11 of the Forest Service’s draft permit, viewable at:
https://www.fs.usda.gov/project/?project=42759). It has long been understood that the
Navy would cooperate with local governments, especially in communities that depend on
tourism, by not conducting noise-producing operations on weekends. Further, the singling
out of one user group for an exemption from noise is outrageous and unfair. According to
the permit, weekend flying may be permitted so long as it does not interfere with
“…opening day and associated opening weekend of Washington State’s Big Game
Hunting Season for use of rifle/guns.” While such an exemption is under Forest Service
and not Navy control, the Navy must realize that municipalities and local governments,
along with economically viable and vulnerable tourism and recreation entities who are not
being considered, have not been given the opportunity to comment. The impression is
that our national forests are no longer under public control. 17. Low flights will make even
more noise than before: While the Navy has repeatedly told the public over the past few
years that Growlers will fly at a minimum of 6,000 feet above sea level, the DEIS quotes
guidance from the Aircraft Environmental Support Office: “Aircraft are directed to avoid
towns and populated areas by 1 nm (nautical mile) or overfly 1,000 feet AGL (above
ground level) and to avoid airports by 3 nm or overfly 1,500 AGL.” This guidance further
states, “Over sparsely populated areas, aircraft may not be operated closer than 500 feet
to any person, vessel, vehicle, or structure.” If this official guidance directs Growlers to fly
at such low altitudes, why did the Navy not disclose this in any previous NEPA
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documents? For an aircraft capable of 150 decibels at takeoff, this new information
represents a significant new level of noise impacts that have been neither previously
disclosed nor analyzed. 18. Sound levels for these low flights are not listed in the DEIS:
Table 3.1-2, titled “Representative Sound Levels for Growler Aircraft in Level Flight,” on
page 3-6, does not show sound exposure levels for Growlers flying at either 1,000 feet or
1,500 feet AGL, as mentioned in the official guidance. Why has this important information
been omitted? The public needs to know how much actual noise exposure there will be,
along with the threats posed to public and environmental health. This, therefore, is
significant new information about impacts that were not disclosed in the DEIS, and
requires either that a Supplemental EIS be prepared, or that a public comment period of
adequate length be provided on the Final EIS. For public health and safety reasons, the
Navy must revise its guidance to significantly increase the distances that Growler jets are
currently allowed to fly over towns, airports, individual people, vessels, vehicles, and
structures. 500 to 1,000 feet is far too close, and 1,500 feet over an airport is far too
dangerous a proximity to supersonic Growler jets. 19. No mitigation for schools: The
DEIS states that in the case of local schools, no mitigation measures for any of the 3
proposed alternatives were identified, “…but may be developed and altered based on
comments received.” Some schools will be interrupted by jet noise hundreds of times per
day. Yet the Navy suggests that future mitigation measures might be brought up by the
public (and subsequently ignored) and thus will be “…identified in the Final EIS or Record
of Decision.” Such information would be new, could significantly alter the Proposed
Actions, and would therefore require another public comment period, in which case the
Navy’s proposal to not allow a comment period on the Final EIS would be unlawful. 20.
The current DNL noise modeling method and data in no way reflect exposure accuracy,
given the new information about low flight levels from official guidance. Therefore, such
analyses must be included in a Supplemental EIS or in the Final EIS, with a new public
process of adequate length, including an official comment period. 21. Crash potential is
higher: With no alternatives provided to the public that reduce noise, and with such
permissive guidance that allows such low-altitude flight, the potential for Navy Growler
student pilots to create tragic outcomes or cause extreme physical, physiological,
economic and other harms to communities and wildlands, whether accidentally or on
purpose, is unacceptable. 22. Contamination of drinking water in residential and
commercial areas near the runways, due to use of hazardous chemicals, is completely
ignored by the DEIS. It concludes, “No significant impacts related to hazardous waste
and materials would occur due to construction activities or from the addition and
operation of additional Growler aircraft.” While these chemicals have never been
analyzed, they have been used in conjunction with Growler training and other flight
operations for years; therefore, hazardous materials analysis for these chemicals should
not be excluded just because Growlers are not the only aircraft this foam has been used
for. It is irresponsible for the DEIS to content that there are no significant impacts. As
previously stated, with flights at OLF Coupeville alone increasing from 3,200 in 2010 to
as many as 35,100, no one can claim that a 1,000 percent flight increase in 7 years for
which no groundwater or soil contaminant analyses have been done is not significant. 23.
Navy knew about contamination in advance: It is clear that before the November 10
publication of this DEIS, the Navy was well aware of potential problems with
contamination of residential drinking water due to what it calls “historic” use of fire
suppressants for flight operations. In May 2016 the USEPA issued drinking water health
advisories for two PFCs, and the Navy announced in June that it was in the process of
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“identifying and for removal and destruction all legacy perfluorooctane sulfonate (and
PFOA) containing AFFF [aqueous film forming foam].” Yet the DEIS dismisses all
concerns with an incredible statement about actions that took place nearly 20 years ago:
“Remediation construction was completed in September 1997, human exposure and
contaminated groundwater exposures are under control, and the OUs at Ault Field and
the Seaplane Base are ready for anticipated use (USEPA, 2016e).” The statement is
ludicrously outdated, and recent events refute it. Three days before the DEIS was
published, on November 7, 2016, the Navy sent a letter to more than 100 private and
public drinking water well owners expressing concern that perfluoroalkyl substances
(PFAS) found beneath the OLF had spread beyond Navy property. Yet the word
“perfluoroalkyl” or “PFAS” is not mentioned once in the entire 1400-page DEIS, nor is it
mentioned the 2005 or 2012 EAs. A Department of Defense publication makes it clear
that there is no current technology that can treat soil or groundwater that has been
contaminated with these chemicals.
(https://dec.alaska.gov/spar/ppr/hazmat/Chemical-&-Material-Emerging-RiskAlert-for-AFF
F.pdf) 24. No mention of contaminated soil is found in the DEIS: It confines its discussion
to soil compression and compaction effects from new construction, and concludes there
will be no impacts to groundwater. It is therefore puzzling to consider that while extensive
evaluations for a variety of hazardous materials were included in the October 2015
Northwest Training and Testing Final EIS, why would the Navy omit such contaminants
as the ones mentioned above, from the Growler DEIS? This is the equivalent of a doctor
refusing to look at an EKG that clearly shows a heart attack, and diagnosing the patient
with anxiety. The Navy needs to include this information in a public NEPA process as an
impact of its flight activities. It needs to accept responsibility for this contamination, and
pay the costs incurred by finding a permanent alternative source of water for affected
residents, and by reimbursing these people for medical costs created by unwitting
consumption of Navy-contaminated water. 25. Impacts to wildlife have been
piecemealed: It does not make sense to separate impacts from just one portion of an
aircraft’s flight operations and say that’s all you’re looking at. But because the scope of
the DEIS is limited to areas adjacent to runways, analysis of impacts to wildlife from
connected flight operations that occur outside these narrow confines are omitted.
Threatened and endangered species, sensitive species and other wildlife and critical
habitat areas are adversely impacted by noise from takeoffs, landings and other flight
operations well beyond the Navy’s study area. For example, the increase in aerial combat
maneuvers (dogfighting) from 160 to 550 annual “events,” which by their erratic nature
cannot safely occur near runways, is a 244 percent increase that has been neither
examined nor analyzed in this or any previous NEPA process. Dogfighting requires
frequent use of afterburners, which are far louder and use as much as ten times the
amount of fuel as normal flight does. Impacts to wildlife and habitat were completely
omitted. 26. Pages of boilerplate language do not constitute analysis of impacts to
wildlife: Except for standardized language copied from wildlife agencies about species life
histories, along with lists of various county critical areas ordinances and state wildlife
regulations, the DEIS fails to evaluate direct, indirect or cumulative impacts to wildlife.
Instead, it offers the excruciating conclusion that the potential for noise impacts and
collisions with birds is “greatest during flight operations.” However, continues the DEIS,
except for the marbled murrelet, the occurrence of these sensitive species in the study
area is “highly unlikely,” largely because “no suitable habitat is present.” This begs the
question: if the scope of this DEIS measured the true impacts of jet noise, it is highly
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likely that suitable habitat for many of these species would be found. And if impacts had
not been segmented for decades, there might be suitable habitat remaining in the study
area. 27. Old research cited but new research not: In citing published scientific research,
the Navy included a 1988 synthesis of published literature on domestic animals and
wildlife, but failed to consider the latest peer-reviewed research summarized in 2015,
which lists multiple consequences of noise greater than 65 dB.
(http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/brv.12207/abstract) The DEIS also failed to
consider an important 2014 study called “Anthropogenic EM Noise Disrupts Magnetic
Compass Orientation in Migratory Birds,”
(http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v509/n7500/full/nature13290.html) A federal
agency cannot cherry-pick scientific research for its own convenience; it must consider
the best available science. This DEIS fails that test. Thank you for considering these
comments. Sincerely, 
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Grass Valley, CA 95949

 

I support a 45 day extension on the comment period onThe Navy's Draft Environmental
Impact Statement to add 36 more Growlers to NASWI December is one of the busiest
times of the year. The public needs more time to add imput. Thank You, 
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Grass Valley, CA 95949

The operations at Growler Airfield are bad for people and the environment.
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Oak harbor, WA 98277

I SUPPORT OLF!!! Keep them flying NASWI is a blessing to our country!
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Freeland, WA 98249

 

Hi! I'd like to first state that my wife and I have immense respect for our military and the
need to train so personnel can be at their best when protecting us both abroad and here
at home. Before this EIS draft came out late last year, we bought a nice piece of acreage
in Coupeville to build on. We were made well aware of the jet noise, given noise contour
maps, and made great effort to visit the land when the jets were flying at OLFC and to
observe, over time, how often it happened. In the time that we observed the jets
(early-to-mid 2016), my wife and I agreed that, although the noise was uncomfortable and
disruptive, the jets simply did not fly often enough at OLFC to deter us from an otherwise
idyllic location and community, so we decided to purchase the land. To our surprise we
found out -- months after buying the land -- that this new EIS draft states that the Navy
wants to increase OLFC flights from an occasional noise nuisance (which is tolerable) to
an all day, every day ordeal. If Scenario A becomes a reality, we may have to eventually
abandon our plans to make a life in Coupeville, and likely at a notable financial loss to
boot. I'm also concerned about how daily year-round flights would impact the character
and culture of the town of Coupeville. Coupeville is a special place within Washington
due to its beautiful landscapes, wonderful beaches, stunning views, semi-rural character,
reasonable proximity to the Seattle Metro Area via the Clinton-Mukilteo ferry, and the
wonderful Olympic Rainshadow effect that relieves much of the often gloomy
fall-winter-spring weather that is so common to the I-5 corridor. There is no comparable
place to move to. Please genuinely consider the impact to Coupeville that would occur if
Scenario A or B were chosen. Scenario C would still represent an increase in overall
disruption, but would likely remain within the realm of tolerable to enjoying life in
Coupeville. Beyond the scenarios offered in the EIS, I hope that you also seriously
consider the following ways to mitigate, reduce, and/or remove the sound burden over
this area: - Create and publicize more accurate noise contours for the region. I've
recently learned that the DNL noise contours represent a yearly average, including times
with no jets are flying, and have nothing to do with how loud the jets will be over a given
area *when they are actually flying*. The DNL metric is only useful at places that fly 24/7,
such as commercial airports. These contour maps, which are what local real estate
agencies have to hand out, strike me as both useless and misleading. Please give
prospective residents of the area more relevant information so they can make informed
decisions about whether they can live here or not. - Develop and install some kind of
muffler on the Growlers that would notably reduce the deep, wide, and penetrating sound
they make. - Vastly increase the use of flight simulators that could recreate conditions at
sea far more accurately than OLFC can, thus minimizing the need for live training
operations. - Relocate FCLP training to a newer, larger OLF that is far more remote than
Whidbey has become over the years and/or has far more Navy-owned land to fly over so
residential disruption is minimal or none. Of the scenarios offered in the EIS, I respectfully
yet strongly request that you choose Scenario C. Oak Harbor is a strong Navy town that
is better equipped to withstand the drawbacks of the training. Coupeville has a history
and character that predates the Navy which should be respected and nourished as much
as is reasonably possible. Thank you so much for taking the time to read this message
along with all the other messages sent during this comment period! -  P.S. Please
include information about the well water contamination issue in the final EIS. It's
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important for the community to have detailed information about where the issue is, what
is causing it, and what will be done about it.
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Mount Vernon, WA 98273

The proposed expansion of EA-18G Growler operations at NAS Whidbey Island will have
an adverse impact on my family and community. I’m deeply troubled by the direct,
indirect and cumulative impacts that increasing the number of EA-18G Growlers at NAS
Whidbey Island will have on human health, quality of life, recreation, and economic
issues in Skagit, San Juan and Island Counties. Noise concerns As reported in the draft
EIS, the number of concerns expressed regarding noise were more than double any
other single issue submitted in public comments. As a resident of western Skagit County,
living on the north fork of the Skagit River between 4 and 5 miles east of Ault Field, I can
attest to the critical importance of this issue. I found the Draft EIS sections related to
noise quite informative. However, I’m deeply troubled that the Navy continues to rely on
computer modeling without sampling real noise from the ground to capture our actual
experience or that of others living on the various flight paths. We live on the direct flight
path for inbound aircraft landing from the east. To really appreciate the full impact of the
noise from these aircraft, the noise studies conducted for the EIS should have included
actual ground-based data along this flight path, including sampling noise generated aft of
the aircraft as they are approach NASWI. Without that data, I can tell you that we find the
Navy’s report that we are somewhere within the 65 to 75 noise contours to be entirely
misleading. As the draft report states, the sound exposure level is dramatically lower one
mile to either side of the flight path. The only point of interest located anywhere close to
our residence is R04 at Pull and Be Damned Road, which is probably a mile north of the
inbound flight path we live under. We also know that the altitude of the plane, the power
level of the plane and whether the landing wheels are down as it descends in to Ault Field
each makes a big difference. These should be taken into account and evaluated more
thoroughly from the ground to more accurately inform the final EIS. The draft EIS
discusses the timing and duration of training exercises and reports on several
noise-abatement procedures in place. We live in a very quiet rural area where we grow a
beautiful big garden, kayak on the Skagit River and in the Skagit Bay/Skagit Wildlife
Recreation Area , explore the forest and marshlands, enjoy the wildlife and birdwatching
– all of these activities are made unpleasant at best and excruciatingly painful at worst
when the Growlers are flying. And this not confined just to our own neighborhood but to
experiences we’ve had on Whidbey Island, Fidalgo Island and Guemes Island. There is
virtually no ambient noise where we live, so the noise generated by the Growlers and
other Ault Field operations are perhaps more disturbing than if we lived in a suburban or
urban area. While the draft EIS is necessarily focused on the impact of expanding the
number of planes, we are keenly aware of the adverse impact to quality of life at current
levels so we are even that much more alarmed by the impact that the proposed
expansion will have. During daytime operations, it is sometimes impossible to hear or be
heard in phone conversations. Because I work from home, as do many of my neighbors,
this impacts our ability to conduct business. While publishing schedules for flight
operations has been somewhat helpful, it’s still impossible to predict exactly when the
more egregious noise impacts will be. In fact, in recent weeks I have been regularly
checking the base Facebook page and have found the schedule information quite
unreliable. Therefore, difficult to tell co-workers that I can reliably schedule a conference
call without interruption or my students that we can conduct our on-line classes. We also
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experience late night exercises that last from two to three hours of continuous flights that
make conversation impossible and disrupt sleep. These are horrible, even frightful,
experiences for us. The discussion of the scientific literature in the draft EIS is inadequate
in examining the psychosocial impacts of such profoundly disturbing events. The fact that
these experiences are infrequent does not lessen their significance and it’s probably
actually made worse by the fact there’s no predictable schedule and we have absolutely
no control over timing or duration. Despite statements made in the draft EIS regarding the
handling of complaints, I have never received a response or feedback to comments
submitted to comment.NASWI@navy.mil, even though I always include my name and
contact information. In recent weeks, I’ve specifically requested a response to my queries
and there have been no responses. While the report describes processes that include a
thorough analysis of complaints, I have no reason to believe that those procedures are
followed. There has never been follow-up which could include letting me know what they
found: imprudent airmanship, inexperienced pilot, inappropriate timing, power level too
high, altitude too low, what else??? Without more interaction, I will continue to be
frustrated by the so-called “active public relations process” and distrustful of the Navy’s
intentions and actual noise abatement practices. Finally, and very importantlyl, there are
three ways discussed in the draft EIS that the Navy could take steps to reduce noise
impacts at NAS Whidbey Island. However, there is no commitment made to take action.
Before the Navy proceeds with any expansion of the fleet at this base, they should have
in place the authority and the means to: • Build one or more hush houses to mitigate
engine run-up noise • Modify the planes by using chevron technology to muffle jet noise •
Implement the “magic carpet” flight software Social, economic and quality of life concerns
Definition from draft EIS: The combined, incremental effects of human activity, referred to
as cumulative impacts, pose a serious threat to the environment. While they may be
insignificant by themselves, cumulative impacts accumulate over time, from one or more
sources, and can result in the degradation of important resources. Cumulative impacts
result when the effects of an action are added to or interact with other effects in a
particular place and within a particular time. … While impacts can be differentiated by
direct, indirect, and cumulative, the concept of cumulative impacts takes into account all
disturbances since cumulative impacts result in the compounding of the effects of all
actions over time. Thus the cumulative impacts of an action can be viewed as the total
effects on a resource, ecosystem, or human community of that action and all other
activities affecting that resource no matter what entity (federal, non-federal, or private) is
taking the actions. My underlying and deep concern is that the proposed expansion of
activities at NAS Whidbey Island is one of a series of planned and proposed
developments in the region that are contributing to the degradation of our human
community and environment. Skagit, Island, and San Juan counties, the Olympia
Peninsula and the Cascade Mountains – these are a national treasure chest full of
natural resources that are now threatened by refinery expansions and increased oil
tanker traffic, new pipelines, more dangerous train traffic, industrial development, a
growing population with increased traffic pressure on narrow highways and old bridges,
and more noise pollution. This is a rural area with prime agricultural land, a freshwater
and salt water marine environment with what should be a world-class fishery, a natural
environment with some of the most valuable recreational resources in the state and even
the country. While expanding activities at NAS Whidbey Island alone has significant
impacts, the cumulative impacts of further development in this region will have a
compounding effect that does not serve our region or our country well. I implore the Navy
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to fully consider the impact of the proposed expansion within the full context of
development in our region. Finally, while I've chosen to emphasize my personal
experiences more in this comment submission, I'd also like to draw attention to the
excellent analysis done by Quiet Skies Group and add their comments to mine: 1. The
Growler is known for its intense low frequency engine rumble, but low frequency noise
impacts are ignored in the Draft. ACTION: Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low
frequencies using C-weighting (dBC) in addition to A-weighting (dBA). 2. Analysis of
noise impacts in the Draft is based solely on computer simulation. To be valid for decision
making, models must be verified. ACTION: Provide the data used for simulation. Provide
Growler noise measurements with afterburners at 100 feet behind the jet in one-third
octave bands from 6 Hz to 20 kHz. Calibrate the computer model with actual noise
measurements in locations throughout the region. 3. NOISEMAP is the computer model
used in the Draft to predict noise impacts. A Department of Defense report found that
NOISEMAP is outdated and new software was needed to provide “scientifically and
legally defensible noise assessments” of the modern, high-thrust jet engines used in the
Growlers. ACTION: Redo the noise simulation using the more recent Advanced Acoustic
Model. 4. The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) metric used in the Draft was
developed for commercial airports that operate 365 days a year. DNL is inappropriate for
the intermittent but intensive military flight activity at NASWI. Averaging over the year
assumes, without studies, that the quiet days mitigate the noisy days. ACTION: Noise
levels should only be averaged over active flying days. 5. The Draft dismisses long-term
health impacts of jet noise because some studies are not conclusive. ACTION:
Recognize the health impacts of Growler noise on health as documented in the World
Heath Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise" and "Night Noise Guidelines for
Europe." 6. The Draft includes some independent noise measurements and ignores
others. ACTION: Incorporate the San Juan County noise reports and the Coupeville
noise measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS analysis. 7. The Draft
suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands (SJI) National Monument are
exempt from National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) protection. Protection was
granted prior to the establishment of the SJI National Monument. ACTION: Evaluate
impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and remove language stating
that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 8. The three Alternatives considered in the
Draft are very similar and are based on old technology – a piloted jet that requires
constant pilot training for safe carrier landing. ACTION: Evaluate a new Alternative that
deploys UCLASS jets (drones) instead of more Growlers to significantly reduce the need
for land-based carrier training. 9. The Draft only examines socioeconomic impacts on
Island and Skagit Counties. San Juan, Jefferson and Clallam Counties are or will be
impacted by Growler noise. They are very dependent on outdoor recreation areas that
are being harmed by Growler flight activity and receive little, if any, economic benefit from
employment associated with NASWI. ACTION: Examine socioeconomic impacts,
including real estate values, on San Juan, Jefferson and Clallam Counties. 10. All
Alternatives in the Draft are irrevocable decisions to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI.
While some potential noise Mitigation Measures addressed, there is no commitment.
ACTION: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their timelines in the Final EIS and
Record of Decision. 11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous areas. CEQ
Regulation 1502.9 (a) states “If a draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude
meaningful analysis, the agency shall prepare and circulate a revised draft of the
appropriate portion.” ACTION: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies identified in
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comments and offer further opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is
prepared.
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Mount Vernon, WA 98273

The proposed expansion of EA-18G Growler operations at NAS Whidbey Island will have
an adverse impact on my family and community. I’m deeply troubled by the direct,
indirect and cumulative impacts that increasing the number of EA-18G Growlers at NAS
Whidbey Island will have on human health, quality of life, recreation, and economic
issues in Skagit, San Juan and Island Counties. Noise concerns As reported in the draft
EIS, the number of concerns expressed regarding noise were more than double any
other single issue submitted in public comments. As a resident of western Skagit County,
living on the north fork of the Skagit River between 4 and 5 miles east of Ault Field, I can
attest to the critical importance of this issue. I found the Draft EIS sections related to
noise quite informative. However, I’m deeply troubled that the Navy continues to rely on
computer modeling without sampling real noise from the ground to capture our actual
experience or that of others living on the various flight paths. We live on the direct flight
path for inbound aircraft landing from the east. To really appreciate the full impact of the
noise from these aircraft, the noise studies conducted for the EIS should have included
actual ground-based data along this flight path, including sampling noise generated aft of
the aircraft as they are approach NASWI. Without that data, I can tell you that we find the
Navy’s report that we are somewhere within the 65 to 75 noise contours to be entirely
misleading. As the draft report states, the sound exposure level is dramatically lower one
mile to either side of the flight path. The only point of interest located anywhere close to
our residence is R04 at Pull and Be Damned Road, which is probably a mile north of the
inbound flight path we live under. We also know that the altitude of the plane, the power
level of the plane and whether the landing wheels are down as it descends in to Ault Field
each makes a big difference. These should be taken into account and evaluated more
thoroughly from the ground to more accurately inform the final EIS. The draft EIS
discusses the timing and duration of training exercises and reports on several
noise-abatement procedures in place. We live in a very quiet rural area where we grow a
beautiful big garden, kayak on the Skagit River and in the Skagit Bay/Skagit Wildlife
Recreation Area , explore the forest and marshlands, enjoy the wildlife and birdwatching
– all of these activities are made unpleasant at best and excruciatingly painful at worst
when the Growlers are flying. And this not confined just to our own neighborhood but to
experiences we’ve had on Whidbey Island, Fidalgo Island and Guemes Island. There is
virtually no ambient noise where we live, so the noise generated by the Growlers and
other Ault Field operations are perhaps more disturbing than if we lived in a suburban or
urban area. While the draft EIS is necessarily focused on the impact of expanding the
number of planes, we are keenly aware of the adverse impact to quality of life at current
levels so we are even that much more alarmed by the impact that the proposed
expansion will have. During daytime operations, it is sometimes impossible to hear or be
heard in phone conversations. Because I work from home, as do many of my neighbors,
this impacts our ability to conduct business. While publishing schedules for flight
operations has been somewhat helpful, it’s still impossible to predict exactly when the
more egregious noise impacts will be. In fact, in recent weeks I have been regularly
checking the base Facebook page and have found the schedule information quite
unreliable. Therefore, difficult to tell co-workers that I can reliably schedule a conference
call without interruption or my students that we can conduct our on-line classes. We also
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4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
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7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument



experience late night exercises that last from two to three hours of continuous flights that
make conversation impossible and disrupt sleep. These are horrible, even frightful,
experiences for us. The discussion of the scientific literature in the draft EIS is inadequate
in examining the psychosocial impacts of such profoundly disturbing events. The fact that
these experiences are infrequent does not lessen their significance and it’s probably
actually made worse by the fact there’s no predictable schedule and we have absolutely
no control over timing or duration. Despite statements made in the draft EIS regarding the
handling of complaints, I have never received a response or feedback to comments
submitted to comment.NASWI@navy.mil, even though I always include my name and
contact information. In recent weeks, I’ve specifically requested a response to my queries
and there have been no responses. While the report describes processes that include a
thorough analysis of complaints, I have no reason to believe that those procedures are
followed. There has never been follow-up which could include letting me know what they
found: imprudent airmanship, inexperienced pilot, inappropriate timing, power level too
high, altitude too low, what else??? Without more interaction, I will continue to be
frustrated by the so-called “active public relations process” and distrustful of the Navy’s
intentions and actual noise abatement practices. Finally, and very importantlyl, there are
three ways discussed in the draft EIS that the Navy could take steps to reduce noise
impacts at NAS Whidbey Island. However, there is no commitment made to take action.
Before the Navy proceeds with any expansion of the fleet at this base, they should have
in place the authority and the means to: • Build one or more hush houses to mitigate
engine run-up noise • Modify the planes by using chevron technology to muffle jet noise •
Implement the “magic carpet” flight software Social, economic and quality of life concerns
Definition from draft EIS: The combined, incremental effects of human activity, referred to
as cumulative impacts, pose a serious threat to the environment. While they may be
insignificant by themselves, cumulative impacts accumulate over time, from one or more
sources, and can result in the degradation of important resources. Cumulative impacts
result when the effects of an action are added to or interact with other effects in a
particular place and within a particular time. … While impacts can be differentiated by
direct, indirect, and cumulative, the concept of cumulative impacts takes into account all
disturbances since cumulative impacts result in the compounding of the effects of all
actions over time. Thus the cumulative impacts of an action can be viewed as the total
effects on a resource, ecosystem, or human community of that action and all other
activities affecting that resource no matter what entity (federal, non-federal, or private) is
taking the actions. My underlying and deep concern is that the proposed expansion of
activities at NAS Whidbey Island is one of a series of planned and proposed
developments in the region that are contributing to the degradation of our human
community and environment. Skagit, Island, and San Juan counties, the Olympia
Peninsula and the Cascade Mountains – these are a national treasure chest full of
natural resources that are now threatened by refinery expansions and increased oil
tanker traffic, new pipelines, more dangerous train traffic, industrial development, a
growing population with increased traffic pressure on narrow highways and old bridges,
and more noise pollution. This is a rural area with prime agricultural land, a freshwater
and salt water marine environment with what should be a world-class fishery, a natural
environment with some of the most valuable recreational resources in the state and even
the country. While expanding activities at NAS Whidbey Island alone has significant
impacts, the cumulative impacts of further development in this region will have a
compounding effect that does not serve our region or our country well. I implore the Navy
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to fully consider the impact of the proposed expansion within the full context of
development in our region. Finally, while I've chosen to emphasize my personal
experiences more in this comment submission, I'd also like to draw attention to the
excellent analysis done by Quiet Skies Group and add their comments to mine: 1. The
Growler is known for its intense low frequency engine rumble, but low frequency noise
impacts are ignored in the Draft. ACTION: Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low
frequencies using C-weighting (dBC) in addition to A-weighting (dBA). 2. Analysis of
noise impacts in the Draft is based solely on computer simulation. To be valid for decision
making, models must be verified. ACTION: Provide the data used for simulation. Provide
Growler noise measurements with afterburners at 100 feet behind the jet in one-third
octave bands from 6 Hz to 20 kHz. Calibrate the computer model with actual noise
measurements in locations throughout the region. 3. NOISEMAP is the computer model
used in the Draft to predict noise impacts. A Department of Defense report found that
NOISEMAP is outdated and new software was needed to provide “scientifically and
legally defensible noise assessments” of the modern, high-thrust jet engines used in the
Growlers. ACTION: Redo the noise simulation using the more recent Advanced Acoustic
Model. 4. The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) metric used in the Draft was
developed for commercial airports that operate 365 days a year. DNL is inappropriate for
the intermittent but intensive military flight activity at NASWI. Averaging over the year
assumes, without studies, that the quiet days mitigate the noisy days. ACTION: Noise
levels should only be averaged over active flying days. 5. The Draft dismisses long-term
health impacts of jet noise because some studies are not conclusive. ACTION:
Recognize the health impacts of Growler noise on health as documented in the World
Heath Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise" and "Night Noise Guidelines for
Europe." 6. The Draft includes some independent noise measurements and ignores
others. ACTION: Incorporate the San Juan County noise reports and the Coupeville
noise measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS analysis. 7. The Draft
suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands (SJI) National Monument are
exempt from National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) protection. Protection was
granted prior to the establishment of the SJI National Monument. ACTION: Evaluate
impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and remove language stating
that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 8. The three Alternatives considered in the
Draft are very similar and are based on old technology – a piloted jet that requires
constant pilot training for safe carrier landing. ACTION: Evaluate a new Alternative that
deploys UCLASS jets (drones) instead of more Growlers to significantly reduce the need
for land-based carrier training. 9. The Draft only examines socioeconomic impacts on
Island and Skagit Counties. San Juan, Jefferson and Clallam Counties are or will be
impacted by Growler noise. They are very dependent on outdoor recreation areas that
are being harmed by Growler flight activity and receive little, if any, economic benefit from
employment associated with NASWI. ACTION: Examine socioeconomic impacts,
including real estate values, on San Juan, Jefferson and Clallam Counties. 10. All
Alternatives in the Draft are irrevocable decisions to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI.
While some potential noise Mitigation Measures addressed, there is no commitment.
ACTION: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their timelines in the Final EIS and
Record of Decision. 11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous areas. CEQ
Regulation 1502.9 (a) states “If a draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude
meaningful analysis, the agency shall prepare and circulate a revised draft of the
appropriate portion.” ACTION: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies identified in
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comments and offer further opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is
prepared.
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Anacortes, WA 98221

We are well outside of the noise maps for the jets that fly from Whidbey, yet they
regularly fly over us directly and are so loud you can't carry on a conversation outside
until they pass. They fly up to 10 pm at night.

MYEKA0001

1.a. Thank You
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
4.e. Day-Night Average Sound Level Contours and Noise
4.n. Speech Interference (Indoor and Outdoor)



Olga, WA 98279

 

I am opposed to the addition of more jets to the area around the Salish Sea. On a
personal note, I have severe PTSD and the sound of the jets, sometimes as early as 6:20
am until 12:20 midnight, causes extreme anxiety to me. I have worked with my health
professional regarding this. The Puget Sound cannot remain healthy with the onslaught
of loud noise, air pollution due to the Growler exhaust, and the pollution of the
groundwater on Widbey. This effects not only humans but the Orcas, the fish and the
wildlife of our once pristine home. If the poor decision to add more jets to the fleet comes
to pass, where will all of the personnel and their families live? Will this call for
construction of housing? If so, where? This will call for more water(which is being polluted
by the presence of the airfield), electricity, roads, schools. This is a rural area of the
country. I moved here to get away from noise. I purchased my land in 2010 and do not
have the option to relocate. I DO NOT want additional growlers added to the fleet. I do
not want the current Growlers to fly over the islands. We need peace and quiet for our
health.
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1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
12.i. Housing Access and Affordability
12.n. Quality of Life
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife



Oak harbor, WA 98277

Pilot training is detrimental to and for the USA
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Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-18G Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. Name 

"' 0 

2. Or anization/Affiliation CSCJQ\c res. de 
3. Addres

4. E-mail 

5 Please check here • if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6 Please check here • if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

Please print • Additional room i§_ rovided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 
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1.a. Thank You
1.e. Risk of Terrorist Attack
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.c. Socioeconomic Impacts
12.h. Tourism
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12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
14.a. Transportation Impacts
2.a. Purpose and Need
2.d. Program of Record for Buying Growler Aircraft
2.h. Next Steps
3.a. Aircraft Operations
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
8.f. Cultural Landscape and Impacts to Ebey’s Landing National
Historical Reserve



All comments must be received by January 25, 2017. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen 
names, telephone numbers, and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will 
be kept confidential and will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as 
required by law. The city, state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

Please print 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 
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1.a. Thank You
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
17.a. Hazardous Materials and Waste Impacts
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
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Oak Harbor, WA 98277

When we moved to Whidbey Island, we were aware of NAS Whidbey and the training.
Although the number of and loudness of the training flights is increasing, we appreciate
the presence of the Naval Base and its use increasing and the benefits of this for our
community. Thank you!
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1.a. Thank You



Anacortes, WA 98221

I know training is very necessary, however I think the training hours should be limited to
between 9AM - 9PM and should also have a limit in duration. I live near St Mary's church
in Anacortes and when my windows are rattling and I can not hold a conversation in my
own living room without raising my voice, something needs to be done. Can the flight
patterns be changed to affect fewer people? Thank you.
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1.a. Thank You
3.a. Aircraft Operations
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.n. Speech Interference (Indoor and Outdoor)
4.t. Noise Mitigation



Langley, WA 98260

The DEIS fails to address the effects of noise on hearing and tinnitus and consequential
medical costs associated with hearing loss by stating that civilians would need to be
exposed to noise emitted by the Growlers for 40 years before there is a permanent shift
in hearing. This defies all scientific and audiological evidence to the contrary, even by the
US military itself. Hearing loss and tinnitus are the MOST compensated injuries in the
military and increasing annually (US Dept. of Veteran Affairs.) That and failure to address
the effects of impact or sudden noise must be more fully delineated.
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1.a. Thank You
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss



Langley, WA 98260

The DEIS fails to address the effects of noise on hearing and tinnitus and consequential
medical costs associated with hearing loss by stating that civilians would need to be
exposed to noise emitted by the Growlers for 40 years before there is a permanent shift
in hearing. This defies all scientific and audiological evidence to the contrary, even by the
US military itself. Hearing loss and tinnitus are the MOST compensated injuries in the
military and increasing annually (US Dept. of Veteran Affairs.) That and failure to address
the effects of impact or sudden noise must be more fully delineated.
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1.a. Thank You
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss



Langley, WA 98260

The DEIS fails to adequately address the effects of high noise levels during pregnancy
that provoke significantly higher risk for smaller newborns, gestational hypertension,
cognitive abnormalities, and permanent hearing loss.

NEIBU0003

1.a. Thank You
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Langley, WA 98260

 

the Navy are a bunch of scatterbrained mendacious obfuscators. Get them GONE from
Whidbey Island. thedy are destroying our sanity, our way of life, and our economy. BE
GONE !!
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1.a. Thank You



Langley, WA 98260

The DEIS did not comply with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) by failing to
judiciously examine off-Whidbey Island sites to conduct flight carrier land practice
(FCLP).
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1.a. Thank You
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated



Langley, WA 98260

 

The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) noise contours depicted in the DEIS are
misleading and fallacious for two reasons: (1) inappropriate use of 365-day averaging
rather busy-day averaging, and (2) holding up as scientifically valid an outdated,
misleading, and scientifically invalidated DNL threshold for high noise annoyance.
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1.a. Thank You
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels



Langley, WA 98260

The DEIS claim that the JGL noise study was “flawed” is disingenuous and
unsupportable, whereas in actuality the Wyle modeled noise levels have not been
validated with on-site noise data.

NEIBU0007

1.a. Thank You
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.j. Other Reports



Langley, WA 98260

 

The DEIS misconstrued important finding of the National Park Service’s 2015 noise study
at Ebey’s Landing Historic National Reserve and obfuscated forthright analysis of the
impacts on visitor experience. That misconstruction has to be credibly revised to properly
characterize the real impacts.

NEIBU0008

1.a. Thank You
4.j. Other Reports



Langley, WA 98260

Much like the tobacco industry did years ago, the DEIS selectively and reprehensively
cites and relies on out-of-date medical research findings on impacts of noise on human
health that are at odds with the overwhelming body of contemporary research. This
obfuscation renders the DEIS findings incomplete and disingenuous and demands an
honest, complete, forthright evaluation of the contemporary formal medical literature.

NEIBU0009

1.a. Thank You
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Langley, WA 98260

 

The Navy has adopted standards that protect their personnel from health and hearing
harm due to excessive noise, yet these standards were ignored by the DEIS for civilians
exposed to the same or greater levels of noise. This DEIS needs to examine how many
civilians would receive exposure doses that exceed the Navy’s defined “hazardous noise
zone” threshold (i.e., an area where the 8-hour time-weighted average exceeds 84 dBA
[or 140 dB peak sound pressure level, SPL, for impact or impulse noise] for more than 2
days in any month).
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1.a. Thank You
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss



Langley, WA 98260

 

Island County has unconscionably ignored the Navy’s 2005 AICUZ land-use directives for
Outlying Field Coupeville, especially as reflected by construction permits issued in Noise
Zone 2 areas, where the AICUZ stipulates no residences should occur, as well as other
land uses. Whether due to the County’s willful intent to ignore or due to lack of Navy
assertiveness, it aptly demonstrates the meaningless and ineffectiveness of the AICUZ
and similar land-use provisions in the DEIS. Given the alternatives under consideration in
the DEIS, the Navy should immediately advocate that the County place a moratorium on
all construction permits not compatible with the 2005 AICUZ and DEIS land-use
stipulations until the final EIS is approved.
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1.a. Thank You
7.c. Noise Disclosure



Langley, WA 98260

The two most dangerous aspects of flying are the approach, landing and takeoff — in
other words most of the OLFC flight path. The risks are significant (a) because of
unrestrained and major encroachment problems, (b) because OLFC is about 49,000
acres below and the runway about 3000 feet short of FCLP standard for Growlers, (c)
because the pilots are mostly students flying the F-18 airframe which is 5.5 times more
likely to crash than its EA-6B (Prowler) predecessor, and (d) FCLP operations occur at
low elevations that increase likelihood of bird strikes exacerbated by the significant
shoreline bird population. These risks cannot be mitigated other than by moving the
FCLPs to a suitable 21st century off-Whidbey site.

NEIBU0012

1.a. Thank You
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
3.h. Runway Usage, Flight Tracks, and Altitudes
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children



Langley, WA 98260

Environmental Justice analysis overlooked the fact that farm workers, gardeners, and
recycle center workers are almost entirely composed of low-income and/or ethnic
minorities, and because they must work outside, they are disproportionately affected by
overhead Growler noise.

NEIBU0013

 
1.a. Thank You
13.a. Environmental Justice Impacts



Langley, WA 98260

Environmental Justice analysis overlooked the fact that farm workers, gardeners, and
recycle center workers are almost entirely composed of low-income and/or ethnic
minorities, and because they must work outside, they are disproportionately affected by
overhead Growler noise.

NEIBU0014

 
1.a. Thank You
13.a. Environmental Justice Impacts



Langley, WA 98260

 

Perfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) have been discovered in numerous wells adjacent to
OLFC and are believed attributable to fire-retardant foam use at OLFC. The DEIS,
however, dismissed addressing the related past, present, and future impacts and
problems associated with PFAS, even though the EPA has set a Health Advisory that has
been exceeded by 16-fold in some of the impacted wells. Leakage of PFAS in storage or
their use in a crash event is a hugely relevant environmental impact that must be
addressed. And the public must be given the opportunity to comment.
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1.a. Thank You
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances



Langley, WA 98260

The DEIS noise levels were based on about 30% of the proposed 8800 to 35,000+
operations at OLFC being conducted on Path 14. Since 2013, when the transition to
Growlers was relatively complete, the highest use of Path 14 has been about 2 to 10%
because, as base commander Captain Nortier explained Growlers are only rarely
capable of using Path 14. The DEIS 30% use projection of path 14 greatly understates
the DNL noise impacts for path 32 and overstates the impacts on Path 14. This mistake
must be corrected.

NEIBU0016

1.a. Thank You
3.e. Field Carrier Landing Practice Patterns
3.f. Field Carrier Landing Practice Operation Totals
3.g. Field Carrier Landing Practice Evolutions and High Tempo



Langley, WA 98260

The DEIS fails to address the potential effects of sleep disturbance due to Growler
overflights, despite the admission that there will be an increase in the “percent probability
of awakening for all scenarios…” While music torture is still permitted under US law, the
United National Convention against Torture defines torture as “any act by which severe
pain of suffering, whether physical or mental…” Sleep disturbance results in serious
physical and emotional symptoms such as cognitive impairment, impaired immune
system, adverse birth outcomes, risk of heart disease, risk of diabetes, not mentioning
the number of work hours/days lost from lack of sleep. The DEIS must forthrightly
address the impacts of sleep disturbance on residences affected by OLFC night
operations.

NEIBU0017

1.a. Thank You
4.p. Sleep Disturbance
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Langley, WA 98260

The DEIS fails to address the potential effects of sleep disturbance due to Growler
overflights, despite the admission that there will be an increase in the “percent probability
of awakening for all scenarios…” While music torture is still permitted under US law, the
United National Convention against Torture defines torture as “any act by which severe
pain of suffering, whether physical or mental…” Sleep disturbance results in serious
physical and emotional symptoms such as cognitive impairment, impaired immune
system, adverse birth outcomes, risk of heart disease, risk of diabetes, not mentioning
the number of work hours/days lost from lack of sleep. The DEIS must forthrightly
address the impacts of sleep disturbance on residences affected by OLFC night
operations.

NEIBU0018

1.a. Thank You
4.p. Sleep Disturbance
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Langley, WA 98260

The DEIS obfuscates the effects of FCLP jet noise on classroom interruptions by
averaging interruptions with periods when jets are not practicing. The average
understates interruption events compared with event frequency during FCLP sessions,
which are as frequent as an interruption every 1-2 minutes. Interruptions of such
frequency complicate teaching and thwart student concentration and break the focus of
teacher and student. In addition the EPA states, “Noise can pose a serious threat to a
child’s physical and psychological health, including learning and behavior,” but the DEIS
has not recognized the contemporary research. These oversights and failings must be
properly addressed and reanalyzed.

NEIBU0019

1.a. Thank You
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Environmental Impact Statement for EA-18G "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

Open House Comments 

~1.N~e~ lt_,)~~~~~~-
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3. Address 

4. E-mail ___. _ _____ _ 

5. Please check here [g1f' you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6. Please check here Bit you would like your name/address kept private 

· ~· 7. Please check here D if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS 

Comments 
Note: For Draft EIS page citations and supporting references see www.QuietSkies.info 

1. Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies (C-weighted, dBC). 

2. Recognize the impacts of low frequency Growler noise on health. 

3. Incorporate San Juan County noise reports in the EIS analysis. 
4. Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and remove 

language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 

5. Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets instead of more Growlers. 

6. Commit to Mitigation Measures and timelines in the Record of Decision. 

7. Add your own comments here: 
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(Continue on the back) 
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NELAL0001

1.a. Thank You
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.h. Next Steps
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument



Seattle, WA 98125

Please reconsider the proposal for increased growler air traffic and war game over the
Olympic pennisula. The high levels of noise and and air pollution from these activities
over this area will have a detrimental affect on the health and well being all who work, live
and play in the area . The Pennisula includes the national forest, park, as well as tribal
lands that are important to preserve as the beautiful resource that they are. I understand
that the Navy does require training, because increasing their activities is was waste of
fuel. Thanks for your attention

NELCA0001

1.a. Thank You
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
6.b. National Ambient Air Quality Standards Compliance
7.d. Recreation and Wilderness Analysis and Study Area
9.a. Consideration of Tribes



Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-18G Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpfu l, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. Name 

2. Organization/Affiliation 

3. 

4. 

s. 

Address 

Please check here if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6. Please check here l if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 
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Please print • Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facil ities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 

NELJO0001

1.a. Thank You
4.l. Points of Interest
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference



Attachment to Public Meeting Comment Form 

I live a Anacortes, WA 98221. Mount Erie Elementary School is within two blocks 

of my residence. I am directly below runway 14A1E on page A 274. The Mount Erie Elementary School 

is in the same predicament. The closest point to this school and my residence on your diagrams is point 

S04 (Anacortes High School). Unlike Mount Erie Elementary School, my neighbors and my residence, 

Anacortes High School is not directly below the flight pattern. I submit your Environmental Impact 

Statement for EA-18G "Growler'' Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex is 
inadequate in its noise evaluation for Mount Erie Elementary School, my neighborhood and possibly 

Fidalgo Elementary School which is east and south of my residence. 

The noise of the growler day and night is above 65 decibels. We can not function when the growler 
goes over our home. Clearly the schools would be unable to function until the growler was gone. If you 

look at your own data Anacortes High which is north of the impacted areas and not on any runway is 

also impacted. 

NELJO0001



Seattle, WA 98103-6207

As a member of a church group deeply concerned with the loss of undisturbed places on
our planet where one can rest into Holy Nature, I beg you to consider carefully the plan to
expand and enlarge your exercises on the Olympic Peninsula. It is a place I go to
connect with God. Please add this Wendell Berry poem into your testimony; it speaks
clearly to my concerns. "The Peace of Wild Things" When despair for the world grows in
me and I wake in the night at the least sound in fear of what my life and my children's
lives may be, I go and lie down where the wood drake rests in his beauty on the water,
and the great heron feeds. I come into the peace of wild things who do not tax their lives
with forethought of grief. I come into the presence of still water. Thank you.

NELKA0001

1.a. Thank You
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
7.d. Recreation and Wilderness Analysis and Study Area



Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-lBG Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (l) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be re/eased. 

1. Name 

2. Organization/Affiliation 

3. Address 

4. E-mail 

5. Please check here )(_if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6 Please check here • if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

Please print •Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 

s 

NELKE0001

1.a. Thank You
2.e. Public Involvement Process
4.p. Sleep Disturbance
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.s. Health Impact Assessment and Long-term Health Study
Requests
5.a. Accident Potential Zones



All comments must be received by January 25, 2017. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen 
names, telephone numbers, and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will 
be kept confidential and will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as 
required by law. The city, state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 
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----------------------------------------------------~- 1 

Please print 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 
1002860.0041 10 
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Oak Harbor, WA 98277

I appreciate our sailors and their families, not just for the huge economic impact and
millions of dollars brought to our community, but because of the different cultures they
bring to our homogeneous island. I support expansion of the Growler presence knowing
the Navy will act as responsible neighbors. I thank our sailors for the sacrifices they make
in the defense of our country!

NELRO0001

1.a. Thank You



Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-18G Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by February 24, 2017 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Online at: http://www.whidbeyeis.com/Comment.aspx 
By mail at Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 

23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

Organization/Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired military) 

Address 

Email------------------------------

Increases in Outlying Field (OLF) operations will significantly harm our prope~y values, health, schools and 
quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. This is a burden 

greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

Comments 
Please check all that concern you and add additional comments on the back. 

The environmental impacts of the following issues due to increased flight operations at the OLF are not 
adequately addressed in the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS): 

~

1 

Health effects from noise and low-frequency sound. 

~ Businesses, schools, hospital, and County and Town public government operations in the 
Coupeville area. 

ba'· A decrease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville, hiking and birding at Ebey's Landing 
/1 National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference Center, Fort Casey State Park, The Pacific Rim 

Institute. 

)(' A decrease in private property values due to noise. 

(over) 

NELTE0001

1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



"",-,,( I• :,Z, 3. 
N Outdoor recreation limits, as well as children's and family's health, at Rhododendron Park ball 

fields. 

l'e.;, Je.nt.'u..J ..... (, \ 
h' Noise impacts on commercial properties including agriculture. ,fur"' SJ ,r 4 ~ 
)ii( Aquifer and well contamination. 

Additional Concerns: 

~ The addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones ( APZs) surrounding OLF will 
restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

)( The Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere despite this being one of 
the top issues from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

X The impact on marine and terrestrial wildlife. 

pl The major security risk for Whidbey Island by siting all Growlers here. 

)( Mishaps and crash risks due to problems such as their onboard oxygen system. 

Please include any additional comments and concerns here: 

(}Wt.- Co·y1.6VuYV.) CVu.-. no+ (!)AJl-.\{ -jb1 o~4!--<J '. -tJ~ 
-4-CUYYl.lL ~ *~t L~LL-L O-LU71 //,{<-iii./ pVUJ onM 
~d '111.l2.Vv ~1-L~ I CU) ~,~I ~ 

&ei,17'1 ~ cHL,___cl TZJ --c/u..-, .. J_ ,:J../YYUL- heci.L-rJ,.,, .,- /2tJ U)...L, 1 

f.Oci1u-. <t, i,,..c-t..idy ..,_ ffV'O /J--fVL"ty // C~ cox.U..VM . 

All comments will become a part of the public record and will be addressed In the final EIS. Personally identifiable information of 
individuals will be kept confidential and not released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. 
City, state and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

For more information, see, Coupeville Community Allies, www.facebook.com/whidb_1;;_yeis 

Coupeville Community Allies is a group of community members committed to sharing accurate 
information to all Coupeville and Whidbey Island residents regarding the Growler DEIS. We 
encourage everyone to get involved in the discussion of our future and to submit comments 
and concerns. 

Prepared by Coupeville Community Allies 

January 18, 2017 
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Oak Harbor, WA 98277

the Navy has not addressed these issue in the EIS. 1. Water contamination to the
aquifers around the base that are peoples sole sources of water. 2. Actual Noise
Measurements were not made. Noise modeling is outdated and noise averaging is
inappropriate. Individual measurements made by the National parks services shows
noise levels far in excess of that of the predicted by average modeling. 3. Alternatives to
using coupeville OLF were not adequately addressed. as their are much better suited
location for these fighter/high performance jets that have millions of acres. 4. Jet Noise
and Pollution reductions were not thoroughly addressed. 5. Crash frequency and impacts
to local emergency services were not addressed. 6.Impacts on our children is not
adequately addressed: Childhood learning disability's & hearing damage, impacts on
students at all schools and parks in the flight area of these EA-18G fighter /high
performance jet. 7. Economic impact on tourism and u-pick farm business, property value
loss, declines of the civilian population and loss of business is not addressed adequately.
8. Impact to natural resources is not addressed: bird migration and animal habitat;
impacts on Ebay's landing National Historic reserve & Deception Pass State Park and all
aspects of outdoor recreation . 9. Frequency and effects of fuel dumping is not
addressed.

NEWBO0001

1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.d. Population Impacts
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.t. Noise Mitigation
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
6.f. Fuel Dumping
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve



Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-lBG Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (l) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. Name  
2. Organization/Affiliation C. r ~ 
3. Address lvJaw!Je) Oakli_&rh,,u/q ftAH-

4. E-mail 

5. Please check here ~ if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6. Please check here ~ if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

Please print • Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 

NEWBO0002

1.a. Thank You
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.l. No Action Alternative
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
6.b. National Ambient Air Quality Standards Compliance



All comments must be received by January 25, 2017. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen 
names, telephone numbers, and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will 
be kept confidential and will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as 
required by law. The city, state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

Please print 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 
1002860.0041.10 

Wh1dbey 2016_Comment Shcetal·GRA-6/23116 
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District of Saanich, British Columbia V8X 4H2

To whom it may concern. Noise from Growler aircraft can be heard quite clearly and
regularly in my residential neighborhood. The noise frequency penetrates house walls. It
can negatively affect my sense of well being, especially in evenings and on weekends
when I look forward to peace and quiet after a work week. I appreciate any and all efforts
to help reduce the noise disruption caused by these aircraft. Thank you for your
consideration.

NEWCO0001

1.a. Thank You
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation



To: EA-ISG EIS Project Manager 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NA VFAC) Atlantic- Attn: Code EV21/SS 6506 
Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23 508 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
Thank you for extending the comment period to February 24, 2017, in order 
accommodate the fact that having four major public processes open over the holidays, all 
concerning Navy activities or the biological resources that may be affected by them, 
made it difficult to read, comprehend and prepare comments in a timely way. 

I. Jet noise outside the immediate environs of the runways on Whidbey Island is not 
being evaluated, yet impacts are significant. Noise from EA-1 SG Growlers is affecting 
communities far outside the vicimty of Naval Air Station Whidbey Island, yet the only 
area the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) analyzes in its "study area" is 
what falls within 6 to 10 miles of the comers of runways. Growler aircraft, which are 
capable of 150 decibels (dB), use these runways to get airborne and to land; therefore, 
what happens outside the study area cannot be ignored as if it does not exist, because all 
flight operations are functionally connected to takeoffs and landings. By considering only 
takeoff and landing noise and exhaust emissions at Ault Field and Outlying Field (OLF) 
Coupeville, the DEIS fails to consider the wider area of functionally connected impacts 
caused by naval flight operations. By failing to consider the interdependent parts of a 
larger action that cannot proceed without takeoffs and landings, as well as their impacts, 
the DEIS fails to evaluate cumulative effects. 

2. Impacts to cultural and historic sites are not adequately considered. The Navy so 
narrowly defined the Area of Potential Effect (APE) for cultural and historic resources 
that it also fails to consider significant nearby impacts. The State Historic Preservation 
Officer confirmed this in a January 9, 2017 letter to the Navy. 
(http://westcoastactionalliance.org/wp-contcnt/uploads/20l7/01/SHPO-Lctter- I 02214-23-
USN_l 229 l 6-2.docx) She said that not only will cultwal and historic properties within 
existing APE boundaiies be adversely affected, but additional portions ofWhidbey 
Island, Camano Island, Port Townsend vicinity and the San Juan Islands are also within 
noise areas that will receive harmful levels of sound and vibration from Growler activity. 
The US Department of Housing and Urban Development posted noise abatement and 
control standards that classify the 65 dB levels being used by the Navy as "normally 
unacceptable" and above 75 as being "unacceptable." 
(https ://www.hudcxchangc.in t'o/programs/ environmental-revi cw /noise-abatement-and-con tro 1/) 
Residents in these outlying areas, who live n1any miles from these runways, have recorded 
noise at least twice that loud. Therefore, by failing to include these areas, this DEIS 
violates both the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the National Historic 
Preservation Act (NHPA). 

NEWER0001

1.a. Thank You
1.b. Best Available Science and Data
1.c. Segmentation and Connected Actions
10.a. Biological Resources Study Area
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.f. Endangered Species Impact Analysis Adequacy
11.a. Groundwater
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.k. Compensation to Citizens for Private Property
19.a. Scope of Cumulative Analysis
19.b. Revised Cumulative Impacts Analysis
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
19.d. Electronic Warfare
19.h. Cumulative Impacts on Biological Resources
2.b. Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement and Analysis
Conducted
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.d. Program of Record for Buying Growler Aircraft
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.h. Next Steps
2.i. Proposed Action
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.m. Record of Decision/Preferred Alternative
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
3.a. Aircraft Operations
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
3.d. Arrivals and Departures
4.a. General Noise Modeling
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.e. Day-Night Average Sound Level Contours and Noise
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.i. Other Noise Metrics Not Currently in Analysis
4.l. Points of Interest
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.t. Noise Mitigation
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
8.a. Cultural Resources Area of Potential Effect
8.c. Noise and Vibration Impacts to Cultural Resources
8.j. City of Port Townsend Cultural Resources



3. Piecemealing projects to avoid analyzing cumulative effects is illegal. The Navy 
has, to date, piecemealed its aircraft training and testing activities affecting Whidbey 
Island, the San Juans, and the Olympic Peninsula into at least six separate actions: 

1. 4 squadrons of P-8A Poseidon Multi-Mission Aircraft; 
2. A 2005 EA (57 Growler jets); 2010 EIS (reaffirming the 57 Growlers that 

replaced Prowlers); 
3. 2012 EA (26 Growlers including 5 from a reserve unit); 
4. 2014 EA (Growler electronic warfare activity); 
5. 2015 EIS discussing electronic warfare training and testing activity; 
6. The current 2016-2017 DEIS (36 Growlers); 
7. And, likely, a seventh process, as confirmed by news reports and a Navy official 

at a recent open house, for 42 more jets to bring the Growler fleet total to 160. 

Therefore, it has been impossible for the public to know just how many Growlers there 
would be, or what their impacts would be, or what limits, if any, the Navy intends to 
establish. In just four documents-the 2014 EA, Forest Service permit Draft Decision, 
and the 2010 and 2015 EISs, there are more than 6,000 pages of complex technical 
material. The number of Growler flights at Outlying Field (OLF) Coupeville alone went 
from 3,200 per year to a proposed 35,100 in 2017. That's more than a 1,000 percent 
increase at this runway alone, yet according to the Navy, there are "no significant 
impacts." The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA 40 C.F.R. § 15024) " ... does 
not allow an approach that would permit dividing a project into multiple 'actions,' each 
of which individually has an insignificant environmental impact, but which collectively 
have a substantial impact." 

The DEIS evaluates not the totality of impacts from the current fleet of 118 Growlers, nor 
the projected total of I 60 of these aircraft, but slices out 36 of them for an incremental, 
piecemealed look, and concludes from both the construction activities and the addition of 
just these 36 new Growlers to the fleet, that no significant impacts will occur in the 
following categories: public health, bird-animal strike hazards to aircraft, accident 
potential zones, emissions of all types, archaeological resources, American Indian 
traditional resources, biological resources. marine species, groundwater, smface water, 
potable water, socioeconomics, housing, environmental justice, and hazardous waste. To 
state the obvious, impacts from this many Growlers, when taken together, are likely to be 
significant. Segmenting their impacts has allowed the Navy to avoid accountability. 

4. The DEIS does not analyze impacts to groundwater or soil from use of 
firefighting foam on its runways during Growler operations, despite the fact that before 
this DEIS was published, the Navy began notifying 2,000 people on Whidbey Island that 
highly toxic carcinogenic chemicals had migrated from Navy property into their drinking 
water wells, contaminating them and rendering these people dependent on bottled water. 

5. The DEIS fails to discuss, describe or even mention any potential impacts 
associated with electromagnetic radiation in devices employed by the Growlers in 
locating and interacting with the ground transmitters. It fails to mention any potential 
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impacts associated with aircrew practicing using electromagnetic weaponry, that will 
allow the Navy to make good on its 2014 statement that this training and testing is 
"turning out fully trained, combat-ready Electronic Attack crews." 

6. The current comment period on a Draft EIS should not be the last chance the 
public will have for input. However, Navy announced on its web site that it does not 
intend to allow a public comment period on the Final EIS. The "30-day waiting period" 
proposed for the Final EIS is not a public comment period, and thus would be 
unresponsive to serious and longstanding public concerns on matters that will affect our 
lives as well as the lives of people doing business throughout the region, plus the visitors 
who are the tourism lifeblood of our economy, and the wildlife that inhabits the region. 
The Navy must allow the public to participate throughout the process, in order to be able 
to be able to assess the full scope of direct, indirect and cumulative impacts. This is 
doubly important because so many impacts have been excluded from analysis. A federal 
agency is reguired to prepare a supplement to either a draft or final EIS, and allow the 
public to comment, if there are significant new circumstances or information relevant to 
environmental concerns, that bear on the proposed action or its impacts. 

7. There are no alternatives proposed in this DEIS that would reduce noise. This 
violates NEPA §1506.1, which states, " ... no action concerning the proposal shall be 
taken which would have an adverse environmental impact or limit the choice of 
reasonable alternatives." According to a memo from the President's Council on 
Environmental Quality (CEQ) to all federal agencies, "Reasonable alternatives include 
those that are practical or feasible from lhe technical and economic standpoint and using 
common sense, rather than simply desirable from the standpoint of the applicant." 
(https://encrgy .gov/si1cs/prod/files/G-CEQ-40Questions.pdf) The three alternatives presented 
by the Navy are merely a shell game of choices among the same number of flights, but 
for different percentages of activity at runways. This pits communities against each other, 
as the runway that receives more flights will determine the "loser" among these 
communities. 

8. The Navy has exacerbated tbe problem stated in #8 by not identifying a preferred 
alternative in the DEIS. According to the CEQ memo, "[NEPA] Section 1502 14(e) 
requires the section of the EIS on alternatives to "identify the agency's prefeffed 
alternative if one or more exists, in the draft statement, and identify such alternative in 
the final statement ... " Since the Navy has not done this, communities cannot evaluate 
potential noise levels. Since the Navy has also announced that it will not provide a public 
comment period for the Final EIS, communities will have no chance to evaluate the 
consequences or even comment on the prefeffed alternative. 

9. The Navy states that it evaluated noise for the Olympic Peninsula in 2010 with the 
Northwest Training Range Complex EIS, but that document did not do so. The Navy 
claims its documents are "tiered" for this purpose, but they are not. Had the activities 
contemplated by the proposed Electronic Warfare Range been evaluated by that EIS, the 
ground-based mobile emitters should have been listed as an emission source. They were 
not. For Electronic Combat and Electronic Attack, the only areas listed by activity and 
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training area, warfare type, and Range and Training Site were the Darrington Area and 
W-237. Neither is on the Olympic Peninsula. Had noise been properly evaluated, the 
Olympic MO As should have been listed. They were not. Therefore, noise from Growler 
activities has not been evaluated in this or any previous for the Olympic Peninsula. 

10. The Navy has neither measured, modeled, nor considered direct, indirect or 
cumulative effects of jet noise in any areas outside the immediate environs ofNASWI 
runways. Actual noise measurements have not been made anywhere. However, computer 
modeling for the I 0-mile radius of the "Affected Noise Environment" around Naval Air 
Station Whidbey Island (NASWI) extends to the year 2021 and clearly demonstrates the 
Navy's ability to model noise. Therefore it makes no sense to fail to measure or model 
highly impacted areas such as the West End of the Olympic Peninsula, with its very 
different terrain and weather conditions, as demonstrated by separate NOAA weather 
forecasts for each region. For example, the Hoh River is surrounded by steep-sloped 
mountains that amplify and echo noise. Port Townsend is on a peninsula surrounded on 
three sides by water, which echoes sound. Port Angeles gets reflected sound from the 
Strait of Juan de Fuca to its north and from the Olympic Mountains to its south. Yet no 
noise modeling or measurements have been done for these areas. 

11. The Navy's claim that areas outside the narrow boundaries of its study area do 
not exceed noise standards is suspect, first because the standards used by the Navy are 
unrealistic, second, because the Navy has never measured or modeled noise in these 
areas, and third, because the "library" of sounds that comprise the basis for the Navy's 
computer modeling is not available for public inspection. The Navy uses the less realistic 
Day-Night Average Sound Level (DNL) rather than the Effective Perceived Noise Level, 
as provided in Federal Aviation Regulation 36. DNL uses A-weighting for the decibel 
measurement, which means jet noise is averaged with quiet over the course of a year to 
come up with a 65 dB average. This means peak noise levels in these un-measured and 
un-modeled communities and wildlands may far exceed 65 dB as long as the constant 
average with quiet periods over a year stays below 65 dB. This is unrealistic, and claims 
by the DEIS that wildlife are "presumably habituated" to noise do not apply when that 
noise is sporadic and intense. 

12. Commercial airport noise standards should not apply to military jets because 
commercial jets do not have afterburners, do not engage in aerial combat maneuvers, do 
not fly at low altitudes or practice landing on runways so short they can only be used for 
emergencies, do not possess the flight characteristics of Growlers, and do not have 
weaponry that is capable of making a parcel of forest hum with electromagnetic energy. 
FAA policy does not preclude use of the more accurate Effective Perceived Noise Level 
as the standard, nor are local jurisdictions prevented from setting a lower threshold of 
compatibility for new land-use developments. FAA policy allows for supplemental or 
alternative measurements. So, the continued use ofDNL may be to the Navy's benefit, 
but does not benefit the public. 
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13. The Navy's noise analysis does not allow for peak noise experiences, nor does the 
DNL method they use take into account low-frequency noise, which is produced at 
tremendous levels by Growlers. 

14. The NOISEMAP software used for computer modeling is severely outdated, and 
a report from a Department of Defense commission concluded that noise measurements 
using this software " ... do not properly account for the complex operational and noise 
characteristics of the new aircraft." This report concluded that current computer models 
could be legally indefensible. (https://www.serdp-cstcp.org/Program-Arcas/Wcapons
Systems-and-Platforms/N oise-and-Emissions/Noise/WP-1304) 

15. The Navy describes its activities using the term "event," but does not define it. 
Therefore, the time, duration .. and number of jets in a single "event" remain unknown, 
and real impacts from recent increases remain unevaluated. As a result of leaving out vast 
geographical areas where noise impacts will occur (and are occuning now), the DEIS 
eliminates far too many direct indirect and cumulative effects to be considered a valid or 
complete analysis. Limiting the scope like this amounts to a segmentation of impacts that 
forecloses the public's ability to comment and gain legal standing. By law, the public has 
the right to address the full scope of impacts, not just a narrow sliver of them. 

16. New information that was not disclosed in previous Navy E!Ss include flight 
operations on weekends (not mentioned in the current DEIS but specified on page 11 of 
the Forest Service's draft pennit, viewable at: https://www.fs.usda.gov/projectJ? 
projcct=42759). It has long been understood that the Navy would cooperate with local 
governments, especially in communities that depend on tourism, by not conducting noise
producing operations on weekends. Further, the singling out of one user group for an 
exemption from noise is outrageous and unfair. According to the pennit, weekend flying 
may be permitted so long as it does not inte1fere with" ... opening day and associated 
opening weekend of Washington State's Big Game Hunting Season for use of rifle/guns." 
While such an exemption is under Forest Service and not Navy control, the Navy must 
realize that municipalities and local governments, along with economically viable and 
vulnerable tourism and recreation entities who are not being considered, have not been 
given the opportunity to comment. The impression is that our national forests are no 
longer under public control. 

17. Low flights will make even more noise than before: While the Navy has repeatedly 
told the public over the past few years that Growlers will fly at a minimum of 6,000 feet 
above sea level, the DEIS quotes guidance from the Aircraft Environmental Suppo1i 
Office: "Aircraft are directed to avoid towns and populated areas by 1 nm (nautical mile) 
or overfly 1,000 feet AGL (above ground level) and to avoid a!rports by 3 nm or overfly 
1,500 AGL." This guidance further states, '·'Over sparsely populated areas, aircraft may 
not be operated closer than 500 feet to any person, vessel, vehicle, or structure." If this 
official guidance directs Growlers to fly at such low altitudes, why did the Navy not 
disclose this in any previous NEPA documents~ For an aircraft capable of 150 decibels at 
takeoff, this new infonnation represents a significant new level of noise impacts that have 
been neither previously disclosed nor analyzed. 
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18. Sound levels for these low flights are not listed in the DEIS: Table 3.1-2, titled 
"Representative Sound Levels for Growler Aircraft in Level Flight," on page 3-6, does 
not show sound exposure levels for Growlers flying at either 1,000 feet or 1,500 feet 
AGL, as mentioned in the official guidance. Why has this important information been 
omitted9 The public needs to know how much actual noise exposure there will be, along 
with the threats posed to public and environmental health This, therefore, is significant 
new information about impacts that were not disclosed in the DEIS, and requires either 
that a Supplemental EIS be prepared, or that a public comment period of adequate length 
be provided on the Final EIS. For public health and safety reasons, the Navy must revise 
its guidance to significantly increase the distances that Growler jets are currently allowed 
to fly over towns, airports, individual people, vessels, vehicles, and structures. 500 to 
1,000 feet is far too close, and 1,500 feet over an airport is far too dangerous a proximity 
to supersonic Growler jets. 

19. No mitigation for schools: The DEIS states tl1at in the case of local schools, no 
mitigation measures for any of the 3 proposed alternatives were identified, " ... but may be 
developed and altered based on comments received." Some schools will be interrupted by 
jet noise hundreds of times per day. Yet the Navy suggests that future mitigation 
measures might be brought up by the public (and subsequently ignored) and thus will be 
" .. .identified in the Final EIS or Record of Decision." Such information would be new, 
could significantly alter the Proposed Actions, and would therefore require another public 
comment period, in which case the Navy's proposal to not allow a comment period on the 
Final EIS would be unlawful. 

20. The current DNL noise modeling method and data in no way reflect exposure 
accuracy, given the new information about low flight levels from official guidance. 
Therefore, such analyses must be included in a Supplemental EIS or in the Final EIS, 
with a new public process of adequate length, including an official comment period. 

21. Crash potential is higher: With no alternatives provided to the public that reduce 
noise, and with such permissive guidance that allows such low-altitude flight, the 
potential for Navy Growler student pilots to create tragic outcomes or cause extreme 
physical, physiological, economic and other harms to communities and wildlands, 
whether accidentally or on purpose, is unacceptable. 

22. Contamination of drinking water in residential and commercial areas near the 
runways, due to use of hazardous chemicals, is completely ignored by the DEIS. It 
concludes, "No significant impacts related to hazardous waste and materials would occur 
due to construction activities or from the addition and operation of additional Growler 
aircraft." While these chemicals have never been analyzed, they have been used in 
conjunction with Growler training and other flight operations for years; therefore, 
hazardous materials analysis for these chemicals should not be excluded just because 
Growlers are not the only aircraft this foam has been used for. It is irresponsible for the 
DEIS to content that there are no significant impacts. As previously stated, with flights at 
OLF Coupeville alone increasing from 3,200 in 2010 to as many as 35,100, no one can 
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claim that a 1,000 percent flight increase in 7 years for which no groundwater or soil 
contaminant analyses have been done is not significant. 

23. Navy knew about contamination in advance: It is clear that before the November 
10 publication of this DEIS, the Navy was well aware of potential problems with 
contamination of residential drinking water due to what it calls "historic" use of fire 
suppressants for flight operations. In May 2016 the USEPA issued drinking water health 
advisories for two PFCs, and the Navy announced in June that it was in the process of 
"identifying and for removal and destruction all legacy perfluorooctane sulfonate (and 
PFOA) containing AFFF [ aqueous film forming foam]." Yet the DEIS dismisses all 
concerns with an incredible statement about actions that took place nearly 20 years ago: 
"Remediation construction was completed in September 1997, human exposure and 
contaminated groundwater exposures are under control, and the OUs at Ault Field and the 
Seaplane Base are ready for anticipated use (USEPA, 2016e)." The statement is 
ludicrously outdated, and recent events refute it Three days before the DEIS was 
published, on November 7, 2016, the Navy sent a letter to more than l 00 private and 
public drinking water well owners expressing concern that perfluoroalkyl substances 
(PF AS) found beneath the OLF had spread beyond Navy property. Yet the word 
"perfluoroalkyl" or "PFAS" is not mentioned once in the entire 1400-page DEIS, nor is it 
mentioned the 2005 or 2012 EAs. A Department of Defense publication makes it clear 
that there is no current technology that can treat soil or groundwater that has been 
contaminated with these chemicals. (hLLps://dcc.alaska.gov/spar/ppr/hazmat/Chernical-&-
Ma tcrial-Emerging-Risk-A lert-for-APFF. pd!) 

24. No mention of contaminated soil is found in the DEIS: It confines its discussion to 
soil compression and compaction effects from new construction, and concludes there will 
be no impacts to groundwater. It is therefore puzzling to consider that while extensive 
evaluations for a variety of hazardous materials were included in the October 2015 
Northwest Training and Testing Final EIS, why would the Navy omit such contaminants 
as the ones mentioned above, from the Growler DEIS9 This is the equivalent of a doctor 
refusing to look at an EKG that clearly shows a heart attack, and diagnosing the patient 
with anxiety. The Navy needs to include this information in a public NEPA process as an 
impact of its flight activities. It needs to accept responsibility for this contamination, and 
pay the costs incurred hv finding a permanent alternative source of water for affected 
residents, and by reimbursing these people for medical costs created by unwitting 
consumption of Navy-contaminated water. 

25. Impacts to wildlife have been piecemealed: It does not make sense to separate 
impacts from just one portion of an aircraft's flight operations and say that's all you're 
looking at. But because the scope of the DEIS is limited to areas adjacent to runways, 
analysis of impacts to wildlife from connected flight operations that occur outside these 
narrow confines are omitted. Threatened and endangered species, sensitive species and 
other wildlife and critical habitat areas are adversely impacted by noise from takeoffs, 
landings and other flight operations well beyond the Navy's study area. For example, the 
increase in aerial combat maneuvers (dogfighting) from 160 to 550 annual "events," 
which by their erratic nature cannot safely occur near runways, is a 244 percent increase 
that has been neither examined nor analyzed in this or any previous NEPA process. 
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Dogfighting requires frequent use of afterburners. which are far louder and use as much 
as ten times the amount of fuel as normal flight does. Impacts to wildlife and habitat were 
completely omitted. 

26. Pages of boilerplate language do not constitute analysis of impacts to wildlife: 
Except for standardized language copied from wildlife agencies about species life 
histories, along with lists of various county critical areas ordinances and state wildlife 
regulations, the DEIS fails to evaluate direct, indirect or cumulative impacts to wildlife. 
Instead, it offers the excruciating conclusion that the potential for noise impacts and 
collisions with birds is "greatest during flight operations." However, continues the DEIS, 
except for the marbled murrelet, the occurrence of these sensitive species in the study 
area is "highly unlikely," largely because "no suitable habitat is present." This begs the 
question: if the scope of this DEIS measured the true impacts of jet noise, it is highly 
likely that suitable habitat for many of these species would be found. And if impacts had 
not been segmented for decades, there might be suitable habitat remaining in the study 
area. 

27. Old research cited but new research not: In citing published scientific research, the 
Navy included a 1988 synthesis of published literature on domestic animals and wildlife, 
but failed to consider the latest peer-reviewed research summarized in 2015, which lists 
multiple consequences of noise greater than 65 dB. 
(http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10. I 111/brv.12207 /abstracl) The DEIS also failed to 
consider an important 2014 study called "Anthropogenic EM Noise Disrupts Magnetic 
Compass Orientation in Migratory Birds," 
(http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v509/n7500/full/nature 13290.html) A federal 
agency cannot cherry-pick scientific research for its own convenience; it must consider 
the best available science. This DEIS fails that test 

Thank you for considering these comments. 
Sincerely, 

AJurJ&i~ w /f rrJS'f 
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Oak Harbor, WA 98277

the Navy has not addressed these issue in the EIS. 1. Water contamination to the
aquifers around the base that are peoples sole sources of water. 2. Actual Noise
Measurements were not made. Noise modeling is outdated and noise averaging is
inappropriate. Individual measurements made by the National parks services shows
noise levels far in excess of that of the predicted by average modeling. 3. Alternatives to
using coupeville OLF were not adequately addressed. as their are much better suited
location for these fighter/high performance jets that have millions of acres. 4. Jet Noise
and Pollution reductions were not thoroughly addressed. 5. Crash frequency and impacts
to local emergency services were not addressed. 6.Impacts on our children is not
adequately addressed: Childhood learning disability's & hearing damage, impacts on
students at all schools and parks in the flight area of these EA-18G fighter /high
performance jet. 7. Economic impact on tourism and u-pick farm business, property value
loss, declines of the civilian population and loss of business is not addressed adequately.
8. Impact to natural resources is not addressed: bird migration and animal habitat;
impacts on Ebay's landing National Historic reserve & Deception Pass State Park and all
aspects of outdoor recreation . 9. Frequency and effects of fuel dumping is not
addressed.
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1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.d. Population Impacts
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.t. Noise Mitigation
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
6.f. Fuel Dumping
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve



Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-lBG Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

2. Organization/Affiliation 

4. E-mail 

s. Please check here if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6. Please check here ~ if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 
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Please print •Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT M)\TTERS 
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1.a. Thank You
2.l. No Action Alternative
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
6.b. National Ambient Air Quality Standards Compliance



Bothell, WA 98021

The Olympic Peninsula is one of the last quiet places on earth. I _strongly_ object to
allowing fighter jets to occupy the air space above the peninsula. For more information on
keeping the Olympic Peninsula quiet please see http://onesquareinch.org. Here is an
overview: One Square Inch of Silence is very possibly the quietest place in the United
States. It is an independent research project located in the Hoh Rain Forest of Olympic
National Park, which is one of the most pristine, untouched, and ecologically diverse
environments in the United States. If nothing is done to preserve and protect this quiet
place from human noise intrusions, natural quiet may be non-existent in our world in the
next 10 years. Silence is a part of our human nature, which can no longer be heard by
most people. Close your eyes and listen for only a few seconds to the world you live in,
and you will hear this lack of true quiet, of silence. Refrigerators, air conditioning systems,
and airplanes are a few of the things that have become part of the ambient sound and
prevent us from listening to the natural sounds of our environment. It is our birthright to
listen, quietly and undisturbed, to the natural environment and take whatever meanings
we may from it. By listening to natural silence, we feel connected to the land, to our
evolutionary past, and to ourselves. One Square Inch of Silence is in danger, unprotected
by policies of the National Park Service, or supported by adequate laws. Our hope is that
by listening to natural silence, it will help people to become true listeners to their
environment, and help us protect one of the most important and endangered resources
on the planet, silence.
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19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
7.d. Recreation and Wilderness Analysis and Study Area



Nordland, WA 98358

 

Greetings, I'm commenting on the EIS, on how the EA over in Olympic Peninsula and the
EIS are related, and as such should all be in the EIS. Piecemealing projects to avoid
analyzing cumulative effects is illegal. The Navy has, to date, piecemealed its aircraft
training and testing activities affecting Whidbey Island, the San Juans, and the Olympic
Peninsula into at least six separate actions: 1. 4 squadrons of P-8A Poseidon
Multi-Mission Aircraft; 2. A 2005 EA (57 Growler jets); 2010 EIS (reaffirming the 57
Growlers that replaced Prowlers); 3. 2012 EA (26 Growlers including 5 from a reserve
unit); 4. 2014 EA (Growler electronic warfare activity); 5. 2015 EIS discussing electronic
warfare training and testing activity; 6. The current 2016-2017 DEIS (36 Growlers); 7.
And, likely, a seventh process, as confirmed by news reports and a Navy official at a
recent open house, for 42 more jets to bring the Growler fleet total to 160. Therefore, it
has been impossible for the public to know just how many Growlers there would be, or
what their impacts would be, or what limits, if any, the Navy intends to establish. In just
four documents—the 2014 EA, Forest Service permit Draft Decision, and the 2010 and
2015 EISs, there are more than 6,000 pages of complex technical material. The number
of Growler flights at Outlying Field (OLF) Coupeville alone went from 3,200 per year to a
proposed 35,100 in 2017. That’s more than a 1,000 percent increase at this runway
alone, yet according to the Navy, there are “no significant impacts.” The National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA 40 C.F.R. §1502.4) “...does not allow an approach that
would permit dividing a project into multiple ‘actions,’ each of which individually has an
insignificant environmental impact, but which collectively have a substantial impact.” The
DEIS evaluates not the totality of impacts from the current fleet of 118 Growlers, nor the
projected total of 160 of these aircraft, but slices out 36 of them for an incremental,
piecemealed look, and concludes from both the construction activities and the addition of
just these 36 new Growlers to the fleet, that no significant impacts will occur in the
following categories: public health, bird-animal strike hazards to aircraft, accident
potential zones, emissions of all types, archaeological resources, American Indian
traditional resources, biological resources, marine species, groundwater, surface water,
potable water, socioeconomics, housing, environmental justice, and hazardous waste. To
state the obvious, impacts from this many Growlers, when taken together, are likely to be
significant. Segmenting their impacts has allowed the Navy to avoid accountability.
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1.c. Segmentation and Connected Actions
2.d. Program of Record for Buying Growler Aircraft



Nordland, WA 98358

The DEIS does not analyze impacts to groundwater or soil from use of firefighting foam
on its runways during Growler operations, despite the fact that before this DEIS was
published, the Navy began notifying 2,000 people on Whidbey Island that highly toxic
carcinogenic chemicals had migrated from Navy property into their drinking water wells,
contaminating them and rendering these people dependent on bottled water.
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1.a. Thank You
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances



Nordland, WA 98358

 

I am commenting on the lack of information on electromagnetic radiation in the EIS. The
DEIS fails to discuss, describe or even mention any potential impacts associated with
electromagnetic radiation in devices employed by the Growlers in locating and interacting
with the ground transmitters. It fails to mention any potential impacts associated with
aircrew practicing using electromagnetic weaponry, that will allow the Navy to make good
on its 2014 statement that this training and testing is “turning out fully trained,
combat-ready Electronic Attack crews.”
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1.a. Thank You
19.d. Electronic Warfare



Nordland, WA 98358

I would like the public to continue to have a chance to discuss the Growler program as it
goes forward, as effects can be measured. The current comment period on a Draft EIS
should not be the last chance the public will have for input. However, Navy announced on
its web site that it does not intend to allow a public comment period on the Final EIS. The
“30-day waiting period” proposed for the Final EIS is not a public comment period, and
thus would be unresponsive to serious and longstanding public concerns on matters that
will affect our lives as well as the lives of people doing business throughout the region,
plus the visitors who are the tourism lifeblood of our economy, and the wildlife that
inhabits the region. The Navy must allow the public to participate throughout the process,
in order to be able to be able to assess the full scope of direct, indirect and cumulative
impacts. This is doubly important because so many impacts have been excluded from
analysis. A federal agency is required to prepare a supplement to either a draft or final
EIS, and allow the public to comment, if there are significant new circumstances or
information relevant to environmental concerns, that bear on the proposed action or its
impacts.
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1.a. Thank You
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.h. Next Steps



Nordland, WA 98358

 

Here are more comments I'd like to make on the DEIS. Thank you for considering these.
There are no alternatives proposed in this DEIS that would reduce noise. This violates
NEPA §1506.1, which states, “...no action concerning the proposal shall be taken which
would have an adverse environmental impact or limit the choice of reasonable
alternatives.” According to a memo from the President’s Council on Environmental
Quality (CEQ) to all federal agencies, “Reasonable alternatives include those that are
practical or feasible from the technical and economic standpoint and using common
sense, rather than simply desirable from the standpoint of the applicant.”
(https://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/G-CEQ-40Questions.pdf) The three alternatives
presented by the Navy are merely a shell game of choices among the same number of
flights, but for different percentages of activity at runways. This pits communities against
each other, as the runway that receives more flights will determine the “loser” among
these communities. 8. The Navy has exacerbated the problem stated in #8 by not
identifying a preferred alternative in the DEIS. According to the CEQ memo, “[NEPA]
Section 1502.14(e) requires the section of the EIS on alternatives to "identify the
agency's preferred alternative if one or more exists, in the draft statement, and identify
such alternative in the final statement . . ." Since the Navy has not done this,
communities cannot evaluate potential noise levels. Since the Navy has also announced
that it will not provide a public comment period for the Final EIS, communities will have
no chance to evaluate the consequences or even comment on the preferred alternative.
9. The Navy states that it evaluated noise for the Olympic Peninsula in 2010 with the
Northwest Training Range Complex EIS, but that document did not do so. The Navy
claims its documents are “tiered” for this purpose, but they are not. Had the activities
contemplated by the proposed Electronic Warfare Range been evaluated by that EIS, the
ground-based mobile emitters should have been listed as an emission source. They were
not. For Electronic Combat and Electronic Attack, the only areas listed by activity and 
training area, warfare type, and Range and Training Site were the Darrington Area and
W-237. Neither is on the Olympic Peninsula. Had noise been properly evaluated, the
Olympic MOAs should have been listed. They were not. Therefore, noise from Growler
activities has not been evaluated in this or any previous for the Olympic Peninsula. 10.
The Navy has neither measured, modeled, nor considered direct, indirect or cumulative
effects of jet noise in any areas outside the immediate environs of NASWI runways.
Actual noise measurements have not been made anywhere. However, computer
modeling for the 10-mile radius of the “Affected Noise Environment” around Naval Air
Station Whidbey Island (NASWI) extends to the year 2021 and clearly demonstrates the
Navy’s ability to model noise. Therefore it makes no sense to fail to measure or model
highly impacted areas such as the West End of the Olympic Peninsula, with its very
different terrain and weather conditions, as demonstrated by separate NOAA weather
forecasts for each region. For example, the Hoh River is surrounded by steep-sloped
mountains that amplify and echo noise. Port Townsend is on a peninsula surrounded on
three sides by water, which echoes sound. Port Angeles gets reflected sound from the
Strait of Juan de Fuca to its north and from the Olympic Mountains to its south. Yet no
noise modeling or measurements have been done for these areas. 11. The Navy’s claim
that areas outside the narrow boundaries of its study area do not exceed noise standards
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is suspect, first because the standards used by the Navy are unrealistic, second,
because the Navy has never measured or modeled noise in these areas, and third,
because the “library” of sounds that comprise the basis for the Navy’s computer modeling
is not available for public inspection. The Navy uses the less realistic Day-Night Average
Sound Level (DNL) rather than the Effective Perceived Noise Level, as provided in
Federal Aviation Regulation 36. DNL uses A-weighting for the decibel measurement,
which means jet noise is averaged with quiet over the course of a year to come up with a
65 dB average. This means peak noise levels in these un-measured and un-modeled
communities and wildlands may far exceed 65 dB as long as the constant average with
quiet periods over a year stays below 65 dB. This is unrealistic, and claims by the DEIS
that wildlife are “presumably habituated” to noise do not apply when that noise is sporadic
and intense. 12. Commercial airport noise standards should not apply to military jets
because commercial jets do not have afterburners, do not engage in aerial combat
maneuvers, do not fly at low altitudes or practice landing on runways so short they can
only be used for emergencies, do not possess the flight characteristics of Growlers, and
do not have weaponry that is capable of making a parcel of forest hum with
electromagnetic energy. FAA policy does not preclude use of the more accurate Effective
Perceived Noise Level as the standard, nor are local jurisdictions prevented from setting
a lower threshold of compatibility for new land-use developments. FAA policy allows for
supplemental or alternative measurements. So, the continued use of DNL may be to the
Navy’s benefit, but does not benefit the public. 13. The Navy’s noise analysis does not
allow for peak noise experiences, nor does the DNL method they use take into account
low-frequency noise, which is produced at tremendous levels by Growlers. 14. The
NOISEMAP software used for computer modeling is severely outdated, and a report from
a Department of Defense commission concluded that noise measurements using this
software “...do not properly account for the complex operational and noise characteristics
of the new aircraft.” This report concluded that current computer models could be legally
indefensible. (https://www.serdp-estcp.org/Program-
Areas/Weapons-Systems-and-Platforms/Noise-and-Emissions/Noise/WP-1304) 15. The
Navy describes its activities using the term “event,” but does not define it. Therefore, the
time, duration, and number of jets in a single “event” remain unknown, and real impacts
from recent increases remain unevaluated. As a result of leaving out vast geographical
areas where noise impacts will occur (and are occurring now), the DEIS eliminates far too
many direct, indirect and cumulative effects to be considered a valid or complete
analysis. Limiting the scope like this amounts to a segmentation of impacts that
forecloses the public’s ability to comment and gain legal standing. By law, the public has
the right to address the full scope of impacts, not just a narrow sliver of them. 16. New
information that was not disclosed in previous Navy EISs include flight operations on
weekends (not mentioned in the current DEIS but specified on page 11 of the Forest
Service’s draft permit, viewable at: https://www.fs.usda.gov/project/?project=42759). It
has long been understood that the Navy would cooperate with local governments,
especially in communities that depend on tourism, by not conducting noise-producing
operations on weekends. Further, the singling out of one user group for an exemption
from noise is outrageous and unfair. According to the permit, weekend flying may be
permitted so long as it does not interfere with “...opening day and associated opening
weekend of Washington State’s Big Game Hunting Season for use of rifle/guns.” While
such an exemption is under Forest Service and not Navy control, the Navy must realize
that municipalities and local governments, along with economically viable and vulnerable
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tourism and recreation entities who are not being considered, have not been given the
opportunity to comment. The impression is that our national forests are no longer under
public control. 17. Low flights will make even more noise than before: While the Navy has
repeatedly told the public over the past few years that Growlers will fly at a minimum of
6,000 feet above sea level, the DEIS quotes guidance from the Aircraft Environmental
Support Office: “Aircraft are directed to avoid towns and populated areas by 1 nm
(nautical mile) or overfly 1,000 feet AGL (above ground level) and to avoid airports by 3
nm or overfly 1,500 AGL.” This guidance further states, “Over sparsely populated areas,
aircraft may not be operated closer than 500 feet to any person, vessel, vehicle, or
structure.” If this official guidance directs Growlers to fly at such low altitudes, why did the
Navy not disclose this in any previous NEPA documents? For an aircraft capable of 150
decibels at takeoff, this new information represents a significant new level of noise
impacts that have been neither previously disclosed nor analyzed. 18. Sound levels for
these low flights are not listed in the DEIS: Table 3.1-2, titled “Representative Sound
Levels for Growler Aircraft in Level Flight,” on page 3-6, does not show sound exposure
levels for Growlers flying at either 1,000 feet or 1,500 feet AGL, as mentioned in the
official guidance. Why has this important information been omitted? The public needs to
know how much actual noise exposure there will be, along with the threats posed to
public and environmental health. This, therefore, is significant new information about
impacts that were not disclosed in the DEIS, and requires either that a Supplemental EIS
be prepared, or that a public comment period of adequate length be provided on the Final
EIS. For public health and safety reasons, the Navy must revise its guidance to
significantly increase the distances that Growler jets are currently allowed to fly over
towns, airports, individual people, vessels, vehicles, and structures. 500 to 1,000 feet is
far too close, and 1,500 feet over an airport is far too dangerous a proximity to supersonic
Growler jets. 19. No mitigation for schools: The DEIS states that in the case of local
schools, no mitigation measures for any of the 3 proposed alternatives were identified,
“...but may be developed and altered based on comments received.” Some schools will
be interrupted by jet noise hundreds of times per day. Yet the Navy suggests that future
mitigation measures might be brought up by the public (and subsequently ignored) and
thus will be “...identified in the Final EIS or Record of Decision.” Such information would
be new, could significantly alter the Proposed Actions, and would therefore require
another public comment period, in which case the Navy’s proposal to not allow a
comment period on the Final EIS would be unlawful. 20. The current DNL noise modeling
method and data in no way reflect exposure accuracy, given the new information about
low flight levels from official guidance. Therefore, such analyses must be included in a
Supplemental EIS or in the Final EIS, with a new public process of adequate length,
including an official comment period. 21. Crash potential is higher: With no alternatives
provided to the public that reduce noise, and with such permissive guidance that allows
such low-altitude flight, the potential for Navy Growler student pilots to create tragic
outcomes or cause extreme physical, physiological, economic and other harms to
communities and wildlands, whether accidentally or on purpose, is unacceptable. 22.
Contamination of drinking water in residential and commercial areas near the runways,
due to use of hazardous chemicals, is completely ignored by the DEIS. It concludes, “No
significant impacts related to hazardous waste and materials would occur due to
construction activities or from the addition and operation of additional Growler aircraft.”
While these chemicals have never been analyzed, they have been used in conjunction
with Growler training and other flight operations for years; therefore, hazardous materials
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analysis for these chemicals should not be excluded just because Growlers are not the
only aircraft this foam has been used for. It is irresponsible for the DEIS to content that
there are no significant impacts. As previously stated, with flights at OLF Coupeville alone
increasing from 3,200 in 2010 to as many as 35,100, no one can  claim that a 1,000
percent flight increase in 7 years for which no groundwater or soil contaminant analyses
have been done is not significant. 23. Navy knew about contamination in advance: It is
clear that before the November 10 publication of this DEIS, the Navy was well aware of
potential problems with contamination of residential drinking water due to what it calls
“historic” use of fire suppressants for flight operations. In May 2016 the USEPA issued
drinking water health advisories for two PFCs, and the Navy announced in June that it
was in the process of “identifying and for removal and destruction all legacy
perfluorooctane sulfonate (and PFOA) containing AFFF [aqueous film forming foam].” Yet
the DEIS dismisses all concerns with an incredible statement about actions that took
place nearly 20 years ago: “Remediation construction was completed in September 1997,
human exposure and contaminated groundwater exposures are under control, and the
OUs at Ault Field and the Seaplane Base are ready for anticipated use (USEPA, 2016e).”
The statement is ludicrously outdated, and recent events refute it. Three days before the
DEIS was published, on November 7, 2016, the Navy sent a letter to more than 100
private and public drinking water well owners expressing concern that perfluoroalkyl
substances (PFAS) found beneath the OLF had spread beyond Navy property. Yet the
word “perfluoroalkyl” or “PFAS” is not mentioned once in the entire 1400-page DEIS, nor
is it mentioned the 2005 or 2012 EAs. A Department of Defense publication makes it
clear that there is no current technology that can treat soil or groundwater that has been
contaminated with these chemicals.
(https://dec.alaska.gov/spar/ppr/hazmat/Chemical-&-Material-Emerging-Risk-
Alert-for-AFFF.pdf) 24. No mention of contaminated soil is found in the DEIS: It confines
its discussion to soil compression and compaction effects from new construction, and
concludes there will be no impacts to groundwater. It is therefore puzzling to consider
that while extensive evaluations for a variety of hazardous materials were included in the
October 2015 Northwest Training and Testing Final EIS, why would the Navy omit such
contaminants as the ones mentioned above, from the Growler DEIS? This is the
equivalent of a doctor refusing to look at an EKG that clearly shows a heart attack, and
diagnosing the patient with anxiety. The Navy needs to include this information in a public
NEPA process as an impact of its flight activities. It needs to accept responsibility for this
contamination, and pay the costs incurred by finding a permanent alternative source of
water for affected residents, and by reimbursing these people for medical costs created
by unwitting consumption of Navy-contaminated water. 25. Impacts to wildlife have been
piecemealed: It does not make sense to separate impacts from just one portion of an
aircraft’s flight operations and say that’s all you’re looking at. But because the scope of
the DEIS is limited to areas adjacent to runways, analysis of impacts to wildlife from
connected flight operations that occur outside these narrow confines are omitted.
Threatened and endangered species, sensitive species and other wildlife and critical
habitat areas are adversely impacted by noise from takeoffs, landings and other flight
operations well beyond the Navy’s study area. For example, the increase in aerial combat
maneuvers (dogfighting) from 160 to 550 annual “events,” which by their erratic nature
cannot safely occur near runways, is a 244 percent increase that has been neither
examined nor analyzed in this or any previous NEPA process. Dogfighting requires
frequent use of afterburners, which are far louder and use as much as ten times the
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amount of fuel as normal flight does. Impacts to wildlife and habitat were completely
omitted. 26. Pages of boilerplate language do not constitute analysis of impacts to
wildlife: Except for standardized language copied from wildlife agencies about species life
histories, along with lists of various county critical areas ordinances and state wildlife
regulations, the DEIS fails to evaluate direct, indirect or cumulative impacts to wildlife.
Instead, it offers the excruciating conclusion that the potential for noise impacts and
collisions with birds is “greatest during flight operations.” However, continues the DEIS,
except for the marbled murrelet, the occurrence of these sensitive species in the study
area is “highly unlikely,” largely because “no suitable habitat is present.” This begs the
question: if the scope of this DEIS measured the true impacts of jet noise, it is highly
likely that suitable habitat for many of these species would be found. And if impacts had
not been segmented for decades, there might be suitable habitat remaining in the study
area. 27. Old research cited but new research not: In citing published scientific research,
the Navy included a 1988 synthesis of published literature on domestic animals and
wildlife, but failed to consider the latest peer-reviewed research summarized in 2015,
which lists multiple consequences of noise greater than 65 dB.
(http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/brv.12207/abstract) The DEIS also failed to
consider an important 2014 study called “Anthropogenic EM Noise Disrupts Magnetic
Compass Orientation in Migratory Birds,”
(http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v509/n7500/full/nature13290.html) A federal
agency cannot cherry-pick scientific research for its own convenience; it must consider
the best available science. This DEIS fails that test. Thank you for considering these
comments. Sincerely, 
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Nordland, WA 98358

Dear Navy, I appreciate very much that you extended the comment period to Feb 24th,
2017, giving me time to read the DEIS. I live on Marrowstone Island, where you were
surprised to hear that we see and hear the Growler trainings and fly overs. Jet noise
outside the immediate environs of the runways on Whidbey Island is not being evaluated,
yet impacts are significant. Noise from EA-18G Growlers is affecting communities far
outside the vicinity of Naval Air Station Whidbey Island, yet the only area the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) analyzes in its “study area” is what falls within 6
to 10 miles of the corners of runways. Growler aircraft, which are capable of 150 decibels
(dB), use these runways to get airborne and to land; therefore, what happens outside the
study area cannot be ignored as if it does not exist, because all flight operations are
functionally connected to takeoffs and landings. By considering only takeoff and landing
noise and exhaust emissions at Ault Field and Outlying Field (OLF) Coupeville, the DEIS
fails to consider the wider area of functionally connected impacts caused by naval flight
operations. By failing to consider the interdependent parts of a larger action that cannot
proceed without takeoffs and landings, as well as their impacts, the DEIS fails to evaluate
cumulative effects.
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Norland, WA 98358

 

Dear Navy, I keep receiving news that the Growler training program is being presented
piecemeal to the public, giving us no real idea of the total impact. Here is the latest:
Failing to Address the 40 Additional Growlers at NASWI in the Draft EIS The Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is deficient in not addressing 40 additional
Growlers that are in the process of delivery beyond the 35 or 36 identified in the
Proposed Action. The Draft EIS states that The Proposed Action would: • continue and
expand existing Growler operations at the Naval Air Station Whidbey Island complex,
which includes field carrier landing practice by Growler aircraft that occurs at Ault Field
and Outlying Landing Field Coupeville • increase electronic attack capabilities by adding
35 or 36 aircraft to support an expanded U.S. Department of Defense mission for
identifying, tracking, and targeting in a complex electronic warfare environment The
Environmental Impact Statement evaluates the potential environmental impacts
associated with the following resource areas: airspace, noise, safety, … , as well as the
cumulative impacts of the Proposed Action and other local projects. [emphasis added] 1
The Draft also states that the total number of Growler Aircraft at Ault Field will be 117 or
 118.2 A Department of Defense (DoD) report from 2016 states The procurement profile
of the FY 2017 PB adds 7 EA-18G aircraft in FY 2016. The result of this addition will be a
FY 2016 FRP contract for Lot 40 EA-18G aircraft, which increases the total Program of
Record (PoR) from 150 to 157. … These aircraft are in the process of delivery … . 3
Initial aircrew training will be conducted at NAS Whidbey Island, WA. … Limited I-Level
for some EA-18G and F/A-18E/F common maintenance tasks has been established at
Whidbey Island, WA. Airborne Electronic Attack (AEA) I-Level maintenance will be stood
up at Whidbey Island and aboard the CVWs commencing FY18.4 It is clear from the DoD
report that 157 Growlers will be based at NASWI at times, not 117 or 118 as described in
the Draft EIS. The additional 40 Growlers are part of the same mission and are “in the
process of delivery.” The Draft does not acknowledge the additional 40 Growlers,
describe what activity they will undertake or analyze how that activity will impact the
affected environment. For example, will maintenance engine run-ups be conducted on
the additional Growlers? The Draft EIS has not fulfilled its obligation to “evaluate[s] the
potential environmental impacts … as well as the cumulative impacts of the Proposed
Action and other local projects.” Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) Regulation
1502.9 states (c) Agencies: (1) Shall prepare supplements to either draft or final
environmental impact statements if: (i) The agency makes substantial changes in the
proposed action that are relevant to environmental concerns; or (ii) There are significant
new circumstances or information relevant to environmental concerns and bearing on the
proposed action or its impacts. RECOMMENDATION: Supplement the EIS to address
the 40 additional Growlers to be stationed at NASWI and allow further opportunity for
public comment before the Final EIS is prepared. 12 February 2016
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Nordland, WA 98358

I do not want electronic warfare over my home, or over Olympic National Park which has
been protected for the people, for the environment, NOT for the Navy.
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Nordland, WA 98358

 

Dear Navy, I would like to add my comment after reading the EIS. I live on Marrowstone
Island where we are impacted by the FCLP on Whidbey, as well as Growler flyover in of
Kilsut harbor. Marrowstone Island was not included in the DEIS, and I am requesting that
it is included in the final EIS. Thank you for considering, 
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Coupeville, WA 98239

Thank you for the opportunity to provide this commentary. We support the Navy on
Whidbey Island and value it for our national security as well as for an unparalleled boost
to our local economy. We live in Admiral's Cove and knew that we would have to tolerate
jet noise when we bought our home and we've found the Growlers' flight operations to be
tolerable, though certainly loud, in recent years. Our only concern is a dramatic increate
in these operations at OLF; in some cases, we're heard it could be 10 times as much as
what has been the norm. That is not tolerable. We just ask that common sense prevail
and that as a good neighbor in this island community, the Navy recognizes how a large
increase in operations at OLF would sharply impact residents' quality of life. We
understand the Navy needs to practice there and a moderate increase is reasonable. But
a huge rise in operations, considering how loud those jets are, would really damage our
quality of life here.
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Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-18G Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. Name 

2. Organization/Affiliation 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Address 
I 

E-mail 

Please check here if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6 Please check here • if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

Please print • Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 
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All comments must be received by January 25, 2017. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen 
names, telephone numbers, and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will 
be kept confidential and will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as 
required by law. The city, state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

-------------~•¥·'"'·'MU·''80.qas~w111119•1•''i®'·G@tii·if f 'Si 
Please print 

Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 

6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 
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Snohomish, WA 98290

 

I am 100% opposed to the proposed "War Games" to take place on the Olympic
peninsula. We must protect our treaty agreements with our Native Americans. The
Olympic National Park belongs to all Americans and must not become the private
property of the Navy for their sole pleasure.
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February 13, 2017 

EA-18G Growler EIS Project Manager 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 

6506 Hampton Boulevard 

Norfolk, VA 23508 

Attn: Code EV21/SS 

We are writing to express our concern regarding the proposed increase in flight operations at 

OLF Coupeville. When we moved to Coupeville in 2006, our real estate agent informed us of 

the noise at OLF and the specific areas most impacted by flight operations. We did not have an 

issue with aircraft noise until the Growlers arrived in 2012. 

The Growlers noise level is much, much higher than what we experienced prior to their arrival. 

It has significantly impacted our activities - especially outdoors. We have adjusted to the level 

of activity experienced in 2016. 

We are greatly concerned about the proposed increased activity level of activity at OLF. It 

would be very difficult to continue with this increased OLF activity. Scenarios lA & 18 would 

increase - up to 581% - the flight hours per day we are exposed to the higher noise level. The 

projected area of impact would expand to include our residence. This would intolerable! 

We strongly oppose Scenarios 1A & 1B! We would never have considered relocating to 

Coupeville if they were in effect or being considered!! 

We are open to in'creased (< 25%) Growler activity not to exceed 7500 FCLP operations 

annually. 

Signed: 

Coupeville, WA 98239 Coupeville, WA 98239 
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Port Townsend, WA 98368

 

To the Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, The following points represent
many hundreds of hours of concerned citizens impacted by this very important decision. I
hope that you will take these comments into your consideration as all of us who live here,
raise our children here and work here are very concerned. Thank you for your time. 1. Jet
noise outside the immediate environs of the runways on Whidbey Island is not being
evaluated, yet impacts are significant. Noise from EA-18G Growlers is affecting
communities far outside the vicinity of Naval Air Station Whidbey Island, yet the only area
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) analyzes in its “study area” is what falls
within 6 to 10 miles of the corners of runways. Growler aircraft, which are capable of 150
decibels (dB), use these runways to get airborne and to land; therefore, what happens
outside the study area cannot be ignored as if it does not exist, because all flight
operations are functionally connected to takeoffs and landings. By considering only
takeoff and landing noise and exhaust emissions at Ault Field and Outlying Field (OLF)
Coupeville, the DEIS fails to consider the wider area of functionally connected impacts
caused by naval flight operations. By failing to consider the interdependent parts of a
larger action that cannot proceed without takeoffs and landings, as well as their impacts,
the DEIS fails to evaluate cumulative effects. 2. Impacts to cultural and historic sites are
not adequately considered. The Navy so narrowly defined the Area of Potential Effect
(APE) for cultural and historic resources that it also fails to consider significant nearby
impacts. The State Historic Preservation Officer confirmed this in a January 9, 2017 letter
to the Navy.
(http://westcoastactionalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/SHPO-Letter-
102214-23-USN_122916-2.docx ) She said that not only will cultural and historic
properties within existing APE boundaries be adversely affected, but additional portions
of Whidbey Island, Camano Island, Port Townsend vicinity and the San Juan Islands are
also within noise areas that will receive harmful levels of sound and vibration from
Growler activity. The US Department of Housing and Urban Development posted noise
abatement and control standards that classify the 65 dB levels being used by the Navy as
“normally unacceptable” and above 75 as being “unacceptable.”
(https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/environmental-review/noise-
abatement-and-control/) Residents in these outlying areas, who live many miles from
these runways, have recorded noise at least twice that loud. Therefore, by failing to
include these areas, this DEIS violates both the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) and the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA). 3. Piecemealing projects to
avoid analyzing cumulative effects is illegal. The Navy has, to date, piecemealed its
aircraft training and testing activities affecting Whidbey Island, the San Juans, and the
Olympic Peninsula into at least six separate actions: 1. 4 squadrons of P-8A Poseidon
Multi-Mission Aircraft; 2. A 2005 EA (57 Growler jets); 2010 EIS (reaffirming the 57
Growlers that replaced Prowlers); 3. 2012 EA (26 Growlers including 5 from a reserve
unit); 4. 2014 EA (Growler electronic warfare activity); 5. 2015 EIS discussing electronic
warfare training and testing activity; 6. The current 2016-2017 DEIS (36 Growlers); 7.
And, likely, a seventh process, as confirmed by news reports and a Navy official at a
recent open house, for 42 more jets to bring the Growler fleet total to 160. Therefore, it
has been impossible for the public to know just how many Growlers there would be, or
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what their impacts would be, or what limits, if any, the Navy intends to establish. In just
four documents—the 2014 EA, Forest Service permit Draft Decision, and the 2010 and
2015 EISs, there are more than 6,000 pages of complex technical material. The number
of Growler flights at Outlying Field (OLF) Coupeville alone went from 3,200 per year to a
proposed 35,100 in 2017. That’s more than a 1,000 percent increase at this runway
alone, yet according to the Navy, there are “no significant impacts.” The National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA 40 C.F.R. §1502.4) “...does not allow an approach that
would permit dividing a project into multiple ‘actions,’ each of which individually has an
insignificant environmental impact, but which collectively have a substantial impact.” The
DEIS evaluates not the totality of impacts from the current fleet of 118 Growlers, nor the
projected total of 160 of these aircraft, but slices out 36 of them for an incremental,
piecemealed look, and concludes from both the construction activities and the addition of
just these 36 new Growlers to the fleet, that no significant impacts will occur in the
following categories: public health, bird-animal strike hazards to aircraft, accident
potential zones, emissions of all types, archaeological resources, American Indian
traditional resources, biological resources, marine species, groundwater, surface water,
potable water, socioeconomics, housing, environmental justice, and hazardous waste. To
state the obvious, impacts from this many Growlers, when taken together, are likely to be
significant. Segmenting their impacts has allowed the Navy to avoid accountability. 4. The
DEIS does not analyze impacts to groundwater or soil from use of firefighting foam on its
runways during Growler operations, despite the fact that before this DEIS was published,
the Navy began notifying 2,000 people on Whidbey Island that highly toxic carcinogenic
chemicals had migrated from Navy property into their drinking water wells, contaminating
them and rendering these people dependent on bottled water. 5. The DEIS fails to
discuss, describe or even mention any potential impacts associated with electromagnetic
radiation in devices employed by the Growlers in locating and interacting with the ground
transmitters. It fails to mention any potential impacts associated with aircrew practicing
using electromagnetic weaponry, that will allow the Navy to make good on its 2014
statement that this training and testing is “turning out fully trained, combat-ready
Electronic Attack crews.” 6. The current comment period on a Draft EIS should not be the
last chance the public will have for input. However, Navy announced on its web site that it
does not intend to allow a public comment period on the Final EIS. The “30-day waiting
period” proposed for the Final EIS is not a public comment period, and thus would be
unresponsive to serious and longstanding public concerns on matters that will affect our
lives as well as the lives of people doing business throughout the region, plus the visitors
who are the tourism lifeblood of our economy, and the wildlife that inhabits the region.
The Navy must allow the public to participate throughout the process, in order to be able
to be able to assess the full scope of direct, indirect and cumulative impacts. This is
doubly important because so many impacts have been excluded from analysis. A federal
agency is required to prepare a supplement to either a draft or final EIS, and allow the
public to comment, if there are significant new circumstances or information relevant to
environmental concerns, that bear on the proposed action or its impacts. 7. There are no
alternatives proposed in this DEIS that would reduce noise. This violates NEPA §1506.1,
which states, “...no action concerning the proposal shall be taken which would have an
adverse environmental impact or limit the choice of reasonable alternatives.” According to
a memo from the President’s Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) to all federal
agencies, “Reasonable alternatives include those that are practical or feasible from the
technical and economic standpoint and using common sense, rather than simply
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desirable from the standpoint of the applicant.”
(https://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/G-CEQ-40Questions.pdf) The three alternatives
presented by the Navy are merely a shell game of choices among the same number of
flights, but for different percentages of activity at runways. This pits communities against
each other, as the runway that receives more flights will determine the “loser” among
these communities. 8. The Navy has exacerbated the problem stated in #8 by not
identifying a preferred alternative in the DEIS. According to the CEQ memo, “[NEPA]
Section 1502.14(e) requires the section of the EIS on alternatives to "identify the
agency's preferred alternative if one or more exists, in the draft statement, and identify
such alternative in the final statement . . ." Since the Navy has not done this,
communities cannot evaluate potential noise levels. Since the Navy has also announced
that it will not provide a public comment period for the Final EIS, communities will have
no chance to evaluate the consequences or even comment on the preferred alternative.
9. The Navy states that it evaluated noise for the Olympic Peninsula in 2010 with the
Northwest Training Range Complex EIS, but that document did not do so. The Navy
claims its documents are “tiered” for this purpose, but they are not. Had the activities
contemplated by the proposed Electronic Warfare Range been evaluated by that EIS, the
ground-based mobile emitters should have been listed as an emission source. They were
not. For Electronic Combat and Electronic Attack, the only areas listed by activity and
training area, warfare type, and Range and Training Site were the Darrington Area and
W-237. Neither is on the Olympic Peninsula. Had noise been properly evaluated, the
Olympic MOAs should have been listed. They were not. Therefore, noise from Growler
activities has not been evaluated in this or any previous for the Olympic Peninsula. 10.
The Navy has neither measured, modeled, nor considered direct, indirect or cumulative
effects of jet noise in any areas outside the immediate environs of NASWI runways.
Actual noise measurements have not been made anywhere. However, computer
modeling for the 10-mile radius of the “Affected Noise Environment” around Naval Air
Station Whidbey Island (NASWI) extends to the year 2021 and clearly demonstrates the
Navy’s ability to model noise. Therefore it makes no sense to fail to measure or model
highly impacted areas such as the West End of the Olympic Peninsula, with its very
different terrain and weather conditions, as demonstrated by separate NOAA weather
forecasts for each region. For example, the Hoh River is surrounded by steep-sloped
mountains that amplify and echo noise. Port Townsend is on a peninsula surrounded on
three sides by water, which echoes sound. Port Angeles gets reflected sound from the
Strait of Juan de Fuca to its north and from the Olympic Mountains to its south. Yet no
noise modeling or measurements have been done for these areas. 11. The Navy’s claim
that areas outside the narrow boundaries of its study area do not exceed noise standards
is suspect, first because the standards used by the Navy are unrealistic, second,
because the Navy has never measured or modeled noise in these areas, and third,
because the “library” of sounds that comprise the basis for the Navy’s computer modeling
is not available for public inspection. The Navy uses the less realistic Day-Night Average
Sound Level (DNL) rather than the Effective Perceived Noise Level, as provided in
Federal Aviation Regulation 36. DNL uses A-weighting for the decibel measurement,
which means jet noise is averaged with quiet over the course of a year to come up with a
65 dB average. This means peak noise levels in these un-measured and un-modeled
communities and wildlands may far exceed 65 dB as long as the constant average with
quiet periods over a year stays below 65 dB. This is unrealistic, and claims by the DEIS
that wildlife are “presumably habituated” to noise do not apply when that noise is sporadic
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and intense. 12. Commercial airport noise standards should not apply to military jets
because commercial jets do not have afterburners, do not engage in aerial combat
maneuvers, do not fly at low altitudes or practice landing on runways so short they can
only be used for emergencies, do not possess the flight characteristics of Growlers, and
do not have weaponry that is capable of making a parcel of forest hum with
electromagnetic energy. FAA policy does not preclude use of the more accurate Effective
Perceived Noise Level as the standard, nor are local jurisdictions prevented from setting
a lower threshold of compatibility for new land-use developments. FAA policy allows for
supplemental or alternative measurements. So, the continued use of DNL may be to the
Navy’s benefit, but does not benefit the public. 13. The Navy’s noise analysis does not
allow for peak noise experiences, nor does the DNL method they use take into account
low-frequency noise, which is produced at tremendous levels by Growlers. 14. The
NOISEMAP software used for computer modeling is severely outdated, and a report from
a Department of Defense commission concluded that noise measurements using this
software “...do not properly account for the complex operational and noise characteristics
of the new aircraft.” This report concluded that current computer models could be legally
indefensible. (https://www.serdp-estcp.org/Program-
Areas/Weapons-Systems-and-Platforms/Noise-and-Emissions/Noise/WP-1304) 15. The
Navy describes its activities using the term “event,” but does not define it. Therefore, the
time, duration, and number of jets in a single “event” remain unknown, and real impacts
from recent increases remain unevaluated. As a result of leaving out vast geographical
areas where noise impacts will occur (and are occurring now), the DEIS eliminates far too
many direct, indirect and cumulative effects to be considered a valid or complete
analysis. Limiting the scope like this amounts to a segmentation of impacts that
forecloses the public’s ability to comment and gain legal standing. By law, the public has
the right to address the full scope of impacts, not just a narrow sliver of them. 16. New
information that was not disclosed in previous Navy EISs include flight operations on
weekends (not mentioned in the current DEIS but specified on page 11 of the Forest
Service’s draft permit, viewable at: https://www.fs.usda.gov/project/?project=42759). It
has long been understood that the Navy would cooperate with local governments,
especially in communities that depend on tourism, by not conducting noise-producing
operations on weekends. Further, the singling out of one user group for an exemption
from noise is outrageous and unfair. According to the permit, weekend flying may be
permitted so long as it does not interfere with “...opening day and associated opening
weekend of Washington State’s Big Game Hunting Season for use of rifle/guns.” While
such an exemption is under Forest Service and not Navy control, the Navy must realize
that municipalities and local governments, along with economically viable and vulnerable
tourism and recreation entities who are not being considered, have not been given the
opportunity to comment. The impression is that our national forests are no longer under
public control. 17. Low flights will make even more noise than before: While the Navy has
repeatedly told the public over the past few years that Growlers will fly at a minimum of
6,000 feet above sea level, the DEIS quotes guidance from the Aircraft Environmental
Support Office: “Aircraft are directed to avoid towns and populated areas by 1 nm
(nautical mile) or overfly 1,000 feet AGL (above ground level) and to avoid airports by 3
nm or overfly 1,500 AGL.” This guidance further states, “Over sparsely populated areas,
aircraft may not be operated closer than 500 feet to any person, vessel, vehicle, or
structure.” If this official guidance directs Growlers to fly at such low altitudes, why did the
Navy not disclose this in any previous NEPA documents? For an aircraft capable of 150
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decibels at takeoff, this new information represents a significant new level of noise
impacts that have been neither previously disclosed nor analyzed. 18. Sound levels for
these low flights are not listed in the DEIS: Table 3.1-2, titled “Representative Sound
Levels for Growler Aircraft in Level Flight,” on page 3-6, does not show sound exposure
levels for Growlers flying at either 1,000 feet or 1,500 feet AGL, as mentioned in the
official guidance. Why has this important information been omitted? The public needs to
know how much actual noise exposure there will be, along with the threats posed to
public and environmental health. This, therefore, is significant new information about
impacts that were not disclosed in the DEIS, and requires either that a Supplemental EIS
be prepared, or that a public comment period of adequate length be provided on the Final
EIS. For public health and safety reasons, the Navy must revise its guidance to
significantly increase the distances that Growler jets are currently allowed to fly over
towns, airports, individual people, vessels, vehicles, and structures. 500 to 1,000 feet is
far too close, and 1,500 feet over an airport is far too dangerous a proximity to supersonic
Growler jets. 19. No mitigation for schools: The DEIS states that in the case of local
schools, no mitigation measures for any of the 3 proposed alternatives were identified,
“...but may be developed and altered based on comments received.” Some schools will
be interrupted by jet noise hundreds of times per day. Yet the Navy suggests that future
mitigation measures might be brought up by the public (and subsequently ignored) and
thus will be “...identified in the Final EIS or Record of Decision.” Such information would
be new, could significantly alter the Proposed Actions, and would therefore require
another public comment period, in which case the Navy’s proposal to not allow a
comment period on the Final EIS would be unlawful. 20. The current DNL noise modeling
method and data in no way reflect exposure accuracy, given the new information about
low flight levels from official guidance. Therefore, such analyses must be included in a
Supplemental EIS or in the Final EIS, with a new public process of adequate length,
including an official comment period. 21. Crash potential is higher: With no alternatives
provided to the public that reduce noise, and with such permissive guidance that allows
such low-altitude flight, the potential for Navy Growler student pilots to create tragic
outcomes or cause extreme physical, physiological, economic and other harms to
communities and wildlands, whether accidentally or on purpose, is unacceptable. 22.
Contamination of drinking water in residential and commercial areas near the runways,
due to use of hazardous chemicals, is completely ignored by the DEIS. It concludes, “No
significant impacts related to hazardous waste and materials would occur due to
construction activities or from the addition and operation of additional Growler aircraft.”
While these chemicals have never been analyzed, they have been used in conjunction
with Growler training and other flight operations for years; therefore, hazardous materials
analysis for these chemicals should not be excluded just because Growlers are not the
only aircraft this foam has been used for. It is irresponsible for the DEIS to content that
there are no significant impacts. As previously stated, with flights at OLF Coupeville alone
increasing from 3,200 in 2010 to as many as 35,100, no one can claim that a 1,000
percent flight increase in 7 years for which no groundwater or soil contaminant analyses
have been done is not significant. 23. Navy knew about contamination in advance: It is
clear that before the November 10 publication of this DEIS, the Navy was well aware of
potential problems with contamination of residential drinking water due to what it calls
“historic” use of fire suppressants for flight operations. In May 2016 the USEPA issued
drinking water health advisories for two PFCs, and the Navy announced in June that it
was in the process of “identifying and for removal and destruction all legacy
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perfluorooctane sulfonate (and PFOA) containing AFFF [aqueous film forming foam].” Yet
the DEIS dismisses all concerns with an incredible statement about actions that took
place nearly 20 years ago: “Remediation construction was completed in September 1997,
human exposure and contaminated groundwater exposures are under control, and the
OUs at Ault Field and the Seaplane Base are ready for anticipated use (USEPA, 2016e).”
The statement is ludicrously outdated, and recent events refute it. Three days before the
DEIS was published, on November 7, 2016, the Navy sent a letter to more than 100
private and public drinking water well owners expressing concern that perfluoroalkyl
substances (PFAS) found beneath the OLF had spread beyond Navy property. Yet the
word “perfluoroalkyl” or “PFAS” is not mentioned once in the entire 1400-page DEIS, nor
is it mentioned the 2005 or 2012 EAs. A Department of Defense publication makes it
clear that there is no current technology that can treat soil or groundwater that has been
contaminated with these chemicals.
(https://dec.alaska.gov/spar/ppr/hazmat/Chemical-&-Material-Emerging-Risk-
Alert-for-AFFF.pdf) 24. No mention of contaminated soil is found in the DEIS: It confines
its discussion to soil compression and compaction effects from new construction, and
concludes there will be no impacts to groundwater. It is therefore puzzling to consider
that while extensive evaluations for a variety of hazardous materials were included in the
October 2015 Northwest Training and Testing Final EIS, why would the Navy omit such
contaminants as the ones mentioned above, from the Growler DEIS? This is the
equivalent of a doctor refusing to look at an EKG that clearly shows a heart attack, and
diagnosing the patient with anxiety. The Navy needs to include this information in a public
NEPA process as an impact of its flight activities. It needs to accept responsibility for this
contamination, and pay the costs incurred by finding a permanent alternative source of
water for affected residents, and by reimbursing these people for medical costs created
by unwitting consumption of Navy-contaminated water. 25. Impacts to wildlife have been
piecemealed: It does not make sense to separate impacts from just one portion of an
aircraft’s flight operations and say that’s all you’re looking at. But because the scope of
the DEIS is limited to areas adjacent to runways, analysis of impacts to wildlife from
connected flight operations that occur outside these narrow confines are omitted.
Threatened and endangered species, sensitive species and other wildlife and critical
habitat areas are adversely impacted by noise from takeoffs, landings and other flight
operations well beyond the Navy’s study area. For example, the increase in aerial combat
maneuvers (dogfighting) from 160 to 550 annual “events,” which by their erratic nature
cannot safely occur near runways, is a 244 percent increase that has been neither
examined nor analyzed in this or any previous NEPA process. Dogfighting requires
frequent use of afterburners, which are far louder and use as much as ten times the
amount of fuel as normal flight does. Impacts to wildlife and habitat were completely
omitted. 26. Pages of boilerplate language do not constitute analysis of impacts to
wildlife: Except for standardized language copied from wildlife agencies about species life
histories, along with lists of various county critical areas ordinances and state wildlife
regulations, the DEIS fails to evaluate direct, indirect or cumulative impacts to wildlife.
Instead, it offers the excruciating conclusion that the potential for noise impacts and
collisions with birds is “greatest during flight operations.” However, continues the DEIS,
except for the marbled murrelet, the occurrence of these sensitive species in the study
area is “highly unlikely,” largely because “no suitable habitat is present.” This begs the
question: if the scope of this DEIS measured the true impacts of jet noise, it is highly
likely that suitable habitat for many of these species would be found. And if impacts had
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not been segmented for decades, there might be suitable habitat remaining in the study
area. 27. Old research cited but new research not: In citing published scientific research,
the Navy included a 1988 synthesis of published literature on domestic animals and
wildlife, but failed to consider the latest peer-reviewed research summarized in 2015,
which lists multiple consequences of noise greater than 65 dB.
(http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/brv.12207/abstract) The DEIS also failed to
consider an important 2014 study called “Anthropogenic EM Noise Disrupts Magnetic
Compass Orientation in Migratory Birds,”
(http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v509/n7500/full/nature13290.html) A federal
agency cannot cherry-pick scientific research for its own convenience; it must consider
the best available science. This DEIS fails that test. Thank you for considering these
comments. Sincerely, 
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Sequim, WA 98382

 

We live in Diamond Point, on the Miller Peninsula. One of the best things about our
neighborhood is the peace and quiet. When your planes fly over it is really disturbing. On
our neighborhood website, a new neighbor asked, "What is that rumbling we keep
hearing?" It woke me up this morning. We also were snowshoeing at Hurricane Ridge a
few weeks ago when a Growler flew over. Everyone there stopped to see where the
noise was coming from. It was quiet and peaceful up until then. It is definitely adversely
affecting our lives. I don't know why they can't fly over the water where there aren't
people living or over Seattle where it's noisy anyway.
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12.n. Quality of Life
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.p. Sleep Disturbance
7.d. Recreation and Wilderness Analysis and Study Area



Oak Bay, British Columbia V8R6M8

As Canadian citizens (and Oak Bay residents), my wife and I accept the noise created by
the jets at the Whidbey Naval Air Station as a necessary part of protecting our way of life.
We have lived in the Greater Victoria area for many years and are well accustomed to the
noise. We would like you to know that our Mayor, Nils Jensen, does not speak on behalf
of all Oak Bay residents. We live in a world that requires vigilance and ongoing military
preparation. You certainly have our support for the work done at Whidbey Island Naval
Air Station. We consider the noise the "sounds of freedom".
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Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-18G Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by February 24, 2017 

1. 

Online at : http ://www.whidbeye is .co m/Co mm e nt.asp x 
By mail at Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 

23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

2. Organization/ Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired military) 

3. Address  _ S_t:"_A_\\L_~_lt-.l_A_~ ........ lf ....... / ___ I 0;....__ 

4. Email ___ _ ___ _ 

Increases in Outlying Field (OLF} operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools and 
quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture; This is a burden 

greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

Comments 
Please check all that concern you and add additional comments on the back. 

The environmental impacts of the following issues due to increased flight operations at the OLF are not 
adequately addressed in the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS}: 

~ Health effects from noise and low-frequency sound. 

~ Businesses, schools, hospital, and County and Town public government operations in the 
Coupeville area. 

D A decrease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville, hiking and birding at Ebey's Landing 
National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference Center, Fort Casey State Park, The Pacific Rim 
Institute. 

~ A decrease in private property values due to noise. 

(over) 
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1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.c. Socioeconomic Impacts
12.d. Population Impacts
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



~ Outdoor recreation limits, as well as children's and family's health, at Rhododendron Park ball 
fields. 

~ Noise impacts on commercial properties including agriculture. 

~ Aquafer and well contamination. 

Additional Concerns: 

~ The addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones ( APZs) surrounding OLF will 
restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

~ The Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere despite this being one of 
the top issues from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. -

~ The impact on marine and terrestrial wildlife. 

~ The major security risk for Whidbey Island by siting all Growlers here. 

¥ Mishaps and crash risks due to problems such as their onboard oxygen system. 

Please include any additional comments and concerns here: 

l)t_~fL NAVV) v ov A(L{;; COMPfL1SED or MANY s MAfLI F~ L/ls AtJD A 

Wf.AL1~ Of A~5G-r5 I AS56!5 D~(LlVfD (fLOV! V5 1 1Ht: iAx PAYt.R..<; . 

VDVIL DV\~ ts 1o '5~f2Vf 1 PfLor fGf , CvM-f"-1 fL~ Voll A fL£ 

V~f Vov(L '5MAfLT'5 \ As~ers- 1~ f/G-1JfL€ ov-r AtJ()rJtfP
~~~ 0Pn~o~~!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1 

All comments will become a part of the public record and will be addressed in the final EIS. Personally identifiable information of 
individuals will be kept confidential and not released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by Jaw. 
City, state and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

For more information, see, Coupeville Community Allies, www.facebook.com/whidbeyeis 

Coupeville Community Allies is a group of community members committed to sharing accurate 
information to all Coupeville and Whidbey Island residents regarding the Growler DEIS. We 
encourage everyone to get involved in the discussion of our future and to submit comments 
and concerns. 

Prepared by Coupeville Community Allies 

January 18, 2017 
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Seattle, WA 98116

 

The risks of single siting of all of the electronic warfare aircraft for the entire U.S. military
mission at NASWI is not sufficiently evaluated in the DEIS. I'm not a military strategy
genius but having the entire fleet located in one location seems like a dumb strategy and
one that needs further evaluation. Thank you for considering this comment.
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1.a. Thank You
1.e. Risk of Terrorist Attack
2.a. Purpose and Need
2.d. Program of Record for Buying Growler Aircraft
3.a. Aircraft Operations



Pt Townsend, WA 98368

I just learned that the Navy would like to fly Growlers over the Olympic Peninsula and
National Park. I am a Psychiatric Nurse Practitioner whose patients would be deeply
distressed by this activity. As would I! Those of us who live on the Peninsula value the
deep quiet, birds, animals and wilderness areas that feed our souls. I am deeply
concerned about the severe consequences Growler activity of this magnitude would have
on our wildlife, our precious National Park and our peace of mind. I entreat you: please
DO NOT allow war games in our area.
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19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
19.d. Electronic Warfare
7.d. Recreation and Wilderness Analysis and Study Area



Port Angeles, WA 98362

The area you have selected is an area surrounded by protected lands: National Parks
and Forests, and also a place frequented by many tourists. Why here? Why not a place
like the desert-land in Nevada or Utah, in areas where few people travel through and that
has fewer animals. I hear the sounds already, where I live. It bothers some pets, and I am
sure it bothers the wildlife. I understand your need for a place to do this work, but pick
some place that is in the middle of nowhere and which is desolate. Thank you.
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2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife



Oak Bay, British Columbia V8S 4N2

 

Please reroute your Growlers away from Victoria or use methods to reduce the excessive
noise that sounds like thunder or imminent earthquake, even when one is inside a
building.
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3.a. Aircraft Operations
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.t. Noise Mitigation



Friday Harbor, WA 98250

1. The Growler is known for its intense low frequency engine rumble, but low frequency
noise impacts are ignored in the Draft. ACTION: Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low
frequencies using C-weighting (dBC) in addition to A-weighting (dBA). 2. Analysis of
noise impacts in the Draft is based solely on computer simulation. To be valid for decision
making, models must be verified. ACTION: Provide the data used for simulation. Provide
Growler noise measurements with afterburners at 100 feet behind the jet in one-third
octave bands from 6 Hz to 20 kHz. Calibrate the computer model with actual noise
measurements in locations throughout the region. 3. NOISEMAP is the computer model
used in the Draft to predict noise impacts. A Department of Defense report found that
NOISEMAP is outdated and new software was needed to provide “scientifically and
legally defensible noise assessments” of the modern, high-thrust jet engines used in the
Growlers. ACTION: Redo the noise simulation using the more recent Advanced Acoustic
Model. 4. The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) metric used in the Draft was
developed for commercial airports that operate 365 days a year. DNL is inappropriate for
the intermittent but intensive military flight activity at NASWI. Averaging over the year
assumes, without studies, that the quiet days mitigate the noisy days. ACTION: Noise
levels should only be averaged over active flying days. 5. The Draft dismisses long-term
health impacts of jet noise because some studies are not conclusive. ACTION:
Recognize the health impacts of Growler noise on health as documented in the World
Heath Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise" and "Night Noise Guidelines for
Europe." 6. The Draft includes some independent noise measurements and ignores
others. ACTION: Incorporate the San Juan County noise reports and the Coupeville
noise measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS analysis. 7. The Draft
suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands (SJI) National Monument are
exempt from National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) protection. Protection was
granted prior to the establishment of the SJI National Monument. ACTION: Evaluate
impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and remove language stating
that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 8. The three Alternatives considered in the
Draft are very similar and are based on old technology – a piloted jet that requires
constant pilot training for safe carrier landing. ACTION: Evaluate a new Alternative that
deploys UCLASS jets (drones) instead of more Growlers to significantly reduce the need
for land-based carrier training. 9. The Draft only examines socioeconomic impacts on
Island and Skagit Counties. San Juan, Jefferson and Clallam Counties are or will be
impacted by Growler noise. They are very dependent on outdoor recreation that is being
harmed by Growler flight activity and receive little, if any, economic benefit from
employment associated with NASWI. ACTION: Examine socioeconomic impacts,
including real estate values, on San Juan, Jefferson and Clallam Counties. 10. All
Alternatives in the Draft are irrevocable decisions to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI.
While some potential noise Mitigation Measures addressed, there is no commitment.
ACTION: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their timelines in the Final EIS and
Record of Decision. 11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous areas. CEQ
Regulation 1502.9 (a) states “If a draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude
meaningful analysis, the agency shall prepare and circulate a revised draft of the
appropriate portion.” ACTION: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies identified in
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1.a. Thank You
12.a. Socioeconomic Study Area
12.h. Tourism
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comments and offer further opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is
prepared.

NOBEK0001



Friday Harbor, WA 98250

The DEIS did not comply with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) by failing to
judiciously examine off-Whidbey Island sites to conduct flight carrier land practice
(FCLP).

NOLKA0001
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2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated



Friday Harbor, WA 98250

The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) noise contours depicted in the DEIS are
misleading and fallacious for two reasons: (1) inappropriate use of 365-day averaging
rather busy-day averaging, and (2) holding up as scientifically valid an outdated,
misleading, and scientifically invalidated DNL threshold for high noise annoyance.

NOLKA0002

1.a. Thank You
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels



Friday Harbor, WA 98250

The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) noise contours depicted in the DEIS are
misleading and fallacious for two reasons: (1) inappropriate use of 365-day averaging
rather busy-day averaging, and (2) holding up as scientifically valid an outdated,
misleading, and scientifically invalidated DNL threshold for high noise annoyance.

NOLKA0003

1.a. Thank You
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels



Friday Harbor, WA 98250

The DEIS claim that the JGL noise study was “flawed” is disingenuous and
unsupportable, whereas in actuality the Wyle modeled noise levels have not been
validated with on-site noise data.

NOLKA0004
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Friday Harbor, WA 98250

Much like the tobacco industry did years ago, the DEIS selectively and reprehensively
cites and relies on out-of-date medical research findings on impacts of noise on human
health that are at odds with the overwhelming body of contemporary research. This
obfuscation renders the DEIS findings incomplete and disingenuous and demands an
honest, complete, forthright evaluation of the contemporary formal medical literature.

NOLKA0005
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4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Friday Harbor, WA 98250

The Navy has adopted standards that protect their personnel from health and hearing
harm due to excessive noise, yet these standards were ignored by the DEIS for civilians
exposed to the same or greater levels of noise. This DEIS needs to examine how many
civilians would receive exposure doses that exceed the Navy’s defined hazardous noise
zone threshold (i.e., “an area where the 8-hour time-weighted average exceeds 84 dBA
[or 140 dB peak sound pressure level, SPL, for impact or impulse noise] for more than 2
days in any month”).

NOLKA0006
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4.q. Potential Hearing Loss



Friday Harbor, WA 98250

 

Environmental Justice analysis overlooked the fact that farm workers, gardeners, and
recycle center workers are almost entirely composed of low-income and/or ethnic
minorities, and because they must work outside, they are disproportionately affected by
overhead Growler noise.

NOLKA0007
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Friday Harbor, WA 98250

Perfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) have been discovered in numerous wells adjacent to
OLFC and are believed attributable to fire-retardant foam use at OLFC. The DEIS,
however, dismissed addressing the past, present, and future impacts and problems
associated with PFAS, even though the EPA has set a Health Advisory that has been
exceeded by 16-fold in some of these wells. Leakage of PFAS in storage or use in a
crash event is a hugely relevant environmental impact must be addressed and the public
must be given the opportunity to comment.

NOLKA0008
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11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances



Friday Harbor, WA 98250

 

The DEIS noise levels were based on about 30% of the proposed 8800 to 35,000+
operations at OLFC being conducted on Path 14. Since 2013, when the transition to
Growlers was complete, the highest use of Path 14 has been about 2 to 10% because,
as base commander Captain Nortier explained Growlers are only rarely capable of using
Path 14. The DEIS 30% overestimated use of path 14 greatly understates the DNL noise
impacts for path 32 and overstates the impacts on Path 14. This mistake must be
corrected.

NOLKA0009
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Friday Harbor, WA 98250

The DEIS fails to address the potential effects of sleep disturbance due to Growler
overflights, despite the admission that there will be an increase in the "percent probability
of awakening for all scenarios…" While music torture is still permitted under US law, the
United National Convention against Torture defines torture as "any act by which severe
pain of suffering, whether physical or mental…" Sleep disturbance results in serious
physical and emotional symptoms such as cognitive impairment, impaired immune
system, adverse birth outcomes, risk of heart disease, risk of diabetes, not mentioning
the number of work hours/days lost from lack of sleep. The DEIS must forthrightly
address the impacts of sleep disturbance on residences affected by OLFC night
operations.

NOLKA0010

1.a. Thank You
4.p. Sleep Disturbance
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Friday Harbor, WA 98250

 

The DEIS obfuscates the effects of FCLP jet noise on classroom interruptions by
averaging interruptions with periods when jets are not practicing. The average
understates interruption events compared with event frequency during FCLP sessions,
which are as frequent as an interruption every 1-2 minutes. Interruptions of such
frequency complicate teaching and thwart student concentration and break the focus of
teacher and student. In addition the EPA states "Noise can pose a serious threat to a
child's physical and psychological health, including learning and behavior," but the DEIS
has not recognized the contemporary research. These oversights and failings must be
properly addressed and analyzed.

NOLKA0011

1.a. Thank You
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Friday Harbor, WA 98250

The DEIS fails to address the effects of noise on hearing and tinnitus and consequential
medical costs associated with hearing loss by stating that civilians would need to be
exposed to noise emitted by the Growlers for 40 years before there is a permanent shift
in hearing. This defies all scientific and audiological evidence to the contrary, even by the
US military itself. Hearing loss and tinnitus are the MOST compensated injuries in the
military and increasing annually (US Dept. of Veteran Affairs.) That and failure to address
the effects of impact or sudden noise must be more fully delineated.

NOLKA0012
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4.q. Potential Hearing Loss



Friday Harbor, WA 98250

 

The DEIS fails to adequately address the effects of high noise levels during pregnancy
provoking significantly higher risk for smaller newborns, gestational hypertension,
cognitive abnormalities, and permanent hearing loss.

NOLKA0013
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4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Port Angeles, WA 98362

To: EA-18G Growler EIS Project Manager Naval Facilities Engineering Command
Atlantic 6506 Hampton Boulevard Norfolk, VA 23508 Attn: Code EV21/SS Subj: Navy
Draft EIS – EA-18G Growlers at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Date: February 23,
2017 Dear Sir or Madam: Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Navy’s
1400-page Growler Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS). You have received
more comprehensive comments than mine, especially that of the West Coast Action
Alliance (WCAA). I have read their comment in its entirety and agree with all of it. I
suggest that you give it your close attention since it is well-researched, complete and
accurate in every way. I will attempt to not be too repetitious of their excellent response. I
am a patriotic former Navy test pilot living in Port Angeles, WA. I am experienced in many
Navy aircraft but mostly flew the F-4B and F-4J Phantom series. I have over 2,000 flight
hours and 326 carrier landings, 106 of them at night. I was the Navy project officer for the
AIM-7F Sparrow air-air missile operational evaluation and was nominated for the White
Fellows program. I strongly support the Navy’s mission and the vital role of the EA-18G
Growler. That said, there are some serious problems with the EIS and the Navy’s
behavior in this initiative. The entire premise of the Navy’s need to overfly critical areas of
the Olympic Peninsula is incorrect. The Navy cites the 420 nautical mile distance to a
range in Mountain Home Idaho as a primary problem. They fail to mention the availability
of the Yakima Training Center (YTC) as an alternative. The YTC is 148 nautical miles
from the YTC vs. 93 to the west end of the Olympic Peninsula. The extra 55 miles
comprise about eight minutes of flying time in a Growler. The Navy has used the YTC
frequently in the past and its air space is usually available. The entire reason to have a
range on the Olympic Peninsula is negated by this fact. The mission of EA-18G
frequently takes Whidbey operating units to NAS Fallon, NV where the Nevada Test
Range is adjacent to the field. The Growler usually operates with other fleet aircraft
based at NAS Lemoore, CA, NAS China Lake, CA, MCAS Miramar, CA and NAS Fallon.
Commonality of parts, maintenance, command, fuel, training and communications all
suggest the Growlers be based at Fallon or Lemoore. This would also solve the OLF
Coupeville noise problem. They are clearly at Whidbey for historic rather than operational
reasons. As the aircraft get larger, more numerous and noisier, the misfit with
communities and sensitive natural areas worsens considerably. This is understated by
the Navy having used noise data for the retired EA-6B Prowler in describing the Growler.
This cannot have been unintentional. My recommendations are the same as those of the
WCAA with two additional recommendations added at the end: 1.) Stop the practice of
segmenting large projects into numerous smaller ones, and conduct cumulative impacts
analyses for the full scope of functionally and geographically related activities. 2.) Provide
any and all information and materials requested by state and federal agencies to
undertake the reviews and consultations required of them. 3.) Hold public meetings and
hearings in addition to or in lieu of Open Houses. In most cases at the latter, questioners
are sent from table to table without getting answers to their questions, and their concerns
and comments are not adequately documented. A proper public Q&A where everyone
can hear the Navy’s responses would greatly improve the public’s understanding of
proposed activities and provide information upon which the public may evaluate and
propose alternatives that would meet the Navy’s needs, as well as the public’s. Further,
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the Navy must advertise in media of record in affected communities, and not assume that
a small ad in the Seattle Times will be read by people living three to four hour’s drive
away. 4.) Incorporate and grant mitigation requests and proposals by wildlife, historic
preservation, and public health agencies; so far, mitigation proposals have been
reasonable. Yet the Navy as a matter of course refused to grant some of the most basic
of mitigation requests. For example, refusing to allow Fish and Wildlife Service experts to
train Navy personnel on spotting marbled murrelets is unwarranted, unreasonable and
unjustified. 5.) Respond to requests from local governments for consultation under
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act; expand the Area of Potential Effect
and initiate these requested consultations in order to assess impacts to these areas,
including those requested by the State Historic Preservation Officer in her letter of
January 9, 2017. 6.) Reinstate public comment periods and suspend “30 day wait
periods” on Final Navy EISs, especially when new information has come available. 7.)
Ensure that the scientific inaccuracies contained in the 2014 Pacific Northwest Electronic
Warfare EA are corrected to standards that Forest Service and Fish and Wildlife Service
biologists can support, and allow the public to read and comment. 8.) Employ more
rigorous cumulative impacts analyses in general, including evaluations of effects on
climate change and air, soil and water quality. The military is the world’s largest single
user of fossil fuels, and exhaust emissions beyond the narrowly defined 65 dB
DNLaffected areas near runways are not being analyzed. 9.) Clarify basic terms such as
“event.” It should be defined in each context, so that the public can understand their
durations and significance. Some events last for seconds and involve one or two aircraft;
others last for hours and involve multiple aircraft, and still others last for days and involve
multiple aircraft, ships and submarines; the Navy must clarify the term “event” each time
it is used. 10.) Fulfill the DOD-USDA 1988 Master Agreement requirements to fully
substantiate the need for Defense Department use of non-military lands for electronic
warfare training and military operations, by proving in a report to the public that
DOD-owned lands are either unsuitable or unavailable. 11.) Provide a detailed, specific
answer on whether and how the additional Navy stressors on Endangered Species Act
(ESA) listed species as described in the Growler DEIS, particularly to marbled murrelets,
comports with ESA Section 4F recovery, given that the acknowledged lack of scientific
information on noise impacts to this species affects the ability to determine harm and
cumulative effects, and also in light of precipitous declines and the December 2016
up-listing of this species by the State of Washington, from threatened to endangered. 12.)
Revise the DEIS to address the 40 additional Growlers to be stationed at Naval Air
Station Whidbey Island, as well as additional flying on weekends, and allow further
opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is prepared. 13.) Comply with the
spirit and letter of NEPA requirements by proposing alternatives that reduce the noise, by
properly and accurately evaluating noise and other impacts in all affected areas, by
making actual noise measurements as well as computer modeling, and by using
scientifically valid standards that measure the more realistic aspects of noise that current
models don’t address, as previously requested by local governments in surrounding
communities. Added: 14.) Should the EA-18G aircraft continue to be based at NAS
Whidbey Island, reject their operation over the Olympic Peninsula and encourage the
Navy to consider the Yakima Training Center. Yes, this would require some coordination
with the Army. The Joint Base Lewis McChord command structure could easily
accommodate this. 15.) Encourage the Navy to consider operating the EA-18G out of
either NAS Fallon, NV or NAS Lemoore, CA for reasons stated above. This would solve

NOOPA0001



their Olympic Peninsula problem and the noise issues at Whidbey and Coupeville while
adding greatly to operating efficiency. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this
Draft EIS. Sincerely yours,  Port Angeles, WA

NOOPA0001



Port Angeles, WA 98362

To: EA-18G Growler EIS Project Manager Naval Facilities Engineering Command
Atlantic 6506 Hampton Boulevard Norfolk, VA 23508 Attn: Code EV21/SS Subj: Navy
Draft EIS – EA-18G Growlers at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Date: February 23,
2017 Dear Sir or Madam: Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Navy’s
1400-page Growler Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS). You have received
more comprehensive comments than mine, especially that of the West Coast Action
Alliance (WCAA). I have read their comment in its entirety and agree with all of it. I
suggest that you give it your close attention since it is well-researched, complete and
accurate in every way. I will attempt to not be too repetitious of their excellent response. I
am a patriotic former Navy test pilot living in Port Angeles, WA. I am experienced in many
Navy aircraft but mostly flew the F-4B and F-4J Phantom series. I have over 2,000 flight
hours and 326 carrier landings, 106 of them at night. I was the Navy project officer for the
AIM-7F Sparrow air-air missile operational evaluation and was nominated for the White
Fellows program. I strongly support the Navy’s mission and the vital role of the EA-18G
Growler. That said, there are some serious problems with the EIS and the Navy’s
behavior in this initiative. The entire premise of the Navy’s need to overfly critical areas of
the Olympic Peninsula is incorrect. The Navy cites the 420 nautical mile distance to a
range in Mountain Home Idaho as a primary problem. They fail to mention the availability
of the Yakima Training Center (YTC) as an alternative. The YTC is 148 nautical miles
from the YTC vs. 93 to the west end of the Olympic Peninsula. The extra 55 miles
comprise about eight minutes of flying time in a Growler. The Navy has used the YTC
frequently in the past and its air space is usually available. The entire reason to have a
range on the Olympic Peninsula is negated by this fact. The mission of EA-18G
frequently takes Whidbey operating units to NAS Fallon, NV where the Nevada Test
Range is adjacent to the field. The Growler usually operates with other fleet aircraft
based at NAS Lemoore, CA, NAS China Lake, CA, MCAS Miramar, CA and NAS Fallon.
Commonality of parts, maintenance, command, fuel, training and communications all
suggest the Growlers be based at Fallon or Lemoore. This would also solve the OLF
Coupeville noise problem. They are clearly at Whidbey for historic rather than operational
reasons. As the aircraft get larger, more numerous and noisier, the misfit with
communities and sensitive natural areas worsens considerably. This is understated by
the Navy having used noise data for the retired EA-6B Prowler in describing the Growler.
This cannot have been unintentional. My recommendations are the same as those of the
WCAA with two additional recommendations added at the end: 1.) Stop the practice of
segmenting large projects into numerous smaller ones, and conduct cumulative impacts
analyses for the full scope of functionally and geographically related activities. 2.) Provide
any and all information and materials requested by state and federal agencies to
undertake the reviews and consultations required of them. 3.) Hold public meetings and
hearings in addition to or in lieu of Open Houses. In most cases at the latter, questioners
are sent from table to table without getting answers to their questions, and their concerns
and comments are not adequately documented. A proper public Q&A where everyone
can hear the Navy’s responses would greatly improve the public’s understanding of
proposed activities and provide information upon which the public may evaluate and
propose alternatives that would meet the Navy’s needs, as well as the public’s. Further,
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the Navy must advertise in media of record in affected communities, and not assume that
a small ad in the Seattle Times will be read by people living three to four hour’s drive
away. 4.) Incorporate and grant mitigation requests and proposals by wildlife, historic
preservation, and public health agencies; so far, mitigation proposals have been
reasonable. Yet the Navy as a matter of course refused to grant some of the most basic
of mitigation requests. For example, refusing to allow Fish and Wildlife Service experts to
train Navy personnel on spotting marbled murrelets is unwarranted, unreasonable and
unjustified. 5.) Respond to requests from local governments for consultation under
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act; expand the Area of Potential Effect
and initiate these requested consultations in order to assess impacts to these areas,
including those requested by the State Historic Preservation Officer in her letter of
January 9, 2017. 6.) Reinstate public comment periods and suspend “30 day wait
periods” on Final Navy EISs, especially when new information has come available. 7.)
Ensure that the scientific inaccuracies contained in the 2014 Pacific Northwest Electronic
Warfare EA are corrected to standards that Forest Service and Fish and Wildlife Service
biologists can support, and allow the public to read and comment. 8.) Employ more
rigorous cumulative impacts analyses in general, including evaluations of effects on
climate change and air, soil and water quality. The military is the world’s largest single
user of fossil fuels, and exhaust emissions beyond the narrowly defined 65 dB
DNLaffected areas near runways are not being analyzed. 9.) Clarify basic terms such as
“event.” It should be defined in each context, so that the public can understand their
durations and significance. Some events last for seconds and involve one or two aircraft;
others last for hours and involve multiple aircraft, and still others last for days and involve
multiple aircraft, ships and submarines; the Navy must clarify the term “event” each time
it is used. 10.) Fulfill the DOD-USDA 1988 Master Agreement requirements to fully
substantiate the need for Defense Department use of non-military lands for electronic
warfare training and military operations, by proving in a report to the public that
DOD-owned lands are either unsuitable or unavailable. 11.) Provide a detailed, specific
answer on whether and how the additional Navy stressors on Endangered Species Act
(ESA) listed species as described in the Growler DEIS, particularly to marbled murrelets,
comports with ESA Section 4F recovery, given that the acknowledged lack of scientific
information on noise impacts to this species affects the ability to determine harm and
cumulative effects, and also in light of precipitous declines and the December 2016
up-listing of this species by the State of Washington, from threatened to endangered. 12.)
Revise the DEIS to address the 40 additional Growlers to be stationed at Naval Air
Station Whidbey Island, as well as additional flying on weekends, and allow further
opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is prepared. 13.) Comply with the
spirit and letter of NEPA requirements by proposing alternatives that reduce the noise, by
properly and accurately evaluating noise and other impacts in all affected areas, by
making actual noise measurements as well as computer modeling, and by using
scientifically valid standards that measure the more realistic aspects of noise that current
models don’t address, as previously requested by local governments in surrounding
communities. Added: 14.) Should the EA-18G aircraft continue to be based at NAS
Whidbey Island, reject their operation over the Olympic Peninsula and encourage the
Navy to consider the Yakima Training Center. Yes, this would require some coordination
with the Army. The Joint Base Lewis McChord command structure could easily
accommodate this. 15.) Encourage the Navy to consider operating the EA-18G out of
either NAS Fallon, NV or NAS Lemoore, CA for reasons stated above. This would solve
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their Olympic Peninsula problem and the noise issues at Whidbey and Coupeville while
adding greatly to operating efficiency. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this
Draft EIS. Sincerely yours,  Port Angeles, WA

NOOPA0002



Clinton, WA 98236

I am writing to express my concern that the draft EIS fails to address a variety of common
sense concerns about the potential impacts of increased flights. I would like to believe
that the Navy is acting in good faith when it comes to finding the right balance between
considering national security concerns and environmental concerns -- the quality of life of
future generations is affected by both. The omissions in the draft EIS -- no water testing,
no noise impacts outside an area that a jet travels in less than a minute, etc. -- make me
feel that the document pays lip service to environmental concerns and that as soon as
the hurdle of submitting the document is passed, the Navy will do whatever they want.
The lack of water testing in the draft EIS is of increased concern to me in light of the new
evidence that contamination has already occurred, and the potential widespread impact
of the contamination. I am a farmer on South Whidbey, and I advertise my produce in
Seattle as being from Whidbey. Several Seattle news outlets have run headlines
announcing the contamination of Whidbey Island wells. There is no concern that my well
is contaminated, but it is not good for my business to have Whidbey Island associated in
potential customers' minds with contaminated water. I would appreciate it if the Navy
would consider potential impacts on water and soil as a valid environmental -- and
economic -- concern. Thank you.
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Oak Harbor, WA 98277

 

This EIS includes a thorough body of research and presents alternatives for home basing
additional EA-18G aircraft at NAS Whidbey Island. As a resident in the area and proud
supporter of our Navy, I am impressed with the level of detail included in the analysis of
the alternatives. Current training for these aircraft has the overwhelming majority of
training conducted from Ault Field, with not unexpected peak periods of use that result in
delays to departing, arriving and aircraft conducting training. While NAS Whidbey Island
does have capacity for additional operations, it will result in a increase in training and
broaden the time aircraft operate from Ault Field during an average flight day with a
resultant impact on the surrounding community. Regardless of whether additional aircraft
are stationed at NAS Whidbey Island, it is both practical and environmentally responsible
to mitigate the impact of training evolutions on Ault Field and the surrounding community
by better utilization of a vastly underutilized OLF. One of many reasons OLF Coupeville
experiences negative feedback is due to the infrequent and sporadic usage which
subjects the surrounding community to dramatic changes. A more measured and
consistent use of the field would benefit both communities and allow for the community,
including the Navy, to settle into a better rhythm of operations that is predictable and
responsible. More importantly this field provides the best training in preparation for
shipboard operations and the projections in use today from the 2005 EA-18G
Environmental Assessment did not adequately reflect the training need or current
operational tempo. I recommend balancing the FCLP operations between the two fields
to better utilize the training resources which will reduce the environmental impact to
operations in the North Whidbey area with a moderate increase in operations in central
Whidbey.

NORMI0001
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Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-18G "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

January, 2017 Comments 

Fill in and mail with comments to: 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
NAVFAC Atlantic Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

1. First Name --~S~'ou'f ________ _ 
2. Last Name ______________________ _ 

3. Organization/Affiliation __________________ _ 

4. City, State, ZIP ----L\-"-b-¥-'Qt_c._sZ-~__,_\s:;;,J\f"-'~J:.=...,__,W'-"--trLl---'-~-=-i--""z--Obc-1-I ___ ~ \ , I 

5. E-mail ----~5'--"R""'"''--'-"-'-- _____ _ 

6. Please check here csr)f you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

7. Please check here ~ you would like your name/address kept private 

01/08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 

• 
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Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-1 SG "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

January, 2017 Comments 

Note: For Draft EIS page citations and supporting references see www.QuietSkies.info 

1. The Growler is known for its intense low frequency engine rumble, but low frequency noise 
impacts are ignored in the Draft. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies using C-weighting (dBC) 
in addition to A-weighting (dBA). 

2. Analysis of noise impacts in the Draft is based solely on computer simulation. To be valid 
for decision making, models must be verified. 

Action: Provide the data used for simulation. Provide Growler noise measurements 
with afterburners at 100 feet behind the jet in one-third octave bands from 6 Hz to 20 
kHz. Calibrate the computer model with actual noise measurements in locations 
throughout the region. 

3. NOISEMAP is the computer model used in the Draft to predict noise impacts. A Department 
of Defense report found that NOISEMAP is outdated and new software was needed to 
provide "scientifically and legally defensible noise assessments" of the modern, high-thrust 
jet engines used in the Growlers. 

Action: Redo the noise simulation using the more recent Advanced Acoustic Model. 

4. The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) metric used in the Draft was developed for 
commercial airports that operate 365 days a year. DNL is inappropriate for the intermittent 
but intensive military flight activity at NASWI. Averaging over the year assumes, without 
studies, that the quiet days mitigate the noisy days. 

Action: Noise levels should only be averaged over active flying days. 

5. The Draft dismisses long-term health impacts of jet noise because some studies are not 
conclusive. 

Action: Recognize the impacts of Growler noise on health as documented in the 
World Health Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise" and "Night Noise 
Guidelines for Europe." 

6. The Draft includes some independent noise measurements and ignores others. 

Action: Incorporate the San Juan County noise reports and the Coupeville noise 
measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS analysis. 

01/08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 
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7. The Draft suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands (SJI) National 
Monument are exempt from National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) protection. 
Protection was granted prior to the establishment of the SJI National Monument. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and 
remove language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 

8. The three Alternatives considered in the Draft are very similar and are based on old 
technology - a piloted jet that requires constant pilot training for safe carrier landing. 

Action: Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets (drones) instead of 
more Growlers to significantly reduce the need for land-based carrier training. 

9. The Draft only examines socioeconomic impacts on Island and Skagit Counties. San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties are or will be impacted by Growler noise. They are very 
dependent on outdoor recreation that is being harmed by Growler flight activity and receive 
little, if any, economic benefit from employment associated with NASWI. 

Action: Examine socioeconomic impacts, including real estate values, on San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties. 

10. All Alternatives in the Draft are irrevocable decisions to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI. 
While some potential noise Mitigation Measures addressed, there is no commitment. 

Action: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their timelines in the Final EIS and 
Record of Decision. 

11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous areas. CEQ Regulation 1502.9 (a) states "If 
a draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude meaningful analysis, the agency shall 
prepare and circulate a revised draft of the appropriate portion." 

Action: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies identified in comments and offer 
further opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is prepared. 

12. Add your own comments here: 

01 /08/16 
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Port Townsend, WA 98368

 

1. Navy media release indicates increase in number of flights without providing a specific
number. Is the actual number of flights a secret? 2. The public input is a nice sideshow
when we (you and us) know perfectly well that at the end of the day the EIS will somehow
magically find the increase in flights is just fine.

NORWA0001

1.a. Thank You
3.d. Arrivals and Departures
3.h. Runway Usage, Flight Tracks, and Altitudes



Coupeville, WA 98239

I am concerned that the Navy has not adequately researched the civilian impact Growler
Expansion at OLF Coupeville. Just now we are learning that water wells have been
seriously contaminated around the OLF. The Navy did not do their homework on
firefighting chemicals and now residents are suffering the consequences – contaminated
water wells. This is an example of how poor analysis on the part of the Navy can result in
huge consequences for the community. Without sufficient noise measurements and
impact analysis -- we won't know how the increased noise will impact wildlife or residents
– until the damage has been done. Then it’s too late. We all know that jet aircraft
sometimes crash. When they do they can cause civilian casualties. This has not been
addressed. Nobody wants to live near an airstrip with military jets making repeated
full-power takeoffs. Residents near the Coupeville will suffer the increased noise while
their property values plummet. Whidbey Island residents already pay a high price for pilot
training at the OLF. That price will go through the roof with the dramatic increase in pilot
training frequency. The Navy at least owes the residents more analysis. It is not
responsible for the Navy to do a little light research and leave it up to Whidbey Island
resident do to the “due diligence”. Coupeville is not a Navy base and should not be
treated as one.

NYBMA0001

1.a. Thank You
1.b. Best Available Science and Data
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.j. Property Values
2.b. Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement and Analysis
Conducted
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children



Draft Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-18G Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by February 24, 2017 
Online at: http://www.whidbeyeis.com/Comment.aspx 
By mail at Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 

23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

2. Organization/ Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired military) 

Increases in Outlying Field (DLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools and 
quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. This is a burden 

greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

Comments 
Please check all that concern you and include additional comments on the back. 

The environmental impacts of the following issues due to increased flight operations at the OLF are not 

adequately addressed in the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS): 

) [ZJ; Health effects from noise and low-frequency sound. 

D Businesses, schools, hospital, and County and Town public government operations in the 

Coupeville area. 

D A decrease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville, hiking and birding at Ebey's 

Landing National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference Center, Fort Casey State Park, The 

Pacific Rim Institute. 

A decrease in private property values due to noise. 

(over) 

OAKRI0001

1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.d. Population Impacts
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



D Outdoor recreation limits, as well as children's and family's health, at Rhododendron Park 
ball fields. 

D Noise impacts on commercial properties including agriculture. 

Additional Concerns: 

v~~isk of increased aquifer and well contamination. 

D The addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones ( APZs) surrounding OLF will 
restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

The Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere despite this being one of 
the top issues from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

D The impact on marine and terrestrial wildlife such as orcas and migratory birds. 

D The major terrorist risk for Whidbey Island by siting all Growlers here. 

m Mishaps and crash risks due to problems such as the Growler onboard oxygen system. 

Please include any additional comments and concerns here: 

All comments will become a part of the public record and will be addressed in the final EIS. Personally identifiable information of 
individua ls will be kept confidential and not released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as requ ired by law. 
City, state and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

For more information, go to Coupeville Community Allies, www.facebook.com/whidbeyeis 

Coupeville Community Allies is a group of community members committed to sharing accurate 
information to all Coupeville and Whidbey Island residents regarding the Growler EIS. We 
encourage everyone to get involved in the discussion of our future and to submit comments 
and concerns. 

Prepared and paid for by Coupeville Community Allies 

OAKRI0001



Chula Vista, CA 91913

The Outlying Field (OLF) at Coopville, Washington is essential to training aircrews in
being proficient at short field operations. This paramount skill is required for SAFE world
wide operations of the EA-18G Growler. In addition to enabling SAFE operations, this
OLF should be preserved for continued operation for Pacific Northwest based aircraft.
There are limited options for this critical effective training facility.

OBERO0001

1.a. Thank You



January 6, 2017 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) Atlantic 
Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

Re: Public Comment Against Draft EIS for EA-18G "Growler'' Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station 
Whidbey Island 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

I am a resident of Clallam County Washington. I am extremely concerned about the effects of noise 

generated by the Electronic Attack Squadron (VAQ) 132 over the Olympic National Park and surrounding 

areas including populated areas. Every effort should be made to mitigate the noise to prevent injury to 

habitat for humans and other animals. I understand that there is no need for the pilots to be at an 

elevation (other than for landing and take-off) lower than ten-thousand feet, but pilots have been well 

below this elevation numerous times as evidenced by the flight records kept by the Whidbey NAS and by 

many complaints received by NAS Whidbey. Can you find a way to assure citizens that flights will not be 

lower than the ten-thousand foot level? 

I also understand that a similar aircraft practices in Mountain Home Idaho AFB, home of the 366 Airforce 

wing. In fact, the 390th Electronic Combat Squadron, which I believe includes the Electronic Attack 

Squadron, located at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island, Wash., is assigned to the 366th Operations Group 

out of Mountain Home AFB. ts the duplication of such training facilities necessary? 

I am sure you are aware of the December 16, 2016 incident at NAS Whidbey. The US Navy (USN) has 

grounded its fleet of Boeing F/A-18E/F Super Hornet and EA-18G Growler combat aircraft while it 

investigates the cause of a ground incident on 16 December that injured two flight-crew. 

The incident at Naval Air Station (NAS) Whidbey Island in Washington state saw an EA-18G Growler from 

Electronic Attack Squadron (VAQ) 132 experience an unspecified "on-deck emergency" that required both 

crew members to be airlifted to hospital, a USN statement said. 

The Olympic National Park is a National Heritage site, and citizens on the Olympic Peninsula deserve 

reasonable noise mitigation. I strongly urge appropriate, affective noise mitigation and high altitude only 

flights which the current draft EIS does not adequately address or resolve. 

Sincerely, 

Name:

Address: /~/1< i e-4(/({1. c -~ c.- 1 ,r/ c:7 X--5~£,L__..,.. 

cc: Hon. Derek Kilmer, U.S. Congressman, 6th CD, WA State 

OBRPA0001

1.a. Thank You
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
2.a. Purpose and Need
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
3.a. Aircraft Operations
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
4.l. Points of Interest
4.t. Noise Mitigation
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children



Draft Environmental Impact Statementfor EA-18G "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

January, 2017 Comments 

Fill in and mail with comments to: 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
NAVFAC Atlantic Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

1. First Name _ ~-~----------
2. Last Name ____ ____________ _ 

3. Organization/Affiliation-------------------

4. City, State, ZIP ___ ~_.,_or_E_t __ -r_· ~--L._A_N_\) __ .e _w_· _A_·-~ _ __,C, ___ ~_2_~_,.c.._l _ 

5. E-mail------------------------

6. Please check here D if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

7. Please check here D if you would like your name/address kept private 

01/08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 

OBRSH0001

1.a. Thank You
12.a. Socioeconomic Study Area
12.h. Tourism
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument



Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-1 SG "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

January, 2017 Comments 

Note: For Draft EIS page citations and supporting references see www.QuietSkies.info 

1. The Growler is known for its intense low frequency engine rumble, but low frequency noise 
impacts are ignored in the Draft. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies using C-weighting (dBC) 
in addition to A-weighting (dBA). 

2. Analysis of noise impacts in the Draft is based solely on computer simulation. To be valid 
for decision making, models must be verified. 

Action: Provide the data used for simulation. Provide Growler noise measurements 
with afterburners at 100 feet behind the jet in one-third octave bands from 6 Hz to 20 
kHz. Calibrate the computer model with actual noise measurements in locations 
throughout the region. 

3. NOISEMAP is the computer model used in the Draft to predict noise impacts. A Department 
of Defense report found that NOISEMAP is outdated and new software was needed to 
provide "scientifically and legally defensible noise assessments" of the modern, high-thrust 
jet engines used in the Growlers. 

Action: Redo the noise simulation using the more recent Advanced Acoustic Model. 

4. The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) metric used in the Draft was developed for 
commercial airports that operate 365 days a year. DNL is inappropriate for the intermittent 
but intensive military flight activity at NASWI. Averaging over the year assumes, without 
studies, that the quiet days mitigate the noisy days. 

Action: Noise levels should only be averaged over active flying days. 

5. The Draft dismisses long-term health impacts of jet noise because some studies are not 
conclusive. 

Action: Recognize the impacts of Growler noise on health as documented in the 
World Health Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise" and "Night Noise 
Guidelines for Europe." 

6. The Draft includes some independent noise measurements and ignores others. 

Action: Incorporate the San Juan County noise reports and the Coupeville noise 
measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS analysis. 

01/08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 

OBRSH0001



7. The Draft suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands (SJI) National 
Monument are exempt from National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) protection. 
Protection was granted prior to the establishment of the SJI National Monument. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and 
remove language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 

8. The three Alternatives considered in the Draft are very similar and are based on old 
technology - a piloted jet that requires constant pilot training for safe carrier landing. 

Action: Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets (drones) instead of 
more Growlers to significantly reduce the need for land-based carrier training. 

9. The Draft only examines socioeconomic impacts on Island and Skagit Counties. San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties are or will be impacted by Growler noise. They are very 
dependent on outdoor recreation that is being harmed by Growler flight activity and receive 
little, if any, economic benefit from employment associated with NASWI. 

Action: Examine socioeconomic impacts, including real estate values, on San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties. 

10. All Alternatives in the Draft are irrevocable decisions to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI. 
While some potential noise Mitigation Measures addressed, there is no commitment. 

Action: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their timelines in the Final EIS and 
Record of Decision. 

11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous areas. CEO Regulation 1502.9 (a) states "If 
a draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude meaningful analysis, the agency shall 
prepare and circulate a revised draft of the appropriate portion." 

Action: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies identified in comments and offer 
further opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is prepared. 

12. Add your own comments here: 

01/08/16 www .QuietSkies.info 
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Environmental Impact Statement for EA-18G "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

Open House Comments 

1. Name _ _  _____ _ 

2. Organization/Affiliation-------------------

3. Address _
 
_i._0 ___ fi_~_2-1_, _Lv'.__._~ 

4. E-mail ________________________ _ 

5. Please check here 0 If you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6. Please check here D if you would like your name/address kept private 

7. Please check here ~If you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS 

Comments 
Note: For Draft EIS page citations and supporting references see www.QuietSkies.info 

1. Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies (C-weighted, dBC). 

2. Recognize the impacts of low frequency Growler noise on health. 

3. Incorporate San Juan County noise reports in the EIS analysis. 

4. Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and remove 

language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 

5. Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets instead of more Growlers. 

6. Commit to Mitigation Measures and timelines in the Record of Decision. 

7. Add your own comments here: 

l..\ f',U( A W1 !WP tj~d~-/ A l,/('f ... Df 

-J--

(Continue on the back) 

11/29/16 www.QuietSkies.jnfo 5of6 
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1.a. Thank You
12.n. Quality of Life
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
3.e. Field Carrier Landing Practice Patterns
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument
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Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-18G Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. 

2. Organization/Affiliation {AS Cd /J 213:JU 

3. 

4. 

5 Please check here • if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6 Please check here • if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

Please print • Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 

OCOMA0001

1.a. Thank You
12.h. Tourism
12.n. Quality of Life
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric



All comments must be received by January 25, 2017. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen 
names, telephone numbers, and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will 
be kept confidential and will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as 
required by law. The city, state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

______________ lli·*"'·'*k·i""u.41.,~+H+&m•1+~i®'·NW?ii·iif 14 
Please print 

Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 

6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 

OCOMA0001



Coupeville, WA 98239

I am against the proposed expansion of Growlers and their training flights at NAS
Whidbey. I live in Central Whidbey and teach part time in Oak Harbor. Both of these
areas are being impacted by the current Growler training. However, if the number of
flights is increased five-fold, the impact will be devastating. I already have to suspend
teaching when the jets are flying because the children cannot hear me. Therefor, we
have two to three minutes when I can talk, and then up to a minute when I
cannot....repeat, repeat, repeat. Very difficult. I am also very concerned about the
potential for a crash, as the Growlers are flying over many residential areas. My small
business is centered in Coupeville, and is dependent on tourism and the dollars that
visitors bring to the Island. It is absolutely clear that tourism will fall off dramatically if the
quiet,rural atmosphere of Central Whidbey is destroyed by increased Growler flights. In
short, I do not in any way support an expansion. The current level of flights is
manageable, but increasing them is not viable. Other Navy bases should be found that
can host Growlers, rather than have ALL of them based here on Whidbey.

OCOMA0002

1.a. Thank You
12.c. Socioeconomic Impacts
12.h. Tourism
2.k. Range of Alternatives
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children



Lopez Island, WA 98261

1. The Growler is known for its intense low frequency engine rumble, but low frequency
noise impacts are ignored in the Draft. ACTION: Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low
frequencies using C-weighting (dBC) in addition to A-weighting (dBA). 2. Analysis of
noise impacts in the Draft is based solely on computer simulation. To be valid for decision
making, models must be verified. ACTION: Provide the data used for simulation. Provide
Growler noise measurements with afterburners at 100 feet behind the jet in one-third
octave bands from 6 Hz to 20 kHz. Calibrate the computer model with actual noise
measurements in locations throughout the region. 3. NOISEMAP is the computer model
used in the Draft to predict noise impacts. A Department of Defense report found that
NOISEMAP is outdated and new software was needed to provide “scientifically and
legally defensible noise assessments” of the modern, high-thrust jet engines used in the
Growlers. ACTION: Redo the noise simulation using the more recent Advanced Acoustic
Model. 4. The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) metric used in the Draft was
developed for commercial airports that operate 365 days a year. DNL is inappropriate for
the intermittent but intensive military flight activity at NASWI. Averaging over the year
assumes, without studies, that the quiet days mitigate the noisy days. ACTION: Noise
levels should only be averaged over active flying days. 5. The Draft dismisses long-term
health impacts of jet noise because some studies are not conclusive. ACTION:
Recognize the health impacts of Growler noise on health as documented in the World
Heath Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise" and "Night Noise Guidelines for
Europe." 6. The Draft includes some independent noise measurements and ignores
others. ACTION: Incorporate the San Juan County noise reports and the Coupeville
noise measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS analysis. 7. The Draft
suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands (SJI) National Monument are
exempt from National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) protection. Protection was
granted prior to the establishment of the SJI National Monument. ACTION: Evaluate
impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and remove language stating
that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 8. The three Alternatives considered in the
Draft are very similar and are based on old technology – a piloted jet that requires
constant pilot training for safe carrier landing. ACTION: Evaluate a new Alternative that
deploys UCLASS jets (drones) instead of more Growlers to significantly reduce the need
for land-based carrier training. 9. The Draft only examines socioeconomic impacts on
Island and Skagit Counties. San Juan, Jefferson and Clallam Counties are or will be
impacted by Growler noise. They are very dependent on outdoor recreation areas that
are being harmed by Growler flight activity and receive little, if any, economic benefit from
employment associated with NASWI. ACTION: Examine socioeconomic impacts,
including real estate values, on San Juan, Jefferson and Clallam Counties. 10. All
Alternatives in the Draft are irrevocable decisions to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI.
While some potential noise Mitigation Measures addressed, there is no commitment.
ACTION: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their timelines in the Final EIS and
Record of Decision. 11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous areas. CEQ
Regulation 1502.9 (a) states “If a draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude
meaningful analysis, the agency shall prepare and circulate a revised draft of the
appropriate portion.” ACTION: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies identified in

ODADI0001

1.a. Thank You
12.a. Socioeconomic Study Area
12.h. Tourism
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument



comments and offer further opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is
prepared.
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Greenbank, WA 98253

 

Whidbey EIS With regard to adding additional portable buildings at the schools in the Oak
Harbor School District due to the increase in personnel at NASWI here is some research
which suggests that portable building can be detrimental to teaching and learning. Some
of the research is on the detrimental health effects of using older portables: air
conditioning units with mold, etc. However, a recent news item indicates that even with
new buildings that some students feel isolated and feel they are relegated to a less status
when they are assigned classes in a portable building.
http://earthfix.info/news/article/overcrowded-underfunded-schools-turn-to-environmen/ I
would point to the very end of the article where both teacher and students complain about
the psychological impact of being in a portable classroom. I have experienced similar
problems when I taught in a portable building. Portables decrease the effects of
community in a school. Community and cooperation and essential in today’s educational
environment. I also had a colleague who loved her portable classroom. She could avoid
spontaneous conversations with other teachers, could “do her own thing” and could avoid
her turn mentoring young teachers. This was not a good attitude in our world of
collaboration. Here are some additional citations:
http://www.savvyonseattle.com/blog/2015/10/4/public-school-overcrowding-portable-class
room-debate
http://www.opb.org/news/article/school-districts-explore-solutions-for-excessive-p/
http://digitalcommons.kennesaw.edu/facpubs/624/Do Portable Classrooms Impact
Teaching and Learnin http://eric.ed.gov/?q=portable+classrooms&ft=on&id=ED478178
ERIC Number: ED478178 Record Type: RIE Publication Date: 2002-May-25 Pages: 20
Abstractor: N/A Reference Count: N/A ISBN: N/A ISSN: N/A The Acoustical Environment.
Smith, Melissa Asserting that without an adequate acoustical environment, learning
activities can be hindered, this paper reviews the literature on classroom acoustics,
particularly noise, reverberation, signal-to-noise ratio, task performance, and
recommendations for improvement. Through this review, the paper seeks to determine
whether portable classrooms provide acoustically adequate environments for learning.
(Contains 63 references.) (EV) Sincerely

OGRAL0001

1.a. Thank You
12.m. Education Impacts
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference



Greenbank, WA 98253

The additional noise from 35 more Growlers will be painful for many people. Among them
are people you will not hear from. There's  who is 98 and suffering from severe
dementia. She is living in her home because she is physically able to get around. But she
is easily frightened by loud noises. There is  husband who lives in Coupeville. Also
trying to keep her husband at home while he is in the beginning stages of dementia.
Again loud noises are incompatible with old and sick folks. There's also who is
nearly deaf and shows beginning signs of dementia living in Coupeville. He feels the
tremor of the jets flying over. There are lots of elderly people who live in the area; some
capable of writing; some not. But none want the serenity of their old age destroyed by jet
noise. The people I listed above have all lived in the area since the 1970's long before
the Growlers came into being. They deserve to live in peace at the end of their lives.

OGRAL0002

1.a. Thank You
12.n. Quality of Life
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Greenbank, WA 98253

 

Growlers use the F-18 airframe; one of the most accident prone jets with a probability of
accident at 67 times more than a commercial jet. How can you justify flying these jets
with many takeoffs and landings and probably tired pilots over a residential area? Move
your practice sessions to a more remote location.

OGRAL0003

1.a. Thank You
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children



Greenbank, WA 98253

 

The statement on A 145 page 148 the summary of non-auditory health effects does not
mention the detrimental health effects of LFN (low frequency noise) Wikipedia states that
Growlers have elevated LFN. See
http://www.windvigilance.com/about-adverse-health-effects/low-frequency-noise-infrasou
nd-and-wind-turbines https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16201210
http://www.lowfrequencyintrusion.com/?p=about
http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/554566_3 The EIS should definitely include
information and study of LFN.

OGRAL0004

1.a. Thank You
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Greenbank, WA 98253

Aversion to LFN is an area to which the Navy gives very little attention or empathy. The
EIS should contain information about the research on LFN.
http://www.noiseandhealth.org/article.asp?issn=1463-1741;year=2004;volume=6;issue=2
3;spage=59;epage=72;aulast=Leventhall

OGRAL0005

1.a. Thank You
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Greenbank, WA 98253

 

The EIS for NASWI does not discuss crash frequency or the impact on the area
surrounding the OLF should there be a crash. Just north of the OLF is a homeless shelter
for youth and several businesses. A crash at this site would be devastating.

OGRAL0006

1.a. Thank You
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children



Greenbank, WA 98253

 

The EIS for NASWI does not adequately address economic concerns. There will be and
has been a detrimental effect on tourism. There will be and has been an effect on home
sales with a 9 percent loss in the area effected by flights now. There will be and has been
a detrimental effect on the environment. Old research has been used to convince the
residents of the positive economic impact of the Navy base. The old research comes
from 1984. Since 1984 Greenbank, Freeland and Clinton have more than doubled in size
with considerable more retail in those towns. It is unlikely that the Navy still contributes 85
% of the economy.

OGRAL0007

1.a. Thank You
12.a. Socioeconomic Study Area
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values



Feb. 17, 2017 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) Atlantic 
Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

The Navy has adopted standards that protect their personal health and hearing harm due to excessive 
noise; yet, these standards were ignored by the DEIS for civilians exposed to the same or greater levels 
of noise. This DEIS needs to examine how many civilians would receive exposure doses that exceed the 
Navy's defined "hazardous noise zone" threshold (i.e., an area where the 8-hour time-weighted average 
exceeds 84dBA [Or 140dB peak sound pressure level, SPL, for impact or impulse noise] for more than 2 
days in any month). 

The health-damaging noise has invaded my own home throughout the day and into the late evening, 
winter, spring, summer and fall. This is the sound of the loudest warplanes in history, flying over island 
communities. This is noise at the deafening level known as the threshold of pain which can cause 
immediate ear damage. 

I live 9.5 miles and a mountain -Mt. Erie-away from NAS Whidbey. I am in Skagit County on Fida Igo 
Island. 

As I write this, the jets are flying. My house rattles and vibrates due to Growler events. Pictures on the 
wall and dishes in cupboards rattle. Wine glasses hanging in wine rack holders tinkle as if an earthquake 
is occurring. Again, I am almost 10 miles away-repeat, almost 10 miles away-from this public nuisance 
noise. I no longer have windows or door open at night or during the day. Open windows and doors only 
let the sound indoors. Even with closed windows and doors, dishes rattle, floors shake and glasses 
tinkle. 

I am under the flight path. I didn't "buy at the end of a runway." The flight pattern has come to me. I am 
not collateral damage. 

The Navy wants to ignore health studies and other evidence of the harm that noise vibrations can cause 
to the human body, including micro tears to internal organs. 

This continued ignorance about Growler health harms, even before an EIS has been completed 
forewarns of a flawed and biased EIS. 

Sincerely, 

 

Anacortes, WA 98221 

Attachment 1 flight path map 

OHECA0001

1.a. Thank You
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



COURTESY NAVAL AIR STATION WHlOBEY ISLAND 

The above graphic shows generally what Naval Air Station Whidbey Island flight patterns look like. The two 
boxes in the center show the direction of the four runways at Ault Field. last year, runway 25 was the most 
used (48 percent of the time), followed by runway 14 (33 percent), runway 7 (13 percent) and runway 32 (6 
percent). · 

OHECA0001



Feb. 15,2017 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) Atlantic 
Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

The DEIS selectively and reprehensively cites and then relies on out-of-date medical research 
findings on impacts of noise on human health. These findings are at odds with the 
overwhelming body of contemporary research, thus rendering the DEIS findings incomplete and 
dishonest. I demand an honest, complete forthright evaluation of the noise impacts on human 
health based on contemporary, formal medical literature. 

Growler noise pollution and health impacts are an international problem, not only in 
neighboring Canada, but also in Japan. 

In May 2014, the residents living near Naval Air Facility Atsugi in Japan were paid $70 million by 
their own government to mitigate the noise pollution and health impacts. The Japanese 
government then asked the U.S. to "pay their responsibil ity by taking seriously the fact that the 
Japanese court acknowledged the serious health hazards the noise has been inflicting on 
residents in the neighboring communities," as reported in Stars and Stripes. 

My tax dollars pay for the noise and health hazards of Japanese residents undergoing the same 
noise pollution and health impacts that I am enduring. This is outrageous! ! ! 

The Navy must stop imposing serious health hazards on its own citizens of Puget Sound, the 
Salish Sea and the Olympic Peninsula. 

Health harm from noise-induced vibration is real. These effects occur not only over Whidbey 
Naval Air Station and Whidbey Island, but also western Washington and all the islands between, 
the southern Gulf Island and in Victoria on Vancouver Island. 

Sincerely, 

Anacortes, WA 98221 

OHECA0002

1.a. Thank You
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.s. Health Impact Assessment and Long-term Health Study
Requests



Feb.21,2017 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) Atlantic 
Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

Environmental Justice analysis overlooked the fact that farm workers, gardeners and recycle center 
workers are almost entirely composed of low-income and/or ethnic minorities and because they must 
work outside, they are disproportionately affected by overhead Growler noise pollution. And, I would 
also add, CO2 carbon pollution. 

I am a gardener and I work outside in my home vegetable garden. I am, thus, affected by the Growler 
noise, carbon pollution and inhaling toxic fuel as it is spewed over Fidalgo Island and Anacortes. These 
pollutants settle onto water bodies and crops in my garden and in the nearby Skagit Valley. Pollutants 
also settle in bird baths and ponds. 

According to the attached information, the average jet fuel and EA-18G Growler uses is 12.5 metric tons 
of CO2 per hour. One flight is about 23 percent more than the annual CO2 emissions of a Washington 
state citizen. One hour of a single EA-18G Growler flight is equal to driving a typical car 29,500 miles. A 
single EA-18G Growler flying overhead makes as much CO2 as 656 average US cars driving at 45 miles 
per hour. 

This carbon pollution includes particulate matter, ozone and nitrogen oxides that aggravate heart 
disease, lung disease and other health problems. 

Growler noise pollution and health impacts are an international problem in Japan and Canada, Puget 
Sound, the Salish Sea and the Olympic Peninsula. The Navy must consider the health of the people 
below the flight paths. We are not collateral damage. 

Sincerely, 

Anacortes, WA 98221 

Attachement: 1 

OHECA0003

1.a. Thank You
13.a. Environmental Justice Impacts
18.a. Climate Change and Greenhouse Gases
18.b. Average Carbon Dioxide per Aircraft
18.d. Washington State Greenhouse Gas Goals
4.a. General Noise Modeling
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
6.a. Air Quality Impacts from Mobile Source Emissions (Jet Engine
and Vehicle)



Jan CO2 emissions from an EA-18G Growler 

By cltizensofthereserve 

CO2 emissions from an EA-18G Growler 

,-
' I 

Ever wondered how much carbon dioxide is produced by one of those EA-18G Growlers Navy jets 
that have been roaring over Lopez? A friend asked me this question a couple days ago and I did the 

math. The results are shockingl (If you're interested in the details, I put the calculations and links to 
all sources here: http://tiny.cc/growlerC02). 

The average jet fuel consumption rate (based on typical operations patterns) of the EA-18G Growler 

is 1,304 gallons per hour. Combustion of jet fuel produces 9.57 kg CO2 per gallon. The CO2 

produced is thus 9.57 kg• 1304 gal/hour= 12479 kg/hour or about 12.5 metric tons of CO2 per hour. 

The per capita emissions in Washington state in 2011 was 10.18 metric tons per year (including all 
residential, commercial and industrial activities), so one hour of flight is about 23% more than the 

annual CO2 emissions of a typical Washington state citizen. 

Another way of looking at it is to compare to CO2 emissions from a car. The typical passenger car 

found on US roads today (averaging old and new, inefficient and efficient) emits 0.423 kg CO2 per 
mile. Thus, one hour of a single EA-18G Growler flight is equivalent to driving a typical car 29,500 

miles. That's five round trip road trips from Anacortes to New York City with a bit left over for 
sightseeing. It's also about an eighth of the distance between the earth and the moon. (In a Prius, 

you could do almost 13 round trips from Anacortes lo New York City or a third of the distance to the 
moon). 

Or, we could compare one of these airplanes flying overhead to the number of cars driving 

simultaneously that would produce CO2 at the same rate as a single Growler flying overhead. Let's 

imagine a fleet of average US passenger cars all driving the Lopez maximum speed of 45 mph. A car 

going 45 mph makes 19.0 kg per hour of CO2 (45 mph' 0.423 kg CO2/mile). A single EA-18G 

Growler flying overhead makes as much CO2 as 656 average US cars driving at maximum speed on 
Lopez (12479/19.0). 

I'm upset about the increased noise of these jets, as are most folks I talk to. It turns out if you care 

about climate change, perhaps one of the most effective things you can do is encourage the Navy to 

get their soldiers out of the cockpit and into flight simulators (or better, encourage a demilitarized 

foreign policy). Please consider writing letters or calling Senators Murray, Cantwell, and 
Representative Rick Larsen. 

Written by: Chris Greacen, PhD 

You can leave comments by dicking~ leave a lrclckback at http:llcitizensofebeysro-serve.C-Omlblog!co2-emlssions-trom-an-ea-1Bg
grov.1erArockbackl or subscibe to the RSS Comments Feed for this post. 

http://citizensofebeysreserve.com/blog/co2-emissions-from-an-ea-l 8g-growler/ 1/5/2015 

OHECA0003



Seattle, WA 98118

I'm a citizen and taxpayer, a resident of Seattle. I love the Olympic Peninsula with its
beautiful Hoh Rain Forest and also Whidbey Island. I would like to see these serene
areas remain natural and undeveloped. I am concerned about military activity in these
areas and am writing to ask that there be none at all so that the plants and animals can
live in peace and harmony as nature intended. Military war games and military planes
should not be allowed in this vicinity. That's because it has been shown that in both
humans and wildlife, effects from loud noise include hearing loss, increased stress
hormones, cardiovascular disease, immune system compromise and
behavioral/psychosocial impacts Thanks for considering my perspective. Regards, 

OLCLY0001

1.a. Thank You
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
19.d. Electronic Warfare
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
7.d. Recreation and Wilderness Analysis and Study Area



Oak Harbor, WA 98277

 

The plan to put 5 more squadrons at Whidbey Island seems totally excessive! We have
limited water, limited housing, and the noise can be unbearable. Come over and try it!
The White Paper (which I did not read totally) is comprehensive and the Navy cannot
ignore it!

OLDJO0001

1.a. Thank You



Victoria, British Columbia V8T 2K9

I live in Victoria, British Columbia, about 5 miles to the north of Sir James Douglas
School, one of the places where the noise collection was performed for the USN's EIS. I
do not find the noise from Whidbey Island NAS troubling in the slightest. In fact, I can
only assume that the rumblings that I hear on occasion, are coming from the NAS when
the EA-18s are taking off or conducting full power tests/trials. I am certainly not awoken
at night, nor is my speech indoors or outdoors impacted negatively when I hear the
rumbles. Adding 20+ more aircraft to the NAS inventory seems to be a benign activity
given the minimal noise impact from the 80+ jets already stationed there. In fact, when I
do hear the jets' rumbles, it makes me feel good knowing our U.S. neighbours are
protecting their democracy and freedoms - and those of my nation, for that matter too - by
ensuring their military is well trained and equipped to do their jobs.

OLIDE0001

1.a. Thank You



1

From:
Sent: Friday, November 25, 2016 11:19 AM
To: webmaster
Subject: Environmental Impact Statement for the EA-18G Growler Airfield Operations Website

Good day, 

Except for the USN’s press release, all files and documents linked from the main page and the document page 
relating to the NAO are EIS are not coming up. The USN’s server indicates this when trying to click on any file 
link: 

500 - Internal server error. 
There is a problem with the resource you are looking for, and it 
cannot be displayed. 

Please fix this! 

Victoria, BC 
Canada 

OLIDE0002

1.a. Thank You



Victoria, British Columbia V8S 5H2

 

As a resident of Oak Bay, living very close to the ocean and able to see clearly San Juan
Island, I have no problem with the proposed increase in EA-18G Growler traffic. The
sound of aircraft doing touch and goes is minimal and does not bother me at all.
Canadians who value their liberty and security recognize the sound of the Growlers as
the sound of freedom.

OLIJE0001

1.a. Thank You



Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-18G Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. N

2. Organization/Affiliation 

3. Address 

4. 

s. 
6. 

E-mail 

Please check here if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

Please check here r·--ifyou would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

Please print • Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 

OLIJI0001

1.a. Thank You
12.k. Compensation to Citizens for Private Property
12.n. Quality of Life
4.n. Speech Interference (Indoor and Outdoor)
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-18G Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard; Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. Name 

2. Organization/Affiliation 

3. Address 

4. E-mail 

5 Please check here • if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6. Please check here /f{you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

Please print • Additional room is provided on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 

OLMJE0001

1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife



All comments must be received by January 25, 2017. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen 
names, telephone numbers, and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will 
be kept confidential and will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as 
required by law. The city, state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

________________ lli·MB·WIQ.tmu1.g+.i&iiw®*Mi+l\1®'·MW?ii·1ii141 
Please print 

Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 

6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 

OLMJE0001



Coupeville, WA 98239

I feel the EIS-for EA-18G operations did not cover the economic concerns that we all
have. I own a store in downtown Coupeville. I already have felt the economic hardship
from having very load planes flying over head. Several costumers were shocked and
frightened by the noise in their nightly rental homes.They stated they will never come
back. I am also concerned about property values. We have had our home for 25 years.
We are in the flight pattern. As we look to retierment our house due to the impact of the
new Growlers coming is un salable.

OLSCI0001

1.a. Thank You
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values



Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-1 SG "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

January, 2017 Comments 

Fill in and mail with comments to: 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
NAVFAC Atlantic Attn: Code EV21/SS 
6506 Hampton Blvd. 
Norfolk, VA 23508 

1. First Name 

2. Last Name , 

3. Organization/Affiliation ,~!JU)U--d ~.flldpzd_ 
4. City, Sta.te, ZIPoftp11&amdJ '7J/a, C/8(2_6/ 
5. E-mail ------------------------

6. Please check here g{r you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

7. Please check here~ you would like your name/address kept private 

01 /08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 

OLSCO0001

1.a. Thank You
12.a. Socioeconomic Study Area
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.f. Use of Public Comments
2.h. Next Steps
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.b. NOISEMAP Model, Modeling Methodology, and Noise Sources
4.c. Advanced Acoustic Model
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument



Draft Environmental Impact Statement for EA-1 BG "Growler" Airfield 
Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex 

January, 2017 Comments 

Note: For Draft EIS page citations and supporting references see www.QuietSkies.info 

1. The Growler is known for its intense low frequency engine rumble, but low frequency noise 
impacts are ignored in the Draft. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies using C-weighting (dBC) 
in addition to A-weighting (dBA). 

2. Analysis of noise impacts in the Draft is based solely on computer simulation. To be valid 
for decision making, models must be verified. 

Action: Provide the data used for simulation. Provide Growler noise measurements 
with afterburners at 100 feet behind the jet in one-third octave bands from 6 Hz to 20 
kHz. Calibrate the computer model with actual noise measurements in locations 
throughout the region. 

3. NOISEMAP is the computer model used in the Draft to predict noise impacts. A Department 
of Defense report found that NOISEMAP is outdated and new software was needed to 
provide "scientifically and legally defensibl~ noise assessments" of the modern, high-thrust 
jet engines used in the Growlers. 

Action: Redo the noise simulation using the more recent Advanced Acoustic Model. 

4. The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) metric used in the Draft was developed for 
commercial airports that operate 365 days a year. DNL is inappropriate for the intermittent 
but intensive military flight activity at NASWI. Averaging over the year assumes, without 
studies, that the quiet days mitigate the noisy days. 

Action: Noise levels should only be averaged over active flying days. 

5. The Draft dismisses long-term health impacts of jet noise because some studies are not 
conclusive. 

Action: Recognize the impacts of Growler noise on health as documented in the 
World Health Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise" and "Night Noise 
Guidelines for Europe." 

6. The Draft includes some independent noise measurements and ignores others. 

Action: Incorporate the San Juan County noise reports and the Coupeville noise 
measurements performed by JGL Acoustics into the EIS analysis. 

01 /08/16 www .QuietSkies.info 

OLSCO0001



7. The Draft suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands (SJI) National 
Monument are exempt from National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) protection. 
Protection was granted prior to the establishment of the SJ I National Monument. 

Action: Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and 
remove language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 

8. The three Alternatives considered in the Draft are very similar and are based on old 
technology - a piloted jet that requires constant pilot training for safe carrier landing. 

Action: Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets (drones} instead of 
more Growlers to significantly reduce the need for land-based carrier training. 

9. The Draft only examines socioeconomic impacts on Island and Skagit Counties. San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties are or will be impacted by Growler noise. They are very 
dependent on outdoor recreation that is being harmed by Growler flight activity and receive 
little, if any, economic benefit from employment associated with NASWI. 

Action: Examine socioeconomic impacts, including real estate values, on San Juan, 
Jefferson and Clallam Counties. 

1 O. All Alternatives in the Draft are irrevocable decisions to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI. 
While some potential noise Mitigation Measures addressed, there is no commitment. 

Action: Commit to noise Mitigation Measures and their time lines in the Final EIS and 
Record of Decision. 

11. The Draft EIS analysis is deficient in numerous areas. CEQ Regulation 1502.9 (a) states "If 
a draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude meaningful analysis, the agency shall 
prepare and circulate a revised draft of the appropriate portion." 

Action: Supplement the EIS to address deficiencies identified in comments and offer 
further opportunity for public comment before the Final EIS is prepared. 

12. Add your own comments here: 

1 
~fj;k Jdllu #d</!t~ lAaD 

01 /08/16 www.QuietSkies.info 

OLSCO0001



Whidbey Island, WA 98239

 

This draft is flawed in that it does not address economic hardships imposed upon
property owners due to falling property values as a result of noise generated by training
flights. This in turn will eventually lead to lower property tax revenues received by Island
County to fund services.

OLSDA0001

1.a. Thank You
12.j. Property Values



Whidbey Island, WA 98239

The modeled noise exposure is flawed because it excludes the 900 inter facility Growler
Operations (FCLP-related) noted as footnote 4 of the Appendix tables. This represents
nearly 15% of the current noise exposure. Why was it not included?

OLSDA0002

1.a. Thank You
4.a. General Noise Modeling



Whidbey Island, WA 98239

Why didn't the study include alternative sites in measuring environmental impacts of the
area?

OLSDA0003

1.a. Thank You
2.k. Range of Alternatives



Whidbey Island, WA 98239

 

Why wasn't an alternative of fewer, or no flights, at OLF included as a way to reduce
impacts?

OLSDA0004

1.a. Thank You
2.k. Range of Alternatives



Whidbey Island, WA 98239

This study is flawed in that it did not include actual sound measurements at the locations
to verify computer modeled sound levels. You are fully aware of the discrepancy between
ground-level sound measurements taken by a private firm and the sound measurements
generated by modeling only. Why was this not done?

OLSDA0005

1.a. Thank You
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation



Island County, WA 98239

The DEIS fails to adequately address the effects of high noise levels during pregnancy
that provoke significantly higher risk for smaller newborns, gestational hypertension,
cognitive abnormalities, and permanent hearing loss.

OLSDA0006

1.a. Thank You
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Island County, WA 98239

 

The DEIS fails to address the effects of noise on hearing and tinnitus and consequential
medical costs associated with hearing loss by stating that civilians would need to be
exposed to noise emitted by the Growlers for 40 years before there is a permanent shift
in hearing. This defies all scientific and audiological evidence to the contrary, even by the
US military itself. Hearing loss and tinnitus are the MOST compensated injuries in the
military and increasing annually (US Dept. of Veteran Affairs.) That and failure to address
the effects of impact or sudden noise must be more fully delineated.

OLSDA0007

1.a. Thank You
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss



Island County, WA 98239

 

The DEIS obfuscates the effects of FCLP jet noise on classroom interruptions by
averaging interruptions with periods when jets are not practicing. The average
understates interruption events compared with event frequency during FCLP sessions,
which are as frequent as an interruption every 1-2 minutes. Interruptions of such
frequency complicate teaching and thwart student concentration and break the focus of
teacher and student. In addition the EPA states, “Noise can pose a serious threat to a
child’s physical and psychological health, including learning and behavior,” but the DEIS
has not recognized the contemporary research. These oversights and failings must be
properly addressed and reanalyzed.

OLSDA0008

1.a. Thank You
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Island County, WA 98239

The DEIS fails to address the potential effects of sleep disturbance due to Growler
overflights, despite the admission that there will be an increase in the “percent probability
of awakening for all scenarios…” While music torture is still permitted under US law, the
United National Convention against Torture defines torture as “any act by which severe
pain of suffering, whether physical or mental…” Sleep disturbance results in serious
physical and emotional symptoms such as cognitive impairment, impaired immune
system, adverse birth outcomes, risk of heart disease, risk of diabetes, not mentioning
the number of work hours/days lost from lack of sleep. The DEIS must forthrightly
address the impacts of sleep disturbance on residences affected by OLFC night
operations.

OLSDA0009

1.a. Thank You
4.p. Sleep Disturbance
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Island County, WA 98239

The DEIS noise levels were based on about 30% of the proposed 8800 to 35,000+
operations at OLFC being conducted on Path 14. Since 2013, when the transition to
Growlers was relatively complete, the highest use of Path 14 has been about 2 to 10%
because, as base commander Captain Nortier explained Growlers are only rarely
capable of using Path 14. The DEIS 30% use projection of path 14 greatly understates
the DNL noise impacts for path 32 and overstates the impacts on Path 14. This mistake
must be corrected.

OLSDA0010

1.a. Thank You
3.e. Field Carrier Landing Practice Patterns
3.f. Field Carrier Landing Practice Operation Totals
3.g. Field Carrier Landing Practice Evolutions and High Tempo



Island County, WA 98239

 

Perfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) have been discovered in numerous wells adjacent to
OLFC and are believed attributable to fire-retardant foam use at OLFC. The DEIS,
however, dismissed addressing the related past, present, and future impacts and
problems associated with PFAS, even though the EPA has set a Health Advisory that has
been exceeded by 16-fold in some of the impacted wells. Leakage of PFAS in storage or
their use in a crash event is a hugely relevant environmental impact that must be
addressed. And the public must be given the opportunity to comment.

OLSDA0011

1.a. Thank You
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances



Island County, WA 98239

Environmental Justice analysis overlooked the fact that farm workers, gardeners, and
recycle center workers are almost entirely composed of low-income and/or ethnic
minorities, and because they must work outside, they are disproportionately affected by
overhead Growler noise.

OLSDA0012

 
1.a. Thank You
13.a. Environmental Justice Impacts



Island County, WA 98239

 

The two most dangerous aspects of flying are the approach, landing and takeoff — in
other words most of the OLFC flight path. The risks are significant (a) because of
unrestrained and major encroachment problems, (b) because OLFC is about 49,000
acres below and the runway about 3000 feet short of FCLP standard for Growlers, (c)
because the pilots are mostly students flying the F-18 airframe which is 5.5 times more
likely to crash than its EA-6B (Prowler) predecessor, and (d) FCLP operations occur at
low elevations that increase likelihood of bird strikes exacerbated by the significant
shoreline bird population. These risks cannot be mitigated other than by moving the
FCLPs to a suitable 21st century off-Whidbey site.

OLSDA0013

1.a. Thank You
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
3.h. Runway Usage, Flight Tracks, and Altitudes
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children



Island County, WA 98239

 

Island County has unconscionably ignored the Navy’s 2005 AICUZ land-use directives for
Outlying Field Coupeville, especially as reflected by construction permits issued in Noise
Zone 2 areas, where the AICUZ stipulates no residences should occur, as well as other
land uses. Whether due to the County’s willful intent to ignore or due to lack of Navy
assertiveness, it aptly demonstrates the meaningless and ineffectiveness of the AICUZ
and similar land-use provisions in the DEIS. Given the alternatives under consideration in
the DEIS, the Navy should immediately advocate that the County place a moratorium on
all construction permits not compatible with the 2005 AICUZ and DEIS land-use
stipulations until the final EIS is approved.

OLSDA0014

 
1.a. Thank You
7.c. Noise Disclosure



Island County, WA 98239

The Navy has adopted standards that protect their personnel from health and hearing
harm due to excessive noise, yet these standards were ignored by the DEIS for civilians
exposed to the same or greater levels of noise. This DEIS needs to examine how many
civilians would receive exposure doses that exceed the Navy’s defined “hazardous noise
zone” threshold (i.e., an area where the 8-hour time-weighted average exceeds 84 dBA
[or 140 dB peak sound pressure level, SPL, for impact or impulse noise] for more than 2
days in any month).

OLSDA0015

1.a. Thank You
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss



Island County, WA 98239

 

Much like the tobacco industry did years ago, the DEIS selectively and reprehensively
cites and relies on out-of-date medical research findings on impacts of noise on human
health that are at odds with the overwhelming body of contemporary research. This
obfuscation renders the DEIS findings incomplete and disingenuous and demands an
honest, complete, forthright evaluation of the contemporary formal medical literature.

OLSDA0016

1.a. Thank You
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Island County, WA 98239

The DEIS misconstrued important finding of the National Park Service’s 2015 noise study
at Ebey’s Landing Historic National Reserve and obfuscated forthright analysis of the
impacts on visitor experience. That misconstruction has to be credibly revised to properly
characterize the real impacts.

OLSDA0017

1.a. Thank You
4.j. Other Reports



Island County, WA 98239

 

The DEIS claim that the JGL noise study was “flawed” is disingenuous and
unsupportable, whereas in actuality the Wyle modeled noise levels have not been
validated with on-site noise data.

OLSDA0018

1.a. Thank You
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.j. Other Reports



Island County, WA 98239

 

The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) noise contours depicted in the DEIS are
misleading and fallacious for two reasons: (1) inappropriate use of 365-day averaging
rather busy-day averaging, and (2) holding up as scientifically valid an outdated,
misleading, and scientifically invalidated DNL threshold for high noise annoyance.

OLSDA0019

1.a. Thank You
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels



Island County, WA 98239

The DEIS did not comply with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) by failing to
judiciously examine off-Whidbey Island sites to conduct flight carrier land practice
(FCLP).

OLSDA0020

1.a. Thank You
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
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OLSLI0001

1.a. Thank You
12.h. Tourism
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
7.d. Recreation and Wilderness Analysis and Study Area
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



Clinton, WA 98236

 

I live in Clinton on Whidbey Island, Washington - we are very proud to have NAS
Whidbey on Whidbey Island. It makes me so proud, PROUD, to see and hear the training
jets when they fly over my home on the south end! When possible, I go out on my deck
and wave to them. I know they can't see me but I just feel the need to cheer them on.
God bless you for protecting and preserving our United States of America.

OLSMA0001

1.a. Thank You



Coupeville, WA 98239

As a parent, grandparent, and wife of a veteran who taught in both Coupeville and Oak
Harbor, I see the only options provided in the draft EIS are whether to sacrifice the
children of the Oak Harbor area or the children of Coupeville--their hearing, cognitive
development, and lives when an accident occurs or when an enemy finds that having all
Growlers based in one vulnerable location makes that island an ideal ground zero. The
no-action alternative should be explored as a viable alternative.

OLSMA0002

1.a. Thank You
2.l. No Action Alternative
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children



Coupeville, WA 98239

Like many Coupeville residents and tourists, I shop at the Coupeville Farmers Market on
Saturdays on the community green. I have two concerns related to our shopping
experience. One is that at some level of OLFC flights, flights would occur on Saturdays,
making the shopping experience unpleasant and possibly painful. The second is that if
our local farmers are unable to work their fields due to noise and/or accident potential,
there would be no produce to sell and, therefore, no market or source of fresh local
produce.

OLSMA0003

1.a. Thank You
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
5.a. Accident Potential Zones



Coupeville, WA 98239

 

Affordable housing on Whidbey Island is in extremely short supply. The draft EIS lists
numbers of Navy personnel and dependents that will be added, but does not appear to
consider the additional community support workers that must be added as well. Where
are these Navy personnel going to live? Will the Navy provide housing? Or will many
need to live off the island and commute on a two-lane bridge that is already at high
capacity? What additional help will the Navy provide to the school districts to build
additional schools and/or classrooms and improve sound insulation?

OLSMA0004

1.a. Thank You
12.i. Housing Access and Affordability
12.m. Education Impacts



Coupeville, WA 98239

Please include Coupeville Middle and High School, outdoor education both there and at
Coupeville Elementary School, Rhododendron Park playfields, WhidbeyHealth Hospital,
and CareAge of Whidbey in your noise and accident modelling. And please use
modelling techniques that are actually relevant to touch-and-go flights.

OLSMA0005

1.a. Thank You
4.l. Points of Interest



Bellevue, WA 98008

 

I am opposed to training flights over national park, wilderness, and tribal lands on the
Olympic Peninsula. Parks, wilderness and tribal lands should be left naturally quite and
serene at all times. The proposed training intrusions are unacceptable.

OLSRC0001

1.a. Thank You
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
7.d. Recreation and Wilderness Analysis and Study Area
9.a. Consideration of Tribes



Coupeville, WA 98239

Living on an island in Puget Sound which, in case of an earthquake, will have a difficult
time getting on and off the island, if this Navy proposal is finalized, will add man
personnel to handle all of the infrastructure. With today's news about the North Koreans
having stockpiled nerve gas, dirty bombs etc, what will stop them from sending
interballistic missiles our way since we will be housing the ENTIRE fleet of EA-18G
Growlers? It seems that building one less jet we could build quite a few landing strips
shaped like carriers in more remote areas (east of the Cascades?) where there is less
population. This seems like a true idiotic proposal where one or more bombs could wipe
out an entire fleet.

OLSVE0001

1.a. Thank You
1.e. Risk of Terrorist Attack
16.a. Geological Hazards (Seismic, Liquefaction, Bluff Erosion, and
Landslides)
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated



1. Name_ .~~-----'---""'"""-""'--'--'--------'--

2. Organization/ Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired military) 

_Resident, Citizen,Veteran, retired school teacher ___ ~---

3. Address_  Coupevme, WA 98239 _________ _ 

4. Email dbey.net_~~-------~-----'--

Increases in Outlying Field (OLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools and 
quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. This is a burden 

greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

Comments 
The environmental impacts of the following issues due to increased flight operations at the OLF are not 
adequately addressed in the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS): 

X Health effects from noise and low-frequency sound. 

X Businesses, schools, hospital, and County and Town public government operations in the 
Coupeville area. 

X A decrease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville, hiking and birding at Ebey's Landing 
National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference Center, Fort Casey State Park, The Pacific Rim 
Institute. 

X A decrease in private property values due to noise. 

X Outdoor recreation limits, as well as children's and family's health, at Rhododendron Park ball 
fields. 

X Noise impacts on commercial properties including agriculture. 

X Aquafer and well contamination. 

Additional Concerns: 

(over) 

OLSVE0002

1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
3.a. Aircraft Operations
4.a. General Noise Modeling
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



X The addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones ( APZs) surrounding OLF will 
restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

X The Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere despite this being one of 
the !OP issues from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

X The impact on marine and terrestrial wildlife. 

X The major security risk for Whidbey Island by siting all Growlers here. 

X Mishaps and crash risks due to problems such as their onboard oxygen system. 

Please include any additional comments and concerns here: 
I am a retired public school Music Teacher and Musician. My wife and I have lived here in 
Central Whidbey for over 40 years. Parts of my family lived here before NAS arrived in the 
early '40's. 
The original effect on Whidbey Island was minimal compared to what is projected for the 
future. Back in the 40's it was a very peaceful place to live. Even when the PBY's arrived, 
Oak Harbor welcomed the Navy and their prop planes as a way to support our war efforts. 
These prop planes were quiet compared to what is around today, and they basically took off 
and landed when necessary. There was none of this touch-and-go stuff in the middle of the 
night for hours on end. 
The expectation was the Navy would depart after the war ended. In fact, the Navy also had 
assumed they would be leaving, but changed their minds in 1946 after the war was over. 
The Outlying Field (OLF) wasn't even a part of NAS Whidbey. It was part of the Sand Point 
NAS which is now closed. 
We in Central Whidbey share this wonderful community with many active and retired Navy 
personnel. They are friends and neighbors. Our beef is not with Navy personnel. It's with 
the decision-making which occurs as far up as the Pentagon. I know many Navy friends who 
also are upset with the decisions made in D.C. 
Why doesn't the Navy still use bases which used the older and quieter Prowlers to do touch
and-go in other areas of the country? (California, Florida and Nevada, for example) Why is 
the State of Washington (especially the Puget Sound Region) the center for so many military 
bases? 
Hearing about relations deteriorating with China, Iran and North Korea, isn't it possible that, 
if interballistic missiles were used in the future, the Puget Sound region, with all its military 
bases, would be a prime target? 
My suggestion would be to close OLF and no increase the number of Growlers practicing in 
the Oak Harbor area. Let's find an area much less populated than Whidbey Island to do 
these exercises. 
Let's bring back peace and quiet to beautiful Whidbey Island. 

OLSVE0002



Coupeville, WA 98239

I am a retired elementary music teacher having taught my last 20 plus years in Coupeville
and Oak Harbor, Washington. In the 70's and early 80's I taught in Coupeville. At that
time there was very little touch and go happening at OLF, and the aircraft was the EA-6B
Prowler. There was also very little flying at OLF during the school day. Even then (being
in a portable), I would have to stop teaching when the jets flew overhead. In most of the
80's and 90's I taught at  in Oak Harbor, again in a portable.
There was much more flying going on up north, and, having very little insulation in the
music portable, I would have to wait for the jets to finish flying overhead before we could
continue with a music lesson. And today the quieter Prowler has been replaced by the
much more obnoxious E-18 Growler. Not only is it much louder but the plans call for
exponentially increasing the numbers from 57 to 160. This should greatly affect student
learning on our north end of the island. Reading in the latest News Times that a
Washington State Department of Health report that analyzed existing studies
contradicted the Navy's claim that there is no link between military jet noise and health, I
wonder if many students in Central and North Whidbey schools could be and have
hearing loss due to all the jet noise. The report also found evidence that the military jet
noise can affect children's cognitive abilities. Instead of calling the noise "the Sound of
Freedom", maybe we should refer to the noise as "being a threat to public health".
Instead of unloading all this Growler noise, let's spread it around the country to the bases
previously used by Prowlers.

OLSVE0003

1.a. Thank You
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



EA-18G Growler EIS Project Manager 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard 
Norfolk, VA 23508 
Attention: Code EV21/SS 

Dear Project Manager, 

I am an active voter of 37 years, living on the Quimper Peninsula, 
Middlepoint area; 17 miles as the crow flies, from Naval Air Station 
Whidbey Island. 

27 years at this peaceful location, then 3 years ago I started living with 
earplugs from the continued bombardment of Navy Growlers flying over my 
home. You can hear this ridiculously loud military war plane approaching 
from ten miles away transiting our once quiet neighborhood. 
My sanity along with thousands of local citizens are being destroyed. 

I ask you to stop the rolling thunder falling from our skies from the U.S. 
Navy Growlers. 

We, the community, are the collateral damage of the U.S. Navy Weapon 
System. 

This is not a way of life at all, in any true sense; 
it is "humanity hanging a cross of iron"! 
(Dwight D. Eisenhower) 

The alternatives proposed in the Navy DEIS are "Not Ok". 

 
 

Port Townsend WA 98368 

OLTRI0001

1.a. Thank You
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Port Townsend, WA 98368

EA-18G Growler EIS Project Manager Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic
6506 Hampton Boulevard Norfolk, VA 23508 Attention: Code EV21/SS Dear Project
Manager, I am an active voter of 37 years, living on the Quimper Peninsula, Middlepoint
area; 17 miles as the crow flies, from Naval Air Station Whidbey Island. 27 years at this
peaceful location, then 3 years ago I started living with earplugs from the continued
bombardment of Navy Growlers flying over my home. You can hear this ridiculously loud
military war plane approaching from ten miles away transiting our once quiet
neighborhood. My sanity along with thousands of local citizens are being destroyed. . I
ask you to stop the rolling thunder falling from our skies from the U.S. Navy Growlers.
We, the community, are the collateral damage of the U.S. Navy Weapon System. This is
not a way of life at all, in any true sense; it is “humanity hanging a cross of iron”! (Dwight
D. Eisenhower) The alternatives proposed in the Navy DEIS are “Not Ok”.

 Port Townsend WA 98368

OLTRI0002

1.a. Thank You
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



1. 

Draft Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-18G Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by January 25, 2017 

Online at: 

By mail at 

www.whidbeyeis.com 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic., 6506 Hampton Boulevard., Norfolk., VA 

23508., Attn: Code EV21/SS 

Name 

2. Organization/ Affiliation (resident, _citizen, business, nonprofit, veterc!!1 retired military) 

A/.,M-,~ ,,u~r ,,/~ ttifJd ;t4,~v1 .,t:, C,-= -k.J/ j_ ,cµ/, jf~t;,._ 

3. Address  CO u r If VJ LL.E w~-1, 7%7:39 

4. Email --------------------------------
5. 

6. Please check here if you would NOT like to be on the Coupeville Community Allies email list 

Comments 
Check all that concern you. For additional information see www.facebook.com/whidbeyeis 

~ Increases in Outlying Field (OLF} operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools 
and quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. Increasing 
OLF operations by 36 % to 475%, with up to 135 flight operations daily, will double the residential areas and 
increase by 10-fold the commercial areas impacted by noise. This is a burden greater than the 
Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

)l{ Increased operations at OLF risk greater aquifer and well contamination. Wens near OLF have now found 
to be contaminated with toxic PFOA cornpounds from Navy firefighting foarn w 1ich the Navy conlit1ues Lu 

use for aircraft fires. The extent of contamination has not been determined nor have results been shared 
with the community. There is no mitigation plan in place. 

' .I }ff The addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones (APZs) surrounding OLF will restrict 
property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

(over) 

OLVAR0001

1.a. Thank You
1.b. Best Available Science and Data
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.h. Tourism
12.i. Housing Access and Affordability
12.j. Property Values
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
13.a. Environmental Justice Impacts
2.a. Purpose and Need
2.b. Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement and Analysis
Conducted
2.c. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.b. Land Use Compatibility and Air Installations Compatible Use
Zones



D The Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere, despite this being the #1 
request from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

D An additional 880-1,574 personnel and dependents would severely impact our tight housing market, 
decreasing the already low stock of affordable housing on Whidbey Island. 

P( Single-siting Growlers at NASWI presents a major terrorist risk to our Island, which is served by one 
bridge and two ferries. All active electronic warfare jets in the US Military would be at NASWI. 

~ The Growlers are at risk for more mishaps and crashes due to problems with their onboard oxygen 
system that can cause pilot hypoxia, with over 100 incidents in all F/A-18 airframes in 2015 alone. 
Increases in OLF operations increase the risk of crashes on Whidbey Island and in Puget Sound. 

What else you can do 

1. Get involved. To volunteer, email us: coupevillecommunityallies@gmail.com 

2. Call (best) or email your elected officials and share your concerns. The number of 
calls are important. 

a. U.S. Senator Patty Murray: 206.5 53.5 545; www.murray.senate.gov 
b. U.S. Senator Maria Cantwell: 425.303.0114; www.cantwell.senate.gov 

c. U.S. Congressman Rick Larson: 800.652.1385; rick.larsen@mail.house.gov 
d. Governor Jay lnslee: 360.902.4111; governor.wa.gov 

To Learn More 

./ To receive email updates, or to get involved, email us at 
coupevillecommunityallies@gmail.com 

./ Follow us on Facebook at Coupeville Community Allies 

./ Review the Draft EIS and appendices at www.whidbeyeis.com 

All comments submitted by January 25, 2017 will become a part of the public record and will be addressed in the final EIS. 
Personally identifiable information of individuals will be kept confidential and not released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by 
the commenter or as required by law. City, state and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

OLVAR0001



Burien, WA 98166

 

Don't need the noise.

OPFBI0001

1.a. Thank You



. 

Navy DRAFT Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) 
To add 36 Growlers to the 82 already based at 

Naval Air Station Whidbey Island {NASWI) 

- ----- -.#',.. __ .... 

Meeting with the NA VY 
Lopez Center for Community and the Arts 
Wednesday, December 7, 2016 
Drop in: 3 - 6 pm 

What is this meeting about? 

.. 
To view the Draft EIS: 
Hard Copy at the Lopez Library 
Online: http://www.whidbeyeis.com/ 
CurrentEISDocuments,aspx 

At the Scoping Meeting in 2014, the Navy asked for comments on what we wanted them to 
consider - before adding 36 Growlers to NASWI. They have supposedly done that and the 
Draft EIS (1,500 pages) presents the results of what they considered and their reasons for not 
incorporating certain public suggestions. 

The Draft EIS presents 3 Action Alternatives - all of which include adding an additional 35 or 36 
Growlers to NASWI. 

The meeting will be an opportunity to ask questions of the Navy personnel which may 
help clarify your concerns and help us create useful comments to submit 

Our job NOW is to read the Draft EIS and find: 
* Errors or new information that would change the analysis and conclusions. 
* Things that are incorrect, incomplete or need to be clarified. 
* A substantially different Alternative that meets the Navy purpose and need. 

We need to comment by January 25, 2017: 
This is a time to say IDQm than "I'm opposed to adding 36 more Growlers." We have to say 
specifically where the Navy analysis is incorrect or incomplete. Comments need to be supported 
by Draft EIS page number, explanations, facts and references. In Federal procedures only 
individuals who have commented can object when the Decision is made. 

Suggested comments begin on the next page. Feel free to edit or use your own words. 

Page 5 is a summary of the comments. You can fill jn your name and address and drop 
the sheet jnto the comment box at the oecember 7th meeting. 

11/29/16 www.QuietSkies.info 1 of 6 

ORCST0001

1.a. Thank You
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.j. Other Reports
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.t. Noise Mitigation
6.f. Fuel Dumping
7.h. San Juan Islands National Monument



Suggested Comments on the Navy Draft EIS 

1. Not evaluating the low-frequency noise characteristics of the Growler 
Section 3.2 - Noise Associated with Aircraft Operations - makes no mention of the signature low
frequency noise of the Growler. All of the noise analysis is solely based on A-weighted sound 
(dBA) which ignores the lower frequencies, and is therefore deficient. 

Nevertheless, the Draft EIS at 4-194 states 11 
... the 2012 study included a brief examination of 

low-frequency noise associated with Growler overflights at 1,000 feet AGL in takeoff, cruise, and 
approach configuration/power conditions ... The study found that takeoff condition ... overall C
weighted sound level of 115 dBC. The Growler would exhibit C-weighted sound levels up to 101 
dBC when cruising and 109 dBC (gear down) at approach." Page 4-193 states "According to 
Hubbard (1982), a person inside a structure can sense noise through vibration of the primary 
components of a building, such as the floors, walls, and windows; by the rattling of objects; ... 11 

The World Health Organization "Guidelines on Community Noise" (Berglund, 1999) 
http ://apps. who. intliris/bitstream/10665/66217 /1 /a68672.pdf states: 

11When prominent low frequency components are present, noise measures based on A
weighting are inappropriate;" 
"Since A-weighting underestimates the sound pressure level of noise with low frequency 
components, a better assessment of health effects would be to use C-weighting" 

Closing windows and doors provides limited reduction for low frequency noise entering a 
building as measured by sound Transmission Loss tests (see graph on http:// 
windowanddoor.com/article/04-april-2007/understandinq-basics-sound-control). Therefore 
assumptions throughout the study assuming an average noise level reduction with windows 
closed is optimistic. 

RECOMMENDATION: Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies 
(C-weighted, dBC). 

2. Discounting Health Effects of Noise 
The Draft EIS at 3-22 states 11No studies have shown a definitive causal and significant 
relationship between aircraft noise and health. Inconsistent results from studies examining noise 
exposure and cardiovascular health have led the World Health Organization (2000) to conclude 
that there was only a weak association between long- term noise exposure and hypertension 
and cardiovascular effects." 

The statement above disagrees with multiple findings in the WHO "Guidelines on Community 
Noise" (Berglund, 1999): 

"For a good night's sleep, the equivalent sound level should not exceed 30 dB(A) for continuous 
background noise, and individual noise events exceeding 45 dB(A) should be avoided." 

11For noise with a large proportion of low frequency sounds a still lower guideline is 
recommended" 
"It should be noted that a large proportion of low frequency components in a noise may 

increase considerably the adverse effects on health" 
"The evidence on low frequency noise is sufficiently strong to warrant immediate concern" 
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Waye (2004) finds 11As low frequencies propagate with little attenuation through walls and 
windows, many people may be exposed to low frequency noise in their dwellings. Sleep 
disturbance, especially with regard to time to fall asleep and tiredness in the morning, are 
commonly reported in case studies on low frequency noise. However, the number of studies 
where sleep disturbance is investigated in relation to the low frequencies in the noise is limited. 
Based on findings from available epidemiological and experimental studies, the review gives 
indications that sleep disturbance due to low frequency noise warrants further concern." 
http://www. noiseandhealth .erg/text. asp ?2004/6/23/87131661 

Specific guidelines are found in the 11WHO Night Noise Guidelines for Europe11 (2005), Table 5.1, 
"Summary of effects and threshold levels for effects where sufficient evidence is available." 
http://www.euro. who.inU data/assets/pdf file/0017 /43316/E92845.pdf 

During Scoping 1785 comments were submitted on Noise and Vibration and 914 on Health 
Effects (Table 1.9-5). 

The Navy has not demonstrated there are no health impacts from Growler noise. 

RECOMMENDATION: Recognize the impacts of low frequency Growler noise on health. 

3. Exclusion of San Juan County Noise Reports 
Section 1.9.5 states "The Navy continues to evaluate noise reports that have been developed 
by independent sources and review their findings in conjunction with this EIS analysis." Not 
included in the Draft EIS is data collected by San Juan County (SJC) http://slcgis.org/aircraft
noise-reporting/ Data collected since May 14, 2014 has been regularly sent to NASWI. 

More than 6000 citizen reports include date, time, location and noise characteristics. The Navy 
should correlate that data with the information they collect on flight tracks to understand what 
activity causes disruptive noise in SJC. Actual noise reports and measurements should be used 
to benchmark the computer modeled noise impacts used for evaluation and decision-making. 
Reports can also help to develop mitigation measures. 

RECOMMENDATION: Incorporate San Juan County noise reports in the EIS analysis. 

4. Exclusion of the SJI National Monument 
The Draft EIS suggests that the lands and waters of the San Juan Islands National Monument 
are exempt from National Environmental Policy Act protection because the 2013 proclamation 
establishing the Monument states: "Nothing in this proclamation shall be deemed to restrict safe 
and efficient aircraft operations, including activities and exercises of the Armed Forces in the 
vicinity of the monument.11 

Legally, this only has the effect of preserving the status quo: it clarifies that the creation of the 
National Monument does not place any additional burden on the Navy to justify its operations in 
the vicinity. The President did not-indeed, he did not have the power to exempt the Monument 
area from federal laws that already applied to wildlife there. Hence creation of the Monument did 
not exempt the Navy from NEPA or Endangered Species Act with respect to wildlife in the 
Monument, such as Marbled Murrelets or marine mammals. 
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At 3.5.2.4 the Draft EIS acknowledges "However, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) has 
determined that BLM-owned and controlled lands in the San Juan Islands National Monument 
possess wilderness characteristics.11 It also concedes that the Monument is subjected to a 
maximum noise level of 95 dB (SEL) an estimated 372 times per year (at 3-34) 

RECOMMENDATION: Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument 
and remove language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 

5. Exclusion of New Technology Alternatives 
In 2014 the Department of Defense successfully demonstrated carrier takeoff, landing, and 
formation flying capabilities of the unmanned X-478 prototype that is part of the Unmanned 
Carrier-Launched Airborne Surveillance and Strike (UCLASS) program. http:// 
breakingdefense .com/2014/08/x-4 7b-drone-manned-f-18-take-off-land-together-in-historic-test 
The UCLASS jets can meet the Purpose and Need, delivering the same capability for electronic 
surveillance and attack against enemy radar and communications systems as the Growlers. 

This Alternative has many benefits. Because of its inherent automation UCLASS would 
significantly reduce the amount of land-based training that impacts our community. It eliminates 
the high risk to the Growler's two-person crew from advanced anti-aircraft threats. The smaller 
UCLASS vehicle is lighter and uses Jess fuel. Eliminating the $3 billion purchase of 36 Growlers 
will save taxpayer money. Some experts believe we are already flying the last generation of 
manned military aircraft. With a focused effort the Navy could deploy the UCLASS while the 
existing 82 Growlers carry out the mission. 

RECOMMENDATION: Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets instead of 
more Growlers. 

6. Lack of Commitment to Noise Mitigation 
At 1-20 the Draft EIS discusses Noise Mitigation. The only cited measure in place is "to share 
flight schedules and other information and to solicit public feedback." Potential measures 
include construction and operation of a noise suppression facility for engine maintenance (Hush 
House), Engine Chevrons (noise reduction) and MAGIC CARPET (automating parts of carrier 
landing which will reduce FCLP training activity). 

Further discussion on Existing Mitigation at 3-30 states 11 NAS Whidbey Island has noise
abatement procedures ... to minimize aircraft noise. Airfield procedures used to minimize/abate 
noise ... include optimizing of flight tracks, restricting maintenance run-up hours, runway 
optimization, and other procedures .... Additionally, aircrews are directed, to the maximum 
extent practicable, to employ prudent airmanship techniques to reduce aircraft noise impacts 
and to avoid sensitive areas except when operational safety dictates otherwise." 

Each Alternative is an irrevocable decision to add 35 or 36 Growlers at NASWI. Therefore the 
Navy should commit to Mitigation measures as part of the Final EIS and Record of Decision. 
Since experts have identified the need for additional research on health effects of low frequency 
noise the Navy should sponsor this research. 

RECOMMENDATION: Commit to Mitigation Measures with timelines in the Record of 
Decision. 
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2. Organization/Affiliation _ ___ a~.(£~-· ,e_ t _l.;..-, l.__.d .... ' ___ VJ-b.,Q __ \~.-m< ...... ~-----
3. Addr~ss. '?·i· (:~ 
4. E-mail ~ /t: __ 

I ' 

5. Please check here [j if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6. Please check here ~ou would like your name/address kept private 

7. Please check here 0 if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS 

Comments 
Note: For Draft EIS page citations and supporting references see www.QuietSkies.info 

1. Evaluate impacts of the Growler at low frequencies (C-weighted, dBC). 

2. Recognize the impacts of low frequency Growler noise on health. 

3. Incorporate San Juan County noise reports in the EIS analysis. 

4. Evaluate impacts of the Alternatives on the SJI National Monument and remove 

language stating that the Monument is exempt from NEPA. 

5. Evaluate a new Alternative that deploys UCLASS jets instead of more Growlers. 

6. Commit to Mitigation Measures and timelines in the Record of Decision. 
7. Add your own comments here: 

(Continue on the back) 
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Oak Harbor, WA 98277

Comparing the training and operational needs of the Navy on Whidbey Island with those
of local residents feels lopsided. How do you argue with "the Sound of Freedom"? I would
like to raise my voice nonetheless and say that the noise created by the Growlers is
already highly disruptive to daily life and an increase in flights and activities will have an
extremely negative impact on residents. I teach locally and at two of our schools lessons
are interrupted repeatedly each day by flyovers. It's not just plugging ears for a few
minutes, but a loss of attention, a loss of a teachable moment, and the resultant loss of
time while you rebuild to where you were. Some days interruptions are so frequent we
might as well have stayed home. At the other schools the flyovers are less frequent, but
still irritating. While the jets are overhead all action stops. No matter where you are and
what you are engaged in conversation, work, exercise, everything stops. It's like having
repeated earthquake drills. Stop, duck and cover. We stop, cover our ears and wait. I
don't know how to quantify the discomfort and disruption other than to say it is already
excessive and any increase will surely be unbearable. What do I recommend? Ideally a
second location to share the duties of this base. Yes, this would be expensive and take
time to build. But that would be my preference. Saturation of this area with this noise will
erode our community. Can't the new Growlers be based elsewhere? I cringe to think of
living with more of them.

ORMIN0001

1.a. Thank You
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.h. C-Weighted Noise, Low Frequency Noise, and Vibrations
4.n. Speech Interference (Indoor and Outdoor)
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.p. Sleep Disturbance



Coupeville, WA 98239

12.The DEIS fails to address the potential effects of sleep disturbance due to Growler
overflights, despite the admission that there will be an increase in the "percent probability
of awakening for all scenarios…" While music torture is still permitted under US law, the
United National Convention against Torture defines torture as "any act by which severe
pain of suffering, whether physical or mental…" Sleep disturbance results in serious
physical and emotional symptoms such as cognitive impairment, impaired immune
system, adverse birth outcomes, risk of heart disease, risk of diabetes, not mentioning
the number of work hours/days lost from lack of sleep. The DEIS must forthrightly
address the impacts of sleep disturbance on residences affected by OLFC night
operations.

OROSH0001

1.a. Thank You
4.p. Sleep Disturbance
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Coupeville, WA 98239

 

As a retired teacher of the Coupeville School District, I have observed and dealt with
students who have been impacted by a lack of sleep due to late night flights at the OLF
and it's impact on their learning. 13.The DEIS obfuscates the effects of FCLP jet noise on
classroom interruptions by averaging interruptions with periods when jets are not
practicing. The average understates interruption events compared with event frequency
during FCLP sessions, which are as frequent as an interruption every 1-2 minutes.
Interruptions of such frequency complicate teaching and thwart student concentration and
break the focus of teacher and student. In addition the EPA states "Noise can pose a
serious threat to a child's physical and psychological health, including learning and
behavior," but the DEIS has not recognized the contemporary research. These oversights
and failings must be properly addressed and analyzed.

OROSH0002

1.a. Thank You
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.p. Sleep Disturbance
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Coupeville, WA 98239

10.Perfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) have been discovered in numerous wells adjacent
to OLFC and are believed attributable to fire-retardant foam use at OLFC. The DEIS,
however, dismissed addressing the past, present, and future impacts and problems
associated with PFAS, even though the EPA has set a Health Advisory that has been
exceeded by 16-fold in some of these wells. Leakage of PFAS in storage or use in a
crash event is a hugely relevant environmental impact must be addressed and the public
must be given the opportunity to comment.

OROSH0003

1.a. Thank You
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances



Coupeville, WA 98239

11.The DEIS noise levels were based on about 30% of the proposed 8800 to 35,000+
operations at OLFC being conducted on Path 14. Since 2013, when the transition to
Growlers was complete, the highest use of Path 14 has been about 2 to 10% because,
as base commander Captain Nortier explained Growlers are only rarely capable of using
Path 14. The DEIS 30% overestimated use of path 14 greatly understates the DNL noise
impacts for path 32 and overstates the impacts on Path 14. This mistake must be
corrected.

OROSH0004

1.a. Thank You
3.e. Field Carrier Landing Practice Patterns
3.f. Field Carrier Landing Practice Operation Totals
3.g. Field Carrier Landing Practice Evolutions and High Tempo



Coupeville, WA 98239

8.The two most dangerous aspects of flying are the approach, landing and takeoff -- in
other words most of the OLFC flight path. The risks are significant (a) because of
significant encroachment problems, (b) because OLFC is about 49,000 acres below and
the runway about 3000 feet short of standard for Growlers, (c) because the pilots are
mostly students flying the F-18 airframe which is 5.5 times more likely to crash than its
EA-6B (Prowler) predecessor, and (d) FCLP operations occur at low elevations that
increase likelihood of bird strikes with the significant shoreline bird population. These
risks cannot be mitigated other than by moving the FCLPs off a suitable 21st century
off-Whidbey site.

OROSH0005

1.a. Thank You
3.b. Flight Tracks and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
3.h. Runway Usage, Flight Tracks, and Altitudes
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children



Coupeville, WA 98239

 

9.Environmental Justice analysis overlooked the fact that farm workers, gardeners, and
recycle center workers are almost entirely composed of low-income and/or ethnic
minorities, and because they must work outside, they are disproportionately affected by
overhead Growler noise.

OROSH0006

 
1.a. Thank You
13.a. Environmental Justice Impacts



Coupeville, WA 98239

 

6.The Navy has adopted standards that protect their personnel from health and hearing
harm due to excessive noise, yet these standards were ignored by the DEIS for civilians
exposed to the same or greater levels of noise. This DEIS needs to examine how many
civilians would receive exposure doses that exceed the Navy’s defined hazardous noise
zone threshold (i.e., “an area where the 8-hour time-weighted average exceeds 84 dBA
[or 140 dB peak sound pressure level, SPL, for impact or impulse noise] for more than 2
days in any month”).

OROSH0007

1.a. Thank You
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss



Coupeville, WA 98239

7.Island County land-use policies, plans, as reflected by the construction permits issued,
have largely defied the Navy’s 2005 AICUZ directives for Outlying Field Coupeville, such
as no residences in a noise zone 2. Whether due to willful intent to ignore by the County
or to lack of Navy assertiveness, it aptly demonstrates the meaningless and
ineffectiveness of the AICUZ and attendant land-use provisions in the DEIS. Given the
alternatives under consideration in the DEIS, the Navy should be immediately advocating
to the County to place a moratorium on all construction permits not compatible with the
2005 AICUZ and DEIS land-use stipulations until the final EIS is approved.

OROSH0008

 
1.a. Thank You
7.c. Noise Disclosure



Coupeville, WA 98239

14.The DEIS fails to address the effects of noise on hearing and tinnitus and
consequential medical costs associated with hearing loss by stating that civilians would
need to be exposed to noise emitted by the Growlers for 40 years before there is a
permanent shift in hearing. This defies all scientific and audiological evidence to the
contrary, even by the US military itself. Hearing loss and tinnitus are the MOST
compensated injuries in the military and increasing annually (US Dept. of Veteran
Affairs.) That and failure to address the effects of impact or sudden noise must be more
fully delineated.

OROSH0009

1.a. Thank You
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss



Coupeville, WA 98239

15.The DEIS fails to adequately address the effects of high noise levels during pregnancy
provoking significantly higher risk for smaller newborns, gestational hypertension,
cognitive abnormalities, and permanent hearing loss.

OROSH0010

1.a. Thank You
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Coupeville, WA 98239

1.The DEIS did not comply with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) by failing
to judiciously examine off-Whidbey Island sites to conduct flight carrier land practice
(FCLP).

OROSH0011

1.a. Thank You
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated



Coupeville, WA 98239

 

4.The DEIS misconstrued important finding of the National Park Service’s 2015 noise
study at Ebey’s Landing Historic National Reserve and obfuscated forthright analysis of
the impacts on visitor experience. That misconstruct has to be credibly revised to
properly characterize the real impacts.

OROSH0012

1.a. Thank You
4.j. Other Reports



Coupeville, WA 98239

5.Much like the tobacco industry did years ago, the DEIS selectively and reprehensively
cites and relies on out-of-date medical research findings on impacts of noise on human
health that are at odds with the overwhelming body of contemporary research. This
obfuscation renders the DEIS findings incomplete and disingenuous and demands an
honest, complete, forthright evaluation of the contemporary formal medical literature.

OROSH0013

1.a. Thank You
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Coupeville, WA 98239

2.The annual Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) noise contours depicted in the DEIS are
misleading and fallacious for two reasons: (1) inappropriate use of 365-day averaging
rather busy-day averaging, and (2) holding up as scientifically valid an outdated,
misleading, and scientifically invalidated DNL threshold for high noise annoyance.

OROSH0014

1.a. Thank You
4.d. Day-Night Average Sound Level Metric
4.g. Average Annual Day/Average Busy Day Noise Levels



Coupeville, WA 98239

 

3.The DEIS claim that the JGL noise study was “flawed” is disingenuous and
unsupportable, whereas in actuality the Wyle modeled noise levels have not been
validated with on-site noise data.

OROSH0015

1.a. Thank You
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.j. Other Reports



Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-18G Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by February 24, 2017 
SEND COPIES OF YOUR COMMENTS TO OUR ELECTED OFFICIALS 

Online at: 
By mail at 

http://www.whidbeyeis.com/Comment.aspx 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 
23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

2. Organization/ Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veterdn, retired rni;.~.;ryj 

4. Email _ ____________ _ 

Increases in Outlying Field (OLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools and 
quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. This is a burden 

greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

Comments 
Please check all that concern you and add additional comments on the back. 

The environmental impacts of the following issues due to increased flight operations at the OLF are not 
adequately addressed in the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS}: 

~ Health effects from noise and low-frequency sound. u..sc Ci c::. t"'~l 5, y1 v t" l'Yl v&c...f '~j 

[J/Businesses, schools, hospital, and County and Town public government operations in the 
Coupeville area. 

la'" A decrease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville, hiking and birding at Ebey's Landing 
National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference Center, Fort Casey State Park, The Pacific Rim 
Institute. 

~ decrease in private property values due to noise. 

(over) 

ORRRO0001

1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.m. Impacts to Marine Species and Habitat
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.p. Sleep Disturbance
4.q. Potential Hearing Loss
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.c. Condition of Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
5.d. Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children
5.e. Lack of First Responders at Outlying Landing Field Coupeville
7.g. Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
7.j. Impacts on Outdoor Sports



~Outdoor recreation limits, as well as children's and family's health, at Rhododendron Park ball 
fields. /fo me ,'j t~ ,. cl 

ef Noise impacts on commercial properties including agriculture. 

10 Aquafer and well contamination. 

Additional Concerns: 

if The addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones ( APZs) surrounding OLF will 
restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

~The Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere despite this being one of 
the top issues from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

CY The impact on marine and terrestrial wildlife. 

0" The major security risk for Whidbey Island by siting all Growlers here. 

g/ Mishaps and crash risks due to problems such as their onboard oxygen system. 

Please include any additional comments and concerns here: 

-t:f T 4n, Cq_"'t,ht- o.,.t-s1J..c.. vv'1~n c;I'\ F="/ 1$- "4(>frcc...c-/..i~s mj ec.:.r:s- b~i.:.. 
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~ (\J .ex+r<.~L ~n ,(,~TJ_ 

All comments will become a part of the public record and will be addressed in the final EIS. Personally identifiable information of 
individuals will be kept confidential and not released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. 

City, state and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

For more information, see, Coupeville Community Allies, www.facebook.com/whidbeyeis 

Coupeville Community Allies is a group of community members committed to sharing accurate 
information to all Coupeville and Whidbey Island residents regarding the Growler DEIS. We 
encourage everyone to get involved in the discussion of our future and to submit comments 

and concerns. 
Prepared by Coupeville Community Allies 
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February 10, 2017 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard 
Norfolk, VA 23508 
Attn: Code EV21/SS 

Dear Sir: 

This regards the Growler RPM and EIS for increased Fl 8 flying over Central Whidbey 
Island. I live at , in the landing approach to OLF. I understand for 
the EIS the Navy used modeling of noise data rather than actual data to analyze the 
impact. This does not accurately measure the noise at my home. How about measuring 
actual landing noise over my home? It has to be a health hazard. 

Here are some of the impacts of the current level of flying over my house. If outside 
when an Fl8 approaches, immediately I stop my outdoor activity, go inside and close all 
the windows and doors. My ears ache during the flying and for one to two hours after the 
flying stops. 

Many other quality of life and health issues are also significant: 
a. F 18 flyovers are significantly noisier than A6s. 
b. Walls shake and windows rattle. 
c. We can't use the phone or talk to anyone in the house. 
d. We cannot hear the TV, radio, any music options. 
e. It is difficult to concentrate. 
f I get anxious and very uncomfortable. 
g. I loose sleep because of night flyovers 
h. 

Because of these current health and quality oflife issues, I am totally opposed to 
increased flying at OLF. Increased flying would undoubtedly cause me and my family 
even more harm. 

Respectfully, 

Coupeville, WA 98239 
408 218 8801 

ORRRO0002

1.a. Thank You
12.n. Quality of Life
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



February 10, 2017 

EA-18G EIS Project Manager 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard 
Norfolk, VA 23508 
Attn: Code EV21/SS 

Dear Sir: 

This regards the Growler RPM and EIS for increased Fl 8 flying over Central Whidbey 
Island. I live at 181 Keystone Avenue, in the landing approach to OLF. I understand for 
the EIS the Navy used modeling of noise data rather than actual data to analyze the 
impact. This does not accurately measure the noise at my home. I would appreciate your 
obtaining and using actual noise level measurements. 

Here are some of the impacts of the current level of flying over my house. If outside 
when an F 18 approaches, I immediately get a migraine headache which lasts for hours. I 
must also immediately stop my outdoor activity, go inside and close all the windows and 
doors. Even inside when flying occurs, I often get a headache which lasts some time. 

Many other quality oflife and health issues are also significant: 
a. Fl8 flyovers are significantly noisier than A6s. 
b. Walls shake and windows rattle. 
c. We can't use the phone or talk to anyone in the house. 
d. We cannot hear the TV, radio, any music options. 
e. It is difficult to concentrate. 
f I have difficulty falling asleep, with night flying. 

Because of these current health and quality oflife issues, I am totally opposed to 
increased flying at OLF. Increased flying would undoubtedly cause me and my family 
even more harm. 

Respectfully, 

Coupeville, WA 98239 
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1.a. Thank You
12.n. Quality of Life
4.f. Noise Measurements/Modeling/On-Site Validation
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Environmental Impact Statement Comment Form 
EA-18G Growler Airfield Operations at NAS Whidbey Island Complex 

Comments must be postmarked or submitted online by February 24, 2017 
SEND COPIES OF YOUR COMMENTS TO OUR ELECTED OFFICIALS 

Online at: http://www.whidbeyeis.com/Comment.aspx 
By mail at ~ Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 

23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

Organization/ Affiliation (resident, citizen, business, nonprofit, veteran, retired military) 

c,1, :r::,-t:,A.Jq e1/a112E,1uT <Jr~;:f:l_;r ,~ f~; 
Address . OLF) 

COLLPE.-V!Ll E1 u.JA-- - 9tB5:3'7 
Email ________________________ _ 

Increases in Outlying Field (OLF) operations will significantly harm our property values, health, schools and 
quality of life as well as severely impact our primary industries, tourism and agriculture. This is a burden 

greater than the Coupeville/Central Whidbey community can bear. 

Comments 
Please check all that concern you and add additional comments on the back. 

The environmental impacts of the following issues due to increased flight operations at the OLF are not 
adequately addressed in the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS}: 

'R' Health effects from noise and low-frequency sound. 

~usinesses, schools, hospital, and County and Town public government operations in the 
Coupeville area. 

KA decrease in tourism including in the town of Coupeville, hiking and birding at Ebey's Landing 
National Historical Reserve, the Casey Conference Center, Fort Casey State Park, The Pacific Rim 
Institute. 

~ A decrease in private property values due to noise. 

(over) 

ORRTA0002

1.a. Thank You
1.e. Risk of Terrorist Attack
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
11.a. Groundwater
11.d. Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
12.e. Agriculture Analysis
12.f. Economic Hardship and Impacts
12.h. Tourism
12.j. Property Values
12.l. Community Service Impacts
12.m. Education Impacts
12.n. Quality of Life
2.e. Public Involvement Process
2.k. Range of Alternatives
2.n. Alternatives Considered But Eliminated
3.d. Arrivals and Departures
4.m. Supplemental Metrics
4.o. Classroom Learning Interference
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife
5.a. Accident Potential Zones
5.b. Overtasking/Overloading of Air Traffic Control at Ault Field and
Elsewhere



K Outdoor recreation limits, as well as children's and family's health, at Rhododendron Park ball 
fields. 

':¢-Noise impacts on commercial properties including agriculture. 

~quafer and well contamination. 

Additional Concerns: 

~he addition of large, new, and undefined Accident Potential Zones ( APZs) surrounding OLF will 
restrict property rights and significantly decrease property values. 

ii( The Navy did not adequately look at siting new Growler aircraft elsewhere despite this being one of 
the top issues from the community during the Navy's prior scoping forums. 

~The impact on 111, ii"iilc a nd teirn;;trizl w!!d!ifo. 

~ The major security risk for ·Whidbey Island by siting all Growlers here. 

~ Mishaps and crash risks due to problems such as their onboard oxygen system. 

Please include any additional comments and concerns here: 

All comments will become a part of the public record and will be addressed in the final EIS. Personally identifiable information of 
individuals will be kept confidential and not released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by law. 
City, state and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

For more information, see, Coupeville Community Allies, www.facebook.com/whidbeyeis 

Coupeville Community Allies is a group of community members committed to sharing accurate 
information to all Coupeville and Whidbey Island residents regarding the Growler DEIS. We 
encourage everyone to get involved in the discussion of our future and to submit comments 
and concerns. 

Prepared by Coupeville Community Allies 

ORRTA0002



Coupeville, WA 98239

I believe that the Navy program to increase the mission and number of aircraft on
Whidbey Island are very necessary and needed. The OLF program is particularly
required to insure Navy aviators receive the necessary training for carrier landings. We
have the EA=18G aircraft flying over our heads and believe this is required to insure our
safety. Thank you NAVY for keeping us safe.

ORTDO0001

1.a. Thank You



Thank you for attending the public meeting on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for EA-lBG Growler 
Airfield Operations at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Complex. 

To be most helpful, your comments should be clearly written and describe specific issues or topics. Comments may 
be submitted in one of the following four ways: (1) Provide written comments at today's public meeting; (2) Speak 
with the stenographer, who will record your comments; (3) Submit your comments on the project website at 
www.whidbeyeis.com; or (4) Write your comments and mail them to: Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
Atlantic, 6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21 /SS. 

All comments submitted on the Draft EIS by January 25, 2017, will become part of the public record and will be 
addressed in the Final EIS. The names, street addresses, email addresses and screen names, telephone numbers, 
and other personally identifiable information of individuals who provide comments will be kept confidential and 
will not be released, unless otherwise specifically indicated by the commenter or as required by Jaw. The city, 
state, and five-digit zip code of individuals who provide comments may be released. 

1. Name  
2. Organization/Affiliation k\11J\.Jl-y / ~ \ ~ 

I 

3. Address  

4. E-mail 

5. Please check here I ~ if you would NOT like to be on the mailing list 

6. Please check here if you would like to receive a CD of the Final EIS when available 

~V\-OL~~t:J:. ~~EG=~ &s 
~~:;:~> :;::u;;2jo~c~ ~~it-zJ;;:< 
~ J.f'\,.. f VIJ [e_JL ~ 

tf~~VL~~l~i~~. 
4~ tW ~ ~ ~141 Q td/I~ at«~ to 
' ~W"'Ls~ iA (},, \~h<-., ~ ~fO~ 
~ ~~ \ rl''S - 'b l'K/ v.2 ~ LA-<>-.~ 

(j 0 Please print •Additional room is)'rovitfed on back 
Please drop this form into one of the comment boxes here at the public meeting or mail to: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command Atlantic 
6506 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23508, Attn: Code EV21/SS 

YOUR INPUT MATTERS 

OSHEL0001

1.a. Thank You



Langley, WA 98260

Until recently, my partner and I were looking to buy a home in and move to Coupeville.
The thought of constant jet noise is irreconcilable. We are no longer considering
Coupeville as a place we would like to live, and will be searching for a home elsewhere.

OSTKY0001

1.a. Thank You



Langley, WA 98260

 

I previously worked for a business that was located near OLF and I recall a specific day
when the noise from the Growlers was so severe that I had to leave work because I
began to feel extremely nauseas. At this time I am not advocating for closing OLF,
however I think it is very irresponsible to be increasing the number of Growlers and thus
the frequency with which community members will be negatively impacted. Having
experienced this first-hand I still cannot imagine how terrible it would be to live with this
everyday. Although we have many friends who live in Coupeville, this experience has
made my husband and I decide that we will not move to Coupeville. Expanding the
Growler operations will inevitable seriously harm the community of Coupeville and those
who care about this community.

OSTME0001

1.a. Thank You
4.r. Nonauditory Health Effects



Oak Harbor, WA 98277

I am a homeowner who lives under the airport pattern for Ault Field. EA-18G Growlers
and other Navy aircraft fly over my house on a routine basis for qualification and other
flights, often lasting well into the night. These activities were clearly identified to us when
we purchased our property, cause us no discernible health problems, and appear to have
no adverse effect to our pets nor the livestock in surrounding fields. Our experience is
that Growlers produce less noise than their predecessor, the Prowler. Documents we
signed when we bought our house promised flights of military aircraft over our house. We
consider it something of a contractual promise.

OSTST0001

1.a. Thank You



Port Angeles, WA 98363

 

I would like to thank the Navy and all the armed forces for all you do. I feel you should
train over the Olympic Penninsula in any way you need to. The American people are
lucky to have all of you protecting us, so do what ever you need to. Thank you.

OTTAN0001

1.a. Thank You



Victoria, British Columbia V9B6G8

From early morning until dark we hear the Growler jers from Whitbey. Our summer into
autumn is disturbed by what sounds like rolling thunder. It is awful. I live 30 mins from
downtown Victoria in a community called the District of Highlands. I can't help but wonder
about bird populations, nesting birds, etc and the damage from this near constant noise
pollution.

OWEGA0001

1.a. Thank You
10.c. Wildlife Sensory Disturbance and Habituation



Victoria, British Columbia V9B6G8

 

As a resident of the District of Highlamds, a community 30 mins north of Victoria , I am
deeply comcerned and affected by the near constant noise of the Growler jets from
Whidbey. This past summer with the addition of more jets was terrible and now I
understand more jets and practise flights will be added. I am an unimpressed Canadian
neighbour and deeply worried about the effect on the environment especially the stress of
noise pollution on nesting birds, whales swimming, all marine and human life.

OWEGA0002

1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.c. Wildlife Sensory Disturbance and Habituation
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife



Victoria, British Columbia V9B6G8

From early morning until dark we hear the Growler jers from Whitbey. Our summer into
autumn is disturbed by what sounds like rolling thunder. It is awful. I live 30 mins from
downtown Victoria in a community called the District of Highlands. I can't help but wonder
about bird populations, nesting birds, etc and the damage from this near constant noise
pollution.

OWEGA0003

1.a. Thank You
10.b. Biological Resources Impacts
10.c. Wildlife Sensory Disturbance and Habituation
4.v. Impacts to Domestic Pets, Livestock, or Wildlife



Port Ludlow, WA 98365

My parents both served in the military. The Olympic Peninsula is a heritage site and
protected area which it should remain- free from military war games and practice. The
pollution and noise is not necessary- you have use of other practice sites that are already
reserved for these exercises. I grew up in a town with an air force base near by- when a
jet went over our school all teaching stopped until the disruption was over. This wasn't an
option it was necessary. The Olympic Peninsula should be viewed as a protected place
free from encumbrances that diminish the beauty, quiet, and enjoyment of nature. The
world is in turmoil and chaos- why bring that in force to a treasured area. Growler
missions, noise, pollution, loss of tourism dollars - redirect your goals to be accomplished
in areas more suitable to your vision. If the future wars are waged with nuclear weapons -
the growlers and weaponry will be obsolete anyway. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely, 

OWEJO0001

1.a. Thank You
19.c. Olympic Peninsula, Olympic National Park, and at-Sea
Training
19.d. Electronic Warfare
7.d. Recreation and Wilderness Analysis and Study Area
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